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PREFACE

The original edition of “Principles of Investment^' has been almost
entirely rewritten and the work now appears as the second edition.

It was felt that a rewriting was necessary primarily on account of the
changes in economic and political conditions and institutions occasioned
largely by the World War. Many of the changes doubtless will prove
permanent so that it has become necessary to reexamine fundamental
forces and laws that control investments. Among the changes that have
vitally affected the investment of capital may be mentioned the altered

status of production, international trade, finance, and the new distribu-

tion of gold; to these must be added changes in political relations, taxa-

tion, and tariffs; important also are the Federal Reserve System and the

new status of labor. These and other events have largely changed the

setting of the financial stage. Moreover, certain theoretical laws, which
are sound at the core, nevertheless need restatement to suit the new
situation.

For the most part the present edition retains the general conception

and organization of the original work. But even here some changes

have been made partly to facilitate treatment and partly to give greater

emphasis to certain aspects of the subject. It has been thought best

to approach the subject matter through the analysis of the fundamental

concept of income. Economically conceived, investment is the science

of procuring income from capital. Investment income itself is the meas-

ure of the usefulness of service of capital to society. The amount of

income depends upon the scarcity of capital and the risk involved in

capital commitments. It appears, therefore, that treatment of the

subject of investment would revolve around the pivotal points of income,

risk, and the money and capital markets. These concepts seem to

embrace the fundamental concepts of the subject.

The present edition, like the first edition, has been divided into

five parts. However, the essential material of Part V of the original

edition has been absorbed in other parts of this edition. This step was
decided upon partly to facilitate treatment and partly to economize

space. The latter became imperative on account of the expansion of

material in other parts of the work. Part III of the original edition has

been divided into two parts, the one dealing with private securities, and
the other with public obligations.

Part II dealing with the Elements of Investment Credit has under-

gone a change in the order of treatment. Starting from the fundamental

concept of income in Part I, it seems logical to give this precedence of
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PREFACE

treatment in Part II. The treatment of income is naturally followed by

treatment of assets, the other economic element in credit. Given the

economic foundation of investment credit, further interest centers in

the legal rights and duties of the holders of the various classes of securities

and the provisions which safeguard their position. But the tardy devel-

opment of the law has left a large measure of discretion to those in control-

of industry, while both economics and law fail to take adequate account^

of the human element in finance. Treatment of this matter follows and
completes the analysis of the subject of investment credit.

Part III, like Part II, has undergone a change in the order of treat-

ment. It was found that the general importance of income in investment'

and its special significance as an element of credit naturally lead to

analysis of corporate and other private investments fihst. These in turn

form a valuable economic background for the treatment of public obliga-

tions, which follows in Part IV.

The treatment of railroads and public utilities has been enlarged.

Separate chapters have been written on the Economics of Railroad
Transportation, Railroad Regulation, Financial Analysis of Railroads,

and Railroad Securities; in the field of public utilities independent
treatment has been given to each utility so that separate chapters now
appear on Regulation of Public Utilities, Electric Light and Power, Gas
Industry, Water Works, Electric Railways, the Telegraph, and the
Telephone. In addition to these, new chapters have been included
on Bank Stocks, Insurance Stocks, and Investment Trusts. Part V
(formerly Part IV) has been reorganized into four chapters on Funda-
mental Causes of Price Movements, Business Fluctuations, Bond Prices,
and Stock Prices.

A word should be said in regard to the mechanical changes in the new
edition. Numerous sectional headings replace the infrequent captions
of the original edition. This mechanical device renders a grasp of the
subject matter easy for the reader and greatly facilitates the use of the
work for reference purposes.

The author wishes to express his feeling of obligation to all who in
one way or another have had a part in shaping this work. This obliga-
tion e:rtends to fomer teachers and associates who by their scholarship
and friendly criticism lent inspiration to the work of research and the
general pursuit of knowledge. He wishes to acknowledge special obliga-
tion to his many coUeagues in the teaching and scientific professions for
then valuable oral and written contributions. Lastly should not be
forgotten the suggestions of those in the practical world of finance and
investment whose interest in the literature of the subject never lags.

WOLN, Nebbaska,
November

j 1932.
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PART I

THE ECONOMIC BASIS OF INVESTMENT





CHAPTER I

INVESTMENT DEFINED

The subject of investment has reached an advanced stage of develop-

ment and may be approached m the scientific spirit If by science is

meant accurate and systematic knowledge of facts, laws, and causes,

then the inclusion of investment in the category of the sciences has ample

justification Nevertheless, mvestment is one of the newest of the

departments of knowledge within the general field of economics It

abstracts from the general body of economic laws certain fundamental

principles relating to the accumulation and employment of capital and

its share in the distribution of the earnings of industry These funda-

mental laws constitute the background of our subject, while the develop-

ment of allied principles and their application to the various fields of

investment give content to the work. The latter is specially concerned

with the establishment of a body of techmque the end of which is to gauge

the effectiveness of the employment of capital in the various fields of

enterpiise This can be aceomphshed only through the development of a

definite body of principles grounded in fundamental economic laws but

conditioned upon certain legal and moral safeguards. Fact and principle

are thus blended into a homogeneous body of specialized economic

knowledge which constitutes the science of mvestment

The Origin of Investment.—If one is to comprehend the full signifi-

cance of the term "investment," one must start with the idea of a surplus

or fund of the means of subsistence One must also think of this as a

social fund or surplus arising through social causes One may think of a

primitive situation where the community has through sheer luck or

perhaps conscious exertion come mto possession of piovisions greater in

amount than is necessary to sustam daily life This community then has

the choice of living in idleness until the surplus is exhausted or utilizing

Its time in the fashionmg of implements or contraptions calculated to

ease the burden of life or better its existence through greater fruitfulness

of its efforts in the future If the latter alternative is chosen, spare time

is employed in the creation of rude forms of capital which, however crude

in appearance, will render incalculable assistance in future gainful

efforts But mark well that as these new implements are being made

the surplus of the preceding period is utihzed so that man soon finds

himself without further means of support Nevertheless he has made

distinct advancement in that he now possesses tools that will multiply

3
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the results of his efforts as he again turns to the pursuit of gaming a

livelihood. He now is in possession of a capital fund He has made an

investment In this three distinct piocesses are observable, namely, (o)

the production of a surplus, (6) the saving of the surplus, and (c) the

investment of that surplus.

Modem Investment.
—

^This sunple illustration drawn from primitive

life describes processes which are essentially the same as those observed

in civilized commumlies The most obvious fact of economic life today

is the accumulation of a vast fund of goods, which, although individually

owned in our system of pnvate property, is neveitheless cooperatively

produced and accumulated through years- of social effort. This fund of

goods is composed partly of consumers’ goods and partly of producers’

goods. The former constitute the fund of subsistence which sustains the

people while they are engaged m the production of more goods of like

kind and also of additional capital which is to replace that now deterio-

rating through use as well as adding to the accumulated fund In this

way society is continually replacmg its worn-out equipment and providing
additional facilities for future needs Civilized society thus lives off

of the accumulated stock of consumption goods which itself is constantly
being replenished and augmented by the stream of current production
This exchange of consumption foods for production goods is the funda-
mental process of investment

Back of all the incidents of private property and ownership of wealth,
back of the economic distribution of current income, back of the screen
of money and credit that obscures from our vision fundamental economic
processes, he the three predominant operations of producing, saving,
and investing. One may here envisage the most complicated, the most
delicate, and at the same time the most wonderful mechanism in the
greatest cooperative enterprise in which the human race has ever engaged.
One can easily become inspired with the theme and picture the myriads
of human beings under all suns and in all climates quietly pursuing their
occupations, each contnbuting an infinitesimal part to the grand objective
of all, namely, the creation of something of use to the human race In
this great ensemble of effort are the countless specialized farms, factories,
and work shops in every land, the varied means of transportation ranging
from the sled and canoe to steam railroads and leviathans of the high
seas, while countless persons are directmg and redirecting, distributing,
packing, and sending goods to their destmation Nor should one forget
the miners of precious metals and the dealers m money and credit without
whose efforts the entire process could not eventuate. Wherever equip-
ment IS found which assists in the production of want-satisfying goods
and semces, m speedmg them on the way to the consumer, or in facili-
tating the process in general, there wiH be found capital, there an invest-
ment has been made in the economic meaning of the term. In more
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prosaic language and from the standpoint of pure economics, investment

may be defined simply as the application of current surplus funds in the

creation of capital goods for the sake of future gam in the amount and
quality of goods for consumption

The Economic Reserve—^In the modern economy of specialization of

effort and ownership the current fund of consumption goods, for the most
part, has been lodged in the hands of a specialized class of wholesale and
retail dealers and distributors This reserve stock of goods is drawn upon
daily by the workers at the machines whose efforts contmuously replenish

the stock on hand But this reserve stock of goods cannot be drawn
upon as rapidly as it is replenished, for to do so would mean stagnation

in industry and eventual exhaustion of the fund through failure to

replenish the capital employed m its production In order to maintain

this reserve of goods it is necessary that some must forego their privilege

of consuming goods in favor of others who are engaged in the making of

capital goods for maintenance and improvement of the technique of

industry

The technique of production is maintained and augmented only

through the surrender of the privilege of consumption by the first group

m favor of the larger group of workers while the latter is actively engaged

in its task It is in connection with this second group under our system

of division of labor that the social process of investment arises It is

only in proportion as the first group exercises forbearance in its privilege

of drawing on the current supply of consumption goods that investment

can proceed This constitutes the process of earning, saving, and invest-

ing under a society of specialized functions

But still another step in the analysis of modern investment is neces-

sary In this rigtme of money and credit and exchange of goods one has

come to think of all economic matters m terms of money value One
speaks of the income of the people as money income when in reality it is

income in terms of consumption goods and services Now these terms

are coordinate when current consumption is equal to production But
when saving takes place, the real income of the economist must always

be smaller than the money income The surplus money income, the

savings of the community, is impounded in purchasing power represented

by monetary value. In the orderly progress of matters savmgs constitute

a stream of purchasing power flowing into the hands of the group of

workers above distinguished in return for their products and who in turn

come into possession of the means of commanding the unused portion of

the general stock of reserve consumption goods. On the other hand,

those who have saved, those who have reframed from exercising the choice

of consumption to the full extent of their privilege, have received capital

goods in exchange for their sacnflces They have made an investment

Thus it comes about that in a society of specialized effort capital is
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lodged in the hands of a certain group who by their own volition

have chosen this course Moreover, the opportunity is open to each

according to his own abihty to follow a similar course By far the

greater number of workers themselves have to some extent, and at times

at least, chosen to follow this course and have become to that extent

owners of capital They too have made an mvestment

Consumers’ Goods as Capital.—^Butm the development of the process

of social mvestment it was found that one other duty devolved upon the

owners of capital, namely, the carrying of the inventory of consumers’

goods from the time it left the shops of the producers to the time it was

taken from the reserve by the consumers This involved a loss of time

in the recovery of funds invested m the capital equipment itself It

rendered an increase m the amount of the total product that eventually

accrued to the owners of capital to compensate for the loss of time This

function is indeed not peculiar to a capitahstic i6gime, for long before the

appearance of productive capital in large quantities, goods produced

mainly without the aid of capital had to be carried by some until they

were wanted by the ultimate consumers For this service the owners of

capital funds were regularly compensated The function common to

both of these operations is the abstention from consumption by the

owners of capital in favor of those exercismg this choice This process

runs throughout the capitahstic system and reveals the true nature and
processes of investment It should be observed also that the canying

of consumption goods until the time they reach the hands of the consumer

is an economic service to society In the language of the economist,

place and time utihty are added to form utility achieved m the productive

process

Usage of the Term Investment.
—

^The economic conception of invest-

ment IS thoroughly m harmony with the historical evolution of the term
Surplus capital of eaily times was invested largely in ships, trade, and
commerce The traders of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries in

connection with the trade with India spoke of investing their money oi

capital in ships and goods. Wnters of the period used the term m the
same sense In the mneteenth century Jevons spoke of “turning
circulatmg mto fixed capital, or less durable into more durable capital

’’

From the histone use of the term was evolved the modern conception
of investment No better, and certainly no more authoritative, definition

has ever been advanced than that given in the Oxford Dictionary where
investment is defined as “the conversion of money or circulating capital
mto some species of property from which an mcome or profit is expected
to be derived in the ordinary course of trade or business ” And again, to
mvest IS “to employ (money) m the purchase of anything from which
interest or profit is expected, now, especially in the purchase of property,
stocks, shares, and so forth, m order to hold these for the sake of the
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interest, dividends, or profits accruing from them ” The essential points

in this language are clearly (1) the conversion of money or liquid capital

to economic ends and (2) the normal expectation of securing an income,

be it interest or profit, from the services rendered by such conversion

Individual Investment—^To conform to modern conditions, the idea

of investment is extended to mclude remvestment in the paper repre-

sentatives of wealth, such as stocks and bonds, the income from which,

in the language of finance, is referred to as interest or dividends It

should be noted that reinvestments are in reality simply transfers of

goods, or titles to goods, from certain mdmduals to others No new
investments result from these operations Moreover, the transfer of

titles in this manner may involve an amount of money greater or less than
the actual investment—a situation of the greatest importance to investors

It IS only when the transfer of funds among individuals finally reaches the

workers engaged in the production of new goods from which an income is

expected that investment takes place It should be noted here too that

investment is defined without reference to the risk element, a feature

that will be important for later distmctions but unimportant at this

juncture ^

The idea of individual investment also includes financial operations

the proceeds of which are not necessarily employed in productive enter-

prise 01 where the connection between its employment and future benefits

IS remote Included in this group are certain loans to governments,

states, and minor civil divisions, as also private loans for consumption

purposes, as, for example, the erection or purchase of a dwelling, the

acquisition of an automobile, furmture, or other valuable articles which

yield no income to the owner Loans of this general type, when not used

for productive purposes, are generally spoken of as spendthrift loans

There may be a difference of opinion as to the productive character of

loans represented by the war debts of national governments If they

are to be considered productive at all, it must be m a very general sense

of the term It still remains true, however, that the governments

concerned possess only the power of taxation for payment of interest and

1 While in some cases not so explicit as the definition of investment above quoted,

otliei diotionaiies arom general agreement with the fundamental idea Webster's New
Intel national Dictionary defines investment as “the laymg out of money m the pur-

chase of some species of property, especially a source of mcome or profit,” while to

invest IS “to lay out (money or capital) m business with the view of obtammg an

income or profit ” From the Century Dictionary one leains that mvestment is “a
placing or conversion of capital m a way mtended to secure mcome or profit from its

employment ”

R H Inghs writing m Palgrave’s Dictionary of Political Economy under the title

“mvestment” says, “The mvestment of money by an mdividual means either some

form of lending the money at mterest, or its exchange for property from which a

profit, rent, or mcome of any kmd is expected, whether this property is already m
existence or is being produced by those to whom the money is paid ”
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principal Such loans had better be considered unproductive for present

purposes. The same may be said for state, municipal, and private loans

for consumptive purposes On the other hand, governments sometimes

contract loans for the purpose of engagmg m productive enterprise, as

when a municipality owns its own water works or in the case of govern-

ment ownership of railroads, telegraphs, telephones, and the like

Scope of Investment.—^Thus the scope of modern investment is as

broad as the fields of pnvate and public fimance m so far as they relate to

the employment of capital funds The field of private finance is consti-

tuted largely of corporate securities of a diverse character, mcluding the

manifold types of stocks, bonds, and notes It also embraces all farm

and real-estate mortgages, bonds, and notes as well as such relatively

new forms as certificates of mvestment and other trusts, bankers' shares,

and the hke. In the field of public finance come the obligations of

domestic and foreign governments, states, and provinces, as also those

of cities, counties, towns, and other minor civil divisions. Notwithstand-

ing the heterogeneity of their type and character these multiform securi-

ties may be analyzed and appraised by a common method of procedure

and by emplojnng a set of pnnciples and technique applicable to their

common underlying elements of value. The possibility of establishing

universal principles and techmque applicable to all the various types of

issues alike constitutes the raison d’kre for an independent science of

investment The analysis following will make it abundantly clear that

bonds themselves are far from uniform m quality and that in the volumi-

nous catalogue of issues may be discovered bonds in quantity of any and
all degrees of merit. Likewise stocks differ greatly among themselves,

many of the better preferred issues exceeding m quality certain classes of

bonds In fact, the true mental picture of the multifarious kinds and
types of security issues arranged accordmg to quality reveals all gradations

of nsk from gilt-edged bonds to despicably worthless stocks. There is

no impassable chasm separatmg bonds from stocks and no good reason

can be found for the exclusion of stocks in a treatise on investment
Motives in Investment.—^The first motive in mvestment is the desire

to preserve that which has been saved In early economic life, leisure

tune represented the savmgs of individuals. This time was employed
in the erection of rude dwelling houses and in the accumulation of food
and materials for clothmg With the discovery of valuable metals,
stones, and shells, all of which were at one time or another used for
money, came the opportunity of preservmg savings by acquiring these
valuable articles and storing them away for future use in commanding
articles of necessity for daily livmg This was a poor method at best.
With the coming of machinery and all of its accompaniments, great
strides were made in the effect to preserve that which had been saved.
Although money served this purpose for countless generations and is still
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hoarded in times of great emergency, the chief method of preserving funds
today IS by investment m busmess enterpnse This is done consciously

or unconsciously. When the stocks or bonds of an enterprise are pur-

chased, the owner expects to be able to recover the amount so invested,

and the process is a deliberate and conscious one Many, however,
especially the small savers, do not directly invest anything. They
deposit their funds in a bank, or other financial institution, or purchase
an insurance policy, little knowing that the money with which they
parted is forthwith employed in the furthermg of some enterprise In
one way or another, the surplus funds of society rapidly find their way
to the managers of industrial establishments who employ them in the

expansion of their operations

It would, perhaps, be more accurate to say that investments are made
with the intention of preservmg funds That funds are not always

preserved when committed to industrial enterprise is familiar to everyone

The extent of the losses through bad investments, however, is not

generally appreciated, nor does the investor always realize what the

chances of success are Before the World War the savings of the people

of the United States, as estimated by various authorities, were around

$5,000,000,000 annually How much of this was soundly invested is a

matter of guesswork The amount annually lost in worthless securities

has been variously estimated from $250,000,000 upward Credit losses

often run as high as $500,000,000 annually The actual fire losses

amount to about $250,000,000 annually All told, it is probably safe to

say that, on the basis of annual savings of $6,000,000,000, approximately

one-fifth IS wasted It appears then that the investment of funds in

capital equipment is attended with considerable risk, and that this is

at best an imperfect method of preserving funds. While this is true

for the country as a whole, nevertheless, for the individual a proper

selection of investments wiU avoid most of the risk involved If the above

percentage is applied to the past decade, the annual losses amount to huge
proportions With average national income, say, at $80,000,000,000 and
savings figures at one-seventh of mcome, the conclusion is reached that

something like $2,750,000,000 is wasted annually

Investment for Income.—^However important may be the preservation

of funds, it IS safe to say that few mvestments of today are made which

do not turn largely on the matter of mcome. So important is this

feature that the investment market has been aptly described as a market
where mcomes are bought and sold ^ It matters not whether the

securities concerned are stocks, bonds, or mortgages, all alike are unprofit-

able from an investment pomt of view except for the income they produce.

And it IS on account of this income that they serve the double function

of acting as a storehouse for capital funds and of giving opportumty for

1 Sbkbno S Pbatt, The Work cjf Wall Street, p 59
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their profitable employment Some incomes are fixed in amount and

some are variable To the former class belong most mortgages and

mortgage bonds and preferred stocks, while to the latter group belong

participating stocks and bonds and common stocks

From the standpoint of pure economics the conception of income

from investment is clear It refers to the reward received by the owners

of capital for the services of capital itself as a factor in the production of

consumers’ goods The author has used the word “production” in its

fundamental economic sense of creatmg utihties of either form, time, or

place While most capital is invested so as to alter the form of goods,

large portions which are mvested in carrying consumers’ goods render

their service by furnishing these goods at the proper place and time
Income thus arising from the services of capital must always hold the

primary place m the scheme of mvestment It constitutes, therefore,

the main reliance of capitalists for the profitable employment of their

funds This rendering of a social service brings with it a social reward
as measured by the willingness of the consuming public to buy the
products of capitalistic production at such puce that adequate reward
wiU be offered the owners of capital This is the economic basis, the
impregnable foundation, of the entire superstructure of investment
This conception of mcome corresponds with the accountants’ conception
of earnings and excludes gams of the kind next to be discussed

Even though investments and securities are valued generally for the
income they produce, prospective or potential income must be distin-
guished from reahzed income It is the characteristic of the first group of
securities above named that the income is currently realized and fixed
in amount so that no reasonable doubt arises in the mind of the investor
as to Its continuation in the future But the second group of securities
raises the question as to how great the mcome may be m the fuLure.
Investors have learned to be long sighted in such matters so that in their
search for income they are quite as much mterested in the futuie as in
the present It thus happens that in the purchase of securities of variable
income a conscious effort is constantly made to anticipate the amount of
the future income and to make due allowance ahead of time for increases
or decreases in the amount to be realized This simple principle, if
borne m mind, will go a long way toward explaining values set upon
certain securities that currently produce no mcome at all and others
whose prospects are not bnght.

One more pomt concerning income arises at this early stage of discus-
sion This has to do with the conception of income itself What can
taiTly be caUed income m the investment field? Specifically it brings
into view the practice of corporations m plowing back into the property
large amounts of surplus earmngs mstead of distributing these to the
security holders On the average, American corporations have for years
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considered it expedient to retain something hke 40 per cent of their net

eainings after payment of expenses and interest on fixed-income securities

as surplus While legally the property of the corporation, nevertheless

this surplus represents the equity of the participating security holders

The profitableness of mvestment, therefore, cannot be fully measured

without regarding this as a part of the leward In their financial oper-

ations investors constantly take this unreahzed mcome into consideiation

when calculating the price they are willing to pay for securities

Profits —There is, nevertheless, another way of gainfully employing

capital funds It consists m gams through changes in capital value.

These accrue to the owners of capital through two processes not always

clearly distinguished from each other, namely, appreciation and deprecia-

tion, on the one hand, and accretion and decietion, on the other Appre-

ciation of principal takes place only in those cases where there is a

certain amount of risk involved at the time of purchase. If the risk

inherent in the issue is later lessened through improved credit of the

issuing body, the price of the issue improves accordingly. The investor

has thereby gained to the extent of the increase in price Such gams

may be realized either through sale of the security or, in the case of debts,

at the time the obligations come due

The principle of accretion is often confused with appreciation

Accretion, hke appreciation, is an increase in the price of an issue, it

results, however, not from causes inherent in the security itself but from

external circumstances The most common case of accretion is where

the price is affected by favorable changes in the money and capital

markets In times of pamc or crisis, the best bonds sell at a low price

because of the efforts of their owners to leahze cash funds from their sale

This causes a temporary glut m the market which is further aggravated

by the general scarcity of buyers Subsequently, when the main effect

of the pamc or crisis is past, improvement in price is considerable

Those who bought at low prices are recipients of substantial amounts of

income through the process of accretion Accretion is found in all types

of securities but especially in bonds and stocks because they are long-

time investments

Investment losses occur from three causes which correspond to these

sources of gam First, losses sustained through failure of the borrower or

user of the funds to pay the mterest or dividends on the investment

Second, losses are often sustained through deterioration in credit, which

IS reflected in a reduced price These may be designated as losses from

depreciation. Third, losses may result through the purchase of invest-

ments made at a time when high prices prevailed, and which were later

disposed of when prices were unfavorable through no fault of the user

of the funds These losses are the opposite of accretion and may be

called losses from decretion
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Speculation Distinguished from Investment—Having acquized a

clear idea of the economic use of the term “investment,” one should have

little difficulty in understanding the meaning of speculation The best

approach here as in the former case is to examine the authoritative and

generally accepted meanmg of the term To quote the Oxford Dictionary

again, investment is distinguished from speculation “m which the object

IS the chance of reaping a rapid advantage by a sudden rise in the market

price of something which is bought merely in order to be held until it can

be thus advantageously sold again” Speculation is the “practice of

buying or selhng goods, land, stock and shares, and so forth, in order to

profit by the rise or fall m the market value, as distinct from regular

trading or investment, engagmg m any business enterprise or transaction

of a venturesome or risky nature, but offering the chance of great or

unusual gam
The difference between investment and speculation is expressed by

H C Emery^ as follows “Investment means primarily the purchase of

meome-yielding property in order to get an annual income, rather than

to make profits from the fluctuations m capital value ” Speculation

“consists in busnng and selling commodities, or securities, or other

property, in the hope of profit from anticipated changes in value ” So

Pres A T Hadley says. “Speculation, in the narrow sense of the word,

IS the attempt to make money out of fluctuation in the value of property,

as distinct from its earmngs One may also quote from Lavington who
says, “It IS not entirely satisfactory to let the distinction turn on a

question of intention, but such a course is, perhaps, better than its

alternatives We may, therefore, define the speculator as one who
Carnes between two points of time witl^ a view to profiting from a price

difference between the two exchanges bounding his operation.'^

‘ Webster's New Irttemahonal Ihchonary defines speculation as “engaging m
business out of the ordinary, or dealing with a view to making a profit from conjectural

fluctuations m the pnoe rather than from earmngs from the ordmary profit of the
trade, or entenng into a busmess venture mvolvmg unusual risks for a chance of an
unusually large gam or profit

”

The Century Dtclionary defines speculation as “the mvosting of money at a risk

of loss on the chance of unusual gam, specifically buying and selhng, not in the ordi-

nary course of commerce for the contmuous marketing of commodities, but to hold
m the expectation of selhng at a profit upon a change in values or market rates ' ’

The Encydopaedw of the Social Sciences, under the term of gamblmg defines
speculation as “the act of buymg or selhng commodities, securities, or rights m order
to benefit from changesm their pnees ”

* Speculation on Stock and Produce Exchanges of the United States, p. 96.

,

‘ Principles of Railroad Transportation, p 48.
‘ F Lavington, The English Capital Market, p 236.

On the other hand, Sereno S. Pratt finds the difference between investment and
speculation lies not onlym the method of securmg an mcome but also in the amount of
risk assumed “Income and safety are essential in investment, nsk and profits, m
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These definitions are in general agreement on two points. (1) specula-

tion IS concerned with fluctuations m capital values, and (2) the intention

of the speculator is to make a profit out of these fluctuations It may be

added that the speculator, unlike the mvestor, makes no attempt to

render an economic service to society In some instances (see footnote)

the risk element receives emphasis but is generally not made an essential

characteristic of speculation As a matter of fact, more risk is usually

assumed by the speculator than by the mvestor Mr Hastings Lyon,

while resting his mam distinction on the intention of the capitalist,

prefers to let the intention be inferred from the amount of risk assumed ^

The investor and speculator may, and commonly do, deal in identical

issues In the past both the conservative mvestor and conservative

speculator have generally confined their transactions to bonds and

similar issues while the more liberal mmded of both classes have always

included a considerable portion of preferred and common stocks m their

dealings. The conservative investor looks for no increase in income but

centers his attention (often to his sorrow) upon its steadiness and safety,

while the conservative speculator seeks to purchase relatively safe stocks

or bonds, depending upon price change for his mam profit On the other

hand, the liberal mvestor purchases stocks of merit with the expectation

of reaping the increasing profits through future years, while the liberal

speculator may deal in siinilar issues but always with the idea of reaping

extraordinary profits through price changes To pursue the contrast

stiU further, the mvestor may receive profits through occasional or

unexpected sale, while the speculator may reap gams from liberal dis-

bursements of corporations, although both of these results are incidental

to the primary motives

Eisky ventures often resultm great gams as well as great losses; hence

this type of investment lends itself easily to illustration of speculation,

hence the emphasis placed upon the risk factor by some But the

essential distinction between mvestment and speculation is always to be

found m the motive back of transactions To repeat once more, invest-

ment consists m the purchase of mcome, while speculation has as its

object the making of profits from pnce changes.

But price changes occur quite as frequently from forces m the money

and capital markets as from forces inherent in the security itself. Hence

speculation To secure profit the speculator is Willing to take larger risks than the

investor.”—The Work of Wall Street, p 81

Greater emphasis is placed upon the nsfc element by Lawrence Chamberlain

in his work on the Principles of Bond Investment He says the difference consists

merely m the “degree of nsk willing to be assumed.’’—Bevised and enlarged edition,

p 13
1 Investment, p. 12. Chapter I of this work gives an unusually good discussion of

this matter
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the speculator seeks also to take advantage of changes from this cause

and often confines his operations to bonds instead of stocks

Speculative Investors.—Somewhere between the investor and the

speculator stands the speculative investor This class has a divided, or

double, motive made up of a nice balance between the two motives suggest

by the term itself It includes those investors who are not Simon pure

but are influenced to a more or less degree by the speculative motive

Speculators similarly are often influenced by motives of investment and

may then be classed as investive speculators Observation seems to

point to the conclusion that besides mstitutional investors there are

nowadays few Simon-pure mvestors or speculators but rather most

individuals are actuated by a combination of the two motives Some

have contended that such actuations are psychologically impossible

Common experience, however, would dictate that mental decisions of this

character are of daily occurrence m all human activities With good

reason it may be pomted out that the compromise position is frequently

wrought with peril to the once Simon-pure investor who, having attained

moderate success m his speculative investments, rapidly deteriorates into

the out-and-out speculator, often to his own detriment This, however,

is a matter of mvestment policy and has nothmg to do with logical

distinctions

Risk and Risk-bearers.—It seems appropriate here to observe that

one of the flrst steps in acquiring a knowledge of investment is to learn

that all mvestment operations, no matter what their nature, are attended

with a certain degree of risk There is no such thing as absolute 100

per cent safety in investment All economic values are constantly

changmg in response to a thousand and one different causes The
farmer assumes the iisk of the seasons and the conditions of the market for

his products, the merchant risks the fickleness of the public demand for

his articles, as well as the tactics and skill of his competitors. The empire
builders risked the settlement of the new teriitory through which their

roads ran and generally waited long for their reward No great strides

m industrial progress were ever made without the assumption of largo
risks on the part of the owners of capital, the managers, and the pro-
moters The ommpresence of the risk factor, perhaps, needs no stressing
for the average busmess man Present-day writers commonly place
great emphasis upon it as it affects modern industry The neglect of
adequate analysis of this element is, therefore, a most serious defect m
present-day investment literature, and the superficial practice of rigidly
classifying investment issues into safe and speculative types reminds one
once more of the old attempt at squaring the circle.

The economic view of investment is broad enough to admit of the risk
element in all cases It makes little difference as to the degree of risk
which capital bears; as long as it represents a bona fide attempt at produo-
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tion and service to the people, it deserves to be considered an investment

Investment is made in order that the productive capacity of people may
be augmented and the economic status of society improved, or at least

maintained at its present level Certam issues, however, may be spoken

of as “investment” issues, others as "speculative,” inasmuch as the

limitations of language force some such usage Whatever the names used,

it may be repeated that there is no mvestment which is unconditionally

safe, 100 per cent good

If it IS inevitable that mdustnal progress be accompanied by uncer-

tainties, it appears that the criticism which is frequently leveled at the

risk-bearers of society is ill considered Those who assume risks are often

referred to in derision as speculators and gamblers The evolution of

modern investment has made it possible for each investor, according to

his inclmation, to assume whatever amount of risk he desires It has

thus come about that investors have been more or less separated in the

mind of the public into two general classes: pure investors, and specu-

lators Doubtless there aie many who have made unwise choice by
constantly assuming a larger part of the inevitable risks of mdustry than

their means warrant, they can ill afford to accept their losses Never-

theless, the choice between different types of investment, which makes it

possible to assume little or much risk, is a distinct advantage to all con-

cerned The great need is education in investment matters, so that

those incapable of assummg risks are not misled through ignorance

The present largo class of ne’er-do-wells will diminish in proportion as

they acquire some elementary principles to guide their conduct

Gambling Distinguished from Speculation.—^While the difference

between mvestment and speculation is clear, the distinction between

speculation and gambling is not so clear Speculation gradually shades

into gambling Let us again consult authorfEi^ToFSilr startfng'point

"TEe word gambling is defined by the Oxford Dictionary as consisting of

playing “games of chance for money, especially for unduly high stakes,

to stake money (especially an extravagant amount) on some fortuitous

event ” So also Webster’s New International Dictionary says to gamble is

“to stake money or any other thmg of value upon an uncertain event,

to hazard something upon a chance ” We have also the Century Diction-

ary which says to gamble is “to play at any game of hazard for a stake,

risk money or any thing of value on the issue of a game of chance, by
either playing or betting on the play of others, hence to engage in financial

transactions or speculations dependent for success chiefly upon chance or

unknown contingencies” as “to gamble in stocks ” Encyclopaedia

of the Social Sciences (m the article on gambhng) says “The term gam-

bling designates the dehberate wagenng or staking of important or<

valuable considerations upon events which, so far as the parties to the

wager can know, he in the realm of pure chance, or luck ” The central
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point in all of these definitions is that gambling turns on the element of

chance. With this distinction as the cue, one may distinguish gambling

from speculation in that the former turns upon pure, or blind, chance

while the latter connotes rational calculation of probable future results.

Pratt correctly charactenzes speculation as “intelligent risk” while

“gambling is blind chance In the language of Theodore Price, spera-

lation IS “hazard plus intemgence,’'nsa: gamblmg is “hazard without

intelligence ” The gambler in finance is, above all, the blind chance-

taSer As Kasbeen shown, the speculator calculates the risk involved in a

transaction and assumes it knowingly with the hope of correspondingly

great reward The gambler either cannot or does not calculate the

chances of success or failure. He takes a chance on the unknown or

unknowable An illustration of the dice will make the point clear.

One who has even the most elementary knowledge about the law of

probabilities knows that with a single die, on the average, the six face will

appear once in eveiy six throws, because there are six faces to the die

with as many different numbers. Conscious then of the certainty of any

single number appearmg once in six throws on the average, the odds of

one to six may be taken on an unlimited number of throws with the cer-

tainty of neither losing nor gaining. If the odds could be secured on the

basis of one to seven, there is nothing more certain than that in the end

gains would result The person who thus calculates and acts accordingly

cannot be said to gamble Neither is one gambling if one takes the odds

on a comparatively few throws, because the chances of success are taken

with open eyes In this case, however, the operator of necessity assumes

a certain amount of risk based upon the known facts, the risk, however, is

of the speculative kind When more than one die is used, it requires

considerable mathematical ability to be able to calculate the chances of

certam combinations appeanng Few there are who know these chances
;

still fewer are able to calculate the probabihty of any combination appear-
ing at a single throw. The odds which in the long run would lead to an
even break are accordingly unknown Intelhgent risk-assumption is,

therefore, out of the question, and the one who takes a chance under
these circumstances is takmg a blmd chance. He is gambling Should
he by sheer experience learn the probabilities involved in the case and
take odds accordmgly, he would then be assuming speculative risks and
could not be accused of gambhng.

The financial gambler is m precisely the same position as other gam-
blers. Stocks and bonds bear various degrees of risk which can be deter-
mined with approximate accuracy by careful analysis The chances of
success in any one issue, therefore, may be determined; he who commits
»his funds with his eyes open, with the hope of profits, assumes only
speculative nsks. The purchaser of stocks and bonds on this basis is in

j Sebbno S Pkatt, op at

,

p, 81.
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exactly the same position as the purchaser of real estate, provided he has

learned to calculate the risks involved But the inexperienced who buy
either real estate or stocks, not knowing the chances mvolved in either

case, assume more than speculative nsks, theirs is the gambler’s chance.

Careful analysis of the risks mvolved in the numerous types and shades of

security issues will lead to the avoidance of gamblmg and the intelligent

assumption of speculative risks.

Wall Street is full of gamblers. In former times their numbers were

estimated at 75,000 on the average During the days of the “new
era” they must have numbered in the hundred thousands. But they
are not gamblers because they buy and sell certain stocks and bonds

Neither are they always gamblers merely because they are ignorant of the

degree of risk attached to the stocks m which they deal What then is it

that makes the typical patron of the brokerage house a gambler? In

spite of what has just been said, it is the assumption of unknown and
generally unknowable risks. The margmal trader in stocks deposits, say,

20 per cent or more of the market value of the stock which he purchases

If the stock declines so as to wipe out all, or the greater portion, of his

equity, he is called upon to bear the loss if unable to supply additional

funds Anyone who would undertake to predict the immediate course of

the stock market would be a very bold and irresponsible man Daily

movements are beyond the calculation of even the most practiced

observers and operators Herein lie the conditions that make margmal
trading for the typical person mere gamblmg The character of the stock

has little to do with the case Short-time fluctuations affect good and
bad stocks alike The margin which has been placed with the broker

represents quite generally all of the resources available for such purpose

When it IS exhausted through current fluctuations in the market, there

IS nothing left for the trader but to accept the loss, even though it leaves

him financially stranded It is the mcalculabihty of the market risk,

in connection with the powerlessness of the trader to cover when the

market goes wrong, that is the core of financial gambhng One may
gamble in Union Pacific common, as well asm Auburn, or one may invest

or speculate m Auburn as well as m Union Pacific common Needless to

say, a treatise on the prmciples of investment is little concerned with the

gambler Its function is the establishment of fundamental principles

affecting bom fide investments.*

* Professor Eraery distinguishes speculation from gambling on the basis of the

character of the risk assumed. He says, “Gamblmg consists m placing money on
artificially created risks of some fortuitous event, speculation consists m assummg the

mevitable economic risks of changes m value ”—Op oit,p 10

Chamberlain finds that gamblmg is distmguished from speculation m that it*

mvolves an ethical consideration* “the difference between them is the difference m
motive, and m the degree and character of the risk ”
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Common Ground.—Kegardless of their different points of view,

investors and speculators geneially meet upon common ground Both

alike are vitally interested in mcome, price, and iisk The success of

each depends upon the abihty to appraise the element of risk This

applies to the risk inherent m the issue itself as well as the risk attendant

upon the secunty markets

Only a moment’s reflection is needed to realize how important are

price and price changes even to the Simon-pure investor for income If

investments were always held till maturity, price changes could be

neglected entirely for the sole concern of the investor would be the safety

of interest and principal But modern investors are interested quite as

much in the contmuous liqmdity of their investments without loss This

demands constant attention to price changes Analysis of the specu-

lator’s position likewise reveals a paramount mtoiest in income, or yield,

since this is the vital force m price determination

In view of the universality of interest m income, price, and risk, one

approaches the subject with attention focused upon these pivotal prob-

lems of investment

Investment and Finance.—One more distinction needs to be made
before closing this introductory chapter. Some find it difficult to make
a clear distinction between mvestment and finance This is more or

less natural from the fact that mvestment is the newer of the two and
sprang from the older subject of finance This was merely one more
step in the long history of the evolution of the many sciences of today

Suffice it to say that the science of investment has progressed sufficiently

far to give it an mdependent position m the realm of economics. It

remams to characterize investment with reference to corporation finance

The most obvious pomt of difference between investment and finance

lies in the much broader scope of the former over the latter Investment
brings within its purview not only security issues of railroad, industrial,

and public-utility corporations but mcludes also the stocks or bonds of

insurance companies, banks, and mvestment trusts, as also issues based
on farm lands and urban real estate It embraces m addition the secu-
rities of national, state or provincial, and local governments.
A second distinction is found in the point of view assumed. The

investor is interested in stocks, bonds, and mortgages for the amount and
stability of the income they will produce, while the corporation looks
upon these instruments merely as methods of raising money. The
investor is interested m the economic values lying back of his secuiities
conditioned upon certam legal priorities, limitations and privileges, and
moral presuppositions

, Finally, the mvestor is mterested in changes in the general financial
and economic conditions and their effect on prices and values independent
of the intrmsic ment of the issues themselves
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On the other hand, corporation finance deals with the financial aspects

of business enterprise. Its central purpose is to establish principles

which govern the raising of funds in the way most advantageous to the

business organization Corporation finance seeks to show how the

various types of security issues with their limiting conditions are adapted

to the functional needs of business It has to do with the adaptation of

issues in such a way as to avoid msolvency with its consequent losses and
other handicaps and to extricate the business from such a calamity when
it actually makes its appearance

Chambbblain, L
,
and G W Edwabds, The Pnnaples of Bond Investment, rev and

enlarged ed
,
Chap 11, New York, 1927

Embby, H C
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Peatt, S S,The Work of WaU Street, 3d ed ,
Chap II, New York, 1927
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CHAPTER II

MODERN INVESTMENT

In this chapter are treated the leading characteristics of modern
investment It will be helpful at the outset to summarize these outstand-

ing features of finance as follows: (1) intangible charactei of investment,

(2) division of interest and ownership in business, (3) transferability

of interests, (4) absentee interests, (6) separation of interests from man-
agement, and (6) division of nsk and mcome. From these character-

istics have evolved all of the multifarious types of securities found on the

market today, the institutions of mvestment banking, and security

exchanges The evolutionary development of these leading features and
facilitating institutions forms an indispensable background to an under-
standing of modern mvestment.

Intangible Character of Modem Investment.—The most impressive
and all-pervaaive feature of modern mvestment is its intangible character
It is this feature that has made possible the other leading characteristics

The intangible titles to property have rendered division of interests and
ownership possible, the transfer of that ownership, the separation of
control from ownership, the division of risk and income, and absentee
ownership It has made possible the participation in ownership of
wealth by the general public without the incumbrances of the usual
mcidents of ownership The field of mvestment today presents a vast
array of wares of all conceivable qualities and features, so that the investor
has ample choice m satisfymg his needs and whims.

Perhaps the earliest examples of mvestments similar to those of today
were loans secured by hens on property These were current m ancient
Babylon m 2200 b o One of the earliest examples of investment m the
modern sense was in connection with the tax-farming associations m
ancient Rome The collectors of taxes sold shares in their enterprise to
capitalists who participated only in the profits of the undertaking. With
funds thus obtained, the collectors purchased the right to collect taxes
from the public authorities. The shares of the associations were trans-
ferable and seem to have been objects of public speculation.

Of greater proportions were the transferable loans of the mediaeval
Italian cities, particularly of Venice, Florence, and Genoa. The Bank of
Venice acted as fiscal agent for the city debt as early as the twelfth cen-
tury. We also have mediaevM records of the loans of the French Govern-
ment and of the city of Pans.

20
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In modern times the quantity of intangible wealth has become an
imposing sum and tends to grow larger and larger As late as 1854,

however, the secretary of the treasury estimated the total intangible

wealth of the United States, exclusive of real-estate mortgages, to be only

$1,178,597,000, or 16 per cent of the total wealth in 1850, which was
officially placed at $7,135,000,000 Charles A Conant in his Wall Street

and the Country estimated total railroad stocks and bonds outstanding

in 1873 at $3,784,543,034 and securities of manufacturing companies at

$2,118,208,769 With the development of industrial enterprise, the

growth of federal, state, and local indebtedness, real-estate and farm
mortgages, and foreign investments, the total mtangible wealth today has

grown to the huge sum of $242,000,000,000 agamst wealth officially

placed at $320,000,000,000, or 75 per cent of the total Intangible

wealth has thus grown much faster than tangible property during the

past three-quarters of a century

Intangible wealth is a general charactenstic of modern industrial

civilizations Conant estimated that the negotiable securities of the

world in 1897 amounted to over $100,000,000,000, of which about

$86,000,000,000 were hsted on the European bourses alone. In 1918

Professor Pigou estimated that 60 per cent of English wealth was repre-

sented by intangible securities The total obhgations contracted by the

governments of Europe since the beginning of the World War exceeded

$185,000,000,000

The Evolution of Modern Investment.—^Modern investment may be

said to have had its begmnmg with the money regime in the early mediae-

val times. When money became sufficiently plentiful so that transfers of

land and other valuable property were made for a money consideration,

one has the first stage inmodern mvestment. This involved the exchange

of liquid capital for fixed capital In order to preserve capital in liquid

form, the proceeds of such sales were commonly invested in plate and

jewelry. In this way funds were not only preserved but the wares them-

selves were sources of great satisfaction and pride. But owing to the

general insecurity of the times "moneyed men” often sought to make
their funds safe by depositing them with the goldsmiths, who were the

progenitors of the modem bankers In this stage of development

investments bore a negative interest, that is, the owners of plate and
other ware paid the goldsmiths for their service of safekeeping

As pointed out by Powell,^ the financially timid or conservatively

inclined people continued for several centuries to deposit their wares with

goldsmiths. But, on the other hand, already in the fifteenth century

many capable craftsmen by self-denial, or otherwise, accumulated a

modest capital which was made the basis of their own private under-

takings In other cases moneyed men backed young craftsmen with

I E T Powell, Evolution of the English Capitcd Market, p 31
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their funds, while in some instances money was invested abroad in

countries more advanced commercially than England, The latter

steps maik a distinct advance over earlier times when money was some-

times lent for consumption purposes Now money was employed for

productive purposes and this changed the public and legal attitude

toward the problem of usury Moneyed men could now claim interest

on the ground of damnum emergens (losses sustained) or lucrum cessans

(profits foregone). Yet hoarding continued to increase on a large scale

and this practice gave the mfluential goldsmiths of the sixteenth century

their opportumty One writer of the day stated that in one street of

London “there are fifty-two goldsmiths’ shops, so rich and full of silver

vessels, great and small, that m all the shops in Milan, Eome, Venice,

and Florence put together I do not think there would be found so many of

magnificence that are to be seen m London The goldsmiths thus

became the leadmg money lenders of the time and as such were among
the most mfluential people of the day

Even in these early times some of the chief traits of modern invest-

ment can be discerned Especially sagacious individuals preferred to

assume the responsibihty of their own funds and their course doubtless

was the more profitable also For mstance, it is known that Shakespeare
employed most of his accumulations in the purchase of real estate m
Stratford; some of his funds, however, were invested in the unexpired
term of 31 years of a 92 years’ lease of “moiety of certain local tithes,’’

returmng him something like 9 per cent on the investment The chief
point of mterest in this and sunilar cases is that the moneyed man was
able to employ his funds-profitably in several ways outside the personal
conduct of a business enterprise. This placed the capitalist in a position
of comparative freedom from care and released him from any occupation
connected with his money, thus permittmg the development of salaried
or personal occupations This condition of detachment from one’s
money while it was earning a return gave rise to the capitalist investor
as distinct from capitahst enireyreneur

The Joint-stock Company.—Although loans to governments existed
throughout mediaeval times, they do not form a direct link in the chain
of evolution of modem investment. AU such loans were for purposes of
consumption, the proceeds generally being used in the prosecution of
wars The hne of descentm investment is rather along the development
of business enterprise and here the progenitor of the present-day cor-
poration, the joint-stock companym England, plays an important role

The earhest example of the jomt-stock company in England was the
Mines Royal Company incorporated in 1665 after much sohcitation from
Queen Ehzabeth This marks the beginmng of the joint-stock company
with transferable shares and a corporate existence independent and

' Loc, at
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separate from the shareholders (m this case there were 50 shares) ^ A
second incorporation of the time was the Battery Works, which was a

virile organization and estabh&hed precedents for assessing members,

the right to borrow on bond beanng a seal, and the adoption of a stock-

transfer book Not so very long afterwards appeared the great monopo-

hstic chartered corporations, the East India Company, the Royal

African Company, and the Hudson’s Bay Company, all issmng stock

certificates

In spite of these early examples of crown-sanctioned corporations, the

incorporation of business enterprises for general business purposes did not

meet with favor until a century or more afterwards However, the

umncorporated joint-stock company for the transaction of domestic

business was spreading rapidly It encountered great legal and royal

opposition and, "if unincorporated by special exercise of the royal author-

ity, it was nothing more than a partnership on a large scale The

ablest legal talent of the day was employed in an effort to place umncor-

porated compames on the same basis as those incorporated by crown

This implied continuous existence, transferabihty of shares, the elimina-

tion of habihty of shareholders for actions of their fellow shareholders and

of the right of individual shareholders to deal with the assets of the

association

The legal antipathy to joint-stock associations discouraged the forma-

tion of these companies Especial opposition was encounteied on

account of their exercise of the pnnciple of lumted liability and the

transferabihty of shares This opposition culminated in the Bubble Act

of 1719 which attempted to annihilate them entirely The grounds for

this act were (1) unwarranted presumption of corporate existence, (2)

the sale of transferable stock, and (3) engaging in activities beyond their

presumed powers But this act was repealed m 1826 simply because

with the advent of the industrial revolution their formation became

necessary in order to provide sufficient capital for the expanding enter-

prises of the day It may here be pointed out that the real abiding reason

for the joint-stock form of enterpnse was and still remains the necessity

for the accumulation of social capital The principle of hmited habihty

was after all only an incident, though an important one, the existence of

which was a prerequisite to attract capital in amounts sufficient for the

purpose in hand This can be fuUy appreciated only when we are mind-

ful of the fact that without limited habihty associated enterprise incurs

the habihty of the individual for the debts of the multitude, a situation

not to be contemplated by careful investors.

But joint-stock compames had to labor under the handicap of

unhmited habihty until 1866 when it was made possible to obtain a

i76id,p 169

^Jbid,p 174
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certificate of limited liability merely by registration for all but insurance

companies ^

Corporations in the United States.—The thread of history of the

American corporation runs back to colonial times. The number of cor-

porations m those days, however, was neghgible. A few were chartered

by the crown, while a few others of domestic origin existed under great

legal opposition from England The prerogative of the crown in granting

charters was a tradition m England although Parliament had the right to

confirm charters Rightly or wrongly, however, some of the colonies in a
few cases had granted charters to business corporations In 1732-1733

the "New London Society Umted for Trade and Commerce” was
chartered in Connecticut and was the first business corporation in

America. In addition to legal obstacles to incorporation, among the
unfavorable circumstances were (a) the smallness of the business organiza-

tion of the day, (6) independence of the temper of the people, (c) back-
wardness of technique of production, and (d) a limited amount of capital

available

After the American Revolution things changed rapidly Independ-
ence and freedom of commerce and trade were the normal signals to
political independence Then there was the new immigration and the
disbanding of the revolutionary army, both of which furnished a new
supply of labor The Napoleomc wars led to a boom in the foreign trade
of the Umted States This together with the trade with the West Indies
resulted in large accumulations of capital in the leading cities of Phila-
delphia, Boston, New York, and Baltimore Here wealthy traders and
ship owners arose who supplied several millions of investment funds
annuaRy This new supply of labor and capital created employment m
a variety of corporate undertakings Prominent among the business
enterprises of the day were the banks established during and after the
revolution. Among the earhest of the American corporations was the
Bank of North America, chartered onginally by Congress in 1781 but
supported in its legal position by charters by Rhode Island, Connecticut,
Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, New York, North Carolina, and Now
Jersey In 1784 the Bank of New York was established. The stocks of
both of these banks came mto the mvestment and speculative markets of
fte day. Several other states also estabhshed banks in early periods.
Charters were also granted to insurance compames, canal and other
internal improvement companies, turnpike, bridge, water, and even a few
business corporations appeared in the eighteenth century, so that by1801 there had been granted charters to about three hundred corpora-

^ZZr 1“ tl^ose days charters were granted only by
special act of the legislature, so that the business of granting chartersbecame a matter of absorbing routme for legislatures. The compleLn of

1 Jmd
, p 186
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American corporations at the close of the century is revealed by the

following table

Table 1 —Coeporate Chabtbbs Granted in the Eighteenth Centhet

Where granted Finance Highway
Local pub-

i

he service

Business

(proper)

Total

charters

Umted States 2 2

New England 33 130 30 8 200
Middle states 16 42 4 6 67

Southern states 16 47 2 65

Western states 1 1

Total charters 67 220 36 13 335

J S DaviSi Eaaava m the Sarher Htatory of American Corporations, Vol 11, p 24

Most of the promment men of the day were the active leaders in

building up pioneer Amencan enterprise Washington, Hamilton,

Morris, and others were actively engaged in the affairs of banks, turnpike,

canal, and other business corporations Corporations performed a public

service in developing Amencan mdustry m its pioneer days and gave

employment to American labor and capital. It was these purposes that

offset the public attitude of hostility born of an earlier English sentiment

directed against monopolies which were themselves personified by cor-

porations This tradition, however, was gradually broken down with the

advent of general incorporation laws and free incorporation by certificate,

which threw Amencan enterpnse open to all who cared to take part in

its development

Features of the Corporation.—^The introduction of the jomt-stock

company in England and the corporation in the United States worked a

revolution in business and economic development. It made possible the

development of the chief features of investment of today. Under

simple methods of production, before the advent of machinery on a large

scale, all of the factors of production were umtedm a single person This

was the day primarily of the mdividual or partnership form of business

organization The proprietors owned and managed the business and

did most of the labor themselves, therefore, the significant problems of

modern mvestment did not anse But with the increase in inventions

came the introduction of more costly and complicated machinery and the

phenomenal development of transportation, so as mdustrial progress in

general proceeded, larger and larger umts of capital became necessary.

A more complex and refined business organization became indispensable.

Labor was assigned its modern function, management was placed in the

hands of the few who showed special aptitude in this direction, and the

ownership of industry gradually became lodged m a third group.
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The amount of capital demanded by a modern industrial organization

IS so large that it can no longer be supphed by a smgle individual or even

a small group of mdmduals The mdmdual and partnership forms of

oiganization have, therefore, given way to the joint-stock company, the

corporation, the holding company, the trust, and the more refined form

of the community of mterests Among these, the corporation is the

center of interest It combines the fundamental requirements of modern
business, retammg a degiee of flexibility suitable to the most varied needs

For the investor, also, the corporation possesses distinct advantages over

other forms of organization Through the principle of limited liability,

it confines his possible losses to the amount of money invested Through
the issue of stocks and bonds of small denominations, it admits an
unlimited number of mdmduals to partial ownership, thus securing for

many thousands of mvestors, both large and small, an outlet for their

savings. Furthermore, the corporation makes the transfer of individual

interests easy while not disturbmg the organization of the business unit

Separation of Ownership and Management.—In the days when the

individual and partnership forms of busmess organization prevailed,

ownership and management of enterprise went hand in hand Indeed
there was opportumty to employ one’s funds profitably without assuming
any busmess responsibility by lending upon real estate, to the government,
or by personal loans But the amount of capital employed in this way
must have been small indeed The most common as well as the most
profitable employment of capital was in the conduct of some form of

manufacturing or trading enterprise But this required the combination
of business talent and capital in the same individuals The corporation
changed this identity of ownership and management With the separa-
tion of ownership from management of industry appeared the chief

problems of modem mvestment
To be sure, the stockholder accepted the legal responsibility of election

of the board of directors but there is little evidence that this duty was ever
taken seriously On the contrary, the function of the holder of a share
of stock did not differ much a century ago from today There is no
evidence that the stockholder ever regarded his legal right of management
as anything beyond a mild veto power. In practice the board of directors
and officers then, as now, elected themselves and exercised a free hand in
the management of the affams of the corporation In the days of the
small corporation with a hmited number of shareholders, however, it

frequently happened that most of the stockholders were likewise members
of the board of directors and held the offices The active management
was almost invariably m the hands of a single officer elected by the board
of directors. Today with the multitudinous numbers of stockholders m
the typical corporation there is httle immediate control of the enterprise
by the stockholders themselves although their legal nght to elect directors
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still prevails Even the board of directors itself exercises little active

control over the responsible officers and in the nature of the case it would

be unwise for such a control to exist Perhaps the true function of the

board is the exercise of the veto power which was a former function of

the stockholders and which today in practice is all but lost. But where

the members of the board of directors serve also as officers or on manage-

ment committees, the connection is closer and this represents a distmct

step m advance

Whatever real power is exercised by the stockholders in modern
corporations is exercised upon the prmciple of majority rule after the

analogy of political control This rule of the majority in business affairs

has given a social aspect to modern enterprise The individual, whether

he be stockholder or bondholder, cannot do as he will with his property

when it IS combined with others’ propertym the corporate form of organ-

ization. The extent of control by shareholders is limited to the right

exercised through the rights conferred by ownership

Nevertheless, the capitahst of today performs a distinct function in the

ultimate direction of business enterprise He does this through his

choice of fields into which he places his funds Almost the sole test

applied is that of the safety and profitableness of the respective enter-

prises bidding for his funds Investment with him is almost entirely

impersonal in character He may not even know the names of the leading

officers of the corporation but makes his choice solely on the basis of the

probability of success of the enterprise tested by certain standards which

he believes to be measures of success The enterprise that promises

most m the way of security and profit is the successful bidder for funds

It IS this specialization of function m the employment of capital today,

with its chances of success and failure, that is a striking note m modern
enterprise and lends peculiar flavor to modern investment

Risk and Income.—Among the features of modem corporate secu-

rities IS their vanety and countless detailed provisions appearing in all

sorts of combinations designed to meet the demands of the general public.

These different types of issues together with the detailed features are

designed chiefly to apportion the elements of risk and income to suit all

needs Where httle or no risk is assumed, the income is also limited , and

where large nsk is assumed, the promise of income is also large. With
this in view, corporate securities may be roughly divided into four leading

types mortgage bonds, debenture bonds, preferred stocks, and common
stocks Mortgage bonds with their hen upon assets and priority of claim

upon earnings are the soundest and safest issues but carry the lowest

rate of interest. Debenture bonds lack the soundness of mortgage bonds

in that they give no hen upon assets and have no priority of claim upon

earnings, while the coupon rates are somewhat higW. Preferred stocks

hkewise sacnfice secunty in that their claim upon earnings and assets is
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junior to bonds and debts of all descnption. The stipulated dividend

rate, however, is higher than the interest rates on bonds. Common stocks

represent the residual share of the earnings and assets after the claims of

all creditors and preferred stockholders

Weakness of Corporate Form of Organization.—It was Adam Smith

who over a century and a half ago pomted out the inherent defects of the

corporate form of organization He says stockholders seldom understand

anything about the business, and care not, but are satisfied only to let

directois declare dividends Further, because directors “watch over

other people’s money” they take less interest in it This pioneer laissez

fatre economist also pomted out that, in order to succeed, corporations

had to be beneficianes of monopohstic pnvileges It must be said in

favor of this criticism that the experiences of the time both in England
and on the continent amply bore out these conclusions

But the failure of corporate activity of the time did not result in the
abandonment of that form of organization as was freely predicted

On the contrary, corporations have grown most rapidly under the
development of the very conditions which have always been their weak-
ness Even today the wide dispersion of bonds and stocks among the
pubho has in no wise lessened the rate of growth of this form of business
umt Rather have the forces of pubhcity of corporate affairs and public
regulation in the fields of bankmg, pubhc utihties, and railroads served to
bring out the best in management Success or failure is no longer a
secret in American typical enterprises Neither should one be blind to
the newer feeling of trusteeship which is making itself felt in some of the
largest units of American business and inspiring men to give their best in
the service of the general pubhc It should be remembered, too, that the
stockholder stiE has the ultimate control through his voting power

Public Debts.—Here the narrative of the development of American
investments must be broadened by including pubhc debts The revolu-
tion gave opportumty for mvestors to place their funds in public obliga-
tions" The Contmental Congress and state governments incurred
obligations to the extent of *51,000,000 of which *11,710,000 was held
abroad These immense sums were raised only through the efforts of
Robert Morris at home and Benjamin Frankhn in France and Holland
where supphes were purchased. These debts were all refunded under
Haimiton’s supervision when the federal government was estabhshed.

Although domestic accumulation of capital had received a great
impetus following the war, foreign sources continued to be more important
down to the War of 1812. The *15,000,000 paid for Louisiana Territory

investors still
held *28,500,000 of United States Government bonds Toward the
close of the wars m Europe profits to American business men had been
so great that most American securities held abroad were reacquired at
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favorable figures The redemption of large portions of the federal debt
and liquidation of the First Bank of the Umted States aided the repatria-

tion of American securities held abroad The merchant and shipping

princes of the time, prominent among whom were Stephen Girard,

John Jacob Astor, and David Pansh, furmshed most of the 116,000,000
loan in 1813 to carry on the war with England So when the Second
Bank of the Umted States was estabhshed in 1816, large capitalists

furmshed most of the funds

The Period 1820-1860.—Beginning about the third decade of the

nineteenth century with the completion of the Ene Canal m 1825 and
its immediate phenomenal success, the country enters upon a new era of

financial development Other internal improvements on a large scale were
undertaken The golden era was at hand. Easy access to the West
saw streams of population flowing into virgin lands whose products now
had a market in the East and in Europe, while mdustry m the East

forged rapidly ahead to supply the agricultural markets with goods.

With the invention of the steam locomotive, railway development pro-

ceeded rapidly after 1830 These two methods of transportation required

large amounts of capital for their development The bonds for the Ene
Canal were mostly lodged m London and, with the collapse of South

American security pncea in Londonm 1826, Bntish capital turned to the

Umted States where it was placed in productive property supported by
state and municipal credit By 1836 the North alone had invested

$90,000,000 m internal improvements most of which came from foreign

sources Foreign capitahsts were content for the most part to take senior

securities, leaving the control of Amencan corporations at home
The purchase of American securities abroad was confined largely to

public obhgations American manufacturing and industrial finance were

almost entirely domestic matters. The capital market for these

industries, transportation, and other enterprises consisted of families

of large fortune, a number of msurance companies, large numbers

of banks, merchants, and manufacturers.

The period of internal improvements, closing about 1840, saw the

development of a substantial capital market for the first time in American

history Unfortunately much capital was wasted in speculation m land

and much invested in railroads was unprofitable. State defaults on

debts were widespread and banking received a blow through the failure

of more than six hundred banks following the panic of 1837 Among
these was the Bank of the Umted States which failed in 1841, wiping out

its entire capital of over $36,000,000 From this time onward private

capital sought employment chiefly in railroads but also in canals, banks,

and insurance In the future railroads were financed through brokers,

among whom the most famous were Darnel Drew, Jacob Little, and Jay

Gould.
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One may get a cioss-seotional view of American investments m 1854

by reference to a compilation made by the secretary of the treasury '

TABiB 2

—

Ambkican Invbbtments in 1864

Investment Total outstanding Foreign owned

U S Government « 58,205,000 $ 27,000,000

States 190,718,000
,

110,972,000

Counties and cities 93,280,000 21,462,000

Eadroad bonds 170,112,000 43,889,000

Eadroad stocks 309,894,000 8,026,000

Banka and insurance 279,555,000 7,067,000

Canals and navigation 58,019,000 2,522,000

Miscellaneous 18,814,000 1,068,000

Total $1,178,597,000 $222,006,000

From WiLLta and Booen, Investment BanXtng, p 169

The Civil War.—The Civil War greatly stimulated popular invest-

ment in the United States This was due mainly to the efforts of Jay

Cooke who was appointed government loan sales agent. Through his

efforts over $2,000,000,000 of bonds were lodged among all classes of

people, many of whom received their mitial experience in bond buying

The Period 1866-1900.—^The penod fiom 1865 to 1900 was the period

of railroad dominance m American finance Railroads increased their

mileage from 35,085 m 1865 to 193,346 in 1900 and capitalization from

$2,664,600,000 in 1871 to 111,491,000,000m 1900 During this period the

American capital market reached maturity But the progress during this

time was so rapid that the country absorbed an additional $2,000,000,000

of foreign capital, mostly invested in raiboad securities Industrial cor-

porations were still small and local in character and, with the exception of

the Boston copper market, played an unimportant part in American
finance

The Period 1900-1914.—^With the turn of the century the country
entered a new era of finance The beginning of this period was marked
by new calls for large amounts of capital to finance the major cycle of

industrial and railroad consolidations, followed m later years by the rapid
development of the pubhc-utihty mdustry Railroads alone issued

$1,160,000,000 of new secunties in the three years from 1900 to 1902,
while in only two years industrials with capital of $10,000,000,000 were
formed, most of which, however, represented watered stock. Prior to
this in the late eighteen hundred nineties American investors had their
first experience with foreign secunties Over $200,000,000 of capital was
invested in securities of English, German, Cuban, Mexican, and Japanese

* Report on Foreign Holdings of American Secunties
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ongin Up to this time investments available to the Ameiican public

were made up of government and municipal bonds, railroad stocks and
bonds, the stocks of banks and insurance companies, and real-estate and
farm mortgages To these were added during this period large amounts
of public-utility and industnal securities which gradually came to play a

dominant role in the security markets

Recent American Fmance.—^The World War and subsequent years

gave primacy to the American capital market in world finance The rise

m commodity prices and the European demand for goods brought

unexampled prosperity to the Umted States Soon after the outbreak

of the war large amounts of American securities held abroad weie repatri-

ated In addition, alreadym 1915 the Anglo-French loan of $500,000,000

was floated in this country Owmg to our own participation in the war
and the financing of foreign needs here, the government floated altogether

over 120,000,000,000 of loans, mostly long-time obhgations. The popu-

larization of the Liberty Loans represented an unexampled feat in the

financial experience of the world Whereas we had some 200,000

investors in securities in 1914,m 1919 we had 20,000,000 ^ The American

public became security mmded and, while the holders of government

bonds have since deohned in number, mterest giew in investments in

other fields Industrial and utility securities and foreign investment

issues came to dominate the market m the decade that followed the war.

A summary of corporation stocks, bonds, and notes issued m the decade

of 1920-1929 shows the enormous accumulation of capital in the Umted
States m recent times

Table 3.—Sbcubitt Ibstos, 1920-1929

(000,000 omitted)

Securities Railroad Utihty Industrial Total

Bonds 353,977 $10,305 $11,952 $26,234

Notes 2,069 1,172 3,022 6,253

Stocks 870 6,684 11,287 18,841

Total $6,906 $18,161 $26,261 $51,328

Dow-Jones compilation

In addition to these, staggermg amounts of municipal and real-estate

bonds were floated In the decade from 1922 to 193 1 inclusive, municipal

and state bond flotations amounted to $13,559,000,000, ^ while foreign

issues were $15,170,000,000.

1 The Government Loan Organization of the Federal Reserve District of New York
reported that on Dec 29, 1920, nearly 90 per cent of the federal war debt was m the

hands of the public

“ Figures derived from data taken from the Bond Buyer
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Investment Bankmg.'—^But where many thousands located in diverse

parts of the country or world desu-e to engage their capital in a single

enterprise, it becomes necessary to have an agency whose function is to

collect the rivulets of capital into large streams which can then be turned

into the given enterprise This function investment bankers perform

Moreover, they possess the necessary experience and equipment to make

investigation into the soundness of an undertaking Industry today

conforms to financial standards set up by this class of men thiough their

superioi advantages The public is thus saved many millions of dollars

annually through the selective services of this class They perform a

service to the public scarcely reahzed or appreciated by the investor of

today The reputation of the mvestment banker more than that of any

other class of men is dependent upon the soundness of his judgment

The name of a reputable bankmg house carries immense weight m the

flotation of new securities The banker’s services, moreover, do not end

with the flotation of the new issue but extend throughout the life of the

investment The investor is assured that if m the future an emergency

should arise in connection with a particular issue the banker stands as

sponsor for his interests These remarks, however, should not be under-

stood to involve any legal responsibility, for his position is that of moral

sponsor rather than legal sanction

Evolution of Investment Banking.—If one looks upon investment

banking as a function rather than an institution, one may trace its begin-

ning back to eolomal days with the effort to establish mortgage banks

Subsequent to this, commercial banks were in some oases required by
law, and m others permitted, to engage m the mortgaging of real estate

and farm land But investment banking as it is known today did not

exist jn colonial times As has been seen, the revolution was financed

through personal efforts of a few men acting as agents for the government.
The financing of the early American corporations was accomplished by
openmg books for subscriptions at taverns and other public places where
subscribers appeared and signed for the amounts desired Brokers
sometimes subscribed in the name of their wealthy customers who could
not appear in person and frequently bought securities on their own
account to be disposed of later for a commission to their clients.

The program of mtemal improvements following the War of 1812 was
accomphshed practically without the aid of underwriters or public offer-

ing. State and local bonds were sold in the traditional way by the
employment of commissioners or agents of the authorities issuing the
bonds Bids were asked for and domestic merchants, bankers, and
foreign houses participated in issues through their successful bidding
American dry-goods houses were especially active in the financing of

» The beat brief account of the development of mvestment banking in the United
States IS found in H. P Wflhs and J I Bogen, Irmstment Banking, Chap VII.
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foreign trade. Large amounts of domestically floated securities were
gathered up by these houses and shipped abroad m payment for

imports.

Following the expiration of the charter of the Second Bank of the

United States in 1836, this institution reorganized as the Bank of the

United States with a Pennsylvama charter and immediately entered

actively m the exercise of investment-banking functions It established

an agency in London where it disposed of large issues obtained through

successful bids This bank became the chief channel of foreign invest-

ment in the United States until its utter collapse in 1841 when public

defaults became numerous Other houses of prommence m international

finance of the time were Morgan, Grenfell and Company, established m
London by George Peabody, a wealthy American dry-goods merchant,

the Rothschilds through August Belmont as agent m this country, and the

French house of Hottmguer which was closely associated with the Bank
of the United States These together with personal agents and com-
missioners representing the states and mumoipahties constituted the

investment-banking machmery of the time. Dunng this period also

in the West and South real-estate mortgage institutions with an eastern

clientele developed The first of these appears to have been estabhshed

by Francis B Peabody in 1835 in Ilhnois

In the period following the panic of 1837 and continuing down to the

time of the Civil War, a number of brokerage houses engaged actively in

the purchase and sale of railroad securities Daniel Drew with his ill-

famed connection with the Erie Railroad was the outstanding example

The Mexican War was financed through the house of E W. Clark and

Company of Philadelphia This firm and others played a leading role in

promoting railroads and in reorganizmg bankrupt railroads and canals

After the recovery from the panic, international bankmg houses

again rose to prominence under the leadership of August Belmont and

Company.
Rise of the Bond House.—The American bond house as ih is known

today was a direct outgrowth of the practice of underwriting securities

Corporations desirmg to raise funds often sold directly to the public and,

in order to remove the uncertainty of sale, secured the services of the

investment banker who underwrote the issue. The unsold portion of the

issue, if there was any, was then purchased according to agreement by
the underwriters This later developed into the practice of outright

purchase of entire issues by the bankers themselves, which is the most
characteristic feature of the American bond house today.

The Civil War was financed by Jay Cooke of Philadelphia. This

personality wrought permanent changes m the marketing of securities

in the United States He employed more than 5,000 salesmen and con-

ducted newspaper and advertismg campaigns for the sale of government
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bonds for the first time m mvestmenl-bankmg history His salesmen

reached every city and town and country side, distributing posters and

circulars in public and private places much hke the circus man advertising

his show But the investment market built up to finance the war was

not permanent Public mvestors as they are known today were at best

comparatively few m number and their numbers diminished with the

decade following the war After the war Cooke and other leading houses

turned to railroad financing For a decade they were the chief financiers

for our expanding railroads and borrowing municipalities and continued

the methods employed m the flotation of government loans The panic

of 1873 and the collapse of the Northern Pacific brought ruin to the

house of Cooke Other houses such as Fisk and Hatch failed for much
the same cause and these calamities marked the temporary decline of

the distributing bouses

International Eankmg Houses.—The rise of international banking
houses headed by August Belmont had its beginning m the flotation of

government loans in connection with the resumption of specie payments
in 1879. From this time forward these bankers occupied the position of

preemmence m American investment banking The international

bankers were also called upon by the government to secure funds for the
maintenance of the gold standard in the currency difficulties of the early
eighteen hundred nmeties, this added much to their prestige These
houses were chiefly responsible for the financing of the great consolidations
of railroads and mdustrial corporations at the turn of the century
Controlling interest was acquired in certain great railroad systems and
industrial corporations by Harnman and Morgan Promotion was the
order of the day and the gross stockwatering of the period is now a matter
of general knowledge In the decade of the eighteen hundred eighties
several eastern bankmg houses were established for the purpose of selling
high-yieldmg western mortgage and municipal bonds, which on the whole
followed the methods established by Jay Cooke The house of Harris,
Forbes and Company had its origin in this way

The methods used by investment bankers of this period were subject
to public investigation and regulation They gave rise to the Hughes
insurance mvestigation in New York and the severing of insurance
activity from investment banking There also arose a demand for the
regulation of securities offered to the pubho by fraudulent dealers which
found expression in the blue-sky laws initiated by TCp.-nsfis in 19H and
anti-fraud statutes of New York, New Jersey, and other states

After the World War investment bankers took advantage of the
increased pubhc participation m government loans to sell securities of
every description from the best to the worst. The vast amount of new
securities issued since the war proved to be a golden opportunity for
investment banking This penod witnessed a change in investment
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banking, m that the large distributing house had advanced to take
advantage of the newly created market for securities These houses
themselves have become houses of issue as well as distributing houses

But with this change in the investment market came increased expenses

m handling an issue and the spread between the price to the corporation

and the price to the buyer increased Many commercial banks and trust

companies have entered into mvestment operations m competition with
investment banks and have through this and other measures become
“department-store” institutions Other commercial banks have estab-

lished close affiliates in the investment-banking field More recently,

however, there has been a reversion among some of these institutions to

the specialized function—a change that will be welcomed by the geneial

public.

These years have also seen the rise of common stocks to a position of

prominence among both mdividual and institutional mvestors The
improved position and stability of the larger corporations appealed to this

new market which has been fostered by a change in emphasis between
stocks and bonds Many have become convinced that stocks as long-

term investment are superior to bonds Many investment houses that

formerly sold only bonds now indulge freely in stock sales to their clients.

The investment banker has thus become a merchant m securities of varied

quality instead of the traditional high-grade security merchant The
investment banker has gained, too, at the expense of the commercial

banker, in that business concerns have learned the dangers of short-time

loans for permanent workmg-capital purposes The traditional method
of financing these needs has largely given place to financmg through

long-term issues Through the large cash surpluses that have become
common, well-managed concerns themselves have entered both the invest-

ment market and the call market with surplus money and introduced a

new factor m security price movements
Lastly might be mentioned the appearance of mvestment trusts in

the field of investment bankmg These constituted a mushroom growth

in the years of the stock market boom They attempted to substitute

their management for that of the owners of investment funds. In

the crisis of 1930-1931 many of these feU as straws before the reaper

Some of sound organization and management remain and will doubtless

find a permanent place in the field of mvestment management.

Evolution of Exchanges.—Out of the general welter of modern markets
may be distinguished two broad types, namely, commodity markets and

markets which deal only in intangible titles The former are represented

by produce and commodity exchanges, hvestock markets, and gram
exchanges, the second type is represented by stock and bond exchanges,

over-the-counter secunty transactions, bankmg houses for short-time

loans, commercial-paper houses, and the hke
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In speaking of the origin of markets, Powell says,

The origin of the money market (meluding in that term both banks and stock

exchange) must be looked for m the assembhes at cross-roads, and in churches

and churchyards, at the monastery gates, and in the synagogue The ancient

market and the modem stock exchange are both of them simply convenient and

prearranged meeting-places, where men foregather for the purpose of trafRclang

with one another, to gossip, to buy and sell produce, and to adjust bargains

generally ‘

The earliest Enghsh markets were presumably occupied by traders

and merchants dealing m both commodities and intangible titles Such

markets were possibly found even m Norman times But not until

Tudor days (beginning 1485) was there a government in England strong

enough to encourage commerce and finance on a national and inter-

national scale About the beginning of the sixteenth century already it

was the custom of merchants to meet twice a day in Lombard Street for

business transactions Hence came foreign capitalists now protected by

a stable government who became the early representatives of foreign

banking houses in England.

But the first definite market of a national or international character

was carried on in the Bourse erected by Gresham for the encouragement

of industry and commerce Queen Ehzabeth renamed this in 1571 the

Royal Exchange, after which it rapidly became a replica of the con-

tinental bourses. It was international in character and cosmopolitan in

personnel and dealt m biUs of exchange, commodities, talhes, seamen’s

tickets, lottery tickets, and in shares of stock of some few companies which

were just then being promoted “Practically the whole commercial

activity of the Metropolis was centered in the Royal Exchange.”®

Speciahzation, however, already appeared at this early time The
Exchange was in fact an assembly of “walks,” or points, where stock-

brokers and billbrokers concentrated their business, there were French,

Greek, and other walks for foreign business Not until 1698 did the bill-

brokers and stockbrokers remove the seat of their activities to Exchange-
alley and the coffee houses there Foreign stocks continued to bo
bought and sold at the Royal Exchange for many years afterwards.

But domestic securities m general were dealt in at the Exchange-alley,

the South Sea House, and at the headquarters of the East India and
Hudson’s Bay companies The first regular list of prices of shares

appeared in 1714 and included the stock of the Bank of England along
with the stock of the leading overseas corporations trading under monop-
oly and charter grants from the crown. Nevertheless, all through the
eighteenth century the stock exchange was roundly condemned by rich
and poor alike as only a place where speculation and manipulation of

1 Op cit,p 38.

^ Ibid., p 146.
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price were engaged in by the brokers to their own advantage. Adam
Smithfound “no niche for the study of securities, or of the Stock Exchange

and its business.”

Brokers finally came to concentrate m Jonathan’s Coffee House and

were referred to as the "club,” until m 1773 by resolution of the brokers

it was renamed the Stock Exchange and moved into its own quarters m
Threadneedle Street At this stage then there were three markets for

securities, the Stock Exchange for securities of domestic corporations, the

Royal Exchange for foreign issues, and the Bank of England for govern-

ment loans But the time had amved for transactions in securities to

take on a less reproachable aspect Accordingly the more responsible

and conservative brokers gradually umted in order to establish accept-

able standards for the business as a whole. They erected on a new site

in Chapel Court a building for the carrying out of this purpose in 1802

Here gravitated transactions in all classes of securities including bank

stock, consols, annuities, foreign bonds, exchequer bills. South Sea stock,

and stocks of business corporations, as that form of organization rose to

prominence British and foreign government stocks and bonds were the

predominant features The true function of the stock exchange as a

market place for capital was not recogmzed generally until after the

treaty of the Congress of 1815 and during the reconstruction following the

Napoleonic wars, when industry and commerce entered upon a new

development. With the appearance of railway shares, both domestic

and foreign, the stock business entered upon an enormous expansion, the

number of brokers increasing from less than a half dozen in 1843 to nearly

1,000 in 1851. The London Stock Exchange continued to grow to its

present position as the world’s largest secunty market

The New York Stock Exchange.—^The first impetus to trading m
securities through brokers developed in Philadelphia and New York in

connection with Hamilton’s scheme for funding the public debts and the

establishment of the First Bank of the United States In New York the

meeting place was in the produce and merchandise auctions at the foot

of Wall Street. So great was the interest m government loans and stock

of the First Bank of the United States that about 10 auctioneers and

merchants specialized in secunties, actmg in the capacity of brokers for

the buyers and sellers Their meeting place was under an old button-

wood tree in the vicmity of the produce market In 1792, 24 brokers

signed a compact of mutual preference m their dealings and agreed to a

uniform commission of one-fourth of 1 per cent of the selling price of

securities This was the first definite step m the independent organiza-

tion of brokers for the carrying on of security trading ^

In 1800 the first stock exchange m the United States was formally

organized in Philadelphia which was the leading city in finance down to

1 Willis and Boobn, op at ,p 155
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the War of 1812 After the war New York gradually rose to first place

The New York Stock Exchange was orgamized under a written constitu-

tion in 1817, although as early as 1801 the informal oigamzation listed

four different govermnent issues, three bank stocks, and three insuiance

stocks *

Following the War of 1812 the call money market developed along

with the rise of the exchange In 1830 the first railroad stock, the

Mohawk and Hudson, was listed The rapid development of railroads

following the panic of 1837 brought many of these issues to the New York
exchange In 1848 the number of brokers was 112 and the average daily

turnover of shares was 6,000 ^ The New York exchange had advanced

to undisputed leadership m American financial markets Regulations

affecting delivery of stock gradually improved from the early days when
delivery required 60 days until 1857 when daily settlements weie adopted

On a Single day in 1857, it was claimed 70,000 shares changed hands
After the Civil War the exchange developed into a distinct speculative

market owing to the prominence of speculative railroad securities It

was in 1867 that the first electric ticker service was introduced In 1869

the New York exchange umted with several rivals that had recently

sprung up to form the present orgamzation It had 1,060 members under
the new arrangement (mcreased to 1,100 m 1879 where it remained until

1929 when total membeiship was expanded to 1,375 through a 26 per cent
membership dividend) and the amount of listed securities exceeded
$3,000,000,000 ® The advance of speculation is revealed m the increase

in average annual sales from 51,244,048 m the period of 1876-1879 to

104,388,480 in the speculative period 1880-1884 ^ Average sales there-
after declined but did not again reach the former volume until about 1900

Speculation on the exchange first reached large proportions with the
great speculative cycle at the begmmng of the new century which devel-
oped in connection with the movement toward railroad and industrial
consohdations The first permanent rise in the price of railroad and
industrial stocks took place m the decade ending with the panic of 1907
The chmax of speculation was reachedm 1906 when 283,707,955 shares of
stock changed hands. From this year of peak activity volume gradually
subsided to 47,899,593 m 1914

In 1885 the exchange created an nnhsted department for transactions
in industrial secunties which were too nsky to be admitted to regular
listing This department was not finally abolished until 1910, the indus-
trial issues gradually being admitted to the regular list m the meantime.
From that time onward industnal securities gamed m importance, while

1 Sebbno S. Phatt, TM Wen-h of WcM Street, p 6.
“ Willis and Bogun, op cii , p 168.
® Pbatt, op. cit

, p 62
* Willis and Bogbn, op at, p 177.
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railroad stocks declined After the war the former accounted for about
three-fourths of the total transactions, whereas before the war railroads

accounted for about an equal proportion. More recently utility secur-

ities have risen to prominence

The events preceding the war m 1914 started a wave of liquidation of

securities from Europe and puces melted away so rapidly that the

exchange closed for the second time in its history on July 31 and was not
opened again until December 15

Since the war many improvements for convenience of carrying out
transactions have been made The ticker service has been extended to

the Pacific Coast and intermediate points and to the South and South-

west The exchange greatly expanded its educational and publicity

work and developed its stock clearmg coiporation A day’s trans-

actions on the exchange m 1930 reqmred from 500 to 800 members, 600

pages, 235 reporters, and 360 clerks ^

Listings.—^In the Nm York Stock Exchange Bulletin for February,

1932, appeared for the first time a list of stocks and bonds on the exchange

for each year smce 1865 In that year bond issues numbered 174 and
stock issues 136 Since then bond issues have mcreased steadily, while

stock issues increased only moderately until 1909 when they took a

decided upward trend which was maintained until 1930 Progress by
decades was as follows.

Year

(Jan 1)

Stock

issues

Bond Year

(Jan 1)

Stock 1

issues

Bond
issues

1870 143 200 1910 426 1,013

1880 219 408 1920 691 1,114

1890 364 742 1930 1,293 1,643

1900 377 839 1932 1,278 1,601

The value of listed and unlisted stocks and bonds on the exchange in

1902 was $16,019,085,962 By October, 1911, total listings increased

to $24,374,081,323 On January 1, 1929, the total market value of listed

stocks amounted to $67,478,138,161, while that for bonds was $47,379,-

028, 502 A more detailed statement of listings February 1, 1932, is

shown m Table 4

Other Exchanges.—^This account has been confined largely to the

history of the New York Stock Exchange But exchanges have long

existed m other leading cities of the United States and their history is

similar to that of the predommant institution Altogether there are

now over twenty exchanges m the Umted States The Philadelphia,

' Boston, Chicago, and San Francisco exchanges have risen to positions of

1 J B Mbbkee, The Worh of the Stock Exchange, rev ed
, p 79
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importance in our national security markets There has been observable

withm recent years a tendency to list the stocks and bonds of corporations

with stock holders widely scattered on several exchanges foi the expedition

of transfers This decentrahzation is likely to continue as the financial

markets of the larger cities grow in importance Likewise securities of

local interest aie likely to remam on the local exchanges.

Table 4—Listings on the New Yobk Stock Exchange, February 1, 1932

Typo

j

Stocks
1

Bonds
1

Total

Number
of

issues

Market
value,

millinna

Number
of

Market

value,

millions

Numbei
of

issues

Maiket
value,

millions

Industnals 996 $16,614 282 $10,392 1,277 $27,006

Railroads 164 3,030 679 10,828 843 13,858

Utilities 116 6,732 201 3,736 317 10,468

All oivil and foreign 433 1 27,288 433 27,285

Total 1,275 $26,377 1,696 $52,241 2,870 $78,617

Data from Nm York Stock Eicokango Bullehnt February, 1032

Special mention should here be made of the New York Curb Exchange

This institution stands in the position of a junior organization to the

“big board” itself. While many securities of the highest quality have

for a number of reasons remained on the Curb Exchange, nevertheless it

furnishes a market, for the most part, for securities of an unseasoned

nature. It also furnishes an imtial market for the issues of legitimate

promotions which have not yet become widely enough distributed to

insure a broad market As a result of the general character of the issues

on the curb, listing standards are not so rigid as on the larger institution.

Eequirements for pubhcity of corporate affairs in particular are mate-
rially less rigid.

Ebonomic Functions of the Stock Exchange.—-The important functions

and advantages of stock and bond exchanges will be here only briefly

enumerated. The organized markets for securities are similar to organ-
ized markets for commodities m the economic functions they perform.

Perhaps the outstandmg function of stock exchanges is the creation of

a large central market where buyers and sellers, wherever located, find a
ready market for their secunties. Into the New York Stock Exchange
are poured the orders from every nook and corner of the United States
and from important centers of world finance It is in reality a world
market for American and foreign securities alike Its machinery is so
highly organized that quotations by wire are almost instantaneously
available in the leading cities of the United States and by cable to the
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leading centers of Europe No other market for commodities or secu-

rities can compare with the quotation service of this institution Most of

the advantages of stock exchanges usually mentioned flow from the

facts of universality of chentele and promptness of quotations.

The New York Stock Exchange in particular has been a powerful

force in securing the publicity of corporate affairs. At the time of listing

stocks and bonds, elaborate questionnaires are filled out gmng informa-

tion upon the financial affairs of the company concerned. In addition

to this, the exchange requires full pubhcity of annual reports and strongly

insists upon regular and prompt quarterly reports The public today

largely owes the present state of pubhcity in finance to the efforts of the

exchange m this direction The exchange itself is a storehouse of informa-

tion on the financial affairs of American busmess and its files are open to

the press and the general public

The listing requirements have done much toward standardization of

issues, so that there is a certain guarantee to the investing public that

listed issues conform to high standards Besides these advantages may
be mentioned improvement m the value of secuiities for collateral loans,

elimination of many unworthy issues from public participation, continu-

ous transaction providing an mstantaneous market, consensus of opinion

as to values, machinery for the transfer of secunties free from the suspicion

of fraud, and, lastly, the function of collecting capital for new investments

in industry through new corporate issues.
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CHAPTER III

THE SUPPLY OF INVESTMENT FUNDS

Income has been emphasized as the sma qua non of both social and

individual investment Income is important not only because m itself

it IS the aim and obsect of all investment but also because upon income

rests largely the economic value and price of modern investment issues

Investment analysis is concerned, therefore, more with income than with

any other factor.

Law of Diminishing Returns.—^This analysis will lead to the conclusion

that the equilibrium of the forces of supply and demand in the employ-
ment of capital IS attamed only through adjustment to income Looked
at from another angle, mcome represents the reward obtained for the use
of capital m industry, while yield represents the price offered for the
services of capital When capital is scaice its productiveness is great,

and as it becomes more abundant the law of diminishing returns operates
to reduce the income to capital as well as the yield on investment issues

With larger and larger capital accumulation and its distiibution to the
various fields of emplosnnent the rate of return gradually diminishes for

all alike This normally results from the lessened physical productivity
of additional amounts of capital, unless offset by new inventions and
processes of greater effectiveness than the older ones, and also from the
lessened value of the increased number of the units of goods produced
accompanied by a decline of their margmal utility. Thus over the
general field of mdustry as capital accumulates and in the absence of

proportionate improvements m productivity, capital becomes less and
less productive, and mcome dechnes.

Supply and Demand.—^In view of the operation of the universal law of
dimimshing returns m the sense in which it has just been explained, the
conditions governmg the supply of and demand for capital become of
first-rate importance in the discussion of the cardinal problems of income,
value, price, and yield It is largely through the operation of the law of
supply and demand that a given mcome is obtained and this ultimately
determines the social value of capital The low productivity of capital
in older countries and regions and its high productivity in the newer
ones attest to the effectiveness of the forces of supply and demand. One
may also observe certam mdustnes which have been too generously
supplied with capital with the result that they have become quite unprofit-
able Continued investment in these fields merely courts complete

42
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disaster. On the other hand, many new industries return a high percent-

age on the capital employed largely because of its scarcity relative to the

demand for its products The former case is illustrated at the present

time by the agricultural industry m general, the copper industry, the

rubber industry, and so forth, and the latter by the chemical industry,

electrical industry, the cham store, and so forth

The impoitance of the forces of supply and demand naturally suggests

this approach to the fundamental problems of investment This

approach will also be found to be the most profitable when attempting to

forecast future movements of security prices

Development of Capital in the United States.—There was practically

no accumulation of capital in the United States in colonial days The

revolution was financed mostly by well-to-do colonial families supple-

mented by considerable amounts of capital from abroad But the

revolution created a demand for materials for war purposes and led to

the accumulation of substantial amounts of capital by the merchant and

trading classes After the war, with the removal of restrictions on trade

and manufacturing, accumulation by these classes became substantial

This was evidenced by oversubscriptionwithm a few hours for the $8,000,-

000 of capital for the FirstBank of the United States With the Napoleonic

wars in Europe came a great boom to American foreign trade, affecting

chiefly the leading cities of the seaboard Their capital found employ-

ment in ships and expanding trade But foreign sources continued to be

depended upon for large amounts of new funds as, for instance, in the

purchase of Louisiana Terntory, while the federal debt and large portion

of the stock of the First Bank of the Umted States gravitated to London

But by 1812 most of these foreign holdmgs had been repatriated or paid

off and the bank liquidated The War of 1812 was financed at home but

the funds came mostly from a handful of wealthy men of the time

The period of internal improvements following the war and ending

about 1840 was financed largely from foreign sources Nevertheless, as

the public debt of the federal government was being rapidly paid and the

country settled, a substantial domestic capital market was developed for

the first time Domestic accumulations of capital went largely into

development of manufacturing and mdustrial enterprises In the period

of the eighteen hundred thirties the chief sources of funds were the

wealthy families of the time, a growing number of insurance and banking

companies, and contemporary merchants and manufacturers whose funds

went into railroads and financial mstitutions.^ Banks m particulai

bought large amounts of pubhc obhgations and loaned even larger amounts

to promoters of utihties, canals, and even land companies and others on

the security of stocks and bonds The mushroom growth of banks in the

eighteen hundred thirties flourished largely through their investmeni

^ Willis and Boqbn, op oit ,-p 164.
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loans on land and otherwise This era was especially marked by its wide-

spread and unrestrained speculative activities. After the crash of 1837

laws were enacted in many states restricting the investment operations

of banks, followed by other states, while New York forbade buying and

seUing of stocks entirely except to reahze on collateral loans. The call

money market was developed m this period and this became a source of

funds for speculation on the stock exchange

Further development of the capital market was not pronounced until

the Civil War, when over $2,000,000,000 was raised from domestic sources

for the war. The efforts of Jay Cooke resulted in a permanent addition

to the supply of capital from public sources Nevertheless, after the

war the development of industry was so rapid that domestic capital went

largely into industrial enterprise where the mdividual embraced the

opportumty of engagmgm busmess for himself and the investment market

suffered some reversion

Before the close of the nmeteenth century several distinct sources of

capital were evolved in the United States Aside from the normal

accumulations of the general pubhc through industrial activity, Europe

supplied us with something like $2,000,000,000 of new capital, while the

federal government paid m interest and pnncipal on the public debt an

even larger amount, most of which undoubtedly was reinvested in indus-

try. In addition, savings deposits mcreased from $242,600,000 in 1866

to $2,134,000,000 in 1900, while the assets of life insurance companies

reached the sum of $1,742,000,000 at the end of the century

At the turn of the century, too, a tremendous uplift took place in all

American business and the capital market showed a corresponding

expansion An English authority estimated that the annual accumula-
tion m the United States reached $450,000,000.1 Over $200,000,000 was
exported and perhaps a fourth of American securities held abroad was
reacquired by 1901. But the unprecedented demand for capital to

finance the trust movement and railroad consolidations was so great that
foreign sources were agam soon drawn upon

Recent Accumulation of Capital.—Rismg prices and prosperity in an
era of peace after 1900 gave an enormous stimulus to earnings and
accumulation of capital in the Umted States This is evidenced in

several yf&ys. First, it has been estimated by one writer that the number
of stockholders m American corporations advanced from 4,400,000 in

1900 to 7,500,000 in 1913, while the average shares per stockholder
decreased from 140 to 87.* Further, savings and time deposits in aU
banks of the United States reached the sum of $8,714,000,000 in 1914,
while the assets of life insurance companies were $4,935,000,000 in the
same year, having almost trebled smce 1900. In spite of this, the

1 Walter F. Ford, Conlempatary Renew, Vol 86.
’ Quarterly Journal of Economtce, Vol 39, p. 28
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country still drew heavily upon foreign sources The amount of Ameri-
can securities held in foreign countries at the outbreak of the World War
was between 4 and 5 bilhons Agamst this amount Americans held

foreign securities to the extent of 2 6 billions leaving a net indebtedness

of, say, 2 billions

But the popularization of investment m the United States on a wide

scale had to await the flotation of government bonds in connection with

the war The holders of Liberty bonds at the time have been reliably

placed at over 20,000,000 The era of good tunes following the crisis of

1921 gave the greatest impetus to capital accumulation the United States

has ever witnessed Recent investigation mdicates that estimates of the

diffusion of stockholders have been exaggerated Professor Daniel

Starch, approaching the problem from two independent angles, concludes

that at the beginning of 1931 there were probably 10,000,000 stockholders

in all American corporations and that about one family in four or five has

at least one stockholder m a corporation ^

The distribution, of stock among the public has been especially rapid

since 1925 A compilation of the Wall Street Journal shows that 530

identical industrial companies increased the number of common stock-

holders from 961,027 to 2,061,995 between March 31, 1925 and the

same time in 1930 ^ Thirty-four utility holding companies increased the

number of common stockholders during the same interval from 558,124

to 1,243,779, while 32 companies showed mcrease in preferred stock-

holders from 375,486 to 566,594 * Fifty-one mvestment trusts had
227,952 common stockholders ^on March 31, 1931 ^ Twenty principal

American railways of the United States had 681,881 stockholders at the

begmnmg of 1930 ® On March 31, 1930, 81 banks located m the chief

cities of the country numbered 354,024 stockholders, while 57, including

the largest of the 81, had only 69,139 in 1925 “

Contrary to expectation, the depression of 1930-1931 saw a large

addition to the number of stockholders in leadmg American corporations

During these 2 years the number of shareholders in 346 leadmg corpo-

rations increased 41.5 per cent. Of 31 different classes of enterprise

represented, not one showed a decrease The total number of share-

holders at the beginning of 1932 was 5,847,651
’’ This is the strongest

kind of evidence that the pubhe’s confidence m stocks from the long-run

1 Financial World, Mar 26, 1931.

* Issue of Nov 1, 1930
8 Wall Street Journal, Oct 16, 1930

Oct 31, 1930
,

' Railway Statistice of the United States, p 80, 1929
® Wall Street Journal, Oct 25, 1930
’ Compilation by B. G Dun and Company, reported m Chronicle, Vol. 134, p.

3700
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point of view has in no wise been shaken This source of capital supply

promises to grow more and more m the future

Total Capital Accumulation.—Although the economic progress of a

people may be measured m a geneial way by the amount of wealth it

possesses, a more accurate measure consists in the amount of material

goods accumulated through toil and sacrifice To a large extent land is a

gift of nature and is indestructible In estimating the sacrifices of a

people as represented by the accumulation of property, therefore, land

must be excluded If land be deducted, the most reliable estimate of the

remaining property values in 1910 shows approximately $80,000,000,000

The amount of man-made equipment m 1922 was placed at $231,000,000,-

000 by the Federal Trade Commission and at $209,000,000,000 by the

Census office. The higher figure resulted from valuation of improve-

ments in streets and pubhc roads and a higher valuation being placed

upon public-utility property

The leading items in the total estimate of the Federal Trade Com-

mission were as follows.

Land $122,000,000,000

Impiovements on land $108,000,000,000

Movable equipment including hve-

stock and farm equipment 40,000,000,000

Products and merchandise 36,000,000,000

Furniture and personal effects mclud-

ing automobiles 42,000,000,000

Gold and silver 4,000,000,000

Total man-made equipment 230,000,000,000

Grand total $362,000,000,000

Federol Trade CommiBBion, Wealth and Income

National Income and Savings.—Of still more interest than total

accumulated wealth is the annual rate of accumulation Although

estimates of national income are somewhat conjectural, there aie now
approximate figures for mdmdual mcome prepared by Dr Willford I

King, Based upon mdependent research and using various methods of

approach, a number of statisticians have come to the conclusion that

savings constitute about one-seventh of the national income.® A rough
approximation of annual savings of individuals may, theiefore, be made
by merely dividing total mcome figures by 7 Table 6 shows the total

amount and sigmficant items m mdmdual mcome and savings

The most striking fact about this set of figures is the advance in income
in both current and 1913 dollars from the beginning to the end of the

period

1 To these figures may be added $18,000,000,000 for foreign investments
® These are the conclusions of King, Mitchell, and Ingalls
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Table 6—Realized Individual Income and Savings in the United States in

Cdbbbnt Dollars
(Annual average for period, 000,000 omilied)

Source 1909-1913 1914-1918 1919-1923 1924^1928

Total mcome *32,600 *45,500 *68,500 *84,400
Total income (1913 dollars)

|

33,400 33,400 39,600 60,600
Entrepreneurs and property owners 15,600 21,800 29,800 35,700
Wages 11,400 15,800 25,800 31,600

Salaries 4,900 7,400 12,000 16,000

Savings (one-seventh of mcome) 4,643 6,500 9,785 12,057

Corporate savmgs 1,140 3,660 2,060 2,630

Baaed on W I King, Tfce NatiandL Income and lie Pwchaemg Power

Next may be noticed the dechne in the proportion of the income of

entrepreneui s and property owners from 48 per cent at the beginning to

42 4 per cent at the end of the period Ground was lost by this class m
favor of the wage-earmng class to a moderate degree but a substantial

gam was made by the salaried class, which advanced from 15 1 to 18 9

per cent Sources of mdmdual incomem percentage are indicated by the

following figures

Table 6—Sources of Individual Income in the United States

(In perexviage)

Source 1909 1920 1925

Agriculture 16 8 14 9 11 0

Manufacturing 18 5 26 3 20 5

Mercantile 12 4 11 7 14 6

Government 6 2 7 1 7 4

Unclassified 19 3 13 1 20 0

Transportation 8 6 9 7 8 2

All others 9 6 6 6 8 1

Total 100 0 100 0 100 0

Eased on King, op oii

These figures show the decline m the relative importance of agriculture

and the increasing importance of manufacturing and mercantile occupa-

tions The largest gam was made by government employees

The distribution of corporations to their stockholders and bondholders

IS shown in Table 7.

The preponderance of common-stock dividends is noted throughout

the period but is specially pronounced m recent years The increase m
interest paid on corporate debts withm the past decade is striking All

classes of corporations alike participated m this latter movement through
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Table 7—Distributions op Corpobatb Dipidendb and Interest Paid to

iNDiyiDTJALS’-

(000,000 omitted)

Source 1909 1917 1928^

Common stock 1,119 3,016 4,760

Preferred stock 461 758 1,171

Interest paid 993 1,256 2,061

iTromW I King, op oil

increase in indebtedness The increase in dividends on common stocks

was due largely to the advance in the amount of stock of factories, mines

and oil compames.

Turther light may be obtained upon the sources of savings among

individuals themselves from statistics gathered in connection with the

federal income-tax admimstration Figures for significant years ai e given

below

Table 8—^Distribution op National Income bt Function
{In pel ceniage of total)

Source 1917 3922 1929

Wages and salaries 22 17 65 06 37 40

Business and partnerships 30 15 17 16 17 47

Profits from sale of real estate and securities 2 63 2 98 7 81

Eents and royalties 6 67 4 92 4 29

Dividends on stocks 23 68 10 71 16 08

Interest 7 76 6 99 7 38

Compiled from Statistics of Income

The upward trend of wages and salaries and the downward trend of

business profits and dividends are most significant One may also dis-

cover from the same source the advance of the man of moderate means
over the richer classes In 1916 those with income of $20,000 and under
received only 20 7 per cent of all dividends reported, while m 1929 those

with incomes of $26,000 and less received 41 0 per cent of all dividends
reported. This same class m the latter year received 70 per cent of all

interest reported

Further hght is thrown on. the sources of investment funds by Dr.
King who estimates that “employees save about 5 per cent of their

annual wages and salaries, farmers, together with owners of farm lands
and mortgages, save about 12 per cent of their net income from agri-

culture, other business men save about 33 per cent of their annual
incomes ” Of the total savmgs in the period 1909-1918, 20 per cent is
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attributed to employees, 12 per cent to agncultural interests, and 68

per cent to business men and property owners exclusive of agriculture

Dr King also concludes that “the volume of saving by business concerns

varies directly with the waves of business activity,” but that “the extent

of private savings is much less closely conelated with the economic

cycle

Business Savings —The second largest source of supply of capital

funds is the earnings of corporations and other forms of business organi-

zation From the earhest times down to the present, the characteristic

feature of American enterprise has been the expansion of the business unit

It has become traditional that a busmess cannot stand still, it must either

move forward or backward Success has accordmgly been conditioned

upon expansion It early became the custom, therefore, to set aside a

certain portion of the annual earnmgs of the busmess to take care of

increasing trade and develop new plant capacity. American busmess
has thus grown from withm, suppl3ang for the most part the funds

needed to keep pace with new requirements Whether one is thinking of

railway, publio-utihty, or mdustiial corporations, the fact is impressed

upon one’s mmd that m the begmnmg the common stocks of all of these

corporations were m the great majority of cases nothing but “water ”

Not only has an equity equal to every dollar of capitalization been built

up back of these stocks, considered as classes, but most corporations show
substantial surpluses besides

Business enterprises m their entirety are credited with making 40

per cent of the total annual savings of the country This amount never

reaches the stockholder but is impounded as a busmess surplus The
savings of corporations are shown m Table 5 About 60 per cent of the

total IS attributed to factories and 17 per cent to railroads, while mines,

quarries, and oil wells show a deficit In the pre-war years 1909-1912

corporations on the average saved about 38 per cent of their net earnmgs,

and in the period 1923-1926 about 41 per cent * The accumulated

surplus and undivided profits of all corporations m the United States at

the end of 1929 amounted to $60,699,000,000 which was two-thirds of the

stated value of the common stock. Of this amount, manufacturing

enterprises accounted for $21,016,000,000, transportation and other

public utilities for $11,769,000,000, aU classes of financial concerns

(including banks) for $16,238,000,000, and trade for $4,884,000,000 ®

Commercial Banks.—At the close of 1917 an authority of high

standing estimated that the bankmg interests of the nation had out-

standing loans of approximately $10,000,000,000 with stocks and bonds

alone as collateral The same author estimated the amount of stocks

* W C MiiCBMhh, Business Oydes, the Problem and Its Setting, pp 151-167
2 King, op at

, pp 278-285

® StahsHcs of Income, 1929, p 333
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and bonds owned outnght at $8,500,000,000 Altogether it appears that

the banks m 1917 were carrying paper representing approximately

$18,500,000,000 of investment funds based on stocks and bonds

The Annual Report of the Comptroller of the Currency for 1921 shows

that the commercial banking institutions of the United States, taken

together, owned outnght $8,416,000,000 of stocks and bonds and $1,061,-

000,000 of real estate They had, also, loans secured by collateral,

probably almost entirely stocks and bonds, amounting to $5,937,000,000

and loans secured by real estate amountmg to $2,266,000,000 The total

amount of funds tied up m paper or secmities representing permanent

investments was, therefore, $17,680,000,000. This exceeded the amount

loaned for purposes of supplymg working capital which amounted to

$17,230,000,000. Loan and trust compames showed investments and

loans on permanent assets more than twice the amount of other loans and

discounts and 53 per cent of their total assets All mstitutions together

showed that funds employed for investment purposes amounted to 42 per

cent of the total resources

Figures were more than doubled m the 10 years following The
comptroller of the currency reports as of June 30, 1931, total investments

of all commercial banks m the Umted States of $15,220,000,000, loans

with stocks and bonds as collateral of $9,045,000,000, and loans secured

by hens on real estate of $4,315,000,000, altogether comprising a grand

total of $28,570,000,000 This amounted to approximately 50 per cent

of total resources of $57,697,000,000 of all commercial banks It

appears that banks are more and more becoming agents for the investment

of long-time funds and that this characteristic has come to be one of

commanding importance

It is sometimes said that commercial bankmg institutions are only

financial middlemen and that their funds are furnished by the pubfic as

depositors It must be briefly pomted out, however, that commercial

banks are m reality manufacturers of credit and that the amount of credit

they are able to supply is determinedm the last analysis by the amount of

reserves available, their legal regulation, and the state of public confi-

dence The process of manufacturmg bank credit was explained m the

followmg words of the Eight Hon R. McKenna, Chancellor of the
Exchequer of the Umted Kingdom, before the general meeting of

the shareholders of the London Jomt City and Midland Bank, Limited,
January 29, 1920:

When a bank makes a loan to a customer or allows him an overdraft,
in the ordinary course the loan will be drawn upon, or the overdraft will be made,
by a check upon the bank drawn by the customer and paid into someone’s credit

at the same or another bank. The drawer of the check will not have reduced any
deposit already in existence because we are supposing a case in which he has been
given or allowed an overdraft The receiver of the check, however, when he
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pays at into ks own account, wall be credited with its value, and thereby a new
deposit wiU be created The only case when a bank loan does not lead to a new
deposit IS when the check drawn against the loan is used by the receiver to pay
ofiE a loan which he himself had at his own bank In the same way, when a bank
buys or discounts a bill, the proceeds of the sale are paid into the credit of the

seller’s account and increase the total of bank deposits, and in the same way, also,

when a bank buys war loans or makes any other investment, the purchase money
goes to the credit of somebody’s account m some bank and increases the total

of deposits ^

Savings Banks,—Within recent years savings banks have come to

occupy an important position in the investment of funds Total invest-

ments of stock and mutual savings banks as of June 30, 1931, amounted to

$4,840,000,000, loans on stocks and bonds to $67,000,000, and loans on

real estate to $4,315,000,000, altogether comprismg a total of $9,222,000,-

000 Savings deposits are in leality simply collections of private savings

and the banks perform only functions of collection and investment

Thus the question concernmg the origin of bank credit does not arise m
this case as in the case of commercial banks The continued popularity

of the institutions will undoubtedly assure a more and more important

role in the total supply of mvestment funds in the future.

In this connection should be mentioned also the postal savings system

of the United States On February 1, 1932, this system had $658,081,034

deposits owned by more than 1,000,000 depositors

Insurance Companies.—Insurance compames are responsible for a

considerable proportion of the aggregate mvestments in the United

States and their importance tends to increase Figures of growth in the

number of policyholders as well as the total assets for these compames
show astounding progress The growth in assets is brought about

through the payment of premiums by policyholders and in the accumula-

tions of interest and dividends on mvestments Formerly insurance

funds were mostly invested m real-estate and farm mortgages, but in

recent years bonds and stocks have constituted the larger portion of the

total Eeal-estate mortgages, bonds, and stocks together account for

something like three-fourths of all life insurance investments

The extent of the growth of the public stake m life insurance is shown

by the rapidity of the mcrease in number of ordinary policyholders

(omitting industrial insurance pohcies) smce 1900 In that year there

were only 3,186,000 policies m force. At the close of the war they had
increased to 12,768,000, which number has smce then more than doubled,

standing at 29,161,000 at the end of 1928 Total admitted assets

increased from $1,742,000,000 m 1900, to $5,907,000,000 in 1918, and to

$15,961,000,000 m 1928 In addition to life insurance compames,

^ Pubbsbed in Federal "Reserve BuUettn, March, 1920, p 248
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fire, marine, and casualty compames showed total admitted assets of

15,722,000,000

Buildmg and Loan Associations.—^In addition to the financial concerns

above considered may be mentioned budding and loan associations which

have become of universal mterest These associations, like banks and

insurance compames, act as inteimediaries for the investment of large

sums of the public’s money Then- growth has been even more remark-

able than that of msurance compames In 1900 they had a membership

of oidy 1,495,000 and assets of $614,000,000 At the close of the wai these

figures had increased to 4,011,000 and $1,898,000,000, respectively

Subsequently the merease has been httle short of phenomenal, they had

12,111,000 members and assets of $8,695,000,000 at the close of 1929

Farm Loan System
—

^The catalogue of sources of supply of funds

may be completed by callmg attention to the loans of Federal Land

Banks and Joint Stock Land Banks which together totaled $1,823,000,000

at the end of 1929 These institutions supplement the activities of

banks and insurance compames in supplying farmers with long-time

capital.

Political Stabihty and Savings.—^The great accumulation of capital in

modern industrial nations has been accompamed by political stability

It may be laid down as a primary principle that the first condition favor-

able for the accumulation of capital is a stable government possessing

sufficient power to guarantee the protection of property rights It is

useless to accumulate anything if it cannot be protected from the deadly

hand of the brigand, the thief, or the robber It must be plain to all

observers that countries having weak governments are woefully back-

ward in their economic development, while, on the other hand, countries

possessmg strong governments show the greatest industrial advancement
Stability of government, mdustrial advancement, and civilization itself

go hand in hand

Sound Currency.—

A

second important factor in the accumulation of

capital IS a sound system of currency. Money is the yardstick by
which are measured the productive powers of men It makes possible a
highly organized economic system with its extended division of labor and
speciahzation of effort As long as this measure remains comparatively
unaltered, the factors of production work harmoniously together But
once let it become unstable, it gives nse to dissensions and disputes which
halt the entire machmery of production It is a duty incumbent upon all

governments to see to it that its currency remains sound Inflationary

policies of governments rob the laborer of his just wage, discourage the
capitalist, and undermine the basis of aU mdustry. The belligerent

nations, in the recent war, which have allowed their currency to drift to
rum show the least recovery made from the effects of the war Foreign
capital enters these countnes but spanngly, or not at all On the other
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hand, those countries which still possess a currency which is sound,

although the basis may have been altered, are rapidly recovering to

normalcy An unsound currency shows itself in the unceasing stream

of paper coming from the pnntmg press until its value sinks to zero

Before this stage is reached, however, it is rejected by the public, and
industrial life is found to revert to the barter stage if foreign currencies are

not available

It IS generally recogmzed that a sound currency system is one that has

an adequate metallic basis In former times both gold and silver served

this purpose but, since the greater abundance of silver has reduced its

value, gold has been almost umversaUy adopted Gold is necessary for a

sound currency system because it protects paper money and bank credit

through the privilege of converting these means of exchange into a metal

of commercial value The general acceptability of gold has made it the

most universally employed. The first essential then to a sound currency

system is the retention of a metallic basis with the continuous opportunity

of conversion of all kinds of money into this metal There is no other

basis of value than the usefulness of a commodity to society In this

respect gold and silver are m the same position as other commodities

and without such usefulness confidence in a money system would

be wanting

To those who have their doubts as to this function of gold and silver

in a monetary system, another function may have greater appeal

Regardless of intiinsic value of these metals, if the currency system,

involving all forms of credit money and bank credit, be anchored to these

metals as a base, there is the most effective guarantee against inflation

The world’s experience with gold and silver as monetary bases prove

amply, however, that they are no guarantee against fluctuations of

commodities prices Nevertheless, such fluctuations are necessarily

confined withm very defimte hnuts Inflationary processes in the past

have always been brought about through increases in the conditions

affecting the basic reserves of the monetary system. This may be

through increases m the supply of gold, or it may just as effectively be

occasioned by changes in reserve laws or practices, or both But as

long as the additional currency is anchored to the metal as a base, the

extent of the inflation is limited to the changed situation Likewise when
deflation comes, as in 1930 and 1931, it is occasioned by an effort of the

banks to provide a safe basis of gold or reserves against all demands upon

it for money If these demands are too great, banks must close their

doors This happened on a large scale m 1931 when certain European

countries, for the want of an adequate metallic basis, had to abandon the

gold standard.

The experience of countries lackmg an adequate metallic basis shows

that inflation is difficult to avoid This was shown m the experience of
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the United States with the greenbacks duiing and following the Civil

War, and the experiencem central Europe with paper currencies following

the World War. In the first case the government took steps ultimately

to return to a metafile basis and mflation was limited by the prospect of

this eventuatmg But in the case of Central Europe no serious effort

was made to avoid excessive mflation by arranging for the ultimate

return to a gold basis The value of these currencies finally approached

the vanishing point Othei countries lacking sufliicient metal basis to

return to the pre-war parity revalorized their currencies by cutting the

gold basis to a fraction of what it previously was France is the notable

example of this course

International Stability*—Perhaps of equal importance with a stable

domestic government and sound currency is international or world

stability. The material progress of a people is limited by the fiequency

and severity of wars This is especially true m respect to those countries

whose territory is devastated and whose mdustiies are leveled to the

ground This material destruction, however, is perhaps not the worst

economic result of wars It is exceeded in conquered countries by the

impairment of national morale and self-respect In cases of severe

humiliation the recovery of the will to progress is a matter which waits

upon the rise of a new generation of busmess men with a forward look, to

whom the past is only history or a memory Even the victorious

participants in exhaustive wars are left economically and financially

exhausted, to say nothing of the depletion of industrialman power The
currencies of the countries affected aie usually thrown into chaos with all

of the attendant uncertamty m the conduct of business We need here
only recall the decades of economic revulsionm certain countries following
the Napoleonic wars, the set-back of the South following the Civil War,
and more recently the failure still to repair the economic rum in the wake
of the World War In a very real sense world economic progress is

conditioned upon the mamtenance of international peace and the main-
tenance of hberal trade relations among the nations of the world.

Economic Factors.—Among the economic factors that materially
mfluence saving may first be mentioned the productive capacity of the
people It has been shown that about one-seventh of the annual product
of industry is saved and so a change m productive efficiency affects
proportionately the amount of savmgs. The two most variable elements
m productive efficiency are management and labor So important
IS the managerial element that it is becoming an axiom m matters of
finance that the success or failure of an industrial establishment is largely
m the hands of the management The report of the Hoover Committee
on the Ehmmation of Waste m Industry concluded that in the six indus-
tries investigated about 84 per cent of the waste was attributable to the
management and 16 per cent to labor. Periods of industrial boom are
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invariably accompanied by extravagance and laxness of the management
The great trust movement at the end of the last century, as well as the

railroad booms of the generation precedmg, were accompanied by the

wildest extravagance and neglect of productive effort. It seemed that

the managers of mdustry, almost en masse, had gone foragmg for profits

The same was true of the period foUowmg the World War, when “ profiteer-

ing” became the rule and productive effoit gave place to rank speculation

In its summary of the causes of waste, the Hoover Committee found
four of outstanding importance.

1 Low production, due to bad management m the purchase and utilization of

materials and the handhng of the plant and labor force,

2 Interrupted production, due to strikes, imneeessary closing down of plant, and
idle equipment,

3 Eestncted production, due to the mtentional sbwmg down on the part of labor

or management,

4 Lost production, due to sickness, accidents, and so forth

However important is the productiveness of mdustry, the distribution

of the product appears, also, to exert a dctermmmg force on savings It

has been shown that the classes of largest income, together with corporate

and business savings, constitute the chief sources of capital funds The
funds thus provided are obtained from the return to capital and the

distributed and undistributed profits of mdustry. The great mass of

laborers save but little They spend the great bulk of their earnings on
living expenses Any tendency toward an increase in wages is quickly

manifested by the evidences of a rising standard of living which absorbs

surplus earnings It may, therefore, be laid down as a principle that the

larger the return to capital and the greater the profits of business in

proportion to the total product of mdustry, the larger will be the annual

savings of the people On the contrary, the larger the share that goes

to labor, the less will be the amount available for capital and profits, and

so the smaller will be the savmgs of the entire people

Motives in Saving.—The habit of saving, laying by something for the

future, had its beginning in early society The construction of a boat, a

fishing net, or, perhaps, the buildmg of a rudimentary dweUmg place, all

stand as evidence of the earliest begmnmgs of the saving habit. Those

who thus manifested an elementary form of thrift were the first to set the

example of an economic endowment to the other members of the com-

munity As savings grew m amount, pnde m the possession of private

property added a spiritual mcentive to saving, m addition to the

materialistic one of providing for the future Saving could be earned on,

however, only to a limited extent as long as the race was nomadic. With

the coming of settled life came, also, more or less stabilitym the form and

purpose of government This gave protection to the property of the

community saved by the more frugal members and laid the foundation for
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futme accumulation The amount of savmgs, nevertheless, was neces-

sarily limited for centuries by inadequate means of preservation When
food, clothing, and hvmg accommodations sufficient for the immediate

future were provided and the customary implements for production were

at hand, there was little motive for future sacrifice Saving without

preservation could indeed be carried on but to no other purpose than

an embarrassment of goods for immediate use and a surplus of implements

which found no hand to manipulate them
How different is the situation at the present time ' Instead of the

necessity of searching for means whereby surplus income may be pre-

served, theie is a constant outcry for funds to supply an ever-mci easing

population with the necessaries and comforts of life Investment funds

command a high price, as evidenced by the present high rates of interest

This modem condition has been brought about by the inventive applica-

tion of the mind. The begmmngs of the mdustrial revolution are only
about one and one-half centuries old, while the application of the main

inventions to modern industrial machinery is much younger The
accumulation of capital on a really large scale has been possible only
from about the middle of the nmeteenth century. It is the massiveness
of modern productive machinery with its constantly growing complexity,
the hugeness of power machinery, and the enormously expensive equip-
ment of all kmds which promise almost unlimited employment for invest-
ment funds in the future The modern form of business organization,
too, has played its part in bridging the gap from the saver to the producer

Saving involves a choice. All who come into the possession of funds
more than sufficient for the essential needs of living have the choice of
spending or saving the surplus. The exercise of this choice reveals
many kinds of individuals actuated by a still greater number of motives
Some are more industrious and less extravagant than others Unfortu-
nately, the more extravagant predommate As has already been
remarked, the great majority of the people of the United States have
saved nothing beyond a modest rainy-day fund Dr Thorndike, an
emment psychologist, after a thorough study of the problem, concludes
that man is by nature improvident and predisposed against saving This
natural tendency, however, has been overcome by many through “inhi-
bition by rational msight ” The greatest need, therefore, among those
who do not get beyond the ramy-day fund theory is for education The
wider establishment of the savings bank, the postal savmgs departments,
the extension of insurance, the bmlding and loan movement, customer
and employee ownership of mdustiy, and the hke, are all encouraging
signs for the future

While undoubtedly the chief motive which impels the poorer classes
to save is for the rainy day, the middle classes have reached a stage
beyond this Their immediate wants are provided for. The chiefmotive
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which stirs this class is social ambition and business prestige The
motive of establishing a financial competence for the family, implying
therewith all of the privileges and distinctions of education, travel, and
culture, IS the magnet with unfailing drawing power Furthermore,
wealth brings power to its owner m business, in the community, the

church, the club, and so forth These are among the strongest of human
motives and have always stirred the ambitions of men The desire to

rise fiom the class in which one is bom to a higher plane, to place the

family a little higher in the social scale than it formerly was, is the moie
or less normal attitude of mind for the mhabitant of a country like the

Umted States where opportunity is free and the business life honorable

The well-to-do and rich classes have all of the advantages that wealth
brings At the same tune they are responsible for the greater portion

of the savings of the country They are actuated of necessity by different

motives than those already noticed They desire above all things to

accumulate wealth for the power and influence it gives them They
wish to attain their place in the sun in the business world As expressed

by Dr A S De'wing,mhisFznancialPohcy of Corporatio7is,^ “The Ta,ce-

old instinct of conquest becomes translated m our twentieth century

economic world into the prosaic terms of corpoiate growth. Business

expansion is the spirit of a modern Tamerlane seeking new markets to

conquer It is a pawn for human ambition ” While some seek fame and
influence through politics, learmng, art, and the like, it is given to the

business man to exercise his talents in the control of material things

Yet, at bottom, the movmg impulse is strikmgly the same. The sheer

impulse to create somethmg, to conceive a mammoth project and prove

its feasibility through constructive activity, is, also, at the root of

modern accumulation of wealth Great captains of industry are like

great inventors—their gemus is to make something new and have it

succeed Big business appeals to the imagination and, when set in terms

of national achievement, takes on the glamour of patriotism Profits

undoubtedly are an essential part of the process, for without the increase

of wealth it is impossible to attain the highest positions in the business

world Nevertheless, the spiritual motives easily come first with the

captains of industry

It has been said that saving involves a choice This is true only

within limits The subtle mfluence of what for the want of a better name
IS called the “standard of livmg” pervades all classes of society. Social

standards for the most part set the pace of expenditure The economic

ideals of a people can be read m its standard of living The lower classes

imitate those immediately above them, while the better-to-do classes ape

their superiors Ambition to hve a little better than one’s neighbors or

associates, to outdo others, is responsible among all classes for the

1 Book IV, p 5
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extravagance of private expenditure Social standing is shown by the

kinds of clothes worn, the kind of automobile possessed, the country

home or the cottage on the lake or seashore, the summer home m the

mountains or the wmter home in Florida The standard of living is,

furthermore, largely a competitive one Professor Thornstein Veblen

has stated this truth in picturesque language when he says that “potent

craving for objective approval shown m vicarious consumption and

conspicuous waste is responsible for much of the extravagance in both

private and public life

The needs of the present are greatly overvalued in comparison with

the needs of the future. The future is uncertam, and who knows perhaps

a windfall will come to each of us Although the chance of such a wind-

fall, of getting somethmg for nothing, is negligible in the mathematical cal-

culation of things, yet it is still a chance, and no matter how slim it may
be, people cling to it with tenacity On the other hand, foresight, pro-

vision for the future through a moie certam process, is still far beyond

the economic ideals of the vast majority of the human race.

It may be said, m summary, that the motives which are the deter-

minmg influence on the amount of savings of the people depend, in the

broadest way, upon strength of character, advance m civilization, power
of inhibition, and aims and purposes in life—^in short, the ideals which

govern daily activities With a stable government, sound currency, a

disposition to produce at full capacity, suitable investment institutions

for the assembling of accumulated funds, and with an eye to the future

rather than to the present, economic prosperity would be assured and
society would be rid of the millstone of dependency

The Interest Rate, Profits, and Saving.—It is quite generally

accepted that the amount of return offered on mvestments has a profound
influence on the amount of the savings of society It appears to the

author that this matter has been much overdone The leading considera-

tions which induce saving have just been recited It is quite unreason-
able to suppose that the poorer classes who save on the theory of the
ramy-day fund will be influenced to any great extent by a shift in the
rate of interest from 3 to 4, 6, or 6 per cent or by a drop of similar propor-
tions. Likewise, the dominatmg motives of self-objectification and the
attainment of high position by the upper classes vastly outweigh any
purely material influence that imght be exerted by a change one way or
the other in the rate of mterest Of this class Professor Taussig says.
“Among these no specific rate of return on accumulation plays a dominant
part It has been shown that this class accounts for the largest per-
centage of the accumulated wealth of the country

1 See discussion in Veblen, Theory of the Leisure Class, Chap iv.
“ Principles of Economics, Vol II, p 20'
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There remains to be considered the middle class It is among the

people of this class that the rate of mterest is supposed to exercise the

greatest influence on the choice between savmg or spending It has been
shown that the members of this class save largely to provide a competence
for the family, to increase social prestige, and for similar purposes These
motives operate independently of the interest rate Indeed, there is

strong leason for believing that the rate of interest would have the oppo-
site effect from that which is usually attributed to it AS per cent rate

of mterest would necessitate a greater amount of savings to provide

a competence than a 6 per cent rate, smce the return on the amount of

capital accumulated would provide only one-half as much mcome
In this connection a neglected aspect of this problem needs to be

emphasized Although it is true that the interest rate has comparatively

little influence on the disposition of mcome received, it should, neverthe-

less, be appreciated that a higher rate of mterest mevitably results in an

altered distribution of the income of all the people A higher mterest

rate means that a larger share of the total annual income goes to the

owners of capital, and, m all probability, more of it is saved than would

be the case if labor got a larger share

Even though the direct influence of the interest rate upon savmg is

uncertain, it might be otherwise with profits Profits represent the inter-

ests of the proprietors, and m corporation finance the common stockholders

are made the residual claimants upon the assets and earnings of the busi-

ness They bear the risk, and the rewards are far greater than m the case

of the holders of semor-lien securities The rate of profits of a successful

business establishment over a period of years upon the amount of capital

actually invested by the stockholders is traditionally many hundred fold

and in some cases a thousand fold The prospect of multiplying many
times the original investment appeals powerfully to the imagination of the

average man The Rockefellers, the Carnegies, and the Fords furnish out-

standing examples ofmen who have accumulated fortunesthrough success-

ful business undertakings It is the ideal of great achievement that

inspires most business men of the younger generation to exert themselves

to the utmost and carefullyhusband the gains from their efforts by “plow-

ing” them back into the business The possibility of large profits, thus,

must be considered a strong influence on the total savings of the country

There is, also, the vast army of men who hope by a lucky strike or

“ superior intelligence ” to gam financial independence If the first thou-

sand dollars could be saved and mvested m a mme, an oil well, a rubber

plantation, a factory for the exploitation of the latest invention, or,

perhaps, m a section of land m a new country hitherto overlooked, the

stream of gold might be turned the way of the “astute” investor But

the savings of this class are generally swallowed up in the failure of the

schemes, and thus little capital is added from this source
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CHAPTER IV

THE DEMAND FOR INVESTMENT FUNDS

The demand for fresh capital constitutes the opportunity of the

investor to employ his funds to advantage. Under simple economic

conditions demand and supply were umted m the same person, but with

the division of labor came a speciahzed class of producers who looked to

society for funds with which to carry on their operations Among the

varied choices open to him the investor is constantly seeking out the

kinds of investments which come nearest to meetmg the ends he has in

view. Fortunately, the choice of fields m which to employ capital is

great and even greater still aie the specific types of securities offered and
the detailed provisions pecuhar to each issue. In fact, the investment

banker of today may be likened to a modern dry-goods merchant with his

bewildering variety of patterns, so that the modern investor has much to

learn concerning the opportunities open to him if he is to employ his

funds intelligently In this and succeeding chapters we are concerned

largely with the channels open for the investment of capital and with the

rights and privileges attached to the different types of secmities from

which a choice must be made
Sources of Demand.—One may get a cross-sectional view of the

accumulated demand for capital by a classification of wealth mto the

leading divisions But the term wealth includes more than the term

capital Land and natural agents do not represent invested capital, as

has already been made clear, and therefore must be excluded from the

sources of demand for capital funds All other wealth represents the

present accumulated demand for capital goods and durable equipment of

all kinds Much of this mass of wealth is m the hands of those who
saved the funds necessary for its acquisition and hence is only of indirect

concern to us All such property as dwelhng houses, automobiles, house-

hold furniture, and in fact the entire class of consumption goods which

is in the hands of those who are currently receiving its benefits, must also

be deducted from the sum total of wealth to arrive at the class of capital

goods which is of direct concern to the mvestmg public Only those

kinds of goods which give occasion for investment for money income are

the direct object of interest.’-

^ Consumption goods m the hands of their o-wners indeed produce what has been

called psychic income But psychic income is not mcome as understood m the lan-

guage of finance It produces no net return but simply yields its utihty through

gradual consumption
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Accumulated capital, on the other hand, fails to take full account of

accumulated savmgs We have previously called attention to the fact

that something like one-fourth of all savings is lost on account of mis-

directed investments, fires, floods, and disasters To this large amount

we must also add losses from obsolescence of capital for which no adequate

reserves have been set up Social obsolescence of property is of immense

proportions in an age of rapid advance m industrial technique and change

m public wants Moreover, accumulated capital also fails to take account

of the enormous demands of federal, state, and local governments for the

expenditure of money in unproductive ways In addition, we may also

call attention to the consumption demand for capital of some individuals

from others, the utihzation of which results in no tangible increase in

production The list will be complete only when one throws m also the

amount of capital exported to foreign countries and for which only

intangible evidence is at hand. The contmuous demand for capital is,

therefore, much greater than that indicated merely by the progress of

accumulated capital goods

Evolution of Demand.—At this juncture the outlines of the history

of the demand for capital may be briefly rehearsed One may begin by
recalling that m colonial times restrictions on the employment of capital

led to the development of trade and shipping as the leading industries of

the time These received additional momentum from the Napoleonic

wars, while manufacturmg was just receiving its first abiding impetus

Then came the War of 1812 which offered opportunity for safe invest-

ment of funds greater m amount than could be supplied in the United

States In the quarter century following the war, the era of internal

improvements called for unexampled amounts of fresh funds for the

development of the regions to the west of the Alleghany Mountains
At this time, too, the construction of railroads soon began to develop a

demand for capital on a large scale In addition, this was the golden era

of the development of American shipping with the clipper as the pride

of the merchant marine Then came the Civil War and with it all

previous records for the demand for funds were eclipsed In the period

from the Civil War till the end of the century the construction of trans-

continental and other railroads and the development of agriculture gave
the characteristic tone to economic progress Railroads were the key
to the agricultural West, whichm turn sought a market for its products in

the manufacturing East and through the seaboard cities reached the
European population

With the turn of the century the country enters upon a new era of
development distinct from that of the preceding period. In this period
came the development of manufacturmg on a large scale and the con-
solidation of railroads and industrial enterprises into huge organizations
In this period also the character of much of our manufacturing changed
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from necessities to luxuries. This is strikmgly illustrated by the manu-
facture of pleasure automobiles, radios, and musical instruments

Even more characteristic was the development of the telephone, the elec-

tric light and power industry, the street railway, the gas industry, and
the chemical industry The imexampled prosperity of this period is

usually attributed largely to the advance of commodity prices following

new discoveries of gold at the end of the last century It has not been

so commonly appreciated that the development of the new mdustries

gave opportunity for the employment of labor and capital in manifold

ways which seived constantly to add to the great variety of consumable
commodities and thus keep the machmery of production and exchange

running This era stands as an example of the value of invention and
mitiative in industry It may also be noticed that the greater variety of

products m this period served to stay the effects of the operation of

the law of marginal utihty and thus added greatly to satisfaction in

consumption

The next chapter m the history of the development of the demand for

capital came with the World War This war dwarfed aU previous

demands for funds The belligerent nations of Europe created debts in

excess of $185,000,000,000, while the United States alone raised more than

$25,000,000,000 Much of the latter was disguised demand of the allied

governments for war materials

The characteristic development after the war was the foreign demand
for American capital The accumulated private debts owing to the

United States from aboard at the present time exceeds $18,000,000,-

000, while more than $12,000,000,000 is stdl due the federal govern-

ment In the present state of restrictions on international trade and
finance, it may be fairly predicted that this movement has passed its

zenith

No one can say at the present time what the next development will

be, since this depends partly upon the progress of discovery and invention

and the production of goods still unknown Undoubtedly transportation

by air, the natural-gas mdustry, the radio, as well as the electrical

and chemical industries, will come in for their share of the future

development and require large investment of capital on the part of the

public

Statistics of Capital Accumulation.—One may visualize the growth of

wealth in the United States through estimates made by the federal

government (table, top of page 64)

A more detailed statement of the recent growth of national wealth is

furnished by the CensusBureau. It showsthe advance and predominant

importance in 1922 of the items, machinery and tools, railroads and their

equipment, manufactured products, and tangible personal property which

taken together account for one-third of the total. No attempt is made
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Total WeaiiTh of the United States

Year
Total

(m millions)
Per capita

jj

Year
Total

(m millions)
Per capita

1860 816,160 $ 514 1912 8186,300 $1,950

1880 43,642 870 1922 320,804 2,918

1900 88,617 1,165

Stalisltml Ahslraet, 1930, p 291

in these figures to separate land from improvements upon land, which

together under the heading of real property account for 55 per cent of the

total Buildings and structures of all kinds undoubtedly constitute the

most important single item m our national wealth and represent savings

of the people

Table 9 —Estimated National Wealth op the United States

(000,000 omitted)

Source 1900 1912 1922

Real property $52,538 $109,237 $176,416
Livestock 3,306 6,238 6,807
Farm implements and machmeiy 750 1,368 2,605
Gold and silver coin and buUion 1,677 2,617 4,278
Manufacturing machinery and tools, etc 2,641 6,091 15,783
Railroads and their equipment
Motor vehicles

9,036 16,149 19,961

4,667
Street railways 1,676 4,597 4,878
Telegraph and telephones 612 1,304 1,950
Shippmg and canals 638 1,491 2,951
Electric light and power stations 403 2,099 4,229
Agricultural products 1,465 6,240 5,466
Manufactured products 6,087 14,694 28,423
Furniture, fixtures, clothing, etc 6,880 12,758 39,816
All others 1,079 2,417 3,685

Total $88,517 $186,300 $320,804

Statistical Alstract, Bureau of the Ceneue, Department c)f Commerce, ].930, p 291

Intanpble Wealth—A more exact picture of the present status of
demand is obtamed from statistics beanng upon the intangible wealthm the United States The foUowmg table has been compiled from
various authentic sources and presents a fair picture of the volume and
detail of intangibles outstandmg at the present time. Intangibles repre-
senting corporate wealth constitute about two-thirds of the total, real-
estate and farm mortgages about 15 per cent, public debts about 13 per
cent, and foreign investments about 7J4 per cent.
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Table 10—lNTA.NatBLB Weauth in the United States
(000,000 omitted)

Source
Bonded
debt and
mortgages

Pre-

ferred

stock

Common
stock

Total

I Corporations (Dee 31, 1929) i

Agricultm al and related industries $ 221 $ 115 $ 935 $ 1,271
Mining and quarrying 1,037 637 6,714 7,288
Manufaotuimg 6,449 7,008 26,219 38,676
Construction 350 162 731 1,233
Transportation and other public

utilities 26,619 5,655 22,475 54,749
'Trade 1,262 1,860 7,466 10,568
Service—^hotels, amusements 1,562 615 1,902 4,079
Finance—^banking, insurance, real

estate, biokers, etc 10, 135 3,770 24,512 38,417
Others 14 32 161 207

Total for corporations $46,639 $19,734 $90,115 $166,488
11 Federal debt (June 30, 1931)“

III State and local debts®

IV Real-estate and farm mortgages (Jan 1, 1932)

V Private foreign investments (Jan 1,1932)

Grand total

16,481

16,000

36.000

18.000

$242,969

i Statisiws of Income, 1929, p 332
3 Secretary of Treasury Report, 1931, p 602
’ Sullehn of the National Ciiy Bank, Jan 1, 1932

Annual Demand for Capital.—The annual demand for capital during

the past decade from leading sources, for which information is readily

available, is shown in a compilation below from figures supplied by the

Commercial and Financial Chronicle These figures show the trend of

finance during the past decade as well as the total public offerings for the

period They reveal the comparatively small amount of capital going

into railroads annually dunng the period. On the other hand, utilities

and industrials show a pronounced upward trend Total corporate

issues also show a strong trend upward and account for the bulk of aU

flotations Foreign issues nse to especial prommence in the years from

1924 to 1928 but drop to small proportions in 1931 Municipal issues

maintained their steady mcrease durmg the decade and constitute

a considerable percentage of the total. The course of bond and note

issues follows a parabolic curve Both preferred and common stocks gam
very rapidly from 1922 onward until 1930, when both show a precipitoua

drop.

Federal Debt.—It has long been a tradition m the United States that

public debts should be paid; this has operated to restrain public borrowing
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Table 11 —New Capital Isstibs in thb United States

(000,000 otmRed)

more here than m European countries where the opposite theory has

generally prevailed The chief debts incurred by the national govern-

ments have resulted from wars It has always been the policy to liqui-

date the bulk of these debts as soon as circumstances would permit

During the 25 years following the Civil War, the greater portion of the

national debt was redeemed When the United States enteied the war
in 1917, the national interest-bearing debt amounted to a round billion

dollars Within the next 2 years this was increased to over $25,000,000,-

000. This immense sum created a dram upon the public for funds which
were supphed partly by denying industry its part in the savings of the

people and partly by currency inflation

The federal debt outstanding June 30, 1931, was $16,519,588,640

Of this amount $776,154,790 originated in the pre-war period Most of

this latter is represented by bonds covering debts of the Cml War and
since then has been contmuously used as coverage for notes of national

banks. A considerable portion represents postal savings’ bonds and
Panama Canal bonds Liberty bonds and Treasury bonds amounted
to $12,754,684,000 and onginated with the World War ^ The balance of

the debt consists of short-time obbgations, notes, certificates of indebted-
ness, and treasury bills. In all probabihty the short-term indebtedness
wiU soon be funded mto long-term bonds which will call for public sub-
scription On June 30, 1931, foreign obhgations held by the government
amounted to $12,333,717,959 * Exclusive of foreign account the net
indebtedness of the federal government at the end of the fiscal year 1931
was less than $6,000,000,000 The peak of the federal debt was reached

1 Annual Report of the Secretary of the Treasury, 1931, p 618.
*/6id,p 117
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in 1919 when it stood at $25,484,506,160 Since then it has been reduced

by $8,767,000,000 ^ The government has thus been a factor on the supply

side of the capital market during the past 12 years

State and Municipal Indebtedness.—State and local indebtedness has

shown an enormous advance smce 1902 when it stood at only $1,864,-

000,000 By 1913 it had more than doubled, standing at $3,821,000,000

In the following 7 years it almost doubled again, standing at $6,261,000,-

000 in 1921. In the followmg decade it advanced to about $16,000,000,-

000, which was approximately equal to the federal debt at the same time

The annual increase m state and municipal mdebtedness in the decade

prior to 1931 was about a billion dollars a year A tabulation made by

the Commei cial and Financial Chronicle shows that durmg this period the

largest item, accounting for over 25 per cent of the total increase, was for

streets, roads, and bridges Neict come schools, averaging about

20 per cent of the total These are followed by improvements and water

each of which accounts for another 10 per cent or more. Sewers, build-

ings, and parks are important also though less prominent than the others

The increase in state and local indebtedness may be explained on

several grounds First may be mentioned the higher prices following the

war which greatly incieased all money values and hence distort the

perspective of pre-war days But the high prices in the post-war period

have now been largely erased and the debts contracted upon these prices

become more and more burdensome, since interest and principal now have

to be paid in dollars which are equal in value to 1913 dollars.

A second factor in the increase m debts is high taxation by the federal

government whose runnmg expenses have remamed at huge figures

compared with pre-war days, while the interest on the public debts itself

adds considerable to the burden. Hardly any other recourse was open

to the states and localities in their program of expenditure but that of

borrowing Expenditures have increased largely through the general

tendency towaid social consumption, through schools, roads, recreation,

and the like, and the higher plane m general upon which the population

has lived since the war. The burden of these debts and expenditures was

especially great durmg the depression of 1930-1931 when strong demand

was manifested for retrenchment.

Nevertheless, the purposes for which these debts have been created

are for the most part good They are highly desirable in the mam if only

they do not remain too great a financial burden to carry. Perhaps the

severest criticism that can be leveled against them is that too ambitious

programs have been undertaken and the balance between pubhc and

private expenditures has been upset It is more than probable, too, that

economies in expenditure of funds would have held the figures down

materially from their present height.

1 lUd
, p 637.
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Foreign Investments.—The foreign demand for American capital

averaged over $1,000,000,000 annually in the period from 1924 to 1931

This demand came in about equal proportions from governmental units

and from corporations, m both cases bonds being used for the most part

A large portion of all foreign indebtedness to the United States consists

of shoit-term obhgations owmg to American bankers, business concerns,

and private investors The short-term loans were to a large extent the

cause of the breakdown of international credit m 1931.

The distribution of foreign private long-term investments at the end

of 1930 shows that Europe (mostly Germany, Fiance, and Great Britain)

was responsible foi almost $5,000,000,000 of the total, while Canada had

almost $4,000,000,000, and South America over $3,000,000,000 The

summary of the Department of Commerce is worthy of perusal.

TabiiE 12—Private Long-term American Investments Abroad at the End of

1931

(000,000 omitted)

Location Direct Portfolio
I

Total

Canada $2,048 $1,892
1

$ 3,940

Emopo 1,468 3,460 4,928

Mexico and Central America 930 37 !
967

South Amenoa 1,631 1,410 3,041

West Indies 1,072 161 1,233

Africa 115 2 117

Asia 419 603 1,022

Oceanica 154 261 418

Total $7,837 $7,829 $15,666

A New Estimate of American Investmenta Abroad, Trade Information Bulletin 767, U S Depart-

Consumption Demand for Capital.—First the demand for funds for

consumption purposes from mdmduals may be briefly discussed This
demand for capital involves two sources, namely, that supplied by those

who desire to use it and that obtained from others who have a surplus on
their hands One may convert one’s own cumulated savings into con-
sumption goods as desired or as occasion necessitates. Through bad
times, individual misfortunes, or failure of income, one frequently finds

it necessary to draw upon accumulated savings Likewise those who have
saved only a moderate amount during the earning period of life find it

necessary with advancing age gradually to deplete their accumulated
savmgs for current needs. Most often this takes the form of individual
provision and management but frequently it takes the form of annuities,
life insurance, and retirement pohcies Much current consumption of
savings also takes place through gradual depreciation of durable con-
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sumers’ goods such as dwellmg houses and furniture. Demand from this

source is a constant dram upon the total supply of accumulated capital

The demand for liquid capital to meet the needs of current consump-
tion has recently come into greater prommence through the development
of instalment selling, Morris Plan banks, automobile and household
finance companies, and similar mstitutions Loans for consumption
purposes are not new but are as old as recorded history. They assumed a

prominent role in the middle ages when the high mterest charged upon
them encountered the opposition of the oigamzed church and led to

theoretical arguments agamst mterest on all such loans Within recent

years consumption loans m the form of mstalment selling have shown
rapid development. Consumption loans of all kinds reached huge

proportions in the depression year of 1931. During that year they

exceeded $4,000,000,000 and the total outstanding at the close of 1931

was over $2,600,000,000 A detailed statement of these loans follows

Table 13 —Short-term Personal Loans in the TJnitbe States

(000 omitted)

Source

Total

volume in

1931

Outstandmg
Deo 31,

1931

Interest

charge

Personal finance companies (chattel loan

companies S 625,000 $ 300,000 $ 90,000

Pawnbrokers 650,000 400,000 140,000

Industrial banks (Morns Plan and others) 320,000 230,000 24,000

Share loans by building and loan associations 225,000 270,000 18,000

Credit unions 60,000 42,000 3,000

Axias 60,000 36,000 3,800

Personal loan departments of commercial

banks 320,000 180,000 25,000

Non-departmentized personal loans by com-
mercial banks 1,000,000 1,000,000 90,000

Unlawful lenders of all kinds 1,000,000 126,000 360,000

Remedial loan societies 60,000 32,000 4,000

Employees loan associations 25,000 12,000 600

Total $4,145,000 $2,026,000 $748,400

Estimate oi Franklin W Ryan, Franklin Flan Corporation

In addition to these loans large amounts of life insurance funds have

been supplied to policyholders These have grown very rapidly within

recent years and stood at over $2,000,000,000 at the end of 1928

The largest class of consumption loans is that representing loans on

dwellmg houses These loans are covered by mortgages. The funds

come ultimately from mdmduals, but are mostly applied through the

activities of savings banks, buildmg and loan associations, and insurance
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companies. The annual demand for capital for the various consumption

purposes is very great, how great one can only guess in the present state

of statistical information

Speculative Demand.—Speculation is a trait of modern civilization

Its development of necessity belongs to the institutions of division of

labor and exchange of goods and property Speculative transactions

occur in all kinds of goods but especially m land, capital, and durable

consumers’ capital, especiallym foodstuffs, raw materials for textiles, cer-

tain metals, and so forth The demand for capital for speculative

purposes is distinct from the demand for the cair3ang of goods until

they reach consumers The speculative demand is most clearly seen in

land and security markets Speculators make a business of trading for

profit largely among themselves and hence their capital is never perma-

nently lodged in hona fide investments Large portions are constantly

free, awaiting a favorable opportunity for commitment, whereupon equal

amounts are set free to other speculators who in turn await favorable

opportunities for profit The net result of these activities is that large

amounts of funds, belonging paitly to the speculators and originating

partly in bank loans, are absorbed in these markets Capital is thus
withdrawn from productive enterprise and is constantly revolving with
speculative activities

The stock market at the height of its boom in 1929 employed over
$8,000,000,000 in this way These funds originated from different

sources. Normally they represent surplus bank credit employed mostly
on call, so that they may be available when needed for business
loans But in 1929 they came also from corporations and individuals

who took advantage of the high lates of interest offered for such funds
Ultimately large amounts were drawn from the public, who bought the
bonds and stocks of corporations, and from mvestment trusts, which
then took advantage of the high rates offered The rate of interest
exceeded even the fondest hopes as to what could be earned if the capital
were employed in industry, and m addition the loans were extremely
liquid in character

In the three years followmg the peak of the market in September,
1929, brokers’ loans shrank to about $300,000,000, an insignificant
figure, and the lowest sum smee records have been kept Funds thus
released returned to their origin once more Those originating from
individuals and corporations again found their way into the capital
market for permanent mvestment or were kept on deposit in banks,
awaiting that opportumty m the future But funds borrowed directly
or indirectly from the banks and returned to them served merely to cancel
loans and, therefore, like aU. such cases, permanently disappeared from
the market Yet not all suffered this fate Many who borrowed
through their brokers when stocks were acquired retained their securities
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and subsequently borrowed on them directly from the banks, in which
case permanent expansion of bank credit took place The extent of

collateral loans of banks has already been noticed m another connection

Here it is worthy of remarkmg that total collateral loans of banks (includ-

ing brokers’ loans) showed httle decrease until 1931 was well advanced
Only then did many liquidate their credits at the banks

In conclusion it may be observed that while speculative activity

usually manifests itself in waves of greater or less intensity, nevertheless,

at all times, laige amounts of capital are tied up m these operations and
hence withheld from the investment market

Fundmg Operations—Another distinct although sporadic source

of demand for capital comes from funding operations The author has

here in mind the juncture of the busmess cycle at which business concerns

find themselves heavily burdened with bank and other short-term loans

This usually shows itself at the end of a boom period when banks, having

loaned extensively for busmess purposes on high prices, come to the

end of their rope and, discovering the unsound character of business and
finance, reverse their lending policy by insisting upon the payment of

loans. These loans are then found to be frozen, that is, illiquid, with

the proceeds invested largely in fixed assets Immediate payment of

such loans can be made only through funding them into long-term

obligations or through the sale of stocks These operations are likely

to assume large proportions as investors seek the opportunity to obtain

the high interest rates which generally prevail at such times The proc-

ess now becomes one of mvesting funds in securities, the proceeds of

which are employed to pay bank loans No investment results from

these transactions; the proceeds of savings are merely swallowed up in

the cancellation of bank credits Such demand for capital bears httle

or no definite relation to future productivity The ali-important question

with the borrower is the avoidance of bankruptcy or receivership The

time for figuring profits has passed and the day of rescue is at hand, if

that be possible The price paid for the use of funds in this way, the

interest rate, can have no connection with either present or future pros-

pects of profits It is meiely a question of survival

At this point it may be observed also that extensive demand for con-

sumption loans comes from national, state, and local governments

Statistics have been given to show the purposes for these loans The

amounts are large They represent demand for social consumption

Public expenditures mcrease, and along with them borrowing ap social

consumption gams over individual consumption All leading govern-

ments of the world showed this tendency durmg the past quarter of a

century

Theory of Consumption Demand for Capital.—Eegardless of the

source from which funds are secured for consumption purposes, the
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general theory underlying them is the same Consumption demand for

capital represents a time-preference m the consumption of goods It is

occasioned by the failure of current income to provide for current con-

sumption demands of mdividuals or families It represents an excess

of current expenditures over current mcome This deficit of income is

made up by drawing upon society’s fund of liquid capital. When funds

are transferred from their owners to others who desire their use, they

result m investment for mcome. From the point of view of their users,

these funds represent future expected income They represent a prefer-

ence for current over future consumption They entail the sacrifice

of future income for present needs. The rate of interest paid when funds

are thus borrowed represents a premium consumers are willing to pay in

order to advance potential future consumption to the present

Consumption loans are economically sound when the time of final

payment does not extend beyond the service life of the goods which they
represent The question of policy is quite different, however It may
fairly be questioned whether sudden departure from established habits

of thrift IS advisable Thrift and saving have long been regarded as

virtues. This is a matter not so much of economics as of character and
morality The possession and care of property by its owner has been
one of the fundamental mstitutions of civilized Me and departure from
this may bring results httle contemplated On the other hand, when
borrowing for consumption purposes advances the thrift habit, it has the
support of civilized experience Such is the case of the ownership of a
home with its undoubted advantage in preservmg the unity of family and
stabilizmg the population But consumption loans which lead only to
extravagance and madequate provision for the future are to be discour-
aged on the same ground.

From another pomt of view, consumption loans of the latter type have
proved a detriment to society Rapid advances in these loans in 1928
and 1929 led to an unnatural demand for consumption goods and thus
to an artificial stimulation of mdustry which could not be maintained
This was undoubtedly a contributory cause of the inflation of those years
and hence an important cause m the collapse of business which followed
The pace was too rapid for a while and it was followed by the inevitable
retrenchment and dechne m demand for goods on the part of the public.

Function of Capital.—^The demand for capital in industry is predicated
upon the profitable employment of the same. Economists have long
?poken of the productivity of capital This language, however, must
not be taken too hterally. Capital is merely one factor in the productive
process Capitahstic production is carried on through the cooperation of
capital, land, labor, and management. These factors are not combinedm equal proportions in aU mdustries, so that the relative importance of
the various factors of production vary with the nature of their combina-
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tion Some occupations, for example, employ comparatively little capital

and management but depend mostly upon labor Likewise retail and

wholesale concerns turn their capital over five to ten times per year, so

that only moderate amounts are needed, they depend largely upon labor

and management in rendering their service On the other hand, manu-
facturing industries, on the average, turn their capital over something

like once every year and at the same time give employment to large

numbers of laborers and highly orgamzed managerial forces Even here

certain mdustiies depend mostly upon capital for their service This is

true where invention has given machinery an advantage over labor In

such instances machine production has become largely an automatic

process, as in the printing occupation, for example In railroads, public

utilities, and shipping the turnover of capital is only about one-fourth or

one-fifth per year Labor is stiU of great importance, while management

has shrunk in proportion We might add also that the farming industry

depends mostly upon land and its fertihty with labor and capital of lesser

significance

Although capital varies m importance relative to other factors of

production, practically all forms of modern production require some

amount of capital in combination with the other factors Yet in every

case the product would be impossible without the employment of all of

the factors in combination One, therefore, arrives at the conception of

the cooperative character of modern production One cannot always go

so far as to say that capital merely assists labor m production For to

do so would place undue emphasis upon labor as a factor in production

So important has capital become m certain mdustries that it seems more

proper to say that labor and management assist capital Yet this is not

a question of great importance if only we do not steer away from the

mam conclusion, namely, that “there is no separate productiveness of

capital

Ultimate Demand for Capital—The ultimate demand for capital,

as well as for labor and management, lies in the demand of consumers for

the products of industry The quantity consumers are willing to take at

given prices determines, in the broadest view of the subject, the extent of

capital employmentm the various industries It is the effort of managers

constantly to gauge the consumption demand for the various products of

industry and to provide adequate eqmpment and organization to supply

this demand Yet business enterprise is not automatic. Leadership in

foreseeing the future demand of consumers is a function of management,

and it generally happens m the case of new industries that enormous

capital expenditures take place before the consunung pubho has developed

a conscious demand for the contemplated product The public is slow

to change its habits of consumption for most of its wants. This often

1 p W Taussig, Principles of Economics, Vol II, p 8
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renders capital in the expeiimental stage of production unprofitable

But when an article once gams favor with the public, great profits come to

those who had the foresight to anticipate the demand

Capital and Wages.—When one views the matter from the standpoint

of the entrepreneur, one gets a more exact knowledge of the nature of

demand Many of the products now on the market are the same as those

of a century ago but they are not produced m the same way Then little

capital was available, either because invention had not proceeded far

enough or because savmgs were madequate to lake care of demand But

gradually as invention and accumulation of savings proceeded, capital-

istic production became cheaper than production under the older methods,

and capital began to take the place of labor Wherever the operations

of labor were standardized or became of routine character, invention

became comparatively easy, so that today most of the labor has been

relieved of automatic routine operations From an economic point of

view this was brought about because the machine outdid labor in effi-

ciency so that the net cost to the producer and consumer alike was
reduced The reduction of costs m industry has long been and remains

one of the chief problems with which management has to deal This

has a twofold aspect It concerns, fiist, the relative cost of labor against

capital and, second, the cost of newer forms of machinery against the

older ones The pioblem of obsolescence is qmte as important in this

situation as the price of labor Nevertheless, the rise in real or relative

wages since the pre-war days has spurred management to replace this

factor with machmery whose cost of operation results in a lesser net cost

m production. Thus we see in a very special sense that the demand for

capital depends upon the status of wages and the course of invention and
discovery

The Law of Proportional Costs.—^Economists recognize a law of

proportional, or balanced, costs If one places himself in the position

of the manager, he may acquire some appreciation of his problem in

production The heart of this problem is the production of commodities
and services at the lowest possible cost. The keenness of competition
compels the manager to seek the most economical methods of production
available and to arrange his technique accordingly In this, the most
significant aspect is the relative cost of labor and capital. Assuming a
given efficiency of labor and a customary wage, the manager endeavors
to substitute machinery at every turn, when the cost of it in terms of

interest, upkeep, and depreciation come under the wage bill As fast

as new invention proceeds which wiU accomplish this result, he is able
to introduce new devices to replace labor In this process of substitution
frequently the older forms of capital become obsolescent and must be
scrapped m favor of the newer ones The demand for capital from this

cause IS thus dependent upon the course of invention and trend in wages
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Undoubtedly the great demand foi mdustrial capital during the past

decade arose largely to offset the substantially higher wages paid work-

men This process also accounts for the constantly increasing amount
of product per laborer employed in factories and one might add for much
temporary unemployment of labor

Demand and Reward.—^Here the relation of the demand for capital to

the reward for its services is discussed, in order to observe that the reward
IS the fruition of efforts, while the demand for capital must always be
based upon anticipation of the future. But hopes are too often disap-

pointed or utterly shattered when the final results materialize Invest-

ment proceeds upon the best calculations that financial and industrial

leaders are able to make at the time This fact is of importance at this

juncture because it implies no defimte reahzed return m the future but

indicates only hopes for future results Industry fiankly accepts the risk

factor as a normal accompamment of investment which proceeds upon
hopes rather than upon reahties

Where the risk is great, hope for reward in proportion must be held out

or capital will seek other opportunities But wherever new funds are

sought, the promise of reward cannot ordinarily go below a customary

minimum with risk considered It is quite needless to remind the reader

at this point that all avenues of investment are not open to the investing

public Natural privileges and restrictions are found in certain indus-

tries Monopolistic grants from governments, through patent and

copyright laws, shut out certain fields fiom participation by the general

public Various other restrictions, such as the sluggish movement of

capital, for example, still further limit the choice of the investor

The Division of Risk—The character of the investment market is

such that a large portion of aU capital seeking employment attempts to

avoid most or all of the nsk involved m mdustry. Modern finance has

devised elaborate legal arrangements whereby the investor can assume as

little risk as desired This is accomphshed through the issue of high-

grade bonds Here large investments in fixed property are often placed

behind a limited amount of bonds, while the entire earmngs and credit

are pledged m order to make the hmited investment safe This division

IS most fortunate, for it undoubtedly leads to the accumulation of large

amounts of capital that otherwise would receive insufficient encourage-

ment A large portion of the total demand for capital nowadays is

rendered safe through this legal device

Tradmg on the Equity.*—The other side of the picture of the division

of risk may be observed in the position of stockholders. This class of

investors pledges its entue equity in property and earnings in favor of the

creditors and thereby accepts all of the risk mvolved in the employment

^ See Hastings Lyon’s excellent treatment of this topic m Corporation Finance,

Chap. II
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not only of the capital represented by the contribution of the stock-

holders but also that invested by bondholders Yet if hopes are realized

and the venture is a success, the reward of the bondholders is limited to

stated amounts, while the earmngs of the capital thus obtained, as well

as those due to the stockholders’ contribution, accrue to their benefit also

Here is a chance for extraoidmary gam in exchange for extraordinary

risk Assume an investment of capital to be represented one-half by

bonds bearing 6 per cent interest and one-half by stock Now if 10 per

cent IS lealized on the total investment, the bondholders sacrifice 4 per

cent on then position which, when added to the 10 per cent on the stock-

holders’ portion, brings a total reward of 14 per cent on the stockholdeis’

capital This simple illustration reveals the chief motive in the demand
for capital through the issue of bonds In this connection too we should

also observe that frequently the promoting stockholders have contributed

httle to the capital of the enterprise, so that the gain, if any, is a reward

solely for promotional activities And when gains are thus capitalized

in the market, the entire value of the stocks must be considered in order

to get the total gams from the venture To view the matter in a different

situation, in case only 3 per cent is realized on the total investment, the

bondholder stands good to receive his entire 6 per cent while the stock-

holder’s share is nil

Investors versus Managers.—^The mterests of investors and the

managers of industry are m a sense opposed to each other The investor

demands certain guarantees and financial standards as a protection

against needless loss. The managers, on the other hand, want freedom
of action, a flexible financial structure, and a certain secrecy of affairs.

To strike the right balance between these opposing mterests is the task

of the investment banker. The public must not be called upon to assume
undue risks, and above all it must have faith in the financial uprightness

of the managers Contracts must be made which can be enforced, and
the confidence reposed in the managers by investors must not be violated

On the other hand, investors must recognize the mevitableness of the

risk factor in enterprise They must select the type of security which
suits their particular need and wiUmgly assume the risks involved in its

ownership.
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CHAPTER V

THE RETURN TO INVESTED CAPITAL

The tenor of the two piecedmg chapters has been to show that those

who have capital to invest have accumulated it out of a variety of motives

and with certain ends m view, no one of which is predominant The
ordinary late of return expected on capital, that is, the interest rate, is an
influence of only mild proportions in encouraging savings, but the pros-

pect of exceptional gams holds out special inducement to increased

savings Other things being equal, capital once saved seeks employment
where the return is greatest On the other hand, those who seek the use

of capital do so upon the hope or prospect of realizing a return at least

equal to the ordinary figure, and, where the prospect is bright for excep-

tional return, demand for capital will be specially strong Thus both
capitalist and entrepi eneur seek the opportumties where hopes are highest

and prospects most alluring

Here comes up for consideration the actual return experienced by
business enterprise m its entirety and m the several fields of capital

employment The objective heie is to observe the working of certain

general principles which have long been a matter of theoretical knowledge,

and to note the modifying conditions which at times seem to defeat the

concrete realization of these principles

Financial Results of Business.—^The discussion of the profitableness

of business enterprise may best be pieceded by presenting the broad

results of finance as revealed by the accountant’s calculations It is owing

largely to the administration of the federal income tax, first enacted m
1909, that these results are now available. They enable us to examme
with renewed interest certam theoretical economic principles with a

view to their verification They also spur us to look for countervaihng

factors which defeat precision m the final results of business endeavor

Statistics for this purpose are found m the annual volume of Stahshcs

ofIncome compiled by the Bureau of Internal Revenue of the Treasury

Department First is presented a broad picture of the results of Ameri-

can corporate business durmg the past 11 years

These data are highly significant They show, first, the surprismg

number of corporations reportmg a deficit each year In the depression

years of 1921 and 1930 corporations showing a deficit outnumbered those

showing a net income and m the prosperous year 1928, when the best

showing was made, 35 per cent of all concerns reportmg had a deficit.

77
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Table 14—^Income op Cobpobations

Number of

Percentage

reporting Net
mcome

Deficit
Percentage

of deficit

retuma
Net

income

No net

income

(000,000

omitted)
omitted)

to net

income

1920 345,595 59 41 $ 7,903 $2,029 26

1921 356,397 48 62 4,336 3,878 89

1922 382,883 56 44 6,964 2,194 31

1923 398,933 68 42 8,322 2,014 24

1924 417,421 67 43 7,587 2,224 30

1025 430,072 69 41 9,584 1,963 20

1926 455,320 67 43 9,673 3,169 23

1927 475,031 65 35 8,982 2,472 28

1028 496,892 54 35 10,600 2,400 23

1929 509,436 63 37 11,654 2,914 25

1930 498,110 43 67 6,627 4,206 75

Statislics of Income

Year in and year out it appears that about 40 per cent of all corporations

shows deficits When the amount of the net income is compared with the

amount of the deficit, the picture is somewhat better. Nevertheless,

even in 1928, the deficits were 23 per cent of the net income, while m the

depression years of 1921 and 1930 deficits mounted to 89 and 76 per

cent respectively Undoubtedly the showmg for 1931 was still more
unfavorable

Income According to Size.—The failure of so large a number of cor-

porations to show a net income year after year leads us to seek an explana-

tion m the size of corporations which thus fail The table given below
goes far toward explainmg the poor showing brought out m the preceding

table For mstance, of all corporations showing a net income in the

prosperous year of 1928, 77 per cent of them showed income under $10,000

each, while 16 per cent more had income from $10,000 to $50,000 and only
one-half of 1 per cent showed income of $500,000 to $1,000,000 each
On the average, it seems that, of all corporations reporting a net income,
something like 75 per cent is found in the lowest income class and over
90 per cent falls withm the two lowest classes Corporations showing net
income of $1,000,000 or more on the average constitute only about one-
half of 1 per cent of the total number and those with $5,000,000 or more
are a negligible proportion of the total We should observe here also that
corporations with large mcomes show more varying fortunes from year
to year than corporations with smaller incomes. This difference is

plainly seen in the depression years 1921, 1924, and 1927, as also m the
prosperous years m the intervals
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Table 15

—

Number of Cohbobations Classified According to Size of Net
Income

(Classes in thousands)

Total
$10

$10 to

$50
$50 to

$500

$600 to

$1,000

$1,000 to

$5,000

Over

$5,000

1920 203,233 150,388 35,994 14,713 1,142 836 160
1921 171,239 135,987 25,327 8,839 655

j

461 70
1922 212,535 160,548 36,811 14,315 1,016 725 120

1923 233,339 175,111 39,764 16,329 1,089 858 168

1924 236,389 170,276 39,411 14,860 952 739 162

1925 252,334 188,848 43,498 17,719 1,156 917 196

1926 258,134 197,373 41,713 16,851 1,100 883 214
1927 259,849 201,465 40,034 16,169 1,139 855 187

1928 268,903 207,736 41,408 17,195 1,286 1,029 229

1929 269,430 209,303 40,861 16,573 1,344 1,049 300

StalishoB of Income

For the past few years the Bureau of Internal Eevenue has also

classified corporations showing a deficit according to size of the net

income For the 3 years 1927-1929, on the average, corporations having

deficits under $10,000 each constituted 80 per cent of the total If the

next group is taken in, those having deficits up to $50,000 each, the two
classes together constitute 96 per cent of the total It is furthermore

surprising to find that within this period of more than average prosperity

so many corporations of larger size reported deficits. Those reporting

deficits of $1,000,000 or more numbered on the average 223, while those of

$5,000,000 or more averaged 17 annually A comparison of the number
of larger corporations with net mcomes and deficits shows that those with

deficits of $1,000,000 or more each were 18 per cent of those with net

income of equal amount, while those with deficits of $5,000,000 or more

each were 7 per cent of those with hke amount of net income. One
more observation gleaned from Tables 15 and 16 shows that m the three

years 1927-1929, of all corporations reporting, on the average, 78 per

Table 16—Number of Corporations Classified According to Size of Deficit

(Classes in thousands)

Year Total
Under
$10

$10 to

$50

$50 to

$500

$500 to

$1,000

$1,000 to

$5,000

Over

$6,000

1926 177,738
1

261 140 8

1926 197,180 241 131 16

1927 165,826 130,973 27,390 7,000 267 188 IS

1928 174,828 140,211 27,639
1

6,595 287 186 10

1929 184,591 148,833 29,714
1

7,436 341
1

244 23

Statistics of Income
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cent had either net incomes or deficits of less than $10,000 each. These

results reveal an interesting mediocrity of experience of the smaller

corporations

Still moie interestmg and valuable as mvestment experience are the

results considered on the basis of the total amount of income or deficit

within the dififerent-size groups Table 17 relates to net income and

shows that the total net mcome of corporations in the lower class ranges

is small indeed when compared with that of the larger ranges For

mstance, on the average, corporations havmg net mcome of $10,000 or

less each, which constitute the great bulk of all corporations reporting net

incomes, account for only about one-half of 1 per cent of the total mcome,

while those of $5,000,000 or more net mcome, each, account for something

like 40 per cent of the total mcome Again we notice the greater vari-

ability of income from year to year m the larger coiporations when com-

pared with those in the lower ranges

Table 17—Amount of Net Income Classified According to Size op Income

(Classes m thtmsands, amounts %n mtlhons)

Year Total
Under
$10

$10 to

$50

$60 to

$600

$600 to

$1,000

$1,000 to

$5,000

Over

$6,000

1920 $ 7,902 8410 $786 $2,804 $788 $1,626 $2,203

1921 327 647 1,189 380 918 971

1922 6,963 397 767 1,961 708 1,444 1,681

1923 8,321 439 891 2,245 752 1,695 2,294

1924 7,686 438 858 1,966 662 1,447 2,210

1926 9,683 466 975 2,377 788 1,876 3,097

1926 9,673 466 929 2,278 759 1,769 3,468

1927 8,981 463 889 2,196 788 1,700 2,938

1928 10,610 609 912 2,362 898 2,119 3,810

1929 11,644 511 899 2,301 932 2,116 4,885

Statistics of Incoms

The relative success of the larger corporations when compared with

the smaller ones is further revealedm Table 18, showing deficits by classes

The tendency here is for the total deficits to dechne m importance as the

corporations grow larger m size, a tendency directly opposite from that

noticed with reference to net mcome Viewed from another angle, the

combined deficits of all corporations reporting deficits up to $10,000 each

for the years 1927-1929 amounted to 13.2 per cent of total deficits, while

total incomes of those reportmg net income up to $10,000, each, amounted
to only 4.6 per cent of the total income On the other hand, the total

net income of all corporations averagmg $5,000,000 or more each for the

same years was 37 3 per cent of the total, while the total deficits of cor-

porations reporting deficits of $5,000,000 each were only 7.7 per cent of

the total
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Table 18

—

Amoent oe Deficits Classiitbd Accobbinq to Size of Deficits

(Classes %n thousands, amounts in millions)

Year Total
Under
SIO

SIO to

S50

SSOto
$500

$500 to

$1,000

$1,000 to

$5,000

Over

$5,000

1926 $171 $264 $130

1926 178 267 90

1927 12,471 1317 $581 $853 170 351 168

1928 2,383 344 675 780 200 342 142

1929 2,776 365 626 924 236 468 287

Staiishcs of Income

Perhaps more significant than the above figures is the percentage

return of income on total assets by classes Income here is that reported

by the Bureau of Internal Revenue and is calculated after mteiest and

taxes, except federal income taxes In 1928 corporations of $1,000,000

or more income each earned at almost twice the rate of those whose

incomes were under $25,000 each

Earlier Experience.—^Further evidence obtained from the same source

bearing upon earnings in the pre-war and war years may be added to

these data A report of the Bureau of Internal Revenue covering the

3 years 1911-1913 shows the percentage of average earmngs to invested

capital for 10,020 corporations

Table 19 —^Average Eabnings fob 10,020 Corporations, 1911-1913

Percentage net income to

mvested capital

Number of

corporations
Net moome

Under 6 1,368 $ 19,010,000

6 to 8 737 26,769,000

8 to 12 2,416 168,246,000

12 to 20 2,929 163,090,000

20 to 30 1,366 93,003,000

30 to 40 663 35,429,000
40 to 60 233 17,817,000

60 to 75 259 16,656,000

76 to 100 75 7,605,000
Over 100 86 4,719,000

Total 10,020 $652,349,000

From David Friday, Profits, Wages and Prtces, p 41

Out of the total of 10,020 corporations, 4,520, or 45 per cent, earned

less than 12 per cent on the invested capital, while their earnings amounted
to 38 7 per cent of the total The number earmng between 12 and 80

per cent was 4,295, or 42 8 per cent, their earnmgs were 46 3 per cent of the

total The number earning over 30 per cent rapidly diminishes to only
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1,205 in all, or only 12 1 per cent with 15 per cent of the total earnings

There is, also, a noticeable tendency toward higher earnings m direct

ratio to the size of the corporation The outstanding fact, however, is

the widespread, almost uniform, distribution of the earnings up to 30

per cent on the mvested capital Figures for 1918 for 7,000 of these

same corporations show similar results

Another report, made by the Treasury Department to the Senate on
Corporate Earnings and Government Revenue for 1917, shows significant

results

Table 20

—

Finahcial Results op 31,045 Corpoeations for 1917
(In thousands)

Net income

before taxes

Percentage net

perceatage

to mvested capital

Invested capital
income before

taxes to mvested

capital

Tinder 10 « 477,013 $ 6,260,000 7 6
10 to 16 389,211 3,000,000 13 0
16 to 20 . 613,411 3,400,000 17 0
20 to 25 481,619 2,600,000 21 8
25 to 30 260,729 1,200,000 27 0
30 to 33 234,162 1,000,000 30 1

33 to 40 286,680 1,100,000 36 4
40 to 60 794,487 2,700,000 44 1

60 to 75 176,273 500,000 68 6
75 to 100 71,066 160,000 89 0
Over 100 67,060 100,000 118 1

Total $4,760,933 $22,000,000 21 7

From Fbipat, op cii
, p 37

From this table the following observations may be made Of the
mvested capital here represented, 28 4 per cent earned under 10 per cent
on the mvestment, 29 1 per cent earned between 10 and 20 per cent,
26.8 per cent earned between 20 and 40 per cent, while 15 7 per cent
earned above 40 per cent. The return to capital invested m corporate
enterprise seems fairly well distributed from nothing up to 40 per cent,
but from this point upward a rapidly decreasing percentage is shown
An examination of conditions for 1916 shows essentially the same results

A more detailed statement of the results of 30,892 corporations for
1917 is shown at top of page 83.

Every industry, except, perhaps, railroads and public utilities, shows a
wide spread in the earmngs of capital mvested m different establishments
In all of the industries considered, the percentage of capital earning under
10 per cent varies from 2.4 to 78,2 per cent, that earning between 10 and
20 per cent vanes between 1.9 and 46.7 per cent, between 20 and 30 per
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Table 21—Pehcbntaqe op Earnings to Capital op 30,892 Corporations for 1917

Percentage net

mcome to capital

Financial

cor-

porations,

per cent

Railroads

and public

utibties,

per cent

Transpor-

tation,

per cent

Agriculture,

per cent

Manufac-

turmg and
mmmg,
per cent

Under 10 23 3 78 2 2 8 14 3 2 4
10 to 20 46 7 20 6 1 9 30 2 19 6
20 to 30 10 7 1 1 7 2 20 0 20 7
Over 30 19 3 0 1 88 1 35 5 67 3

100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0

Adapted from Pb:dat, op art . p 39

cent, from 1 1 to 20 7 per cent, for capital earning over 30 per cent, the

variation is from 0 1 to 88 1 per cent

Recent Comparative Results—Smee 1926 Stahsiics of Income shows

the assets and liabilities, m addition to income items, of all corporations

classified in broad groups This enables us to calculate the amount of

income available for the use of capital To the “compiled net profits"

has been added “interest paid,” and from the sum of these two items the

amount of the mcome tax (item K) has been deducted These adjust-

ments from the statements as they appear enable us to approximate the

annual return upon the total capital employed by corporations The
table follows

Table 22

—

Percentage Return to Total Assets op All Corporations by
Classes

Industry 1926 1927 1928 1929
Ave]>

age

Agnculture and related mdustnes 2 2 2 2 1 4 2 5 2 1

Mmmg and quarrymg 3 3 16 2 0 3 2 2 5

Manufacturmg 6 6 6 7 42 7 4 6 0

Construction 5 8 6 7 1 2 4 8 4 4

Transportation and other pubhc utilities 6 4 3 6 3 8 5 1 4 5

Trade 5 2 6 3 1 8 4 4 4 2

Service 4 7 3 5 2 1 4 1 2 6

Fmance 3 5 1 9 0 7 3 2 2 3

Calculated from Stahaties of Income

An outstanding result of this calculation is the material difference m
the profitableness of capital investedm the various groups of corporations

The average return to corporations m the manufacturing group was 6

per cent, which is the highest for any group The percentages in the

three groups of construction, transportation and other public utilities,

and trade are approximately equal but materially below that on capital
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invested in manufacturing enterprises Lowest in the list are the follow-

ing groups agriculture and related industries, mining, service, and finance

corporations The percentage return to capital invested in these groups

IS only between one-third to one-half of that investedm the manufacturing

group A more detailed statement of results undoubtedly would show a

smaller return for transportation than the 4 5 per cent appearing in the

table and a larger figure for other pubhc utilities It may reasonably be

inferred that manufacturmg and utihties other than transportation make
the best showing The percentage return to the finance group is scarcely

comparable to that for the other groups, since commercial banking coi-

porations employ the capital of others with a minimum of compensation

to them As a matter of fact, the percentage return to banking capital

IS among the highest if we may judge from the following figures

Table 23 —Pbecbntage Net Eabnings to Capital and Sukplus of National
Banks

Net annual earnmgs per $100 of capital funds of all member banks of the

federal reserve system between 1923 and 1929 ranged from $7 69 to $9 14

Business Failures—To these data may be added the statistics of

business failures dunng the past 11 years

Table 24—Business Failures

Year Number Liabilities Year Number Liabilities

1921 19,662 $627,401 1927 23,146 $520,104
1922 23,676 623,896 1928 23,842 489,559
1923 18,718 539,386 1929 22,909 483,250
1924 20,616 643,226 1930 26,366 068,283
1925

1926

21,214

21,773

443,744

409,232

1931 28,285 736,309

Dun*a Review

These figures show an appalling number of failures annually with their

large amount of habihties even in the prosperous years. The amount of

liabilities does not measure the total amount of capital employed m these
unfortunate concerns. One can only guess at the amount of the equity
of the proprietors which is largely sacrificed to the credits.

Low Level of Profits.—It has long been observed that the return to
capital employed m the older countries and m stabilized industries is at a
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low rate On the other hand, m the newer countries and in developing
industries the return is high In the former case capital is said to be
less, and in the latter more, productive This is true not only of capital

but of all the other factors of production, smce all combine to produce the

product jointly.

A general conclusion to be drawn from this body of evidence is that

the level of profits to busmess enterprise in its entirety or by industrial

groups IS very low. This is undoubtedly a verification of the general

law of dimimshmg returns to capital No group of industries seems to

be exempt from the general results. The relentless opei ation of the law of

dimimshmg returns is easily the most powerful of all economic forces

affecting the profitableness of capital This law, however, is not to be
confused with the law of balanced production The law of balanced

production, or balanced costs, brings about the least expensive combina-
tion of all of the factors of production in a given situation The character

of the productive process is constantly changing m lesponse to changes m
the different factors employed Substitutions of one factor for another

are made when changed conditions no longer result in the least expensive

combmation But the law of dimimshmg returns is based upon the

nature of the ultimate consumption demand for commodities and services

This law IS similar to the laws of dimimshmg utihty and marginal utility

When production exceeds the customary demand, values deciease and,

if the commodity happens to be one for which the demand is inelastic,

disastrous consequences follow, prices fall and the reward, not only to

capital but to the other factors in production, suffers This is best

shown by the large amounts of capital continuously being used in an

unprofitable way Other large amounts undoubtedly show only a meager

return on the amount invested Almost every industry contributes its

share of capital employed with unfavorable results The continuous

accumulation ol new capital seeking mvestment renders the return more

and more unprofitable unless counteracted by opposing forces

Inventions and Discoveries.—^Economists have long pointed out that

the most important factors in retarding the effect of the law of diminishing

returns are new improvements and processes and new discoveries Sav-

ings are continuously increasing in a quasi-automatic fashion As

Professor Taussig puts it, the ultimate outcome “depends upon a race

between accumulation and improvement.”^ Improvements of the

character above suggested operate, in the first place, to broaden markets

for the products of industry They exercise their most telhng influence,

however, in the creation of new products which make strong appeal to the

general public, and in the reduction m the cost of production, leaving a

wider margin of profit for the producer The development of new mar-

kets and new industries and the lessemng of cost in the older ones are

P W Tatjssio, Principles of Economics,, Vol II, p 27
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powerful forces indeed, which have thus far defeated the logical end of the

continued accumulation of capital

Effect of Good Management.—^The human element also plays its part

in stavmg off the effects of the law of diminishing returns New dis-

coveries and inventions require the initiative of management to apply

them to industrial ends. The commerciahzation of the advantages of

new inventions proverbially is long postponed It requires the genius of

the promoter to utihze the potential gams The quest for greater return

on new capital investments is the driving force back of the commercial-

ization of new technique

Management too has reduced the cost by improving the efficiency of

the human element m the production and marketing of goods Better

and more scientific methods of adapting the workers to their tasks, the

development of a superior marketing organization, the utilization of

science directly in research departments of large corporations and associa-

tions of producers, the scientific organization of the management force

itself m order to cope with the problems of management in large-scale

production; all these have assisted m widemng the margin between cost

and price and hence have added to the profitableness of invested capital

The differences in financial results of compames of various sizes in every

class of industry are largely attributable to the quality of the manage-

ment Gradually the unfit are forced out and the fit occupy the field

The abihty of management to influence operating results is limited in

direct proportion to its importance in the productive combination

Where capital investment is large m proportion to gross receipts, as m the

utilities for instance, the element of management is of lesser importance

But in the manufacturing and trade occupations in general, gross receipts

are large m proportion to capital investment In the latter instances

the result depends largely upon the abihty of the management to find a

market for the product and to control costs in production The human
element is important in proportion as its efforts are able to affect the net

results of business and financial operations

Lack of TTniforimty of Results.— second general conclusion is that,

regardless of whether we have in mmd industry m its entirety or specific

groups, the range of return on capital according to the size of the enter-

prise IS extremely wide, the extremes bemg huge deficits and huge profits

A large percentage of all capital employed earns nothing, while most of it

shows earmngs rather evenly distributed up to 30 or 40 per cent annually
The result of much of the mvested capital seems to fall far short of hopes
entertained at the time the investments were made; for without a mini-
mum of return promised, it is difficult to understand why any investment
should be made at all. Yet the amount of capital actually showing
deficits and returnmg only a meager percentage on the investment is

astounding and reveals a great gulf between prospects and realities.
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Moreover, it is quite impossible to discover anything in actuahties corre-

sponding to the theoretical “margin" of productivity or the “representa-

tive firm ” The results are rather evidence of the uncertainties of

economic enterprise They often stand as a mockery to the best efforts

of management and as a warmng to the careful investor

Immobility of Capital—^The differences m the return to capital in the

various fields of enterprise are not entirely due to the forces just con-

sidered Other important factors enter mto the situation Among these

are the immobility of capital, monopohstic elements, the risk factor,

changes in the price level, and others

Fixed Capital.—In speaking of the current capital supply, economists

usually emphasize the mobihty of capital in contrast with labor How-
ever, when deahng with the question of differences of return to fixed

capital investment over the different fields of industry and territorial

areas, it is not the mobihty but the immobility of capital that should be

emphasized Immobihty is clearly seen in the case where capital once

committed to an enterprise can scarcely ever be utilized in other enter-

prises As long as it does not become obsolescent, capital will gradually

be recovered by amortization out of earnings But even this provision

for recovery in practice does not always turn out as intended Moreover,

it IS the estabhshed habit of industry to maintain itself as a going concern

by reinvesting surplus earnings in additional plant facilities, even when
confronted with the possibihty of failure, so that if failure actually occurs,

the organization finds itself with large plant capacity and practically no

cash resources In attempting to reahze on either plant or inventory,

large losses invariably result For the most part, therefore, capital once

committed to an enterprise is irrevocable

Liquid Capital—^Liquid capital is far more mobile than fixed capital

or the labor supply Its hquidity has gradually increased with the

development of money, credit, and banking, and the concentration of

banking funds under modem centrahzed banking systems is indeed a

marvelous accomphshment Yet even under the Federal Reserve Sys-

tem bank interest rates show substantial differences in different sections

of the country But the current supply of capital funds, as distinguished

from the credit funds of the banks, is far less fluid Corporate surpluses

possess scarcely any flmdity and are habitually reinvested in the corporate

property At the other extreme are the funds of institutions such as

life insurance companies and investment trusts, which possess a high

degree of mobihty The mobihty of funds of savmgs banks and building

and loan associations is restricted by law Individual savings still

possess a homing instinct and tend to move in restricted channels

The lines of cleavage for new capital funds will be briefly indicated

Among the underlying causes of the immobility of capital is territorial

cleavage This manifests itselfm the broadest way through international
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barriers to the free flow of investment funds In a large country like the

United States, sectional investment influences are also very strong Even

localities show a surprismg tendency to keep capital at home
Only the largest cities are provided with adequate marketing facilities

But large financial centeis scarcely serve the needs of agriculture and

sectional enterprises, they confine their efforts mostly to national

corporations

A third factor in the situation is the mfluence of ignorance and preju-

dice Publicity of financial affairs is still very backward, so that only the

professional investor and banker have a broad acquaintance with the

investment market as a whole What information there is available is

largely inaccessible to the general public and the banker generally has his

special interests to serve New industries m particular have to knock
hard at the door of the banker for funds

Competition.—Perhaps the most vital and persistent of all forces

hmiting earnings is competition One may profitably distinguish three

forms of competition (a) The traditional form is in the price of commod-
ities The theoretical hmit of survival is reached when, through com-
petition, prices are reduced to the pomt where adequate return to the

capital invested cannot be secured Were the costs of all the producers
of the given commodity the same, the profits for all would be at a mini-

mum and price would be stabihzed at that point But the costs are not
umform for all producers Hence (6) competition of costs plays an
important role Most of the advantages of large-scale production repre-

sent advantages m cost over small producers Advantages in costs are

usually occasioned by superior management, better technical equipment,
more favorable location with reference to raw materials, the market for

the product, and so forth It is well known that unit costs in large-scale

production have led to the keenest kind of competition Competition
in costs IS, perhaps more than any other one thing, responsible for the
weedmg out of inefficient producers High wages have forced economies
in cost by substitutmg machinery for labor where possible. Oigamza-
tions that are m a position to command the necessary capital for this
substitution survive where others fail The automobile industry is a
staking example of elmunation by competition in costs

A third species of competition is (c) m substitute commodities Illus-
trations of this are found m the shoe and textile industries In the case
of the former, cheaper cloth and composition substitutes for leather
reduced profits on leather materials almost to the vanishing point. In
textiles, the rayon, cotton, and woolen goods producers have done little

since the war but play the game of hide and seek with each other This
form of competition bids for the consumer’s purse through elaborate
advertising on a national scale, the costs of which are borne to a large
extent by the producers themselves unless the efforts bear fruit
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Monopoly.—A large proportion of all industry operates under con-

ditions of monopoly rather than competition The economic theory of

monopoly price is based on the greatest net piofits to the producer
Monopolies do not always reach the objective of maximum earnings

which the theory demands, because of the hmited knowledge of the

monopolist or his mabihty to command sufficient capital Monopoly
prices are usually higher than competitive prices, and profits almost

always in excess of competitive profits For these reasons governments
almost everywhere have come to exercise a conti oiling influence in

monopoly prices as well as in the general conduct of monopohzed business

Monopoly industries which have had their profits strictly limited by
public authority in the Umted States are the railroads, electric light and
power, telephone, telegraph, and other pubhc-utility enterprises Gov-
ernment control of railroads has undoubtedly been a factor in their

restricted earnings Banking institutions have large monopolistic

elements inherent m their nature Reputation and growth into the

business fabric cannot be achieved in a day dealing house agreements

restrain competition in the payment of mterest on deposits In this con-

nection one should not forget the influence of the legal monopolies created

through patent rights, copyrights, and trademarks The ramifications

of monopolistic influences are great and undoubtedly exercise an impor-

tant influence in the financial results of business.

Changes in the Price Level.—General changes in the price level have a

profound effect on profits If the prices of all commodities became
adjusted to the previous relationships, the transition periods only would

be important But price changes are seldom uniform One is not so

much concerned here with the temporary effect of price changes, which

shows itself in the adjustment of mventory values, as with their effect on

the value of fixed capital and land In tins connection severe declines in

commodity prices reduce the cost of newer plants and equipment and

thereby give new competitors with low-cost plants and equipment an

advantage over the established industries with their high-cost capital.

Should the present low level of commodity prices prove permanent,

great advantage will accrue to new concerns in competitive industry

The disadvantage is likely to extend also to the regulated industries under

the theory of reproduction valuation of plants for rate-making purposes

It follows from this general reasomng that industries whose investment is

large, in proportion to the value of the products, suffer most in these

price changes

A persistent force in busmess profits is found in the rhythmical move-

ments of busmess itself through the different phases of the business cycle

The problem is to maintain a profitable margm between costs and selling

prices in the face of uneven changes in these two variables. It requires

the highest order of management successfully to steer an organization
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through the boom period without plungmg it mto distress as the inevitable

period of catastrophe descends upon industry Profits are quickly

converted into losses largely through inventory depreciations Indus-

tries whose period of manufacture is long, or whose inventory turnover is

slow, are especially hazardous Likewise, those engaged in the produc-

tion of raw materials are hkely to suffer most on account of changing

prices Most helpless of all are controlled industries where prices and

rates are strictly hmited by pubhe authority but costs left to vary in

response to supply and demand These industries usually inherit a

legacy of high wages which persist through depression periods when it is

impossible to receive any offsetting mcrease in rates on account of the

general debility of busmess.

Dynamic Character of Industry—^Another general factor which plays

an important role in the results of economic enterprise is the dynamic

character of economic hfe This manifests itselfm changing habits of the

consuming public and progress m the techmque of mdustry itself

Changing habits of consumers are largely responsible for the troubles of

the textile, musical mstruments, theatrical, and other industries So

also the passenger traffic of railroads and street-car systems has suf-

fered severely from the automobile and autobus Within industrial

organization itself profound mfiuences for change are at work The
difficulties of both retailer and wholesaler of the traditional type are

constantly being multiphed by the success of chain stores and mail-order

houses Other prohfic sources of industrial difficulties are found in the

activities of governments Government competition in industry, the

passage of tariff acts, and control of wage scales are only a few of

the many examples that come to mind Lastly should be emphasized the

maladjustment of large sections of mdustry as a legacy of the war
Overexpanded capacity m production is still manifest in the copper,

coal, sugar, fruit, and other industiics Of equal importance is the cur-

tailment of demand m the world markets for American products as a

result of the impoverishment of European countries by the Great War
Maladjustments of industries from international catastrophes of this

sort frequently require decades to right themselves

Risk and Profits.—The risk factor is an important infiuence in busi-

ness profits but the manner of its influence often allows it to escape atten-

tion Economic theory demands compensation for risk It is thoroughly
logical to demand a greater return in the risk-bearing industries than in

the riskless enterprises Again this is mostly a matter of hopes rather
than reahties The promise of large profits is in itself sufficient to attract

large amounts of capital. But an examination of the financial results

of the risk-bearing industries, such as the mming industry, reveals that
profits are either msigmficant m amount or, as claimed by some, non-
existent Compensation for nsk then seems to have little application in
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t industries taken as a whole But where risk is great, there is a human
inclination, an incurable predisposition, to take a ganjbler’s chance
The word risk itself imphes that certain elements in the situation are

unknown and unknowable Gambhng thrives on uncertainties and,

where there are only a few prizes, the losers must greatly outnumber the

winners. Industries affected by exceptional risks are essentially prize-

drawing contests, and like all such contests the contributions often exceed

the prizes Some undoubtedly have made rich strikes m mining and the

development of new industries and products—bonanzas as it were—while

multiplied numbers have not only failed to prosper but have actually

lost what capital they risked in the enterprises Were it possible for the

average investor to diversify his commitments among numerous well-

selected enterprises, it is possible that in the long run income might be

increased in this way But such a degree of diversification as this would

call for IS seldom possible with limited funds The principle of diversi-

fication IS practiced by various investment institutions which command
large funds, but, for these, ventures of exceptional risk are ineligible

It would seem, therefore, that risky ventures are destined to remain

prize-drawing contests with the theory of compensation for risk of only

hmited usefulness.
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CHAPTER VI

INTEREST AND PROFITS

In the discussion of the return to invested capital, sound principles of

accountancy were assumed At this point, however, it may be specified

that what has been called the leturn to capital is the share belonging to

capital after deducting all of the expenses and outlays of production

These include the cost of raw materials, transportation charges, wages of

labor, salaries of the managerial and sales forces, insurance, taxes, depre-

ciation, and depletion, m short, every expense connected with the pro-

ductive process—save alone the reward for the use of capital itself

All of these items of expense constitute in both law and economics prior

claiimR upon the gross income of business concerns The return to capital

IS, therefore, residual, or contingent, m nature Capital thus accepts the

most uncertain portion of the gross income of business as its reward

for the responsibihty of success or failure of enterprise.

The share remaining for capital, and finally accredited to capital, is

ordinarily spoken of m economics as the product of capital It i^ the

tangible evidence of the “productivity” or usefulness of capital But
when applied to the share going to capital, the term productivity has a

somewhat different implication from that when applied to labor and
land Wages constitute the reward for the services of labor and rent for

the use of land. In both wages and rent the price is fixed by general

forces operating over the entire field of industry The demand for labor

comes from industry as a whole and the scale of wages brings about the

equilibrium of the general forces of supply and demand for labor over

the field of industry m general The individual employer is, therefore,

helpless in the determination of a wage scale but must accept what the

general law dictates In the case of rent, the price paid for the use of

land, the situation is similar Uiban rent is determined by the usefulness

and broad demand for sites and the amount is fixed by general economic
and social forces. But in the case of the return to capital the responsi-

bihty rests upon the management and upon the owners of capital in

individual enterpnses When hopes are not realized, losses result and
must be borne by the owners of capital. It is this residual character

of the share of capital in the results of enterprise that gives a special

stamp to investment income It is this feature of capital’s share of the
earnings of industry that has led to the numerous devices m law to divide
the income into various parts, apportionmg or segregating risk and income
to suit the varied demands of the mvestment market

92
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Gross and Net Return.—The residual share accruing to capital may
be called the gross return The investor, however, does not receive the

entire amount of capital’s share in the total product The first important
deduction is that made by the corporation or business concern for its

surplus and undivided profits accounts (neglecting for the moment out-

lays for interest) The needs of the busmess come before the wishes of

the stockholders and distributions are made according to the principles of

expediency Nevertheless, stockholders and proprietors have an equity

in the surplus and undivided profits account even though the funds

represented remain with the business concern They represent forced

savings in much the same way as taxes do, except that they are reinvested

for the benefit of their owners

If attention is confined, from this point on, to the actual disbursements

of the earnings to the owners of capital, these may be designated as the

investors’ gross return on the total amount of capital employed Certain

further deductions are necessary before arriving at the conception of net

return Economists point out that there is a certain amount of cost

incurred in the process of mvestment itself They refer to the necessary

care in handling funds Some investments are almost free from these

disadvantages, while others demand contmuous attention. Short-time

loans, for instance, require constant attention in reinvesting the funds as

the Joans come due, and if they are made in small amounts, material

expenses are incurred in mvestigatmg the character and responsibility of

borrowers Nowhere is this seen more than m the various consumption

loang made by pawnbrokers. Morns Plan banks, household and auto-

mobile finance companies, and the like In regulating these loans, the

law frequently fixes maximum "interest” charges of 20 to 25 per cent

against borrowers, thus recognizing the expenses involved in making

such loans By far the larger portion of these charges is absorbed in

expenses, so that httle more than the normal interest may be realized

Marketability.—^It has often been pointed out that investors are

generally reluctant to invest in securities and enterprises if the chances

of recovermg their money when needed are poor It may be said that

lack of immediate recoverabihty of funds is inherent in the mvestment

process This is undoubtedly true when viewed from the social point of

view Final recovery of mvested capital must indeed wait upon the

slow process of amortization and, if depreciation funds are reinvested m
the same business, recovery is mdefimtely postponed To obviate this

situation, investors demand marketability of their securities In theory

this means simply that, while mvestment as a social process, of necessity,

represents the congealment of funds m the apparatus of production, yet

individual investors may be given the opportunity of disposing of their

securities for cash through appropnate marketing machinery The

organized security markets give the best opportunity for the exercise of
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this option. In case of unhsted securities the market is often of restricted

and sluggish character, so that the recovery of invested funds is accom-

plished only at a considerable expense or sacrifice True marketability

implies recovery with a minimum, or no, loss For the privilege of

marketability investors are wilhng to pay a price which m the final

reckomng represents a deduction from their gioss income

One thus ariives at the conception of net return from investments

As a conception, net return may be defined as the money return to

investors after deducting from the gross leturn expenses incurred in

investing and pa3anent for the option of maiketability The division of

the net return and the apportionment of risk is the problem of interest

and profit.

Interest—T/ike. most economic terms, interest has a vaiiety of mean-

mgs Perhaps the most common usage of the term holds that interest is

money paid for the use of money lent This conception is piobably of

legal origin In law, interest arises when money is lent by one party to

another and pajmient promised for its use In case of default, legal

action may be instituted Legal sanction provides the element of cer-

tainty which is generally regarded as the core of the idea of interest

Interest in this sense is called explicit interest

Economists have distinguished implicit interest also. This term is

used to cover those cases where the owner of capital employs his funds

personally and hence enters into no contract for payments to a second

party It is assumed that the employment of capital by its owners will

result in gam and that if such gam were not m prospect the funds would be

loaned to others at mterest in the regular way The idea of implicit

interest has been extended to the share accruing to stockholders of cor-

porations Investments are made in corporate undertakings and evi-

denced by certificates of ownership The prospect of return on these

certificates may also be imphcit interest

As long as the return to capital employed by proprietors privately,

or through the corporate form of orgamzation, is certain, the analogy to

expheit mterest is permissible But since there is no contract with other

parties, who promise to pay, and therefore no legal sanction in these

cases, certainty of return must be assured before it can fairly be called

interest Other than legal means of assuring certainty are regularly

employed. The basic soundness of a given enterprise itself is the true
foundation of certainty

,
after all, the law merely takes precaution to add

its sanction to econormc certamty Legal promises unsupported by
sound economic values are httle better than mockery Moreover, the
character and integrity of the borrower himself often inspire greater con-
fidence than paper promises which require expensive htigation to enforce
and with the result too often m doubt Certamty, however secured, is

the indispensable characteristic of mterest, whether implicit or explicit
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But the quality of certainty alone is not suflSeient to describe fully

what interest means to the investmg pubhc today To certainty we
must add regularity and fixity. Interest unphes a fixed amount of

income, payments on which take place at regular stated periods The
loan contract exemplifies these characteristics best The amount of the

interest and the dates upon which it is to be paid appear in the contract

Fixity, regularity, and certamty, then, are the attributes of modern
interest, just as their antonyms vanabihty, irregularity, and uncertainty

are the attributes of profits

Gross and Net Interest.—Gross and net interest correspond to gross

and net return on capital Money mvested at mterest incurs certain

expenses and trouble, for which allowance must be made in estimating

the net mterest A price is also paid for the quality of maiketabihty
The disadvantages represented by expenses and trouble and poor market-

ability must be deducted from the gross mterest received—that is, the

late named in the contract or received on propnetorship investments

—

in Older to arrive at the net interest

Pure Interest and Risk-mterest.—^Net interest may be said to be

pure mterest, provided the investment is of the riskless sort But where

risk IS assumed by the mvestor, the term “net mteiest” includes com-

pensation for the possibihty of loss This additional increment has been

called “risk-interest" and, after the analogy of insurance, represents a

premium demanded by the mvestor to cover the possibility of loss on his

investment If accurately calculated, premiums will exactly offset losses

and nothing m addition to pure mterest remains This result takes

place, however, only when the funds of the mvestor are large and scattered

among many different issues so that the gams through the premiums on

many issues will exactly offset the losses on a few Risk-interest, how-
ever, may actually add to one’s mcome m case one holds only the lucky

issues It IS equally true that severe losses may be sustained if one

holds only the unlucky issues For the mstitutional mvestor possessing

large funds and holding numerous issues, the actuarial principle admits of

no gams from risk-interest This, nevertheless, is not to say that no

gam can come from investing m risk-beanng securities Gains often do

come in this way, provided investments are made whose 3nelds overvalue

the premium necessary to carry the nsk involved This occurs when the

reahzed gams are larger than the calculations made beforehand as

expressed m the market place.

Pure mterest is at best a theoretical concept only No investment

can be found which will serve as an example of pure mterest The rate

finally accepted by the mvestor is the result of calculations of the dif-

ference between gross and net mterest, a sort of loading, carried by the

investment as well as adjustments for individual sentiment and prefer-

ences. For purposes of illustratmg pure mterest, the government loan
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IS usually chosBU But govcrDinoiit loans thonisBlvGS ar6 affected by

various modifying conditions For mstance, United States Government

bonds are to a certain extent non-taxable, while corporation bonds are

heavily taxed This creates an abnormal demand for the former and a

restricted demand for the latter Government bonds too are frequently

affected by patriotic appeal as weie Liberty bonds during the war

Yet in spite of these conditions Liberty bonds peihaps came closer to

yielding pure mterest than any other type of mvestment

Theories of Interest.—^Interest has been paid foi the use of money in

all civilized ages It was common in ancient Gieece and Rome but

philosophers of the time were hostile to the idea Aristotle speaks of the

barrenness of money and hence the unjustness of the interest charge

The early Church Fathers were equally hostile to the loan sharks and it

was not until the mvention of subterfuges that canon law of the Middle

Ages tolerated interest The canomsts finally explained mterest on

the giound of damage resulting to the lender of money if not paid upon the

stipulated date {damnum emergens) Later was added the principle of

cessation of profit to the lender who parted with his funds {lucrum

cessans)

Since the development of the science of political economy, interest has

generally been approached from the side either of demand or of supply or

through a combmation of the two Most theories which have gamed
favor among political economists may be designated as supply theories,

demand theories, or equihbrium theories

Productivity Theory—Of those who approach the subject through the

demand side, the most important group is the productivity school,

which holds that interest is duo to the productivity of capital and the rate

IS the measure of productivity or of marginal productivity Professor

J B. Clark was the chief exponent of this school of thought. This theory
seems to be reasonable enough if attention is confined to producers’

demand and emphasis is placed upon hope rather than upon realization,

In addition, producers doubtless set a lower limit to the rate of interest

they are wiUing to pay and make calculations so as to leave a margin of

profit to them after the payment of mterest. Otherwise there would
be no sufficient motive in borrowmg. Is it not the margin of profit

between the return expected from the use of capital and the rate of
mterest offered that provides the necessary motive m borrowing for
productive purposes? However that may be, the productivity, or use-
fulness, of capital which results m an excess of goods being produced over
empty-handed production constitutes the source of funds out of which
producers are enabled to pay mterest

Exchange Theory—^Wnters who have approached the problem of
mterest from the standpoint of supply have found the explanation of the
rate in some aspect of the causes and motives in saving. The leader of
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this group was Bohm-Bawerk, the eminent Austrian economist. He
found the fundamental explanation of the rate of interest in the general
estimation which individuals placed upon the value of present goods with
reference to their value in the future for consumption purposes This
finds concrete expression in the statement that the future is under-
estimated with reference to the present With the rate of interest

assumed to be 6 per cent, consumption goods now worth $100 aie valued

at only $94 for use a year hence, at $88, 2 years hence, and so forth In
order to induce saving, theiefore, a premium of 6 pei cent, or $106 a
year hence, $112 two years hence, and so on, must be offered for $100 at

the present time This theory, called the “exchange theory,” has been
amended by Professor Carver. As stated by him it is not the general

estimation of the present with reference to the future, but it is the estima-

tion one places on the marginal instalment of saving It then becomes a

matter of the present and future estimation of the last increments saved

The estimation of the present and the future value of the marginal instal-

ment of savings has been spoken of as the “time-pieference” theory of

interest by Professor Fetter and has received its most detailed elaboration

at the hands of Prof Irving Fisher as the “impatience” theory

The exchange theory of interest has a sound basis in private consump-

tion loans Borrowers and lenders merely bargain on the basis of present

and future marginal values of consumers’ goods Even here it may be

pointed out that capitalists of importance never actually consume their

capital but are more interested in accumulation. The situation seems to

fit better the small- and medium-class savers, to whom problems of con-

sumption are especially important.

The Equihbnum Theory.—But most of the text books on general

economics are satisfied with neither the productivity nor the exchange

theory of interest standing alone They rather center their attention

upon the equilibrium established by the bargaimng of marginal savers

with marginal producers Professor Alfred Marshall illustrates this by
comparing the two sides of the equation with the two blades of a pair of

scissors, both edges of which are cutting The point of contact repre-

sents the position of the marginal savers and marginal producers This

analysis is analogous to the equihbnum of the marginal cost of production

and marginal utility of consumers in the determination of the value of

consumers’ goods It seems to represent the logical conclusion of both

the supply and demand theories, since it recogmzes the influence of both

the borrower and the lender

Supply and Demand.—^But the problem of mterest can best be

approached through the broad operation of the forces of supply and

demand in their totality These economic foices, wherever operative,

are continually seeking equilibrium between buyers and sellers Then-

operation IS not confined to a restncted marginal few as is imphed m the
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theories briefly recited above The entire scope of supply and demand
must be brought mto play The productivity theory neglects the influ-

ence of infra-margmal pioducers and also the demand for consumption

loans from private borrowers and governmental organizations The
former, embracing capital gomg mto dwelhng and apartment houses,

instalment buying, and so forth, bulk large m the total demand for funds,

while government borrowmg is a factor of contmuous importance. The
exchange theory, on the other hand, neglects all savings except those

employed m consumption loans. The latter constitute only a fraction

of the total supply of capital, most of which originates in corporate sur-

pluses and among the well-to-do classes of individual savers In fact,

the marginal saveis and demandeis themselves receive their precise

location through the effective influence of others located m the infra-

marginal regions. It is, therefore, demand and supply in their totahty

that seek equilibrium and determine the area within which margmgl
bargainers operate The influence of the latter is mechanical in nature

and final, or exact, adjustments of equilibnum seem to be their peculiar

function.

Interest the Price of Capital Funds—One takes it, then, that the
interest rate is determined by the operation or the forces of demand and
supply m their totahty Back of supply and demand he the various
f01 ces and motives which have been noticed in Chaps III and IV. These,
for the most part, have to do with the conditions of the accumulation
and employment of capital and are determined independently of the
precise rate of interest, although some mutuahty of influence is present
The problem m the mam is the establishment of equilibrium between
a fairly constant supply on the one hand and a variable demand on the
other This equihbrium is brought about through the economic institu-

tion of price The rate of interest is merely the price of capital funds
In this respect it is hke the price of anythmg else in the realm of economics.
The problem of interest rates thus becomes a special case of value This
conclusion has the authority of writers on finance and practical economics
and offers a reasonable explanation of the precise interest rate established
in the capital market

Current Demand and Supply Alone Effective —The rate of interest
IS directly the result of the supply of and demand for current funds only
The old capital accumulations exercise an uncertain influence on the
immediate rate Funds once invested in an enterprise are generally
irrevocably committed for good or bad The stream of investment
funds constantly coming on the market is bid for by all who have use for
capital, and the bids are governed largely by the size of the stream and
the intensity of demand Individuals desire to extend business operations
with the hope of greater profits; promoters desire to try out schemes for
getting rich quick, the farmer desires to try his luck with the coming
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season, a municipality decides to pave a street or build a museum; a state

votes a soldiers' bonus bill or appropnates money for the construction of

a highway, the national government plunges into a foieign war or builds

the Panama Canal, all enter the market, each bidding against the other

for investment funds The strength of the bids, the intensity of the

desires, determines the rate which any or aU are willing to pay Some
may indeed go away unsatisfied, but this is the result of the lack of

effective desire at the competitive price which the funds command
It is the same as in the case of every competitive valuation in the market.

Some would pay even more than the price obtained, while others fall out

of bidding before the final price is estabhshed

The conception of the current supply and demand, however, must not

be too narrowly conceived Current supply and demand are not synony-

mous with fresh supply and demand In the securities markets there is

always what is called the “floatmg supply ” This must be added to the

new capital flotations in order to obtam the total current demand for

funds as expressed by securities seeking a market On the other hand,

funds invested in the past are constantly being recovered through the

process of amortization of capital and these similarly must be added to

the fresh supply of savings to obtain the total current supply.

The chief variation in the forces which determine the interest rate is

found in changing needs for capital funds There are primary and

secondary movements in the interest rate For example, following the

panic of 1873 with its high interest rates, there occurred a primary move-

ment downward, manifesting itself in a gradual dechne for a period of

more than 20 years Following that came the period from the later

nineties down to the present day which has shown a steady rise in the

interest rate The demand for funds for public expenditure has been a

major force during the past 20 years over against a relatively fixed supply

of funds Secondary movements occur at shorter intervals The

steady rise of the rate after 1900 was interrupted by a reverse movement

during the years following the pames of 1903 and 1907, owing to their

disturbance of business The recent development of the electrical

industries, the pubhc utihties which to a large extent depend upon the

electrical business, the exploitation of the automobile business, and so

forth, are responsible for a greatly increased demand for investment

funds and a rise in the rate of mterest. Capital funds have also been

demanded during critical years m industry, when business and earnings

are poor, in order to tide over and save business from bankruptcy It

thus happens that during the years of poorest earmngs and threatened

failure the interest rate soars to its highest points At such times, it is

not the increase in productivity of capital which sends the rate skyward,

but it IS merely a question of survival and without any definite assurance

whatever with regard to the future.
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The influence of demand may be specially observed in short periods

of rising commodity puces The period 1905-1907 and the recent war
period are good examples. Rismg commodity prices stimulate business

expansion, so that the demand for investment funds increases rapidly,

forcing the rate of mterest far above the normal level. The process

brings its own cure in the end Rising costs of labor and materials, and
high interest rates soon absorb anticipated profits, and the current of

demand slackens Except for meeting urgent obligations, borrowing
would soon fall off under these circumstances

The relative influence exerted through the different sources of demand
depends upon the relative amount demanded by each group This
changes from time to time During a great war the demands of the
government for funds are so great that they render scarce funds available

for other purposes, for this reason they exercise a dominating influence

on the rate, invariably causing it to rise. In other periods, for instance
that just preceding the World War, the Government of the United
States was almost a negligible factor in the market for new investment
funds The demand from state and municipal governments, however,
was great, and, although not exercising a dominant influence, neverthe-
less it did appreciably affect the rate Again, the demand for capital
for productive purposes is probably the most continuous and in normal
times the largest and, therefore, the greatest mfluence Cyclical changes
in business, however, brmg changes of 2 per cent or more. The foreign
demand frequently is of such importance that it affects the rate of interest
In short, the dominating mfluence on the demand side is now one group of
demanders and now another It matters not what the source of demand
is, the quantity of demand over against the available supply of current
investment funds fixes the rate of interest at any particular time

The general reasoning applied to the problem of interest will apply
also to the problem of profits. Corporation finance presents stocks and
bonds with all degrees of nsk attached to them Some bonds are regarded
as undoubtedly safe for an indefinite time in the future The circum-
stances surrounding their issue are such as to satisfy the most fastidious
These are the issues that were especially m mind in the discussion of the
interest problem. The return to the investor approaches pure interest
The entire earmngs and properties are commonly pledged as security The
combined productive capacity of all the factors within an establishment
have been pledged to make these issues secure Indeed, only by such
guarantees can a high degree of safety be obtained m corporation bonds.

But by guaranteeing the semor issues of corporations by the pledge of
greater property equities and the entire earnings, junior issues have been
weakened in proportion. The claims of stocks and debenture bonds
must give place to mortgage bonds The former, therefore, bear the
mam risks of business enterprise What determines the rate of return
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on these issues? It is, again, the competitive bidding for funds which are

to bear the risks involved Naturally this results in a higher return

than can be secured on safe investments. The price will settle at the

point where the return expected will offset the risk assumed. The price

of funds for speculative comnoitments is determined, therefore, by the

balancing of the forces of supply and demand regulated according to the

risk involved in each particular case

The Supply of Money and the Interest Rate.—The relation of money

to the interest rate is frequently a stumbhng block It is often claimed

that with an increase in the supply of money comes a deciease in the rate

of interest, and, when money is scarce, there is a correspondingly high

rate This claim deserves to be examined with some care

Economists have long claimed that m the long run the amount of

money in circulation has nothmg to do with the interest rate This is

based on the fact that money m itself is of no service except only as a

medium of exchange The amount of moneym circulation indeed affects

prices in proportion to its quantity, other things remaining the same

an increase in the amount of money in circulation will be attended with a

corresponding rise in prices, a decrease in the amount in circulation will

be attended with a proportionate fall in pnces The price level, however,

IS immaterial since the things really desired are commodities and services

The rate of interest, being the price of capital funds, simply represents a

certain percentage of a given value If money is abundant, value will be

expressed in relatively high pnces, and when money is scarce, the reverse

will be true In neither case wiU the alteration in the amount of money

affect the value of commodities and services, no matter what the price

IS, the rate of interest will always represent a defimte percentage of the

value

How does the matter stand from the more immediate point of view?

Sudden changes in the supply of money of a country are often observed.

The period of the World War is the best illustration of this when the net

addition to the supply of gold in the Umted States amounted to some-

thing like $1,000,000,000 This served as a new basis for bank credit. It

was this inflow of new gold and its more efficient employment as reserves

under the new Federal Reserve Banking System that brought about the

unexampled expansion of credit and currency Although money became

more and more abundant dunng this penod, it was accompamed by a

constant rise in the interest rate Smce the armistice, the supply of

money has continued to increase, but there has been a decided fall in the

interest rate. The high interest rates of the last half of the year 1920 and

the first half of 1921 were due to busmess stress By the end of 1921,

liquidation had gone far enough to place the banking system in a strong

position again, this caused a lowering of the bank rate because the system

was strong and the reserves were ample
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This IS the usual situation after every period of stringency when banks

foice liquidation of weak debtorsm order to strengthen their own position

Such a period is invariably accompanied by a period of accumulation of

deposits by the pubho which represent potential investment funds. On
account of the fact that most people withhold their funds waiting for

more favorable mvestment opportumties, the rate of interest com-
manded by new capital issues remains higher than the bank rate This

phenomenon showed itself throughout the greater part of 1921 The
interest rate in each case is governed by the temporary balance between
the demand for particular kinds of funds and the supply of these funds

It may be concluded, therefore, that the rapid increase in the amount of

money and credit m periods of transition from one price level to another,

periods too short to allow complete adjustment m the price level, affect

the interest rate through the rise in commodity prices by creating an
abnormal demand for funds for the expansion of business The succeed-

ing period of declining prices is accompanied by a relatively large amount
of investment funds and falhng interest rates

Market Rates of Interest—It might be concluded from the preceding
discussion that there is only one interest rate As a matter of fact, theie

are many such rates The circumstances surrounding the demand for

and supply of funds for different purposes produces a rate pecuhar to

each case From the standpoint of safety, all of the rates may be
regarded as pure interest Interest rates may be best treated by dividing
them into two groups rates charged by banking institutions and rates on
investment issues The first need only brief treatment, while the dis-

cussion of investment rates is reserved for the succeeding chapter.
Lme-of-credit loans are the most common type of loans in American

banks They consist of loans made to merchants, manufacturers,
traders, and the like, for productive purposes They are usually divided
into (1) 30- to 60-day loans and (2) 4- to 6-month loans The 4- to
6-month loans sometimes show a tendency to bear a higher rate than
the shorter loans merely because, from the banker’s point of view, they
are less hquid Many large concerns whose credit is widely known
borrow through note brokers These loans are referred to as commercial
paper This paper has a broad market and, on account of the certainty
of payment at maturity, bears a lesser rate of interest than line-of-credit
loans. The same tendency with respect to the time element is observable
here as m the case of hne-of-credit loans Another class of loans, recently
assuming considerable importance, is that represented by bankers’
acceptances. Bankers’ acceptances are obhgations of banks assumed for
their customers who m turn agree to reimburse them at the maturity
of the loan. Bank credit is better known than business credit, and, as a
result, its paper commands a less rate than either of the other kinds
Maturity is usually from 30 to 90 days.
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The loans just referred to may m a general way be called commercial
loans inasmuch as they are employed for pioductive purposes and are
presumably secured by stocks of goods, raw materials, supplies, and so
forth Banks also loan heavily upon stocks and bonds as collateral

Little can be said with certamty about the rate on this type of loan The
practice varies widely. With banks located m metropolitan districts,

commercial paper is frequently popular and shows a high degree of

liquidity and so bears a coirespondingly low rate of interest Most
interior banks, however, consider such loans undesirable and demand a
higher rate of interest Stock exchange loans are collateral loans
Money is loaned on the New York Stock Exchange on call, that is, for no
definite period of time. Call loans may be terminated by either the
borrower or lender on 24 hours’ notice. Since they may be terminated
at will, call loans show daily changes in rates The renewal rate is posted
at the stock exchange at the beginning of busmess each morning, and all

outstanding loans are renewed for the day at the renewal rate Should
funds become scarce or abundant during the course of the day, additional

loans made will vary from the rate estabhshed at the beginning of the day
They will be renewed, however, at the beginmng of the following day at

the renewal rate The rate on call loans varies more than any other

bank rates This is because only the surplus funds of banks are employed
for this purpose, and the rate wiU vary according to the temporary con-

ditions of supply and demand Time loans are also made on the stock

exchange with stocks and bonds as collateral, but they are similar to the

ordinary collateral loans m all essential respects

Bond Yields.—The interest rates on securities show the same dif-

ference as bank interest rates They may be viewed from any one of the

various classifications available Here is presented the Standard Sta-

tistics classification into industrial, railroad, utihty, and municipal bonds
In January, 1931, the average yield on bonds of these descriptions was
as follows

Industrials 4 99 Municipals 3 92

Railroads 4 25 AUothera 4 43

Utilities 4 66

One might also quote the yield on foreign corporate and government
bonds. South American bonds, Canadian bonds, Umted States Govern-
ment bonds, and so forth Another basis of classification is quahty
Each of the classes of high-, medium-, and low-grade railroad bonds would
show materially different yields. The process of classification and sub-

classification may be carried out almost indefinitely, since the market
furnishes an endless variety of bonds differing in some respect from one

another but possessing other similar characteristics

When viewed as a whole, the differencesm yield on bonds are partly a

matter of quahty of the bonds themselves, partly a matter of the peculiar-
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ity of the maiket, and partly a matter of the familiarity of the investing

public with the class concerned Each class should receive special study

to determine its pecuhar position in the relation of its yield to that of

other classes of bonds

Theories of Profit ^—^The share of profits m distribution was the

latest to receive detailed attention at the hands of economists The
theory of piofit, however, was a matter of some discussion already m
the theories of the eaily classical economists Adam Smith spoke of the

“piofits of stock,” meaning, by the latter terms, stocks of goods To him
profits accrued to the owner-manager of business and represented what
was left for capital after deducting wages of management Profits thus

included what economists are apt to call implicit interest on capital

Some reference was also made to the risk element in profit in the sense of

loss to capital, but this was not clearly distinguished from inteiest

John Stuart Mill distmguished the profits of entreprenew s from ordinary

wages and recogmzed interest as a distinct element Like his predeces-

sors, however, he included interest m profits This has been the habit

also in the writings of later classical economists But Bagebotm England
and Walker in the United States opposed the mingling of interest and
profit m the same category

In France, J B Say separated profit from interest and attributed the
former to the efforts of the management—whence it was regarded as a form
of wages In Germany, Thuenen defined profit as what was left after

deducting payments for mterest, wages of management, and insurance
Profits were composed of two elements, first came payment for nsk,
especially of changes in values and the chance of failure of the enterprise,

both of which are incapable of bemg insured, second, compensation for

extraordinary effort of the management m planning business, the product
of “sleepless mghts ”

In the days when the amount of capital was small and employed by its

owner, it was more or less natural to regard the residual share after paying
all expenses and wages of management merely as the profits of capital
But when the accumulation of capital on a large scale became a fact and
the managerial function was separated from the ownership of capital, atten-
tion was henceforth directed to the special part played by the managers
of industry. Business abdity then began to assume an important role m
the theory of profits This was given great emphasis in the writings of
Gen. Francis A. Walker, who conceived business ability as analogous to
land with its varying degrees of fertihty Profits were due to differences
in abihty of the management which enabled some to secure a return above
that secured by ordinary men. This treatment of the matter naturally
looks upon profits simply as a differential wage for superior management

1 A bnef histonoal account of the theory of profits is found in F. H. Knight, Rtsk,
Uncertmnty and Profit, Chap 11
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Professor J B Clark developed the dynamic theory of profits The
other shares m distribution, namely, rent, interest, and wages, are the

result of prior calculation and may be predicted with a degree of certainty

In the static state these three functions account for all income On the

other hand, profits result from changes m industry resulting from new
inventions, discoveries, and so forth, which alter the technique of produc-

tion and create extraordinaiy mcome Profits thus arising, however, are

temporary in nature and, with the adjustment of industry through com-
petition to the new situations, profits disappear But the continuity

of progress is ever creating new piofits This theory of profit may be

criticised from the fact that it makes no allowance for dynamic income

which IS subject to calculation beforehand and which, therefore, falls m
the class of insurance risks It allows only for risks of an unpredictable

kind against which no insurance can be provided Dynamic changes

which can be foreseen are always discounted in advance

F B Hawley has contended that profits are to be explained exclusively

on the ground of the risk and responsibihties taken by the entrepreneurs

themselves Profits with Hawley, as also with Clark, are residual m
character but are always uncertain With Clark, profits are a species

of monopoly gam. But one may be reminded again that mcome for

which insurance may be secured is not the special reward of the entre-

preneur in business but is a matter of calculation of the insurer, whose

reward is the difference between premiums and losses While distinguish-

ing the insurable or actuarial risk from the risk depending upon mere

chance, Hawley fails to draw the logical conclusion to which this distinc-

tion leads His strong point is the msistence upon risk as a factor

inseparable from the ownership, hence profits are in part at least reward

to capitalists for risking their capital

Elementsm Profits.—The elements necessaryto a theory of profits have

been distinguishedm the theories above discussed. First, before consider-

ation of the amount availablefor profits, pure interest must be deducted for

the use of capital and the ordinary wages of management for the services

of the entrepreneur The residual amount may be divided into the follow-

ing divisions (o) risk-interest, (b) profits resulting from changes of an un-

predictable kinds, and (c) profits due to exceptional abihtyof management
As has already been explained, nsk-interest is a premium required

on insurable risks. Where business and financial organization has

proceeded far enough, this is subjected to actuarial calculation and profits

normally disappear But where the individual must assume the risk

in business or finance without the benefit of the actuarial prmciple that

comes with assumption of large numbers of mdividual risks, the result

depends upon the ability to select the favorable risks Where success

IS attained in this, profits accrue to the management and are the result

of entrepi eneural ability.
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But risks of the unpredictable kind are at best a matter of uncer-

tainty and subject to no actuarial calculation. In such instances fore-

knowledge IS impossible even to the most mtelligent and skillful The
profits and losses from this source are largely accidental, the result of

chance pure and simple These are the fortuitous profits spoken of

by some writers They are undoubtedly large in amount as also are

the losses fiom the same sources and one can never have any assurance

that a given case will yield a profit rather than a loss The results

here depend upon dynamic changes in industry which are unforeseen

and come largely from new invention or discoveries, or from disturbances

in world economic conditions, fundamental changes m demand, and
other changes of similar character

In any explanation of busmess profits, room must be left for sheer

executive ability in the successful conduct of business This shows
itself in the ability to operate the plant at reduced cost, the development
of new products, the maintenance of high morale among employees, and
so forth It would seem that income due to superior management
should be classed as wages and there is theoretical support for this posi-

tion But in the modern organization of industry with the separation

of managers from the ownership of capital, the reward to the stockholders

IS doubtless materially affected by the ability of the management This
results from the imperfect working of economic laws in a complex business
organization The effective influence of competition stops short of secur-

ing for management what seems clearly to be its special product
Nor should the mfluence of monopolistic elements in business and

finance be omitted from the sources of profits. These result partly
from naturally monopohstic forces and partly from patent rights and
copyrights secured by law They result also commonly from the modern
organization of mdustry into large aggregations of producing units,
which effectively shut out competition, and from acquired reputation
and good-wiU

Investment Significance of Interest and Profit.—The general theories
of interest and profitmay be easily utilized in finance. Financial methods
and instruments are based upon the underlying foundation of the busi-
ness and financial structure The market affords large classes of securi-
ties that may for practical purposes be regarded as riskless and whose
income falls within the class of pure interest after making the deduc-
tions before noticed Other large classes of securities are available
which carry premiums as compensation for insurable risk If these are
combined so as to secure the benefits of diversification and if good judg-
ment IS exercised, a profit may accrue Likewise, the individual investor
whose funds are large enough to secure a measure of diversification may
by superior judgment reap matenal rewards above the pure interest
rate.
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The opportunity of secunng profits m investment issues is abun-
dantly offered For those who hold the lucky issues, fortuitous profits

accrue as a reward for the risk assumed. Selection of superior manag-
ment in business is a prohfic source of profits to those endowed with

wisdom and patience Much the same may be said m case of monop-
olistic profits These may be recognized by the shrewd investor and
advantage taken of favorable situations

Speculative Profits.—Dissociated from the business and financial

structure itself is the opportumty for speculative profits of the type in

mind when the matter of speculation was under consideration ^ Piofits

from this source are typically made from puce movements in the financial

market This introduces another element of risk entirely separate and
independent of the types above discussed. We shall in another con-

nection name this risk the market risk In Part V the reasons for

fluctuations in market prices of securities arc taken up These move-
ments of the averages are to a large extent the result of general business

and financial changes and are not primarily associated with any particular

enterprise They are predominantly financial, or monetary, in character

Speculative profits resulting from changes m the market price of securities

are undoubtedly among the most prolific sources of gams and bulk large

in the totality of profits Likewise losses from this source reach large

proportions But speculators are not the only ones who profit from this

source Investors m stocks and bonds ahke frequently find themselves

the recipients of such fortuitous profits Perhaps equally often they find

themselves the victims of adverse price movements Whether he wills

it or not, the security holder is subject to market uncertainties.
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CHAPTER VII

VALUE, PRICE, AND YIELD

One may begin the subject of value and price by recalling that the

essential nature of investment is the purchase of future incomes The
word “purchase,” however, is used in a special sense Ordinal ily it

means the exchange of money for goods But in this case present money
is exchanged for future money and no goods are directly involved m the

transaction Nor does the purchaser of income m the investment market

irrevocably part with his funds He surrenders his capital for the time

being, that is, he allows others the use of it for a period of time, upon
consideration of receiving in the interval compensation in the form of a

return on the investment, always with the express or implied condition

that the principal of the investment will be returned at the end of the

interval. This is true no matter how long the interval or what the details

of the contractual arrangement between the parties may be Even in the

case of the annmty, if allowance be made for the hazard of life in individual

cases, the principal is returned in the periodic payments.

Present Value of Future Income—If one views investment as the

purchase of future incomes with the recovery of the principal implied, the

question of seounty values is that of the present value of future income
itself The question is then always, what wiU one pay for a future

income’ The preliminary answer to this is that future incomes are

valued on the basis of the amount of future income purchased, its regu-

larity, and its certamty The simplest case is that of a single year’s time
Assume the case of a 1-year investment paying $6 certain at the expiration

of the year The current price paid in this case repiesents the present
value of the future mcome of $6, plus the present value of the amount
of the principal to be recovered at the end of the year. Suppose the
current interest rate to be 6 per cent and the principal payment 1 year
hence to be $100, the present value of future payment of income and
principal would be respectively $5,660-1- and $94 339, or $100 m all

(fractions disregarded).

When the interval is longer than 1 year, principal and interest pay-
ments must be discounted for the entire interval at the current rate and
according to the usual custom on the principle of compound interest
compounded annually In case of a 2-year interval, the present value of
the payment at the end of the first year is figured the same as in the above
example. The value of the second year’s payment would be the

108
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present value of $6 payable at the end of the second year Figured on the

compound basis, it would be $5,339, which when added to the present

value of the first year’s payment gives $10 999, the total present value of

future incomes for 2 years Likewise, the present value of the principal

amount of $100 payable at the expnation of 2 years is found to be $88 990.

The sum of all of these pasonents is $100 (fractions disregaided), which

represents the present value of all future payments It will be observed

that the present value of all future payments will be exactly equal to the

principal amount of the investment and this would be true no matter how
long the interval of calculation It is m accoidance with the economic

theory of interest which always finds an eqmvalent between present sums

and present values of future sums This is the condition of economic

equilibrium between present and future amounts The difference m
payments necessary to equahze the current estimates of values between

the present and the future is based upon the psychological fact of natural

myopic vision One imderestimates the value of thmgs m the future

largely because of the necessity of hving in the present, and as the future

draws nearer values are magnified in proportion

Irregular Income.—The example above assumes regularity of income

payments This would cover all cases where the income on a bond or

stock IS fixed at a uniform and definite amount for the entire interval

The same principle (if not the example), however, apphes where the

income is irregular in character. In some bonds the income for the earlier

years is a small amount but is subsequently accelerated until the maxi-

mum rate is reached which afterwards remains umform Participating

features are also frequently added to bonds and preferred and Class A
common stocks Finally there is the case of common stocks whose

earnings vary from year to year In this case the present value of future

earnings wiU vary with the earmngs themselves Since these are uncer-

tain as for any individual year the only feasible procedure is to establish

a figure for average future earnings and then base calculations upon this

amount
The Risk Factor.—In the above example certamty of payments was

assumed But such an ideal state does not exist in a majority of the

investment issues, using the term mvestment here as always in its funda-

mental economic meamng In valumg future income, the present value

IS affected in proportion to the risk involved in future payments The

risk factor inherent in most investment situations is taken into account by

the addition of a premium to the current rate of pure interest If pure

interest is at the rate of 4 per cent and the risk is small, an additional 1

per cent, or 5 per cent m all, would represent the late used in discounting

future payments to find the present values.

While this reasoning is valuable to the mvestor, it must not be taken

to mean too much The pnnciple wiU work on the basis of averages
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when a sufficient number of securities of diversified risk are considered

Yet it needs only a moment’s reflection to see that the nature of risk itself

precludes the possibfiity of accuracy m case of a security involving a

single risk Failure to meet payments m any secuiity is always possible

and the higher rate of discount allowed will compensate for losses where a

laige number of secmities are included in the investment If estimates of

risk are accuiate, the final result will show losses exactly compensated for

by the premiums and the net amount of income and principal payments
will be equivalent to that from riskless investment discounted at the

current rate of pure interest.

Taxation.—Where securities bear a defimte tax, as under the property

tax, the mortgage recoidmg tax, and the like, adjustment must be made in

the payments to be made m the futuie so as to aUow for the tax For
instance, a bond of f1,000, bearmg a coupon of $50 per annum upon
which a tax of $2 has been levied, wiU give a net return of only $30 per

annum If the current rate of interest on capital is 5 per cent, the present

value of future income payments of $30, instead of $50, per annum will be
discounted at the rate of 5 per cent in order to find the present value

The Case of Stocks.—Stocks have been considered in part already but
one feature common to most stocks deserves especial consideration As
a rule, stocks are perpetual in character, that is, no redemption provisions

are contained in the contract Here apparently is an anomaly and
exception to the usual case, since payment of the principal cannot be dis-

counted since the interval is perpetual The same difficulty appears in

respect to income payments which contmue in peipetuity. From the
mathematical point of view, present value of payments in the distant
future approaches zeio but never quite reaches this point

It should be observed further, however, that the longer the period of

duration, the less will be the present value of the future payment of the
principal, and the more will the present value of future income payments
encroach on the present value of the principal The logical result is that
present values of future mcome payments approximate the value of the
principal invested, while the present value of the latter approaches zero.

Thus m the case of perpetual securities the only practical consideration
IS the mcome itself In these cases, mathematical calculation becomes
simple The rule everywhere followed is to capitalize the annual income
at the current rate of pure interest plus an amount which would com-
pensate for the risk element, if any. Thus if it is desired to find the
present value of a perpetual mcome of $8 per year to the holder of a share
of stock whose risk factor may be represented by 2 per cent when the pure
rate of interest is 5 per cent, one has only to capitahze the $8 income on a
7 per cent basis by dividing the former by the latter This gives $114 28
as the present value of future incomes And since the income is per-
petual, this amount at all times represents the present value of all future
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income payments, unless indeed the rate of interest or the risk factor

changes

The Common Measure of Value.—^For purposes of comparison it is

necessary to reduce all investment values to terms of a common measure

This IS necessitated from the fact of the great diversity in the amount and

character of the income and principal payments and the duration of the

investment Bonds are commonly issued in denominations of $1,000 or

multiples thereof, but there are also many bonds of $500 denomination, a

considerable number of $100, and even $50 or $20 may be found Until

recently, preferred stocks commonly were of $100 denomination, or face

value Today examples of par value of $50, $25, $10, $5, or even $1, are

of frequent occurrence Stocks are now commonly issued without any

specific denomination as in case of no-par stocks Income also varies m
the case of common stocks, income bonds, and participating preferred

stocks and bonds To complicate matters still fmther, securities are of

varied duration, ranging from a number of days in cases of notes, or

bonds approaching maturity date, to securities of perpetual duration as

in the case of stocks. In comparison of values of securities under these

varied considerations, we must seek a common denomination, or measure,

of value This is found in what is called the yield to maturity Just as

money constitutes the only common measure of value of all commodities,

so yield constitutes the only common measure of value of the heteroge-

neous mass of securities A discussion of yields thus becomes essential for

an understanding of comparative values.

nominal Return—Bonds, notes, and preferred stocks bear either a

definite rate of return on their face value or a stipulated number of dollars

per g-nniTm Thus a 4 per cent bond means the owner is proimsed 4

per cent annually on the face value of the bond, although this may be

divided into semi-annual or quarterly payments. Likewise, a 7 per cent

stock means the owner is to receive 7 per cent annually on the face value of

the stock which may also be divided into semi-annual or quarterly pay-

ments Some stock is made cumulative, this means that, should the

corporation fail to pay the dividend as indicated, the unpaid dividends will

accumulate until the earmngs are sufficient to pay all amounts in arrears,

before anything can be paid on the common Sometimes there is a

participating feature attached to preferred stocks and bonds This

means that under certain specified conditions the corporation wiU dis-

tribute additional earnings to the holders of those issues

The rate of interest or dividends paid on bonds and stocks as described

above is called the normnal rate of return It is always a certain percent-

age of the face value, or a defimte amount per share in case of no-par

stocks The yield on the mvestment, on the other hand, is a very dif-

ferent matter. This results from the fact that the purchaser seldom pays

exactly par, or the face value, for stocks or bonds Even when new
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issues are being floated, it is customary to dispose of them to investors at

a figure somewhat below par Bank stock is a universal exception to this

rule on account of the legal prohibition against issuing shares at any
figure below par Likewise, the State of Massachusetts forbids the issue

of stocks of public utihties under par. Eailroads and public utilities are

also controlled by pubhc authority No matter what the price at the

time of flotation, both stocks and bonds may be sold subsequently by
the original owners at any price agreed upon between the parties con-

cerned It IS only accidental, therefore, if a share of stock or bonds sells

at exactly par

The yield upon stocks of limited income is a matter of simple arith-

metical calculation If the share seUs at par, the nominal rate of return

and that of yield are the same But if the seUmg price of a stock with

par value of $100 is $90, for instance, the nominal rate of return and yield

would be different If this is a 7 per cent stock, $7 will be paid annually
on every share On the basis of the sellmg price of $90, the yield may be
easily found by dividing $7, the nommal return, by $90, the sellmg price.

The yield is found to be approximately 7 8 per cent on the investment
Stock-yield tables are based upon $100 pai value and regard the

dividend as a percentage of this par value For stocks whose par value
is over or under $100, the net yield can be found only after adjusting the
par value to the $100 basis and calculatmg the dividend on a percentage
basis Thus a stock with $25 par value paymg an annual dividend of

$2 becomes for purposes of calculation of yield a stock of $100 per value
with dividend of 8 per cent For calculation of yield at a market
price different from par value, the market price must first be multiplied by
4 and the dividend of $8 on this amount calculated m terms of percentage
If the par value is $200 and annual dividend $16, the tables can be used
only after dividing both the par value and the annual return by 2, which
reduces the par value to a $100 basis as m the former case

For stocks of no par value the tables cannot be used at all Here the
method of simple arithmetic wiU give a speedy result The nominal
return stated m number of dollars per year is merely divided by the pur-
chase price and the quotient is the net yield Thus a stock of no par
value paying $3 per year in dividends bought at $60 will produce a yield
of 5 per cent. The method of simple division is also readily employed
for stocks of par value other than $100.

The method of calculation for stocks above indicated is universally
used, although the custom of paymg dividends on the quarterly basis
renders them somewhat maccurate The tables, as also the method of
simple arithmetic, assume dividends are paid only at the end of the year
for the entire year Obviously the payment of quarterly dividends
advances three-fourths of the annual payments by one, two, and three
quarters Dividends thus received may be reinvested and made to pro-
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duce an additional income The tables thus understate the yield on
stocks But few are so meticulous that the calculation on the annual
basis will not satisfy

The method of calculating yields on stocks is also employed in the

case of peipetual bonds Examples of this class are the 5 per cent

domestic loan of the Repubhc of Cuba and Biitish Consols Bonds of

long duration may be figured m this maimer also with only a small margin
of error

Bond Yields—As a rule, bonds are paid at their face value at matu-
rity This necessitates adjustment for premium or discount from par in

the pui chase price. It raises the question as to what portion of the total

coupon and principal payment at maturity the holder is entitled to count

as interest and what is meiely repayment of principal The net yield

takes account only of that portion of these payments that represents

income Since the market pnce of a bond is seldom exactly par, the bond
will be bought generally at a premium or discount As the bond
approaches maturity, the price will also appioach the face value Since

bond yields in accountancy are always figured on a cost price to the owner
and the yield for a particular bond always remains constant throughout

the lifetime of the issue, the amount of the premium of discount must be

amortized by the time the bond matures The net income, therefore, is

decreased or increased by the amount of the premium or discount

The amount of the discount is sometimes spoken of as appreciation and
the amount of the premium as depreciation. These designations are

both erroneous

In the case of bonds bought at a premium, proportionate deduction

IS made from the income payments to amortize the premium; in case the

bond IS bought at a discount, the excess payment at maturity over the

price paid for the bond represents income In the mathematics of yield,

account is taken of this situation For example, a bond of $100 denom-
ination due at the end of 20 years, although purchased at, say, $90, will

be redeemed at maturity at $100, or par value The purchaser, while

receivmg the regular interest payments as they fall due, will at the end

of 20 years receive in addition $10 more than the original purchase price

This, in all probability, enters into the calculation at the time of purchase

and must be considered as part of the compensation to the investor

The method of figuring the exact yieldm such cases involves a complicated

mathematical process about which the mvestor is not concerned The
process of calculation is so long and arduous that elaborate bond tables

have been constructed which will enable one to find immediately the

desired yield A four-place bond table is commonly used which is accu-

rate within 1 cent on a $100 bond, on the basis of 20 years’ duration For

larger amounts, bankers ordmanly use extended tables of eight-place

decimals which are accurate within 1 cent on the $1,000,000 Accurate
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tables have been prepared by Montgomery Eollins m his Bond, Stock, and

Interest Tables. A portion of the 20-year bond table is illustrated in

Table 25

TaBIiB 25—•PoBTION OF 20-TBAH BOND TABLB

Percentage

of annual 4 per cent 4>^ per cent 5 per cent 63^ per cent 6 per cent

4 100 00 106 84 113 68 120 52 127 36

4 IQ 98 64 105 42 112 20 118 98 125 76

4 20 97 31 104 03 110 75 117 47 124 19

4 30 96 00 102 66 109 33 115 99 122 65

4 40 94 72 101 32 107 93 114 63 121 14

4 60 93 45 100 00 106 55 113 10 119 65

4 60 92 21 98 70 106 19 111 69 118 18

4 70 90 99 97 43 103 86 110 30 116 74

4 80 89 79 96 17 102 66 108 94 115 32

4 90 88 61 94 94 101 27 107 60 113 92

5 87 45 93 72 100 00 106 28 112 65

6 10 86 31 92 63 98 76 104 98 111 20

6 20 85 19 91 36 97 53 103 70 109 87

6 30 84 09 90 21 96 33 102 46 108 67

5 40 83 01 89 07 95 14 101 21 107 28

6 60 81 94 87 96 93 98 100 00 106 02

6 60 80 90 86 87 92 84 98 81 104 78

6 70 79 87 85 79 91 71 97 63 103 66

6 80 78 86 84 73 90 60 96 48 102 35

5 90 77 86 83 69 89 61 95 34 101 17

6 76 89 82 66 88 44 94 22 100 00

6 10 75 92 81 66 87 39 93 12 98 86

6 20 74 98 80 67 86 35 92 04 97 73

6 30 74 05 79 69 85 33 90 97 96 62

6 40 73 14 78 73 84 33 89 93 96 52

6 60 72 24 77 79 83 34 88 90 94 45

6 60 71 36 76 86 82 37 87 88 93 39

6 70 70 49 75 96 81 42 86 88 92 36
6 80 69 63 75 06 80 48 85 90 91 32
6 90 68 79 74 17 79 55 84 93 90 32

To illustrate the use of the tables, take a bond purchased at $96 33
duem 20 years and bearing 5 per cent nominal rate of return From the
nominal rates given horizontally across the top of the 20-year table,

select the column bearing 6 per cent Follow down the column until the
figure representing the purchase pnce is reached, then proceed horizon-
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tally to the left to the column marked “per cent per annum,” where 5 30
appears This is the annual yield on the bond, provided it is held to

maturity

Interpolation—The exact purchase price of bonds, however, is seldom
found m the tables This will necessitate the process of interpolation

Suppose the price of the bond m the lUustiation was $96 50 This figure

does not appear in the table It hes between the figures 96 33 with a
yield of 5 30, and 97 53 with a yield of 6 20 The yield, therefore, lies

between 5 30 and 5 20 The simplest method of calculating the 3aeld

IS as follows 96 50 subtracted from 97 53 leaves 1 03 ;
96 33 subtracted

from 96 50 leaves 0 17 This gives a difference between the prices above
and below the purchase price of 1 20, the sum of 1 03 and 0 17 The
difference between the yields, 5 30 and 5 20, is 0 10 which is to be com-
pared with the difference of 1 20 m the prices The price comes nearer

to the yield of 5 30 than 5 20, therefore, something will have to be

deducted from the 5 30 to get the desired result The following propor-

tion will give the amount to be deducted 0 17 1 20 x 0 10 Solving

the equation, x equals 0 01, which deducted from 6 30 gives 5 29 as the

yield sought at the purchase price of $96 50

Sometimes it is desired to purchase bonds at a price to yield a definite

percentage For example, suppose it is desired to purchase a $100 bond
maturing in 20 years with nominal interest at 6 per cent so as to yield

5 08 per cent to maturity This figure falls between 5 and 6 10 in the

yield column of the table. Subtracting 5. from 5 10 the result is 0 10

The difference between the prices in the table at these two yields, that is,

the difference between $112 55 and $111 20, is $1 35 The yield on

$1 35 for the period for 6 per cent is 0 10 per cent The difference between

the desired yield of 5 08 and 5 10 is 0 02, while the difference between

5 08 and 5 is 0 08 The yield 5 08 is nearer to 5 10 than to 5 The
proportion then would stand 0 02 0 10 x 1 35 Solving the equation,

X equals $0 27 This amount added to $111 20 gives $111.47, the price

which would yield 5 08 to maturity

Interest Interval.—^The interest mterval affects the 3ueld on bonds

The customary period is 6 months and the bond tables are constructed on

this basis But government bonds in particular pay interest quarterly, in

which case tables adapted to this mterval should be used If no such

tables are available, conversion tables are sometimes used which reduce

the results obtained on a semi-annual basis to a quarterly basis The
quarterly basis requires a less amount to be set aside for the amortization

fund and thus incieases the yield m the case of the premium bond and

decreases it m case of the discount bond
Interest Rate on the Amortization Fund—The fund set aside for the

amortization of premium or discount is compounded on the dates when
the bond interest falls due. This fund is compounded semi-annually,
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since opportunity is afforded of investing it in savings banks, or in other

ways, compounded on a semi-annual basis.

The interest rate on the amortization fund is figured on the same yield

basis as the net yield of the bond A moment’s reflection will raise the

question of the appropriateness of usmg this rate for the amortization

fund Bonds are frequently bought on a higher yield basis than

savings institutions allow on their deposits The fund, therefore,

will generally be inadequate for amortization purposes and the

net yield on the investment will be greater in the case of the premium
bond and less m the case of the discount bond than the tables show
Why then should the interest rate on the fund be the same as the net yield

on the bond The answer is that if tables are to be of universal use some
interest rate must be selected and no better figure can be found for uni-

versal use than the current interest rate on money invested in the manner
represented by the bonds in question. No stronger case can be made for

any other interest rate

Market Quotations—^Most bonds sell over the stock exchange at the

price agreed upon plus mterest This means the purchaser pays m
addition to the price mentioned an amount equal to the interest accrued

from the last mterest date to the date of the dehvery of the bond For
example, a 6 per cent bond purchased on August 1, at $100, or par, with
mterest payable semi-annually, say, January 1 and July 1, would have 1

month’s mterest accrued The semi-annual payment is $3, and 1 month’s
mterest would amount to one-sixth of $3, or $0 60 The cost of the bond
would then be |100 50 The investor, however, in his own accounting,

considers the amount paid for accrued mterest as deductible from the
payment on the following interest date, thereby regarding only the $100
as the permanent investment Interest tables are available, so that
separate calculations for each transaction are rendered unnecessary
Bonds in default, income, and adjustment bonds, owing to the uncertainty
of the interest payments, are dealt m "flat,” that is. Without any con-
sideration for accrued mterest. The same is true of preferred and
common stocks.

In the case of preferred and common stocks occur three dates of
importance to the investor Since the power of the declaration of divi-

dends lies with the board of directors, the dividend meeting dates are
important, especially if there is any question about a change in the rate
or an extra dividend Also, dividends are made payable to stockholders
of record on a specified date, usually some time after the date of the
meeting of the board of directors The names of the stockholders appear-
ing on the books of the company on that date are legally entitled to the
current dividend, even though there is an interval elapsing during which
no transfers are made Stockholders of record at the beginmng of this
period are entitled to the dividends The books are said to "close” for
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the interval The third date of importance is the date upon which
dividends are payable, that is, the date when the corporation sends the

dividend checks to the stockholders This ordinarily comes a few weeks
after the date for the stockholders of record

Another set of conditions having to do with the redemption of the

issue while not affecting the yield is a vital factor in quoted prices

Bonds ordinarily have a maturity date, as has already been explained

Some, in addition, have a callable, or redemption, feature which gives

the debtor the option of calling or redeemmg the principal under stated

conditions on or after specified dates Serial issues also come in this

class, in which case parts of a given issue are made to mature defimtely

in serial fashion, running usually from a short time after issue until

the maturity of the last m the senes Prefeired stocks sometimes
are affected with serial, or redeemable, features The method of finding

the yield on issues of different maturities has been explained It was
shown how with identical yields the price may vary within wide limits

This may be strikmgly illustrated by comparing a bond which matures,

say, in 6 months with one maturing, say, in 100 years In the former

case, assuming that the credit of the debtor is good, the price cannot

depart far from par since the issue will be redeemed at that price in 6

months’ time. In case of a bond or stock with optional date of redemp-

tion, conservative accountancy requires that the doubt be resolved

in favor of the investor. This means that, when the bond is selling at

a premium, the optional date of redemption, instead of the maturity

date, should be selected in calculatmg the yield, and when it sells at a

discount thematurity date, instead of the optionalredemption date, should

be selected. Where bonds are bought at par and redemption is at par, the

interval is of no consequence, smce yield and cash return are the same.

In case the bond is redeemable at a premium, if the cost of the bond
IS less than the redemption figure, the maturity date is chosen, since the

yield will be least under this assumption If the cost of the bond is

higher than the price of redemption, then the redemption date should be

assumed, since this will produce the least yield
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PART II

THE ELEMENTS OP INVESTMENT CREDIT





CHAPTEE VIII

THE INVESTMENT RISK

Safety and risk are the two woids most often heard in connection with

investment matters Although statistical data may seem to argue to the

contrary, there is nothing more desired by mvestois than safety Some
years ago a British mvestment house sent out a questionnaire to a large

number of its clients with a view to determining their attitude on this

phase of investment Somewhat to its astonishment the overwhelming
majority indicated that the first quality sought by them was the safety of

the principal, and that the rate of return was of secondary impoitance

This probably reflects the attitude of mind of the typical American
investor also

Most losses in investment are due more to imperfect knowledge than

to conscious assumption of risk It is human, and even wise, to demand
the highest return obtamable without sacrificing safety. Yet great

numbers of investors, many of them of mature mind, do not realize that

ordinarily, when a return of, say, 8 to 10 per cent or more is offered, the

principal is undoubtedly imperiled Furthermore, a difference of only

1 or 2 per cent in the return on two issues of a similar type with similar

market circumstances is almost an unfaihng sign of a wide breach in their

respective quahties Reahzation of this comes too often only after it is

too late Careful analysis of the investment risk and a will to act upon
the results of study are the essential conditions for success in investment

Indefiniteness of the Term “Safety.”—^At the outset one is confronted

with the question of the meanmg of the word “safety ” It is doubtful

whether many people have given the matter serious enough attention to

acquire a definite idea of its meanmg, it is even more doubtful if it means
the same thing to any considerable number of people Neither can one

be sure that there is not a simdar hazmess on the part of investment

bankers themselves when pressed for defimte meaning of the word If

both banker and customer are at sea, there is no hope of an understanding

between them The lack of scientific approach to the subject is mainly

responsible for the haziness m the meamng of this vital word in invest-

ment It follows that there does not exist a sohd foundation for mutual

confidence between the investment banker and his customer Misunder-

standings and loss of confidence are too often the result of such a situation

To a great many people, a safe investment is one that is “secured,”

and an unsafe mvestment is one that is “unsecured ” An investment is

121
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said to be secured when it is accompanied by a mortgage lien, and

unsecured when unaccompamed by such a hen The terms secured and

unsecured are useful provided they are not made synonymous with safe

and unsafe It is intended in this chapter to show that the safety of an

investment lests upon several mdependent elements, the mortgage

contract being only a part of one

Still others, viewing the matter from the standpomt of law, regard only

loans as safe investments Thus Lawrence Chamberlain m his work on

the Principles of Bond Investment states, “The perfect investment is a

promise to pay; it is always a loan

The simple promise to pay, unsecured by hen upon property, would

seem to satisfy this definition of safe investment The objections to this

position are too obvious to reqmre special mention at this point The
analysis of credit m its entirety wiU develop the different elements in

investment credit.

On the other hand, many people regard an investment as safe when
represented by fixed capital and equipment, or land Physical appear-

ance creates a feelmg of safety with many who are unaccustomed to

thinking in financial terms It is hard to convince the farmer, for

instance, who has had a hfe-long experience in close contact with the

land and thereby gained a feehng of its usefulness to society, that the

value of land is something separate from its physical indispensabihty.

The stocks of new entei prises are frequently sold through organized

inspection tours of the plant already completed or under construction

The impressive character of the physical plant often satisfies the novice

who does not take the trouble to inquire mto the nature of the manage-
ment, the character of the product, or the other circumstances that spell

the difference between success and failure The mere physical plant alone

is inadequate to serve as a basis for a conclusion as to the safety of the

proj ect. Money is continually bemg sunk into enterprises which from the

engineering point of view are admirable, but from the economic point of

view rest upon a foundation of sand

Mention should be made, also, of government approval of corporate

enterprises under “blue-sky” legislation The mam purpose in the

intervention of pubhc authority is to ehminate fraudulent enterprises

But to ehminate fraudulent concerns is not to guarantee the securities of

bona fide undertakings, which of necessity receive their charters from the

same authority Furthermore, a concern may start out in business with
the best of intentions on the part of the promoters and afterwards fall

into the hands of unscrupulous persons who commit acts of fraud which
did not appear probable at the mception of the business. It is also

true that the ordinary risks attached to thoroughly legitimate enterprises

are so great m some cases that no one can predict their future. To
^ See Chap III of the revised edition where the matter is argued at length
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consider these enterprises safe merely because they have been granted
charters by a state officer charged with the ehmination of fraud is as
unwarranted as it is common To attempt to grant charters only to

corporations engaged in riskless undertakings would immediately stop all

progress At best, blue-sky legislation can only prevent fraud, the state

cannot hope to act as sponsor for the legitimate investments of its citizens

Commodity Pnces and the Investment Risk—It is often pointed out
that the rise in commodity prices, or, what is the same thing, the decrease

in the purchasing power of money, is sometimes so rapid that it not only
offsets the yield on the investment but may leave the investor with less

purchasing power than he possessed at the beginning For example,

suppose money to be loaned at 4 per cent for 1 year, and during this time,

owing to the influx of gold, the index number for commodity prices shows
a rise of 4 per cent, or 4 cents on the dollar In what position does this

place the lender'? At the end of the year he recovers the principal, say,

$100, plus the interest, $4, or $104 m all But on account of the rise in

prices during the interval, his purchasing power is the same at the end
of the year as at the beginning Still more serious is the case of rapid

inflation such as appeared during the war period The money invested in

interest-bearing securities m the pre-war period has lost much of its

purchasing power on account of the rapid advance in prices Neverthe-

less, had the lender chosen to keep his money in the bank, he would

surely have suffered a loss m purchasing power While such changes in

purchasing power undoubtedly are continuously working injury on

investors, it is notwithstandmg impracticable to take account of this

factor in connection with the question of credit analysis

Moreover, monetary nsks do not affect all persons alike When it is

said that commodity prices have advanced or declined, reference is made
to the general index number, taking into consideration commodities of

every kind The logic of the argument would reqmre an index number for

each individual with reference to the particular commodities he buys

Nothing IS more common than unequal price movements due to monetary

changes continuouslym progress Consequently there is always a malad-

justment of prices, some advancmg more rapidly than others with con-

sequent injury to the owners or consumers of goods, the prices of which

lag behind others or behmd the general average On the other hand,

some commodities are constantly changing m price, independent of

monetary conditions but due to changesm the relative expenses involved

in their production In the absence of monetary changes, other com-

modities would rise or fall in proportion to the fall or rise in the cases

supposed This result is explamed on the basis of what is usually referred

to as the “ quantity theory of money,” the details of which are too intricate

to receive consideration here But whatever the cause, changes m com-

modity prices are continuously m progress and any attempt to take
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account of these changes m the analysis of investment risk must prove

more or less confusing

Time Element and Risk—Perhaps the most perplexing question m
this connection is that concermng time in its relation to risk It has

already been shown that loans and securities bear very different dates of

maturity. Bank loans usually run only a few months, corporation notes

expire in from 1 to 2 years, bonds run from 10 years upward, while stocks

are usually indefimte, carrying no specific promise whatever as to their

redemption Where the time is relatively short, say, from a few months
to several years, it is possible to mterpret safety with reference to the

date of maturity or redemption by the borrower Most investment

issues, however, run for periods longer than 10 years, beyond which it is

difficult to foiesee Most investors probably are content if they see

no clouds on the horizon foi a period of 5 yeais ahead Yet this does not

solve the problem and there is urgent need for more definiteness in the

interpretation of risk with reference to the time element The maturity
date for most securities is 20 years and upward from the time of issue

It is necessary, therefore, to estabhsh some definite conception of the time
element in its relation to nsk which will be applicable to all issues regard-

less of their maturity or redemption date

It must first be pointed out, to use the words of Professor Huebner,
that the “intrinsic values of stock and bonds . must be ascertained

by much the same methods of analysis The legal distinction between
stocks and bonds often pointed out by mvestment writers, while real from
one point of view, has too often been permitted to obscure a large portion
of the field of corporate investment. After all, bondholders are contin-
gent owners of the corporation The method of analysis developed m
this volume is applicable equally to stocks and bonds

Emphasis must be laid on permanency, or “the result of the decade,”*
regardless of the maturity of the issue, except in cases where it is of short
duration. Banks habitually and correctly mterpret safety in terms of the
maturity date of their loans, but this is because of the shortness of the
period mvolved One may expect to see at least a few months or even a
few years ahead; and if there appear causes for concern within this period
of time, the credit of the busmess or government concerned is accordingly
impaired But for longer periods of time the case is different. In a
world of changing values, it is expecting too much for the investment
analyst to forecast the future for a period longer, say, than a decade
One might indeed calculate the possibihties and even the probabilities
of longer periods which would influence the final credit rating,
but only small weight can be attached to probabihties in the distant
future

^ The Stock Markeij p 291.
® Professor Huebner’s insistence on this is timely
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It would seem that safety in mvestment Implies a reach of time long
enough to include a major busmess cycle and embrace a severe financial

crisis During the progress of such a cycle, all industries move through
the different phases of depression, recovery, prosperity, and hquidation
If a business shows itself to be well sustamed through aU phases of the
cycle, there is reason for confidence m its future If business moved
along an even path one year with another, the results of a single yeai

would go far toward furnishing a basis for credit rating But as it is,

the real test can be made only by taking into consideration a peiiod

long enough to embrace the good and bad years alike Government
affairs are also influenced by the different phases of the business cycle

,

a well-ordered system of government finances will provide for the lean, as

well as the fat, years against apprehension on the part of the bondholders

One may view the matter from a shghtly different angle and conclude

that the element of tune in itself is of no special importance This view

would regard time merely as the fulfilment of all experience Attention

IS then directed to the tests rather than to the abihty of a concern to

make a good showing during a given mterval of time Perhaps the most
important corollary of this position is that instead of regarding all busi-

ness depressions of similar intensity we select the severe depressions for

our final and most crucial test There is much merit in this For

instance, the mild depressions of 1924 and 1927 made only a minor

impression upon American corporate earmngs But the depression of

1930-1932 proved to be a test of the severest kind and threatened bank-

ruptcy to corporations previously considered impregnable Certainly

the abihty of a concern to pass through a crisis of the recent type

would seem to give it a clean biU of health

Temporary financial difficulties sometimes occur m business as well

as in government finances Occasionally a corporation gets into tempo-

rary financial difficulty but involving m no way certain issues of its secur-

ities Occasionally governments default on their obligations on account

of short-lived circumstances These and similar cases raise grave doubts

At such times the securities concerned cannot be disposed of except at a

sacrifice It is certain that the abihty to convert the security into cash

at will has been impaired either through the fault of the maker or on

account of circumstances over which no control could be exercised It is

pretty certain, too, that m such cases the commercial world would regard

the credit as being impaired Yet should the mvestor take so radical

a position'? As long as the cause is temporary or external and if time will

bring its correction, too severe a condemnation of the maker of the

obligation is unwarranted On the other hand, if somethmg should

occur that permanently alters the status of the security and the price

suffers accordingly, this would be a cause for deeper disappointment to

the investor It is the permanent status of invested funds that con-
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statutes a more reasonable interpretation of the idea of investment credit.

This IS the view of the courts in dealing with failed corporations Their

chief concern is always with the ultimate result It may be highly

inconvenient not to be able to turn one’s property into cash upon short

notice, but it would be expectmg too much to demand instant converti-

bihty of one’s investments mto cash, however desirable such a privilege

may be

Principal and Income.—Prmcipal and mcome are correlative terms in

investment One speaks of one’s prmcipal as the amount of invested

capital This simple statement, however, while conveying the geneial

idea connected with this term is not sufficiently definite for practical

purposes. These terms are hke many others used in investment m that

there is a great deal of hazmess surrounding their meaning

It IS not necessary here to discuss the term “invested capital” as

used by the accountant, the income-tax man, and others, each approach-

ing the matter from different angles From the point of view of the

investor alone, the term has a variety of meanings First, may be men-

tioned the idea that the word “prmcipal” embraces the amount of money
obtained by the corporation or borrower from the purchaser of the

securities, neglecting as of mmor importance the matter of banker's

commissions and similar charges It represents the amount of money
involved m the transaction between investor and borrower This may
or may not approximate the face value of the stocks, bonds, or other

securities purchased In the case of bonds and preferred stocks, it is

likely to be approximately that amount, allowance being made for a small

premium or discount on the bonds at the tame of flotation. In the case

of common stocks, the invested capital is likely to be very much less than
their face value Common stocks often represent mere gifts or bonuses

to the holders of the other securities of the same corporation or to its

promoters, in which cases the amount of mvested capital, or principal,

would be nothing In any case, the idea of the principal here in mind
has to do with the outlay to the investorm the acquisition of the security

During the course of development of the successful business concern,

the stockholders, representing as they do the propiietary interests, find

that the accumulatmg surplus has increased the equity back of their

stock. If this may be looked upon as permanent, it represents additional

investment m the busmess brought about by the use of earnings which
economically speaking belong to the stockholder and, therefore, may be
looked upon as a form of remvestment of what is rightfully his property
It IS permissible in such cases to consider the principal of one’s investment
the origmal outlay plus the portion of accumulated surplus assignable to
each share of stock For the preferred stockholders and bondholders,
the prmcipal usually does not exceed the face value, for the contract
hmits the obhgation of the corporation or borrower to this amount The
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case of bonds and preferred stocks redeemable at a certam figure above

par is a minor exception to the general rule

It is everywhere recogmzed that the safety of the principal is the chief

quality of a high-class investment. One of the leading trust compames
puts the matter thus “Safety of principal should always be the foremost

and guiding consideration in judging the respective merits of the invest-

ment offerings
” The other indispensable quahty relates to the amount,

regularity, and certainty of mcome. Safety of principal is primarily

concerned with risk, while the second is primarily a matter of gain or

profit From an economic pomt of view the pnncipal in some degree at

least has been accumulated at a cost; while the gams are the reward in the

nature of a surplus and only to a hmited degree may be regarded as

reward for saving Income, therefore, for the most part, does not repre-

sent a cost but a surplus to the investor, a clear gam, a price which the

owneis of funds are able to command The pnncipal saciifice was m
the saving and accumulationm order that something might be had for the

future

Moreover, income accrues continuously and is paid at regular inter-

vals of 3 01 6 months, or a year In the case of interest on mortgages and

mortgage bonds, default m a single payment automatically matures the

principal Legal action can then be instituted for the recovery of the

principal and the accrued interest Likewise, defaultm interest payments

on debenture bonds rums the credit of the borrower and leads to legal

measures designed to protect the investor The amount of the loss to

the investor from non-payment of interest seldom amounts to more than

a fraction of the principal There aie some notorious exceptions to this

in the case of the government bonds of Russia and Mexico where the

investor is powerless to enforce the contract In the case of corpoiations,

however, steps toward settlement will ordmarily be taken immediately

Where dividends on preferred stocks are cumulative, their suspense

usually results only in temporary loss In the case of non-cumulative

stocks, dividends once passed may never be made up, and the loss to the

investor is consideiable. On the whole, nevertheless, the protection of

the principal is of prime importance, and the income of secondary

consideration

There is a sense, however, m which mterest or dividend payments are

of the utmost importance Many securities, both stocks and bonds,

as well as other forms of investment, are inadequately supported by

property values, so that when the mterest or dividend payments are

endangered or omitted entirely, serious loss occurs to the principal

Such is the case of most stocks and many debenture bonds Here the

income is important because it serves as a necessary support to the values

of the securities themselves Many securities, on the other hand, are

supported by property values and other considerations and are strong
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enough, to stand alone. The omission of interest payments in such cases

IS only temporary and affects the prmcipal only to a moderate extent

Such are most real-estate mortgages and mortgage bonds, the underlying

bonds of raihoads, or those of well-established public-utdity companies

The Credit Risk.—Within the hmits indicated above, investment iisk

IS made up of thiee distinct parts the credit risk, the market risk, and

unpredictable risks These risks are different in their nature and arise

from entirely different circumstances Each one in itself is the product

of a group of coherent forces and circumstances permeating the fabric of

economic life Each rislc is a powerful determinant in the constant

changes m the market prices of securities In fact all of the changes in

quoted values manifested in the market are attributable to one or more

of these groups of conditions, which act independently of each other,

sometimes exertmg their influence in the same direction, but frequently

in opposite directions when they may to some extent offset each other

A proper understanding of the nature and operation of these forces con-

stitutes the heart of investment knowledge

The credit risk is perhaps the most important of the three risks

It has to do with the maker of the security, the authority of issue.

Modern investment gives rise to a relation between the owner of invest-

ment funds and the beneficiary or user of these funds Funds are trans-

feired from the owner to the beneficialy on the basis of a definite contract.

The main provisions of the agreement between the parties to the contract

depend on the ciedit of the beneficiary Will he be able to “make good”
at the time designated m the instiument of contiact'i* Oi m the case of

stocks and other irredeemable securities, or long-time issues, what is the

probability of the maintenance of the current credit standing of the

maker m the future? If the maker is able to fulfil his obligation at

maturity, or if he is able to maintam his credit standing indefinitely, the

investor can suffer no loss on account of the credit risk But if credit is

impaired through changmg circumstances surrounding the corporation, or

government, or other maker of the obhgation, the security holder stands

good to lose, provided the effect is not counteracted by forces having to

do with other risks The credit risk is usually judged by the record of the

corporation, or government, or other issuing body under consideration

If the record is good and shows a tendency toward improvement over the
past, it may, m the absence of known forces which may impede its further

progress, continue to improve its credit m the future But if the record

shows a downward tendency, and ff there is no known cause which would
produce a change for the better, thhioutlook for the future is worse. In
short, the credit risk is composed of 'the marrow and smews of the financial

structure of the corporation or other issmng body.
The credit risk may be thought of as being constituted of two separate

parts, which have been called the “business risk” and the “financial
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risk The business risk has to do with the business as a unit regardless

of the amount or kinds of securities outstanding It has reference prop-

erly to the nature and amount of the assets and income of a corporation,

which are the vital factors m determinmg the piobability of the invest-

ment remaimng intact and which assure adequate return on invested

capital The likelihood of the permanence of the assets and the suffi-

ciency and stability of the mcome make up the business iisk Stability

of income refers to net mcome and is a function of the relation between

operating and overhead costs, excluding mterest, and the gross receipts

Financial Risk—The financial risk refers to the relative position of the

individual security with reference to the capitahzation of the concern

Concerns with high bonded mdebtedness are more likely to become

insolvent for sheer lack of cash or earning power durmg stringent tiroes

The stockholdeis of such concerns being the residual claimants on both

the assets and income are compelled to accept the greater risk inherent

in such a situation. Their profits are correspondmgly greater in case of

success of the business and sufficient cash to tide over depressions A
simple illustration will make the distmction between the business and the

financial risk clear Suppose a real-estate corporation having a capital

of ®1,000,000 becomes financially embarrassed If the capital is repie-

sented by stock exclusively, then in the event of liquidation or receiver-

ship of the concern, the entire proceeds of the sale of the assets which

may possibly amount to 60 or 75 per cent of the purchase price will

become available for the stockholders. They might, accordingly, recover

50 or 75 cents on the dollar invested and thus limit the loss to a compara-

tively small amount On the other hand, imagine the same corporation

to have 1500,000 of bonds and $500,000 of stocks The bonds are a

prior claim on the assets and m the event of wmdmg up the business there

may be nothing whatever left for the stockholders. In the first instance

the business risk alone was present, but m the second case both business

and financial nsks played their part. Agam, suppose the net earnings

of the same concern to be $30,000 for the year This would represent a

return of 3 per cent available for the stockholders in case there were no

bonds
,
but if there were $500,000 of bonds floated at 6 per cent, it would

require $25,000 to meet the mterest charges, leaving only $5,000 for the

stockholders, which represents only 1 per cent on the investment In

the first instance, the busmess risk was the only risk of the stockholders,

while in the second, the financial nsk was added and resulted in wiping

out most of their income Where the busmess was conducted without

the issue of bonds, the stockholders were entitled to all of the equity in

both the property and mcome; but where 50 per cent of the capital was

represented by bonds, the stockholders were domg business on a smaller or

thinner equity and were entitled to only the residual share m both prop-

1 See Hastings Lyon, Capilahzaium, p 54
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erty and income. The thinner the equity, the larger the financial

risk

The Market Risk—^The market risk has nothing to do with the

internal soundness or condition of the maker of a security, but has its

origin in the general investment market The condition of the invest-

ment market often influences the prices of securities as greatly as credit

standing itself The mterplay of the forces of supply and demand in the

investment market results m distinct movements m security prices For
the present mere enumeration wiU suffice There are the long-time or

secular trends of prices, the shorter swings or cyclical movements, second-

ary or reactionary movements, and daily fluctuations The effect of

market conditions on puces m all of these movements is manifested with-

out reference to the mternal conditions of the particular company and is

usually measured by taking the averages for the different groups of secur-

ities concerned In all pnce movements, the investor must distinguish

carefully between those resulting from mternal changes and those result-

ing from external changes Frequent reference is made to the movement
of the interest rate in this connection It has already been shown that

interest rates are the result of the balance between the supply of and
demand for current investment funds employed in safe undertakings

The market nsk affects stocks and bonds alike, however, although showing
itself more clearly m the case of safe bonds because their yield represents

a “riskless” return The yield from all kinds of securities, nevertheless,

is affected by the amount of investment funds in the market
The market nsk is the chief concern of those who emphasize the

importance of the time to buy as well as what to buy. It may be added
that the time to sell is also of equal importance with the time to buy
Money is regularly made in Wall Street by those who are intelligent and
possess the power of restraint by taking advantage of price movements
resulting from changing market conditions Such investors confine their

purchases to well-secured bonds or stocks, preferring to assume only a
minimum of the credit risk bound up with individual corporations or
governments. Those desiring to assume a certain amount of both the
market and credit nsks will find their opportunity in the purchase of
reasonably well-secured stocks and bonds, neither the safest nor the most
speculative, purchased dunng business depression when prices are low
and money plentiful As the recovery m business sets in and earnings
increase, pnces begin to move strongly upward

In this connection, the date of maturity of the issue is an essential
condition of success The pnces of long-term or irredeemable issues, as
has previously been pointed out, move inversely to money rates and in
proportionate degree The pnces of short-term issues or those whose
maturity dates are near at hand cannot depart far from the face value,
for in this event their yield is affected m disproportionately large degree
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by the approach of the date of redemption The type of security bearing
the greatest market risk and at the same time offering the greatest oppor-
tunity for profits IS therefore the long-term or irredeemable issues

Unpredictable Risks.—Credit nsk and market risk are both subject to

approximate determination by statistical and economic analysis The
third type of risk, however, is composed of more or less diverse elements
and is seldom subject even to mteUigent guess No matter how sound the

credit structure of a business may be or how certamly the market move-
ments of security prices can be foretold, it still remains true that all

investments are subject to risks which cannot possibly be foretold and
in the event of mateiiahzmg may set all calculations at naught This is

only a part of the general uncertainty of economic life or more generally

speaking of life itself Although fully aware of hazardous circumstances

surrounding us, one habitually acts as if they did not exist The Ameri-
can life insurance experience tables show that at the age of twenty-five

out of every 1,000 men hving 8 06 will die during the year Nevertheless,

it is only in rare instances that persons can be found who arrange all of

their affairs to meet the possible eventuality Just as life may be tei-

minated by a thousand and one different diseases and maladies none of

which can be foretold, so mvestments are subject to many reveises and

calamities which are hidden from the vision. They are generally taken

as a matter of course and furnish good foundation for the statement that

no investment is 100 per cent safe. In some cases it is possible to dis-

count the risk, but the most significant of the circumstances of this group

of risks cannot in their very nature be predicted or discounted

While unpredictable risks sometimes affect only one or a limited

number of issues, they are more often general in their influence and alter

the status of large classes of securities Among the first kind may be

mentioned certain forces of nature as, for example, floods, the tides, fire,

storms, and earthquakes. It is common to msure against fire and tor-

nado, but the losses almost invariably exceed the face of the pohcy

Telephone companies especially are exposed to the hazards of wind and

ice which frequently inflict many thousands of dollars damage and have

been known to bankrupt the compames affected In fact, damage from

this source is so common that telephone compames either carry reserves

against such losses or regard part of their surplus as a reserve. The
Mississippi Valley is subject to floods from the rivers that traverse its

course Farm lands, cities, and towns along these streams may at any

time be partially destroyed or wiped out entirely The tides often

furnish cause for equal fear In this connection may be recalled the

Galveston flood and the San Francisco disaster which destroyed untold

millions of dollars of property More recently the flood of the

Arkansas River m Colorado all but wiped out certain sections of the

city of Pueblo
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Closely connected with some of these disasters is what might be called

the engineering risk In the case of Pueblo, for instance, a large portion

of the flood was due to the giving way of a reservoir dam situated many
miles distant m the mountams Even though the best engineering skill

IS used, mistakes are sometimes made either in the physical construction

of the work or in undercalculation of the forces against which resistance is

piovided Some of the earher-eonstructed engineering works are espe-

cially hazardous on account of the experimental stage of engineering

technique at the time of construction New structures are likely to be

more rehable. Hydro-electric plants are especially exposed to the

engineering or experimental risk on account of the strength and character

of unknown forces which are constantly working for the destruction of the

dams and othei parts of the plant The experience with the Panama
Canal may be profitably called to mind m this connection. Slides

occurred which occasioned time and expense to remedy befoie the canal

was again safe for passage The events cited here and many others which

will readily occur to the observer are always possible and come in unex-

pected times and places with losses to investors Some of the losses from

this source have been eliminated from the safest class of securities through

financial expedients, but many of them cannot thus be eliminated and it

behooves the mvestor as fai as it is within his power to discount even the

possibility of their occurrence

The foregoing risks by no means exhaust the possibihties of unpre-

dictable risks There are others even more unpredictable and dire m
their calamitous consequences Of outstanding importance are the

catastrophes of war, the inevitable inflation of the currency with its tram
of maladjustments, the risks of pohtical parties and measures, and the

dangers of social revolutions Wars cause a derangement of the whole

economic system. While some mdustries become enormously profitable

through government demands for matenals and supplies, others are

prostrated through government control of capital and the materials

which become unavailable for the fulfilment of contracts already entered

into. The commandeermg of a nation’s resources for the waging of war
on a modern scale is without doubt necessary, but, on the other hand, it

frequently amounts to confiscation of property The disturbance of

international trade disorgamzes the economic machinery of nations

mainly dependent upon this form of activity for their normal existence.

The export of gold and the mflation of currency have added to the already

full cup of disaster.

Few realize the extent of the risks of politics The demagogue is

always present with the latest nostrum for the cure of economic ills.

Financial and econonuc laws are bemg continuously violated through his

misguided zeal. Laws are enacted which sap the vitahty from sound
banking institutions, impair the credit of railroads and pubhc utilities.
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impose an impossible tax burden upon selected corporations and the

owners of their securities, while allowmg other forms of property to

escape their just share of the pubhc burdens The credit machinery is

sometimes manipulated by government fiat so as to endanger the stability

of large amounts of capital, the courts render decisions that aie mimical

to accumulation and mvestment No detailed mention need be made of

the thousand and one schemes that are constantly being proposed by
political aspiiants which if put mto execution would wreck some of the

most essential industries of the country

This brief rehearsal of the risks of investment is in some degree

discouraging because it shows the impossibility of attaining absolute

safety under present conditions Furthermore, there seems to be no

ground for imagining that much improvement will be made in the near

future To be sure, there has been improvement in some respects which

lessens or segregates much of the risk of investment Such is the develop-

ment within the past century of fire, life, tornado, theft, and other innum-

erable forms of insurance which serve the purpose at least of distributing

the losses instead of allowing them to fall upon the individuals imme-

diately affected Transportation and communication have enormously

improved, rendering the operation of business vastly more certain

Financial machinery has likewise developed so that when properly utilized

it renders msolvenoy improbable. Bisks have also been segregated

through the invention of stocks and bonds and other forms of corporate

financing. Thieves and robbers are more generally apprehended and

brought to justice than formerly

While improvement can be seen in these and other respects, it must

not be overlooked that new risks have developed which to some extent

at least offset the advances made Among these may be mentioned the

likelihood of government interference with industry, the advance of

democracy and control of legislation by the propertyless classes, one-sided

taxation, geographical division of labor, and highly specialized production

which render busmess conditions more uncertam and catastrophes more

widespread, leniency in the punishment of cnmmals, the growing disposi-

tion to regard financial obhgations hghtly, and so forth It would be a

difficult matter to decide accurately and justly the final influence of these

changing forces in economic hfe The practical lesson to be learned is

that of caution, the avoidance of haste in investment, a proper analysis

of the ascertainable risks, and the mvestment of funds in the wisest

manner all things taken mto consideration Above all, the investor

must retain an open mmd, always standmg ready to shift his holdings

from one class of securities to another m conformity with ceaseless

changes

The Safe Investment.—One may now venture an answer to the

problem and say that m the deepest sense of the term a safe mvestment
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is one whose economic value is preserved If one is thinking of the social

sigmficance of the term, then the social value of the investment must be

maintained, if one is thinkmg of the termm the mdmdual sense, then the

individual value must be preserved In either case the value must

mclude both the pnncipal and mcome Such an investment is safe

against all contingencies, whether these relate to the credit risk, the mar-

ket nsk, or unpredictable risks Needless to say, this is a high ideal

of safety and, although it is generally unattamable m practice, it is the

goal desired by all who strive for safety

This conception of safety looks beyond money values On the one

hand, it is not satisfied with an equivalence of money and, on the other,

it does not always exact that full equivalence In the case of rising

commodity puces, that is, decreasing purchasing power of money, bare

compliance with the legal teims of the contract falls short of the main-

tenance of economic values, in the case of falhng prices, that is, increasing

value of money, full compliance with the legal conditions not only

preserves the orginal economic value but provides a surplus in addition

Some are satisfied not to look beyond the money surface of things

For such, the preservation of the money equivalence is sufficient In

the case of a loan held to maturity, full comphance with the legal condi-

tions would meet the situation. In practice this would mean that the

borrower must meet the obligation according to the letter of the contract

The usual form of the investment contract today runs in terms of the

legal tender of the country whose monetary umt forms the basis of the

contract. The fulfilment of the contract is thus in part dependent upon
the ability of the government to maintain a given standard of currency

In case of equity securities, safety of the prmoipal becomes a matter of the

preservation of the essential value of the security and satisfactory market
conditions

The Elements of Investment Credit,—One of the chief tasks confront-

ing the writer on investment is the analysis of risk A proper under-

standing of the mfluences which play their part m risk constitutes a most
essential part of investment knowledge It is the task of Part II of this

volume to analyze the credit risk mto its constituent elements, the

market risk is treated m Part V, and the unpredictable risks aie noted m
Parts III and IV, where the various classes of securities are discussed

The process by which investment bankers determine the credit stand-

ing of a corporation or government is screened from the public eye, and
the novice in investment matters is mystified when confronted with
making a decision as to the relative merits of different issues In spite

of the usual thorough and expensive investigation made upon floating

a new issue, from the point of view of the public there remains a certain

mdefiniteness in the facts presented Although a large amount of infor-

mation is collected and every detail bearing on the issue has been carefully
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searched, there is a lack of definite grouping of the detailed evidence

around certain pivotal factors which he at the basis of ciedit itself

What IS it that gives the investment banker after a thorough investiga-

tion a feeling of confidence in the safety of an issue? The answer to this

question is by no means simple but the careful observer will discover

beneath the surface of the known facts certam fundamental factors which
have consciously or unconsciously been the object ofexammation. Yetfor
some unknown or unaccountable reason, the mass of evidence has not

taken definite form in the presentation of the matter to the pubhc through

descriptive circulars Moreover, some of the vital facts which would
strengthen the case of many securities floated on the market are omitted

entiiely

The credit risk in investment is made up of four distinct and separate

elements which should be made the objective of every investigation.

These are income, assets, contract, and management Three of these

are treated in discussions on mercantile credit under the teims capital,

capacity and character, the contractual element is assumed, since mer-

cantile credit contracts are simple promises to pay Upon these four

elements rests the credit of every corporation, government, or other

maker of securities Although combined in various proportions in the

different issues concerned, there is no issue which to some extent does

not depend for its safety upon all four of these elements The income

element relates to earning capacity or ability to get an income, out of

which interest and dividend payments are made The asset element

refers to the property lying back of the issue which represents the funds

supplied by the investor The contractual element has to do with the

provisions contained m the agreement between the maker of the security

and the owner The management element refers to the human factor m
economic and financial affairs It is concerned with ability of the per-

sonnel as well as with its moral and financial integrity. These four

elements are inherently a part of every financial situation and analysis

must penetrate every one m order to be complete.
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CHAPTER IX

INCOME ELEMENT OP CREDIT

As has been seen, investment risk includes the credit risk and the

market risk Both of these are subject to analysis and prediction to a

large extent The credit risk is the subject of immediate attention, while

movements in market prices are reserved for Part V The present

analysis deals with the mtrinsic values which have their basis in the

special conditions inherent in the different issues, each considered from
its own individual position Statements made m this connection, there-

fore, will have nothmg to do with prices estabhshed in the market as the

result of mfluences external to the issues themselves If this be constantly

borne m mind, it will spare much confusion of thought and facilitate an
understanding of the credit risk.

Investment credit rests fundamentally upon economic values The
main problem arising m the analysis of any given security issue is as to

the specific values lymg back of that issue. These values are either the

income value or the reahzable asset values. These constitute the two
fundamental economic bases of all security values

Income versus Assets—^At this pomt some outstanding facts in the

evolution of ciedit may be briefly recalled Tor centuries prior to the

industrial revolution the common form of loan was the consumption loan

The main concern of the lender durmg these times was the return of his

principal and this depended normally upon the pledging, explicitly or

implicitly, of certain property as security. Doubtless many of these

loans were eventually paid out of future mcome of the borrower but in the
main they must have been paid through surrender of asset values As
the age of capital dawned, a fundamentally new factor was introduced m
the income-producing capacity of the capital itself With this it was
natural to inquire into the relation between the contemplated income
from the employment of capital itself and the amount stipulated as the
interest. But then, as now, the mcome from the use of capital was looked
to mainly as the source of payment of interest, while the final payment
of the loan depended as before upon asset values If the earning power
of the property remained ununpaired when the loan came due, renewal of

the loan was possible on the same fundamental basis of mcome But
if this were impaired and credit gone, the lender could look only to realiz-

able asset values in the satisfaction of his loan

136
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In the current literature of investment and finance there is no want of

emphasis upon the importance of mcome or earmng capacity of corpora-

tions in estimating the quahty of their securities. This is evidenced by
the large amount of space in the circulars of mvestment bankers which is

devoted to the analysis of earnings Writers on the general pnnciples of

finance have likewise devoted large (perhaps unduly large) amounts of

space to the significance of this element in credit In his Financial

Policy of Corporations, Dewing says, “Bonds issued on the general credit

rest, as all other corporate securities ultimately rest, on the earning

capacity of the corporation So investors and speculators alike inquire

most eagerly concerning the earmngs of a busmess whose securities they
contemplate purchasing

This emphasis on income is evidence of a fundamental and widespread
conviction that the eainings of business enterprises constitute the funda-

mental basis of investment values. This position may be readily granted

if the mcome of the enteiprise be ample and permanent, so as to meet all

interest requirements on its bonds Then little attention need be paid to

property values While this situation is common enough in experience,

such loans are only a fraction of all productive investments on the market
The opposite extreme may be indicated in the case of certain publishing

houses which have issued bonds, the proceeds of which were spent in

mcreasmg circulation through advertising campaigns Nothing but

intangible values can be claimed in this case—intangible values which

are subject to all of the uncertamties and fluctuations in subscriptions

to which the magazine business is subject. These frequently vanish over-

mght and investment values crumble. Income values are undoubtedly

indispensable to the soundness of all corporate securities. But the sus-

taining force of asset values constitutes the ultimate security when busi-

ness income fails It is, furthermore, true that both income and assets

are conditioned upon the legal and moral sanctions with which every

corporate issue is invested Income may then be regarded as the sine

qua non of investment values but it, nevertheless, faUs far short of pro-

viding that degree of certamty which can be attamed in practice only

through the sustaimng force of property values and the legal and moral

sanctions accompanying aU mvestments

Consumption Loans—In the above discussion one has had corporate

issues especially in mind In the case of pubhc and private consumption

loans, payment of interest is conditioned upon the availabihty of income

drawn from sources other than the productive capacity of the prop-

erty which brought the loan into existence. Such loans represent

only advance consumption on the part of borrowers and in the normal

course of events they are ultimately to be satisfied, like all expenditures

for consumption purposes, out of earmngs from various other sources of
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income. Loans of this type were historically the earhest to make their

appearance and are today still very common Such are the loans of

building and loan associations and other agencies which provide capital

for residence property, instalment loans of all kinds, and the like In all

of these instances the extraneous sources of income are varied according

to circumstances of the individual borrowers The problem of credit

then IS to discover the amount and nature of personal incomes. These

are likely to be a composite of personal earnings, salaries, and profits

of undertakings, as well as interest and dividends on investments But

the apphcability of personal mcomes to the satisfaction of investment

obhgations is conditioned agam upon the personal circumstances of the

borrowers which are generally unknown and hkely to be of transient

nature. The net lesult is that in practice limited attention is paid to

personal income m consumption loans The mam security of all such

loans IS sought in the actual property concerned rather than in the income

of the borrower The fact that such loans as a class have a very satis-

factory record is due, however, both to personal income and to the

property values back of the loans Payment of these loans is commonly

made from personal mcomes but private consumption loans could not

be made without the indispensable factor of the chattel mortgage or lien

on the property m question

Government Loans.—Government and municipal securities call for

brief treatment here Most writers stress good faith in this connection

and often to the negligence of other elements If the government or

mumcipality has sufficient revenues so that the mterest on the obligation

can be unquestionably mamtamed, its credit will remain unassailed

On the other hand, no matter how fiawless may be the faith of the obligor

in keeping its promises, no matter how long a record it may have for

the unquestionable satisfaction of its obhgations, if the time ever comes

when taxation weighs so heavily upon the people that it becomes an

unbearable burden, the interest payments would assume an uncertainty

which would immediately be reflected m the price of the loans on the

market The obligation in such a case becomes questionable, not

because of lack of good faith but out of sheer inabihty to pay But it

is not a matter only, or even chiefly, of mterest payments The prin-

cipal of public obhgations itself can be paid only out of taxation and
other revenues. If it is assumed that governments and other civil bodies

should pay their debts, the abihty to pay is represented by the tax-

ability of the people, which is the only practical means of discharging

pubhc obhgations The income of governments is drawn from the

income of the people, and no government could endure that filched

the lion’s share of this from the people The precise percentage which
can be gathered m taxation depends wholly upon the circumstances m
each case
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The importance of the income element of credit m government and
municipal bonds may be illustrated from past history and from recent

events In the days of internal improvements m the United States both

states and municipalities which had lent money for these purposes

defaulted mamly for the reason that they were unable to pay interest,

although there are examples of broken faith. Wholesale defaults on South
American bonds m 1931 were due largely to mabihty to meet interest

requirements This mabihty resulted partly from the decline m the

prices of export commodities and partly from an unfavorable exchange

late brought about by the world financial crisis There was probably

no case of willful default

Income as a Basis of Credit—In the case of long-time corporation

bonds and stocks the mcome element of credit plays a far more impor-

tant role than it does m the case of short-time loans Typical com-
mercial loans to business concerns, when properly made, rest not so

much on earmngs as on the value to be realized out of the sale of assets

m the regular conduct of the business The amounts of such loans

usually preclude the possibihty of payment from net earmngs But
m the case of long-time investment issues, the mcome of the corporation

is depended upon to pay not only for accruing interest but frequently

also for the redemption of the debt through smkmg funds or other accu-

mulations If the credit of the concern is satisfactory when the loan

matures, refunding is always possible so that the principal of the loan

m reality may never be permanently canceled Both the interest and

principal thus depend upon the earmngs of the corporation for the

maintenance of their integrity

In the case of fixed- or maximum-mcome securities the reliance of

the investor is largely upon the earning capacity of the corporation

This must be m excess of the amount required to satisfy the payments

as they fall due In other words, there must be a margin of safety m
aimual earnings over interest or dividend requirements to insure safety.

If this margin is sufficient to satisfy the demands of investors for risk-

less investments, the income alone will be sufficient to maintain the

full credit of the bond or stock

This general reasomng apphes also to common stocks and partici-

patmg issues It has become the general custom m the case of the

stocks of stable value to establish dividend rates at the point where

they possess reasonable stabihty In stocks of this class the customary

rate of dividend is regarded m the same way as in the case of fixed-

income securities It then becomes only a matter of calculating the

margin of safety in earmngs over dividend requirements

'^en the income is not sufficient to guarantee the payment of interest

or dividends, the issue is reduced to the class of risk-bearing invest-

ments This immediately affects the value of the issue, since a pre-
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mium for the risk is demanded by investors In the field of finance,

certain income standards have been set up and have become generally

recognized as necessary for nskless mvestments Anything below these

standards tends to raise doubts and the risk inci eases in proportion as

the income falls short of accepted standards Analysis of secuiities

from the standpomt of mcome becomes largely a matter of setting stand-

ards of safety in margms. Risk then becomes a function of the failure

to measuie up to the accepted standards

Income Requirements—Standards of safety themselves depend upon

certain characteristics of income Aside from the matter of adequacy

which may be designated as the first requirement, the characteiistics

of permanency, stability, and quahty all affect the standards set and

the risk involved m the various issues

Stability.—In addition to being adequate, the ideal income for invest-

ment purposes is the one which is constant in amount from year to year

This inspires certamty and would insure adequacy at all times But

few business concerns produce income which is free from significant

fluctuations The greater these fluctuations, the greater the uncer-

tainty In practically all foims of investment, payments have to be

made either annually, semi-annually, quarterly, or even monthly The
assurance of ability to meet these payments then must be as continuous

as the payments themselves Furthermore, the greater the instability

of corporate earnings, the greater must be the total of income over a

series of years m order to produce the same assurance to investors that

funds will be at hand at aU times Adequacy in case of unstable earn-

ings IS best measured by the years of mmimum income. Corporations

of fluctuating earmngs, therefore, will find a larger total margin over

requirements necessary than corporations of constant earnings

Permanence.—The question of permanence is also of vital impor-

tance Industries in which the services of capital have shown a

permanent value produce more confidence in investors than those of

transitory value Industries that meet the fundamental wants of the

people become fixed mstitutions in economic Me, while those that cater to

a passmg fancy have an unsound basis of investment values Ideally,

the question of permanence should coincide with the life of the security

m question But we have saidm another place that the distant maturi-

ties in the investment field are httle better than mockery and that,

after all, the only pragmatic meamng that can attach to the term per-

manence IS that of perfectness As far as it lies within the power of

human vision to discover flaws in the fundamental relation of earnings

to requirements, just so far does it he within the human vision to scru-

timze the future Permanence can mean nothing else then than per-

fectness, and perfectness in turn is conditioned upon the assignment
of unpredicatable events to the realm of oblivion Nothing further,
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then, can be required m connection with the question of permanence
than that the investment be able to stand the most scrutimzmg tests

and analysis/
Quality—The quahty most desired in corporate income is that pos-

sessed by money, since obhgations and dividends are always payable

in money The mere statement of this seems to be a trmsm, never-

theless earmngs are commonly affected by other quahties than money
In several respects one has to delve beneath the surface to discover

whether so-called “earnings” are really the stuff out of which the cor-

poration can satisfy the financial demands made upon it. Reported

earnings are too frequently affected by adjustments of inventory and

supplies to the lower of cost or market, which may result in an under-

statement of actual results for the period immediately preceding In

turn with reversal of conditions, earnings are frequently overstated

through the sale of products at advanced prices. In either of these

cases the implied meamng of earmngs is violated Earmngs should

represent, first of all, the result of operating the business.

In the second place, earnmgs may result from operations but the

proceeds may be reinvested in inventory and supphes or fixed assets and

hence be unavailable to meet the company’s obhgations. Again, earn-

mgs may result from a liberal credit pohcy, in which case funds may be

tied up in receivables and agam unavailable for other purposes Divi-

dends frequently depend upon available cash as well as upon earnings

and it is of the highest importance that a suitable cash policy be fol-

lowed so as to attain this end

Income Analysis.—Income has been defined in accountancy as the

net addition to the business over a given interval of time, and deficits

as the net deductions This is undoubtedly a broad conception of income

and the final results of the conduct of busmess must be measured by such

standards Viewed in this way the analysis of corporate mcome involves

discussion of all the features of current operation and, m addition, cer-

tain other matters affectmg current changes m the financial affairs not

directly associated with the primary activity of the busmess Agam,

detailed income statements of accountants mclude all items of outgo

as well as income Indeed, sound analysis of business activity is possible

only when all outlays and charges, as well as receipts, are included.

For the detailed items of busmess mcome the investment analyst

IS dependent upon the published results of accountancy. Unfortunately,

these detailed items are not always pubhshed, so that the investor is

helpless in many situations. Moreover, as regards published items we

earnestly wish for unifornuty of detail m accountmg although this

IS not to be found in practice Within recent years there has been much

improvement m this respect but it can hardly be said that, except for

railroads and public utilities, scientific or uniform accounting has been
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achieved. Through the influence of pubhc regulation, railroads and

public utihties have made substantial progress The former in partic-

ular, under the guidance of the Interstate Commerce Commission, now
publishes reports that leave httle to be desired. But in the general

field of industry, until recently, there has been a notable absence of any

progress But through the influence of the administration of the federal

income tax, considerable advance has been made Yet the analyst

is too commonly confronted with a degree of diversity, obscurity,

and uncertainty that might well cause him to despair of dependable

results

No matter how perfect the mcome statement may be, there aie cer-

tain facts about business operation that cannot be revealed in financial

statements. These have to do with techmcal matters which lie outside

of the field of accountancy They are mostly physical and commercial

facts and raise engineering and econonuc problems. Money statements

cannot reveal the efficiency of labor and machinery nor can they give

a qualitative analysis of the trend of the business It is only through

the discovery of the causes for trends m expenses, outlays, and charges

that a close view of financial soundness can be attained In recognition

of these and other matters, modern requirements demand supplementary

reports accompanying the annual financial statements setting forth

these matters Here, too, progress is being made, but for many cor-

porations this represents an uncultivated field m publicity The investor

frequently has to depend upon other sources for information concerning

these matters

Income Statement.—Before a definite procedure in analysis can be

undertaken, it is necessary to rearrange the detailed items furnished by
the accountant in the interest of accuracy, uniformity, and for purposes

of comparison This demands a logical classification of the flow of

funds to and from the busmess Such an outline statement is offered

below

Outline of Incoue Statement

Gross operating income

From whioh deduct,

Expenses for labor, materials, fuel, salaries, and so forth

Gross profits

From -whioh deduct,

Repairs, mamtenance, msurance, depreciation, and other reserves

Net profit

Add,

Other mcome from investments, sale of asset values, and so forth

Total mcome
From which deduct,

Taxes, rentals, mterest on short-time loans

Net mcome v
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Gross Operating Income.—Gross operating income should include

only honafide items that arise out of the regular operation of the business

As such, it should include all net receipts through sale of goods or serv-

ices after allowance has been made for discounts and returned goods.

It may also properly include partly or wholly manufactured goods if

made on contract, even though undehvered Some compames even
include the cost of goods manufactured during the year, although still

unsold, and occasionally a profit is arbitrarily added Such practices

are subject to grave question Gross operatmg income should exclude

such items as the occasional sale of assets outside the regular operation

of the business It should also exclude all items commg under the head

of other income.

Price Changes.—Gross operating mcome depends upon two factors,

namely, the price of the product or service which the organization sells,

and the physical volume of sales Traditionally price controls both

the trend of the gross income of the business as a whole and also the

stability of business through temporary fluctuations m general business

conditions. Price changes are of two kinds, namely, changes in the gen-

eral price level, and changes m the prices of particular products and
services Both of these present serious problems with which business

has to deal.

From the point of view of current operation, changes in price levels

are of only temporary importance and affect the income only during the

interval of the change and durmg the period of readjustment which

follows But they are far more serious when viewed from the standpoint

of relation of earnings to capital invested In rising prices, earnings

increase without proportional mcrease m the capital invested and hence

this ratio increases But when pnces fall, earmngs in relation to capital

invested fall also. This is unavoidable because competition of new capi-

tal and equipment produced at a lower cost level reduces permanent

earmngs in relation to origmal invested capital At the present juncture

this looms as a serious problem in all competitive business It is likely

to present obstacles to the regulated industries also under the principle

of reproduction cost m valuation for rate-makmg purposes (to be dealt

with later)

On the other hand, price changes m individual commodities and

services are usually the result of changes m the cost of production and

do not affect the value of fixed capital and equipment Nevertheless,

these changes create grave problems in themselves, since they render

more difficult the abihty to mamtam net earmngs at the accustomed

ratio A number of mdustnes have suffered from this situation since

the World War The difficulties of the sugar, the copper, rubber, agri-

cultural, and other mdustnes are largely attributable to this cause

These industries were expanded durmg the war and produced m too
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large volume to mamtam their former position m the price structure

Here as elsewhere the success of mdividual companies is hmited by
general conditions m the mdustiy

Volume —^By volume is meant the physical amount of business

transacted. It has to do with the number of units of product passing

through the orgamzation Where a business enterprise is engaged in

the production of a comparatively few number of products, it is rela-

tively easy to measure the volume of business, but where the variety

of products IS multiphed, no satisfactory method of calculating volume
in its entirety has been invented In such cases one must be satisfied

with data showing trends and tendencies with reference to each of the

detailed pioducts concerned It is of the utmost importance to look

beyond the money volume of business to discover real trends In the

case of rising prices the money volume of busmess is always exaggerated

and things take on an unduly rosy appearance In case of faUmg prices,

such as the world experienced in 1930-1932, the money volume of busi-

ness exaggerates the decrease in volume In the reports of corporations

for these years, supplementary information is generally given to correct

an otherwise too pessimistic outlook upon the future

The volume of busmess which an enterprise is likely to secure is ulti-

mately dependent upon the state of the development of the industry

in which it IS engaged The progress of a given company m the industry

is dependent largely upon the management It should be remembered
that busmess concerns operating m a new industry are hmited m their

success by the pubhc reception given to the products For example, for

many years the automobile industry lagged for no other reason than that

the automobile was not yet regarded as a umversal necessity The
same can be said for the radio, artificial refrigeration, and other indus-

tries In fact, all important mdustnes have had to pass through a

pioneer stage which is characterized by low volume of sales and severe

competition for the busmess available However this may be, increased

volume of busmess has become the watchword of modern factory pro-

duction Mass production with all of its weighty advantages has largely

shifted the emphasis from pnce to volume.

Direct Expenses.—^The gross operating mcome constitutes the fund
out of which are met all of the costs of carrying on the business These
costs are either direct or mdirect Direct costs include manufacturing
costs, selhng expenses, general and administrative expenses, the cost of

raw materials going mto the product, and so forth Direct costs will

include only such items as are occasioned by the actual operation of the
business m the production of commodities or services It excludes items
mcurred m a program of construction or expansion which are properly
charged to the capital account Nevertheless, the difficulty of making a
rigid separation of these costs from operatmg costs has lessened the accu-
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racy of accounting in many concerns which regularly charge such items

to current operations This swells the umt costs over the period con-

cerned and, of course, gives a false idea of current costs of production

Cost items, in industrial concerns where little or no accounting control

is exercised by any outside authority, should be closely scrutimzed for

hidden values

The control of costs m industry is partly a matter of circumstances

and partly of management Among the more common instances where

the management can exercise no immediate control may be mentioned

the following location of the enterprise with reference to raw materials,

market, and labor supply, the prices of raw materials, fuel, supphes, and
wage rates, access to the capital market; the volume of business at hand,

and so forth

But the thmgs that make for success in the long run are ultimately

under the control of the management Some of the more important

factors in reducing costs to a mmimum may be briefly mentioned here

First, there is the techmcal process of production or conduct of a busi-

ness which must be carried on with the least amount of effort and expense.

All waste must be ruthlessly ehnunated. There must be the right com-

bination of capital and labor, the right kind of machinery for the pur-

pose in hand, so as to produce the product at the lowest combined cost

possible The retention of old or obsolescent machinery and equipment

will defeat the entire program as against more progressive establish-

ments Second, theie must be the proper coordmation of all of the units

of the enterpiise, so as to reduce to the lowest point combined costs

Proximity of the different units of a factory results in great saving m
the handling of materials in process of manufacture Third, there is

the matter of diversifymg the products, so as constantly to employ to the

greatest advantage all capital and labor and reduce to the minimum
seasonal and cychcal fluctuations in demand Fourth, advantageous

pui chase of raw materials and supphes may materially increase profits.

Fifth, proper relations must be cultivated with the labor and administra-

tive officers In this day of cooperation m mdustry some plan of admit-

ting these to a share in the responsibihty and results of the business seems

to be a requisite to success For this purpose, employee ownership

and representation in the councils of the concerns have been devised

They are calculated to secure harmomous relations among all concerned,

to create a contented personnel, and to reduce the labor and adminis-

trative turnover.

Gross Profits.—If from gross operating mcome direct expenses be

deducted, one obtains gross profits This item in the outhne of income

represents the portion of the revenues available for meeting capital costs

of aU description. The latter mclude specifically expenses for repairs,

maintenance, msurance, depreciation, and possibly other similar items.
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Repairs, mamtenance, and insurance of building and equipment are

properly capital expenses and, moreover, are only to a minor degree

under the control of the management For these reasons it has been

deemed best to keep them rigidly separated from all direct expenses

The question of depreciation deserves special consideration Depre-

ciation may be for wear and tear, obsolescence, or inadequacy The

technical calculation of depreciation for all of these purposes must be

left to the engmeer and accountant. At best it is a difficult and uncer-

tain procedure While in certam types of business such as lailroads

and public utilities standards have been worked out for averages, they

frequently have httle application m individual cases On the other

hand, where the policy of depreciation is under the control of no outside

agency, too frequently arbitrary standards are set up Depreciation

for wear and tear is a fairly simple engmeermg problem But depre-

ciation foi obsolescence is a matter of much guesswork Even the very

meamng of the term is shrouded in mystery Perhaps the principle

which comes closest toward defimng the idea is that obsolescence results

from failure of machmery and equipment to produce lesults that will

meet the competition of more recent mventions and processes These

cannot be calculated with certamty In practice a large portion of

depreciation on this account is not and cannot be provided for in reserve

accounts It is doubtful, except m those rare cases where some degree

of certainty can be obtained, whether depreciation for this cause is a

proper charge against revenues Reserves which are subject to no defi-

nite calculation might be entirely eliminated from income statements

and balance sheets When they do come, as come they will, it seems to

be entirely proper to charge them against surplus Little advantage

comes from segregatmg varying amounts for indefinite purposes while

much is lost to the legitimate income of the corporation. In a general

way the above remarks also apply to reserves for inadequacy The
guiding principle in all cases should be the degree of certainty with

which calculations may be made
Whatever reserves may be kept under the head of depreciation, in

the nature of the case considerable inaccuracy must always be experi-

enced It IS as easy to err on the side of conservatism as on the side of

inadequacy. In the former case earmngs are concealed, while in the

latter they are padded The status of the depreciation accountancy is

perhaps the darkest spot m the realm of finance While the policy is

frequently made known, it is almost impossible ever to check the actual

results of the pohcy adopted. Here as m so many other places in finance

and accounting one has to fall back upon the comparative results in

similar fields of enterprise.

Net Profits.—^By net profits is meant the difference between the
gross income and the sum of the direct and indirect costs of production
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They represent the financial results of the operation of the business

They constitute the residual share of the earnings of the organization

attributable to the function of capital employed directly in the further-

ing of the objects for which the busmess was organized Net profits

are the best test of the success or failure of the enterprise.

Other Income—^Almost every business organization of any conse-

quence will find it necessary to carry an item in its income statement

to include all income not accounted for in the regular way Such income

originates from some source not directly connected with the regular

operation of the busmess Smce these sources of revenue are entirely

detached fiom the mam sources and occur only incidentally, they are

not included in the item of gross revenue, since this would distort certain

relationships and ratios which are held to be valuable indexes of the status

of the business

Among the sources of other income may be mentioned, first, income

from investment of idle funds m stocks and bonds of other companies

or in the obligations of cml bodies Income from these sources should

be restricted to the actual interest or dividends received and realized

profits It would be unwise to include in this item reahzed profits

as represented by change m market prices

A common source of profit durmg the boom days of 1928-1929 was

the placing of large amounts of corporate funds on the New York call

loan market, the so-called “bootleg loans
” Call mterest rates were

high and corporations supplemented their earnmgs with funds obtained

from the sale of their own long-time securities at low interest rates and

thereby reahzed an important additional profit

Many other sources of other income are found For instance, rail-

roads frequently engage m conductmg hotels and amusements as an

incidental adjunct to the conduct of transportation service Likewise,

property which is often held mcidentally produces an income m the inter-

val So also profits on the sale of permanent assets frequently swell

the income account of certam years Tax refunds are often included in

other income also

Whatever the source may be, other mcome should be carefully sepa-

rated from the operating revenues so that the results of the management

in the conduct of the primary busmess wdl stand out The primary

test of business efficiency is m the relation of mcome which invested

capital can be made to produce Hence earnmgs on the primary prop-

erty of a concern should be kept undefiled

Total Income.—Other mcome added to net profits gives the total

income of the corporation after paymg all expenses of conducting the

busmess and providing for upkeep and depreciation of capital But

before this amount is available for capital charges, certam other claims

have to be met
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Deductions—Chief among these are taxes of all sorts levied by

federal, state, and local governments Advanced methods of account-

ing now require that taxes attributable only to the period of operation

included in the statement are to be deducted under this item This

is of especial significance m case the fiscal year of the company does not

coincide with the calendar or tax year

Certain other deductions should also be made from total income before

net mcome is reached Frequently in the operation of a business con-

cern it IS advantageous to rent property rather than purchase it This

practice is quite common m railroad consohdations ^ Since the operation

of the business itself is conditioned upon the continued use of this prop-

erty, it IS proper fiist to make these deductions from total mcome the

same as in the case of taxes Both legally and economically, these repre-

sent prior claims to the mcome of the corporation over those of all classes

of securities It is well also to deduct interest charges on short-time

loans before arriving at final income available for capital charges. The
reason for this hes in the practical priority of claim on income of this

type of loan over long-time loans Moreover, many of these loans are

of temporary or seasonal character and are liquidated regularly in the

ordinary course of busmess.

Net Income.—The net income of the corporation is the final figure

sought m the search for that portion of income which represents the

amount available for interest and dividends on outstanding securities

All other deductions are either a legal or an economic necessity, or more
often a combination of both Net income is the result of what has been

called the productivity of capital. This figure lepresents the contn-

bution of capital to the results of the enterprise. As such, it is the share

that goes to capital as its reward as one of the factors of production

The further division of this sum is conditioned upon the relative priority

of interest charges, sinking funds, dividends, and the like

Sinking Funds.—The question of sinking funds on capital obligations

is a troublesome one Sinking funds on bonds or preferred stocks are

in no sense a charge upon the operation of the business, since they repre-

sent a method of repayment of capital. Logically, therefore, the true

revenues of the corporation back of the securities m question are the earn-

ings before the deduction of all sinking funds. It is, nevertheless, true

that sinking funds on obligations which have priority over jumor issues

are a legal obhgation of the corporation over the latter On the other
hand, it can be successfully argued that the payment of sinking funds
increases the capital values back of junior obhgations by an equivalent

amount, smce it cancels an equal amount of prior debts It would,
nevertheless, place a false mterpretation upon income to deduct sinking
funds before making calculations concerning the suflBciency of the net
income to meet capital charges and dividends For this reason they
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have been omitted from the mcome statement. Sinking funds often

influence the dividend pohcy of corporations, even though the equities

which they represent accrue to the benefit of the stockholders

Holdmg Companies—Throughout this discussion the operating

company has been in mmd It is necessary at this point to give a brief

discussion also of the holdmg company
Two methods of keepmg accounts are ordmarily used with respect

to the holding company In the first case, the method of consolidating

the accounts of all the operating subsidianes mto one consolidated state-

ment IS used In the other case, each separate subsidiary, as well as

the holding company, stands upon its own basis Good reasons exist

for both methods of treatment but not for a given company Which-
ever method is used depends upon the circumstances in each case The
author can do httle more here than indicate the principle that should

control

When correctly used, the consohdated statement is designed to meet
the situation where all of the subsidiaries are controlled by the holding

company and operated as a smgle business and financial unit Even
though the consolidation of interests may be so thorough that all of the

securities of the subsidiaries have been taken up or exchanged for those

of the holding company, it may, nevertheless, be desirable for legal,

administrative, or marketmg purposes to retam the identity of the sepa-

rate corporate organizations However, if some of the securities of any
of the subsidiaries remain outstanding m the hands of the public, inter-

est or dividend payments on these minority interestsmust first be deducted

before arriving at the net income of the consohdated organization

Consolidations of this type are found most frequently in the field of

industrial and mafnufactunng corporations, which almost invariably

issue simphfied consohdated statements for the benefit of the general

pubhc
Consolidations of the second type are found largely in the public-

utility field where a holdmg company acquires properties widely

scattered Except for certain financial and broad administrative

functions, the holdmg company is not matenal to the existence of the

subsidiaries The essential fact here is that each operatmg utilityJs of

necessity an independent operatmg unit. It is, moreover, subject to

regulation by state or local authorities where it is treated m rate making
and m other public relations as an independent unit All of its affairs

are conducted with the sole objective of its own welfare in view It

is almost universally true m these cases that the holdmg company holds

only a small mmority of the total securities of the subsidiaries, included

m which IS the majority of the voting stock Under these circumstances,

it IS appropriate for each subsidiary, as well as the holding company,
to render separate statements Holdmg company revenues then, m
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SO far as they are derived from subsidiary properties, are constituted

only of the actual income received through the payment of interest and

dividends on the bonds and stocks of the subsidiaries

Income Ratios.—The efficiency of a management, as well as the finan-

cial tendency of a business, is revealed by an examination of certain

items of the income statement with respect to the relation they bear to

each other Absolute figures for a single year seldom tell anything worth

while. But certam sigmficant ratios running over a period of years show

the true character and status of the business Every kind of business

will be found to have financial ratios pecuhar to itself Compara-

tive figures covering different kmds of business are generally meamng-
less. The matter of financial standards for each type of business is

now receiving much attention, but it must be admitted the success

that has accompanied most of the studies is meager, and conclusions

are at best imperfect On the other hand, it is only by the establish-

ment of standard ratios for each type of business, or perhaps for

each organization itself, and by companng actual results over a period

of years that the true tendency of a business organization can be

discovered.

Operatmg Ratio.—One of the most important income ratios is the

operating ratio long used in railroad analysis but also significant for

public-utility and industrial corporations This ratio is the percentage

of direct expenses to gross operating income. The reciprocal of this

ratio IS the profits ratio representing the percentage of gross profits to

gross operating income The operatmg ratio is best calculated before

deduction for repairs, maintenance, insurance, and depreciation, since

this class of items is subject to optional charges Nevertheless, these

items are frequently included m expense before figuring the ratio This

IS especially the case in railroad finance But even here the operatmg
ratio would have more meaning if these items weie omitted from the

calculation

The true operatmg ratio gives the percentage of gross returns that

IS absorbed m direct operatmg expenses In industrial corporations an
average ratio would be probably around 85 per cent; in railroads, as that

term has been mterpreted, it is normally somewhere between 70 and
80 per cent, while m pubhc utdities it is somewhat less Every type of

business will have a normal ratio pecuhar to itself. The controlling

principle is the relative amount of capital employed in the business

Where capital is large m comparison with the value of the output, the

operatmg ratio will be relatively low, where it is small with reference to

the output, the ratio will be high Hence a relatively high ratio in manu-
facturing concerns, and a relatively low ratio m electric companies In
hydro-electric plants the operatmg ratio is frequently as low as 15 per
cent
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Every manager consciously or unconsciously conducts his business

with a certain ratio which he considers normal for his establishment.

An advancing operating ratio over a series of years is a danger signal

It will naturally lead to skimping of repairs and maintenance in order

to show as large net profits as possible The hope of the management is

that succeeding years will bring improvement in the ratio, when the
expenses for repairs and mamtenance which have been postponed will be
made up and the property brought back to normal condition A declin-

ing operating ratio is just as surely a sign of efficient management
The speculator m common stocks keeps a close eye upon the operating

ratio
,
for when this is high, prospects for profits applicable to the com-

mon stock are discouragmg, and when it is low, piospects are brighter

The operating ratio, hke all other ratios, must be interpreted with

reference to currency conditions The discussion above assumes a

stable currency In periods of rapidly nsmg puces, when the prices of

finished commodities are rising faster than expenses, the natural tendency

in industrial establishments is for the operating ratio to decrease Periods

of falling prices show a reverse movement, the ratio m many instances

going beyond 100 per cent This was the case m the severe collapse m
1920 and is a universal phenomenon in crisis years The case of rail-

roads and public utilities is different, and the opposite tendency is likely

to appear This is because rates are controlled and advanced sluggishly

m periods of rising prices and are reduced in a belated fashion in periods

of falling prices On the other hand, operating expenses increase rapidly

while prices rise and descend more rapidly when prices are falling.

The operating ratio has httle significance for holding companies

Public utihties are now becoming almost everywhere controlled by
holding companies The gross income of the pure holding company is

made up of interest and dividend payments on the securities of the

subsidiaries Neither the gross nor the net income of a holding company
has any great significance for the mvestor. The individual and consoli-

dated income statements of the subsidiary companies, compared with

the securities outstanding in the hands of the public, show the real status

of holding company securities

Net Income to Investment.
—

^The true investment ratio is the ratio of

net income to invested capital This ratio shows the final results of the

use of capital in the enterprise It takes mto account the effect of the

quality of the management, the conditions pecuhar to the enterprise itself,

and the general situationm the industry at large. Here as elsewhere the

trend revealed by this ratio is of especial importance It represents

what the management is able to accomplish with the additional capital

entrusted to it by its security holders or that plowed back into the prop-

erty from surplus earmngs As long as the company is progressive, it

will find new uses for additional capital at a favorable trend in this ratio

;
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but when new uses for these funds have not been found, the ratio is likely

to show a declining trend.

This ratio may be divided into two supporting subratios, namely, the

ratio of net income to fixed capital and net income to current assets.

Overexpansion is revealed when the former ratio tends to decline, and a

lack of operating efliciency when the latter shows a downward trend

The Margin of Safety.—^The term margm of safety is frequently used

in connection with mcome It refers to the pioportion of the “balance

for charges” which remains after the payment of fixed charges The

balance for charges is the net mcome remaining after deducting all

expenses for operation, maintenance, repairs, and so forth, as well as

taxes, reseives for depreciation, and the like Fixed charges include

interest on funded and floating debt, rentals, sinking funds, interest and

principal on car trust certificates (m the case of railways), the amount

necessary to meet interest and principal payments on serial bond issues,

and so forth. If the balance for charges amounts to $100,000 and fixed

charges total $40,000, the margin of safety would be $60,000, or 60 per

cent The absolute figure, of course, means nothing, the percentage of

the income available after deductmg fixed charges indicates the financial

status of the business.

When the margm of safety is calculated for each year for a senes of

years, it gives an accurate mdex to the financial trend of a business If it

shows a tendency to increase, the busmess is in a healthy state, but if it

shows a tendency to decrease, danger is indicated If the margm of

safety for each year is 30 to 35 per cent or higher, the bonds of the cor-

poration are m a relatively strong position. If the percentage should fall

to zero and remam there for any length of time, the credit of the company
would be ruined and failure may result Even before failure occurs,

when the margin of safety smks to low levels, the stockholders’ position

becomes precarious Debenture bondholders may also materially suffer

even though actual failure does not result

The Factor of Safety.—^All thmgs considered, the figure of most sigmf-

icance to security holders is the factor of safety. This is calculated for

each issue separately The amount available for capital charges con-

stitutes the starting pomt. It is similar to the balance for charges except

that rentals and interest on floatmg debt have been deducted These
items are so closely connected with the operation of the business that it is

necessary to make allowance for them before calculating the factor of

safety on capital obligations The factor of safety is the percentage of the
amount of net mcome remainmg after interest or dividends have been
met

Two methods are available for calculating the factor of safety.

Whichever one is used, the bonds and stocks of a given corporation must
arranged m order of their pnority of claim as shown by the contract, or
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as allowed by receivers’ courts With this in mind, receivers’ certificates

would hold first place, then would follow, in order, equipment obligations,

first-mortgage and underlying bonds on important propeity, mortgage
bonds of ihfenor hen in their order, debenture bonds, preferred stocks,

and, lastly, common stocks Where there are several series of issues with
different claims within a given class, they must, of course, be arranged
with the class according to the order of their priority Where there are

bonds of equal priority on different portions of a corporation’s property
representing equal claims on the net income, they should be considered

together in calculatmg the factor of safety. Sinking-fund chaiges, pay-
ment of serial bonds falhng due, maturing equipment obligations, and so

forth, would always be included as part of the capital charges of the issue

to which they pertain

Until recently, the most widely used method of calculating the factor

of safety considered bond and stock issues, m the order of their priority,

on the basis of the income available for the issue in mind after deduction

had been made for charges on all prior issues This gave a new basis of

calculation for each issue and yielded a factor of safety for each one

independently Under this method of movmg-basis, where a relatively

small issue followed a larger one, the factor of safety was larger for the

]umor issue than for the one with semor claim. This result seems

unnatural and does not show accurately the real situation A better

method of calculation would be to take the amount of income available

for capital charges as a basis for issue, or for each set of issues having

equal claims The factor of safety would then be represented by the

amount of the income available after deducting the charges for each issue,

or set of issues, with equal claim, together with all prior claims This

would yield a progressively decreasing factor of safety down to the

weakest issues This is as it should be, for the weaker the claim, the more
hazardous the available income Comparatively small fluctuations in

gross may entirely wipe out the margm. This method, called the

“cumulative method” of calculation, was adopted by Mr. Moody in 1923

in his rating system and replaces the first method

To illustrate the results of the two methods of calculatmg rne factor of

safety, assume a corporation which has issued securities of four different

degrees of priority, represented by mortgage bonds, debenture bonds,

preferred stock, and common stock Let the mterest on the mortgage

bonds be $20 out of every $100 of net mcome, and an additional $10 for

mterest on debenture bonds The first method of calculation would yield

a factor of safety of 80 per cent for the mortgage bonds Debenture

bonds would then have available for their mterest $80 of the original

$100 Interest requirements are $10, which is one-eighth, or 12 )4,
per

cent, of the $80, the amount available This would give a factor of safety

of 87)4 for the debenture bonds The cumulative method would give a
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factor of 80 for the mortgage bonds and 70 for the debentures Stocks

are logically considered m precisely the same way as bonds

The factor of safety has been cnticized on the ground that it assumes a

uniform operating ratio which is contrary to fact It is pointed out that

a high operating ratio would render the net earnmgs subject to relatively

great fluctuations and that a high factor of safety with a high operating

ratio might not be so safe as a low factor of safety with a low operating

ratio ^ This is a just criticism and points to the necessity of considering

other factors in determimng the final rating with respect to the income

element of credit It has been suggested that the true factor of safety

would take account of interest and dividend requirements with reference

to gross income instead of net income This, however, would possess

little, if any, advantage over the other method, since the variation in the

figure would be comparatively small and consequently fail to discriminate

sufficiently between the different grades of issues

The question of how large a factor of safety a security should bear

depends upon the degree of safety sought Securities can be found

whose factor of safety is so large for their respective classes that there

remams no doubt whatever but that mterest or dividend payments can

be met when due Some securities have a factor of safety less than zero

and consequently are extremely speculative A wide choice is thus open

to the investor, who must choose to suit his own requirements The real

problem is to associate precise figures with different degrees of safety

The key to the solution of this problem must first be sought in an examina-

tion of the character of the mcome The first general principle which

should govern m deciding on the degree of risk indicated by any given

factor of safety is that the steadier the income of the business from year

to year, the greater the degree of safety indicated by a given factor

Industries showing wide fluctuations in net mcome require a much higher

factor of safety than those showing a steady income from year to year

Where earnings are relatively constant, funds are continuously coming

in which insure the payment of interest or dividends when due When
earmngs fluctuate greatly, some years may show deficits for the issue in

mmd, which may raise grave doubts as to whether funds would be avail-

able to meet the requirements. The practice of meeting deficits of bad
years from earnings of prosperous years is becoming common, but it

necessitates more careful management so that cash will be available when
needed. Even this, however, does not eliminate all of the uncertainty

where earnings fluctuate greatly

The significance of the size of the factor of safety is also affected by the

rapidity of the growth of a business Where earnings tend to increase

over a considerable penod of time, the factor of safety need not be so

great as if earmngs were constant or decreasing A well-established

1 See Lawebncb Chambbbbain, The Principles of Bond Investment, p 277
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concern which has shown steady growth and whose management keeps

abieast of the times is a better risk than a new concern which has yet its

place to make. The factor of safety on real-estate mortgages in cities of

large size and steady growth may be much smaller with equal safety than

similar mortgages m smaller cities whose future growth is a matter of

uncertainty A railroad with mcreasing earnings located in a relatively

new territory whose future is assured would show an increasing factor of

safety from year to year and would require a relatively small margin for a

given degree of safety.

According to the moving-basis method of calculation, the degree of

risk indicated by a given factor is greatly affected by the position of the

security in mind. The closer to the ground the security lies, the less will

be the risk with a given factor Underlying railroad mortgage bonds are

almost invariably safe, although the factor of safety may be no larger

than that of weaker issues Securities with the weakest claims need the

highest factors in order to give reasonable assurance of safety. This is

because a relatively small dechne in gross earnings will absorb a large

percentage of net earnings remaining after interest or dividend charges on

all securities of prior claim have been met In the example cited above, a

dechne of 5 per cent in gross may result in a reduction of 15 per cent in net

income This would leave only $35 available for dividends on the com-

mon stock and would reduce the factor of safety from 40 to 14 The

first-mortgage bonds, however, would have their margin reduced only

from 80 to 76 4 per cent An even more serious situation with reference

to the common stock is revealed by the cumulative method of calculation

A reduction of 15 per cent in the net mcome available for capital charges

would reduce the factor of safety from 20 to 5 Thus the percentage

of the decrease in the available mcome is always accompanied by a

decrease m the factor of safety equal to precisely the same amount In

this case a further small decrease m gross would wipe out the margin for

common stock entirely while leaving the mortgage bonds almost entirely

unaffected

In practice, certain standards have gamed more or less general

adoption It is usually said, for instance, that first-mortgage railroad

bonds should show earnings at least two times the interest requirements

m order to be safe. Some conservative issues may be found where the

interest is earned five or more times over Pubho utilities are generally

mortgaged to a higher degree than railroads, and the factor of safety for

the best bonds is somewhat lower, say, 2 to 2)4 times the interest charges,

for the safest bonds Industrial bonds, on account of fluctuation in

earnings, require a higher margin of safety than either railroads or pubhc

utdities The interest should in these cases be earned five or more times

over on the average for the safest bonds For preferred stocks of public

utilities, dividend requirements after interest charges should be earned
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two or more times over. In industrials the accepted figure is perhaps

double this All these standards, however, are more or less indefinite

and are affected by circumstances surroundmg each case Mr Moody
states m Analyses of Investments Industrials, for 1923, that bonds having

a factor of safety of 40 as an average over a period of years are in a really

sound investment position; those having a factor of safety of 50 are much
stronger, while those having a figure as high as 75 are really high-grade

bonds
The factor of safety for a single year tells but little A conservative

rule to follow is to reqmre this figure for 10 years previous Each year

should stand by itself Only in this way can the effect of fluctuating or

changing earmngs be seen For example, suppose for a series of 5 years

the factors of safety for a given issue arc 40, 50, 80, 20, and 10 These

show wide fluctuationsm earmngs, and the strength of the issue must be

governed largely with the lowest factor m mmd, which is 10 Yet the

average of the figures for 5 years is 40, which is generally regarded as

reasonably good Again, arrange these figures in the following order

80, 50, 40, 20, 10 The average is still 40, but the factor shows a danger-

ous decline The credit of such an issue would be greatly impaired If

the figures be arranged in the reverse order, the average would remain

the same but credit would be greatly improved. The average is, there-

fore, unsafe and obscures both the fluctuations and the trend which are

highly important These are revealed only when figures are available for

each of a series of years Investors should insist upon having the factor

of safety for each year separately

Future Income.—AU financial and statistical analysis of necessity

must deal with past experience, since the future is unknown. Yet past

experience in itself is of no consequence and is valuable only as it throws

hght on the probability of future experience But the experience of the

past IS the best guide for the future With the trend of an industry or the

position of a given companym the mdustry once established, a high degree

of probabihty of the continuation of that trend is pnma facie to be
expected The statistician’s work on trends has made some progress

toward establishing defimte laws and the greater reliability of these laws,

the more certain we feel as to the future Nevertheless, statistical analy-

sis IS of itself not complete If we supplement the work of the statistician

with economic analysis, we are m a position to make the best estimate

of the future To take a few examples, the statistical trend of profits in

the copper, sugar, and the coal industries was distinctly favorable until

the World War brought an unusual capacity of production and materially

changed the trends and then modified these by known economic changes
which alter the course of future development There can be no difference

of opinion as to the primary unportance of the future over the past
,
it is

only as to the method of forecastmg the future that opinions differ
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CHAPTER X

THE ASSET ELEMENT OF CREDIT

The pledging of assets as security for loans is as old as civilization

From, time immemorial, property has been regarded as the chief element

in credit So deeply looted is the idea that loans reinforced by a hen

upon property have come to be universally known as “secured” loans, as

distinguished from loans on personal credit known as “unsecured” loans

Secured loans are everywhere regarded as safer than unsecured loans

The financial histones of the leadmg types of corporations, railroads,

public utilities, and industrials, tell similar stories Whenever it became

necessary to ask for funds from the pubhc, adequate property protection

was invariably demanded The most desired type of investment security

today IS the first-mortgage bond or its equivalent based on assets of

unquestioned value Such loans on account of their strength are the

cheapest form of borrowing available to the corporation that is fortunate

enough to possess unencumbered property for this purpose Further-

more, such securities are preferred over all other corporation securities

by the laws of the various states regulatmg the investment of trust funds

The loan which is well protected by assets of high quality and otherwise

not defective represents the safest corporate security today

Importance of Assets Underestimated.—The advance of the corporate

form of busmess orgamzation with the large masses of capital used in

production has strengthened the asset element of credit rather than

detracted from it With the coming of railroads, a new form of property

came into existence At the very beginmng of railroad construction,

the mortgage lien upon the nght of way and road itself was practically

the only method by which money could be secured to complete the under-

taking Today, railroad property of varied description is mortgaged to

the hilt, and, except equipment obligations, the first-mortgage railroad

bond IS without doubt the premier corporate security. Adherence to the

principle of physical valuation of assets m rate-making and capitalization

is now a settled pohcy of the federal government. Public utilities have
recently duplicated the history of railroads Their property has been
pledged even to a greater extent than that of railroads, and it is fast

becoming a matter of law and the pohcy of regulatory commissions to

limit the earnings and capitahzation to a reasonable amount based mainly
on property considerations The securities of mdustrial corporations are

late-comers m the field of mvestment, although these concerns came first

158
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m the history of industrial development The mortgage bond here as

elsewhere bears the highest ratmg of all the corporation’s securities

The asset element of credit, therefore, is more firmly imbedded in

investment practice than ever before Few mvestment loans are made
nowadays on purely personal security, but everywheie there is the insist-

ence on adequate property protection back of every investment issue

No investment banker today would float a purely peisonal loan While
the contractual features of the different types of investment issues change

in almost kaleidoscopic fashion, they represent only imperfect attempts to

secure, amidst an ever-changmg economic environment, the reinforcement

of credit through adequate property protection The scrutinizing exam-
ination by engineers and auditors to which investment bankers subject

the assets of prospective borrowers, the carefuUy prepared balance sheets

now being required of their customers by bankers m the commercial field,

the principles of pioperty valuation set forth m the new Federal Farm
Loan System foi agricultural credit, the emphasis that the Interstate

Commeiee Commission and public-utility commissions are placing upon
assets of companies engaged m public servicem their rate schedules, these

are the strongest and most convincing proof of the high regard m which

the asset element of credit is held today

Importance of Earnings Overestimated.—^The underestimation of the

importance of assets m credit has been accompamed by a corresponding

overestimation of the earning capacity There are two general reasons

for this one has as its basis a well-known economic principle, and the

other IS closely alhed with modern methods of production and finance

The first rests upon the misapplication of the prmciple of the usefulness of

capital m production Few economic truths are more fundamental m
character than that which assigns the ultimateness of the cause of capital

and land values to the productive usefulness of these agents In spite of

the ultimateness of its character, no more fundamental mistake could be

made than the unreasoned application of this principle to investment

matters Nevertheless, unless one is constantly on guard, one is likely

to fall into a sort of econonuc lock-step which hnks m an unvarying ratio

capital value with earmng capacity Such a mental attitude naturally

leads to, and m fact has already produced, unsound analysis of the role

played by capital in modern production.

The second reason for the underestimation of the asset element of

credit is found in modern methods of production and finance Now-
adays great aggregations of capital are necessary to make up the business

unit of greatest efficiency This has necessitated the raising of more and

more of the funds of industry from the pubhc, a pubhc which for the most

part IS dissociated from any functionm management This has brought

about an ever-decreasing margin of safety in capital values in comparison

with securities outstanding The margm of safety has grown progres-
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sively thinner, while in many cases it has entirely vanished The holding

company device still further reduces this equity by permitting the man-

agers to control industry with only a small amount of invested capital

on their part, depending almost entirely upon the public for the necessary

capital With assets completely utilized for obhgations already out-

standing, corporations have frequently found it necessary to lay great

empbapis upon other elements of credit, notably earning power A
sanction was sought in the economic truism that capital is valuable

because it is of service in production. It is more assuring to follow the

course of the courts, commissions, and statutes m this matter, regardless

of whether the property be that of a corporation devoted to the public

service or engaged in mercantile or manufacturing operations

Nature of Assets as Security.—^The pledge of assets as security is in

the nature of a guarantee. Like aU guarantees, the pledging of assets is

for the purpose of givmg assurance In the event that other means fail

m the payment of obhgations, the creditor has certain assets to fall back

upon. So long as the corporation continues as a successful concern, pay-

ing all of its obhgations as they come due, the guarantee of assets need not

be invoked. But when earning power fails, or bad faith creeps into the

affairs of the management so that important covenants are broken, the

creditor is then compelled to resort to the property of the borrower in

order to secure his claims While the fundamental purpose of the con-

tract is to give priority of claim and facilitate legal action, the assets of the

debtor are necessary to give content and meaning to the legal guarantee

No matter how flawless the contract may be, it is unavailingm the absence

of valuable property

It is not difficult to confuse the contract with the assets which it covers.

Sometimes the weakness of an mvestment issue is attributed to the lack

of assets or to their mfenor quahty An issue is strong or weak according

to the likehhood of payment of the principal The mere possession

of sufficient assets is strong presumption that the principal of a loan will

be paid when due. The quahty of the assets determines their converti-

bility into cash. It has already been explained that money is the premier

form of property which guarantees abihty to pay, and contracts are ordi-

narily made in terms of money. Debenture bonds are usually based upon
current assets which for the most part are constantly flowing through the

business and being converted into cash Because such assets are not

fixed in character, it becomes a legal impracticability to mortgage them
Yet, if the investor had some method of assurance that the funds repre-

sented by such property would be available to him for the satisfaction of

his loan at maturity, it would furmsh a strong basis for credit and in some
cases even a stronger one than fixed property The weakness of deben-

ture bonds is not in the lack of assets but m the defectiveness of the con-

tract Recent covenants, already referred to, having to do with current
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assets, are an effort to strengthen the contractual features of deben-

ture bonds

Assets in Liquidation.—The assets of a concern are depended upon m
the event of reorganization or hquidation to satisfy the claims of the

creditors and stockholders They often furnish the sole means of satis-

f3ang a debt This is particularly true with reference to real-estate and

farm mortgages, where failure occasions strenuous measures on the part

of the creditor Since they render a service which cannot be dispensed

with under any practical consideration, railroads and puhhc utilities are

seldom subject to liquidation but are frequently reorganized, whereupon,

if the property is sufficient and the undertakmg has potential earning

capacity, the assets again furnish the sole dependence of the creditors m
the financial realignment. The assets are then distributed in the order

of the claims of the different classes of security holders and general

creditors, or the property is sold to a new company at an “upset” price

fixed by the court in consultation with the parties concerned ,
the proceeds

are then used to cancel the obligations of the liquidating company, which

goes out of existence In this case, however, creditors and stockholders

usually receive, in exchange for their claims, securities in the new organ-

ization accordmg to the strength of their contract and the economic

position of the property covered In any event, if the property is suffi-

cient, no sacrifice is necessary, since claims wiU ultimately be made good

But if the property is msufficient, the weaker security holders will be

compelled to forfeit some or all of their holdings. Industrial corporations

are often, liquidated because then business is not so indispensable and

the courts are not so lenient in dealmg with them as with pubhc-service

corporations If conservatively written, issues based on industrial assets

may prove to be strong investments.

Asset Values.'—Asset values present several characteristics of impor-

tance in credit analysis The first is that assets must be adequate in

amount for the purpose m hand In addition to this they must possess

the quahties of permanence and stability of value if they are to rank the

highest Adequacy of asset values is treated under the topic of margin

of safety Stability and permanence of value depend primarily upon

two things, the physical nature of the property and various economic

considerations Some forms of capital, such as land, canals, tunnels

artificial harbors, and roadbeds of railways, have an indefinite physical

existence, while others, among which might be mentioned coal taken

from the mine, iron exposed to moisture, and automobiles, are subject to

decay and deterioration Still other forms, such as mineral and oil

resources and raw materials of various kmds, are continually being used

up in the process of production and manufacture Whatever the kind of

property or the cause and rapidity of depreciation or waste, it cannot

possibly retain its value for a period longer than its physical life The
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security afforded by assets cannot, therefore, extend beyond their physical

existence

Most forms of capital, however, lose some or all of their value long

before their physical deterioration is complete Changing methods of

production, new inventions, and improved processes are continually

rendering parts of the mdustnal equipment obsolete or inadequate The
natural wear and tear of industrial operations is, furthermore, sending its

continuous stieam of worn-out machinery and equipment to the junk pile

Buildings become obsolete when out of harmony with their surroundings

and have to be demolished long before their physical life is ended The
value of mdustnal equipment, therefore, must be carefully distinguished

from its physical existence, the former usually will be found to be extin-

guished many years before the latter

Value and Price.—^Broadly speaking, value itself depends upon two
sets of forces continuously present and operating to influence the Anal

result Value in this sense is synonymous with the word price Neglect-

ing its financial or monetary expression, economists define value as the

abihty of a given commodity to command other commodities in the
market This is the exchange value or the concrete result of the division

of labor and the exchange of goods which are the basic facts of modern
production The value of a commodity m this sense depends upon
relative conditions of supply and demand Scarcity of a particular

commodity will invariably result in an mcrease in its value or ability to

command other goods, while an abundance of supply will invariably

depreciate its value On the other side of the equation are changes in the
demand for a particular commodity which affect its value m direct ratio

to the extent of the change These are the fundamental facts of market
value Changes in the cost of production influence value only to the
extent that they alter the supply, for every commodity must have a
market and can be disposed of onlym accordance with the social demand
schedule To know values, then, a knowledge of the forces that control

the demand for and supply of a commodity is the first essential

The prices of commodities may change, however, independently of

alterations m the relationship between demand and supply Value is

often used m the sense of price, and there is no harm m this usage when
properly understood But one must be on one’s guard not to confuse
value in this sense with value used in the sense explained in the preceding
paragraph The prices of comnl^ties, independent of values, are con-
stantly changing Such changes m prices are measured by taking the
average price of hundreds of commodities and comparing the results

from one period to another m terms of either absolute figures or percent-
ages These are the mdex numbers of prices which are now so widely
quoted The most useful indexes m the Umted States are Bradstreet’s,

Dun’s, and the mdex compiled by the Department of Labor at Washing-
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ton Most index numbers are based upon wholesale prices, although
retail index numbers are now receivmg moze attention than formerly

The cause of change in the average price or mdex number is not to be
sought in the equation of demand and supply but m currency conditions

It would divert the attention too far from present purposes to give this

matter adequate treatment, but the essential truth may be set forth

m a short space Changes m the currency come through changes m the

supply of gold, silver, or other metals used m coinage, they come also

through the issue of government paper money or bank notes In a

broader sense, currency also includes bank credit m the form of deposits

Undue expansion of the currency at any pomt may result in inflation and
show itself m a more or loss permanent rise in average prices as revealed

by the mdex numbers Easy money and easy credit are invariably

accompanied by increase m prices, while a loss of gold or tightness in

credit conditions just as surely results m falling prices Soonei or later

practically all commodities will be affected to some extent by changes m
the currency

Average price movements, which are those due to changes in the

currency, must be considered from two different points of view those

manifestmg themselves over long periods of time, or the secular trend,

and those showing themselves m shorter periods, or cyclical changes

Changes running over a long period of time sometimes extend over the

entire period of one's active life Smce the Civil War there have been

three such changes the first was a period of faUing prices extending

from 1873 to the end of the mneteenth century, this was succeeded by a

period of rising prices extending down to 1920, smce then the price

trend has again been downward The comparatively slow increase

in the currency, combined with the extraordmary growth of the country,

were the causes of falhng pnces during the first period, the increase

in the currency and expansion of bank credit at a more rapid pace than

the growth of the country from 1897 to 1920 explain rising prices in

the second period The fall m prices smce 1920 has been due to world-

wide shortage of gold to support the inflation of the war period

In periods of rising prices, asset security has the effect of continuously

increasing the equity back of the mvestment, for while the property rises

m price the face of the loan remams the same In a period of falhng

prices, the opposite is true, for the price which property commands is

constantly falling but the face of the loan remains constant. In the

one case the equity back of the mvestment constantly increases, while

m the other it constantly decreases Changes m the currency over a

long period of time, however, are almost unpredictable New gold may
at any time be discovered, or new processes, such as the cyanide process

which makes the mmmg of low-grade ores profitable, may have the effect

of materially mcreasmg the supply The mternational flow of gold has
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its effect upon the supply m a particular country Likewise, changes in

the banking system, such as came about with the estabhshment of the

Federal Reserve System, are responsible for decided changes m the

currency and hence in prices. While the investor must constantly bear

long-time changes m mmd, he cannot always predict with certainty what
the movement over the next decade will be.

Long-time changes m values are brought about also by changes in

the relation of a particular commodity to others. Fundamental condi-

tions affecting a given commodity determine the course of its value as

compared with other commodities Farm land has shown a steady rise

in value because of its ever-mcreasing scarcity and a growing population

City real estate in general exhibits most astounding strides m value, owing

to the rapid growth of urban commumties In the field of reproducible

commodities, increasing costs and consequent curtailment of supply

have been responsible for upward movements in values, while in other

cases progressive increase m demand, accompamed with wasting supply,

as in the case of lumber, for instance, has added to the cost of construction

Long-time changes of this character can be reasonably well predicted by a

careful study of conditions affecting the situation Account is frequently

taken of changes in individual kmds of property in the making of securi-

ties Witness the high percentage of valuation allowed in the writing of

real-estate mortgages in some of the large and rapidly growing cities.

The probability of a rise in value will add to the safety of a security,

while the probability of a fall m value will render it more risky.

Specialized and Non-specialized Assets.—The distinction between
speciahzed and non-speciahzed forms of capital plays an important part

here Assets which are not too highly specialized may be used in several

ways without greatly detracting from their value. Assets such as land
and certain types of buildmg and equipment show relative stability of

value when compared with other types Their value is on this account
dependent only to a hmited extent upon current employment The
divorce of a particular management from this kind of property is of only
small significance.

Luxunes and Necessaries.—Goods may also be distinguished on
grounds of their usefulness Those essential to hfe maintain their value
much better than mere luxuries Property used in transportation
serves an essential process of life, its service consists in conveying pas-
sengers and hauhng freight, both of which are essential to all classes of

people. In deciding what is a necessity, care must be taken to interpret
the term broadly enough so as to molude social as well as individual
necessities Living m the advanced stage of existence known as pleasure
economy, the demand for social necessities is quite as persistent as that
for individual necessities The instinct of keeping up appearances
generally persists long after the exhaustion of means. The earmngs of
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companies engaged m the production of commodities of the types sug-

gested above show a constant mcrease from one decade to another

Investments m assets of this character are much safer than those used m
the production of goods of less msistent demand

Price Changes m the Business Cycle.—^Aside from long-time move-
ments, fluctuations in average pnces of shorter duration occur, due chiefly

to the rhythmical movements of the business cycle These movements
extend over periods of only a few years, the tendency within the past

two decades being to shorten the period The fluctuations in price are

due to very much the same causes as in the case of permanent changes,

except that greater emphasis must be laid upon the fluctuations in demand
and supply than in currency changes Cyclical changes, nevertheless, are

influenced to some extent by currency changes, as when a fresh supply of

gold suddenly appears on the market This furnishes a basis for increased

bank expansion and forces a drop m bank rates Neveitheless, except m
times of financial stringency, there is almost always a surplus of banli

credit at the disposal of business It is only when this is accompanied by
favorable business conditions that prices move upward and prosperity

reigns

Not aU goods increase in price with the same rapidity, nor do they

advance to the same extent during the course of the cycle Much study

has been given this matter, and, while the conclusions are still of a tenta-

tive sort, some tendencies are evident Goods have been classified into

vanous groups based on the degree of fluctuation m their values The

broadest classification is perhaps the division of commodities into con-

sumers’ goods and producers’ goods Business cycles and panics have

less influence on the value of consumers’ goods than upon the value of

producers’ goods. This is doubtless the result of the steady demand

on the part of the general public for this class of commodities On
the other hand, when fluctuations m busmess conditions bring about

alternating penods of prosperity and depression, profits fluctuate accord-

ingly This creates in times of prosperity a large demand for construction

material and equipment in order to take advantage of high profits

During periods of depression business is slow, profits are niggardly, or

actual deficits occur, business men curtail expansion of plant and new-

comers are deterred from entering the field.

A second division is that between retail and wholesale prices of goods

Retail prices show far greater stabflity than wholesale prices The nearer

to the ultimate consumer goods are, the more stable are values This is

largely because of the high overhead expenses and slow turnover among
retailers as compared with wholesale establishments

A third division of importance is that between raw materials and

finished products The primary metals, such as copper and iron, and

agricultural products, such as wool, cotton, and wheat, show greater
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fluctuations m their value than the finished products into which these

materials have gone. The gieater the percentage of the value of the

finished product represented by the cost of the raw materials, the more
IS the product likely to fluctuate in value This is because of the fact

that such goods can be later replaced out of new raw materials at

greatly changed prices. The piodueei is, therefore, out of fear of com-
petition, compelled to dispose of his product as best he can On the

other hand, when the overhead, labor, and other diiect expenses, aside

from the cost of raw materials, constitute a large percentage of the

value of the finished pioduct, these items undei renewed production

will not show great variation in cost, the product, therefore, will not

be disposed of at great loss Concerns with large inventories of raw
materials and semi-fimshed products suffer most in times of industrial

depression and panic

Fixed Assets.—Fixed assets mclude real estate, plant, equipment, and
so forth These items often appear m a smgle total, so that it is impos-

sible, on the face of the statement, to tell how much of the total value is

represented by each component part Furthermore, it is often the case

that intangible property, such as patents and good-will, is included in the

same property item Such practice of accountancy is to be condemned in

the severest terms The first essential of clearness m balance sheets is the

division of the property into significant items

The valuation of assets is as important as the separation of the
different items In the case of pubhc-utihty and railroad companies,
property valuations are fixed by pubhc commissions, and the investor can
usually do no better than accept these figures In the case of industrials,

however, where no pubhc control is exercised, no consistency in valuation
is to be looked for The pubhshed figures may represent cost with or
without depreciation or merely an arbitrary or nominal value. In some
instances, for the purpose of balancing heavy habilities of various descrip-

tion, chiefly stocks and bonds, they may even represent a marked-up or
appreciated value which may or may not have any justification in actual
fact. From the point of view of the investor, fixed assets may properly be
entered at a figure which represents a conservative estimate of their

permanent value In fact, if this is not done, the pubhc is often deceived
as to the equities lying back of securities Writing up of plant values
when prices are advancmg rapidly, however, is an unsound practice,

because when the mevitable crash comes these values will crumble away
in an instant. On the other hand, if through inflation prices are on a
permanently higher level, the mvestor who neglects to take account of the
change in currency as represented by higher prices neglects a new element
of value in the increased equity back of outstanding issues. Increased
equities of this sort are chiefly beneficial to stockholders because their
claims are residual m character.
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Fixed assets may represent fictitious values resulting from the inclu-

sion m the figures of orgamzation expenses, outlays of advertising at the

time of promotion, services of the promoter, repairs, maintenance, and so

forth A construction company may have built the plant at an exorbi-

tant cost which IS included in this item of the balance sheet. The investor

IS generally at sea unless he takes the time to make proper investigation,

which he rarely does He is far better off if he takes the figures of an
investment banker who perhaps was at one time mterested m the flotation

of some of the securities of the company. These are by far the most
dependable sources of information and the estimates contained therein are

likely to err on the side of conservatism rather than on the side of

liberalism.

Whatever the final figures accepted may be, they must always be
corrected for depreciation, obsolescence, and madequacy. Sometimes
such accounts are carried and sometimes not Reserves foi these

items are frequently carried in cash, but more often m the larger con-

cerns they are mvested m new plant and equipment It matters httle

which method is used as long as the management does not dissipate these

funds in speculation or otherwise Many mvestment contracts contain

provisions relative to the mamtenance of property. These are healthy

provisions and should always be present where the nature of the property

permits their observance Many a concern has been vain enough to

imagine its plant and equipment so well mamtamed that depreciation may
be neglected Likewise, many a crash has come when an impartial audit

reveals plants ready for the junk heap through natural wear and tear,

obsolescence, or madequacy and which are still carried on the books at

undepreciated, or improperly depreciated, figures

Wasting Assets.—Accountants have spoken of wasting assets, having

in mind assets which of their nature gradually become exhausted. Such
are the ores of all kinds of mines, oil resources, timber, and so forth, aU of

which constitute resources which it is the object of corporations to exploit

and exhaust The extent of the mineral resources contained within a

mine can often be determined by the engineer, in many cases, however,

the extent of the deposits is extremely uncertam Copper mines come
under the first class, while gold mines and oil wells seem to come under the

second class In all cases where corporations are organized for the

purpose of exploiting resources which decrease m amount in direct

proportion as operations proceed, the asset security diminishes in the

same ratio It is usually the case that corporations engaged m this type

of business have in addition to their natural resources expensive plant,

equipment, and machinery. The point cannot be too strongly emphasized

that the value of all this property is dependent upon the supply of natural

resources and, when exhausted, its value becomes httle else than that

obtained for the equipment if sold for junk It is of the highest impor-
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tance, therefore, that the amount of deposits be known, and the length of

time which the present rate of operations will take to exhaust entirely the

known supply. Securities based upon wasting assets must have adequate

provision for their retirement well withm the period of their exploitation,

if they are to possess a high degree of asset security

Current Assets.—All tangible assets which are not classed as fixed may
be included in the term current assets Current assets are constantly

changing Raw materials are being worked up into finished products,

supplies are consumed and new ones taking their place, accounts are

constantly being liquidated, and notes paid off Quick assets usually

include only that portion of current assets that can be readily converted

into cash Cash itseK is the only example of a perfect quick asset Con-

trary to actual practice, investment stocks and bonds may also be

included in this term, especially if theie exists a broad market for them
so that they may be disposed of at will Whether notes and accounts

receivable are readily convertible into cash depends largely upon the

type of customers with which the company deals and, also, the state of

business Periods of prosperity reveal a large amount of slow assets

among the current assets

Cash.—The cash item should ordmanly mean money Yet it is

sometimes the case that this item is made to mclude worthless cheeks,

from both customers and oflBlcers of the concerns, perhaps purposely

written to cover up losses Notes are sometimes wrongly included in

the cash item Accounts receivable possess different degrees of liquidity

A good index here is suggested by Lmcoln, m his work on Applied Business

Finance, by comparison of the tmmover of accounts with the turnover of

inventory When the accounts receivable show a relatively rapid turn-

over with reference to inventory, they are probably in a healthy condition

If the relation is low, it is probable that there is some unsound element in

the case. The company may have a lax credit policy or the item in this

case may mclude old and worthless accounts Notes or bills receivable

are sometimes of questionable value or hquidity If it is the custom of

the business to sell on this basis, as is the case with agricultural imple-

ment companies, musical mstrument manufacturers, and automobile

dealers, and if the turnover is reasonably rapid, these items may be of

fair to high liquidity On the other hand, they are more likely to repre-

sent overdue accounts receivable of some time standing, or intercompany
notes, which in both cases are of doubtful ultimate value and of still more
doubtful liquidity Such items as deferred assets, suspense accounts,

insurance, bond or stock discount, and the like, are probably of very httle

significance to the investor and usually should be neglected unless they are

of more than ordinary significance

A company’s cash position is of crucial importance It is by means of

cash that interest on borrowed funds and dividends on stocks are paid
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Penods of liquidation and falling pnces, precipitated by financial strin-

gency, slackening trade, and decreased purchasing power on the part of

the public, put to severe test the management of business concerns It is

then that overstocked inventoiies, accumulated in the period of prosperity

immediately precedmg, clog the supply of cash Such periods are

invanably accompamed by tight money conditions, making it difficult for

even the well-ordered business to secure cash Interest payments and
dividend disbursements frequently dram to the very bottom the available

cash At such times even though the balance sheet shows large current

profits, it may be entirely impossible or, more often, very unwise to pay
out dividends, thus depletmg the business of its cash surplus and handi-

capping it for business operations A low treasury at such tunes is even
likely to precipitate receivership on account of inability to meet interest

requirements or maturing short-teim obhgations Sufficient emphasis

has rarely been placed upon this pait of a corporation’s finances in periods

of depression Most failuresm the commercial world are due to financial

rather than to business causes Bad financmg or insufficient cash is the

root of the trouble Investors will do well to investigate the record of a

corporation with this in mmd before purchasing its securities The
lessons of 1920 taught many a management to conserve its cash The
relation of cash to sales and workmg capital when compared over a senes

of years is a valuable mdex to the efficiency of the management
Inventory.—Under the term “inventory” are mcluded raw materials,

partially fabricated products, fimshed goods, andstockm trade Matenals

for other purposes than these, such as construction materials, should not

be included under this item, they probably belong to an independent

plant construction account Likewise, tools, machinery, and other

apparatus used in the process of manufacture or trade belong to the

equipment or other account

In the valuation of mventory, the commonly accepted practice is to

assign a value to this item equal to the cost or market price, whichever is

lower In the case of goods under process of manufacture the prevaihng

practice of calculating cost is to count only the direct expenses incurred

for labor, consumption of raw matenals, and so forth, up to the given stage

of completeness While this seems to be a conservative rule to foUow,

it may under certain circumstances prove to be unsound Inventories

valued at market price m a period of rapidly dechmng prices are almost

sure to be worth less a few months after the balance sheet has been struck

off The better rule for the mvestor to follow would be to take an average

of inventory account over a penod of at least five years, and this rule

if applied by the accountant would also have a healthy effect upon the

management of the concern In the mterest of conservatism, it would be

proper to still further reduce the figure by an arbitrary percentage, say,

25 to 50, depending on the nature of the mventory.
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Effort has been directed in the past in many instances to preserve a

direct relation between the maturity date of a bond or note and the

physical or economic hfe of the assets upon which it is based It is

orinarily considered a good pimciple not to extend the life of the obliga-

tion beyond the life of the asset and still more conservative to fix the

maturity date some time ahead of the probable time when the asset will

become useless In order to provide against the gradual depreciation of

the asset, various expedients have been employed Among them are

the maintenance of a depreciation account sufficient to liquidate the

obhgation at maturity Senal issues, parts of which mature annually,

and sinking funds which accumulate funds partially or wholly sufficient

to cancel the entire amount of the obhgations at maturity, are also among
the more important expedients to bring about the desired result

Recently, in the financmg of industrial concerns, many attempts have

been made to introduce new methods of assurance to the investor whose

obhgation rests on current assets

In a larger way this involves the question of permanent or limited

debts It needs only to be recalled here, however, that the earlier con-

ception of the definite payment of corporate debt has largely given place

to the newer idea of its essential permanence This, of course, demands
that proper safeguards be contained in the contract between the investor

and the company Contracts which secure the debts by pledge of

resources to all intents and purposes permanent in character, such as most
city real estate and farm lands, are comparatively simple, conveying title

conditioned on the non-payment of the obhgation. This sort of a con-

tract, however, is impossible in the case of assets whose hfe gradually

expires or current assets which constantly change in the regular conduct

of the business Investment issues here must be debenture bonds or

notes, or stocks, especially preferred It is clearly impossible to attach

a hen to assets that are constantly shiftmg in the regular course of busi-

ness The chief concern in such cases is that the company continues to

show assets sufficient to cover the issues with the usual liberal margin
requirements If this could be assured, there is no reason why issues

based upon current assets should not be fully as safe as those with definite

hen on specific property There is no reason either in such cases why the

obhgations should not be of a permanent character

Whatever the nature of the contract, whether it conveys conditional

title to some parcel of property or contams provisions requiring a certain

ratio between current assets and current habihties, or some other pro-

vision, the ultimate security of an mvestment, the last line of defense, will

usually be found in the convertibihty of assets into cash Otherwise, the
mere possession of property as security would in our modern economic
organization be only mockery Land that cannot be disposed of is the

proverbial dead asset In order to vitahze it, frequently great sacrifices
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are made with reference to its value for the sake of obtammg immediate
convertibility into cash

If this is the ultimate test of the significance of asset security, it should
also be apphed to current assets In the first place, current assets are
generally far more liquid than fixed property Cash, that is, money, or

its equivalent, is the safest form of mvestment All contracts are made in

terms of the standard money of a country and payment of both interest

and principal, sinking-fund requirements, and so forth, must be made in

the standard money Since current assets are more readily convertible

mto cash than fixed assets, the conclusion cannot be avoided that current

assets may become the most desirable form of asset security This is

especially true of short-time obligations Here as elsewhere there must
be observed the proper maigin of safety Obhgations resting upon a 100

per cent valuation of current assets may be no better or worse than an
obligation resting upon a similar valuation of real estate This is a matter

wholly independent of the question of the appropriateness of certain

assets to serve as a basis of credit

Current Assets as a Basis of Credit.—The really important question

with reference to current assets relates to guarantees to the effect that a

proper amount will be mamtained at all times to preserve the equity

back of the investment issue It is said that current assets are subject

to dissipation and, therefore, should not be used as a basis of security

It should be recalled that the same holds true of real estate and other fixed

assets Familiar instances of railroad property being neglected for years

at a time and thus undermimng the equity back of mortgage issues will

come to mind at this point. The same course is possible and often occurs

in case of industrial concerns which have written first mortgages upon
their plants It should be recalled, also, that the large issues of debenture

bonds of many classes of corporations rest largely upon current assets

without any protective features in the contract The reputation of the

company issuing these obhgations has heretofore constituted the chief

guarantee that the property lymg back of the issues will not be recklessly

handled or dissipated The author sees no reason why with proper safe-

guards obhgations should not be written with current assets as a basis of

credit It IS entirely possible that, after the novelty has worn off, this

type of security will take its place alongside of other securities which

themselves earher traveled the same unpopular and unfamihar road

Investments.—In the balance sheets of many concerns, particularly

railroad and pubhc-utihty holding compames, occurs the item of invest-

ments The assets of some of these compames are composed almost

exclusively of stocks and bonds, while m others the amount is more

modest but still sizable. It is always a matter of uncertainty as to the

basis of the figures given They may be entered at purchase price, at par,

or at the market price at the time the balance sheet is made up. There
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IS no one right way of handling thus kind of asset, the principal caution

should be rather to make plam to the investing public which method of

valuation is used If market value is used as the base, the date of the

statement is of the greatest importance The cyclical movements of

security prices, especially stocks, vary so widely that the market price

at the time the statement is made out may be very different a few months

later Whatever base is used, some authors advocate a depreciation or

discount account to offset possible shrinkage in value. Investment

items may be held as temporary or permanent investments, or they may
represent holdings of a parent company in subsidiary companies, in which

case they are of the nature of fixed assets and should be thus treated

Their value in this case is often difficult of determination, since it depends

on the underlying properties of the subsidiaries Where an issue is listed

on some stock exchange, it is not a matter of great difficulty to discover its

value In case of a holding company statement, the financial condition

of the subsidiary compames must be carefully examined to determine

the value of this item It is sometimes the case that initial expenses of

organization, advertismg, and the hke, are concealed by this term, m
which case little or no value may be attached to the item

Treasury stocks and bonds sometimes appear as assets This item

when correctly treated includes only stocks and bonds of the company
itself which have been repurchased by the company or donated to it by
their holders as in the example of Sears, Roebuck and Company Author-

ized but umssued stock should never be included in the item of invest-

ments It IS just as wrong to mclude it in current assets Treasury

stock may be and often is resold to the public, in which case it has the

same effect on the company’s finances as the sale of new stock Treasury

bonds are usually acquired through the operation of a sinking fund

Sometimes preferred stock is treated m the same way As stock cannot

legally be sold below par, the promoter is sometimes presented with large

blocks of it at the time of promotion which by previous agreement is

immediately purchased by the company for a nominal consideration,

whereupon it becomes treasury stock and can then be legally sold at

whatever price it will bring. In every case this item will bear rigid

mvestigation before assignmg a value to it

Intangible Assets.—^All of the assets discussed above are sometimes
spoken of as tangible assets. Other assets, including good-will, going

value, patents, franchises, permanent adveitising, and so forth, are

frequently spoken of as intangible assets These are highly unsatisfac-

tory for the most part for the purpose of supporting security values

Indeed, they represent economic value to business concerns, often forming
their most valuable possession It wiU be found, however, that their

value IS generally dependent either upon some competitive advantage to

their possessors or upon the absolute monopoly which they create They
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come under the class of specialized forms of property, and their value is

in many cases exceedingly ephemeral in character Patents, copyrights,

and franchises represent monopohstic privileges, while good-will and
going value are inseparable from the organization itself Intangible assets

must have a commercial or exchange value before any allowance can be
made for investment purposes Balance sheets of corporations contain-

ing large items of any of the above or similar assets should be care-

fully scrutinized by the mvestor. It is too often the case that both
tangible and intangible assets are lumped together in a single item of

property account In order to form an intelligent estimate of the value

of property suitable foi investment credit, it is indispensable that the

property account be broken up into its chief elements

Margm of Safety.—By margm of safetym assets, reference is made to

the excess in the value of the assets over outstandmg issues of securities

To one who is m the habit of neglecting asset values m mvestment cal-

culations such a conception appears worthless A satisfactory relation

of outstanding issues to assets is, nevertheless, invariably demanded by
investment and commercial bankers alike The current ratio of the

commercial banker has become almost a fetish and even in its crude state

of development is an invaluable requisite of credit If mvestment
issues were expected to be of a uniformly high degree of safety, some such

ratio might long ago have come mto practice among mvestment bankers

But investment securities bear different degrees of risk, and the task of the

analyst is not only to establish a safe ratio but m addition to assign a

degree of risk to an issue with a given margm of safety

The method of calculation is important in determming the sigmficance

of the margm of safety. Suppose, for instance, a corporation possesses,

on a sound valuation, fixed assets to the value of $1,000,000, against

which it has first-mortgage bonds outstanding amounting to $500,000

The excess of fixed assets over the bond issue is $500,000, or a margm of

safety to the extent of 50 per cent of the property. Suppose, also, that

the corporation had outstandmg a second mortgage on the same assets

amounting to $200,000 The excess of assets over total bonds would now
be $300,000 Since the terms of the contract give priority to the first

mortgage over the second, the $300,000 excess value in no way affects

the first-mortgage issue, its margin of safety remaining 50 per cent as

before. The margm of safety for the second mortgage, according to one

method of calculation, would be 30 per cent since $300,000, the excess of

value over total bond issues, is 30 per cent of $1,000,000 Another

method of calculation would yield an entirely different result for the

second-mortgage bonds If the amount of the first bond issue be

deducted from the total value of the fixed assets, $500,000 wiU remain for

the second issue; $300,000, the excess value of the property above the first

bond issue, is 60 per cent of the amount of the property m excess of the
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first bond issue, which may be taken as the margin of safety This

result, however, is fallacious It neglects the fact that $500,000 excess

of assets over the first-mortgage bonds is unavailable for satisfying

second-mortgage claims until after the claims of the first-mortgage bond-

holdeis have been met. The first method of calculation, the cumulative

method, is the correct one, since the degree of safety of the second issue

may be determined only by the excess value after all prior claims have

been met.

The general rule for the calculation of the margin of safety requires

that all issues of equal rank or priority be considered togethei, and for the

calculation of the percentage of margm of a given class of securities must

always be included, also, all senior issues According to this principle,

first-mortgage bonds stand m a class by themselves, next would come all

second hens, then third hens, and so forth, after which would come

debentures no matter what the name of the issue may be, they would be

followed m aU probabihty by bank loans and current obligations of

various kinds, after which would come preferred stock and, lastly,

common stock The precise order of the claims has been discussed in the

two preceding chapters

In practice, different percentages for margins of safety have been

developed for the better classes of securities, but the entire matter of

standards needs much more study and consideration than has heretofore

been given to it For mstance, m first-mortgage public-utility bonds the

factor of safety for the best issues ranges from 50 to 25 per cent, while

debentures would fall short of absorbing the entire excess of value

Preferied stock in pubhc utihties ordinarily wiU not greatly exceed the

remaining value of the plant, while common stock depends upon current

assets or, perhaps, as often, it has no equity back of it at all and is simply

watered stock Railroad standards m practice do not differ materially

from those of public utdities, except thatm most cases the common stocks

of railroads have an actual margm of safety, which would be less common
in public utilities In mdustrial corporations bonded indebtedness has

not until recently been very popular, and the practice differs so widely

that no real standards can be said to have been established It is quite

generally agreed, however, that the margin of safety must be much higher

than either in railroads or pubhc utihties

The ruling principle m seeking to estabhsh a margin of safety may be
inferred from the discussion of asset values above The more permanent
and stable the value of the assets, the smaller the margm required in order

to secure the desired degree of safety If a 50 per cent margin is necessary
for railroad issues of high rank, a much higher margin would be required

for mdustrial issues of equal rank, since the latter’s property as a rule

shows greater fluctuations m value City real estate, on account of its

permanence and tendency to increase in value, could with equal safety be
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mortgaged as high as 60 per cent of its value Readily marketable
staple commodities would require a much smaller margin of safety than a
stock of rubber or silk The length of the time to maturity will also be
found to materially affect the result Maturities of only a few months
to run would not require in any case as large a margin as an issue of bonds
with a longer time, say, 15 to 20 years, to run The standards for all

issues running longer than the average business cycle would in all proba-
bihty not be very different regardless of whether they mature m 25 or 100
years

Financial Ratios.—Just as was found in the case of the income
statement, there are certain ratios in the balance sheet which are of

importance in the analysis of mvestment credit While some of the

ratios are of more importancem analysis of short-time credit, nevertheless

some are of considerable significance from the long-time point of view
These ratios reveal certain pohcies of the management and it is more in

these established policies than in temporary situations that their impor-
tance lies for present purposes Among the important ratios in this

connection are the current ratio, ratio of cash and its equivalent to

current obligations, and assets to capitalization

Current Ratio.—The relation of current assets to current liabilities

has long been emphasized by banks and credit men Prior to the war
the standard of 2 1 had become firmly estabhshed in credit circles But
in the post-war period busmess concerns became more conservative

A more normal ratio at the present time is 4 or 5.1 while many con-

servatively managed corporations show as high as 10 1 The facihty

with which bonds can be fioated has brought about the change in this

respect Instead of depending upon the banks for current funds,

business establishments have largely supphed their needs from long-time

issues The current ratio is of especial sigmficance in manufacturing and
mercantile concerns It is of only minor importance m railroads and
pubho utilities which render services but sell no commodities

Earnings may be reported large and a satisfactory relation exist

between profits and capitalization, and yet the busmess be in an unhealthy
state should the working capital show a relative material decrease which
would probably result from large current borrowmgs and bills and notes

payable To illustrate, suppose at a given date current assets stood at

$25,000,000, while current liabihties were only $10,000,000 This would
be a normal condition But suppose during the course of the following

year the figures changed to $75,000,000 for current assets and $60,000,000

for current habihties This could easily result from borrowing and tying

funds up in inventory, which was the actual condition of many com-
panies in 1920. In the first instance, the current ratio is 23^.1; while

in the second, it is only 5:4 This could have been made worse by
taking account of heavy mterest and dividend disbursements, so that
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working capital migM have vanished entirely Of what value would it

be to a company in this condition to show large earnings? With a

depleted working capital, earmngs are more than hkely to prove only

paper profits. The slump m mventory values m 1920 would have sent a

company showing such a statement to the receiver’s court. The principle

of the maintenance of a high ratio of current assets to current liabilities

is an absolute essential to busmess success It is the ratio upon which

bankers lay so much stress

Cash to Current Obhgations.—^The ratio of cash and marketable

securities to current mterest and prmcipal of maturing obhgations is of

the highest importance Such a ratio may become of determining

importance As has aheady been remarked, failures are mostly of a

financial rather than a busmess nature. A successful concern will always

maintain sufficient cash or Imes of credit m order to pro'vide for all

interest charges and maturing bank loans Bank loans should not be

extended indefinitely Sound commercial banking practice demands
that all loans be paid off at least once a year Infringement upon this

principle leads to overexpansion and often to absolute failure. Obliga-

tions must be met from cash Contracts are drawn in terms of money
and there is no escape from the obhgation The common stockholder

is especially interested m the cash position of a company, for it is often

decisive with a board of directors m influencmg dividend action In

calculating the ratio of cash to capital obhgations, it is best to include

in the latter term all interest charges upon bonds and notes, including

bank loans, regular dividend requirements, and current maturing

obhgations whether bank loans or mvestment issues The latter may be
excluded if large in amount and the credit of the company is good, so that

refunding to advantage is possible.

Assets to Capitalization.—This ratio is of importance to the investor

because it mdicates the past policy of the management as to watered

capitahzation, if any, and, if none, it shows the margin of protection m
both assets and normal earmng power back of the capitahzation This
is particularly important m mdustnes which depend more upon assets

than upon management for earmngs. It is more important m railroads

and pubhc utfiities than m industrials. Nevertheless, conservatively

managed mdustrial and mercantile concerns wiU always be found to show
a good margin of property over capitahzation. Excess of assets over

capitahzation is generally measured by the amount of the surplus This
surplus IS most generally built up out of earmngs but sometimes stands

as a capital surplus. The latter originates in the capital paid in at the

time of organization or consohda'tion More recently it has appeared
through change in the par or stated value of capital stock. In any event,

the margin of protection afforded by a favorable ratio of assets to capi-

tahzation IS a bulwark of strength to the investor
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CHAPTER XI

CONTRACTUAL ELEMENT OF CREDIT: BONDS AND NOTES

The two preceding chapters were concerned with the economic values

that he at the basis of all investments One has now to discover the legal

position of the investor with respect to these underlying economic values

When viewed from a broad standpomt, the machinery of goveinment and

law exists for the protection of mdividual property rights and freedom

It IS not necessary here to portray the general principles of law that have

been established through centuries of evolution calculated to secure

individual freedom and protection to property But we are especially

concerned with certain specific legal provisions which define the rights

and privileges of those who hold mvestment contracts Inasmuch as

every holder of a security becomes a party to a contract, it behooves him

to become acquainted with his leading rights and duties under the various

contractual provisions employed

Evolution of the Contract.—^In primitive times, it was imperative for

each person to assume the care and responsibihty of what httle property

he had accumulated. The embryonic capitalist of those days had to

fight single-handed the enemies of econormc progress On the one hand,

he was confronted by the natural forces of destruction and deterioration;

while, on the other, were ariayed hordes of human beings prompted

by ingrained habits of appropriation and pilferage and bent upon either

annihilating property or wrenching it from its rightful owners The
instinct of rightful possession was still weak in the great majority of

people, and its struggle for mastery over the forces of disorder and decay

was long and bitter In the meantime, the risks to life and property were

extraordinarily great, and they were met as each person could best devise

and employ his own protective weapons

The greatest boon to economic advancement came with the organi-

zation of the state This brought about the united effort of all the forces

in the upbuilding of society The state from the very beginning assumed
what is still the elementary function of pohtical organization, namely, the

protection of life and property Gradually through generations of

organized effort, the right to property has come to be looked upon as one
of the essential and sacred rights of civihzation Without this right,

econoimc progress would be extremely limited, with it, advancement in

the accumulation of wealth proceeds in proportion as it grows in strength.

But the efforts of the state in this direction ended with the guarantee
178
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of possession of property, no attempt being made to maintain its

value

Long before the appearance of the orgamzed state, men doubtless

made agreements among one another Where it was a matter of the

simple exchange of goods, each party to the agreement made immediate
dehvery, and the transaction was closed then and there But where one
party made immediate dehvery upon the promise of future dehvery by
the second party, a period of uncertamty mtervened before the final

consummation of the agreement, Dunng this mterval, the probability

of final satisfactory settlement depended upon the moral mtegrity and
abdity of the party whose promise extended into the future

Early borrowing doubtless took the form of surrender of certain kinds

of property with the promise of return of either the identical piece of

property oi one of similar descnption When money came into use, it

greatly facilitated the transaction Property could then be borrowed

upon the promise of return of its value in terms of money The final

stage was reached when money was borrowed upon agreement to return

a hke amount, perhaps with interest added, at a specified time m the

future Thus money was borrowed and money was returned What
disposition was made of it in the meantime was of no special concern to

the lender, his sole interest being m the restitution to him of the value

originally surrendered Borrowmg and lending have thus come to be

almost exclusively financial m their nature

It was found that personal guarantee for the return of money on the

part of the borrower was not always sufficient to protect the lender

Sometimes the borrower broke faith with the lender, whereupon he either

skipped the community or remained and accepted social stigmatization,

alternatives not unknown at the present time Again misfortune

sometimes overtook the borrower In both mstances, the lender lost

This was unsatisfactory and discouraged saving and the accumulation of

property The state, therefore, m order to give greater protection to

those who had done most to further economic advancement assumed the

duty of the enforcement of borrowing and lending contracts. Upon
proper representation by the lender, the state undertook to use its power

to compel the repayment of funds loaned to borrowers in default on

account of inability, bad faith, or from any cause whatsoever In case

the debtor did not have sufficient means to satisfy the creditor, for many
centuries the former was almost universally subjected to imprisonment

Where sufficient property was m the possession of the debtor, the state

through its power compelled through civil action restitution to the full

amount of the debt A creditor may brmg suit in a court to recover an

honest debt, even though it deprives the debtor of his home and personal

belongings above a certain minimum amount
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The last stage m the evolution of the mvestment contract was reached

with the invention of the mortgage hen The mortgage hen constitutes a

legal claim upon the property covered by its terms as security for a debt

The piopeity mentioned m the moitgage may ultimately be sold by the

mortgagee to satisfy the debt This is done through foreclosure pro-

ceedings which obviate the necessity of bringing suit at law to recover the

debt To insure priority of claim, the mortgagee is required to have the

mortgage hen recorded by a court of jmisdiction The property may then

be transferred by the nominal owner to a third party without aftectmg

the claim of the mortgagee, since the mortgage remains in foice until the

debt IS paid or barred by law The mortgage is to be looked upon,

however, as subsidiary to the mam contiact wherein the promise to pay

is found, and except where no note or bond accompanies it, the mortgage

is not to be construed as interfermg in the rights of the lender m bringing

civil suit against the debtor for the recovery of the debt in case the

mortgaged property proves inadequate to satisfy the claims

Nature of Investment Contracts.—Investment contracts differ greatly

in nature and length A government bond, for instance, is a very brief

agreement between borrower and lender; but a modern blanket railroad

mortgage is frequently a formidable legal document of several hundred

printed pages The leading provisions are readily obtainable through

investment circulars and advertisements and in the investment manuals

and services such as Moody’s, Poor’s, Standard Statistics, and Fitch’s

All mvestment contracts are broader than the specific documents
representing the agreement between the parties concerned For instance,

in the purchase of a cml obligation perhaps the mam features of interest

to the investor are nowhere to be found in the bond itself They relate to

the constitutionality of the issue, debt and tax hmitation, validity, and the

like In the case of corporation bonds and stocks important provisions

are found m charters and by-laws as well as in the general corporation

laws of the states. The ultimate terms of all contracts must go back to

state and national constitutions and laws, municipal charters, and court

decisions

Bonds versus Stocks.—^From the legal point of view, mvestment
secunties are divided into two great classes, namely, stocks and bonds
Stocks carry proprietary interest with the privilege of participating m
the management, while bonds are credit mstruments, the bondholder
occupying the position of lender and the maker that of the borrower
The interest of the stockholdersm a corporation is a survival of the inter-

est of the partners in a partnership On the other hand, the bondholder
IS definitely promised at some specified time the payment of interest and
principal Furthermore, the bondholder is guaranteed, in so far as this

can be done by a promise, only a specified minimum rate of interest

while the stockholder is promised nothing Subject to the action of the
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board of directors, however, the stockholder is entitled to all of the resid-

uary income and property of the corporation The value of stock,

therefore, depends mostly upon earrungs, assets, and good management,
rather than upon contractual features

While the above statements are fundamentally correct, the modern
tendency in finance is to blur these traditional types of investment issues

Even the promise to pay itself has been almost completely devitalized in

the modern practice of issumg bonds whose maturity date extends 60,

100, or more years into the future In this respect these bonds are to

all intents and purposes in the same class as stocks Preferred stocks are

sometimes made redeemable at stated times at the option of the corpora-

tion So, too, it IS a widespread custom smce the World War to make
bonds callable at a certam price which is usually above par This prac-

tice has been copied from real-estate financmg, where the borrower has

long been privileged to repay a part or aU of the loan upon stated interest

dates One cannot but be impressed with the degree to which these

modern practices have aU but obhterated the distinction between stocks

and bonds

Risk, Income, and Control.—^Analysis of the mvestment contract can

best be approached by separating the detailed provisions mto two broad

groups first come the specific things which the issuing body undertakes to

do
,
second, the specific clauses or provisions in the agreement which are

designed for the enforcement of the mam covenants. The first group

of provisions falls under three heads (a) those relating to the income

which the security holder may expect, (b) those having to do with the

payment of the principal and income, and (c) those that define the rela-

tion of the security holder to the orgamzation with reference to his degree

of control or participation m its affairs

Fixed Income .—

A

number of important questions arise respecting the

income to be derived from bonds These relate to the amount of income,

its certainty and frequency, and the manner of receiving the same The

most common provision is that which specifies a defimte amount at

specified times. It specifies a defimte annual percentage of the face

value of a bond It is generally payable semi-aimually, although some-

times annually, or quarterly. Income is payable by either the coupon or

registered method In the former, which is rapidly becoming the preva-

lent type, interest notes, that is coupons, are attached to the bond

They are clipped when due and cashed at the local bank. Registered

income is payable by check from the office of the maker or fiscal agent and

mailed to the owner as detenmned by the names appearmg on the records

at the time

The specific rate of interest borne by the bond depends chiefly on two

factors the quahty of the bond itself, or risk factor, and the condition of

the capital market at the time the bond is floated It has become a
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canon of finance that new bond issues must be sold close to par value

This IS the starting point m determimng the rate of interest specified in

the bond In practice, the issue price of the best bonds is usually several

per cent below par, but weaker bonds are hkely to be offered at 5 to 10

per cent discount The discount allowed is partly in anticipation of

improvement in the price m the near future and partly an appeal to the

cupidity of the investor who imagines he is receiving something for

nothing The rate the new bond will carry wiU then depend largely upon
the interest obtainable on market bonds of similar class and risk

Contingent Income.—Contmgent-mcome bonds sometimes bear the

name of “income,” “adjustment,” or “preference” bonds They carry

no designation which stamps them as contingent-income bonds
For instance, the two contingent-income bonds of the St Louis and
San Francisco Railroad are designated as “income” and “adjustment”
bonds Contingent-income bonds specify a definite rate of interest, the

payment of which is dependent upon sufficient earnings during the pre-

ceding period of 6 months or a year to cover the interest charge. Further

detailed provisions are sometimes found m income bonds, making it

obhgatory for the corporation to pay such percentage of the specified

income as is earned withm the preceding period, such percentage being

graded even to the per cent The difficulty with all contingent-income

bonds IS the ease with which corporation accounting may be manipulated
so as to conform to the desires of the management This is hkely to give

rise to a difference of opmion and resultm undesirable legal comphcations
The mterest on some contingent-income bonds is made cumulative
This provision makes the terms retroactive, thus compelling the corpora-
tion to settle all unpaid interest as soon as earned The cumulative
feature adds greatly to the value of income bonds

A hybrid type of bond appears m the General Mortgage 5s of 1965
issued by the Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad The income
on this bond was contmgent upon earnings in the period from 1924 to
1929 but was made payable only at the discretion of the board of directors.

Income was cumulative although there was considerable uncertainty as
to the mterpretation of the language m this particular issue which ren-
dered the cumulative feature of doubtful value Beginning February 1,

1929, the interest on this bond became obhgatory at the specified rate.

No interest was paid on this bond during the period of contingent income,
although the earnings for the penod were ample to pay the full amount.
The board of directors exercised its discretionary power and appropriated
the earmngs toward improvement of the property.

The other class of contmgent-income securities is preferred stocks.
The dividends on preferred stocks are stated as to amount but the pay-
ment IS contingent not upon earnings but upon the action of the board of
directors The dividends in this case are merely preferred m relation to
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dividends upon the common stock Usually preferred dividends are

paid when earmngs are sufficient but this is by no means umversal
Frequently the company needs its cash funds for business purposes, in

which cases earmngs may be retamed by the company. If the dividends

are cumulative, they are more hkely to be paid at regular intervals, smce
accumulations will stand m the way of the common stockholders receiving

distributions on their shares.

Participating Income.—As a special mducement for the purchase of

certain issues, which are generally either debenture bonds or preferred

stocks, recently participating features have been added They offer

additional income contmgent however upon sufficient earnings and upon
unusual distributions of earmngs to the junior issues For example, the

7 per cent preferred stocks of the Westinghouse Electnc and Manufac-
turing Company and the Chicago, Milwaukee and St Paul Railroad

Company carry the pnvdege of participating equally with the common
in all distributions of earmngs after the common has received 7 per cent

Sometimes the participating feature extends only to a certain percentage,

after which further distributions are entirely m favor of the common
stock The participating feature of the preferred stock of the Chicago

and Northwestern Railway Company is interestmg m this connection

After the common stock receives 7 per cent, the preferred is entitled to

3 per cent additional before any further distribution on the common can

be made Should the common also receive an additional 3 per cent in

any one year, brmgmg the total distribution on each class of stock to

10 per cent, any further dividends must be made equally between the two

issues

Participation by class is quite common. This feature provides for

participation on the basis of division of additional distributions in lump

sum according to a stated percentage by classes of stocks. The amount

gomg to each share of stock will then depend upon the amount of the

stock outstanding Obviously, the smaller the amount of stock out-

standing, the closer will the distribution equal that made on each share

of the common stock.

While theoretically attractive, the participatmg featurem practice has

seldom proved of advantage to the stockholder It is found mainly m
weak issues and sold durmg prosperous times when conservatively inchned

investors desire a greater share m the profits of industry but, neverthe-

less, are unwilling to sacrifice the preference which preferred stocks or

bonds give over the common stock These features generally lose aU

attraction in the first penod of depression which follows, investor

finHing that he has paid a fictitious pnee for his investment >/

Dividends on Common Stock—^The common stockholder in a success-

ful corporation always benefits more than any other class of owners On
the other hand, nothing is quite so hopeless as his positionm an unsuccess-
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ful concern. For him who possesses the msight and judgment necessary

m discriminating between the good and the bad, common stocks in

American corporations offer the best opportunity for large income Few
American men of wealth arrived at their position except through the

ownership of common stocks Successful corporations rarely distribute

more than 60 per cent of their earnmgs year m and year out, while most

of them distribute a far smaller proportion The balance is allowed to

accumulate m a surplus account which may later be distributed in the

form of stock dividends Common stock has no stipulated rate of divi-

dend, but when a certain rate has been paid for a number of years, a

conservative board of directors will hesitate before reducing it, for this

will reflect upon the general credit of the company In case earnings are

suflflcient, the rate may gradually be mcreased or maintained at its cus-

tomary figure, while a stock dividend is declared which in effect results

in a larger distribution to the shareholders Corporations frequently

distribute extra dividends in addition to the regular rate This is done
when the earnmgs are temporarily large, and the board of directors desires

to reward the stockholders accordingly The extra dividend, however,

should in no case be regarded as part of the regular rate, for when it is

later dropped, as it in all probabihty will be, disappointment will come to

the stockholder

Control—^The questions of control and management come up in the

case of corporate securities Control is either actual or contingent

Normally the bondholder's active relation to the corporation as a going

concern is limited to the receipt of pasunents of interest and principal of

the loan Control by the bondholders is contmgent upon the non-
performance of certam covenants in the agreement, whereupon full

possession of the property may be assumed
One of the chief legal distinctions between bonds and stocks hes in the

degree of control exercised in the management of the corporation.

Stockholders are m legal theory the proprietors of the business; they
stand as the successors to the partners m a partnership Their method
of control, however, m the modern busmess corporation is indirect,

namely, through the election of a board of directors

Apportiomng the Risk,—The most significant part of the investment
contract relates to the apportionment of nsk among the various classes

of security holders. The fact that risks are inevitable m the economic
realm has led to financial expedients that look toward the division of these

risks so as to meet the desires of aU classes of investors Many investors

are ultraconservative and demand the Simon-pure interest that accom-
panies the riskless investment, others are willing to assume some little

risk for a compensation; while still others consciously assume the greatest

risks which financial instruments provide with the hope of obtaining
profits In order to satisfy these different demands, the science of
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finance has invented legal arrangements which apportion the risk to the

various classes of securities. These nsks are roughly in proportion to

the prospective income.

It IS important to reahze that nsk is inherent in mdustry and that

financial instruments merely segregate the greater portion of this risk m
certain classes of issues. Even the most carefully planned investments

occasionaUy bring nothmg but disappomtment No matter what the

legal anangement may be, the ultimate satisfaction of claims depends

upon the economic values lymg back of the contract The best that legal

contracts can do is to create a pnonty of mterest for certain security

holders over others. This generally means that the securities of piime

claim have current values back of them several times the amount

represented by the security The corporation that gives a

first mortgage pledges the entire property and earnmg power to

the payment of mterest and principal of the mortgage obligation It

means, moreover, that issues of jumor claim sacrifice their priority of

/ilaim upon property and earnings in favor of secuiities of senior hen

The creation of priority of claim upon earmngs and assets is the key to

the determination of the legal position of the various classes of securities

Bonds are generally designated by desciiptive terms which emphasize

only one aspect, or a few aspects, of the obhgation but often tell us httle

about the fundamental security This is particularly true of debenture

bonds which carry certain protective provisions not at all suggested by

their titles. The same may be said m regard to preferred and common

stocks. So intncate and complex have legal provisions become that the

only safe procedure is to examme the detailed provisions of each issue.

It IS, therefore, the purpose of what immediately follows to discuss legal

provisions having to do with priority of claim rather than conventional

names These provisions are found m practice m any and all sorts of

combinations which taken together estabhsh the legal position of a given

issue

Corporation Mortgages.—In the case of mdivldual mortgages, the

law has long permitted the mortgagor to execute the mortgage to a third

party, known as the trustee, mstead of to the mortgagee. This opened

the way for the issue of corporation bonds owned by numerous individuals

and interests, secured by a smgle mortgage which when executed to a

trustee remains with him as long as the issue is outstanding The

corporation mortgage is usually referred to as a “deed of trust,” but it

differs m no essential manner from the mdividual mortgage which in

many states is known by the same name.

The deed of trust, as m the case of the mdividual mortgage, is not an

absolute transfer of title to the trustee but only a transfer in the mterest

of the mortgagee who still retains the privilege of foreclosure either

through his own initiative or that of the trustee. The nature of the
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corporate mortgage is succinctly stated by William Lilly in his Individual

and Corporation Mortgages^ as follows

The corporate mortgage is usually a deed of trust executed to a trustee who

holds the legal title to the property as security for the repayment of the indebted-

ness which IS generally evidenced by one or more bonds, or one or more promissory

notes Bonds are instruments undei seal, and the notes are less foimal promises

to pay In some states under trust deeds the mortgagor retains the legal title,

and the trustee takes only an interestm the nature of secunty for the debt, for the

benefit of the mortgagee But m others, the trustee takes the legal title, while

the mortgagor retains the eqmtable title, or equity of redemption, and the right

of possession, unless it is agreed by the parties that the moitgagec shall have

possession of the mortgaged property The bonds or notes secured by a ooiporate

mortgage usually find their way into the hands of numerous parties, and the

corporate mortgage generally provides that it shall stand as security for the equal

benefit of all the holders of the bonds or notes

The power of a corporation to borrow money is well settled m law

The courts reasoned that the privilege of doing business which was

granted to every corporation organized for that purpose involved the

purchase of property on credit if so desired If property could be

purchased on credit, it was further stated that the corporation also

possessed the power of borrowmg money for any legal purpose whatsoever

It IS furthermore well settled that the power to borrow money carries with

it the power to give security for the loan Thus the right to borrow

money and execute mortgages by corporations are two powers implied

in the privilege granted for the conduct of business The by-laws of

a corporation usually provide that corporate pioperty can be moitgaged

only by the board of directors with the consent of either two-thirds or

three-fourths majonty of the stock mterests given at a meeting of the

stockholders called for that purpose^
A bond issued upon the basis of the mortgage as security constitutes

the essential legal evidence of the debt, the mortgage being looked upon
as havmg no separate existence but being m the position of a supporting

document Any conflict in the terms contamed in the bond with those

found m the mortgage are usually reconciled m favor of the bond For-

merly, the holder of a mortgage debt possessed powers at suit of law not
granted under foreclosure, but at the present time this distinction has
been eradicated and foreclosure proceedmga constitute the only steps

necessary in order to enforce the debtor’s claims

The Trustee.—There is but one mortgage instrument underlying each
bond issue and this is held by the trustee appointed by the corporation
It would be impracticable to issue a separate mortgage for each bond
outstandmg Corporate property cannot be divided up in this fashion
and nothing could be gained as long as the mortgage provides for the

^ See p 47
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equal security of all bondholders under the single instrument. The
trustee stands as the legal representative of the bondholders, and action
against the corporation in the interest of the bondholders devolves in the
first instance upon him The trustee is accountable only in case of
neglect of duty, which is mterpreted to mean that he shall exercise a
reasonable amount of dihgence m the performance of his obligations

In case of neglect of duty, the trustee may be removed by order of the
court

The chief rights, duties, and obhgations of the mortgage trustee have
been summarized as follows ^

1 To certify the bonds issued upon the mortgage under his trusteeship,

2 To see that interest charges and pnncipal are paid when due,
3 To keep a check upon the physical condition of the pioperty,

4 To see that the funds belongmg to the moitgage holders are not dissipated,

5 To seize the property of the corporation under authority of the court when
either principal or inteiest is not paid, provided this power exists, whether by
statute, or piovision in the mortgage where such is allowable by law,

6 To bring foreclosure proceedmg and to request the court to appomt a

receiver, if either interest or pnncipal is not paid,

7 To sell the property m case of foreclosure, without operating it, if the

mortgage expressly so provides

The corporate mortgage may create a hen on various kinds of property

Many different pieces of real estate located in widely different parts of

the country may be included in the same mortgage This makes the

recording of the mortgage necessary m every jurisdiction wheie the

property is located Almost any kmd of personalty may also be included

m the same instrument along with real estate Frequently hens, leases,

leasehold rights, easements, franchises, and other privileges creating an

interest in land, patents, stocks, bonds, and so forth, are thus included

While personalty may be mortgaged separately under a chattel mortgage,

and stocks and bonds and other choses in action pledged under a collateral

trust bond, the modern indenture is a smgle composite instrument mclud-

ing all of them. In fact, the appurtenant chattels of a railroad are

treated as real estate for mortgage purposes

Tax Covenant,—Since the passage of the federal income-tax law, most

mortgages contain what is usually referred to as the “tax covenant ”

This provides that the company shall pay to the bondholders the amount

designated “without deduction for any tax or taxes which the company

may be required or permitted to pay thereon, or to retain therefrom,

under any present or future law of the United States of America, or of

any state, county, or municipality or other taxing authority therein ”

E LAaERQUiBT, Investment Andlys^s, pp 121-122 Chapter VII of this

work gives a good summary of the mortgage
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This covenant may prove of great benefit to the investor and is being

demanded more and more in new bond issues

Registered versus Coupon Bonds.—Bonds may be registered as to

both principal and interest or only as to principal When the bonds

are registeied, the corporation is legally hable for the principal and

interest only to the owner whose name appears on the books of the

corpoiation Tiansfer may be made by having the new owner's name
entered on the books Sometimes a new bond is issued in exchange for

the old one, sometimes the old bond is merely assigned to the new owner

whose name is then registered on the books and delivered to him If

registered bonds are lost, the owner should immediately notify the

corporation so that no fraudulent transfers will be made Interest,

however, will continue to be paid to the owner of a registered bond which

has been lost or destroyed Coupon bonds which do not have their

principal registered may be transferred simply by delivery Where the

interest coupons are not registered, coupons payable to bearer may be
presented by anyone, and they will be honored The holder of a detached

coupon has a contract independent of the indenture and becomes a general

creditor of the corporation While the bond itself must be properly

signed by the officers of the corporation, the indenture generally provides

that this may be authenticated by an engraved facsimile signature of

the treasurer In order to be genuine the indenture usually provides

that the trustee authenticate the bond itself by his signature, he thereby

becomes responsible under penalty for the genuineness of the bond
Default.—Although the mortgage agreement contains many covenants

relative to the preservation of the property mortgaged, thus far there has
been developed no adequate means of enforcing most of these covenants
Strict legal theory might permit the trustee to take charge of the property
or business in case of failure to perform any of the covenants But such
a course of action would only make matters worse by causing extra

expenses and expanding the duties of the trustee beyond their present
actual status The keepmg of most of the covenants in practice depends
upon the good faith of the corporation and the esteem m which it holds its

credit. It IS becoming the practice to mclude in a separate section of the
deed of trust the covenants, the non-performance of which is to be
considered default These mvariably mclude the covenant to pay all

interest and principal of the debt when due, although a period of grace of

30 to 90 days is usually allowed The mamtenance of adequate repairs
on equipment of certain companies is also a common inclusion

Beyond these, however, it depends upon the bargain struck between
the parties concerned Here, as m many other respects, the investor
feels the need of a standardized deed of trust so that all uncertainty
concerning the effective provisions may be removed Likewise, the pre-
cise duties of the trustee differ m the different states Aside from the
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legal provisions that may exist m regard to the duties of the trustee m
general, it is becoming the practice carefully to define his duties in the

mortgage agreement

In case of the failure of a corporation to abide by the essential pro-

visions of the mortgage, the trustee with the consent usually of a majority

of the bondholders may assume control of the affairs of the corporation

after the lapse of an interval of time This does not deprive the bond-

holders of the right in case of necessity to take foreclosure action in the

regular manner If the trustee assumes control, he may sell the property

of the corporation or operate it in the mterest of the bondholders In

certain cases where it appears upon subsequent development that the

exercise of this right is mjudicious, it may be waived by the trustee

Other provisions permit the mortgagor by satisfymg the bondholders to

recover possession of the property even after proceedings have been

instituted The usual course of the trustee is neither to sell nor to oper-

ate the property but to apply to the court for foreclosure action, where-

upon, if the petition is granted, a receiver is appomted by the court

The mortgage may provide that foreclosure may be started only after

securing the approval of a specified number of bondholders. In the

absence of any such specification and also upon the refusal of the trustee

to take action, the courts allow a mmority of the bondholders to request

the trustee or, failing this, the court to mstitute foreclosure proceedings

This protects the minority against the inactivity of the majority

Property once in the hands of the receiver may be sold to satisfy the

cla-ima of the creditors as determined by the combined action of the bond-

holders' committee m consultation with the court If sold, it must be

sold so as to conserve the best interests of all concerned, which would

prevent dismemberment of the property into parts which would be

mimical to its value Property unconnected with the operation of the

business, however, may be separately sold. The creditors or stockholders

themselves may bid m the propertym part or m its entirety and orgamze

a new company or continue the old, depending upon the circumstances in

each case

Open and Closed Mortgages.—Corporate mortgages are designated as

open-end, closed-end, or merely open Closed-end mortgages are those

whose amount is limited at the time the mortgage is written, and no fur-

ther issue of bonds is possible upon them as security They are the

oldest type of mortgage bonds, and while their use is rapidly passing out

of existence, some of the bonds based on this type of mortgage are among

the strongest of corporation bonds In the case of the open-endmortgage,

all bond issues based upon the mortgage m question are limited to a

specified amount but may be issued in mstalments All bonds issued m
this way upon the same instrument have equal claims upon the property

covered in the mortgage
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Open mortgages permit, according to the provisions contained in them,

the unlimited issue of additional bonds upon the same mortgage as

security The additional amount issued, however, is hmited to a certain

portion, say, 76 per cent, of the value of the extension or addition of prop-

erty coming within the hen of the mortgage Thus by the addition of

new property, the strength of the security, even of the old outstanding

issues, may be improved On the other hand, if no new property is

acquired and at the same time additional bond issues are floated upon the

basis of existing property, the issues would be weakened Open mort-

gages may be vitally affected according to the principles of valuation of

property used, the state of the currency, and business conditions Bonds

issued upon high valuations are correspondmgly weak because of the

danger of future shrinkage Bonds issued upon the basis of valuations in

boom periods or periods of inflations such as war periods are especially

subject to weakness The open mortgage cannot be regaided with the

same degiee of satisfaction as the other types mentioned Some protec-

tion IS afforded the investor m case state laws limit the issue of bonds

The common provisions m this connection stipulate a certain percentage

relationship between bonds on the one hand and fixed property or capital

stock on the other But where no hmitation upon the capital stock is

provided, it is plain that no definite proportion between bonds and capital

stock would afford the security sought by the investor

Blanket and Specific Mortgages.—^Blanket mortgages cover all the

property of the company and are quite generally found among industrial

and sometimes public-utihty corporations All of the property in the

possession of the corporation at the time of the execution of the mortgage

IS pledged for the security of the bonds A blanket mortgage may be

strengthened by the msertion of an “after-acquired property clause”

which provides that “all property now owned or hereafter to be acquired ”

is pledged for the security of the bonds This normally increases the

equity behind the bonds. The legal device of purchase-money mort-
gages which permits newly acquired property to be mortgaged for a
separate bond issue may, however, defeat entirely the original purpose
of the after-acquired property clause. Specific mortgages have as their

sole security the property mentioned m the instrument J
Junior Mortgages—Second, third, and other junior mortgages

covermg certain property are, of course, always subject to all the prior

claims such as first mortgages, receivers’ certificates, and taxes As far

as the individual corporation is concerned, bond issues rank in order of

the mortgage hen. Caution, however, should here be given that there
IS nothmg m the mere name of first, second, or third mortgage with refer-

ence to the ranking of securities of different corporations Some second-
mortgage bonds issued by strong compames, for reasons later to be
explained, may be superior to first-mortgage bonds issued by weaker
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companies Except in a few outstanding cases, names of securities here

as elsewhere are of lessemng significance m modern investment.

Reorganization.—Although contracts are usually considered inviolate,

there are circumstances under which they must give place to new and
substitute agreements. This is best illustrated in the case of railroad

finance, which is by far the most complex of all corporation finance The
development of raihoad systems of the present day came about by
longitudinal and lateral consohdations of scores of small and connectmg
hnes When consolidation took place, the mtegral units of the new
system had outstanding contracts on mortgage loans which could not be

settled until the maturity of the bonds In this way it came about that

the large systems had many underlying small i^ues which were a first

claim on the company As the systems grew, new hnes were built and
financed by the parent company, and the older and smaller bond issues

gradually matured and were paid off This situation gave the railroads

the opportunity of issumg general, consohdated, or refunding bonds

which were a first mortgage on unencumbered property and were made to

include the property which was uncovered by lifting previous mortgages

Many of these small issues, however, were not canceled until the system

went through the pains of reorgamzation or receivership At such times,

with the consent of every bondholder, scores of these small issues were

consolidated into one of the larger issues, thereby simphfsung the entire

finances of the railroad

The protection of the legal rights of the different classes of security

holders in reorganization makes necessary the consideration of the funda-

mental economic position of the properties New securities are exchanged

for old on the basis of relative values and not according to legal rights

The economic importance of the property behmd the bonds is usually

judged mainly upon the basis of the mdependent earmng power and the

strategic position it holds with respect to the entire system of which it is a

part Judged upon this basis, railroad bonds are found to fall into three

main classes those underlying or divisional mortgages whose security

rests on property of the mam hne which is mdispensable to the system,

those representing later mortgages upon the mam hne divisions and

branch hnes which have an mdependent value of then own, and, lastly,

those, although first mortgages, that rest upon property not in itself

possessing large or independent earnmg capacity. The bonds of the

first class are usually m an impregnable position and often are allowed to

remain undisturbed but are frequently exchanged upon a favorable basis

for securities of new and larger issues These bonds seldom suffer in

reorganization. The second class, however, are not in such a strong

position, and their holders may be requned by the court to accept con-

siderable sacrifices. The last class of bondholders is in an extremely
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weak position, being called upon frequently to make substantial sacrifices

The couit may even extmgmsh most of the claims of this class

In the final analysis, corporation mortgages given to secure bonds or

notes are not what they seem to be Especially in connection with prop-

erty devoted to the pubhc service, the courts have developed the theory

of the priority of the rights of the pubhc to the service of the corporation

Speaking of corporations in general, Dewing, m his woik on The Financial

Policy of Corporations, says, “The modern practice of the courts in

appointing receivers at the first mtimation of financial difficulties, tends

to defeat both the letter and the spirit of the moitgage bond

Collateral Trust Bonds—Collateral trust bonds aie bonds issued on

the basis of intangibles, such as stocks and bonds, as collateral security

They are accompamed by an indenture which does not differ m its essen-

tial respects from the mortgage indenture and which is in the custody of a

trustee while the bonds are outstanding This instrument gives a lien

upon the deposited collateral which, in case of default of any of the

specified covenants, becomes subject to foieclosure and sale the same as

the property back of the mortgage mdenture

Collateral trust bonds are issued by practically all kinds of corpora-

tions Dr. Dewmg’s^ analysis shows three reasons why such bonds have

come into general use First, a corporation may possess some or all of the

bonds of a number of small issues all of which have no established market

of their own By pledgmg these bonds as security for a single large

issue, a market for them can easily be established, especially if the cor-

poration is well known and has good credit Second, collateral trust

bonds may be issued by parent corporations created partly at least to

circumvent legal restrictions in issuing securities such as the after-

acquired property clause in certam mortgages of subsidiary corporations

The third reason is m order to avoid direct liability for damages. A large

corporation having various properties, each of which entails an independ-

ent risk of suit for damages, may escape liability entirely by creating

subsidiary corporations whose property is bonded to its full value The
bonds of several of these smaller companies may be held by the parent

company and desposited for security of a collateral trust issue, while at

the same time they cover the entire equity of the subsidiary corporations,

precludmg the recovery of damages in a legal suit.

The ultimate value of collateral trust bonds depends upon the char-

acter of the securities deposited with the trustee Collateral trust bonds
may be secunties of first rank if they conform to the following conditions

1 The collateral itself must be of first rank It may consist of bonds of inde-

pendent companies or of bonds of subsidiary compames having a direct business

relationship with the parent company, but capable of bemg mdependently operated

>Vol I, p 42
^ Financial Policy of CorporeUions, pp 128-131
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2 The value of the collateral must show a good margm above the prmcipal of the

collateral trust bond and the mterest on the collateral issue must be sufficient, with a

liberal margin, to cover mterest requirements on the collateral trust bonds

3 The collateral trust bond is greatly strengthened and specially desirable if the

collateral is well diversified so that it may be marketed without materially afiectmg its

price

The weakest of all collateral trust bonds are those that are secured by

the pledge of stock of subsidiary companies Aside from their contrac-

tual features, these are not bonds at all, and the mvestor must constantly

be on the lookout for this type of issue The collateral trust bonds of

public-utility holding compames mterested in the gas and electric business

and, also, of telephone and telegraph companies may be issues of high

merit This would be the case where the subsidiaries are widely scattered

and many issues are pledged as security for the collateral issue It

becomes highly important to have a clause in the trust agreement for-

bidding the issue of additional bonds or stocks by the subsidiary com-

panies of equal or prior hen with those deposited as security, unless a

proportion thereof, sufficient to protect the mterests of the collateral

trust bondholders, be deposited as security

Equipment Obligations—Until recent years, equipment obligations

were used almost exclusively in railroad finance to provide new equip-

ment where the railroad had difficulty m raising funds through the

ordinary means Withm the past few years, however, equipment

obligations have appeared m connection with ocean and lake transporta-

tion compames and certam manufacturing concerns

Equipment obligations may be issued on the basis of the lease which is

known as the Philadelphia plan or under a mortgage hen sometimes called

the New York plan Under the Philadelphia plan the railroad company

desiring to acquire new eqmpment advances an imtial payment It

then secures the use of the eqmpment under lease but acquires no title

until the instalments are completely paid This plan was the outcome

of the fact that the Pennsylvania courts would not allow moving equip-

ment bought on the instalment plan or on conditional sale to be used as a

basis of a loan from a third party Under contract with the manufac-

turing company, the railroad company pays one-tenth or more as initial

payment, whereupon the cars and locomotives are constructed according

to specifications. The trustee then acquires fuU title and issues trust

certificates through which money is secured to pay the manufacturing

company in full for the eqmpment The lease then provides that the

railroad company shall pay annually to the trustee an amount which will

cover the interest requirements on the entire issue and, also, sufficient

funds to meet the portion of the obhgations that mature during the year

the certificates having been issued on the senes plan. When the period

necessary to complete all of the payments, usually 10 years, has elapsed,
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the trustee executes a bill of sale m favor of the railroad company
During the term of lease the railroad company promises to keep the

equipment duly repaired and insured, to replace cars destroyed for one

leason or another, and to assemble the equipment at a designated

point for delivery to the trustee m case it fails to keep any of the

covenants.

Under the New York plan the railroad acquires the equipment

directly from the manufacturmg company or receives it through a

conditional sale from the trustee A mortgage is then placed upon the

equipment, which is the basis of a bond issue which becomes a direct

obhgation of the railroad company itself This plan is inferior to the

Philadelphia plan from the contractual point of view because the title to

the piopeity is not so clear as in the former case

Equipment obhgations are usually based upon both cars and loco-

motives The period of payment by the railroad company usually runs

for 10 yeais, while the equipment itself has a hfe several years longer or

in some cases four times the period of the last senes of the obhgation
This creates an ever-increasing eqmty back of the lessening amount of

the obligations outstandmg and has contnbuted to the strong position

of the equipment obhgations among investors For this reason and since

a railroad cannot operate without equipment, equipment obligations are

perhaps the strongest type of railroad security. They have been known
to take precedence in claims on roads m receivership over first and
underlying mortgage bonds The yield of these issues is usually some-
thing like one-half of 1 per cent less than the best mortgage bonds show

Debenture Bonds—Debenture bonds are bonds without a specific

hen on property They are sometimes called general credit bonds
It was the custom before 1900 to issue debenture bonds which contained

all of the provisions of the contract in each bond Since that time,

however, it has become the universal practice in issuing debenture bonds
to execute an indenture the same as in the case of mortgage and collateral

trust bonds. The indenture is to all intents and purposes the identical

legal instrument as m the case of mortgage bonds, with the exception that

no property is pledged and, therefore, no foreclosure suit can be instituted

Debenture agreements, hke mortgage agreements, are far from being
standardized and the covenants contained therein are the result of

bargammg between the parties concerned The typical debenture
agreement contams a clause providmg for the immediate maturity of

the prmcipal of the loan m case of default on the interest payment It

also provides that the debenture bond shall be secured equally with any
future obligation issued by the company Various other provisions also

occur, such as the maintenance of a definite ratio between current assets

and current liabihties, the current ratio, sinking-fund provisions, and
(!onversion privileges m case of convertible bonds.
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Unsecured bonds and notes rest upon the general credit of the maker
and lack one of the strongest features of a desirable contract The
maker of an unsecured obhgation may at the time have ample property
It is unsafe to depend upon this, however, smce the property may be
disposed of or a mortgage placed upon it which then becomes a prior

hen Furthermore, the holder of the unsecured obligation does not
possess the right of foreclosure but may be compelled to resort to civil

action to make good his claims, often an inconvenient and expensive

process Default upon either the mterest or principal will result in

failure and receivership, a condition not different from that resultmg in

default on mortgage bonds

Debenture obligations are inherently weak, however, in several

respects They constitute at the time of issue a junior claim upon the

assets of the corporation They are thus treated almost universally

by receivers’ courts Furthermore, the general credit of corporations

or governments issuing debentures is subject to change Coiporations

may subsequently issue mortgage bonds which deprive the debentures

of the asset security which was formerly theirs This may be avoided

by the very common practice of includmg m the agreement a clause

forbidding any subsequent prior-hen issues during the time the issue is

outstanding The strength of debentures may also be undermined by the

subsequent issue of more debentures of equal claim A provision is

now usually inserted in the agreement forbidding this practice With

proper protective clauses, debenture bonds may be very strong issues

even from the point of view of the contract element

Assumed Bonds.—The case of assumed bonds seems at first sight com-

plex but m reality is very simple. Assumed bonds arise at the time of

consolidation, reorgamzation, or receivership. Small corporations are

often merged or consolidated with larger ones The bonds of these small

corporations are often left outstanding, but the provisions of their con-

tract are assumed by the succeeding corporation These bonds are

thus undisturbed as far as the agreement with the bondholders is con-

cerned The investor stands precisely in the same position as before,

except for the change in one party to the contract As a general rule,

assumed bonds are first-mortgage bonds and have on this account

acquired an enviable reputation. At the time of receivership, they are

treated as bonds originally issued by the corporation in receivership.

Guaranteed Bonds.—Guaranteed bonds are qmte similar to assumed

bonds They arise, however, in a different way, the most common case

being where a large corporation leases the property of a smaller corpora-

tion and guarantees either principal or mterest, or most commonly both,

of the outstanding bonds In effect this is sunply the endorsement of the

promise of the smaller corporation by the larger one and may not greatly

improve the contract Receivers’ courts all but ignore such guarantees
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and they may even be repudiated by the guaranteeing corporation

regardless of its success or failure

Joint Bonds.—Perhaps still more confusing is the case of joint bonds

They usually arise where several railroad or other transportation com-

panies desire to use certam property jointly, such as terminals, bridges,

and docks. A small corporation is created for the ownership of the joint

property the stock of which is all held by the parent corporations Bonds

are then issued, usually m relatively large amounts, by the small corpo-

ration and guaranteed jomtly by the railroad or other transportation

compames The bonds themselves may be first-mortgage, general-

mortgage, collateral trust, or eqmpment bonds From the contractual

point of view, these bonds must be judged on the basis of their separate

provisions The fact that they are jomtly guaranteed strengthens them

only by virtue of the fact that there are several endorsers instead of only

one and consequently they are only a special case of guaranteed bonds

Receivers’ courts treat them as other guaranteed bonds

Receivers’ Certificates.—^These arem effect short-term notes unsecured

by the pledge of property and issued under the direction of the court by
the receiver m charge of the financial affairs of a corporation in order to

secure immediate cash. Receivers’ certificates are commonly found in

connection with pubhc-service corporations, and their purpose is to sup-

ply cash necessary for continued operation of the utility and for per-

manent improvements. They are, nevertheless, sometimes issued in case

of manufacturing companies

The exact status of the promise to pay in this case depends somewhat
upon the attitude of the mdividual court concerned It is quite generally

the case, however, that these certificates constitute a hen prior even to

first-mortgage hens—^taxes, expenses of receivership, current charges

for wages and supphes and mechamcal hens only having priority over

them It IS absolutely necessary to give such obhgations a prior claim,

for the credit of the corporation is usually entirely ruined on the basis

of the existing financial structure Before the corporation passes to its

new owners, receivers’ certificates are usually either paid in cash or

satisfactory adjustment is made through their exchange for bonds At
any rate, settlement must be made before the property of the failed

corporation is turned back to its owners.

The final investment strength of receivers’ certificates depends upon
the corporation Although issued by order of the court, m no case are

they to be considered pubhc obhgations subject to liquidation through
taxes. In case the corporation is absolutely essential to the pubhc
welfare and the payment of receivers’ certificates m cash is an impossi-

bility, their owners may be compelled to accept whatever other securities

of the corporation the court sees fit to offer them. This arbitrary power
of the court throws a veil of uncertainty about receivers’ certificates, and
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the final word cannot be said except after the court has been heard The
good faith of the judge can ordinarily be depended upon, however, to

make satisfactory settlement with the owners of receivers’ certificates

Sinking Funds.—A sinking fund may be defined as a fund provided

for the redemption of a part or all of an issue of securities at or before

maturity Before 1910, smking funds were used almost exclusively in

connection with bonds, but since that date they have also been of general

application to industrial preferred stocks The variety and details of

sinking-fund provisions are almost infinite The motives and purposes

underlying these provisions, however, are comparatively few and simple

and need consideration.

From the earliest times, it has been a part of the theory of American
finance that both public and private debts should be paid A definite

means of accomplishing this was the smkmg fund, which provided for

regular and certain hquidation of the debt The national government

employed the principle early m its history by appropriating special

revenues for the purpose It succeeded in cancehng the entire debt

by 1836 The same principle was employed following the Cml War
and has more recently been used m canceling a considerable amount of

Liberty bonds and Victory notes. The principle has found wider

application in connection with state debts, and its use m connection

with municipal financing is almost umversal In their early history

railroads imitated the publicm their financial methods They proceeded

upon the theory that their debts, too, should be paid, and the result

was that almost invariably railroad bonds were of short maturity and

carried sinking-fund provisions Gradually, however, railroad property

came to be looked upon as permanent m character and with the receiver-

ships following the panic of 1893, when about 25 per cent of the bonds

of roads m receivership had sinking-fund provisions attached to them,

the courts assumed the attitude that railway debts were also permanent

in character This led to the authorization and issue of bonds of 100

years and more maturity and a decreased use of the sinking fund. At the

present time not over 15 per cent of the railroad bonds of the country

carry sinking-fund provisions

The second motive m the employment of smkmg funds is the main-

tenance and increase in the equity back of security issues. This is

accomphshed by either the mamtenance or mcrease of the actual property

back of the issue or, if the funds are used for retiring part of the issue, by

lessening the amount of the issue outstandmg. Corporations have pro-

ceeded upon this pnnciple in the past where circumstances rendered its

use obligatory, m order to protect their credit and support the market for

their securities. The provision for repayment through sinking funds

has found its most extensive use with corporations whose assets for one

reason or another tend to decrease Such are the assets of mining, timber.
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and Oil concerns, especially the smaller ones, whose assets are constantly

wasting away to the exhaustion pomt as operations proceed, likewise the

assets of land companies tend to deciease with the disposal of their land

The sinking fund often takes the place of a depreciation fund as in the

case of equipment obhgations of railroads, street-car companies, tank-car

concerns, ship companies, and so forth Here the property gradually

wears out and a fund must be provided out of earnings to cancel the debt

before the physical assets become entirely valueless. Manufacturing

concerns whose property is subject to rapid deterioration, either from

use or out of sheer obsolescence, have extensively employed the sink-

ing-fund idea Almost 60 per cent of mdustrial bonds and, perhaps,

over 90 pei cent of preferred stocks are protected by sinking-fund

provisions

The third motivem the creation of sinking funds is especially intended

to appeal to the investor. In recent years, the competition for funds has

been so keen that pubhc utihties have found it necessary to attach such a

provision m order to raise the enormous funds required for the expansion

of their business Something like 50 per cent of all public-utility bonds

has such a feature They are generally of long maturity and the fund

accumulated in the end wiU cover only a portion of the issue concerned.

Like railroads, the property of public-utility concerns is of a permanent

character, and the theory of sinkmg funds applicable in the case of

decreasing assets finds no place here

A fourth motive m sinking funds is found in short-term financing

In periods of stress following a period of excessive activity, corporations

find that their inventories are abnormally large and slow of movement,
while the financing was done largely through bank notes Since maturing

loans must be met, the corporation resorts to the issue of short-term

bonds, notes, and preferred stocks to which is attached the sinking-fund

provision This motive has found large apphcation since 1919 in indus-

trial and mining concerns

What IS the value of the smkmg-fund provision to the investor?

Most authors have spoken strongly against it, regardless of the use made
of the principle In the case of government, state, and municipal bonds,

administrators of the sinkmg fund have frequently found ways of defeat-

ing its purpose. The 1 per cent sinking fund for the federal debt estab-

hshed m 1868 has fallen mto disuse but, if available, would now cancel

almost all of the debt to which it was originally applied. The sinking

funds of states have often been dissipated through mismanagement
In Pennsylvania, the sinking funds may by the constitution of the state be
used in case of war, invasion, or msurrection Cities, too, have attached

such details to their smking funds that their object has been defeated.

Pursuant to the provision that the sinking fund might be used to purchase
sound investments, the administrators of the fund m New York City
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used it to purchase a new issue of bonds of the city, thereby defeating

the very purpose of reduction of the debt

In the case of corporate business, if the property is adequately main-

tained, as m the case of railroads, so that its value at the maturity of

the bonds is equal to or greater than it was at the time of issue, there can

be little need for a sinking fund In such cases, the credit of the corpora-

tion will m all probabihty be mamtamed, which will enable the corpora-

tion to float a refunding issue On the other hand, where bonds and

notes are issued on the general credit of the company, the sinking fund

may serve a most useful purpose Likewise, in temporary financing

where notes and preferred stocks cover abnormally large current assets,

a fund to redeem the issues when the assets are liquidated wiU have a

wholesome effect upon the management

Sinking-fund provisions proved to be failures in the case of railroads

during receivership in the nmeties This might have been expected,

since payments from eaimngs into the fund would have rendered the

payment of bond interest impossible Eather than insist upon the pay-

ment into the sinking fund, the trustees of the mortgages chose to apply

the funds to the payment of interest and thus attempted for awhile at

least to ward off failure. The chief use of the sinking fund, then, is

to conserve the funds of the corporation while earmngs are available and

thus avoid the excessive payment of dividends or undue expansion To
accomplish this purpose, the best method of employing the sinking fund

is to purchase and cancel bonds of the issue to which it is applicable

When the sinking fund is invested m the plant, however, it is a misnomer

A fund used to expand business is no sinking fund at all A sinking fund

should properly be a cash fund available for the payment of obligations

at or before maturity If the fund is mvested m a fixed plant, it is not

available for cancelation of the issue Furthermore, it is not at all

certain that, when the issue matures, the condition of the investment

market will admit of economical refunding of the issue Even if it did,

such a course would surrender the entire theory of the sinking fund by

perpetuating the outstanding obhgations of the corporation

Serial Issues—Closely akin to the sinkmg-fund method of retiring

obligations is the serial method of issuing bonds and other obligations

This provides for the maturity of a certam amount of an issue at regular

intervals, usually each year beginning at a specified time This method

of reducing obligations has been used extensively in equipment obliga-

tions, timber bonds, and mumcipal issues It is preferable to the sinking

fund, its operation is more certain, smce the failure to meet a serial issue

at maturity would be counted as a default, which m the case of municipal

and private corporations would lead to legal action agamst the offenders

It avoids the uncertainty m the handhng of funds, smce they remain

in the possession of the maker only a short time until they are expended
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m the satisfaction of the maturing portion of the debt. In all cases above

discussed where the sinking fund is found m practice to be valuable, the

serial provision is probably superior It is sometimes forgotten that

maturmg obhgations have to be met with cash If money appropriated

to the sinking fund is accumulated and mvested m improvements or in

the securities of other corporations or governments, there is no assurance

whatever that the funds will be available when needed Serial bonds

with annual maturities make it unlikely that cash will not be available

when needed, since the payments must be met regularly.
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CHAPTER XII

THE CONTRACTUAL ELEMENT OF CREDIT : STOCKS

The stockholders of corporations represent the proprietary interests

and as such have certain rights and duties which distinguish them from
the creditors Yet the stockholders are not the direct owners of the

property of the corporation The corporation itself has been erected

to the status of an artificial person in legal theory and as such is the

legal owner of all of the corporation’s assets and rights The stock-

holder IS merely the owner of his proportionate share in the corporation

as a distinct legal entity Individually he has no control whatever

over the property or affairs of the corporation It is only through the

corporate organization that he exercises his proprietary rights These

are carefully defined m the law which it is our purpose to present briefly

The Board of Directors.
—

^The board of directors is generally entrusted

by law with the management of the business for which the corporation

IS chartered Directors have the imphed authority to bind the corpora-

tion by their acts if within their express or imphed powers relatmg to

the business of the corporation They, instead of the stockholders,

are thus the original and supreme authority m making corporate con-

tracts They have the power to borrow money and issue bonds and
notes, to pledge or mortgage the property of the corporation, to assign

and lease its property, and to pay dividends But statutes and charters

often require the assent of stockholders, or a certam percentage of them,

for particular acts

Their power does not ordinarily extend to making fundamental

changes in organization, charter, or powers of the corporation, but only

to carrying on of the ordinary business of the corporation They have

no power to alter the charter, to increase or reduce the capital stock,

to consolidate with another corporation, to surrender the charter or wmd
up the affairs of the corporation, to sell the assets of the corporation if

by so doing it interferes with the regular conduct of the business, or to

make, alter, or repeal the by-laws, unless expressly granted the power

Sometimes as a protection to stockholders the charters and general

statutes require the assent of stockholders for certam acts of the board of

directors Such assent is frequently required for the issue of mortgages,

increase in bonded indebtedness, transfer of land, and the hke The

assent of one-half or two-thirds of the stockholders is usually specified ^

I For the legal position of the board of directors, see W H Ballantme, Private

Corporations, Chap IX
201
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Unless provided for by statute or m the charter or by-laws of the

corporation, the board of directors possesses the power of incurring

indebtedness limited only by its own prudence In every case whether

the indebtedness be in the form of bonds, notes, bank loans, or otherwise,

it becomes a prior claim on both the earnings and assets of the corpora-

tion ahead of the stockholders’ claims In view of the present tendency

toward borrowmg, this privilege of the board of directors is a dangerous

weapon which should be employed only with great discretion Neither

preferred nor common stockholders are in a position effectually to check

what might easily become, and m fact has become, an unwholesome
practice

Duties of Directors—Some of the prmciples relating to the duties of

the board of directors are clear in law. Among them is the principle

that directors, as well as officers of corporations, are liable to the corpora-

tion for losses resulting from fraudulent acts, or from acts exceeding their

powers, or for neghgence in management But they are not liable for

losses resulting fiom mere mistakes of law or fact, or from errors m judg-

ment in management Ordinary skill and care in management is all

that IS required

Directors are m the position of trustees with reference to the corpora-

tion Their position is not merely that of honor but requires that they
exercise vigilance and be famihar with the by-laws and with the affairs

of the company They cannot remain silent in the presence of fraud
known to them affecting the property of the corporation or otherwise

Ballantme says, “The only proper rule is that the directors are liable

on the ground of negligence when, and only when, they have failed to

exercise ordinary care and diligence, and ordinary care and diligence

IS such care and dihgence as ordmarily careful and prudent men generally

exercise under similar conditions and circumstances This is to bo
determined by the circumstances of each case instead of any set rule

Honest mistakes of judgment do not bind either the board of directors

or the officers Officers and directors must have actually participated

m wrongful acts before they may be held hable

Directors and officers are bound by restrictions contained m the
charter and by-laws, and for acts m excess of these they are held hable
for damages to the company Owing to their fiduciary position, directors
and officers cannot, either directly or mdirectly, make secret profits out
of the corporation, their duty bemg to guard the interests of the corpora-
tion Directors cannot deal with corporations at arm’s length like

strangers but are bound by rules of fairness and good faith common to
fiduciaries

Stockholders’ Participation in Management.—Stockholders’ rights
m the management of corporations must be exercised at legally con-

’ Ballantinb, op 361,
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stituted regular or special meetings Moreover, theu powers must be

exercised collectively instead of mdividually. Mere majority action

outside a legal meeting does not constitute legal action

Eveiy stockholder has the right to votem the absence of some charter

or statutory provision to the contrary He may surrender his right

by agreement if assented to by all of the stockholders The charter or

statutes may limit the number of votes of each stockholder, classify the

stocks, and withhold the votmg privilege from any class, or restrict the

vote to persons having held the stock for a specified length of time If

there are no statutes to the contrary, the charter may exclude preferred

stockholders from voting in consideration of their preferred position

But the owners of a small class of management stock must abide by all

of the rules hmitmg others m a fiduciary position in the exercise of

management powers The management shareholders must consider

the interests of other classes of stockholders when the latter represent

substantial investments It is a question whether adequate protection

IS given the investment in preferred and common stocks through con-

centration of control in the hands of management stock. Those who
share the profits and losses would seem to be the proper ones to control

the affairs of the business Even preferred stockholders in their position

as quasi-creditors would profit by this privilege The statutes of Dela-

ware provide that even bondholders may be given the right to vote

By-laws may regulate the method of voting at meetings of stock-

holders, if passed upon by a majority of stock and if they are not unreason-

able They may also take away the voting right if consent is obtained.

But the light to vote cannot be conferred upon bondholders through

by-laws, Stockholders having a personal interest m contracts before the

corporation have the right to vote m spite of their position But a

majority of stockholders cannot control the corporation in their own inter-

ests individually or against the nghts of the mmority The tendency

IS, moreover, to regard the majority as being in a fiduciary position with

the minority Trustees or executors holding stock for beneficiaries

have the voting right Even if the stock stands in the name of

the decedent, the trustee may exercise the vote m certain states But a

corporation having treasury stock cannot vote the stock. It must first

be reissued. This rule apphes also to umssued stock A corporation

holding stock m another corporation has the right to the vote the same as

when held by a private individual, unless it can be shown that some

ulterior motive exists

Votmg Rights—At common law each stockholder is entitled to

but one vote But statutes, charters, or by-laws may grant one vote

to each share or make other arrangements affecting the exercise of the

voting privilege The normal situation is for each share to have one

vote Cumulative votmg exists under the laws of some states, as m
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Pennsylvania This power must be expressly granted in the charter,

or statutes, or by-laws and sometimes is found in constitutions This

allows votes to accumulate on smgle candidates for directors and thereby

secures representation of the mmority shareholders The right to vote

by proxy does not exist at common law but must be granted by charter,

by-laws, or statutes Proxies may be revoked at any time, even in meet-

ings undei progress Proxy nghts are granted in most jurisdictions at

the present time Irrevocable proxies are generally illegal

Contracts to vote stock are illegal if the agreement contemplates fraud

upon stockholders or creditors But stockholders may agree among

themselves for the elections of directors if not accompanied by bad

faith or fraud upon the mmority In fact, the control of corporations

depends regularly upon some group securmg the majority stock for

voting purposes On the whole, directors and officers own only about

one-tenth of the stock of corporations and it becomes necessary to secure

proxies if legal elections are to result Control is ordinarily secured by

one of several means, namely, by voting trusts, by holding companies,

or by classification of stock with control in bankers' shares or in manage-

ment stock

Voting trusts are used to combine votmg power to secure control

in order to insure continuity of management and policy Stocks are

pooled in favor of trustees who issue trust certificates to replace

suirendered stock which is then transferred on the books of the corpora-

tion to the names of the trustees Dividends are paid then to the bene-

ficial owners of the stock This form is commonly sanctioned by the

courts in the case of reorganized corporations to insure their future suc-

cess If the votmg trust results m management m the interest of others

than the stockholders, it is void The voting trust is frowned upon in

some jurisdictions because the permanent sigmng away of the votmg right

IS held contrary to public pohcy Such poohng arrangements, there-

fore, are often held void because contrary to public pohcy. But this

IS the unusual view The better view seems to be that voting trusts

are valid in the absence of some ulterior or fraudulent motive

Powers of Stockholders.—The majority stock has the control of

corporations unless it can be shown that the act m question is not m good

faith and in the interest of the corporation But they must not act

fraudulently or in bad faith so as to jeopardize the interest of the minority.

The mmority then must always abide by the decisions of the majority

Blackstone compared corporations to httle repubhcs m this respect.

Stockholders have the power to elect the board of directors, to increase

or decrease the capital stock, to make by-laws, to transfer or lease all

property of the corporation, and to hquidate its affairs, all of this pro-

vided the act is not contrary to the charter or by-laws Stockholders

mdividually have no power to act m the name of the corporation DiS-
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solution of the corporation may take place by action of a bare majority

and the assets distributed to the stockholders if the business can no
longer be earned on profitably But if the latter contingency is not

present, every stockholder has the nght to msist that the business con-

tinue for the hfetime of the charter Under these circumstances not

even the majority can discontinue busmess

In disposing of its property legally, the corporation may accept stock

in another corporation, m exchange for which stock may then be dis-

tributed to its stockholders or sold for cash and the proceeds distributed

But all of the stockholders must consent; a majority is not sufficient

Dissenting stockholders may require that the stock thus acquired be

sold for cash and the proceeds distributed to the shareholders But
the transfer of property of one corporation to another in exchange for

its stock cannot be carried out by action of a majority if the purpose is

merely to secure other control, unless the statutes of the state permit

Statutes frequently provide that corporations, with the consent of two-

thuds of the stock, or other majority, may sell then- property. These

provisions permit consolidations of corporations under one management
But even so, courts hold that the majority stands m a fiduciary position

and must not impose its will upon the mmority against the latter’s

mterest

Rights of Stockholders—^The most valuable right the stockholder

possesses is to share in the profits of the corporation as he of necessity

must share in the losses Recent decisions seem to indicate that a cor-

poration cannot go on mdefinitely adding profits to capital and accumu-

latmg a surplus But stockholders seem to have the right to have the

profits periodically divided among them m proportion to their relative

mterests In Dodge v Ford Motor Company the court said “A busi-

ness corporation is orgamzed and earned on primarily for the profit

of the stockholders—^the discretion of the directois is to be exercised in

the choice of means to attam that end, and does not extend to a change

m the end itself, to the reduction of profits, or to the non-distribution of

profits among stockholders, in order to devote them to other purposes

Thus directors cannot avowedly sacrifice the mterest of the stockholders.

The declaration of a dividend creates a debt m favor of the stock-

holders at the time of declaration But until the dividend has been

declared, the stockholders have no nght to the earnings Dividends

cannot be declared out of capital except for hquidation purposes Direc-

tors, nevertheless, are permitted to exercise discretion as to the needs

of the corporation and its financial position before deolarmg dividends

But directors cannot unfairly and mdefimtely refuse to distribute earn-

mgs to stockholders even though no question of fraud be present Cred-

itors in insolvency have a claim upon all of the assets of the corporation,

1 204 Michigan 459
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including the surplus earnings, ahead of the stockholders. But divi-

dends once declared are debts and stockholders then have a claim upon

the property the same as other debtors They may even sue the cor-

poration to compel payment

Although dividends cannot be paid out of capital, nevertheless loss

of capital m previous yeais need not be made good out of surplus before

the dividends are declared K current operations show a profit, divi-

dends may be paid. Each year is regarded as a separate period. It

seems that a current charge for depreciation is not always necessarily

made before dividends may be legal. But ih some states statutes

limit the payment of dividends to profits after payment of taxes,

operating expenses, and fixed charges In other states surplus of

assets over capital paid m is required. In the case of railroads

or similar corporations, depreciated property must be made good

and expenses for repairs and renewals met before dividends can

be declared out of profits ^ In the case of mining properties where

assets are being constantly exhausted, no replacement of capital is neces-

sary before estimating profits out of which dividends may be paid.

Dividends may generally be paid m cash, property, bonds, or stocks,

if reserve stock exists. Cash dividends must be made in lawful currency.

In some states stock dividends are unlawful The board of directors

may fix the time for payment of dividends, but if no time is set they are

payable on demand. When shares are transferred, the transferee, or

pledgee, is entitled to dividends subsequently declared The corpora-

tion, however, must receive notice of transfer or it may continue to pay

to the owners as they appear on their books

Right to Inspect the Books.—^Every stockholder at common law has

the right to inspect the books and papers of the corporation, if he requests

it at reasonable times and for legitimate purposes, and the officers must
not withhold this right. This pnvilege is granted in order that the stock-

holder may know the affairs of his company or to protect his interests.

But when this privilege is sought for interests inimical to the corpora-

tion, it may be refused This nght of mspection is in most states regu-

lated by statutes which are generally more hberal than the common
law. Stockholders may generally enforce this right by mandamus if

necessary The pnvilege of stockholders to inspect the books is a valu-

able provision against mismanagement, fraud, or mampulation of

accounts The practice m England of having a stockholders’ audit

could well be introduced mto the Umted States.

Liability of Stockholders.—Stockholders have certain liabilities to

the corporation and certain others to creditors of the corporation. These
are fixed partly by constitutions and statutes and partly by charter

These liabilities are found m connection with unpaid subscriptions,

^ Ballantinb, op dt
, p 512
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assessments, watered stock, no-par stock, and special liability to cred-

itors In this connection the word “
call” is used to designate the reso-

lution of the board of directors or demand by other authority for

stockholders to make specified payments on unpaid subscriptions

When stock has been fuUy paid and additional demands are made upon

stockholders, the term usually employed is “assessment ”

Subscriptions not fully paid are subject to call in the future by the

board of directors, unless dates are specified m the subscription agree-

ment Assessments are always ordered when the occasion arises Gen-

erally when stock is transferred on the books of the corporation in the

absence of fraud, the transferee is liable to future calls for the unpaid

balance In case of insolvency, stockholders cannot avoid hability to

creditors by transferring their stock, except to persons legally capable

of assuming the hability.^ If stock is issued as fully paid, or in the

absence of any provision showing that it is not fuUy paid, the purchaser

in good faith is not liable for calls either for the corporation or foi cred-

itors even if the shares are not fully paid If stock is fully paid, no

assessment can be levied except as provided by statute or in the articles

of incorporation Voluntary contnbutions, however, are always m
order Even where statutes provide for assessment, an agreement may
be made between the corporation and the stockholders against the exer-

cise of the power But the corporation does not have the power to sell

shares for non-payment of assessments or calls, unless this power has

been expressly granted In many states the corporation has the power

to sue the stockholder or sell the stock

Liability to Creditors.—Stockholders are not ordinarily hable to

creditors beyond the amount of their subscriptions But any indebted-

ness to the corporation on account of their stock is subject to call to

satisfy creditors m case of msolvency The liability to creditors is sev-

eral, however, and not jomt Each stockholder, regardless of others

who might be msolvent, is hable to the full extent of his unpaid subscrip-

tion to satisfy claims of creditors Such stockholder, however, is entitled

to contribution from the others to reimburse him

When stockholders have claims agamst their corporation, they may
apply these on their unpaid subscnptions, unless the corporation is insol-

vent and in the absence of creditors’ claims But stockholders cannot

secure preference against other creditors through this means, they must

pay their full amount due on subscription and then share their claims

agamst the corporation along with other creditors

Personal Liabihty of Stockholders.—^As a rule, stockholders are

hable for the debts of the corporation only to the extent of their sub-

scriptions But m a few states, for example, in Minnesota and Cali-

fornia, additional habihty is imposed by constitution or statute.

1 Ballantine, op. cit

,

p 637,
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In California the constitution makes each stockholder liable for the debts

of the corporation incurred while he was a stockholder to the extent

of his proportionate holdings Action may be biought against stock-

holders individually by creditors on the basis of their habihty Gen-

erally stockholders in banks orgamzed under the laws of the various

states have double habihty for debts Stockholders in national banks

are held equally and latably for debts of the bank for an amount equal

to the par value of the stock, in addition to the amount already sub-

scribed as payment for the stock.

Jomt-stock companies should be carefully distinguished from corpora-

tions Shareholders m this type of orgamzation stand m the same posi-

tion as partners m a partnership and have unhmited habihty for the

debts of the company The former subsidianes of the American Rail-

way Express Company are the chief representatives of jomt-stock com-

panies at the present time This type of organization stands in an

intermediate position between the partneiship and the corporation and

IS rapidly passing away
Watered Stock—In law, watered stock is stock issued as fully paid

when the money, property, labor, or services accepted in payment for it

are less than its par value or are of fictitious character Watered stock

may be issued by agreement for little or no consideration, or as a stock

dividend when insufiicient values he back of the additional stock Under
the laws of most states watered stock is fraudulent as against future credi-

tors, who may compel payment to the extent of the overvaluation if

known to be excessive But if valuation was made in good faith, mere
mistakes of judgment create no habihty As a rule, stock-watering takes

place at the time of promotion and organization of a new corporation A
board of dummy directors then issues stock to promoters m exchange for

property or service, whereupon the promoters donate the stock back to the

company as “treasury stock,” which then may be sold for whatever it wiU
brmg. Such stock may be fully paid in the eyes of the law.

In deoidmg whether stock is watered or not, the courts have adopted
one or the other of two rules, namely, the “true-value” or the “good-
faith” rule. In the first, the attempt is made to find the true value of

the property or services exchanged for the stock, while m the good-faith

rule the determmation by the board of directors is generally final in the

absence of fraud or mtentional overvaluation But the courts have never
developed an objective measure of value by which watered stock can be
tested, largely because common-law shareholders’ liability to creditors

was made to rest upon the law of fraud. Consequently “directors and
incorporators have been allowed to guess at the value of the consideration

for which they have issued stock and the accuracy of their conjecture

has been granted pnma facie vahdity by the courts.”^ Stockholders
* David L Dodd, Siook Watering, pp 272-273
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are liable to creditors for the excess of stock over valuable considerations

received by the corporation But the agreement between the corporation

and the stockholders is nevertheless vahd at law Recovery by creditors

against watered stock is generally diflS.cult In the first place, fraudulent

overvaluation is difficult to prove; in the second place, mnocent trans-

ferees are not generally hable Stock bought m the open market on the

assumption that it is fully paid reheves the purchaser of liability. The
question generally turns on whether the purchaser was a hona fide pur-

chaser and, if so, no third party is held liable Liability cannot be

avoided by transferring stock to an irresponsible person ^

No-par Stock.—The entire question of stockholders’ liability is

avoided by means of issuing stock of no par value. As Ballantme

remarks, “ The great beauty of no-par stock is that the holder of the shares

IS not liable to creditors beyond the price fixed by the corporation

This renders inapphcable laws and their mterpretations relating to

bonus and watered stock New York m 1912 was the first state

to authorize no-par stock Since then many states have authorized

similar issues’ Maryland, 1916, California, Delaware, and Maine, 1917,

Virginia, 1918, Massachusetts, New Jersey, Rhode Island, West Virginia,

and Wisconsin, 1920, and Alabama, Colorado, Idaho, Kansas, Michigan,

Missouri, North Carolma, and Utah, 1921, and so forth At the present

time at least 39 states and the Dommion of Canada have authorized

no-par stock Increasmgly large numbers of industrial and public-

utility corporations have made use of no-par stock Particularly the

holding company in these fields and the mvestment trust have seized

the opportunity thus offered by the hberahty of state laws

Two kinds of no-par stock laws are found at the present time. The
commoner type is where the law makes no requirement as to the amount
of the capital stock in the certificate of incorporation The other type

requires a stated amount of capital, usually $5 per share (New York
requires only $1), as a mimmum and holds directors personally liable for

debts if the stated amount has not been paidm cash, property, or services

Stockholders of no-par stock are generally hable to pay theffull price

mentioned in the subscription agreement, unless the amount to be paid

in IS found m the certificate of mcorporation, in which case that, instead

of the agieement, fixes the habihty. It may be observed that no-par

stock may even be watered m case the property or service given m
exchange is less than the stated value and the habihty of the stockholder

becomes essentially the same as m par-value stock

A serious objection to no-par stock from the mvestor’s point of view

IS that subsequent issues may be, and m practice are sold at prices lower

than previous issues or are given m exchange for property with less per

1 See Ballantine, op. oit,, Chap. XVII, Sec B, H.
2 Op at, pp 685-686
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share value Control also may easily pass to a favored few in this

way On the other hand, the managers may exact a high price from the

public through subsequent sale of new issues, which thus can be made
to furnish most of the capital for the business The stockholder is

protected in some instances agamst unreasonably low prices of new issues

by courts of equity

Increase or Reduction of Capital Stock—Under common law, upon
the issue of new stock, the old stockholders, whether preferred or com-
mon, have the right to subscribe for the new shares m proportion to their

holdings This protects each shareholder’s portion of the accumulated

profits in the surplus account, unless some provision to the contrary

exists A hke rule holds m the case of reduction of the amount of the

capital stock Preferred stock must then be reduced in proportion to

the common, unless other provision is made by statute or contract The
rule does not apply where there is a preference as to assets The reduc-

tion in the amount of stock outstandmg and increase in the value of each

share improve the collateral value of the stock

Lost Certificates.—Corporations may issue new certificates in case of

lost, stolen, or destroyed ones The corporation may, however, require

the owner of the certificate to give a bond of indemnity against possible

bona fide holders of the ongmal certificate The corporation can even be
compelled to issue new certificates if bond is given, or if clear proof can
be given of the disappearance of the original certificate, in which case

no bond is required. The Uniform Stock Transfer Act requires that

bond be given m cases of this kind, but the laws of some states do not

require this

Rights and Warrants.—

A

successful corporation desiring to raise

new money wiU issue nghts to the old stockholders to subscribe to new
stock at a figure below the market price This is legally possible only
if the stock is selhng considerably above par, smce new issues cannot
legally be sold for less than par Certificates for rights are then distri-

buted to the stockholders on a pro rata basis The right to subscribe

extends over a period of time varying according to the nature of the
distribution of the stock. If broadly distributed among the public, the
length of time is several months. Durmg this period the rights may be
traded in on the stock exchange, which gives opportunity for the holders
to dispose of them, if desired, rather than exercise their privilege Some-
times rights are attached to the new stock, and even to bond issues, m
which cases they are designated as “warrants ” These frequently run
for years, durmg which tune the stockholder may exercise his right

In all such cases, however, the subscription price is fixed considerably
higher than the market price of the stock at the time of issue This
serves as an mducement to buy the new issue in times of prosperity and
boom—^the time when warrants and rights naturally flourish. In prac-
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tiee, warrants occasionally become valuable but the experience of the

past 5 years has not been encouraging

Valuation of Rights.—In this connection the problem of the value of

the right comes up For this purpose a right is defined as the privilege

of purchase of new stock attached to one share of the old stock This is

the New York right, the Philadelphia right refers to the privilege of

purchasing one share of new stock To illustrate the method of valuing

the New York right, assume the old stock is selling at $150 and that old

stockholders are given the privilege of subscribing to new stock at par,

$100, m the ratio of one new share for each ten of the old Simple

arithmetic gives the most practical result although algebraic formulas

have been devised Ten shares of the old stock are worth $1,500, and, if

to this IS added the subscription pnce of the new shaie, the total

value of all shares is $1,600. Each share, after the exercise of the right,

wiU be worth $145^1 One nght, therefore, will be worth $4^{i This

may be called the mathematical, theoretical, or parity value of the right

It should be observed that the exercise of the right results in no gam to

the subscriber, since the advantage m subscribing for the new share is

offset by depreciation m the value of the old shares Should one fail

to exercise his privilege or dispose of his right, he would to that extent

suffer a positive loss If any gam is to result from the issue of rights,

it must be in the additional distribution of dividends which results

from the increase in the number of shares owned by the old stockholder

It IS ordinarily assumed that the pnce of the stock, sooner or later, will

recover to its former price, since dividend distributions at the old rate

are continued But this position has httle theoretical or factual basis,

since equities m both earmngs and assets have been diluted through the

exercise of the privilege

In case of warrants attached to bonds or preferred stocks for the pur-

chase of common stock, the gam is real In these cases the price of the

common stock rises to a pomt above the subscription price when

the exercise of the pnvilege becomes profitable, without decreasing the

fundamental equities back of the bond or preferred stock On the

contrary, the equities are further increased which improves the quahty

of the senior issues themselves The gam then comes in the improved

quality of senior securities and m the privilege of buying a common
stock for less than it is worth on the market. The value of one right in

this case would be equal to the difference between the subscription price

of the new stock and the price of the old stock after rights have been

exercised In the above illustration, if the right to buy one share of

stock IS attached to each $1,000 bond, the right would be worth $46^1
That IS the price it would probably command on the market

Preferred versus Common Stocks.—^Thus far no distinction has been

made between preferred and common stocks. Preferred stock is pre-
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ferred only m the sense that it has been granted certain claims which are

senior to those of common stock. They are, nevertheless, junior to the

claims of all obligations which are promises to pay From the stand-

point of safety, the mam provisions of pieferred stock relate to assets

and earnings Stocks may be preferred m either one or both of these

respects The provisions are defined in the charter and by-laws of the

corporation and are generally repeated m the certificates also The

provision of preference as to assets may be of value in case the corpora-

tion goes into liquidation. The full claims to the extent of the par value

of the preferred must then be satisfied before anything can be paid on

the common. It is pointed out, however, that, before liquidation

descends upon the corporation, the assets have been so pledged in an

effort to save the business that nothing remains for either the preferred

or the common stockholder If the corporation finally comes to receiver-

ship, the result does not depend so much upon the preference feature

as upon the outcome of negotiations between committees seeking to

rehabilitate the affairs of the company. Dr. Dewing concludes that

experience with receiverships in practice shows that the preferred feature

18 "of more apparent than real significance

Preference as to dividends is of more significance This is the usual

provision found in preferred stocks and assures the owner priority of

claim over the common stock, upon which no declaration of dividends

IS possible without first providing the full amount specified on the pre-

ferred The common stock is then entitled to dividends for the same
year equal to the amount specified on the preferred Unless prohibited

m the charter or by-laws, or otherwise, any further dividends must be
equally divided between the common and preferred in proportion to the

amount of each outstanding.

Classified Preferred Stock—Preferred and common stocks are fur-

ther comphcated by classes of issues The different classes of stock are

designated in various ways but without uniform significance. Preferred

stocks frequently bear such names as “prior preferred,” “first” or “sec-

ond preferred,” “preferred A,” or “B,” “debenture stock,” and so forth

Common stocks when subdivided are generally designated simply by
letters, such as “common Class A,” or “common Class B.” The classi-

fication of both preferred and common is generally the result of reorgani-

zation where it is desirable to reduce bonded debt and fixed charges by
replacmg the issues concerned with stocks having various rights The
different classes are, therefore, the result of granting preference to certain

issues in one or more respects For mstance, prior preference, first pre-

ferred, or preferred A stocks rank ahead of simple preferred, second
preferred, or preferred B respectively with respect to assets in liquidation,

1 Financial Policy of Corporations, Book I, p 119.
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current dividends, cumulative feature, voting power, or a combination of

these rights.

Cumulative versus Non-cumulative Dividends.—In the absence

of any provision, statement, or intention to the contrary, dividends

on preferred stock are cumulative But stock certificates usually specify

whether they are cumulative or non-cumulative. Failure to declare

cumulative dividends when due, therefore, results in arrears which must

be paid off before the common stock can participate in distributions of

earnings

Earnings of prosperous years must be utilized to pay accumulated

dividends on preferred before the common can receive anything. But

preferred dividends may be expressly made to depend upon the profits

of each year, in which case accumulation of dividends may take place,

when not declared, only if the earmngs of mdmdual years are sufficient

to cover dividends, or in so far as they are sufficient Even if dividends

are designated as non-cumulative, in case of failure to declare dividends

when earnings are shown, accumulation of arrears must be settled before

the common is entitled to receive anything. Declaration of earned

dividends is, therefore, not a matter of discretion of the board of direc-

tors In the case of participating dividends, the preferred is entitled

to distributions of stock and scrip dividends according to their stated

participation Preferred stockholders may maintain a suit in equity

for relief against the board of directors which has improperly declared

a dividend on the common stock prior to declaration on the preferred.

They may also maintain a suit to compel declaration of a dividend on

the preferred m case of gross abuse of their discretion.

The legal position of the preference in stocks and the cumulative

as against the non-cumulative dividend has been well stated by Prof

Clifford M Hicks as follows:

Preferred stock is only common stock with a preference m the amount of

yearly dividends (or it may be with other preferences too), but since common

stock cannot be paid dividends unless eammgs exist to cover them, so the prefer-

ence can only operate when eammgs exist which might be declared as dividends

upon the common stock and m which the former may claim its right to precede

Cumulative provisions have, therefore, come to be attached m order to continue

the preference into other penods and against the earmngs of any period Con-

versely, the non-cumulative provision stipulates that the preference shall not

survive the fiscal period as a claim against the earnings of other periods But

the discretionary nght of the directors to postpone the division of those earnings

which were earned in other years, so givmg rise to potential dividends and causmg

the preference to operate, can create no forfeiture of claim under the preference,

since preferred stock is but common stock with a priority grant attached to it,

and it IS well recognized that there is no forfeiture on the part of common stock

under such circumstances,*

’ Temple Law Quarterly, June, 1931, pp 652-563
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This article referred to in the footnote shows that the recent case

m the Supreme Court of Barclay v Wabash Railway Company, 230

U S 197 (1930), was out of hne with other precedents and that the

issue was mistaken by the court

The cumulative feature is undoubtedly an added strength to stocks

as well as to income bonds There are periods m the life of every cor-

poration when m the interest of conseivatism no dividends should be

paid on either the common or the preferred stock Especially is this

true in the case of newly orgamzed corporations, and if the dividends

were not cumulative, there would be no question but that during such

periods they nevei would be paid This would be harmful with respect

to both the principal and the mcome It is also the common experience

of corporations which previously had been unsuccessful for one reason

or another, when the tide turns and earnmgs begin to pour in, that back
dividends if cumulative are speedily made up m order to place the com-
mon in a favorable position They never would have been paid without

the cumulative feature Some mcome bonds and common stocks,

where there are several classes, also bear the cumulative feature as to

earnings The cumulative feature will doubtless prove of inestimable

value to the holders of preferred stocks of many corporations previously

successful but temporarily stricken by the unforeseen calamities of

1931-1932 and which for that reason were unable to meet dividend pay-
ments for a time.

Preference as to Assets.—^In the absence of preference as to assets,

common and preferred stocks share alike m the distribution of the assets

of a corporation This rule covers past undivided earnings or surplus

as Well as contributed capital in the event of liquidation A liquidating

dividend is an exception to the general rule that dividends on any p.lasa

of stock may be paid only out of earnings and not out of capital Pre-
ferred stocks are by contract frequently preferred as to assets m case

these are distributed, say, at the time of dissolution. This preference

may be at par value or at a stated figure above par In case of no-par
stock the preference must always be stated Accumulated dividends

on preferred stock must be made good out of assets before the common
IS entitled to anything in dissolution Participations of preferred stock,

along with the common beyond the preference, are upheld under English
law, unless expressly deprived of this privilege. But this remains an
unsettled question in American law.

The non-cumulative feature is only a standing invitation to the board
of directors to default on dividend declaration, even though the earn-
ings of the corporation are satisfactory Refusal to take action diverts
earnings to improvements, strengthens the common stock, and brings
closer the day when dividends may be declared. Dividends may then
be started on both common and preferred at the same time In the
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interval, however, the preferred stockholder has been cheated out of

his just return on the investment, and the common stockholder has
profited accordingly

Protective Features.—The tendency m security contracts during the

past three decades has been to make names of less significance than for-

meily The purity of type that once existed does not exist today This

change has come about doubtless through various causes, among
which IS the popularity of preferred issues The unmistakable tendency
IS to make preferred stocks investment issues. But along with changes

in this security has come a blurrmg of types with the result that names
have largely become meaningless The newer provisions may be for con-

venience grouped under several heads.

A group of provisions findmg expression chiefly in preferred stock

issues provides some hmitation upon future extension of capitalization

or debt In order to protect junior security holders, such as debenture

bondholders and preferred stockholders, against the issuing of securities

senior in their claims, it is becoming quite general to include in the con-

tract at the time of flotation a provision forbidding the issue of securi-

ties of senior hen, except by consent of a majority, or two-thirds or

three-fourths, of the outstandmg stocks or bonds This provision is

somewhat complicated when found m connection with holding com-
panies and collateral trust bonds. In the latter case such a provision

would furnish only limited protection because of the possibility of the

subsidiary companies issuing securities of senior hen on the assets which

are essentially the support of all holding company issues. A provision

forbidding this would doubtless have wholesome results Likewise,

m connection with collateral trust bonds, the security may be ample

at time of issue but the collateral deposited as security may itself be
undermined by the issue of secunties with prior claims by the parent

corporations issuing the collateral trust bonds There seems to be no
way of preventing this m many cases, for the reason that the company
pledging the collateral often has only partial or even no control of the

corporations whose securities have been deposited as collateral These

provisions doubtless exercise a restrainmg influence in ordinary times

on the management of a concern, especially if it be one mclmed to loose-

ness In times of stress, however, as also m periods of extensive liqui-

dation, tight money, falling prices, and stagnant markets, it is doubtful

if this provision is effective in accomphshing what was intended If

the company is threatened with financial difficulties, or perhaps insolv-

ency, it IS comparatively easy to secure the consent of the requisite

number of security holders m order to authorize prior-claim issues

Security holders would much rather choose this alternative than reorgan-

ization and receivership, which would entail severe actual losses to them
The easier as well as the wiser course is to grant the corporation per-
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mission to borrow even though the step undermines outstanding

stocks

Future Liens.—A provision of much greater value to the investor

IS that which forbids absolutely the issumg of senioi securities while

any of the current Issue remains outstanding This is sometimes found

where no mortgage may be authorized but such a provision cover-

ing senior issues m general is almost non-existent Such a pro-

vision would from the outset exercise a wholesome and restraining

influence upon unconservative managements, it would put a curb upon

undue expansion and reckless enthusiasm m times of rising prices and

prosperity The real test of a management comes at such times and the

one which provides for the emergencies of falling prices and liquidation

which are sure to come, is the one which will survive and be ready for

the next upward swing m business

The chief cause of disaster m periods of financial and commercial

stress IS perhaps the existence of an unmanageable floating debt whose

origin dates in the immediately preceding period of prosperity. Secur-

ity holders, especially stockholders, may have their position weakened

as surely by a large floating debt as by the issue of long-time securi-

ties of senior hen The current creditors take precedence over the

stockholders, which in itself may endanger their holdings Fur-

thermore, it is more than likely that a corporation, when it becomes

necessary to pay the floating debt, will take almost the only course

open to it by issuing senior securities in order to fund the floating debt

and provide more working capital Thus a floatmg debt commonly
becomes a more or less permanent debt At the present time this is

of such universal occurrence that it is an outstanding evil which threatens

preferred and common stockholders everywhere Yet it is only rarely

that these security holders are protected against the creation of rela-

tively large floating debts. It would be an unwise restriction that

would prevent any current borrowing on the part of a corporation,

since this is the most patent fact in the conduct of modern business The
amount may, however, be limited in the mterest of conservative manage-
ment and safety.

In order to afford protection to preferred stockholders, the custom
IS now becoming quite usual to allow no new issues of stock of equal

claims without the authorization from a high percentage of the stock

outstanding. It is theoretically possible to strengthen outstanding

preferred stock by issumg more of the same kind m cases where the

equity behind the existing stock is thm; this condition, however, is of

no practical importance, since such new preferred stock would find

almost no market On the other hand, where the equity is large, the
issue of new preferred only reduces the amount behind the stock already

outstanding
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The position of the common stockholder is the weakest of any class

of security holders. The common stockholder as an mdividual is gen-

erally powerless to prevent the issue of preferred stock It is true that

after incorporation, unless prohibited by statute, the issue of preferred

stock is conditioned upon the assent of every stockholder This pro-

vision, however, has been considered as unduly restrictive in the expan-

sion of business, therefore, many states have provided that by a

prescribed majority of the outstanding stock preferred stock may be

issued The power of the majonty is more nominal than real even under

this provision. If the privilege of issuing preferred stock were denied the

board of directors, it still possesses the power of incurring indebtedness

which if resorted to would place both the corporation and the stock-

holders in a still more precarious position In sum, therefore, the stock-

holder IS without effective power to prohibit senior hens being placed

ahead of his claims

Asset Provisions—^Following the war, many corporations found

it necessary to appeal to the general pubhc for funds which would ordi-

narily have been secured from commercial banks But owing to the

inflated condition of banks their funds became exhausted, and the only

available source of new funds for current operations was the investing

public This led investment bankers to adopt commercial banking

standards in the issue of preferred stocks, notes, and short-time bonds

Such flotations were looked upon merely as deferred bank loans, and

it was natural to follow commercial banking standards m these issues

One form which this assumes is the requirement that the company
maintain net quick assets to the extent of 100 or 150 per cent of the

issue affected, or a higher ratio of net tangible assets to the same

issue Another common form is the requirement that current or quick

assets bear a minimum ratio to current or quick habihties—that is, a

satisfactory current ratio The percentage vanes from 125 upward,

depending upon the nature of the business in which the company is

engaged and other factors of uncertain calculation As a matter of

fact most of the requirements are only a modification of provisions

which have to do exclusively with fixed assets In this connection the

common provision in pubhc-utihty issues forbidding the mortgaging

of new extensions beyond a fixed percentage of the plant may be recalled

The recent provisions are new mainly m the sense that they apply to

current assets

What are the merits of these hanking standards as apphed to invest-

ment issues? The consensus of mvestment bankers' opinions is that

they have had a good influence on industrial corporations where they are

found exclusively It is in the mterest of conservatism that such stand-

ards be held up as an ideal even though in practice it may not always be

possible to adhere rigidly to them Much will depend upon the wisdom
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With which they are apphed in each case The management must not be

unduly restrieted in its operation, but there is less danger of erring in this

respect than committing the sm of overexpansion, which is universally

conceded to be the chief underlymg cause of most business failures By
such financing doubtless many corporations were saved from insolvency

during the past 5 years. Nevertheless, financing of this nature was

largely of the emergency sort and resorted to only after banking funds

were exhausted and, therefore, represented additional expansion at a time

when conservatism should have been the watchword Many of the loans

thus effected, however, were for the purpose of tiding over the strain in

business and paying maturing bank loans. Having once come into com-

mon use such provisions now seem to have become a regular feature of

industrial financmg. The real danger seems to be that commercial banks

m making their loans will fail to take such obligations mto account m
fixing then lines of credit This would result m both investment and

commercial bankers resting their credit analysis upon the same net

current assets If the investment contract contained a provision in some

way limiting the extent of current borrowing, such issues would be

much stronger

Earnings Provisions.—Preferred-stock covenants often contain a

provision restricting the future issue of preferred stock unless earnings

applicable to the stock measure up to a certain standard This standard

will vary, according to cucumstances, from two to three times the divi-

dend requirements on the issue for one or more years preceding If

there is a sinking fund attached to the issue, it is generally included

in the restriction It is, also, fiequently provided that no dividends

shall be paid on the common stock, unless the disbursement would

reduce the current ratio or net asset requirements below the specified

amount, regardless of the current earmngs. The earnings restriction

upon future issues can be made a desirable influence provided the period

covered by the restriction is long enough, say, 5 or more years, and the

number of times dividends are earned does not faU below a TmTumuTin

which would be recognized as proper for the kind of business concerned

An Example —The protective provisions affecting the preferred

stock of the Spicer Manufacturing Corporation issued in April, 1921,

are given below as typical.

The charter of the corporation, as amended, provides among other things,

substantially as follows.

a. The preferred stock shall be entitled to 8 per cent cumulative dividends,

payable quarterly on the first days of January, April, July, and October of each
year, and shall be redeemablem whole or m part at any time after 3 years from
the issue thereof on any dividend payment date on not less than 30 days’ notice at
110 and accumulated and unpaid dividends thereon.
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6 Except as otherwise required by the Statutes of the State of Virginia the

holder of the preferred stock shall have no voting power unless and until default

shall be made in the payment of two quarterly dividends theieon and thereafter

until such default and aU defaults subsequent thereto shall have been made good,

the entire votmg power shall be vested in the holders of the preferred stock

Otherwise, the entire votmg power shall be vested exclusively m the holders of

the common stock

c Preferred stock in excess of $3,000,000 par value will not be issued unless

the net earnmgs apphcable to dividends for 12 out of the 14 months immediately

preceding shall be at least eqmvalent to 2}^ tunes the dividends on the outstand-

ing preferred stock, plus the amount of preferred stock to be issued

d Preferred stock shall not be issued for property unless the par value of the

stock does not exceed 80 per cent of the appraised value of the net tangible assets

to be acquired

e. No mortgage shall be placed on the properties of the corporation, or of the

subsidiary or aiBhated company, or any preferred stock issued on a parity with,

or having preference over, the preferred stock if the holders of one-third of the

issued and outstanding preferred stock object at a meeting called and held for the

purpose

f. On or before the first of January, 1921, a sinking fund is to be estabhshed

and maintained for the purchase of the preferred stock, payments to which smking

fund for the first 5 years shall be at least equivalent in each year to 3 per cent of

the largest amount of preferred stock outstanding, and thereafter at least equiva-

lent to 5 per cent of the largest amount of preferred stock outstanding.

g The preferred stock to be preferred as to assets on hquidation or dissolution

to the extent of 100 per cent of its par value, together with accumulated and

unpaid dividends thereon; if such hquidation or dissolution be voluntary, how-

ever, the holders of the preferred stock shall be entitled to receive a further

amount equal to 10 per cent of its par value

h No dividends shall be paid on the common stock until after payment, or

provision made for payment, of preferred stock dividend, and unless quick assets

less all debts maturing one year or less equal the amount of the preferred stock

outstanding.

Class A Common Stock.—Within recent years a new class of stock

has become common on the market This is the “Class A” common
stock To distinguish it from the remammg common stock, the latter

IS frequently called “Class B” common. In any event, it is usual for

Class A stock to have no vote It is strictly an mvestment stock and

designed to offer the pubhc participation m the profits of the corpora-

tion through a hberal dividend, while surrendermg the control to the

Class B stock, of which only a handful is usually issued The two classes

of stock of the Bethlehem Steel Company are precisely ahke except

for the votmg power But the usual custom is to limit the dividend

on Class A stock and give it a preference over other classes To all

intents and purposes it is a new species of preferred stock except in name
and legal position. The uncertainty regarding the dividend status of
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preferred stock has probably been a force m the common use of this

new class of investment issue Class A stock, however, is seldom as

strong as preferred stock, smce there is usually little, if any, equity m
the junior issues which could stand as a protection as is the case m
prefeired stock. Class A stock seems to be in the position of taking

all of the risk and allowmg the profits to go to others Few will look

upon this as a salutary influence In order to strengthen its position,

this class of stock is frequently made participating on some basis, in

which case its value may be considerably enhanced

Position m Reorganization—It appears that there can be no such

thing as a gilt-edged stock, for nothing is guaranteed as m the case of

promises to pay. No mattei how strong the other elements of security

are, therefore, a share of stock must always lack contractual assurance

to the investor From this angle all promises to pay are superior to

certificates of ownership

The ultimate test of the worth of an mvestment security, whether

a bond or stock, comes at the time of failure followed by receiveiship

and reorganization At such times the courts have generally nulli-

fied aU promises to pay and have taken as their chief guiding principle

in the rehabilitation of the affairs of the corporation the rule of priority

They have recogmzed no essential difference between bondholders

and stockholders All alike is grist that comes to the mill of the receiver’s

court The legal distinction as to the difference in kind is obliterated

and becomes only a difference in degree, m priority of claims As a

rule, the security holders are not paid in money or property for their

claims If the corporation is one whose service to society is regarded

as indispensable, the court wiU take this as the starting point and proceed

to set its affairsm order, demanding of the eqmtable interests represented,

sacrifice in reverse ratio to the priority of claim Strongly secured

bondholders will perhaps come clear, that is, their holdings remain undis-

turbed Junior bondholders will be required to make some sacrifice,

while stockholders, both preferred and common, will have to bear the

brunt of the loss If an assessment is to be made in order to secure

cash for the continuance of the busmess, junior bondholders, with pre-

ferred and common stockholders, will be called upon to contribute their

share. The common stockholders are assessed upon a principle simi-

lar to that known m rate-makmg as “what the traffic will bear.” The
preferred stockholders may be required to make some contnbution,

while holders of first claims receive the best treatment, generally escaping

without any assessment at all.
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CHAPTER XIII

MANAGEMENT ELEMENT OF CREDIT

Personal Element m Credit—In the nature of the case, there seems

to be little room for doubt that the personal element was the original

element m credit In the dawn of social life, doubtless personal relation-

ships were about the only ties that cemented people together The
family, the clan, and the tribe all were held together through blood

relations and the marriage vow Indeed, during these dim times, law

and order had no formal sanction Governments had not yet begun

to function Laws were non-existent and custom and tradition ruled

all of the important affairs of life Nor was there much property or

reserve value of any kind and what did exist was largely of communal
ownership In such a situation, economic relations between members
of the community were mostly of passmg interest But with the indi-

viduahzation of economic interests that came as the community was

enlarged and the blood ties relaxed, arose mdividual agreements pledging

the parties concerned to the performance of certain covenants These

frequently involved the transfer of values from one person to another

on condition that restoration take place in the future But this very

restoration itseK depended upon the plighted word m the absence of

law, it depended also upon the abihty of the borrower to produce and
accumulate something in the future, the lack of which gave rise to the

lending It was thus that personal abihty and good faith m agreements

constituted almost the whole of the credit structure

The personal elements, abihty and good faith, have not lost their

meaning in modern credit Today, however, they stand alongside the

three other elements of mcome, assets, and contract to complete the

credit structure They arc thus recogmzed by credit men who emphasize
the three C’b of capital, capacity, and character in short-time credit

Bankers frequently overemphasize the personal element and occa-

sionally rest their case entirely upon the matter of character with perhaps
an imphed ability in the background. In capitalistic society, the earn-

ing power of capital supplements personal ability to earn something,

while the capital itself stands as an added bulwark back of investments
In order to render personal covenants more secure and define precise

relationships, laws and constitutions now specify standard relationships

between contracting parties Back of these is the arm of the govern-

ment which sees to the enforcement of agreements entered into Never-
222
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fcheless, it would be a great mistake to suppose that the law is inclusive

m its scope Many of the most vital parts of the credit structure still

depend upon the personal qualities of abihty and moral mtegrity and
he without the law. It is these m modern financial relationships that

are m mind in the present discussion

Specialization of Management.—^Modern management is highly

speciahzed It is the fashion of econonusts to speak at length of the

division of labor and specialization but seldom do they stop to analyze

specialization When industry was on a small scale, a single person

performed all of the functions of management and besides often did

much of the labor himseM So today stfil, farmers and operators of

small shops, as well as professional men, combine most if not all of the

functions originally performed by management
Modern management of large-scale industry, however, is highly

speciahzed First, there is the board of directors with its executive

committee, which is the heart of management It establishes general

pohcies for the control of the business in its entirety But the various

subsidiary companies, branches, and agencies have their own methods

of working out the general policies established by the centrahzed author-

ity Capable men will not work under orders which stifle the imagi-

nation and kill their personality Good management today implies

functional responsibility on the part of all executive heads Likewise,

in the individual estabhshment subdivision and specialization of function

have gone far to the end that the men in charge will have a free hand each

to show his special abihty Here come factory superintendents, techm-

cians of all kinds, sales and advertismg specialists, and the like. Modern
organization gives a flexibihty to management which never could be

attained by autocratic centrahzed control of the different departments of

production and trade

The Investment Banker.—^But modern management does not end

with the immediate orgamzation itself Back of the business stands

the investment banker who has reheved the management to a large

extent of the financial function The mvestment banker stands as the

link between the business establishment with its demand for new capital

and the investing pubhc which possesses no way of forming a direct

contact with those who demand the capital A permanent alhance

between the banker and the busmess is undoubtedly desirable, since

this relieves the management from financial wornes and enables it to

devote its attention to the busmess for which the organization exists

Moreover, modern finance is exceedmgly complex and much of it highly

speciahzed m character, so that a speciahzed group of men can best render

the service demanded
From the social as well as the mdividual pomt of view, the mvestment

banker renders an incalculable service He stands at the gates of finance,
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directing the savings of society to the various fields of investment, taking

care to guard then integrity for his clients Perhaps not much over

one-tenth of the promotion and finance schemes that are presented to him
ever see the light of day His sense of business soundness leads him
almost instinctively to detect the weaknesses of proffered schemes. He
thus selects for the great body of pubhc mvestors only those fields of enter-

piise which have been tested and found sound Securities offered through

the personal promoter or salesman without banking connections are

almost sure to possess fatal weaknesses By thus separating the worthy

from the unworthy, the mvestment banker acts as the conservator of the

savings of the public The good name and reputation of the banker

back of security issues are a moral guarantee which the investor would

do well to require.

Two Aspects of Management—Whether one thinks of the manage-

ment from the pomt of view of busmess organization or that of finance,

two aspects of the question are constantly m mind The board of

directors and executive officers, hke the investment bankers, occupy an
intermediate position between the orgamzation and the mvestmg public

In the first place, the management has certam duties to the corporation

as a business orgamzation, and, m the second place, it is bound by the

ties of finance to the security holdeis who have furnished the funds

employed in the undertaking. In general, it may be said that the interest

of the security holders is also the mterest of the corporation But this

IS not always the case and frequently there arises a conflict of motives

which renders the problem difficult of just solution But, regardless of

this problem, management itself must always be tested both as to its

ability to succeed in the busmess undertaken and as to the integrity and
good faith which it shows in the preservation of the credit of the concern

and in the fair treatment of its economic owners Tests of ability

command our attention first

Importance of Management.—Management is often claimed to be
the whole of success or failure This position is undoubtedly extreme.

Yet it IS without doubt true that the mfluence of the management in all

types of business undertakmgs is far-ieachmg The most far-reaching

effect of management may be observed in the foresight and intelhgence

exercised in the provision for future needs An example of long-range

planmng is that of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company,
which plans for more than a decade ahead At the opposite extreme may
be found the mefficient firms that expand their plants at every temporary
increase m business, so that when the business relaxes, it finds itself

burdened with capacity it does not need and perhaps with debts too.

In the nature of the case, long-range planning is most necessary in

those industries which employ large amounts of capital It is in these,

too, that mistakes of planmng are the most serious The railroads and
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utilities are examples of situations where foresight is at a premium
Railroads have throughout most of their history had to plan far ahead of

the traffic The secret of many of the railroad troubles at the present

time lies m the failure of the territory to develop sufficiently to utilize

intensively the railroad facihties provided many years ago So the

electric power companies find it necessary to install high-tension apparatus

sufficient to carry several times the immediate load required The
hydro-electric generating plants are built many years ahead of the traffic

finally expected or realized It may be laid down as a general rule that

the greater the relative importance the factor of capital is in any industry,

the more important are foresight and planmng Conversely, the

greater the importance of the labor element, the less long-range planning is

necessary Where labor is the mam element in cost, expansion and con-

traction of the facihties necessary to meet the changing demands of

business are relatively easy Fixed expenses in such instances are small

and will not burden the company m times of stress

But long-range planning is not the whole of management Just as

important is the current operation of the establishment Here the vari-

ous superintendents of departments, the technicians, and the sales and

advertising forces become of great importance. These men have to work

with a given equipment and their task is largely that of efficient employ-

ment of the means at hand at the moment Here the important matters

are scientific management of the labor force, proper adaptation of each to

his task, elimination of all loss from waste of time and material, the proper

regimentation of the processes of production between the various depart-

ments, and the like. The objective test of management here is frequently

physical data, such as unit product per man employed, fuel consumed per

umt of product, and average speed of railway trains Current operating

efficiency is also tested by the operating and other financial ratios

Nor should the sales orgamzation be forgotten Efficient organiza-

tion of the sales force is one of the greatest importance in all competitive

industry Advertising campaigns should bear definite tangible results

if their continuance is to be justified The expenditure of huge sums on

the general theory that advertising pays cannot be justified Extreme

cases of risk and waste in advertismg are found m the case of the tobacco

companies where a third or more of their net mcome is spent in this way.

The highly competitive character of this mdustry renders this procedure

especially hazardous The great impetus for mcreased consumption of

cigarettes apparently originated as a by-product of the World War

Neither this nor the habit of smokmg by women can be accredited to

advertising campaigns Advertismg here becomes merely wasteful com-

petition among the various compames m order that each company may

get its share of the trade Industries finding themselves in this situation

are essentially weak, since after the saturation point is reached no further
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returns can come through advertising The automobile mdustry has

already reached that stage and the companies now find themselves bur-

dened in meetmg expenses m extravagant magazine advertising and

radio programs. In these mstances, efihciency cannot go beyond the

point of survival for the mdustry and perhaps not much farther in the

case of the individual company.

Devotion to Task.—The strenuous demands on business today render

it necessary that the management devote its entire energies to the affairs

of the organization. There was a time, when the country was developing

rapidly, when the strong upward trend in the transportation and other

industries msured success with the mmimum amount of attention to the

business Needless to say, that time has passed No longer is it possible

for one management to serve two masters. Adam Smith warned over

150 years ago against the mistake of trymg to serve two masters No
management today can hope to succeed in business when it has one eye

on the stock market with a view to personal profit The days of Daniel

Drew and Jay Gould are past forever It may also be very much ques-

tioned whether the speculative activities of the management in the

interest of the company itself, m the purchase of raw materials far ahead

of the time when they are to be utilized, resultsm any gamm the long run

The experiences of the textile, rubber, and other industries of the past

decade speak volumes against such a practice

The eye of the management should be centered on the single object

of obedience to economic laws Personal ambitions to create a place m
the sun for one’s self too often result m the white elephants of use-

less capital investment which will plague the company in the

future The senseless combmations of corporations mto huge uncoor-

dinated units IS sure to result m failure The attempt to combine unlike

thmgs violates a most fundamental economic law Mere similarity at

one point is an msufficient basis for consohdation The essential proc-

esses themselves must be capable of close coordmation if consolidations

are to succeed The final decision m a program of expansion, whatever
method employed, should hinge upon the economic advantage of the step

itself The accumulation of surplus ism itself a danger to many concerns

which then regard it obhgatory to find some method of employment of the

funds Far better had this surplus been distributed to the stockholders

who individually might then find profitable employment for it in diversi-

fied investments Industry today needs a regeneration of purpose, to the

end that excellence shall supplant bigness

Maintenance of Property.~In its relation to the corporation, the

management has a special duty laid upon it to maintain the property in

proper repair and operatmg condition This is important from the
standpoint of efficient operation and current earnings, as well as from the
standpoint of the essential equity back of the security issues outstanding
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For the want of property repairs and maintenance, many railroads

have in the past met the receiver It is almost an invariable rule that,

whatever business it may be engaged m, when a concern finally has to

succumb to the pains of reorganization, it finds its capital in a run-down
condition If this had heen mamtained so that operating expenses could

have been held at a minimum, failure might have been averted But
frequently the management is so bent upon making a good showmg in

net earnings that it neglects to spend the proper amount on these items

and the only result is mountmg expenses of operation Following closely

upon this trend is the declmmg credit and mabihty to secure the necessary

funds for current needs The protection of the company’s credit should

be the highest ideal of the management When credit is once gone,

business begins to fad so that economic and financial disaster is the mevit-

able result

Relation to Labor and Personnel.—One of the most imperative require-

ments of modern management today is that it follow an enlightened

policy with respect to both labor and the executive force It must be

recognized that labor has a stake in the industrywhich is quite asimportant

as capital’s stake Simple justice would seem to require that employ-

ment be continuous in so far as it is within the powers of the management
to provide it. Wages must be just and the labor force consulted in the

establishment of a proper scale. Likewise, it must be recognized that the

executive force is the crucial link m the success of the organization It

must be given a participationm the results which are clearly a product of

its effort Executives nowadays are for the most part hired servants and

in order to get the best out of them participation in profits must be

definite The same argument applies in a less conclusive way to the

labor force. But here it is difficult to trace defimtely the result of special

effort, so that the case must rest mainly upon grounds of simple justice.

Progressive Management.—Management should strive to lead instead

of merely keeping its place in the industry in which it finds itself In

order to lead, it is necessary to be scientifically alert Management
must be able to make its own future m the advance in the technical

equipment and in the devismg of new products For this purpose pro-

gressive managements have estabhshed research departments, in which

are employed large forces of chemists, engmeers, and other technically

equipped men, who devise new methods and products designed to reduce

costs and draw new business when old products fail Outstanding m
this field IS the electrical equipment industry where invention and

obsolescence of equipment are rapid Newer uses for electricity are

constantly being found through the efforts of the research department m
devising new apphcations of power m the home and industry The
present age is a scientific age and the company which rests m the false

security of a name or trademark, once efficacious, may awake to find the
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substance of its former glory vanished The importance of progressive

management is all the more appreciated when it is remembered that

progress or retiogression is the order of the day It may be taken for

granted that no business orgamzation can merely stand still and in the

end save itself These remarks apply not only to the technical field of

production but also to sales methods in wholesale and retail industries

Progressive management gave us the oham store with its greater service

to the buying pubhc For years it was sufficient that the merchant

inform his customers concerning his goods, but today amidst the com-

plexity of products from which to choose it is necessary that the customer

be allowed to follow his own inclination in the choice of products and thus

adapt his purchasmg to his own needs

Good Faith.—One turns now to the other side of the personal factor

in credit, namely, the good faith of the management Good faith is a

moral quality and finds apphcation chiefly in the relation of the manage-

ment to the security holders, but is also significant with respect to the

attitude of the management toward the business with whose success it is

charged Bondholders and stockholders alike may be vitally affected by
failure of the management to appreciate its obligation to them The
idea of good faith is concretely presented by Dr. Ealph E Heilman in the

following passage

Instances abound in which busmess morals do not conform to personal morals

Men who would not dream of steahng from a neighbor have adulterated goods to

be sold to unknown oi far distant purchasers Others who would not think of

committing perjury have engaged m over-appraisal of real estate and equipment

as a basis for bond issues Industrialists, kindly in all the personal relations of

life, have been responsible for inhuman conditions of employment in large-scale,

corporate-owned industrial plants Fmanciers, who do not customarily make
misleading statements to their busmess associates, have sold excessive issues of

greatly diluted stock to the mvestmg pubhc with slight prospect of returns to

investors Corporate directors who would not contemplate forgery have proved
msensitive to their fiduciary obligations from which they profited personally at

the expense of the stockholders Individuals in charge of financial houses,

ordinarily honest in giving personal advice upon investments, have formed
mvestment trusts and used them as devices to unload doubtful securities The
Dr. Jekyll of private life is all too often the Mr. Hyde of business hfe.^

Changing Attitude.—That the attitude of the management toward
security holders is steadily improving is evident in many ways. Perhaps
the most lucid statement of this changing attitude of executives is found
in the words of Alfred P. Sloan, Jr

,
president of General Motors Corpora-

tion His words are as follows:

The enormous scale upon which busmess is now done has not only changed the
methods of industrial management, but it has also brought about an entirely new

^Ethical Problems of Modem Fvnance, pp 6-6, Vawter Lectures, Northwestern
Umversity.
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conception of the relation of business to the pubhc. There was a time when
corporations of large size were so new that it was natural for the men who created

them to feel that they owned them in the old sense of private ownership of a

purely personal business They resented the idea that the pubhc should be told

anytlung about their internal condition, just as much as they would have resented

the idea that the public should be told anythmg about their intimate family life

“The pubhc be damned” was a natural enough reaction of these pioneers in cor-

poration management

Of course, this attitude has altogether changed There may be, here and

there, a corporation executive who stiU feels resentful of public curiosity about his

company’s affairs, but I cannot recall such a one among my acquaintance The

men I know belong to a generation deeply conscious of the public interest that is

implicit in the operations of a great corpoiation An industry that numbers its

stockholders by the thousands among the mass of the citizenry of the country

cannot ignore the right of these thousands, or of the milhons from whom they are

drawn, to know all that there is to know about the busmess m which they have

invested their money
Investment by the public m the securities of a great corporation is an act of

faith as well as an act of judgment That faith must be justified, not only by the

good faith of the management, but also by the management’s making accessible

to the pubhc all the facts that are necessary for the formation of that judgment

And as the facts about the business change, the public must be informed of the

changes, for these alter the conditions of their mvestment, and they are entitled

to know about them.

Recognition of Good Faith as an Element in Credit—About a decade

ago m an address before the Bond Men’s club of Philadelphia, Elisha Lee,

vice-president of the Pennsylvama Railroad, used these words

:

The owners of railroad bonds may justly claim not only the highest conceivable

legal, but also moral nght [itahcs mme] to expect that the integrity of their savings

and investments wiU be fully protected. I stress the moral element because it

enters into the value and stability of mvestments just as surely as do legal and

econonuo consideration

This IS not only an emphatic recogmtion of the importance ofthe good-

faith or moral element, but it clearly expresses the primary elements which

enter into the determination of the degree of safety of all mvestments

As early as 1911 the author of the first important treatise on bond mvest-

ments in speaking of municipal bonds said. “Although prosperity is the

best guaranty of debt-payment, and law an able second, and good faith

easily mfluenced by prospenty and legahty, yet it is a thing apart, and

may and does exist and support the credit of loans which are backed by

neither of the other two Agam, “The credit of a city or town is in no

way different from that of a firm or mdmdual
The value of good faith m mdustry is forcefully illustrated by the

attitude of Stanley Baldwm, formerly prime mimster of England. The

< Lawbbncb Chamberlain, The Pnneiples of Bond Investment, p 236

nUd,p 237
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members of this family have been identified with the iron industry since

the days of Charles II Mr Baldwin stood by and refused to part with

his stock m the face of adverse conditions and a downward trend of the

iron industry in England He says m defense of his position,

It may have been bad bu&mess on my part—^many modern business men say

it was—I ought to have sold at the top of the market But when you have an

old name m busmess against which nothing has ever been said, when you know
the public has come into business on the strength of that name, it is an impossi'

bility to throw your shares on the market when you know that in ah human
probabihty the loss will fall on them, not on you.^

The development of good faith in financial affairs may be compared
with the slow and steady growth of the sturdy oak, it takes time to bring it

to maturity but when once fuUy developed it withstands the roughest and
moat inhospitable of the elements New corporations just starting on
their financial career; new governments just launched in their political

existence; both alike have their moral character, their individuality, or

record to make The persoimel may from the beginning impart
something of its character and financial integrity to them, the
business or government as a unit, however, has its future before it

Good or bad faith here is a matter of future development, it looks back-
ward rather than forward Managements and political parties come and
go, but the individuahty of the orgamzation remains, perhaps somewhat
modified or changed from time to time Yet stability and integrity of

character once developed usually change but slowly The saying that
the future may be judged by the past has peculiar application here

Character of Basic Importance.—^Although financial integrity is not
superficially associated with busmess morahty, the two have their roots in

basic moral character itself Fmancial integrity has to do with the legal

and economic relationship existing between the orgamzation and the
owners of the busmess, the stockholders, its bondholders and other
creditors. Business morality has to do with the relationship existing

between the management and the customers of the business—^the trade
relations of the concern. Conceivably, financial integrity may be high
and, at the same time, busmess morahty low The successful corporation
may regard the ground upon which its financial sponsors tread as holy,
while, at the same time, it may resort to questionable trade practices.
Financial default soon becomes widely known and affects large numbers
of investors at the same time, while busmess matters are strictly personal
m character Yet in spite of this distinction between financial and
business morality, the two proceed from the same fundamental quality
m character itself. Moral depravity in trade will surely affect financial

^ Wall Street Journal, Jan. 28, 1931,
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integrity if opportunity presents itself. Good faith is, therefore, at

bottom a question of general character

Keeping the Contract.—Good faith is particularly important in the

case of foreign loans The practical impossibility of a citizen of one

country resortmg to force to compel a corporation of another country to

abide by the terms of its contract makes necessary careful scrutiny of its

past record for prompt discharge of its obhgations. The English people

have earned an enviable reputation m finance for keeping their word, so

that today the word of an Englishman the world over is taken at par

It IS not an accident that the British Government was the first to make
permanent settlement with the United States for its war obligations.

By this act it removed any lingering doubts as to its intention of

maintaimng the high credit position of the Enghsh people throughout the

world

Good faith is especially important in ah government contracts

There is ordinarily no adequate remedy at the hand of the investor who

holds the bonds of his government should it fail to keep its covenants

American state governments and mumcipahties in the past have more

than once failed to abide by then agreements to the detriment of the

lenders and the ruination of their own credit In the case of municipal-

ities, even the state governments have frequently been either powerless

or indisposed to enforce the pa3rment of just debts The abuse of

the sinking-fund agreements in the past has not always resulted in

inspiring confidence in these provisions of government issues It has

been truly said that there is no bond so hopeless as a bad government

bond. This is because so much depends upon the good faith of the

government
Although pnvate contracts are enforcible at law, everyone knows

that their substance is often devitahzed through the shortcomings of

human nature and the ingenmty of lawyers. Mortgage indentures are

generally so long, frequently runmng as high as 200 printed pages, that

on the average not one investor m ten thousand takes the trouble to read

them Even if one did read such contracts, the mass of legal verbiage

would obscure the facts intended to be conveyed The banker and the

corporation must be trusted in most investment contracts to see that they

contain nothing mimical to the interest of mvestors Furthermore, the

position of the trustee is uncertam and although he apparently possesses

great power, in reahty he exercises but httle The enforcement of most

of the minor provisions and sometimes major considerations depends

mostly on the good faith of the obhgor His past record in such matters

IS more to be trusted than the wording of the contract This is made the

more necessary from the fact that it is more or less impracticable for the

holders of a particular issue to get together for muted action, which might

be necessary in order to get fair treatment
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Good faith takes on special importance at the time of reorganization of

a corporation At such a time certam contractual provisions are for-

gotten according to the pubhe necessities of the case Bondholders, as

well as stockholders whose certificates have been fully paid, are by law

non-assessable either for future requirements of the corporation or for the

payment of debts Yet both bondholders and stockholders are regularly

called upon to furnish funds for these purposes when the financial affairs of

the corporation have reached the breakmg point. While it is not com-

pulsory for the security holder to accept the terms of reorganization, he

IS, m fact, compelled to do so if he is to protect his mvestment The
sense of justice of the receiver’s court and the protective committees has

much to do with the final outcome m such instances Assessments upon

the stockholders and bondholders are frequently made on the prmciple

of what the traflBc will bear

Accounting Methods.—^The attitude of the management toward the

corporation is revealed best through the kind of accounts it keeps. Only

a few of the numerous illustrations available will be selected for

illustration

Perhaps the most glarmg defect in modern accountmg practice is the

looseness with which the depreciation account is kept Mr Lawrence

H. Sloan remarks, “The most interesting fact about the depreciation

policy of American industry is that there is none . . . Evidence of a

common viewpoint on the part of the management of industry, or of a

common conception, is wholly lacking The main defects of the

depreciation account relate to maccuracies m the amount charged, con-

fusion with depletion charges in the case of mining companies, and lack of

consistent pohey from one year to another. These defects have two con-

sequences for the mvestor • first, net earnings applicable to capital charges

or dividends are often hopelessly unreliable, and, second, asset values

back of bonds and stocks are impossible of determination. The differ-

ence between profit and loss is too often the result of the character of the

depreciation poKcy. Sloan finds that, m the non-extractive industries,

leadmg concerns on the average charged 5% per cent on the property

values But 28 of these leadmg corporations in 1 year showed a regular

progression m the depreciation charge from approximately 1 per cent to

about 11 per cent, with one runmng as high as 17 per cent,^ Combined
depreciation charges of 35 identical compames varied from 76 to 140 from
the average taken as 100 for the years 1921, 1923, 1926, and 1927.®

A second defect of published accounting is the failure in many
instances to present adequate information concermng practically every
account in the balance sheet. The property account is too frequently a

' Corporation Profits, p 41.

2 Ibid
, p. 63.

^Ibid,p. 68.
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hopeless jumble of land, buildings, eqmpment, good-will, and so forth

Likewise the current asset account often fails to give any hght upon the

character of the inventory, the quahty of its bills receivable, the method
of valuing inventory, investments, and so forth Often the balance

sheet grossly overstates the eqmties back of securities and less often it

conceals valuable assets which the mvestor would like to know about.

It IS not too much to ask that property accounts be kept so as to show the

true state of the business at aH times There would then be less ground
for the management, as well as the pubhc, to be deceived as to the precise

state of the business Balance sheets should m reality show the accumu-
lated results of the business over a period of time They should reveal to

both management and the pubhc the degree of success which has attended

operations Additional investment m any industry or enterprise is

justified only on the ground that a normal return for that type of

business is realized over a series of years

Overcapitalization.—One of the outstanding evils in the history of

corporation finance has been the tendency to overcapitahzation Since

there is little effective legal restraint against stockwatering, corporations

have gone the way of simple busmess expediency Even from this

point of view, careful consideration of this matter from every angle would

lead to the conclusion that the reasons for such a course are more imagi-

nary than real. Besides, the injunes to credit which inevitably follow

such a course far more than offset the possible advantages at the time of

promotion From the present point of view, the practice of stockwatenng

cannot be condemned in too severe terms The corporation resortmg to

this practice sacrifices its credit standmg, for it is an indication that

someone wants to milk the concern It,will be harder to float long-time

loans at a satisfactory rate of mterest Furthermore, it makes the pay-

ment of dividends on the stock unhkely for some time to come at least

The dividend record is a recognized element of credit with commercial

banks. Poor credit, in turn, is reflected in the market price of aU

securities

No class of security holders, outside of the common stockholders

themselves, is affected by stockwatenng as much as preferred stock-

holders Preferred stock m such cases is usually m reahty common
stock, since it covers practicaEy all of the margin of assets above bonds

and notes It is nothing less than deception to the investing pubhc to

float an issue of preferred stock which represents only the residual equity

of property. No matter what the name of the security may be, if it repre-

sents only the margin of asset eqmty, it ism effect only a common stock.

It will have to bear the brunt of the lean years and in turn wiU benefit

httle should the corporation prove successful, smce the rate of return is in

practice limited to the stipulated amount It is also true that the

securities of corporations whose finances have been distorted by over-
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capitalization go at a discount on the market regardless of the equities

back of them. What investor has full confidence in the securities of the

Erie or the New Haven railroad? The consensus of the opinion of inves-

tors IS registered in the market and m these cases it furnishes mute evi-

dence of the low regard with which the securities of these railroads are

held

Dividend Policy.—^As previously explained, it has become a recognized

tenet of finance that a successful business must grow. A management

which merely marks time is not a success and the day is not far distant

when the business will move backward if it cannot move forward Mov-
ing forward in busmess means the accumulation of a surplus through

earmngs It means mternal growth, smce it is impossible to grow by

accretion alone Internal growth inspires respect and commands better

credit Sound growth can be brought about only by retaining m the

business a portion of earmngs Dividends on stock must not be

excessive so as to leave httle or nothing for the surplus account

The aim of the management should be to maintain regularity of divi-

dends The stockholder is entitled to reasonable assurance that when

dividends at a certain rate are declared they can be maintained through

the ordinary ups and downs of business Exceptional contingencies will

at times arise, such as the outbreak of a disastrous war, which will necessi-

tate the suspension of dividends m the mterest of the corporation. The
common stockholder of right must assume the burden of such risks. It is

for undergomg such risks that he benefits most in times of prosperity

Dividends should not be so high that they are endangered by every

adverse circumstance or rob the business of necessary funds.

The pohcy of the Pennsylvama Radroad or the Umted States Steel

Corporation may be citedm this connection Dividends are usually paid

in bad, as well as in good, years; but the total amount of the dividends

over a senes of years would not exceed the amount of the earnings retained

in the busmess By this means large surplus accounts have been built

up and the stocks of these compames have attained an enviable invest-

ment position. Confidence in the boards of directors of these corporations

is superior from the credit pomt of view to the contract promises of many
other corporations which are enforcible by law.

Where the earmngs tend to fluctuate widely, a smaller proportion can

with safety be paid out to the stockholders than where the earnings are

more stable. The eqmties constantly being built up back of the common
stock will accrue to the benefit of the owners through a higher price which

it wdl command in the market If a corporation finds that it has a

surplus of funds beyond what is necessary for the business, the way is

open for the declaration of extra dividends These, however, should be

extras and distributed in such a manner as not to create the impression

of permanency Contmued extras are an abomination to the investor.
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They create an element of uncertamty as to future disbursements and
find expression in a fluctuating price for the stock The reasons for con-

tinued extra dividends would be the same as for a higher regular rate or a

stock dividend But high dividend rates create suspicion on the part of

the pubhc, and criticism may often be avoided by the quiet declaration of

a stock dividend, and foUowmg that the mamtenance of regular rates on

the entire amount outstanding Everything possible should be done to

leheve the stockholder of the uncertamty of dividend disbursements

It IS too often the case, however, that the officers m control of the

business are not entirely free to put into effect the wisest policies Fre-

quently, the stockholders with the best of intentions, but out of sheer

inability to choose the course best for aU concerned, will unduly deflect

the normal course of the board of directors away from sound financial

practice The pressure exerted by stockholders for the declaration of

dividends will not infrequently jeopardize the financial future of the

corporation Corporations ]ust starting in their business life are often

induced through stockholders to distribute dividends when the funds had

better be devoted to business needs Such interference by stockholders

in their mistaken zeal shows a lack of appreciation of the importance of

the future both for the corporation and for themselves A capable man-
agement should be given a free hand in the conduct of the finances of a

business Boards of directors are only human, but they are far more
likely to show ability in management than the stockholders, who are

only incidentally acquainted with the business which as investors they

may also control

If dividends are paid over a period of years without interruption, when
sound financial policy would dictate otherwise, the result is likely to be

either threatened or actual disaster Corporation finance is replete with

instances of this kind Stockholders and debenture bondholders are then

rudely awakened to the folly of such a practice, as they witness the sudden

collapse in the market price of their holdings It would have been far

wiser for aU concerned had dividends been discontinued years before and

the financial affairs preserved in good order. The results for the security

holders would not have been at the most more disastrous and probably

much less. It is, therefore, a species of dishonesty for directors to con-

tinue the payment of dividends merely in order to maintain the appear-

ance of success, while them financial house continues to become more
and more disordered It must be added here that lawmakers are partly

guilty where this condition obtams It is a common provision that in

order for certain bonds to become legal investments for savings banks and

other trust funds, dividends at a specified rate shall have been maintained

for at least five years immediately precedmg Directors will often strain

a point to comply with this provision But where the purpose is to con-

ceal unfavorable financial conditions, to mamtain the market price of the
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stock or junior bonds, or m order to create a market for a new issue of

bonds, the management must be held responsible for the results

It may be rejoined that common stockholders by their purchase of

t.biH type of security assume oertam risks and therefore have no complaint

against the management for its actions It is true there was a day in

Ameiican finance when stockwatering, stock-jobbing, swindling, and

robbeiy by methods of high finance m corporate affairs were expected

and even condoned Practically every industry has passed through

this stage, the railroads first, pubhc utihties following, and close upon

their heels came the industrials Today, however, thanks to an awakened

pubhc conscience, such methods of legal chicanery and financial plunder-

ing of the pubhc by the msiders are looked upon as belonging to an

age of primitive finance With the development of corporations and

a recognition of them as the only feasible method of conducting business

on a modem scale, pubhc conscience demands honesty m their dealings

with the pubhc Certain busmess nsks aie inevitable and these of

necessity fall heaviest upon the common stockholders But it requires

only a small amount of mental discernment to distinguish between

necessary business risks, which are assumed as a matter of course by
stockholders, and unnecessary risks occasioned by an unscrupulous

board of directors It is on account of such artificial risks that much
gambling in stocks is induced

Manipulation—^In earlier days when financial plundering was still

respected by a timid and ignorant pubhc, manipulation of the financial

affairs of*a corporation gave the insiders a chance to foist the stock upon
the public at an artificial price It was a convenient matter to pay
dividends at certain times and to withhold them at other times Again,

the concealing of information creates a situation in which undue specula-

tion and outright gambhng are encouraged. The officers may pay unduly
high prices for matenals and supplies from business concerns in which
they are largely interested, thereby lessening the net profits available to

the stockholders and reducing margms which are rightly expected by
bondholders. Stockholders in holdmg companies may be deprived of

their equities through the mampulation of the affairs of the subsidiaries

by the board of directors and officers of the holding company. They
are sometimes frozen out by the contmued non-payment of dividends

when the corporation could well afford to pay them and stiU keep
within the bounds of conservative finance These and other methods
have been commonly used for the advantage of those m control and
to the detriment of stockholders and bondholders Directors and
officers who thus disregard the mterests of the security holders not
only break the trust and confidence reposed in them, but often bring

lasting injury to the corporation through impaired credit and reduced

borrowing power.
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Pyramiding.—Of all the evilsm the realm of finance today pyramiding

of one holding company on top of another is the crowning abuse It

has well-nigh spoiled the field of electric hght and power companies for

investment and has brought down the wrath of the federal authorities

upon the industry No mdustry is more mherently sound than this one,

and none has had its finances so hopelessly jumbled By the pjTamidmg
of one company on top of another, eqmties have grown progressively thin-

ner and thinner The margin of earnings available for the last layer of

securities vanishes at the first appearance of adversity The instabihty

of the holding company is a permanent disqualification for conservative

investment The very word “investment” suggests permanence and
stability and neither of these is possible under the pyramiding process

The investor may suddenly awake to find what httle substance there was

back of his security has vamshed overnight.

Not the least of the evils of pyramidmg is the inabihty of the public to

find out much about the underlying equities that may exist behind his

security Few companies publish statements of sufficient clarity to

enable one to determine the real worth m assets and earnings of a given

issue The holding company is widely used and has recently been

employed with great confusion in investment trusts In all cases it has

led to the loss by the stockholder of his control over the property, which is

nominally his, to those who have httle or no stake in the enterprise except

personal profit. Such abuses as these are a provocation to government

control over the industries represented

Other Evils.—There is room for only brief mention of several other

evils Among them may be mentioned the abuse of minority stock-

holders' rights Witness the attempt to barter away the Youngstown
Sheet and Tube concern Of considerable consequence is the misnaming

of securities so as to add to their attractiveness Particularly have the

names “first mortgage,” “first and refundmg,” “first hen,” and “first

refunding” been used to designate securities whose underlying values are

other than those suggested by the title ^ Mention should also be made
of the potent evils attending the issue of no-par stock, spht-ups, and sub-

sequent reduction in capitahzation with elimination of par value

Publicity.—Lastly comes the general matter of publicity of corporate

affairs Publicity has been a matter of slow evolution It first appeared

in connection with corporations affected with a pubhc interest m
order that public supervision may be effectively exercised and rates

regulated This may be designated as compulsory pubhcity This

appeared first m connection with banks and msurance companies and later

in all classes of public utihties beginmng with the railroads The reason

in all of these cases was the nature of the business rather than the form

1 See Report of the Bond and Nomenclature Committee of the Investment Bankers’

Association of America for 1928
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of organization The next advance m pubhcity came when the corpo-

ration as a form of busmess orgamzation began its expansion m the field

of trusts This gave nse to a demand for more effective pubhcity of

corporate affairs as a protection to the consuming public The third

great step in this history came when the securities became so widely

diffused among the public that the mvestor demanded the publication

of facts lying back of his mvestment A still broader reason for publicity

exists in the social position of the corporation as the chief vehicle for the

direction of the funds of the public into whatever industries promise

the best results ^

But other than legal forces have been at work within recent years to

secure more satisfactory mformation Among these may be numbered

accounting and credit associations and the leadership of outstanding

corporations, such as the United States Steel, General Motors, and the

American Telephone and Telegraph Company But without doubt the

Table 26—Frequbnct op Published Inpobmation

Class of corporation Annual
annual

Quarterly Monthly Total

Steel 2 9 30 0 41

Machine appliances, electncal

manufacturers, etc

Chemicals, diugs, soaps, etc

18 21 49 0 88

9 18 26 0 62

Banks, mvestment trusts, and
insurance companies 16 12 12 0 40

Cement and tiling 0 0 7 0 7

Oil 9 6 29 0 44

Paper and piinting 6 1 16 0 22

Food, packing, and leather 12 5 30 0 47

Sugar and candy 10 0 4 1 16

Utihties 10 2 26 18 56

Textiles 7 18 4 0 29

Autos and accessories 2 12 47 0 61

Mimng and cable manufac-
turers 21 8 24 2 65

Ship and shipbuildmg 4 2 2 1 9

Tobacco 9 5 7 0 21

Merchandising and depart-

ment stores 24 21 11 1 67
Aviation 0 1 8 0 9

Amusements 0 0 13 0 13

Real estate 1 2 4 1 8

Miscellaneous 12 13 29 0 64
Total 171 166 377 24 728

Per cent of total 23 6 21 4 ' 61 7 3 3 100

' Account taken from an unpublished thesis by Clifford M Hicks, Compulsory
Pubhcity of Corporate Financial Affairs, Umversity of Nebraska
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strongest influence lias been the New York exchange in its listing

requirements. The most complete information regarding hsted securities

IS now found m the files of the exchange. Besides hsting requirements

the exchange brings pressure to bear upon corporations to publish

frequent earnings statements The table on page238 shows the frequency
of earnings reports at the present time accordmg to the leadmg classes of

corporations

Caveat Emptor.—^The principle of caveat emptor (let the purchaser

beware) prevailed m merchandising throughout the greater part of the

history of civihzation This ideal itself was based upon the false economic

doctrine that trade and commerce were carried on only for the benefit of

one party The true economic doctrine of mutual advantage in trade was
still unknown. Hence trade was unpopular and associated with plunder-

ing and piracy on land and sea. Buccaneenng was a heroic occupation

as late as three centuries ago Buttodaymerchandisinghas been elevated
to a position of public respect, thereby recogmzmg the mutual advantages

in the exchange of products where division of labor exists For the

further elevation of tradem the public mind, associations have formulated

codes and ethical principles. Fairness m competition and fairness to the

consumer are becoming the watchwords of business

Likewise, in the field of finance, principles of justice and openness are

winning over the forces of secrecy and mampulation. Investment bank-

ing itseK has risen to a high plane of conduct perhaps not exceeded by
any other class of business Nevertheless, the position of the banker is

difficult He must satisfy the organization from which he purchases his

securities, while at the same time it is mcumbent upon him to preserve

high standards of safety and to protect his clients among the investing

public Amidst it all, the banker is a merchant in seounties and must

make sufficient profit to enable him to fulfil his social function as an
intermediary agency The profession clearly recogmzes its obligation to

give fuU and detailed information so that the investor may now see what

he IS buying Thus the ancient merchandismg principle of caveat emptor

IS being left behind Bankers must look for their reward in the success

of their clients instead of m mere skill m merchandising securities.

Management as Trustee.—^The dependence of enterprise upon the

pubhc for funds and the ever-widemng diffusion of ownership has placed

the management in the position of trustee. The pubhc not only owns
all of the bonds of corporations but also the bulk of their stocks Forty

years ago corporations were still small and stockholders were few m
number, most of them holding an office in the organization. The
incentive that comes from identical ownership and management still

played the important role. Today, however, all this is changed The
corporation, since that day, has undergone a metamorphosis from

the closed type to the free and open organization of today Seldom
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m the larger corporations of the country does the management own a

controlling interest and in many cases only an insignificant portion of the

total stock outstandmg

The reward of management m the mdmdual or partnership form of

organization was chiefly in the profitableness of the entei prise, the

compensation for personal service bemg of minor importance Today

the situation is somewhat reversed Big business has brought a high

degree of speciahzation m management, it demands greatei skill and

effectiveness, and offers correspondmgly larger salaries Executives

today are dependent mostly upon this form of reward Even where a

portion of the stock is owned by those connected with the management,

salaries are likely to represent the larger share of their compensation

Competition for the higher executive positions is especially keen and the

tendency is for salaries to advance higher and higher, thus offering an

acceptable substitute for the share m profits which formerly prevailed.

With these conditions prevailmg, the conception of manager as trustee

does not appear to be at all inconsistent with the operation of business

at a high degree of eflSiciency While the mam portion of the profits

under diffused ownership must always go to the stockholders and bond-

holders, the compensation for the services of management is higher than

ever in the history of enterprise Aside from the question of reward for

service, there is reason to beheve that the divorce of management from
ownership has already made an indelible impression upon business

executives In the nature of the case, management of other people’s

property, for which a high reward is paid, cannot long continue without

the development of a sense of responsibihty to those owners This

responsibility is for the preservation of values and the income that capital

affords Besides this separateness of interests, the assumption of the

role of trusteeship of property by the managers has already brought
certain forms of legal restnction on the use and management of property,

especially in the field of enterprise affected with a public interest Recent
enactments by both federal and state authorities in the interest of the

stockholders and bondholders in railroads and public utilities are a
recogmtion of the altered conditions of business The investor of today,

as never before, moves m a field of comparative certainty He may
consider himself in a real sense as partner in the enterprise which employs
his capital He must also accept his share of the responsibility for fair

treatment of labor to the end that tripartite industry continue its upward
trend of progress,
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CHAPTER XIV

THE RATING OF SECURITIES

The idea of rating securities is comparatively new. For many years

credit agencies have rated the commercial credit of business concerns

While the broad scope of the work of these agencies necessarily qualifies

the result to some extent, nevertheless the rating systems of Bradstreet’s

and Dun’s organizations are umversaHy consulted The rating of com-

mercial credit IS comparatively simple when compared with investment

credit Yet there are no msuperable obstacles in the road, and with

proper approach and method there is no reason why investment securities

cannot be rated to advantage Security rating was first undertaken

some 25 years ago by John Moody in connection with railroad bonds

Since that time rapid progress has been made until now every type of

stocks and bonds, whether of a railroad, pubhc utility, industrial organ-

ization, or governmental body, receives a ratmg

The idea back of rating of securities is to assign to each issue a definite

rate or rank based upon some one or more qualities sought Ratings

will differ, therefore, according to the quahties chosen The investor

should not lightly accept a given rating without knowing the purpose

lying back of the ratmg system of a particular organization Ratings

are always assigned with reference to one or more qualities which may not

be of prime consideration to the mvestor One should study one’s

own requirements and modify the ratings of organizations to suit the

circumstances.

Bases for Rating Securities,—Theoretically considered, securities

may be rated for any quality desired Many quahties are demanded

by the average mvestor, who always makes it a point to become acquainted

with the leading charactenstics of the security before purchasing For

instance, the matter of marketabihty is considered an important feature

by many. It would be possible to rate securities on the basis of this

feature alone Indeed, the leading services include a separate ratmg for

marketability. Perhaps the most common feature included m the quali-

ties considered by ratmg systems is the safety of the issue. In practice,

the basis of rating resolves itself mto consideration of features from three

points of view: “ideal” mvestment, speculative chances, and safety

In his work, PnTiciples of Bond Investment, Lawrence Chamberlain
finds 10 principal quahties that go to make up the ideal mvestment ^

1 Lawebncb Chambeklain and G. W Edwards, The Principles of Bond Invest-

ment, rev ed
,
Chap III

242
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The safety of the principal and stabihty of the income are mentioned as

the most important. The ideal mvestment will also bring m a fair

return, have ready marketabihty, reasonable freedom from burdensome
taxes, exemption from care, and acceptable duration or denomination.
The chances for appreciation of prmcipal are also included among the

desirable qualities If this list of qualities represents those chiefly

sought by investors, rating for general mvestment purposes would require

that each quality be rated separately and the final rating be expressed

by a symbol representing the composite result This method of rating

would have the advantages and defects of the broad basis upon which it

rests If the ratings for the mdividual quahties, as well as for the final

result, were given, such a system would be of great value It would
involve an enormous amount of labor and expense, but the results would
be good Inasmuch as some of the quahties are likely to change fre-

quently, it would also necessitate frequent revision Such a rating

system, however, would answer most of the questions put by the pur-

chaser to the salesman There is no system at the present time which

rests it results on so broad a basis

The second basis for rating would consider primarily the chances for

speculative profits These might result from an increase in the price of

the issue through improved credit and success of the corporation or

maker Profits might also result to the stockholder from increased

regular dividends, extras, or from stock dividends This method would

be especially applicable to income bonds of low standing, as, also, to con-

vertible bonds, and either bonds or preferred stocks which carry a par-

ticipating feature Securities increase or decrease in value primarily

from changing intrinsic merit or from market conditions Increasing

prospects of a company may show themselves in either long or short peri-

ods of time. Cyclical upswings in business bnng temporarily increased

earnings and may also result m permanent advantages to the business

On the other hand, when viewed from the longer standpoint, industries

either make progress or dechne over a decade or longer Ratings may be

made from either the cychcal or long-time prospects. Frequent revision

would be necessary m the former, and considerable in the latter, case.

The third basis for ratmg is the relative safety of the principal and

income to the exclusion of all other elements This neglects all quahties

not inherently a part of the issue itself It has as its object the analysis

of the intrinsic merit of the issue No mvestment should ever be made
without due regard to the chances of loss This method looks at the

matter primarily from the long-time point of view—the results of the

decade—rather than from the immediate status or prospects It sepa-

rates securities into classes, with those regarded as absolutely safe

—

the gilt-edged type—at the top of the hst, followed by those of different

degrees of inferiority, down to the absolutely hopeless type Whatever
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else the investor demands in his commitments, he desires above all to

know the chances of loss He may not always select the security bearing

the highest rating, but if he chooses one of inferior quahty, he does so

with his eyes open Mistakes m judgment and understanding between

investment banker and the customer are very common A rating system

which would set forth in clear light the chances of loss inherent in an issue

would go far toward promoting confidence and avoiding unnecessary

losses

Moody’s Rating System.—The general idea underlying the rating

system developed by John Moody and his orgamzation is set forth in a

letter to the author dated March 9, 1921 In part, the letter reads as

follows

The first idea in my mind, in adoptmg a ratmg system, was to classify railroad

bonds according to their mortgage security and general position in relation to the

earmngs of the property This, of course, was very simple in cases where a rail-

road had outstanding only a few bond issues covermg a definite section of its

property. For example, a first-mortgage bond secured on a defimte railroad line

could be easily enough rated and a second mortgage on the same line could be

given a rating without much danger But when it came to the question of rating

bonds secured on branch hnes and bonds which were secured partly on one section

of the property and partly by the deposit of collateral or in other ways, it was, of

course, a serious problem as to how to give this bond a particular classification

I found, therefore, in workmg up a ratmg system, I would have to take into

consideration every factor mvolved It would be necessary to ascertain the

character of the territory which a particular piece of railroad operated, to pass

judgment on the prospects for the development of business in that territory and

also to take into consideration such questions as economic conditions, character

of tonnage transported, volume of passenger busmess, character of management,

average trend of business over a senes of years and anything which had any

relation whatever to the operation of the railroad The mere fact that a bond was
secured on a piece of property which had undoubtedly cost a great deal more to

construct than the bond issue amounted to, would not necessarily indicate that

the bond was a good mvestment.

I, therefore, finally worked out a system of valuation based on all the con-

tnbutory factors m a given situation and then classified the bonds according to

their relative positionm the property and the relative importance of the particular

mileage which might be covered directly or mdirectly by the particular bond
Of course, eanung power has a great deal to do with the value of any investment

issue, especially where such an issue is secured on a going concern, but earning

power fluctuates extremely m every Ime of busmess and in some years may be

remarkably high while in other years there may be httle or no profit in a business

at aU Therefore, I adopted the prmciple of basing my judgment on a long

penod of time, makmg this penod long enough to ordmarily take in a time of

depression or reaction, as well as a tune of prosperity In the case of railroad

ratings, I adopted a 10-year average as my basis for judging the mvestment value

of the issues
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The rating system was devised altogether for the benefit of the investor,

rather than the speculator Therefore, m placmg any ratmgs on securities, the

mam thought has been to indicate more or less permanent value rather than a

temporary or speculative value By ]udgmg the condition of a property as it

has averaged over a reasonably long period, one can feel fairly safe in assuming
that the future trend over a long period will be pretty well reflected by past results

The mvestor, whether he thinks so or not, is really interested in the longer future

of the property rather than m its immediate outlook Theoretically at least, he
buys a bond for income purposes and expects to hold that bond for a reasonably

long period An investmg mstitution, such as a savings bank, follows this idea

on principle and although mvestmg mstitutions frequently make changes in

investments, yet the primary purpose is to place their money in securities which
can be held until maturity

This rating principle, originally worked out m the railroad field, has m the

course of years spread to other fields We have stuck to the geneial principles

as closely as possible in classifymg the securities of industrial, pubho utihty, and

other private corporations, and we have found that, as a general thing, the idea

has proved practical and has worked out satisfactorily

In the field of government and mumcipal obligations, the method of deter-

mining values has, of course, been somewhat different Governments are not in

business to show profits but, nevertheless, their financial condition is the mam
item which bears on the security and investment strength of their obligations

Therefore, the financial exhibit of the country, city or town which has securities

outstanding, is the thing which is given first consideration by us We also, of

course, take into account the other special factors such as the geographical loca-

tion, the trend of growth in population, the dependence of the mumoipality on

certain hues of industry, the pohtical situation and the past record over a series of

years.

Naturally, no rating system of this kmd can be worked out mathematically,

or to an exact basis The idea is to attempt to show relative values more than

anything else and to give a reasonably close, approximate idea of the mvestment

worth and standing of any particular security These ratmgs are subject to

readjustment from time to tune as the factors which mfluence securities change,

but it IS surprising what a small percentage of the outstandmg bonds and stocks

of American corporations so change that ratmgs have to be adjusted at all Of

course, I am speaking of investments in this connection rather than speculative

propositions. We rate speculative securities, but the ratings on speculative

issues are always more tentative and we try to emphasize this fact. We ehmmate

as much as possible the speculative factors and try to supply ratmgs which are

mainly placed on the intnnsio element which may be found m the speculative

issues.

The Moody rating system rests fundamentally upon the risk involved

m an issue. This is modified particularly in the case of stocks by the

element of marketability Bonds are regarded more from the permanent

standpoint and, therefore, marketabihty is not of equal weight in rating

them Nevertheless, bond ratmgs are considerably modified by this

element. The safety of an issue is estimated on the basis of contract or
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priority of lien upon assets and income, the asset value, and the amount

and stability of income

The method of procedure is first to arrive at what is called the “statis-

tical rating ” This is based upon separate statistical formulas for stocks

and bonds as classes To quote from the volume on Industrials for 1923

with reference to bonds.

This formula embraces three primary factors, namely, asset value, earning

power, and stabihty A propeily weighted combmation of these elements gives

us what we call our “statistical rating ” The so-called statistical rating is then

put to test with various non-statistical factors which affect the investment value

of nearly all bonds to more or less degree, the ultimate result of such test giving

us the "final rating” which is the rating always used m the volume ^

Assets hold a position of primary importance. In the rating of bonds

in the tables under the column marked “security,” bonds receive their

classification according to one of the following designations very high,

high, strong, good, fair, or poor In order to be classified as strong, a

bond must have

. plenty of assets back of it which would probably receive its face value in the

event of liquidation A good bond is not necessarily one which has exceptional

assets back of it, but is in a substantial position from the point of view of income

results and has fair assets to give it strength A fair bond, of course, is one in a

less assured position and usually is a jumor hen of moderate strength

Stocks are classified on the basis of equity m surplus back of them as

very high, high, large, good, moderate, fair, or small To quote again

“In arriving at the basis for stock ratmgs the equity back of the issue is

usually given the first consideration ” As further explained this equity is

composed partly of assets back of the stock and partly of known interest

in surplus or profits It is thus plam that in the Moody system for the

rating of both stocks and bonds, the asset element of security is regarded

as of primary importance ®

A careful exammation of the explanations given in the introduction

to the different volumes of ratmgs leads to the conclusion that the income

of a corporation is given even more consideration than assets In esti-

mating the “security” of a bond or stock, in so far as the income is con-

cerned, great emphasis is placed upon the factor of safety as explained

in Chap. IX The penod taken for the estimation of this factor

is as long as possible; for railroads it is almost invariably 10 years;

but for public utilities and industrials it ranges from 5 to 10 years

Much emphasis is laid upon the penod as a whole, discounting

heavily the most recent results The factor of safety for each issue for

1 Moodt, ATialyses of Investments Industrials, 1923, p vm
“ For the information in this paragraph compare Moody, Analyses of Investments

Pubhc Utilities and Industrials, 1919, p 18
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each year is first calculated, but the final factor of safety used is obtained

by a simple average of all the years for the period chosen Where the

interest or dividend requirement has varied during the period chosen, the

amount at the most recent date is taken in all cases because this is of

the most interest for the future

While bonds and stocks are accorded very much the same treatment,

they are considered as being fundamentally different, constituting two

separate genuses, as it were We are told that, “The difference between

a bond risk and a stock nsk is a cardinal one No further explanation is

given, however, as to why the two risks are fundamentally different The
net result gives ratings for the best stocks as high as for the best bonds

In view of the defective contract and essential weakness of all stocks as

compared with bonds of the same corporation, it is difficult to understand

how a stock can be placed m the same class with a bond of the same cor-

poration from the point of view of risk

Where the dividend rate is regular, the factor of safety is calculated

for preferred and common stocks on the basis of mcome available for these

issues taken together exactly the same as m the case of bonds The

equity in the accumulated surplus, however, is regarded as the most

valuable index to the position of the stock In the case of preferred stocks

the equity in surplus is calculated on the basis of all surplus after deduct-

ing doubtful items m the balance sheet and addmg hidden assets not taken

account of above the face value of the preferred stock For the common

stock, the equity in surplus is calculated only after allowance has been

made for the face value of the preferred stock It is then the excess of

surplus over the face value of the common stock which is considered In

case of both preferred and common stocks the “equity in surplus” repre-

sents both assets and mcome, as does the “security” with bonds

Especially in the case of railroads, great weight is given to the “margin

of safety,” which is the proportion of the net earnings of a corporation

remaining after fixed charges have been deducted. Fixed charges are

composed of mterest on funded debt, interest on floating debt, rentals,

HiTit-ing' funds, and interest and principal of car trust certificates Thus if

the fixed charges amount to 70 per cent of the net surplus, the margin of

safety is 30 per cent To quote from the volume on Railroads for 1919,

“Nothing reflects the inherent stabihty of the great majority of American

railroads at the present time so weU as the margin of safety ” This is

calculated for each year of the penod chosen for the general estimation

of the financial record of the company “In order to reach a fair basis of

judgment, the records for each year are averaged and the average showmg

made is the basis on which the entire property is analyzed.” Finally,

It must not be forgotten that arbitrary judgment is used to a large degree in

making all these ratings The percentages showmg the factors of safety, and so

' Moody, Analyses of Imestmenls Industnals, 1923, p vm
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forth, serve as a general guide, but the rating given is, in many cases, affected by
other considerations not shown m figures, such as character of management and

of traffic, general position of the radroad system, pohcy of the company m
maintenance and other expenses, andm other ways The ratings are, therefore,

to be looked upon as mdicators of values, rather than as defimte or final opimons ^

S3nnbols.—The letters of the fore part of the alphabet are used as

symbols for final ratings Aaa denotes the highest rating accorded to

both stocks and bonds (italicized for stocks), Aa the second highest, A
third, Baa fourth, Ba next, while B, Caa, Ca, C, Daa, Da, and so forth,

follow in turn Whetherm the case of railroads, public utilities, or indus-

trials, a particular s3nnbol indicates identical quality In the Key to

Eatings for the volume on Industrials for 1923, the qualifications for Aaa
bonds are stated as follows

Bonds carrying an Aaa rating meet the highest test in asset value, earning

power, and stability and while there is considerable variation in these qualities

between one issue and another, all such issues fall mto the general classification

aa the highest grade Many such issues will have varying non-statistioal char-

acteristics, but such variations are usually superficial and unimportant and wiU
seldom make an issue unavailable for this highest grade group if it measures up
to the requirements of the “statistical ratmg.”

Bonds and stocks of both Aaa and Aa ratmg “sell on a strictly income
basis,” bemg unaffected by special mfluences, and are classed as the
“most conservative" investments Issues rated A or Baa may be
affected by “some development” but they have “distinct investment
merit " Those rated Ba or B have an increased amount of “speculative
risk" but are not entirely devoid of “investment characteristics ”

Issues rated Caa and lower are distinctively “speculative securities

Stocks.—Stocks are rated accordmg to a statistical formula the same
as bonds, but the formula is not the same Stockholders are interested
in dividends, rights, and growth of equities Here the market value has
nothing to do with the rating The factors of earning power, dividend
record, liquidity, permanent resources, and management are emphasized

The symbol Aaa mdicates a “stock investment” and was carried only
by certain preferred stocks m 1931 which sold on a yield basis “com-
parable to that of high-grade bonds ” They were “strongly entrenched in
assets and share earnings ” The ratmg Aon is also reserved mostly for
preferred stocks The simple A ratmg is given to typical investment
rails and “seasoned dividend payers” among other common stocks
Baa indicates the business man’s investment, while Caa is given to new
issues and to stocks of reorgamzed concerns This symbol indicates
stocks which make no progress ®

1 Moody, Analyses of Investments Steam Railroads, 1919, p 23
“ Moody, Analyses of Investments, Indvstnals, 1931, p. vu
^ IM

,

pp vu-vm.
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The same symbols are used m ratmg government and municipal

bonds as for corporation securities and have the same significance

Ratings are mostly confined to grade A or higher They are based upon
the general credit of the pohtical divisions and upon the marketability

of the bonds On account of legal restrictions for municipal obligations,

most municipal bonds are considered well written Differences in ratings

are largely the result of “the size of the city, its geographical location, the

character of its manufactures, the average tax rale, and other facts of this

nature ” The bonds of the larger and more stable cities, or of cities of

some size with rapidly growmg population, are rated higher than those of

smaller size and less rapidly growing population

Estimate of System.—The mere review of Moody’s system of ratmg

brings out its many pomts of excellence There is more or less adequate

consideration given to at least three of the elements of mvestment credit,

while the factor of management is probably taken account of in the non-

statistical factors that modify the statistical rating One could wish,

however, for a more rigid separation of the different elements of credit

and a more definite analysis of the special significance of each with

reference to the different types of securities Twenty-five years of suc-

cessful ratmg speaks well for the system and mdicates that it has justified

the hopes of its authors

It would seem, however, that the following points need more emphasis

m a rating system

1 A rating system should not rest too strongly on a statistical basis

Statistics necessarily refer only to past performances TJnderljnng

economic factors of vanous description may completely alter the statis-

tical showing for the future

2 The method of the average of statistical results for a penod of

years does not show the very important matter of the trend oi fluctuation

of the business As already pointed out in connection with the discussion

of the factor of safety in Chap IX, the average may be very deceptive,

mdicatmg either too roseate or too pessiimstic prospects

3. The moral element of nsk should not be lightly treated The

importance of this element has already been suflhciently emphasized.

4 Stocks and bonds should not be separated into two coordinate

classes, or, if separated, a ratmg system where nsk is the chief thing to

be rated would not accord any stock, no matter how good it may be, an

equal position with a bond of the same corporation Stocks are relatively

defective m most of the elements of mvestment credit

6 While priority of hen and foreclosure privilege are the most impor-

tant parts of most mvestment contracts, other contractual provisions

should receive due consideration

6 Marketability has no connection with the mtrmsic merit of a

security Although this is one of the quahties desired by many investors
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for at least a part of their holdings, there are other quahties such as free-

dom from taxation, suitable denomination, and so forth, which are equally

desired by mvestors Marketabihty should, therefore, be omitted m rat-

ing where an effort is made to arrive at the mtrmsic merit of an issue Fur-

thermore, a security may be marketable but only at a loss to the investor,

whereupon the advantages of this feature are more apparent than real

Poor’s Rating Service—Poor’s Pubhshing Company, the publisher

of the well-known Poor and Moody Manuals, has within recent years

established a rating service based upon the data contained in the manuals

and such other information as is available Thus far ratings appear to be

confined to the securities of corporations and government bonds The
bonds of the United States are placed in a class by themselves and given

the highest rating, fiom which all corporation securities are excluded,

"on the theory that, from the viewpoint of American mvestors, if the

Umted States Government is not safe nothing is safe
” Corpoiation

securities are grouped into classes below government securities according

to their respective ments No attempt is made to give a commercial

rating to a company, but the intimsic value of its securities alone is kept

uppermost in mind Ratings are relative rather than absolute, the

attempt being made to rank the different issues in order to show their

comparative merits rather than to estimate the degree of approach to

absolute safety While the main idea is to rate securities for safety, the

degree of salability also affects the final result

Securities, including both stocks and bonds, are divided into four

general groups or classes with subdivisions within each class The
highest class is designated by the letter A. In this class come all securities

withm the legal requirements of investments for saving banks, trustees,

and fiduciary agents They constitute the general class usually desig-

nated as safe investments In order to receive a rating within the A
class, bonds must have ample asset security so that in case of forced

hquidation the assets will be sufficient to cover the par value of the bonds

Earmngs, except m the lower subdivisions of the class, are unquestionable

m good and bad years ahke, there is a possibihty, however, in some of

the issues given the lower ranking within this grade, that earnings may
under exceptional circumstances reflect upon the price of the security

With this exception, the prices of all securities within this class are not

affected by the credit of the company but are far removed from such

mfluences, their prices being governed wholly by conditions existing m
the investment and money markets There are six subdivisions within

Class A, which are mdicated by means of asterisks following the letter;

thus A*****, A****, A***, and so on The highest class of corporation

bonds IS given the A***** ratmg
The same symbols are used for stocks as for bonds, and apparently

with the same significance Stocks of the highest class reach only the
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A** rating. They are “well-seasoned first-class preferred or common
stocks, possessing equity m assets well in excess of par value; have long

and favorable dividend record, and have demonstrated their ability to

pass successfully through prolonged periods of depression ” The

equity in assets is safely m excess of the par value of the stocks of this

grade, which also enjoy a large margm of safety in earnings The best

guaranteed stocks are also given this rating Other stocks reaching the

A class must be well seasoned and unaffected by depression, they must

have a favorable dividend record and be firmly established, but in some

cases their status might be subject to change The price of the stock is

little affected, if at all, by the credit position of the company Market

influences account mamly for changes in quoted puces of stocks of this

group

The next grade of stocks and bonds is rated with the letter B, using

again asterisks to indicate the subdivisions withm the class of which there

are only three for this group The bonds of the general group B are

dependent for their value largely upon earnings. These may be large in

the higher ratings of this group, but they possess some features of uncer-

tainty The assets m liquidation may or may not be sufficient to cover

the par value of the bonds, the final result being a matter of uncertainty

Bonds of this group are mfiuenced strongly by the trend of earnings and

of certain financial ratios Their price is, therefore, subject to both the

influence of market conditions and the current credit standing of the com-

pany Issues falhng within this class are usually spoken of as “the

business man’s investment” and contain many bonds of the speculative

class Very much the same can be said of the stocks of this class They

have a fair equity in assets and a fairly good dividend record. Dividends

on stocks of the two lower subdivisions of this group, B* and B, are a

matter of conjecture, being protected only by a small margin of earnings,

if any at all

Bonds and stocks of lower grade are assigned the letter C, also with

three subdivisions They are unsatisfactory as to both assets and

earnings, in many cases the earnings not being sufficient to cover interest

requirements Many defaulted bonds are placed m this class Stocks

which have paid dividends only to a limited extent or none at all, but with

some prospects for the future, are also listed here Like the bonds of this

group, the stocks are very speculative, depending on the uncertain fortunes

of the corporation Stocks and bonds graded lower than C are usually

hopeless Most bonds of this class have defaulted, and the stocks have

little or no chance of permanentadvancement They arerank speculations

In all cases, the salabdity of bonds and stocks affects the final rating

Salability is also separately rated, aU securities falling into one of four

classes The principles of ratmg for salabihty are indicated by the

following extract from Poor’s Ratmg Service.
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Rating “1”—Listed, with close and active market, the difference between

bids and offers usually not over one pomt

Rating “2”—blasted, with wider market, or unhsted, with active market

Bids and offers usually not over 3 pomts apart

Ratmg “3”—^Listed, with bids and offeis usually over 3 points apart; or

unlisted, but with fair maiket

Rating “4”—Usually not so salable as those of groups 1, 2, and 3,

The factors which receive special attention and in some measure at

least distinguish the Poor Ratmg Service from others are as follows

1 The point of view of the investor is taken throughout

2 Stocks and bonds are rated with the same symbols which designate

identical degrees of safety This ehmmates the distinction between a

“stock risk” and a “bond risk ” Risk, whether of stocks or bonds, is a

matter of degree

3 The trend of a corporation’s affairs is justly emphasized, for reasons

already shown in connection with the discussion of the factor of safety

The trend of important financial ratios receives especial attention

4 Recognition has been given to the influence of the value of the

assets in liquidation

5 Emphasis upon the general reputation of the financial interests

associated with an enterprise, together with its banking connections, is a

partial recognition of the element of management m mvestment credit

6 The grouping of securities into the four distinctive classes will meet

with the approval of the investing pubhc

The Fitch Rating Service.—The Fitch rating service provides ratings

for both bonds and stocks Like Poor’s it recognizes no chasm between

these two types of securities and allows the earnings record to dominate

the primary stages of rating The earnings record is then modified by

(1) the character of the industry, (2) position of the company in the

industry, (3) state of competition, (4) monopolistic elements, (5) labor

relations, (6) estabhshed market for products, (7) working-capital posi-

tion, and (8) consistency of pohcy and permanence of successful control

This service emphasizes the comparable basis of rating railroads, indus-

trials, and public utilities It gives uniform treatment to such topics as

depreciation, depletion, and groupmg of bond mterest and related charges

The outline shown on page 253 presents the classification of bonds

and stocks used by the service

Stocks and bonds carrying the AAA symbol reach “maximum safety,’’

while those marked the AA have standing “practically beyond question
”

Those marked A have “certam high-grade characteristics’’ but are

subject to “possible adverse changes,” Those carrying the symbol BBB
have “moderate investment ment” and are likely to be relatively new
but promising In grade BB the “mvestment element is not so pro-

nounced,” which designation apphes with greater force to B issues
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Bonds
Investment grades'

AAA Highest

AA High

A Sound
Semi-mvestment grades;

BBB Good
BB Fair

B Poor

Speculative grades'

CCC Good
CC Moderate

C Fair

Readjustment values

DDD Low
DD Small

D Slight or ml

Stocks
Investment stocks whose dividends are

conservative

AAA Safest

AA Safe

A Sound
Medium grade stocks usually paying

dividends

BBB Good
BB Pair

B Uncertain

Lower grade stocks which are not paying

dividends or are not justified in doing so

CCC Good dividend prospects

CC Fair prospects

C Slight prospects

Lowest-grade stocks with little or no value

DDD No dividend prospects

DD Shght apparent value

D No apparent value

Securities with markings below B are “increasingly hazardous and

unpromising” or are of small value The D issues represent securities

of companies in liquidation or those being drastically reorganized

Ratmg for Safety.—^As the reader will probably have anticipated from

the foregoing, the system of ratmg favored in this volume would be one

whose basis rests squarely upon the intrinsic merit of the security itseK

Stocks and bonds possess numerous features which are attractive to

investors m different degrees, depending upon the immediate purpose in

mind On the other hand, no matter who the investor may be or what

his purpose is, the matter of greatest concern to him is to be able to get a

fair idea of the risk involved in every issue The Simon-pure investor of a

generation ago would doubtless choose securities with all the risk to

capital and income ehminated While investors today recognize, more

than ever before, the essential uncertainty of all economic life, and of

investments with it, and seek to avoid nsk through diversification, yet

intelligent diversification cannot be undertaken without first an appraisal

of the risk involved in every stock or bond purchased The speculator,

likewise, would do far better if in addition to appraising the temporary

or permanent prospects for mcrease in the price of his security, he would

first seek to know the nsk mvolved to his prmcipal and income. It is too

often forgotten that the chances for gam are frequently offset by equal or

greater chances of loss From whatever angle the matter is viewed, it

appears that the prune essentialm a ratmg system is the rating of mherent

risk to the exclusion of aH other quahties

Ratmg for safety would exclude the influence of the investment and

money markets This may at first not seem to be justified, but itmustbe

remembered that such influences are only indirectly connected with the
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intrinsic merits of securities The purchaser of the soundest bonds in 1900,

regardless of whether they were corporate, government, or municipal

issues, indeed would have lost from 20 to 25 per cent or more of his prin-

cipal had he sold out in 1920 But this would have come from no cause

connected with the merit of the issues themselves Their prices declined

on account of general economic and financial conditions to be explained

in Pait V. This is a subject m itself, the prmciples of which should con-

stitute a part of the knowledge of every investor who undertakes to handle

his own funds If it is desired to take into account in a rating system

piospeets of increase in price, assuming a given price for a security, it

could easily be done by rating these prospects separately, while in no way
interfering with a separate rating for safety It is sometimes claimed that

the chances of gam are offset by the chances of loss
,
and, therefore, if

the chances of gam are known, the chances of loss will also be known.

No one conversant with the movements of security prices and their causes

would claim this as an unquahfied truth. As has already been emphasized

in other places and is to be emphasized still more in Part V of this volume,

risk in investment is as much due to general monetary and economic

influences as to mtrmsic merit Risks of the former class are indeed

always present to a greater or less degree, but they have no relation to risks

of the second class.

Rating for safety would take due account of the four primary elements

of investment credit which are present in all investment issues and

embrace the vital facts governing the nsk factor The chief problem

in this connection is the proper emphasis to be placed upon each element

This will have to be decided on the basis of the kind of corporation or

cml body which is the maker of the issue; it will be influenced materially

by the nature of the contract itself, and the maturity date will have to

have due consideration.

In general it may be said that management will receive emphasis in

proportion to the opportunities offered for the exercise of this faculty

It should receive most attention m rating government bonds where the

contract is weak, and less attention in corporate issues with elaborate

contracts which limit the legal activities of boards of directors and
officers. Wherever httle dependence can be placed upon the contract,

management should receive greater emphasis, and the contract less On
this principle, management will be of greatest importance in common
stocks and least important in mortgage bonds. The asset element is of

the greatest importance where the income element is essentially weak,

or in case of issues of long or perpetual maturity, since earnings cannot be

predicted for an indefinite time m the future Thus assets and income
seem to have an importance m relation to each other, much m the same
way as management and the contract, provided only the principle

IS not too rigidly apphed The best rating would seem to call for a proper
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weighting of each of the elements as the particular case in hand would
dictate.

Importance of the Future.—^Whatever system one may adopt for

rating, whatever principles are to receive the most emphasis, probably

the most important reservation one can hold is that the future is more
important than the past Investment is necessarily forward looking

Statistical ratmgs of income and assets are generally based upon past

experience Yet everyone knows the changeability of economic values

and the moment new forces appear in the economic realm which will

surely alter future values, past experience should be discounted m pro-

portion The rater will find it difficult to escape psychological presup-

positions Merely because a security has through years of successful

experience become “seasoned” and a conservative clientele built up m its

favor should not blind us to the possibility of change for the worse without

notice The rock-ribbed securities of yesterday m the textile, the coal,

the sugar, railroad equipment, street-car, and other mdustnes are today

but the shadows of their former selves Instead, on the horizon have

appeared the securities of the electric hght and power industry, the chem-

ical, the automotive, the oil, the natural gas, and even the aviation indus-

try It requires a high order of abihty in forecastmg and a freedom from

the dead hand of the past to properly appraise the securities of developing

industries Some of the soundest securities of todaywere mere gambles at

the inception of their respective enterpnses. When first presented to the

pubhc, the telegraph was pronounced by Congress to be a luxury unlikely

ever to become of commercial importance Likewise the telephone was

turned down by the fratermty of mvestment bankers as merely a toy

It IS precisely m the new industry that often the greatest safety hes

Mere past experience is nothmg It is important only m so far as no

predictable changes for the future are visible on the horizon But where

visibility IS low, danger lurks just beyond the vision of the eye Open-

mindedness to possibihties and probabilities are essential characteristics

in estimating future values.
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CHAPTER XV

ECONOMICS OF RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION

Primitive Transport.—The need for transport is coeval with human
life Even m primitive existence it was necessary to transport the young
and to bring water, firewood, berries, vegetables, and fallen game to

places of human abode And when the family or tribe took to the trail

in its migration, the transportation of household effects was the absorbmg
problem

Primitive solutions of the problem of transport of the young and of

goods alike are found in the Eskimo hood, the Indian papoose frame, the

Chinese yoke, the skin bag, the net, and the sling But the cost of

transport to the human “beast of burden” was immeasurably reduced

with the domestication of the dog and the remdeer m the arctic regions,

the horse in Japan, Europe, and America, the camel with its sensitive

pads so well adapted to the desert regions, and the all but universal ox

which has served man from time immemorial As man’s material

accumulations mcreased, transport by draught was invented The
method of conveyance was by sledge m the colder regions and the

V-shaped travois on the Amencan plains, the wheeled transport being

unknown to primitive America as it was to primitive hfe elsewhere

Transport was greatly facilitated m regions where rivers and smaller

streams, lakes, and ocean side abounded The simplest of aU water

conveyance was the raft made of grass, reeds, or wood Boats and

canoes constructed of spruce and birch bark and dug-out logs of great

length were used almost umversally among primitive peoples

Old World Transport.—^Inland transport m ancient times was by
means of the wheel cart and similar vehicles traveling along primitive

trails which were broadened and smoothed to form the earhest roads

These were superseded m Roman times by the improved imperial high-

ways of enduring construction by means of which the inland empire was

cemented together Over them Roman armies were easily moved to the

border districts and commercial relations were mamtained through the

exchange of products of the various regions, as well as between the cities

and country districts The Mediterranean too was the scene of advance-

ment m ocean craft. The rafts of primitive times were replaced by sail

boats equipped with auxiliary banks of oars On this inland sea they

pursued their course, binding together three continents and making

possible the colonial empire of old Rome. Sailmg vessels in the ancient

259
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world were employed as a part of the equipment of the merchant prince

trading with distant ports and obscure regions, ascending shallow waters

whenever occasion offered. These sailing vessels, minus the oar banks

and enlarged m capacity to 50 tons, became the caiavels of Columbus on

his voyages into the unknown.

Modern Transport.—Modern transport may be said to have attained

its first impetus m the seventeenth century through the efforts of Colbert

who is credited with surfacing over 15,000 miles of road m France

Nevertheless, the industnal revolution in England looked to the markets

of the outside world for its products Factories centered on the navigable

rivers or on the coast with easy access to the sea Eoads were indescrib-

ably poor It required 14 days for the stage-coach to cover the distance

from London to Edmburgh Inland trade was dormant and “money
of the richest distncts of the kmgdom remained unproductive, awaiting

the tardy advance of the art of transport Toward the close of the

eighteenth century Telford and MacAdam, both Scotsmen, first intro-

duced scientific load-makmg m Great Britain and laid the foundation for

inland trade

The distinct contnbution of the period prior to the mneteenth century,

however, was the construction of canals, first begun in Holland, a land

of suitable topography and natural waterways which only needed con-

necting by artificial means In France canals rose to a national system of

transport Bntam followed the example of her continental neighbors

and by 1830 could boast of 3,000 miles of canals Thus by means of the

construction of roads and canals England provided a market for her

factory-made goods at home and abroad which placed her at the head of

nations in commercial prowess

Early Transportation in America.—Durmg the two centuries of Ameri-

can colonial life, transportation facilities showed little, if any, real

improvement In the country districts, roads were too often mere Indian

trails, while the approaches to the largest cities were only “mud roads”

which were practically impassable in wet weather, while in dry weather

ruts were deep and descents precipitous, makmg travel dangerous at all

times After the fashion of England in earher times, road administration

was m the hands of local authorities as indeed travel for the most part

was itself local in character. There were no bridges over the great rivers

and smaller streams were crossed at mfrequent intervals over loose planks,

while felled timber crossways spanned the deepest mud holes. Similarly

methods of transportation were crude The mud-boat or stone sledge

was in common use on farms, while two-wheeled carts and wagons were
to be found m the more progressive communities The stage-coaches,

mere boxes swung on wheels supported by leather straps, were the only

ID, Lakdnub, Railway Economy, p. 35—Hbnet D. Teaill, Soaal England,
Chap 5.
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means of public conveyance Transport on horseback was still the most
reliable and the speediest The United States had no system of trans-

portation, except on national wateiways On the most frequented route

of travel, it took a week to make the journey from Boston to New York
and three weeks to Charleston, while mail service was only tri-weekly

Long-distance freight traffic was non-existent ^

The spirit of locahsm prevailedm the American colonies until after the

Revolution With the achievement of political mdependence and umty
the necessity of easy inland transportation, travel, and communication
became clear The commercial interests of the seaboard cities jomed
hands with the scattered agricultural mterests of the interior in working

out a system of transportation which was a necessity for the interchange

of their products

The Revolution turned the face of America toward the West There

lay unmeasured stretches of wilderness reaching to the Mississippi which

Thomas Jefferson said it would take a thousand years to populate

The economic slump following the Revolution drove the people of the

seaboard regions toward this new and fertile domam The land ordinance

of 1787 created the Northwest Territory and opened the way for the

famous land companies of the Ohio with their colonization program

Already in the latter part of 1787 could be seen hundieds of boats floating

down the Ohio River bearing new settlers Once under way, this west-

ward movement of the population became the dominant factor of

American history as long as new lands could be found It became the

great speculation throughout the mneteenth century

Districts located along the seaboard and navigable streams could

get their products to market by means of floating rafts, flatboats, arks,

and ships But a few miles inland there were only Indian trails and

primitive wagon roads It cost $5 (equal to the pnce itself) to haul a

barrel of flour 150 miles, the cost of salt 300 miles inland was 6 cents

a pound, 5 cents of which was due to transportation charges The
movement of bulky commodities was thus prohibitory over long distances

The distillers of whiskey less than a hundred miles out of Philadelphia

were merely solving the problem of transportmg gram. They were

“distillers through necessity,” as Gallatm expressed it

The state governments themselves took up the problem of transporta-

tion The impelling motives which lay back of this early movement are

well expressed m the preamble of one of the acts of the Pennsylvania

legislature as follows “The opemng of roads through the unsettled part

of this state will greatly promote its settlement and population, and

1 Brief accounts of early Amenoan. transportation are found in J B McMaster,

History of the People of the United States, Vol I, pp 52, 64, 67, 68, and m F A Cleve-

land and F W Powell, Railroad Promotion and Capitalization in the United States,

Chap I
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increase its domestic and foreign commerce, its manufactures and

agriculture
”

The outbreak of the European wars of 1793 greatly increased the

demand for breadstuffs of all kmds, doubhng the price of gram in the

United States and accentuating the movement of the population to

the rich agricultural lands of the mtenor But for the more remote

regions even to the east of the AUeghanies the cost of tiansportation was

stiU prohibitive In the South an economic revolution was being wrought

The mvention of the cotton gm m 1795 and the war demand for American

cotton turned that section from tobacco raising to cotton ^ The tians-

portation problem became acute with the Embargo Act of 1807 which

closed aU American ports to foreign commerce for the following 7 years

The vast shipping interests of New England built up with the outbreak

of the European wars were thus dealt their death blow Through

transportation became a national pohtical issue In the same year that

the embargo was laid, Congress instructed Gallatin, secretary of the

treasury, to investigate transportation conditions The result was

his report of 1808, recommending a vast system of turnpikes and canals

connecting all sections of the country at an estimated cost of $20,000,000

It was out of this that the National Pike came as the net result of federal

aid to transportation

The Turnpike.—The turnpike was the first solution offeied to the

problem of long-distance transportation between inland points Its

construction, usually macadam, was superior to that of local roads and m
almost every instance represented an investment of private capital often

raised by public subscription The first turnpike of any consequence was
built from Alexandria, Va

,
to the Lower Shenandoah and was begun

m 1785-1786 The first really significant work, however, was the turn-

pike connecting Philadelphia and Lancaster, a distance of 62 miles, and
completed in 1794 at a cost of $465,000 Its success was instantaneous

and immediately the movement spread rapidly to the other states By
1804 the road was extended to Pittsburgh and the stage-coach made regu-

lar weekly trips. By 1825 Pennsylvania had constructed 2,200 miles, and
New York 1,500 miles by 1811 By the end of the War of 1812, some
eight hundred companies had been chartered for this purpose In addi-

tion many toll-bridge compames were also chartered for spanning streams

The states encouraged pnvate compames in every way, in several cases

subscribing to their capital stock But “at best this movement did but
httle to supply the great need for improved transportation Bulky

The revolution wrought in. the South is revealed by export statistics of cotton
which increased from 138,328 poundsm 1792, to 63,944,459 pounds in 1807—Pitkin,

P 111
2 P A. Cleveland and F W Powell, Railroad Promotion and CapitaUzahon tn

the United States, p 39
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products were still moved only with great difficulty if at all and only by
paying high toll charges. The turnpike did provide comfortable trans-
portation for passengers even though tune and expense were httle reduced
over former conditions

Nevertheless, the advantages of the turnpike, particularly for pas-
senger transportation, led to a demand for federal aid The one great
accomplishment from this movement was the construction of the Cumber-
land Road or National Pike This was begun m 1811 with the eastern
terminus at Cumbeiland, Md

,
extendmg westward to the Ohio and

finally in 1838 reaching Vandalia, III The cost was $6,821,200 This
turnpike was in every way superior to most of those built by private

capital, it reduced the time between Baltimore and Wheeling from
8 to 3 days while the cost of freight washalved ^ The development of the
traffic was instantaneous and this road at once assumed the position of the
most important highway to the West It was the great thoroughfare for

the stream of population with its effects pouring across the mountains to

the Ohio Valley On it also were to be observed merchandise freights

from the East and livestock movmg to eastern markets ^

The Steamboat.—But the people of the Ohio Valley looked to the
Southwest for a market for their bulky pioducts The farmers built

barges or flat-bottom boats, loaded them with their products and floated

them down the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers to New Orleans After

disposing of the cargo, the boats were abandoned and the return trip

made by foot or horseback through hostile Indian countries The trip

required months and was aocompamed with many hardships and
dangers which only the pioneer with the will to succeed could face

Neither this nor the turnpike promised much m the solution of the

long-distance transportation problem

Greater hopes came from the development of the steamboat The
first practical boat, the Clermont, was constructed by Robert Eulton m
which was installed an Enghsh-made engine, and it made its first trip up
the Hudson to Albany m 1807 It demonstrated the feasibihty of up-

stream navigation for the first time in history. By 1813 there were six

steamboats on the Hudson, doing a flounshmg business between New
York and Albany In 1811 the steamboat was mtroduced on the Ohio

but only seven more were built before 1816 when the Enterprise made the

trip from New Orleans to LouisviUe m 25 days ® Monopohes of naviga-

E L Boqaet, Economic History of the American People, p 324
“ Thomas B Seanght, m his work The Old Pike (p 16), draws a pen picture of the

old road thus “As many as twenty-four horse-coaches have been counted in hna at

one time on the road, and large, broad-wheeled wagons, covered with white canvas
stretched over bows, laden with merchandise and drawn by six Conestoga horses, were
visible all the day long at every pomt, and many tunes until late in the everung,

besides mnumerable caravans of horses, mules, cattle, hogs and sheep ”

2 Boqabt, op cii
, p 329
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tion were granted to Fulton and Livingston, the owners of the two boats,

by New York for the Hudson and by Louisiana for the lower Mississippi

These unfortunate giants retarded navigation on these streams until the

Supreme Court of NewYork overturnedthe privilege in 1824 This threw

inland waterways open to free navigation By 1829 there were 200 boats

on the western rivers, and by 1842 there were over 450, Already by 1823

the time from New Orleans to Louisville had been reduced to 15 days

The Canal.—All efforts for improvement m transportation thus far

left unsolved the problem of connectmg the commeicial East and the

agricultural West, as weU as the problem of cementing these regions m
political umon On the contrary, western trade with New Orleans and

the South was reaching large pioportions and the future trade of the West
appeared to be lost forever to the commercial ports of the East. Eco-

nomic, and even pohtical, isolation of the West from the East seemed

inevitable. In this dilemma the people turned to canals. But here the

way was blocked as far as private mvestment of capital was concerned

The amount required to build canals across the mountains, and the

engineering difficulties in the way, seemed to make the projects insur-

mountable. Investors were loath to sink money into projects which

required many years to complete and even then promised little in the

way of return on the investment ^

Finally with all hope for national aid abandoned, m 1817 New York
undertook the construction of the Erie Canal out of public funds It was
fimshed in 1826 at a cost of $8,801,394 which was more than recouped

out of the tolls during the followmg 9 years. The canal was an instan-

taneous success. Wherever it joined streams, large cities quickly

sprang up, while New York supplanted Philadelphia as the leading port

in the United States The cost of transportmg freight between Buffalo

and New York City fell from $100 to $5 a ton and the time required from

20 to 6 days This recaptured the freight that had gone down the

Susquehanna to Baltimore and down the Delaware to Philadelphia

In addition to this, freight that had previously gone down the Ohio to

New Orleans was now diverted to New York at substantial reduction in

rates Between Ohio and the seaboard, freight rates were soon down to

one-tenth of their former figure. The price of corn, wheat, and flour at

Cincinnati was doubled and trebled, while the price of manufactured

goods sent via the canal was substantially reduced. Never before in

our history had a transportation route so completely justified itself It

meant prosperity to the western farmer and to the eastern manufacturer

alike who now had a practical means of transporting and interchanging

their respective products with each other.* Even before this, the states

1 Exceptions to this were the Middlesex and Montague Canals in Massachusetts

and the Delaware and Schuylkill Canal m Pennsylvania
* Booakt, op cut,, pp, 332-333
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of Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, and Maryland took measures looking

toward constructing similar canals Pennsylvama actually completed

at a cost of $10,000,000 a canal and portage system from Philadelphia to

Pittsburgh which operated without the transfer of cargo at portage points

A commission appointed m Massachusetts reported favorably m 1826 on
a canal connecting Boston with the Hudson

After the success of the Eiie Canal great stimulation was given to

connecting the Great Lakes with the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers

This would establish commercial connection with New Orleans Ohio

constructed two major canals, the Ohio Canal, connecting Cleveland and
Portsmouth, completed m 1832, and the Miami Canal, connecting

Toledo and Cincinnati, completed in 1845 The latter opened up the

wilderness of the northwestern part of the state to the development of

agriculture, forests, and minerals The same price revolution took

place in these newer regions that was noticed as a result of the opening

of the Erie Canal Indiana completed the Wabash and Erie Canal

and White Water Canal m 1843 lUinois built the Illinois and

Michigan Canal during the years 1836-1851 Altogether, to 1838, as

many as 18 states had incurred indebtedness of over $60,000,000 for

canals, which testifies to the public importance of the new means of

transportation

Early Railroads in England.—The history of railroads properly

begins with the tramway This was m use m England before 1671

The best account of these early tramways relates to the one at Newcastle-

on-Tyne which was built from the coal mmes to the river. It consisted

of two rails constructed of timbers laid parallel to each other, upon these

heavy carts could be drawn by horsepower Later the timbers were

pegged to cross ties with strips of replaceable hard wood over the surface

In time these were replaced by flat strips of durable wrought iron But

already in 1767 sohd rails of cast iron replaced the wood and iron com-

bination; at first these were flat but afterwards flanged on the outer or

inner edge to guide the oars Long wrought-iron rails stronger than cast

iron were later added In 1815 the flange was transferred to the wheels

The early tramway started with the single car and was later replaced

by trains of cars, thus distnbutmg the load, lessemng the wear on the

rails, and mcreasing the efBciency of the tractive power ^

Real progress m transportation came with the application of steam

as motive power The world is indebted to Stephenson for the accom-

phshment of this against engmeermg and pubhc prejudice of the day ®

Through his efforts the RainhiU prize of £500 was offered m 1829 for the

1 Cleveland and Powell, op cd
,
Chaps III and IV

^ Stephenson’s first experiments with crude locomotives on the Stockton and

Darlington (organized m 1S21 and opened for traffic m 1826) were mooncluaive and

turned prejudice agamst the steam locomotive
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most successful locomotive Stephenson’s new creation, the Rocket, won
and it was immediately put mto service on the Liveipool and Manchester

railway This marked thetnrnmg pomt m favor of the steam locomotive

The Railroad in America.—^In Amenca, as in England, the tramway
preceded the railroad The earliest one was on Beacon Hill constructed

m 1807 But the Baltimore and Ohio holds the honor of being the first

railroad in the Umted States, It was chartered m 1827, begun in the

following year, and 13 miles were opened for traffic m 1830 ^ It used

horsepower converted mto mechamcal power by means of a tread appara-

tus and made the first trip carrymg passengers in 1 hour and 15 minutes

The company experimented for many months with sails as a means of

propulsion. But this was termmated and horsepower abandoned in 1831

with the introduction of Peter Cooper’s locomotive, the Tom Thumb ^

It was not an accident that the first railroad m America was built out

of Baltimore to the West New York and Pennsylvania had built canals

to their western borders; but this method of transportation was not open
to Maryland whose topography was unsuited for canal construction

The railroad came as the solution of the transportation problem where
irregular topography prevailed Massachusetts was in a position similar

to that of Maryland After fruitless effoit with charter granting, finally

in 1831 the Boston and Worcester was chartered and m 1833 the Western
was to continue construction to Albany

But with the exception of the examples just cited, the hnes begun m
this early period were designed for local purposes and mostly to connect or

supplement navigable waterways For mstance, the Mohawk and
Hudson, the progemtor of the New York Central, was designed to connect
Albany with the Ene Canal at Schenectady Competition between
canals and railroads first entered with the budding of the Boston and
Lowell and the consequent diversion of traffic from the Middlesex Canal
Later the Reading radroad entered into competition with the Schuyllcdl

Canal in carriage of coal and the New York Central with the Erie Canal
in the carnage of flour

The early conception of a railroad was simply an improved wagon
road Early charters authorized the construction of a “turnpike or

1 On the Fourth of July, 182S, Charles Carroll, the only survivor among the signers
of the Declaration of Independence, laid the first rail on this system As Hadley
remarks, “One man’s life thus formed the connectmg link between the political
revolution of the last century and the mdustnal revolution of the present ’’-—See
A T Hadley, Railroad Transportation, p. 1

* The first steam locomotivem Amenca was run on the Carbondale and Honesdale
railway m 1829 and was builtm Hngland But Enghsh locomotives were too heavy
for the hght tracks and heavy grades of Amenoan railroads The first American
locomotive used on a railway was used on the Charleston and Hamburg in 1830, which
was the first road definitely to displace horsepower—W H Bkown, History of the
First Locomotive in Amenca, pp 75-76, 83-92, 147
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railroad ” Railroads were to be public roads operated like turnpikes with

the collection of tolls But from the first, traffic exceeded all expectations

and costs of construction increased as the newer conception of the railroad

dawned upon the country Thus new traffic was created wherever the

railroad went, communities and regions developed, and the costly experi-

ments of early railroading did not prove financially disastrous. Railroads

had to overcome the opposition of vested interestsm turnpikes, bridge and
coach compames, and tavern keepers Where they competed with

canals, freight traffic was often prohibited by law or only upon payment of

tolls on parallel canals. Nevertheless, the competition of the railroad was

fast replacing the earher methods of transportation

Even the Baltimore and Ohio had its western terminus S;t Cumberland

to connect with the national pike, while the Erie stopped at the Alle-

gheny River. Transportation to Chicago from Detroit was by rail to

Lake Michigan and thence by steamboat across the lake Likewise,

Ohio had railroads connecting Lake Erie with points along her canals.

But evidence was growing that the railroads of the future would be for

long-distance transportation In the South, Charleston and Savannah

were connected by rail with Atlanta and Chattanooga Along the

Atlantic Coast, soon continuous passage by rail imght be had from Maine

to North Carolina. Boston was connected with Ogdensburg and Buffalo

in 1843

The early local railroads were built as community enterprises,

fostered by those mteiested m city real estate and farm lands Profits

were to come from increase m land values rather than from the earnmgs

of the roads themselves It was, therefore, difficult to obtain capital

in laige amounts But the success of the New England roads, with their

large dividends, the mountmg traffic everywhere, and encouragement

of legislative assemblies, soon gave the assurance required to attract

capital Frenzied railroad buildmg became universal, railroad securi-

ties entered the speculative hst and soon dominated all other types

of issues—a situation which held down until the World War Several

states began construction of railroads, while most states contributed

money or credit to private corporations. Foreign mvestors were drawn

mto the general mama of the eighteen-thirties and contributed large

sums to internal improvements m general before the pamc of 1837.^

Before 1840 roads had been built from Boston to LoweU, Worcester,

and Providence, while New Haven and Hartford were connected, as was

Schenectady with Albany and Saratoga. In 1834 the Pennsylvama state

1 In 1835 Chevalier wrote “Everybody is speculating, and everything has become

an object of speculation The pnncipal objects of speculation are . cotton,

land, city and town lots, banks, railroads Speculations m railroads have hardly

been less wild than those in land. The American has a perfect passion for railroads
”

—Society, Manners, and Politics, pp 305-307
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system reached Pittsburgh, the Baltimore and Ohio reached Harpeis

Ferry in the same year, and m 1835, Washington, while 1838 saw Phila-

delphia, Wilmington, and Baltimore connected New York was con-

nected with Washington in 1839 by the completion of the Camden and

Amboy In 1833 the Charleston and Hamburg, with its 136 miles of

road, was put in operation and was the longest railroad m the world

New Orleans was connected with Lake Pontchartrain and Lexington with

Frankfort So great was the momentum of railroad construction that

the panic of 1837 made no impression upon its progress

Railroads versus Canals—At best, through transportation by rail

was very difficult and expensive at the middle of the nineteenth century

The individual> roads were only a few miles in length and each, proceeding

independently, had adopted varying gauges, making it necessary to

reload cars at transfer pomts In 1843 Boston had through rail connec-

tions via Albany to Buffalo and the lake regions But it was not until

the widespread adoption of the standard gauge of 4 feet 8J4 inches in the

fifties that through transportation by rail became an actuality In 1851

the New York and Erie gave New York City the trade of the southern

counties of New York State. The Pennsylvania opened a through

route in 1854. New York and Chicago had through service in 1853 which

was extended in the foUowmg year to the Mississippi River and in 1855 to

St Louis St Joseph on the Missouri River was reached in 1858

By 1860 it was evident that the railroad was to share with the canal

the field of through transportation It had the clear advantage of

quicker movement of height and passengers and direct and continuous

service during the winter months when waterways were frozen and service

suspended No doubt also, in many instances and for many purposes,

railroad costs were less than water Even by 1850 passenger fares from
Chicago to New York via lake and rail were reduced from $74 50 of a

decade earlier to $17, while wheat was transported between these points

through rail facilities at 27 cents per bushel and flour at 80 cents per

barrel Improved service and decreased costs made it possible to trans-

port breadstuffs and produce from the Chicago territory to the eastern

seaboard and opened up the export trade in these same commodities.

Railroads created the so-called “home market” for agricultural and
imneral products, whilem the East textile mills, shoe factories, hardware
plants, blast furnaces, and steel mills received their first real impetus.

However, railroad traffic did not surpass canal traffic between the East

and West until after the Civil War In 1860 the combined tonnage of the

Baltimore and Ohio, the Erie, the New York Central, and the Pennsyl-

vania railroads was exceeded by that of the Erie Canal ^

Gndironmg the Country.—The momentum that railroad construction

gained m the decade followmg 1850 gathered force during the following 30

1 Bogaht, op ctt,p 360.
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years Once the superiority of railroads was demonstrated and their

feasibility m the face of all sorts of topographical conditions proved, no
further restraints were observed. Railway mileage grew from 30,626

in 1860 to 176,461 in 1893

The Homestead Act of 1862 and the disbanding of the soldiers after

the Civil War were followed by the movement of population from the

districts of the East into the territory west of the Missouri River, to the

Northwest, the Southwest and the Pacific Coast. To this westward
movement of the native population was added the swelling tide of

immigration from Europe m numbers hitherto unknown The railroads

became the carriers of these people m their search for new homes and
opportunities Their products found markets over these same roads in

the more densely settled manufacturing and commercial centers to the

East, as well in European markets, while the manufactured articles of the

East found ready markets among the agricultural population of these

newer regions

It was during these years that the great transcontinental railroads of

today were built The Umon Pacific and Central Pacific established rail

connection between Omaha and San Francisco in 1869 In 1881 the

Atchison had completed its connection with the Southern Pacific to the

Coast, a few years afterwards it entered California via Needles and Bar-

stow, and by 1899 had estabhshed through connections with San Fran-

cisco The Northern Pacific completed construction of its hne from St

Paul to the Northwest coast in 1883, and in the following year the Oregon

Short Line was completed, givmg connection at Ogden with the Union

Pacific and the Denver and Rio Grande whichhadbeen completed theyear

preceding In 1893 the Great Northern reached Seattle. While these

systems represent the completion of the efforts to establish through con-

nections between the Atlantic to the Pacific Coast, several competmg

roads were afterwards built, namely, the San Pedro, Los Angeles, and

Salt Lake completed in 1905, the Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul m
1909, and the Western Pacific m 1911. In general, the transcontinental

lines followed the population rather than preceded it Nevertheless,

increased facilities for travel and transportation vastly hastened the

migration of people to the western regions and repeated again on a grand

scale the same process of establishing commercial and economic connec-

tions between the East and the West It determmed for the critical

period of settlement the movement of the population on an east-and-west

course regardless of mountams, deserts, and other physical barriers.

The federal government lent its aid to railroad construction by huge

land grants and subscnptions to bond issues. In 1862 the Umon Pacific

Railroad was given about 12,000,000 acres of land in alternate sections

on either side of the road between Omaha and Ogden, while to the Central

Pacific from Ogden to Sacramento it gave about 10,000,000 acres In
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addition the government lent its credit on second-mortgage bonds to

these roads to the extent of $27,000,000 Other roads receiving grants

were the Northern Pacific (10,000,000 acres), Atchison, Topeka and

Santa Fe ($6,400 per mile), the Southern Pacific, and Texas and Pacific

During the period of government grants from 1850 to 1871, some 214,000,-

000 acres were bestowed upon the trunk-hne railroads, although much of

this was never transferred, owing to the failure of the railroads to meet
stipulated conditions

In the meantime, while the long routes were being established, feverish

railroad building for local purposes took place m one section after another

as settlement pushed out into newer regions Prior to the panic of 1873

it was the upper Mississippi Valley that was the scene of most active

construction A decade later it was the Southwest and Eocky Mountain
legions With the panic of 1893 the railroad fever began to subside

But the mam transcontinental routes were completed and the semi-arid

regions to the west and southwest of the Missouri River had been gnd-
ironed with a network of rails, while on the Pacific Coast branch hnes had
followed the mam valleys and regions as they stand today. By 1916
the maximum mileage of 259,705 was reached, the highest point m our
history. This period saw the completion of branch and local hnes to

points which were overlooked m the mtenser period of building which
preceded

Railroad Equipment.—In contrast with European systems, American
railroads have always been characterized by heavy, bulky tonnage and
long distances. Over 75 per cent of the tonnage has consisted of coal, iron,

lumber, gram, livestock, and similar commodities. This has necessitated

heavier rails, stronger bridges, and more durable and capacious equipment
and, with it, cheap rates No sooner had the old wooden rails with iron
stnps been replaced by iron rails (about 1860) than the steel rail began
to replace the latter. Iron rails weighed but 36 pounds per yard, while
steel rails were much heavier.^ With stronger rails and improved
roadbeds, heavier locomotives with greater tractive power gradually
replaced the lighter ones Locomotives of today reach a weight as
high as 760,000 pounds Following these improvements came larger,

stronger, and more capacious steel freight and passenger cars. Improved
terminal facilities included electric cranes and elevators which reduced
loading expenses

Rates.—Railroad rates dechned rapidly with the technical improve-
ment m transportation, aided by competition among the through routes

1 The increasing weight of the steel rail is an index to the progress of efficient
transportation in the United States Modem rails are now seldom under 100 pounds
per yard and many run as high as 130 In 1870 the capacity of the average freight
box car did not exceed 24,000 pounds, by 1900 steel cars with 100,000 pounds capacity
were common.
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and of the waterways The average rates on wheat from Chicago to

New York are shown m the following table.

Table 27 —Average Annual Rates on Wheat prom Chicago to New York*
(Average cents pei bushel)

Year By lake and canal By lake and rad By all rad

1868 22 8 29 0 42 0
1880 12 3 15 7 19 9
1890 5 8 8 5 14 3
1900 4 4 5 1 9 9
1910 5 1 6 0 9 0
1920 14 7 15 3 16 7
1927 7 2 11 1 18 0

' Bogabt, op ctt , p 641

In 1867 the average freignt rate per ton-mile on aU the tonnage was $1 93

(gold prices), m 1882 it was $1 24, and m 1900 only 80 73 Eeduction m
rates upset eastern agricultural regions which were replaced m cereal

production by the central and northwestern states, while canals suffered

a permanent relapse m traffic in favor of the lailroads, in spite of the fact

that transportation by canal or water was cheaper Even in 1873

railroads got only about 30 per cent of the bulky freight of the country,

but by 1900 they had 96 per cent of all eastbound freight ^ Boston,

Philadelphia, and Baltimore began a new era of development, especially

in export trade, following the favorable differential freight rates of 1876

In a somewhat similar way, travel by rail has been much enhanced by the

introduction of sleeping, dmmg, and parlor cars and more comfortable

accommodations m every way, although reductions in passenger rates

have been more modest than those of freight

Consolidations—Consohdation of railroads began m the decade

1850-1860 with the hnkmg together, end to end, of the independent local

roads in order to estabhsh through hnes Consohdations appeared m aU

sections of the country and by 1873 there were at least 69 end-to-end

consolidations of more than 200 miles m length, the Erie with 959 miles

being the longest * Consohdations were often furthered by the necessity

of transhipment of freight at termmal pomts when the gauge of the roads

differed. Although the present standard gauge won its way to a domi-

nant position before the Civil War, it was not until about 1886 that it

was adopted on the leading railroads.

The competition between railroads grew intense as the consolidations

were completed. The race for traffic began in earnest in 1869 when the

New York Central and Pennsylvania railroads each secured through

1 Bogart, op ctt

,

p 643

“ A S Dewing, Ftnanctal Policy of Corporations, p 739
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connections with Chicago, to be followed soon by the Erie and Baltimore

and Ohio Ruinous rate wars followed In the rate war of 1876, first-

class westbound rates dropped to 15 cents per hundred pounds from $1 88

a few years before Passenger fares went as low as $7, while there are

records of cattle cars being transported this distance for $1 each Intense

competition brought consohdations of competing hnes into great railroad

systems One example of this is the Pennsylvania system west of

Pittsburgh. So general was the movement that by 1893 there were 35

systems with mileage m excess of 1,000 miles each (the Atchison, Topeka,

and Santa Pe had over 9,000 miles), whereas 20 years before no road

could boast as much as 1,200 miles ^ After the panic of 1893, and

down to 1907, came the greatest period of consohdation This was the

period when “systems of systems” were created.^ The dominant motive

of financial control has been assigned as the chief force in these consolida-

tions Yet few today would doubt the fundamental economic advantages

of better service and reduced cost occasioned by these consolidations

Railroads and Progress.—As an economic force, railroad transporta-

tion has made possible the modern systems of mass production and

exchange, the functional and terntonal division of labor, the growth of

cities, and the development of the natural resources of the country

As one writer puts it.

The railroads proceed along straight or curved hnes, can cross rivers and

climb mountains, and can reach all the important cities and towns with a direct

service, anywhere They possess speed, permanence, adaptabihty, and are

susceptible of increase suflScient to meet all the greater needs of an advancing,

increasing population They have spanned the continent, gridironed the states

mto closer umon, joined two oceans m commerce, dehvered the people to all

points of the compass, carried products and raw mateiials wherever desired, and
have been the chief factor in the material development of our civilization ®

Passenger transportation has made possible the more personal association

of people with the greater sohdarity of interest which it creates Rail-

roads have welded the people of all sections together and made possible

the pohtical unity of a country possessing over 3,026,000 square miles of

temtory.

Present Status.—Railroad mileage reached its maximum just before

the war and has steadily declmed smce that time. New construction has

fallen to insignificant figures, while abandonments are steadily on the

increase The present railroad plant consists of about 250,000 miles of

road. Passenger traffic reached its maximum in 1920. Since this time
a loss of over one-third has been sustained without any indication of a

1 Dbwdtq, op. cut
, p 749

* W. Z Ripley speaks of the process as “the higher strategy m railroad consoli-

dation.”—Rmlroads, Finance and Orgamadion, p 469
® Commercial and Financial Chromele, Jan 17, 1931, p 368
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change for the better Following an annual increases in revenue tons
carried 1 mile from 1901 to 1926, there was an actual decrease in the

following years of prosperity

Automotive Competition.—^Although the passenger automobile is

only about 30 years old, while the truck, the bus, and coach are still

younger, the capital invested m this mdustry and in highways, as well

as the number of employees and annual value of their product, exceeds

that of the railroads. Although the passenger automobile has created

much of its own trafl&c which railroads never would have created, never-

theless its development along with the bus and coach has made n.larrmTig

inroads into railroad passenger traj0Gic for the shorter distances (except

commutation traffic) and has even checked the growth of long-distance

traffic The motor truck has operated more successfully in territory of

restricted radius, under present conditions the hmit of profitableness

bemg 60 to 100 miles Trucking has assumed two forms, namely, public

contract hues and private hues operated exclusively as auxiliary to

business establishments

Motor-truck traffic outside cities is probably between 3 and 4 per cent

of the amount hauled by railroads and only 8 per cent of this is of the

common carrier class, an amount not large enough to constitute a threat

to the latter ^ Most of this is of local nature with quick pick-up and

store-door delivery of hght merchandise, which can well be dispensed

with by the railroads smce hauls up to 50 miles, the typical truck haul,

are accompamed by great expense m handlmg by the railroad The
perishable fruit and vegetable business around New York is mostly done

by truck, while 40 per cent of the eggs, milk, and other farm products

IS thus hauled into the metropolis Thus the failure of railroad traffic

to increase since 1926 may be largely a reflection of the trend in the

traffic for the shortest haul, which when completed will allow the normal

per capita increase m freight m future years.

Greatest success appears to have been attained in motor trucking

by the earner truck in the dehvery of passenger automobiles to their

points of destination from factory or assembly plant These are fre-

quently of the double-deck vanety and haul eight or more automobiles

each With the present low price of gasohne, their radius seems to be

about 500 miles when they meet competition in rates by rad. This

leaves few of the lower-pnced automobiles to be dehvered by rail, smce

assembly plants are scattered far and wide Already in 1929, somethmg

like 45 per cent of all new cars were dehvered by carrier trucks or under

their own power. The extent of the transfer of automobiles by boat

IS also substantial and gaming rapidly. Altogether, rail transfer

1 Notable exceptions must be made to this In Califonua, freight trucks hauled

about fifteen tunes as much as the railroads of the state Many metropohtan districts

of the Pacific Coast elsewhere are served mostly by truck
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of cars is rapidly waning The chief handicap of the truck thus far has

been the failure to acquire a return load which, if secured, would make the

trip more profitable and increase the severity of truck competition On
the other side of the picture is the upward trend in gas taxes, the possible

mcrease in the pnce of gasolme, and the potential public regulation of

the truck Drastic laws limitmg the operation of trucks have already

been passed m Texas, Virgima, West Virginia, and Kansas. Nor is it

known at present whether current rates on freight yield a profit to the

motor companies Lastly, it should be mentioned that both the bus

and truck are receiving effective competition from hnes operated at a

satisfactory profit by the railroads themselves as auxiliary to their own
traffic More than 35,000 miles of bus hnes were thus operated m 1931

Under present conditions the competition of motor trucks is essentially

unfair to railroads They operate on highways improperly constructed

for heavy freight traffic and paid for out of public funds to which rail-

roads contribute an even larger share in taxes Public regulation of

motor trucks must furnish the corrective here This measure is strongly

recommended by the Interstate Commerce Commission

Waterways—Eailroad transportation is again threatened by water,

its old rival which was displaced more than 60 years ago Water trans-

portation now as formerly bids for bulky freight and for long-distance

hauls Except on the Great Lakes where conditions favor water trans-

portation for ores and fuels, this form of transportation was long ago

discarded as uneconomical. Nevertheless, water transportation within

recent years has taken on new life m the Middle West This is due

largely to the low-cost coast-to-coast freight service through the Panama
Canal, the loss of transcontinent rail hauls for bulky commodities, and
the consequent threat to rmddle-western industry through the unfavorable

freight differential m favor of eastern mdustry Inasmuch as the traffic

through the Panama Canal is paymg for all operating expenses and a

return of about 3 per cent on the investment besides, it appears that

rail hauls may be too long as well as too short to be profitable Panama
Canal tonnage moves at a far less rate than transcontinental rail rates.

Even traffic of the Middle West moves by water to the South and eastern

seaboard and thence through the Canal to the Pacific Coast at lower

rates than by direct rail route to the same pomts Similar competition

of water is found in transhipments from New York via the barge canal

to lake ports Sentiment at the present time appears to favor the

improvement of the Saint Lawrence and the inland waterways of the

Middle West and South Already the Inland Waterways Corporation

chartered by the federal government for the operation of barges on the

Mississippi and Ohio Eivers is hauhng freight to the South and to inter-

mediate pomts at large operating deficits, if maintenance of the water

courses be called an operating expense, to say nothing of loss of interest
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on capital invested m barges and exemption from taxes Government-

supported water-ways, if sufficiently developed out of taxation and

thrown open to public use without charge, may eventually constitute a

real menace to railroad traffic

Other Forms of Rail Competition.—StiU other sources of loss of

tonnage have made their appearance First may be mentioned pipe

lines for the transportation of petroleum and its products They have

already withdrawn large amounts of traffic from railroads To the large

losses from petroleum pipe lines is now added the increasing transporta-

tion of gasoline by the same method While such economical competi-

tion IS fair, it does not augur well for railroads

A more serious threat for the future is the loss of coal and other fuel

traffic through the development of the natural-gas pipe lines which take

this foim of fuel direct from its underground source to points of utiliza-

tion Distance no longer seems to be an obstacle The many advant-

ages of this form of fuel account for its general adoption Likewise, the

transmission of electrical energy for power purposes from water sites

and coal fields threatens to deprive railroads still further of their traffic

in coal At the present time car loadings of coal constitute 17 5 per

cent of the revenue loadings of all railroads in the Umted States

Lastly may be mentioned the competition of the airways Although

competition from this source is not yet serious, the speed of air transporta-

tion is likely to find favor in the carriage of higher-class mails and valuable

express The recent gams m air passengers in the Umted States, follow-

ing the more highly developed European systems, may prove a further

drain on passenger traffic of railroads That the railroads are alive to

this situation is attested by the rail-air route recently established by

certain railroads themselves The following table shows the gains in

scheduled air transportation operations from 1929 to 1931.

Table 28—Aib Tkanspobtation Operations

Item 1931 1930 1929

Passengers

Air mail, pounds i

425,000

9,200,000

385,910

8,005,201

165,263

7,096,930

Express, pounds

Miles flown.

900,000

41,800,000

286,798

28,833,967
^

197,538

20,242,891

763 637 619

Employes
Operators

7,000

40

6,350

35

4,430

27

Present Trend in Railroad Traffic.—The trend in railroad freight

traffic for the past 40 years may be observed from the average annual ton-

miles of revenue freight hauled By 5-year periods this has been as

follows
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Table 29—Railway Freight Tbappic (All Roads), 1891-1930

Ton-miles of Ton-miles of

Revenue Freight Revenue Freight

Year (Yearly Average) Year (Yearly Avei age)

1891-1895 85,693,000,000 1911-1915 277,073,000,000

1896-1900 113,962,000,000 1916-1920 390,815,000,000

1901-1905 167,715,000,000 1921-1925 375,468,000,000

1906-1910 . 228,936,000,000 1926-1930 430,680,000,000

During the past decade freight trafiELc has tended to increase much
less rapidly than durmg the preceding decades The annual figures

are as follows r

Table 30

—

Annual Freight Traffic (All Roads), 1920-1930

Year
Ton-miles of

revenue freight

Per capita on
average

annual basis

Year
Ton-miles of

revenue freight

Per capita on

average

annual basis

1920 413,699,000,000 3,883 1926 447,444,000,000 3,840

1921 309,533,000,000 2,861 1927 432,014,000,000 3,666

1922 342,188,000,000 3,114 1928 436,087,000,000 3,638
1923 416,256,000,000 3,732 1929 460,189,000,000 3,704

1024 391,935,000,000 3,462 1930 387,664,000,000 3,146
1925 417,418,000,000 3,634
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CHAPTER XVI

RAILROAD REGULATION

The regulation of pubhc-semce enterprises by governmental author-

ity IS found m many countries today Moreover, its historical ante-

cedents reach far back into the dim past. An appreciative attitude of

the student of investment and finance toward the general problem of

regulation today can be gained only by followmg the thread of historical

evolution

The Power of Regulation—The ultimate basis of public control of

economic enterprise and of social relations hes m the common weKare

of the people. The means of attaining this is through the sovereign

power of the state itself The justifi.cation for exercismg this power in

other than democratic countries hes m the enhghtened paternahsm of

the rulers But where democratic government has gamed sway, justi-

fication for the power proceeds directly from the people themselves. The
extent of public control of private affairs in the different periods of his-

torical evolution depends upon the social philosophy of welfare current

at the time.

Early Antecedents.—The Hebrews provided against false weights and

measures, adulteration, speculation, monopoly, usury, and the like

In all these the underlying conception was the control of price and profits

in the interest of true values. These undoubtedly rested upon the con-

cept of cost or effort, in the absence of which false values prevailed.

Whatever discrepancy there was between cost and price represented the

false element and was to be eschewed.

Apparently the Roman world entertained a different idea of price

Price in those times had a “common vahdity” and the jurists were com-

mitted to a regime of competition and pnvate contract in ordinary eco-

nomic affairs. Doubtless the Romans were convinced that unrestricted

pnvate enterprise produced the most satisfactory results But gradually

the doctrine of just pnce (verum pretium) made its way mto Roman
consciousness and legal restnctions upon the general practice were observ-

able. Upon two special occasions, in 285 and 301, Emperor Diocletian

fixed maximum pnces on upward of 700 commodities. These edicts

came to offset the effect of debased currency, high taxes, and increased

cost of livmg, and were prompted by fear of revolution. Thus the

power to regulate price was clearly possessed and exercised in accordance

with the economic precepts of the times.

277
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Mediaeval Regulation.—With the development of mediaeval town

democracy emerged the idea of commonalty. The common law itself

was a product of the free town Common or public callings were in

contrast to private employment, which itself was a feudal conception

and refeired to the superior status of the nobleman in relation to the

serf Common calhngs were those whose service was available to the

pubhc m general, that is, to fellow-craftsmen and feUow-merchants of

the town. Common eaUmgs included those of the common carrier, the

innkeeper, the hackman, the tailor, the miller, the barber, the baker,

the blacksmith, and the like

The historical climax of the exercise of pubhc authority over private

business was probably reached in the mediaeval guild regulations of the

incorporated towns and in the rule of the manorial lords in the villages

Not only was price controlled but the quality of service and trade prac-

tices were also strictly regulated The fishmongers and the bakers

deahng in the necessities of life were constantly running foul of the guild

authority in their practices of regrating, forestalhng, and engrossing

Similarly, outsiders were constantly subjected to surveillance lest they

escape the trade restrictions of the guilds. Guild regulations and

judicial rule of the times were “illustrative merely of the all-pervadmg

spirit of authoritarian control of industry and Me.”’-

The idea of a just price permeating the legal thought of the Roman
people m their later days was developed by the Fathers of the Christian

Church and reached its most authoritative statement in the writings of St.

A.ugustme and St Thomas Aquinas Ecclesiastical theory and canon

law allowed the inclusion m just price of cost of producing and handling,

cost of labor, transportation, storage, interest on capital, and com-

pensation for risk.

Common-law Basis of Control.—In all this the outstanding fact

was that of a monopoly engaged m supplying the pubhc with a necessity

Within this are the three indispensable elements of the situation, namely,

monopoly, necessity, and the pubhc. All three elements were combined to

justify the all-embracmg control ofmdustryby public authority. Monop-
oly was of two kinds, natural and legal The wharfinger, the ferryman,

and the warehouse keeper were examples of the former. The latter were

represented by the baker, the blacksmith, the candlestickmaker, the

miller, and the hke Their regulation proceeded from the monopolistic

organization of guild societym the several trades and callings. Midway
between these classes fall the common earner, the common mnkeeper,

the common surgeon, each possessmg some element of natural monopoly
to which was added legal sanction for exclusive performance of service

In all these cases it will be observed that the customers or patrons

were coerced and placed in a position of dependence which required the

^ M G- Glahser, Outlines of Public Utility Economics, pp 168-169
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protection of public authority Hence no alternative to public regu-

lation was approved and it became the accepted order of life

Mercantilisin,—With the advance of central over local government
came also a change from local to national control, as exemplified in the
mercantilist doctrines of the period Regulation of manufactures,
navigation, and the tariff absorbed the attention of statesmen in their

efforts to secure a favorable balance of trade and an inflow of the precious

metals. National governments chartered corporations with monopo-
hstic privileges, endowed them with the power of government, and used
them as an arm of the state m carrying out their purposes. Numerous
monopolistic charters were granted to compames for the development
of new domestic industries mvolvmg secret processes In this develop-

ment of granting charters and hcenses with exclusive privileges is to

be found “the origin of our modern notion of a public-service corpora-

tion.”i A.n expression of the legal position m cases involving monopo-
lies dealing in necessities and operating under an exclusive grant is found

m De Portibus Mans In speaking of the wharfinger Lord Hale said.

If the king or subject have a pubhc wharf unto which all persons that come to

that port must come as for the purpose to unlade or lade their goods, because

they are the wharfs only hcensed by the queen or because there is no other

wharf in that port, as it may faU out where a port is newly erected, in that case

there cannot be taken arbitrary and excessive duties or cranage, wharfage, pesage,

and so forth, neither can they be enhanced to an immoderate rate, but the duties

must be reasonable and moderate though settled by the kmg’s license or charter

For now the wharf and crane and other convemence are affected with a public

interest and they cease to be juns privatt only As if a man set out a street in

new building on his land, it is no longer bare private mterest, but is affected with

a pubhc interest.®

Laissez Faire.—But times were changmg m England and there

appeared already m Elizabeth’s time strong opposition to excessive con-

trol of industry So burdensome had this control become that in 1624

the Statute of Monopohes was passed which abolished most of the domes-

tic privileges granted to the favorites of the Court

There followed the philosophical individualism of the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries which manifested itself in the realm of economics

as laissez faire The core of this new economic philosophy was natural

or competitive price based upon supply and demand as opposed to a just

price based upon cost of production This system of thought was rooted

and nourished in the free market towns and fans of the Middle Ages

Its program included the removal of obstructions to the free exchange

of domestic products and the breaking down of barriers to the free

^ Glaesbk, op cit,p 150

® Idem
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movement of products in international trade Adam Smith was its

chief exponent His Wealih of Nations in a sense is an answer both to the

regulations of the mediaeval guilds and to the doctrines and piactices of

mercantilism The common welfare of the people was now to be sought

through individual imtiative and free enterprise The function of the

state was that of an umpire which insured fair play to all

But the philosophy of laissez faire did not encompass the occupa-

tions of public calhng which continued to be affected with a public

mterest Their obligation to provide service at reasonable lates

continued.

Regulation in America.—The relation of public authority to private

enteiprise in colomal America was largely a reverberation of English

development The transplanting of the English legal system to American

soil carried with it the control of pnces of ordinary commodities Thus

Massachusetts m 1635 and Pl3rmouth m 1668 regulated the prices of such

commodities as tobacco, beer, bread, meat, and corn But the leaven of

laissez faire was already at work Conditions were hard in pioneer

America Transportation was difficult and the pioneer was geneially

beyond the reach of orgamzed law As the population moved to the

mterior regions and thence beyond the AUeghames to the unspoiled wealth

of those vast territories, there developed an accentuated form of individ-

uahsm and laissez faire In this atmosphere the old formulas of pnce

control by pubhc authority were forgotten, and free, unrestricted private

enterprise was left in almost full possession of the field In the midst of

this intensive development of a far-flung but sparsely settled territory,

railroads and other pubhc utihties had their beginning

But the relaxation of price control by public authority was not uni-

versal More and more, as free enterprise gamed in scope, it became
necessary to define the charactenstics of occupations which would render

them subject to pubhc supervision There seems never to have been

any doubt but that common earners possessed those qualities which were

affected with a pubhc mterest In addition, common carriers used the

pubhc highway maintained by pubhc authonty Public highways had
always been public utilities free to all and they seemed to form the logi-

cal and historical starting pomt. Turnpikes were merely pubhc highways
whose construction upon grounds of expediency was authorized to private

capital enfranchised by legislative action. Bridges merely replaced the

ferries and these plainly came within the same category. Canals and
railways hkewise were transportation agencies and like the turnpike and
ferry were common earners Evenm its early history the telegraph was
considered a common earner of messages The term "common earner”
seemed to embrace the entire category of pubhc utilities ^

I “Whether the use of the railroad is a public or pnvate one depends in no measure
upon the question who constructed it or owns it It has never been considered a
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Charter Restrictions.—When it came to granting the early charters

for railroads, special acts creatmg corporations merely continued the

precedent already estabhshed with reference to this class of corpora-

tions Among the provisions of some of the early charters may be

found clauses setting ma>ximum rates and fares, requiring publicity of

rates actually m force, piohibitmg discrimmations, makmg of annual

reports, and the hke. But owing to steady reductions in cost of

operation the maximum charges mentioned in the charters were almost

mvariably higher than the actual rates in force and were consequently

meffective

But historical precedent did not cover the case presented by certain

new industries These were first the gas hght, then the telegraph,

the telephone, the electric hght, street railways, water companies, and

the like For these certam old economic criteria were reinvoked The
twin conceptions of monopoly and necessity were the core of the matter.

Monopoly meant control of the supply, or control of conditions which

render competition unnatural and wasteful Necessitous services

embraced those services that are recogmzed to be supenor to other

alternatives, as for example electric lighting is superior to candle lighting

Early Statutes.—Scattered efforts at regulation by legislation are

found prior to the Cml War These early statutes dealt with matters

very much the same as the earher charter provisions, including safety

of travel, taxation, stock subscnptions and transfers, reports, and in

several mstances maximum charges for service. There is an early case

of passenger fares on the New York Central bemg hmited to 2 cents per

mile Early freight-rate regulation was based on the distance of the haul,

the so-called “pro rata” or “equal-nuleage” laws These were based

on a vague consciousness of the cost-of-production principle.

Although regulation itself had its begmmngs in the seventies, prior to

this time several states had set up commissions with supervisory powers

In 1865 New York passed a law relating to a commission but it never

became effective Not until 1869, with the estabhshment of the Mass-

achusetts commission, do we encounter anythmg permanent m this form

of regulation Although this commission possessed no mandatory

powers, under the incumbency of Charles Fiancis Adams, Jr
,
as com-

missioner, himself a scholar and man of practical affairs, it accomphshed

matter of any importance that the road was bruit by the agency of a private cor-

poration No matter who is the agent, the function performed is that of the state

Though the ownership is private, the use is pubhe So turnpikes, bridges, ferries, and

canals, although made by mdividuals under pubhe grants, or by companies, are

regarded as puhhd juris. The right to exact tolls or charge freights is granted for a

service to the pubhe The owners may be pnvate compames, but they are com-

pellable to permit the pubhe to use them worksm the manner m which such works can

be used ”—83 U 8 695 (1873)
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much of lasting value It worked m the spirit of cooperation with the

railroads, introduced improved methods of accountancy, and was instru-

mental m securing the adoption of safety apphances Stipervisory

activities weie carried on by the New England states, while New York,

New Jersey, and Ohio appomted officers whose function was the collec-

tion of statistics relating to traffic and the finances of the roads ' These

early commissions busied themselves for the most part with prevention

of accidents and with the general safety and convenience of the travehng

public, with appraisal problems arismg from the exercise of the power of

eminent domain granted to all railroads, as well as with the acquiring and

pubhshmg of statistical information and with cultivating cooperative rela-

tions with the railroads. Over rates they had no control beyond legal or

charter restrictions

The Background of Regulation.—The movement to regulate rates

first came into prominence in connection with the Grangei movement
in the period 1870-1877, more especially after the panic of 1873 It was

m the upper Mississippi Valley where the greatest recent activity m
railroad construction had taken place that the Granger movement
became the strongest Between the years 1865 and 1871, over liSOO,-

000,000 had been invested in western railroads where the policy of

land grants and local subsidies reached its maximum By 1873, 9,000

miles of railroad had been built in the frontier states Isung between

the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers and an additional 12,000 miles in

Illinois, Wisconsin, Kansas, and Nebraska The result was too rapid

settlement and overproduction of wheat and corn, followed by falhng

prices and bankruptcy of farmers *

In the face of dechnmg agricultural prices, even before the panic

of 1873, the agricultural mterests directed their attack against rail-

road rates as the one tangible method of seeking relief The congres-

sional committee on the causes of agricultural depression headed by
Senator Wmdom spoke of the “imperative necessity for cheaper means
of internal commuracation." To the charge of excessive rates was

soon added that of discriminatory rates Discriminations m rates

lE R Johnson,© G Hubbnbb, and G. L Wtuson, Pnnciples of Transportahon,

p 291
“ The pnce of wheat at New York m 1867 reached $3 175 and dropped to $1 225

alreadym 1870, while corn dropped from f1 81 in 1865 to about #0 66 m 1873 —G F
Wabbbn, Prices of Farm Products m the Umted States, Bulletin 999, pp 29-30, U S
Department of Agnculture The drastic declme in agricultural prices was but a

reflection of the increased production of these newer areas The acreage utihzed

for gram production m the United States rose from about 65,000,000 m 1867 to over

100,000,000 m 1878, and the yield mcreased from 1,320,236,000 in 1866 to 2,290,008,-

000 m 1878— D Notes, Forty Years of American Finance, p. 3 Agricultural

profits thus disappeared and reduction in freight rates which appeared to the farmers

to be excessive was the one tangible method of restoration in part at least of farm

profits
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in favor of the primary points and important shippers became the rule.

But in the absence of competition for local traffic and through traffic

originating in agricultural communities, rates for these services remained

high Long-distance traffic quite generally earned a rate from one-half to

one-third that for traffic originating at pomts between primary terminals ^

Regulation by Competition—^At first, the courts and legislatures

relied upon the general theory of free competition to secure a just charge

for the services rendered. But transportation services are largely

local or sectional in character and here httle or no competition is possible

With respect to through traffic it was otherwise and this was doubtless

of commanding importance to those in pubhc authority. As observed

by an early writer on railroad transportation, competition here may
serve as a regulator of profit on the capital invested, but “as a regulator

of rates it is a failure

Granger Laws.—The Granger orgamzations of the Middle West

took up the fight for state regulation of railroad rates Illinois pioneered

the way In the revision of its constitution in 1870, railways were

declared public highways and their regulation by legislature was made

mandatory In 1871 the legislature thus estabhshed maximum pas-

senger rates, forbade discriminations and extortion m freight rates, and

created a state railroad and warehouse commission The railroads

contested tbia law and won a favorable decisionm 1873 from the Supreme

Couit of the state ^ In the same year the legislature enacted the

first general railroad law dealmg with rates and directed the commission

to fix rnaximnm freight and passenger rates for the railroads of the

entire state This measure placed the burden of proof upon the rail-

roads in case there was any question about the reasonableness of rates

It became the basis of subsequent state regulation The experiences

of lUinois were paralleled m Minnesota and Iowa, both finally abandon-

ing aU efforts at rate-making, being content to endow their commis-

sions only with power to mvestigate and report The Potter law m
Wisconsin enacted m 1874 (repealed m 1876) was far more drastic than

the laws of other states. It provided for maximum rates and a com-

mission with mandatory powers The reduction of rates in Wisconsin

soon threw the roads mto an impoverished condition, many of them

being unable to pay interest on bonds, railroad construction ceased

and foreign capital withdrew further support

The estabhshment of the Massachusetts commission in 1869 has

already been referred to Iowa estabhshed a commission in 1878

which was successful in compromising the difficulties between the rail-

roads and the pubhc whose interests by this time were recogmzed to

1 E. Jones, Pnrmples of Batlway Transportation, p 106.

“ A, T Hadley, Railroad Transportation,, p 129

® 67 Illmois Reports 11-27 (1873)
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be mutual ^ By 1878, 16 states had set up railroad commissions

These became a part of the admimstrative machmery of state govern-

ments The common purpose was to guard against “unjust discrim-

inations” and “any irregularities of rates or privileges” and service

in general ^ By this time complamts had shifted from excessive to

discriminatory rates This was doubtless due in part to the numerous

bankiupteies among railroads following the panic of 1873 ® Partial

restoration of agricultural prices served to allay the opposition to high

rates

The Constitutional Power to Regulate.—The Granger laws raised the

question of the constitutionahty of regulation of rates by law. Eight cases

came to the Supreme Court of the United States m 1876, all involving

this question The railroads based their main argument upon the Fifth

and the Fourteenth Amendments to the Federal Constitution which

read as follows

Nor shall any person ... be deprived of life, hberty or property, without

due process of law, nor shall private property be taken for pubhc use without just

compensation—F^fih Amendment
Nor shall any state deprive any person of life, hberty or property without due

process of law, nor deny to any person withm its jurisdiction the equal protection

of the laws—Fourteenth Amendment

These oases were considered together but the enunciation of funda-

mental prmciples came in connection with the Munn ease This case

dealt with the vahdity of an Illmois law establishing maximum rates

for the storage of gram m a pubhc elevator The court recited the

monopolistic circumstances surrounding the elevator business in Chicago,

in that it stood “in the very gateway of commerce and taking toll from
ah who pass ” It went on to say that “it had been customarym England
from time immemorial and m this country from its first colonization

to regulate femes, common carriers, hackmen, bakers, millers, wharf-

mgers, innkeepers, and so forth,” and to fix maximum charges It

showed that from early times a broad distmction had been made in law
between business of a strictly private nature and business that is “ clothed

with a public interest ” It cited the language of Lord Hale in De Porti-

bus Mans and went on to say that property was

Other states wbiob copied the Massachusetts example were Connecticut, Maine,
Michigan, Minnesota, New Hampshire, New York, Ohio, Rhode Island, Vermont,
Virginia, and Wisconsin Hhnois, Kansas, Kentucky, and Missouri endowed their

commissions with wider powers
“ Fxrst Annual Report, Iowa Board of Railroad CJommissioners, 1878
® In 1877 there were 86 companies operating 13,972 miles of road, or 18 19 per cent

of the total mileage of the country, m receivership—H, H Swain, Economic Aspects

of Railroad Receivership, p 70
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affected with a pubhc interest . . when used in a manner to make it of public

consequence, and affect the community at large When, therefore, one devotes

his property to a use in which the pubhc has an mterest, he, m effect, grants to the

pubhc an interest in that use, and must submit to be controlled by the pubhc for

the common good

Eailroads were “affected with a pubhc mterest” and it followed that

the state had a right to regulate them
The federal government possesses no police power as such, but

its power to regulate railroads rests upon powers delegated to it and
contained m the Constitution Of mterest here are the following grants

(1) the power to regulate interstate and foreign commerce, (2) the power

to estabhsh post offices and post roads, and (3) the power to prosecute

war and provide for the common defense and welfare.

Federal versus State Authority.—Although the Constitution dele-

gates to Congress the power to regulate interstate commerce, certain

decisions m the Granger cases seemed to open the way for the state legis-

lature to occupy the entire field of regulation to the exclusion of federal

authority. Consequently under the commerce clause the railroads

attacked the constitutionality of the Granger laws But in Munn v
Illinois’- the Supreme Court said regulation was a matter wholly of the

state of Ilhnois, since Congress had not chosen thus far to exercise its

power Again m Peik v Chicago & Northwestern Railway Company;®

the Supreme Court allowed state regulation of rates to apply on inter-

state traffic putting it thus “Until Congress undertakes to legislate

for those who are without the state, Wisconsin may provide for those

within, even though it may directly affect those without.” The states

seemed m a fair way of realizing preemmence m the field of railroad

regulation, so that, by the time of the passage of the Interstate

Commerce Act m 1887, many states had established regulatory com-

missions. But m 1886, m the Wabash case,* the court completely

reversed itself and state regulation received a distinct blow. The court

declared that the regulation of mterstate freight rates was exclusively

within federal jurisdiction, even though Congress had not acted It

was not until the Minnesota Rates cases m 1913, however, that cases

of this kind were finally adjudicated The question arose as to freight

charges from Duluth and Superior to pomts m Minnesota Minnesota

had reduced rates from Duluth to pomts withm the state, thus placing

Superior at a disadvantage The commissions of eight states filed briefs

in support of the lower rates Although the states won the case the

I94U. S 135, 94 U S 163

»94U S 178

» Wabash, St Louis and Pacific Railway Company v Blinois, 118 U. S. 657-596
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court asserted the “supreme and plenary” power of Congress to regulate

interstate commerce

But the scope of state jurisdiction was left unsettled in the Minnesota

cases because the question of fact as to discriminatory rates had not

been passed on by the Interstate Commerce Commission The com-
mission soon passed upon this pointin the case of Shreveportm 1914 The
Supreme Court said, “wherever the interstate and intrastate transac-

tions of earners are so related that the government of one involves the

control of the other, it is Congress, and not the state, that is entitled to

prescribe the final and dommant rule

The present status of the power of the federal government over
railroad rates may be summarized as follows- (1) the regulation of inter-

state rates, (2) compulsion of state authorities to raise intrastate rates

when they discriminate against interstate commerce m a material way,
(3) the control of intrastate rate levels as a whole in order properly to
distribute the cost of the transportation system of the country, and
(4) the compulsion of states to raise particular intrastate rates when
such rates do not produce their fair share of the revenue to support the
railroad system ^

Interstate Commerce Act of 1887.—In 1872, following the recom-
mendation of President Grant, Congress appointed a committee, the
Windom Committee, to investigate the possibihty of “more certain
and cheaper transportation of the constantly mcreasmg surplus of western
and southern products to the Atlantic seaboard ” In its report® in 1874,
this committee recommended improvement of waterways and the con-
struction of a double-track railroad from the Mississippi River to the
Atlantic seaboard, relymg on competition to control freight rates
During the next decade competition of the railroads among them-
selves brought drastic reductions m rates, so that a decade later the
grievances were not high rates but discnminatory rates, as to locah-
ties, persons, and commodities.

The Interstate Commerce Act of 1887 was the direct result of the
report of the CuUom Committee of 1886 (a Senate Committee) and the
Wabash decision of the Supreme Court in the same year The Cullom
Committee charged that the paramount evd in the railway system was
the personal discrimmation m rates It also emphasized discrimination
between places and different kinds of commodities In submitting a bill

to Congress the committee said, “The underlying purpose and aim of
the measure is the prevention of these discriminations

^ Houston, East and West Texas Railway Co v. U S
,
234 U S 342

“ See E R Johnson, G G HuEBNiia, smd G L Wilson, Principles of Transporta-
i-ion,p 297
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The decision m the Wabash case brought 75 per cent of all traffic

under federal jurisdiction and opened the way for federal regulation
which materialized in the Interstate Commerce Act of 1887. Its mam
provisions were’ (1) all rates should be reasonable and just—a provi-
sion which was found m almost every state consitution dealing with the
matter, (2) personal and local discrimination were forbidden, (3) pool-
ing was forbidden, (4) a long-and-short-haul clause was included, (5) the
commission was authorized to require annual reports from railroads

and to regulate the manner of reporting, including a system of uniform
accounts The act made no fundamental change in the theory of regula-
tion as far as interstate rates were concerned Here competition between
the mam points was still rehed upon to secure low rates Where com-
petition was not effective, the long-and-short-haul clause offered a remedy
for excessive rates Regulation of the general level of rates was not a
part of the legislation

In the early years of the commission the railroads lent their coop-
eration in eliminating the chief grievances against which the act was
directed But later opposition of raihoad officials and large shippers,

as well as the hostihty of the courts, developed The Compulsory
Testimony Act passed in 1893 giving witnesses proper protection in

giving their testimony, and upheld by the Supreme Court in 1894
and 1896, gave the commission undisputed right of examination of

witnesses

But the commission still lacked the power to enforce its orders.

Railroads had the right of appeal to the Supreme Court, which on the

average delayed enforcement 4 years This, together with the position

of the courts in accepting new evidence, minimized the position of the

commission

The final blow to the power of the commission over rates came m
1897 in the Cincinnati Freight Bureau case^ where the Supreme Court

said “the power to prescribe rates or fix any tariff is not among the powers

granted to the Commission ” This came after 10 years of rate revisions

involving some 70 cases durmg which time the power of the commis-
sion over rates had gone unquestioned The commission under this

decision could determine only whether a particular rate was reasonable

or not Whatever of power over rates remamed to the commission

under the long-and-short-haul clause was destroyedm an adverse decision

by the Supreme Court in the same year ® These cases deprived the

commission of any effective power and left it only with the power of

reportmg and protesting ®

1 167 U S 479-612 (1897)

^ Interstate Commerce Commission v Alabama Midland Railway Co
,
68 U S

144-177 (1897).

® Jones, op, nt
, p 230.
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Judicial Review.—^Eveu if legislatures had the power to fix rates,

the railroads claimed protection under the courts against legislative

excesses Although them property may be clothed with a public inter-

est, they were at least entitled to reasonable rates under the Fifth Amend-

ment to the Constitution But the Supreme Court said that

In countries where the common law prevails, it has been customary from time

immemorial for the legislature to declare what shall be a reasonable compensation

under such circumstances [with property devoted to pubhc use] . For pro-

tection against the abuse by the legislatures, the people must resort to the polls,

not to the courts ^

But the doctrme of non-interference of courts was to undergo a

reversal within the next 15 years Already in 1886 the court said

(only mcidentally however),

It IS not to be inferred that this power of limitation or regulation is itself

without hmit. This power to regulate is not a power to destroy, and hmitation

is not the equivalent of confiscation Under pretence of regulating fares and

freights, the state cannot require a railroad corporation to carry persons or

property without reward, neither can it do that which in law amounts to a taking

of private property for pubhc use without ]ust compensation, or without due

process of law ^

The defimte enunciation of the right of judicial review came m
1890 when the court said, “The question of the reasonableness of a

rate of charge for transportation by a railroad company, involving as

it does the element of reasonableness both as regards the company and

as regards the pubhc, is emmently a question for judicial investigation, re-

quiring due process of law for its determination In 1914 the Supreme

Court defimtely stated that the facts established by the commission

were not open to review, saymg that the court will not “substitute

its judgment for that of the Commission upon matters of fact within

the Commission’s provmce
The EUrins Act of 1903—This act, whose origin is attributed to

the railroads,® strengthened the Act of 1887 by making corporations

hable against rebates and by making illegal any secret departure from

pubhshed rates. This operated m favor of the railroads to increase

their revenues

The Hepburn Act of 1906.—^For a decade following the decisions of

the Supreme Court m the late mneties, rate regulation was a lost cause

1 Munn V lUmois, 94 U S 1324-1331
* Stone V Farmers' Loan and Trust Company, 116 U S. 331
® Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway Company v Minnesota, 134 U S

468 (1890)
* Los Angeles Switohmg case, 234 U. S 294
‘ JoNBs, op <nt., p 234
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and railroads conducted themselves with httle respect to public authority
Having been deprived of their poohng agreements by the Act of 1887, they
attempted to form agreements fixmg rates But the Supreme Court m
1897 and 1898 held that this was an infrmgement of the Sherman Anti-

trust Act of 1890 and therefore illegal There followed the era of con-

sohdation and concentration of control It was shown that 39 persons

held the majority control m practically every railroad east of the Mis-
sissippi River Added to this were the activities and still greater ambi-
tions of E H Harriman who had obtamed control of the Umon Pacific

and Southern Pacific by 1901 and was blocked in his efforts to acquire

the Atchison, the Northern Pacific, the Southern Pacific, and Atlantic

Coast Line After 1898, with the concentration of contiol, came numer-
ous advances in freight rates which were the result of concerted action

by the railroads * The pubho feared too that the action of the rail-

roads was leading to concentration mmdustrym general

The situation led to a series of acts by Congress designed to strengthen

the authority and power of the Interstate Commerce Commission The
Expedition Act of 1903 gave precedence to cases arismg under the Inter-

state Commerce Act and the Sherman Act where the interest of the

public was paramount, thus shortenmg the time elapsing before the

commission’s orders might become effective.

But the failure of federal authority to exercise any real control

over railroad rates led to the enactment of many additional state laws

deahng not only with rates but also with finances, service, and safety

Between 1903 and 1907, 22 states passed maximum-fare laws, while

9 enacted maximum-rate laws Also from 1906 to 1907, 16 commis-

sions were established, 13 of which were of the mandatory type and

6 had authority to fix rate schedules for all intrastate traflSic ^

Under this act the members of the commission were increased from

five to seven, thus making it a larger and more important body. Its

jurisdiction was extended so as to include express and sleepmg car com-

pames among common carriers Pipe Imes for transportation of oil

for the public were also brought under its jurisdiction. It included the

regulation of all accessories to transportation such as switches, spurs,

tracks, terminal facihties, freight depots, and yards.

The Hepburn Act also provided for an adequate system of accounts

It provided for annual reports to the commission under oath, monthly

reports of earnings and expenses, and special reports at the discretion

of the commission The commission was empowered to prescnbe the

form of all accounts to be kept by the earners. It was to have free

1 Jones, op oil ,p 232
2 32 Annals of the American Academy of PohUeal and Social Science, pp 146-147,

article by G G Huebner; referred to in E Jones, Principles of Railway Trans-

portation, p 202.
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access to inspect and audit all accounts and appoint examiners with

authority sufficient to accomplish its purposes. Adequate powers of

enforcement were also granted. The accounts established by the com-

mission under this act have become models of uniformity and accuracy

and have aided the commission m its work. They enable the security

holder at all times to know the exact status of the financial affairs of

the company.

This act effectively removed all discriminations by bringing under

the control of the commission the “mdustnal railways” which m fact

were only switches or spurs of the raihoads themselves but owned by

the shippers. They became a somce of large rebates to shippers and the

commission was given the power to control switching charges Pri-

vate cars too were brought under the commission, thus eliminating

another source of rebates Free passes, except for employees and their

families, for persons engaged in religious or charitable occupations,

and for paupers, were forbidden This eliminated much favoritism

to pohtical officers and journahsts

The most important part of the act was the granting of power to

establish maximum rates and fares After hearing and upon complaint,

if convinced that rates were unjust or unreasonable, unjustly discrimina-

tory or unduly preferential, maximum rates could be prescribed to take

effect m 30 days and to continue for 2 years unless otherwise set aside

The court was directed to enforce the commission’s orders if “regu-

larly made and duly served ” The Hepburn Act did not disturb the

final jurisdiction of the courts which retamed the power of suspension

of rates fixed by the commission pendmg the establishment of their

reasonableness In other respects this act was a thoroughgoing piece

of legislation intending to estabhsh beyond question federal regulation

of railroads

The primary jurisdiction of the commission m fixing rates under

the Hepburn Act was aflShmed m 1910 by the Supreme Court. ^ Finally,

the position of the Supreme Court with reference to the commission

was stated in 1912 in the Pacific Coast Lumber case The orders of

the commission were final unless they exceeded constitutional or statu-

tory authority or were based upon a mistake of law Orders may also

be set aside if

the rate is so low as to be confiscatory and m violation of the constitutional

prohibition agamst taking property without due process of law, or if the Commis-
sion acted so arbitrarily and unjustly as to fix rates contrary to evidence, or

* Interstate Commerce Commssioii v Dhnoia Central Railroad Company, 216
U S 462-478 (1910).

Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company v. U S , 216 U S 481-600 (1910)
Interstate Commerce Commission v. Chicago, Rook Island and Pacific Railway

Company, 218 U S 89,
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without evidence to support it, or if the authority therein has been exercised in
such an unreasonable manner as to cause it to be withm the elementary rule
that the substance, and not the shadow, determines the vahdity of the exercise

of the power . In determining these mixed questions of law and fact, the
Court confines itself to the ultimate question as to whether the Commission acted
within its power It wdl not consider the expediency oi wisdom of the order,

or whether, on like testimony, it would have made a similar ruhng ^

The Mann-Elkins Act of 1910—This act extended the
3urisdiotioii

of the commission to telegraph, telephone, and cable companies engaged
m interstate or international commumcation, thus converting it into

a public-utility commission The most significant provision of this

act was the lodging with the Interstate Commerce Commission the
power to suspend changes m rates and fares imtiated by the rail-

roads Under the Hepburn Act the commission could act only after

a complaint by a shipper followed by a hearmg In the interval the

rate as estabhshed by the railroad remained in effect The Mann-
Elkins Act provided that the commission might suspend rate changes
for 120 days and extend the time for 6 months (reduced to 30 days in

1920), if necessary, pending a hearmg and decision It amended the

long-and-short-haul provision so as to render it effective m rate-making
Under this act the commission could enforce, after hearings, on its own
initiative freight classifications and rates where the long-and-short-

haul principle was not observed The commission was also given

the power to fix maximum rates after a hearing begun upon its own
motion It was given power over classification of freight

In spite of all these acts, the commission was without power to estab-

hsh minimum rates, to make a physical valuation of railroad property,

to regulate new securities, or to regulate intrastate rates even if they

discnmmated against interstate commerce.

The rate policy of the commission under its new powers was restric-

tive On several occasions, m 1911, 1914, 1915, and 1917, the rail-

roads petitioned for rate increases The decisions were mostly adverse

to the railroads Only m 1914, after the outbreak of the war, was a

general advance allowed—an mcrease of 5 per cent On the other occa-

sions, the commission was content to allow some concessions on certam

commodities It rather favored changes m the rate structure upon
the proposal of the railroads It suggested, further, increases in pas-

senger fares, higher charges for special services, restriction on free passes,

more favorable contracts with sleepmg car compames, and more eco-

nomical operation

Nevertheless, the decision of 1914 was of great sigmficance and marks

a turning point in the commission’s pohcy of rate regulation It was

Interstate Commerce Commission v Union Pacific Railroad Company, 222

U S 547 (1912)
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no longer a question merely of the reasonableness of certain rates with

reference to shippers, but attention was now directed to the general

level of rates with the thought of providing railroads with sufficient

earning power to protect their credit

The Panama Canal Act of 1912.—In general this act provided for

the government of the Panama Canal Zone and the operation of the

canal. Its significance for present purposes lies in the fact that it extended

the authority of the Interstate Commerce Commission to the inter-

company lelations between mdependent rail and water transportation '•

This act prohibited railroads from owmng or controlling competing

ship hnes operating through the Panama Canal or otherwise, or any

vessel carrying freight or passengers through the canal, it made com-

pulsory physical connection of rail and ship transportation for through

rail-water routes and gave authority to establish joint maximum rates.

It also enabled the commission to prescribe the maximum railroad rates

in connection with ports and to estabhsh connection with all ocean

routes in foreign trade, especially prohibiting exclusive or monopo-

listic contracts or arrangements between rail and water earners

The Clayton Act of 1914.—^Regulation of railroad security issues had

long been advocated by the Interstate Commerce Commission. Effec-

tive regulation was hardly possible without such power. This was
forcibly brought before the public in the financial scandals of the New
Haven, Rock Island, and others This act provided that no commer-

cial corporation (including railroads) should acqmre, either directly

or indirectly, stock m any similar corporation where the substantial

effect was to lessen competition, to restrain commerce, or to create a

monopoly The prohibition specifically included holding companies,

organized subsequent to the act, from brmgmg about similar results

This act also prohibited after 2 years common carriers from engagmg
in commercial contracts with other compames, or purchasing supphes

from them, to an amount exceedmg $50,000 m any one year when a

director, officer, or agent of a railroad also held a similar position with

the second company except after competitive biddmg
The present status of the Interstate Commerce Act with its amend-

ments may be briefly summarized (1) It gives the Interstate Commerce
Commission jurisdiction over railroads and through routes with water

Imes when under control of rafiroads for continuous rail and water ship-

ment
,
over through freight routes by steam and electric railways

;
over

pipeline transportation except for water or gas, and over public tele-

graph, telephone, and cable companies, express compames, and sleeping car

compames. It also covers agencies incidental to railroad transportation

such as car floats, femes, switches, tracks, terminals and terminal facili-

1 Rail and water earners operated under identical control had been brought under

the Act of 1887
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ties, locomotives, cars, vessels, and services incident to receipt, delivery,

elevation, transfer, refrigeration, icmg, storing, and handling of pro-

perty under transportation (2) It also controls traffic passing through

foreign territory but originating m, and destmed for points within, the

borders of the United States and foreign traffic moving within the borders

of the Umted States (3) The carriers are duty bound to establish only

just and reasonable rates, classifications of through rates, and other

regulations m matters mcidental to rates Most free passes are abol-

ished (4) Unjust personal or local discrimmation m rates as well as

secret rebates, drawbacks, and falsifications leadmg to rate advantages

are forbidden to both railroads and shippers, under penalties Any
departure from the lawfully pubhshed rates is forbidden (5) Higher

charges for short hauls than foi long hauls on the same route are

forbidden except by order of the commission. (6) Schedules of all

charges levied upon shippers for any reason must be filed with the com-
mission and kept for public inspection (7) The commission and the

public must be notified of all changes m charges 30 days before they

are to take effect ^

Reasonable Rates.—The doctrme of reasonable charges for public

service is imbedded deeply m the ancient common law of England The
control of charges in the case of warehouses, wharves, and the like has

already been referred to. In early American charters for turnpike,

bridge, and canal compames it was common to place a hmitation upon
the tolls that were to be charged or the dividends that were to be paid.

When the lUmois legislature established the first state commission with

power to fix rates, it required that rates be reasonable Likewise when
the Interstate Commerce Act was passed it provided that all charges

“shall be reasonable and just ” So when the matter was considered

before the Supreme Court of the United States in Smythe v. Ames in

1898, it was said that the public had the right to be protected agamst

“unreasonable charges for the services rendered by it
” But mindful

of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to the Federal Constitution,

it hastened to say that “the corporation may not be required to use

its property for the benefit of the pubhc without receiving just compensa-

tion for the services rendered by it
” The court went on to say.

We hold, however, that the basis of all calculations as to the reasonableness of

rates to be charged by a corporation mamtaining a highway under legislative

sanction must be the fair value of the property being used by it for the convemence

of the pubhc Andm order to ascertam that value, the original cost of construc-

tion, the amount expended in permanent improvements, the amount and market

value of its bonds and stock, the present as compared with the original cost of

construction, the probable eammg capacity under particular rates pre-

sonbed by statute, and the sum required to meet operating expenses, are all

1 See Johnson, etc
,
op at

,

pp 306-310
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matters for consideration, and are to be given such weight as may be just and

right m each case We do not say that there may not be other matters to be

regarded m estimating the value of the property What the company is entitled

to ask IS a fair return upon the value of that which it employs for the public

convemence *

This language forms a great landmark m the history of railway rate

regulation The court m a later case succinctly stated the substance

of the principle of rate regulation when it said that what the lailroad

was entitled to was “a fair return upon the fair value of the pioperty

devoted to the pubhc service ” It stated also that “ the ascertainment

of that value is not controlled by artificial rules It is not a matter

of formulas, but there must be a reasonable judgment having its basis

in a proper consideration of all relevant facts

The principles contamed m the above language have been reiterated

time and agam in rate cases coming before the Supreme Court Follow-

ing the Mann-Elkins Act of 1910, the attorneys argued that contemplated

reductions m rates would not allow them a fair return on the fair value

of their property, the railroad executives themselves asserted that they

had never attempted to fix rates upon this basis but rather upon com-

petitive principles Nor had Congress ever required the commission

to base rates upon the value of the property * But railroad engineers

had testified to the value of certain railroad property, introducing definite

figures ^ This placed the commission m an awkward position, having no
basis for passing judgment upon the claims of the railroads It there-

fore repeatedly requested Congress to supply legislation to meet the

situation Whereupon m 1913 the Valuation Act was passed

The Valuation Act of 1913 .—This Act followed closely the language in

Smythe v Ames The commission is directed to

. . ascertain and report in detail as to each piece of property owned or used by
said common carrier, for its purposes as common carrier, the original cost to

date, the cost of reproducmg new, the cost of reproduction less depreciation, and
an analysis of the methods by which these several costs are obtained, and the

reason for their differences, if any, [and to] ascertain and report other values, and
elements of value, if any, of the property of such common carrier, and an analysis

of the methods of valuation employed, and of the reasons for any differences

between any such value and each of the foregoing cost values

The act especially excluded capitahzation from consideration Indeed,

it was the mtention of the sponsors of this legislation to show whether

> Bmythe v Ames, 169 U S 466, 546
“ Mmnesota Rate cases, 230 U S 362, 434,

•Judge R S Lovett, of the Umon Pacific Railroad Company on Dec 21, 1910,

before the Railroad Seeunties Commission—Quoted m Vandurblub, Railroads,

p 365
• Spokane v Northern Pacific Railway Company, 15 I C C. 376
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or not there existed any watered stockm the railroads The value of the

property of each carrier was to be reported as a whole upon completion
After allowing for protest by the earner and modification by the com-
mission, this tentative valuation was to become final for rate-making

purposes Final appeal from the decisions of the commission, however,
could be made to the Supreme Court

Immediately after the passage of the Valuation Act, the commission
organized the Valuation Bureau with accounting, engineering, and land

divisions The bureau soon encountered great difficulties m the attempt
to ascertain the original cost of the property of the railroads, chiefly

because the necessary records were nowhere to be found This part of

the act seems never to have been carried out but instead the commission
appears to have substituted statements taken from the books of the

railroads and used them with guarded quahfications *

In the pursuit of its task of finding the cost of reproduction new, the

first step was to take an inventory of all railroad property—a task that

consumed 8 years of the commission's eftorts Evidence from the

records of railroads and manufacturers was collected to form the basis

for unit prices These were taken as of June 30, 1914, because prices as

of this date seemed to represent a fair normal figure for the preceding

two decades Adjustments from this normal were made in certam

individual cases The engmeers used their own processes in arriving at

a final figure In estimating cost of reproduction new, they considered

what it would cost to reproduce the properties at the valuation date, to

which was added from 2 to 5 per cent for engineering expenses, 1 5 per

cent for general overhead expenses, and interest at 6 per cent on the total

capital for one-half of the construction period plus 3 months It refused

to make any allowance for gomg-concern value, contending that this

enters into the cost of reproduction Likewise were considered develop-

ment costs and past deficits Moreover, no allowance was made for

franchise value, good-will, or strategic position

The act required that reports be made upon the value of land based

upon onginal cost, the present value, and the cost of reacquiring ^ The
method of land valuation was based upon the experience of state com-

missions The principles were statedm the Texas Midland Railroad case

as follows:

Present value is arrived at by ascertaimng the number of acres of land

owned or used by the carrier for its purpose as a common carrier and multiplying

this acreage by the market value of similar adjacent and adjommg lands. Due
allowance is made for any pecuhar value which may attach by reason of the

peculiar adaptabdity of the land to railroad use

1 H B Vandeeblub and K. F Buegbss, Railroads, p 341
2 The commission was relieved of reporting on the cost of reaequirmg m 1922
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Nothing is included for the expense of acquisition, nor for severance damages,

nor for inteiest during construction i

It consisted in asceitaming the acreage owned or used and this was multi-

plied by the value per acre of similar and adjoining lands This method

appeared to be required by the language used in the Minnesota Rate

cases when Mr. Justice Hughes said the railioad was entitled to values

resultmg from community growth but that such values “cannot properly

extend beyond the fair average of the normal market value of land in the

vicinity having a similar character

Depreciation in Railroads.—Depreciation was one of the elements

affecting value for the purpose of determining the reasonable rates men-

tioned by the court m Smythe v. Ames. The necessity for deductmg

depreciation from reproduction cost for valuation purposes was voiced in

the Minnesota Rate cases The same requirement was specifically laid

down in the Knoxville Water case ® The Interstate Commerce Com-
mission had followed the principle of deduction for depreciation But
neither m these cases nor in any case brought to the same court was
depreciation ever clearly defined The commission, however, in its work

of valuation m the case of the Texas Midland Railroad, did define

depreciation It said,

. . depreciation may be defined as the lessening in cost value due to the smaller

number of service umts in the property as found, than in the same property new
An article when new contams, so to speak, a certam number of units of service,

as those units are exhausted the article depreciates When they are all used up
the service life ends . . .

There are two kinds of depreciation, physical and functional Physical

depreciation is due to deterioration through age or wear . . .

Functional depreciation results from the want of adaptation to function

While in working condition, a machme, for some reason can no longer perform the

work requned of it, and, therefore, although still physically fit, must go out of

service.®

The commission was impressed with the part functional depreciation

plays in railroad property. Stations become too small, bridges become
inadequate for heavier trams, while cars and engines are discarded because

their type becomes obsolete.

‘ 76 1 C C 63 (1918),
® 230 U S 362, 465.

® Here the court said, “the company is entitled to earn a suflacient sum annually
to provide not only for current repairs but for making good the depreciation and
replacing the parts of the property when they come to the end of their life It is

entitled to see that from earnings the value of the property invested is kept umm-
paired, so that at the end of any given term of years the origmal investment remams
as it was at the begmmng ”—212 TJ S 13-14 (1909)

< 75 I O C 1 (1918)
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In all cases the commission employs the straight-hne method of

depreciation This results in a uniform charge from year to year with

respect to particular items Scrap or salvage value was taken account of

in estimating the results The railroads objected to the theory of

accrued depreciation, holding that depreciation is synonymous with
deferred maintenance and that as long as the property was in condition

to render the highest possible service it was fully maintained But the

courts are in full agreement with the commission m this matter

In the actual calculation, records of replacements served the com-
mission as the basis of depreciation figures Arbitrary figures for life

service were assigned to more or less permanent steel, masonry, or timber

construction ranging from 60 to 100 years Where the property was of

sufficient age so that renewals were uniform, a flat figure of 50 per cent

was used

Final Values—The commission stated m San Pedro, Los Angeles,

and Salt Lake City that

The determination of a final smgle sum-value for rate-making purposes is not

a matter of formula or of mathematical computation We must give all of

these costs and elements of value [mentioned m the Valuation Act] that consider-

ation which, m our judgment, they ought to be given, in view of all of the circum-

stances and conditions that seem to us properly to have a bearing upon the value

of the individual carrier’s property . We have endeavored not to reach our

conclusion by attaching undue weight to any particular element of value to the

extent of shutting out proper consideration of aU the elements of value '

Although disclaiming the use of any formula, the following will produce

almost the identical values assigned for 330 roads to the cost of reproduc-

tion less depreciation is added present values of lands, plus 6 per cent of

the sum of these amounts, and an allowance for working capital.®

The final figures as thus arrived at are little more than a travesty upon

railroad finances when taken for what they superficially seem to mean
Thoughtful people accept them merely as a basis for calculating the

amount the public is wilhng to pay for the service of transportation and

not as ends in themselves Vanderblue remarks, "The truth of the

matter is that a figure of value in the usual sense of the word is not wanted

at all, but a figure which can fairly be used to apportion earnings to rail-

road investors, a figure which prormses to reassure mvestors and so to

assist in the rehabilitation of railroad credit

Transportation Act of 1920—The Transportation Act of 1920 has

been pronounced “one of the great constructive pieces of legislation of our

national existence A noted authority on railroads says, "The new

1 75 I C C 463, 5ia-513 (1925)

2 D P Locklin, Railroad Regulation since 1920, p, 163

’Op <yit ,-p 350
’ John E Oldham, A Plan for Railroad Consolidations, p 5
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law constructively recognizes the fundamental principle that the power to

correct and punish a railroad must be exercised also to protect the railroad

as well as the public

The most important provision of this act relates to rates. It provides

that the commission shall imtiate and establish rates so that, as a whole

or under groups designated by the commission, the railroads “under

honest, efficient, and economical operation” and reasonable expenditures

for maintenance may earn a reasonable or fair rate of return upon their

property used m transportation The commission shall give due con-

sideration to the needs of the country for transportation and the necessity

for extending these facihties “in order to provide the people of the United

States with adequate transportation ” The act specified that during

the first 2 years of its operation 534 per cent be regarded as a fair return,

to which one-half of 1 per cent may be added for capital improvements
The value of the property was to be determmed by the commission

utilizmg the data available under the Valuation Act of 1913 (or final

valuations of individual roads if available) and should give due considera-

tion to all the elements of value recogmzed by the law of the land for rate-

making purposes

These provisions seemed to place the responsibility upon the com-
mission for the mitiation and estabhshment of adequate and reasonable

rates, whereas this had previously been left to the railroads The law
was more liberal also m that rates should be sufficient to insure increased

transportation facilities, whereas, formerly, only rates barely escaping

the charge of confiscation were permitted

The commission orgamzed the country mto four groups, namely, the

eastern, southern, western, and mountam Pacific It set the property

valuation at 118,900,000,000, upon which it was to allow a return of 6

per cent, including one-half of 1 per cent foi improvements Bates were
advanced 40 per cent m the eastern group, 25 per cent in the southern,

35 per cent in the western, and 25 per cent m the mountain Pacific, 33)4
per cent on mter-group traffic, 20 per centm passenger fares and miscella-

neous carriage, a surcharge of 50 per cent in sleeping and parlor cars,

and increased charges for switchmg and other services These increases

were to apply to intrastate traffic (amountmg to about 20 per cent of total

freight and 60 per cent of passenger receipts) as well as to interstate traffic

and this order was upheld by the Supreme Court * But the order failed

to produce the expected revenue mainly because of the depression of

1920-1921 and drop m volume of traffic In 1921 and 1922, through the
influence of the commission, rates on livestock were reduced 20 per cent
and on most farm products 10 per cent Soon thereafter a horizontal

1 WmuAM J Cunningham, ATnencan Rcalroads Government Control and Becorv-

struehon Policies, p 223
“ Wisconsin Passenger Pares case, 257 U S 563-691
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reduction of 10 per cent on practically all commodities was decided upon
These reductions were calculated to produce a net return of 5% per cent

on property values

Yet, as favorable as these provisions appear on the surface, they do not
guarantee anything either in the aggregate, by groups, or individually

Railroads have no recourse to the government treasury or otherwise m
case the commission fails to follow the prescnbed course In fact, results

have been far below the return specified in the act or subsequently
established by the comrmssion and have been a gnevous disappointment

to both the railroads and their security holders while railroad credit has

suffered greatly

The act provided that any road earnmg m excess of 6 per cent on its

property valuation should surrender one-half of the excess to the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, while the other half retained by the railroad

was to be used to build up a reserve fund, equal to 5 per cent of its prop-

erty valuation, for the payment of interest, rentals on leased lines, and
dividends in case of necessity Earnings m addition to the reserve fund

may be employed for any lawful purpose Funds paid mto the com-

mission under this recapture provision are to be used as a contingent

revolving fund m assisting needy roads to meet the transportation needs

of the pubhc and may be used for capital expendituie or to refund

maturing obligations originally issued for capital account At the

beginning of 1932 the contingent fund amounted to $13,277,598, of which

$10,717,922 represented payments and the balance interest accumula-

tions The total amount due under the recapture provisions has been

officially estimated at $361,465,816. Seven coal roads accounted for

34 per cent of this

The Act of 1920 gave the commission the power to fix minimum
rates in addition to maximum rates and hence it acquired the power to

establish exact rates for the first time m its history. This prevents rail-

roads from engaging in competitive and destructive rate wars between

large points among themselves and with water routes

The act disposes of the conflict between state and federal governments

in favor of the latter as to mtrastate rates which discriminate against

interstate commerce. This prevents a state from fixmg a rate between

points wholly within the state which would operate unfavorably to

points just across state hnes which had to accept rates made by the

commission and places jurisdiction with the Interstate Commerce
Commission

Finally, the period for which the commission could suspend rates was

reduced from 10 to 5 months, after which the increased rate goes into

effect m case no decision has been reached by the commission. The

commission may, however, later decide adversely to the railroad, where-

upon a refund of the excessive rates with mterest may be ordered
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Consolidation.—The Act of 1920 permits competing roads to consoli-

date m the public interest by control of one road over another, by lease

or stock ownership, and the poolmg of traffic and earnings provided

“competition shall be preserved as fully as possible, and wherever prac-

ticable the existing routes and channels of trade and commerce shall be

maintained ” The commission was reqmred to prepare and adopt a plan

whereby the railroads of the country were to be consolidated into a

limited number of systems Consolidations thus brought about are

exempt from the operation of all state and federal anti-trust laws.

It was contemplated that a grouping of aU railroads, so that each

group would form a unified system including both the strong and weak,

would simplify rate-making In the meantime the recapture provision

was included in the act to assist the weaker roads The commission

(with the assistance of Professor Ripley) worked out a tentative plan of

consolidation in 1921 embracing altogether 19 systems But so many
objections arose m the course of the hearings that the commission prac-

tically shelved the entire matter

Several reasons may be assigned for the failure of the plan In the

first place, the commission was given no mandatory power to compel

consolidation Voluntary consolidation may not be expected to induce

strong roads to take over weak ones where the weak ones would be a

hindrance to future development Voluntary consolidation would not

always preserve competition as required by the Act of 1920 In the

second place, the act requires that consolidations be m accordance with

the plan of the commission whose final plan has never been adopted

The act also required that the securities issued be not in excess of the

value of the consolidated properties As has been shown, the valuation

figures of the Interstate Commerce Commission were upset by the

O’Fallon decision

Other Methods of Combmation.—The act used the term “consolida-

tion” m the sense of a merger of various companies into a single corpora-

tion But it provided for other means of combination without complete

consohdation It also permits combination through stock ownership or

lease A considerable number of combmations have taken place under

this provision, while some have been rejected Combmations which

are purely mtrastate m character faU without the purview of the

commission ^

Under these provisions some notable combinations have taken place

Worthy of special mention are acquisition of control over properties by
the Missouri Pacific, the Southern Pacific, and the Illinois Central The
commission has refused a number of important plans for combination

Among these the outstanding example is the Nickel Plate merger which

involved the Chesapeake and Ohio, the Hocking Valley, the Erie, the

1 79 I C 0. 681
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Pere Marquette, and the New York, Chicago, and St Louis, also the

Norfolk and Western was denied control over the Virginian Railway,

the Kansas City Southern was denied control over the Missouri, Kansas,

and Texas and the St. Louis Southwestern These refusals were on the

grounds that there was no substantial pubhc advantage, that certain

weak roads were omitted, and that unfair treatment to minority stock

interests would result.

Eastern Trunk Lmes.—A plan for the consohdation of certam eastern

roads into four ma3or systems with service to Chicago materialized in

1931 It was the product of the railroads and differs materially from that

presented m 1929 by the commission. It mvolves 43,000 miles of Ime,

an investment of approximately $10,000,000,000, and the roads repre-

sented carry a still larger proportion of the total freight tonnage of the

United States Under this plan the Pennsylvama emerges as the out-

standing system m size Its acquisitions were the Wabash, the Norfolk,

and Western, and the Detroit, Toledo and Ironton, all of which were

previously owned or controlled by the Pennsylvama Railroad The New
York Central comes next in size and contemplates the addition of the

Delaware, Lackawana, and Western, and the Ulster and Delaware, in

both of which it already held a substantial interest Third m size comes

the new group of the Van Sweringens embracing the Chesapeake and

Ohio, the New York, Chicago, and St Louis, the Pere Marquette, the

Erie, the Lehigh Valley,^ the Chicago and Eastern Illinois, and some
smaller roads. The Baltimore and Ohio, with the addition of the Chicago

and Alton and the Buffalo, Rochester and Pittsburgh (both previously

controlled by the Baltimore and Ohio), to which was added the Phila-

delphia and Reading, the Central Railroad of New Jersey, (both pre-

viously controlled by the New York Central), the Ann Arbor, and the

Western Maryland which was already a part of the Baltimore and Ohio

formed a fourth system. A fifth system suggested by the commission,

with the Wabash as the nucleus, did not materialize m the plan

Labor Problems.—The Act of 1920 authorized the establishment of

labor boards of adjustment by agreement between the employees and

the railroads to have jurisdiction over grievances, rules, or workmg con-

ditions Only a few of these were orgamzed before 1924, owmg to the

fact that the railroads desired local boards while the employees held out

for national organizations

However, the act required the estabhshment of a railroad labor board

composed of nme members appointed by the president This board was

to serve m the absence of a board of the first type or on appeal from the

decision of this board, but its mam duty was to settle wage and salary

disputes and to investigate labor conditions and pubhsh information

1 Formerly controlled bv the Pennsylvama system
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relative thereto The boaxd had no power to enforce its decisions and

no penalties were provided

Immediately after its establishment, the labor board was called upon

to settle the “unauthoiized” strikes of the switchmen and others Upon

the principle of providmg a decent standard of hving and education for

the children, it allowed a 22 per cent mcrease m wages affecting 2,000,000

employees and added 1618,000,000 annually to the labor bill of the

railroads It also settled disputes relative to working conditions and

these decisions were greatly to the advantage of the employees, although

not without some benefit to the railroads. Owing to the depression in

1921, the board reduced wages about 12 per cent, $400,000,000 annually,

leaving the wage level about 7 per cent higher than it was under federal

control. In 1922, foUowmg rate reductions, it practically restored the

wage scale m force prior to the advances m 1920 This was followed by
the disastrous shopmen’s strike, the men refusing to accept the reduction

After prolonged wranglmg, the shopmen failed to retain the wage

advances and in addition lost much time and many of the men their

seniority On the other hand, the strike was costly to the railroads

The railroad labor board was unsatisfactory to all parties Its par-

tisan character (being composed of three members representing the

employees, three from the railroads, and three from the public) biased its

actions from the beginnmg.

Railway Labor Act of 1926—This act abolished the labor board and
provided for the adjustment of labor troubles by the employers and
employees with only a modicum of government mtervention The mam
provision of the act is for a board of mediation to be composed of five

members appointed by the President of the United States This board

is to settle all matters which cannot be disposed of by conferences and

boards of adjustment provided for in the act between employers and

employees alone Paihng m this, it becomes the duty of the board of

mediation to induce the parties to arbitrate according to the usual scheme

of representation on the board of the two parties to the dispute who choose

a third member. If all these fail, the President is authorized to appoint

an investigating board which is to report its findings within 30 days and
to make the same public A considerable number of cases have been

settled by the board of mediation and quite a few by arbitration The
difficulty here as m all such cases is to secure impartial members of the

various boards

Securities.—^Exclusive control of radroad securities was obtained for

the first time in 1920 No railroad can legally issue securities or assume
liability therefor (except notes of 2 years or less maturity if under 5 per

cent of the total securities of the road) without the consent of the com-
mission The roads are required to report the method of disposing of the

securities and how the funds have been applied.
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Failure to comply with this renders the issues void and subjects the

railroads and officers of the company to penalties m favor of the security

holders who have acquired the securities m good faith and makes the

officers liable to imprisonment These provisions effectively elimmate
financial free-booting and high practices that in times past have so

reflected upon the credit of all railroads—the innocent as well as the guilty

The Hoch-Smith Resolution—A. new factor in rate regulation

appeared m 1925 with the passage of the Hoch-Smith resolution The
mam provisions of this act are as follows (1) A “true policy” in rate-

making IS laid down “The conditions which at any given time prevail

m our several industries should be considered m so far as it is legally

possible to do so, to the end that commodities may freely move ” (2)

The Interstate Commerce Commission is required to make a compre-

hensive investigation of freight rates for the purpose of adjustment in

case discriminatory or preferential rates are discovered (3) Adjust-

ments followmg this investigation are to be made with consideration

partly of “the general and comparative levels in market value of the

various classes and kinds of commodities as indicated over a reasonable

period of years ” (4) Special command is given to adjust the rates on

agricultural commodities and hvestock to “the lowest possible lawful

rates compatible with the maintenance of adequate transportation

service
”

The provision deahng with adjustment of rates with reference to

market value has from time out of mind been a principle of rate-making

and adds nothing new, but the provision reqmnng adjustment to suit the

financial condition of an industry is new. The constitutional limita-

tion upon the exercise of this provision probably wfil limit its operation to

reductions m rates to the point of confiscation below which it cannot

legally go “Rates that we may lawfully require must in prmciple be

high enough to cover all the cost that may fairly be allocated to the

service plus at least some margin of profit.”’- Agam, rates shall be

adjusted with reference “to the mamtenance of an adequate system of

transportation” and should be “compatible with the mamtenance of

adequate transportation service.” It apparently was not the mtention to

Ignore transportation costs m fixing rates, but m the case of agricultural

commodities the commission mterpreted the resolution to mean that

such products should be placed m the most favored class ® However,

this resolution has borne fruit m rate-makmg It has stood m the way
of increases in freight rates which the commission acknowledged were

madequate and has actually brought about reductions, as in the California

fruit rates and the 5 per cent increase on agncultural products requested

by carriers of the western distnct on the ground of inadequate return on

II CC 617
2 122 I C C 236, 264
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the value of the property. In the latter case denial was on the ground

that no emergency existed and the transportation facilities would not

suffer if not granted ^ It has prevented, or at least has been used as an

argument agamst, horizontal increases in rates for fear of elevating some

classes higher than conditions m the mdustry would seem to warrant ^

Horizontal rate increases may be made apparently only when an “emer-

gency” exists This is a lower standard from that contemplated in the

Act of 1920 and mimical to a rate sufficient to allow a reasonable return

on the property

The O’Fallon Decision.—^This case was brought up under the recap-

ture provisions of the Transportation Act of 1920 It involved

the determination of what constituted earmngs in excess of 6 per cent

during the years 1920 (10 months), 1921, 1922, and 1923.

In arriving at the value of the O’Fallon property during the recapture

period, the commission proceeded as follows. On property installed prior to

June 30, 1914, reproduction costs as of that date were used, it being im-

possible from the records of the railroad to ascertain actual or original

costs prior to that time The commission was of the opinion that 1914

prices represented the average prices for possibly 20 years past. On
property installed from 1914 to 1919 unit prices of 1914 plus price in-

creases during the period were used, on property mstalled since that time

actual costs were used On all property constructed prior to 1919 depreci-

ation of 25 per cent was deducted (but none on that constructed after

1919) The sum of the values thus determined, added to the current

value of the land, an amount for materials and supplies (but nothing

for cash), and a flat amount equal to 6 per cent of property invest-

ment constituted the value of the property for rate-making purposes

The commission employed three different bases for valuation covering

three portions of the property, dependmg upon the time of installation

This resulted m reproduction cost as of 1914 for the major portion of the

property, reproduction cost of property mstaUed from 1914 to 1919

as determined by their scale of the price level, and actual cost of prop-

erty installed since 1919 The commission thus failed to follow the

court’s dictum of requirmg present reproduction cost for the entire

property.

In the words of the court.

In the exercise of its proper function this Court has declared the law of the

land concerning valuation for rate-makmg purposes The Commission dis-

regarded the approved rule and has thereby failed to discharge the definite duty
imposed by Congress . . . The Question on which the Commission divided is

this When seeking to ascertain the value of railroad property for recapture

purposes, must it give consideration to current, or reproduction costs? The
1 Article by K F Burgess, Harvard Busvrma Renew, October, 1929
m3 ICC 3, 39
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weight to be accorded thereto is not the matter before us No doubt there are

some, perhaps many railroads, the ultimate value of which should be placed far

below the sum necessary for reproduction But Congress had directed that

values shall be fixed upon a consideration of present costs along with other

pertment facts, and this mandate must be obeyed

Results of the O’Fallon Decision—^This decision added nothing new
to the principles of valuation It does make it imperative, however,

that the Interstate Commerce Commission adjust its method of valuation

to conform to the court rule It might also be inferred that reproduction

cost should be the starting pomt m valuation but this is a matter of pure

speculation, since the court does not go beyond the statement of the

principle involved But not all judges are m agreement with the latest

decision, three having dissented and a fourth refrained from taking any
part in the decision The decision itself was a reversal of a decision of a

lower federal court Evidently the futuie of the valuation is dependent

largely on the personnel of the Supreme Court

The commission reported m the O’Fallon case that it knew of no

way of giving weight to the factor of cost of reproduction “not depend-

ent upon caprice, unless fuU weight be given under the current reproduc-

tion cost doctrine ” However, the distmction between present value

and cost of reproduction may weU be borne in mind when criticising

the position of the Supreme Court Mr Justice Brandeis in his dissenting

opimon says, “to prove actual value by evidence of reproduction cost,

the evidence must be directed to the present cost of installing such a

plant as would be required to produce the same service ’’ Thus obso-

lescent plants and equipment would be heavily discounted in determining

present value Likewise, this judge calls attention to construction costs

of property on war prices and whose earning power is deficient because of

changed conditions, property is regularly being abandoned whose

economic service has ceased to exist Owing to recent changes, much rail-

road property no longer serves the purpose of transportation The cost

of reconstructing the identical property thus becomes economically

impossible, and hence absurd, as a rate base ’•

Rate of Return.—In the earher period of railroad regulation the

doctrine of reasonable rates had been appliedm the interest of the shipper

alone But the railroads soon took advantage of the principle and began

to demand that rates be reasonable m the sense of a just compensation

for the use of their property m the interest of the public as guaranteed

by the Federal Constitution From the pomt ofview of the capital invest-

ment, this has remained the guiding prmciple m determining the general

level of rates But the commission was obviously handicapped m the

apphcation of the principle as long as there was no acceptable factual

basis for property values The Act of 1920 provided that for 2 years (till

1 See article byW M Daniels la Harvard Business Review, October, 1929
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March 1, 1922) a return of 5K per cent per annum and in addition at the

discretion of the commission an additional amount of one-half of 1 per

cent for improvements, betterments, and equipment The commission

arrived at the conclusion that beginnmg March 1, 1922, a “ fair return on

the aggregate value of the railway property of the carriers will be

5 75 per cent of such aggregate property value as a uniform percentage for

all rate groups or territories designated by this Commission

Operating costs of the railroads during the period of post-war inflation,

and while still under federal control, had enormously increased without

any corresponding increase in transportation rates The commission

authorized increases in rates calculated to add $1,600,000,000 to revenues

But the depression of 1920 and 1921 resulted m a marked decline in traffic

and appeal for wage reductions was made The board granted the

reductions (already noticed), averaging 12 per cent, in June, 1921

Owing to the severe deflation of commodity prices, the public demanded
reduction in freight rates. This demand was met by many reductions,

including a 10 per cent reduction on all agricultural products Apphea-

tion for a further reduction in wages of 10 per cent was calculated to wipe

out all of the advances of 1920 The board allowed considerable reduc-

tions m 1922 under this appeal Since 1923, agreements between the

roads and the employees have resulted in numerous increases in wages

The net return to the railroads on their property under the Act of 1920

and subsequent legislation (omitting the year 1920 when the return was
only 0.09 per cent) has been as follows

Year Per Gent
1921 2 84
1922 3 68

1923 4 33
1924 4 21

1926 4 74

1926 4 98

Railroad Credit.—The return allowed by the commission, 5 75 per

cent on property valuation, is httle more than a statement of policy and
at best an ideal to strive for It should in no sense be regarded as a

guarantee. While under this pohey most railroads have fallen far short

of attaimng the ideal set, others have prospered and have been pre-

sumably subject to the recapture provisions of the Act of 1920 Railroad

credit as a whole is m need of bemg strengthened. But raihoad credit

in the last analysis must be based upon the ability of the carriers to attract

new capital in competition with other demands in a highly sensitive

market. Here lies the heart of the entire problem of railroad credit and
transportation faoihties. If, after almost two decades of investigation

1 Quoted from a rate decision given in Commeraal and Financial Chromcle, May 27,

1922, p 2327

Year Per Cent
1927 4 29

1928 4 64

1929 4 84

1930 3 30

1931 1 98
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and study, the Interstate Commerce Commission can find no water in

railroad capitahzation as a whole, the problem for the future would

seem to be reduced to comparatively simple terms, namely, the allowance

of a rate sufiSciently high to attract mvestment funds of the country in

amounts large enough to supply the needs of the railroads in competition

with the demand for capital from other sources

This principle was recognized by the commission when it said, con-

cerning the Transportation Act of 1920 "The intent of Congress was to

create a steady and reliable flow of money for enlarging such facilities in

order to provide the people of the Umted States with adequate trans-

portation
” And agam.

Most of the capital will have to be acquired through the issuance of securities

which must be sold in the markets of the world in competition with other classes

of securities The carriers must attract money by rates of return and sta-

bihty of mvestment While return must not exceed a reasonable charge against

the public served, it must be such as to obtain the needed new capital ’

One might then conclude that a fair rate of return demanded by the

Supreme Court is one that will be fair to investors and shippers alike

It will produce sufficient revenue to protect the investor m the capital

markets of the world and to provide for the increasing facilities demanded

by the public in its transportation requirements * Viewed concretely,

such a rate has no reference per se to the amount of invested capital

treated as a whole Capital is raised through the flotation of bonds and

stocks. Standard margins recogmzed to be necessary in the customary

issumg of securities of these types must be recognized Bonds and

stocks must be promised a return on the money mvested in them adequate

to the risk involved and in conformity with the market requirements at

the time of issue. In the past the nominal rate on railroad bonds has

ranged generally between 3M to ^ dependmg upon the grade of

security issued and the state of the current mvestment market The

yield on stocks is more uncertam, since future prospects are a large

factor in attracting capital to these issues
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CHAPTER XVII

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS OF RAILROADS

For convenience of treatment, certain prmciples of fundamental

importance to the income and asset phases of credit are grouped under

financial analysis Underlying the financial situation of railroads are

general traffic conditions, layout of plant and equipment, and physical

operating efficiency These form the natural approach to financial

analysis

Traffic.—The past decade has brought significant changes m railroad

traffic As measured by gross receipts m the first decade of the nine-

teenth century, traffic was roughly composed of appioximatcly three-

fourths freight, about 23 per cent passenger, and the balance mail and

express. These proportions began to change prior to the war but have

changed very rapidly since 1920 In 1910 freight receipts were 72 per

cent of the total, passenger receipts 24 per cent, while mail, express, and

miscellaneous items made up the balance, in 1920 freight traffic accounted

for 74 per cent, and passenger 22 per cent, while m 1930 freight had

advanced to 76.7 per cent, passenger had dropped to 13 5 per cent, and

all other items amounted to 9 8 per cent Thus, more and more, freight

is coming to be the mainstay of the railroads, while revenues from

switching, dining cars, hotels, restaurants, and other sources connected

with regular transportation service are assuming considerable importance

Changes in the character of freight traffic are equally marked and

significant. The foUowmg data show the composition and trend in freight

tonnage since 1910 according to commission figures

Table 31 —Freight Tonnage Since 1910

Type of traffic
1910,

per cent

1920,

pel cent

1930,

per cent

Products of agriculture 8 13 8 62 9 40

Animals and produce 2 10 2 27 1 93

Products of mines 56 23 66 58 65 67

Products of foiest 11 67 8 67 6 60

Manufactures and miscellaneous 18 18 19 73 23 84

Less-tlian-oarload 3 69 4 13 2 56

100 00 ’ 100 00 100 00

The decline in percentage of products of mmes, forests, and less-than-

carload merchandise and the mcrease m manufactures and miscellaneous

309
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and products of agriculture are significant The bulky products made

up of the first four classes of the table carry low freight rates and their

total percentage has dechned from 78 13 m 1910 to 76 14 m 1920, and to

73 60 in 1930, the more valuable and higher-rate freight has shown an

increase from 21 87 per cent in 1910 to 23 86 per cent m 1920, and to

26 36 per cent in 1930 Thus railroad traffic as a whole is becoming

better diversified and the higher-rate classifications have made good gams

Most of the increase in almost all carloadmgs m the past decade came

from manufactured goods, most petroleum products, and automobiles,

less-than-carload freight decreased from 53,000,000 tons in 1920 to

36,000,000 in 1929, on the othei hand, coal traffic decreased while gravel,

sand, and stone increased

While these percentages may be taken as the type for the country as

a whole, the position of the individual railroad may be very different

Some large systems, the New York Central for example, conform roughly

to this pattern but this is not generally characteristic of either the larger

systems or the smaller roads of the country In fact railroads with logic

have been classified according to the predominance of certain kinds of

traffic. For instance, the Chesapeake and Ohio, the Baltimore and Ohio,

and the Norfolk and Western are known as coal roads, each showing

a predominance of coalm its traffic With much less justification, roads

of the South have been known as cotton roads and those of the West as

granger roads Roads west of the Alleghames ordinarily show a much
better diversification of traffic than those of the eastern seaboard. Table

Table 32—DivEBsmicATioN of Fbbiqht in Lbadinq Railroads
{Year ending December 31, 1929)

Railroad
Agncul-

^Is m™. Forests

Manufactures

and
miscellaneous

LCL
freight

Union Pacific 27 32 4 36 30 22 14 64 21 29 2 17

New Haven 9 1 2 8 33 5 4 2 42 4 8 0

Milwaukee 13 9 4 9 37 2 14 9 26 2 2 9

Pennsylvania 4 62 0 89 60 71 3 47 27 90 2 41

Baltimore & Ohio 3 87 1 19 61 02 4 17 27 86 1 89

Southern 10 11 1 00 42 74 15 65 24 99 5 61

Missouri Pacific 17 76 2 49 41 00 12 88 24 52 1 95

Great Northern 14 11 1 38 63 33 9 67 11 61*

Ene 6 04 2 07 65 03 2 78 31 92 2 16

New York Central 5 80 2 17 57 98 2 88 27 89 3 28

Atchison 22 84 3 16 35 98 5 33 30 12 2 67

Chicago & Northwestern 12 68 4 54 46 40 10 78 22 30 3 40

Norfolk & Western 2 00 0 30 84 79 3 47 8 13 1 31

Bangor & Aroostook 34 81 0 16 11 52 23 94 27 36 2 23
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32 on page 310 shows the diversification of traffic in selected systems of

the country In this list the Union Pacific, the Atchison, the Milwaukee,

the Southern, Missouri Pacific, the Northwestern, and Bangor and

Aroostook rank highest in diversification of traffic, while the Norfolk

and Southern show exceptional concentration in freight from the mines

Even the New York Central and Peimsylvama suffer m comparison with

the leading western roads

Passenger Traffic.—Passenger traffic has fallen off at an alarming

rate during the past decade Roughly speaking, the actual number of

passengers had decreased abtut one-third Between 1923 and 1929,

only commutation passengers held their place, Pullman passengers

showed a moderate decrease, while all others showed a deolme of 41 per

cent Nevertheless Pullman, sleepmg, dinmg, and observation car-miles

increased 36 per cent in the period, probably the result of competition

Passenger traffic has probably ceased to be profitable for practically all

trains except those of high-class service

Traffic Origin—Railroads origmatmg their own traffic have an

advantage over those depending upon coimections with other railroads or

ocean transportation lines at termmal points A railroad traversmg

territory rich in natural resources or well developed mdustnally and

commercially is indispensable to the territory served and is independent

of other roads The very existence of the territory itself is conditioned

upon adequate transportation In this respect the coal roads of the

eastern seaboard rank high as also do most of the granger roads of the

Middle West On the other hand, through routes and trunk hnes con-

necting the larger pomts are likely to be affected with severe competition.

Among strongly competitive roads are the Pacific lines to the Northwest,

the transcontinental roads to Califorma as also the Boston and Albany

and New Haven for New England traffic The New York Central origin-

ates less than one-half of its traffic, the New Haven about one-third, and

Chesapeake and Ohio over three-fourths Some strongly competitive

roads, notably the Umon Pacific, have sought to strengthen their position

by traffic agreements and stock ownership m connecting hues These

roads maintain their lead m traffic largely through these connections,

directness of routes, and supenonty of service

Permanence of Traffic.—From the long-period outlook, permanence

IS of decided importance Roads originating large portions of their

traffic may be vulnerable on account of its temporary character This is

particularly noticeable in the case of oil, mine, and lumber territory,

where exhaustion is a perennial danger. Sudden development of traffic

which IS destined to be short hved may create an entirely false appearance

of prosperity, only to be followed by collapse in revenues when the

resources are exhausted Perhaps the most permanent and localized of

aU traffic has been that origmatmg on the farms of the country. Efforts
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of railroads in the past to build up new temtory through immigration and

colomzation, as well as moie recent efforts to build up commercial

and industrial activities, have resulted m the enhancement of their own
position

Average Haul—^The average haul of railroads is important because

rates are adjusted approximately according to the distance hauled

Roads with long hauls are m a better position than those with short

hauls because of the expenses of handhng freight at terminal points

The average haul has increased markedly durmg the past 20 years

In 1908 the average haul for the railroads of the country was only 143

miles foi each ton of freight, this increased to 169 in 1918, to 179 in

1928, and to 181 m 1930 The lowest aveiage haul in 1928 was in

New England with only 119 miles per ton of freight, the highest was

314 m the north Rocky Mountain region The average haul increases

as one traverses the territory from the eastern seaboard to the Rocky
Mountain and Southern districts Passenger traffic shows a similar trend

In 1908 the average distance per passenger was 32 miles but advanced to

40 m 1928

Traffic Density.—One of the best mdications of railroad prosperity is

traffic density For fieight this represents the tons of freight hauled 1

mile divided by the number of miles of road It repiesents the intensity

of usage of the railway plant and the greater the traffic density, the

greater the receipts m proportion to the capital investment (assummg
similar conditions m other respects) Freight density has shown a

rapid increase within the past 20 years In 1908 it was 949,486 but

in 1928 it stood at 1,738,624 Freight-traffic density varied in 1928

from 3,563,000 in the Middle Atlantic states to 1,075,000 for the states

of the Pacific Coast, Density of passenger traffic is measured by the

number of passengers travelmg 1 mile per mile of road Passenger

density increased from 104,707 m 1908 to 172,040 in 1918 but fell to

126,200 in 1928

Freight- and passenger-traffic density, the average haul for freight,

and the average distance traveled by each passenger are given in the

compilation shown on page 313

In freight-traffic density the Norfolk and Western, the Erie, the Balti-

more and Ohio, the Pennsylvania, and the New York Central rank high

while the poorest showing is made by the Bangor and Aroostook, the

Northwestern, the Milwaukee, the Southern, and the Great Northern
Great variations are found in the average haul ranging from 126 71 miles

m the New Haven to 398 09 m the Umon Pacific In general the eastern

roads have the advantage m traffic density while the western roads excel

in average haul The Norfolk and Western is preeminent for its high

position in both respects, while of the larger systems the Pennsylvania,
the New York Central, and the Baltimore and Ohio are m the most
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Table 33—^Tbapfic Statistics fob Leading Systems
{Year ending December 31, 1929)

Railroad

ated

Miles ad-

ditional track

and
siding

Freight-

traffic

density

age

haul

Pas-

senger

density

Average

journey

per pas-

senger

Union Pacific 9,898 1,557 4,162 1,462 398 09 90,629 296 05
Atchison 13,157 1,847 6,048 1,304 325 41 97,591 291 63
New Haven 2,133 1,100 1,873 1,824 126 71 984,223 30 55

Milwaukee 11,247 1,296 4,319 1,164 256 85 64,266 76 89
New York Central 6,915 17,167* 3,352 195 13 533,469 44 86
Pennsylvania 10,511 4,660 210 17 380,736 37 04
Northwestern 8,468 5,198 1,051 150 29 112,631 34 14

Baltimore & Ohio 6,666 3,722 100 22 140,485 SO 16

Erie 2,315 1,436 4,650 205 04 261,058 21 90

Southern 6,730 1,240 187 40 98,470 104 OS
Missouri Pacific 7,451 385 2,604 1,481 243 91 66,956 105 13

Great Northern 8,367 1,214 255 94 46,681 161 67

Norfolk & Western 2,224 639 1,652 7,468 |280 18 67,652 63 00

Bangor & Aroostook 613 513 129 69 22,249 42 00

* Inoludea track and aiding

Compiled from Poor's Manual

favored position The Bangor and Aroostook grades low in both

respects

In passenger density the New York Central, the Pennsylvania, and
the Erie are far ahead of the other systems. The western roads with

their long mileage make a poor showmg when compared with the roads

traversing densely populated sections of the East But m average

distance traveled by each passenger the western transcontinental roads

are immeasurably in advance of the eastern roads The Umon Pacific

and the Atchison are far m the lead of all other roads of the country,

approximately 300 miles each, while the poorest showing is made by the

Erie, the Northwestern, the Peimsylvama, and the New York Central

Plant Situation—The physical plant of a railroad is of commanding

importance in several respects Here should be taken into account the

mileage, extra and auxihary track, terminal facilities, grades, curves, and

equipment Railroad mileage refers to the distance covered between

pomts and does not take mto account second, third, or fourth track, or

sidings, switches, and terminal tracks Railroad mileage is important

as an index to the degree of stability of earmngs Roads showing exten-

sive mileage, penetrating a large area and normally including many
cities and towns in their service, generally show much greater diversity

of tonnage than roads with shorter mileage In case the mileage is made

up largely of long distances between important points, the road gets the

advantage of the long hauls and thus gams in stability of traffic and
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earnings Some of the transcontinental roads, such as the Atchison

and the Union Pacific, gain a tremendous advantage over roads with no

important terminals Closely connected with mileage is the matter of

terminal facihties. No road is really eflGicient that does not possess its

own terminal facilities, or that does not have access to such facilities to

the degree that will avoid delays m loadmg and unloading From the

purely business point of view also, convement terminals are absolutely

necessary in the competitive race for traffic

Much railway mileage and property have been rendered unprofit-

able during the past decade Motor vehicles have captured a large por-

tion of local traffic, rendermg the capital invested in roadbeds and

stations unprofitable Somethmg hke 8,000 miles of track have been

abandoned since 1920 It has been calculated that one-half of the rail-

road business of the country is done on 10 per cent of the mileage and

of the other half 48 per cent is done on 60 per cent of the mileage, only

2 per cent of total business is done on the remammg 30 per cent of the

mileage. Abandonment of 30 per cent of the nuleage would be advan-

tageous to railroads

Extra Track.—When a railroad finds itself in the position of reduced

efficiency in handling traffic on account of congestion of trams, it becomes

imperative to add extra track if it is to maintain its operatmg efficiency

All roads with dense traffic could greatly increase their operating efficiency

and safety to the public by adding extra track But whether this would

pay from the standpoint of increasing net revenues is not apparent on the

surface and can be decided only upon careful calculation of the capital

investment required in each case The additional capacity to handle

traffic on account of double track is probably 30 to 60 per cent but in no

case will double track enable a road to double its ability to handle traffic

The peer of extra-track systems is the New York Central with 6,915 miles

of road and 17,167 miles of extra track In this connection should also

be mentioned the New Haven, the Union Pacific, and the Northwestern

whose main lines are double-tracked for practically their entire distance

Most of the trunk lines of the country are rapidly being double-tracked,

which accounts for the expenditure of considerable portions of new
capital investments Improvement m operatmg efficiency doubtless

IS possible through additional extra track on roads like the Erie and the

Norfolk and Western with traffic density higher than that of the New
York Central and with much less extra track m proportion to mileage

Yet due allowance must be made here for the character of the traffic.

The coal and iron roads show dense traffic on account of the weight of

the commodities, but they show less trams than roads carrying lighter

traffic, m the end it is the operation of trams that is the essential matter
Grades and Curves.—Of hardly less importance are the grades and

curves of railroads Numerous curves and grades make effective oper-
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ation difficult Speed will invanably be reduced and tractive power of

locomotives must be great to surmount the difficulties of steep grades.

Expenses wdl invariably rise on roads havmg these defects In the East

the New York Central is far superior to the Pennsylvama, the Erie and

the Baltimore and Ohio, while m the transcontinental territory the

Union Pacific has great advantages over its competitors in directness

of route and easy passage over the mountains High operating

expenses of the Denver and Rio Grande are attributable largely to steep

grades and sharp curves

Equipment—Marked tendency toward improvement in equipment

IS revealed by statistics for roads of the United States as a whole The

number of locomotives m service reached a maximum in 1924, when

67,441 were in use Since that time there has been a loss in the number,

which stood at 57,807 at the beginning of 1931 But owing to the

increase in the average tractive power per locomotive, total tractive

power has increased fiom 1910 to 1930 by two-thirds Many old and

obsolete locomotives have recently been replaced by larger and more

modern engines Changes almost as profound have also taken place in

freight cars since 1911 While there were only about 9 per cent more m
service in 1930 than in 1910, the average car capacity increased 30 per cent,

and total capacity almost 41 per cent Approximately one-half of the new

capital expenditures withm the past decade have been for improved type

of equipment In the same period railroads have retired annually over

2,800 out-of-date locomotives, over 125,000 freight cars of obsolete type

or otherwise unfit for service, and almost two-thirds of their wooden

passenger cars Never has there been such a record of improvement in

railway equipment With the mtroduction of heavier equipment has

come also the remaking of tracks and bridges to support heavier and

longer trains. Already m 1922, 40,000 miles of track were laid with

rails weighing over 100 pounds per yard, but m 1927 almost 67,000 miles

were laid with this weight of rads. In 1927 over 10,000 mdes of track

were laid with rads of over 130 pounds per yard compared with only

3,300 miles in 1922

Operatmg Efficiency—In 1923 radroad executives agreed upon a

plan for improving the efficiency of operation. The physical con-

ditions outhned above were the foundation upon which greater effi-

ciency was based Certam indexes for the measurement of the results

of operation have become recognized as the most valuable m this test

Practically all of them show marked improvement in operating results

during the past 10 years Bnef consideration of each of these wiU be

given

Freight-car Performance.—From the pomt of view of the shipper, the

outstanding fact of the past decade has been the freedom from car

shortage with its delays and expense which was characteristic of radroad
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operation before the war This has been accomplished in the face of

considerable increase m volume of traffic

An important index of car peiformance is car-miles per car-day

which represents the number of miles each car m use travels each day

This index shows an mcrease from 22 4 m 1921, to 32 0 in 1928 This

remaikablc result is not so much the result of actual increase in speed but

IS attiibutable to less delay in yards and terminals, m loading and

unloading, and m bettei distribution of cars This has been accomplished

through increase in extra tracks, better locomotives, automatic signals,

and better terminal facilities ^

A more comprehensive composite mdex of performance is the ton-

miles per car-day This is a combination of carload, miles pei car-day,

and the percentage loaded of total car-miles This index shows an

mcrease from 389 m 1921 to 547 m 1929 It is affected by the volume

of traffic so that the figuie dropped to 469 in 1930

At the same time the number of tons per loaded car has declined

slightly This is beyond the control of the management, since it reflects

purchasing habits undei conditions of smaller mventories and more rapid

turnover, as well as changes in rates that permit partial carloads to move
at carload rates There has been an even greater decline in percentage

of loaded cars, the index falhng from 67 2 in 1922 to 63 3 in 1928 This

has resulted from the greater utilization of equipment by moving empties

continuously to points of need It reduces the total number of cars

needed, thereby lessening the capital mvestment
Locomotive Performance—This is measured by the average miles

per locomotive-day Here the total number of locomotives, serviceable

and unserviceable, is used and gives the average miles traveled per

locomotive-day This mdex is affected directly by the volume of traffic

It has shown some tendency to increase smee 1923, owing to the increasing

length of the locomotive run, better facdities for repaii, and factors

affecting the operation of trains.

Freight-tram Performance.—^The net tons of freight per tram has

shown a tendency to increase smee 1921 In that year it was 651 but

increased to 793 m 1928 The speed m mdes per hour has increased

from 115 to 12 8 These two factors are combined m tons per train-

hour This index (mcludmg weight of tram) has increased from 16,555

in 1921 to 23,623 in 1928 It has been found that tram expenses vary

more with speed than with miles traveled and tram-hours have received

more attention from management m recent years with the result that

expenses have been considerably reduced while the service rendered has

improved

Fuel Consumption.—Eadroads have always been the largest single

user of coal and this is one of the important items m their total expense

1 Recent Economic Changes, Vol I, p 287
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account Owing to better locomotives, improvement in roadbed, curves,

and grades, expeditious handling of trafl&c at terminals, and other

improvements, the coal consumption per 1,000 gross ton-miles dechned

from 162 pounds in 1921 to 121 m 1930 Similar improvements have

been made in oil consumption where this fuel is used A similar, though

less marked, saving has been made in the passenger service. Translated

m terms of dollars, assuming coal to be purchased at $2.66 per ton, the

railroads saved over $62,000,000 m 1927 over 1921 from this source ^

Equipment Utihzation—Equipment has been better utilized within

the past decade than ever before The percentage of unserviceable

freight cars declined from 13 2 per cent m 1921 to 6 2 per cent in

1928 Unserviceable locomotives declined from 23 4 per cent in 1921 to

16 20 per cent m 1928 This result was brought about, doubtless, from

efforts exeited by the management to keep equipment in better repair

but also by the heavy discaiding of old and obsolete equipment in favor

of improved new equipment.

Employment.—The increase in wages of railroad employees has been

partly responsible for the progressive reduction of the number employed

during the past decade The average number employed in 1916 was

1.600.000 but reached a maximum undei government opeiation of

2.022.000 m 1920 For 1931 the average dropped to 1,278,000

A composite unweighted index of operating efficiency prepared by the

Bureau of Railway Economics and including nme separate indexes

shows an advance from 100 (based on the average of 1920-1924) to

122 3 in 1929 This techmeal improvement in the operating results of

railroads is undoubtedly a great achievement It reflects credit upon

the management and stands as one of the few fulfilments of the high

promises of the Transportation Act of 1920

Income.—We turn now from physical performance to financial results

The Interstate Commerce Commission accounts divide railroad income

into operating and non-operatmg revenues The operating revenues are

subdivided into rail-hne transportation, water-lme transportation,

incidental, and joint facihty. The rail-hne revenues embrace income

from freight, passengers, excess baggage, sleepmg car, parlor, and chair

car, mail, express, other passenger-tiam, milk, switching, special service

trains, other freight trams, and water transfers The water-lme trans-

portation revenues are denved from freight, passengers, excess baggage,

other passenger service, mail, express, special service and others.

Operating Revenues—^The mcreasing dependence upon freight and

miscellaneous revenues has already been noticed. Mail and express

revenues together have mcreased withm the past decade This has

resulted from greater volume of traffic and from recent rate advances in

these items Freight revenues have also increased absolutely, owmg

1 Recent Economic Changes, Vol I, p 290
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entirely to increased volume of traflSc Freight rates show considerable

reduction since 1921 This has been occasioned by action of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission and by voluntary action of the railroads

themselves as to competitive points to encourage industrial develop-

ment along their hnes The average revenue per ton-mile of freight has

gradually dropped since 1921.

Non-operating Revenues.—While the mam source of operating

income is from rail and water transportation hnes, incidental facilities

account for a portion of all operating revenues These include hotels

and restaurants, parcel rooms, demurrage, grain elevators, power,

rentals of buildings, dming cars, parlor ears, stock-yards, telegraph

and telephone hnes, storage plants, and miscellaneous These activities

are usually immediately connected with the railroad and contribute to its

general earmng capacity. They are sometimes financially self-sustaining

but often show deficits Yet they cannot generally be dispensed with,

especially where appeal is to be made to the pubhc for traffic in com-

petition between large points They are frequently of great advertising

value, as for instance, in the restaurant service of the Atchison, the

dimng-car service of the Northwestern, and so forth These revenues

or deficits, like all others not immediately connected with the railroad

as an operating unit, have been separated from other revenues in the

accounts of the Interstate Commerce Commission since 1907 Revenues

from these sources in 1928 produced $437,000,000, or 6% per cent of

total income of railroads. The prmcipal non-operating revenues come
from dividends on stocks and mterest on securities held.

Revenue from stocks and bonds formerly included only that from

subsidiary roads acquired m the process of consolidation, but, recently,

community of interests and other factors have brought about large hold-

mgs between systems not otherwise related in their finances In 1928 the

income from dividends amounted to $161,391,115 and from interest on

funded securities $70,880,238 Large amounts of revenue are received

from this source by many roads. Notable for their intercorporate hold-

ings are the Pennsylvama and the Lake Shore with upward of 40 per cent

of their total mcome from this source; other notable examples are the New
York Central, the Ilhnois Central, the Union Pacific, the New Haven,
and so forth It is apparent that other mcome must be rigidly separated

from operating revenues, if the financial results of operation are to mean
anything The stabihty and permanence of revenues from these sources

must be determined in each case after due examination. Other income
itself may be received from roads which own securities m a third road, as

in the case of the Lake Shore, which, with over 40 per cent of its total

income derived from investments, passes much of it on to the New York
Central.
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Seasonal Variations.—Seasonal variations are pronounced in railroad

traffic and revenues They reflect seasonal movements m production

and trade The average seasonal vanations during the 6-year period

1925-1929 were as follows*

Quarter

Average oar

loadings,

thousands

Annual

loadings,

per cent of

First 929 23 2

Second 996 24 9

Third 1,070 26 7

Fourth 1,009 25 2

These figures show the third quarter from July to September, inclusive,

as the peak while the first quarter, January to March, is the lowest

The first half of the year shows only 48 1 per cent of the annual loadings

and the second half 51 9 per cent. The individual roads differ somewhat

accordmg to the character of their traffic The movement of gram and

gram products, ore, and miscellaneous items reaches its peak m the

third quarter, while livestock marketing is heaviestm the fourth quarter,

forest products in the first quarter, and merchandise of less than car lots

m the second quarter Extreme cases of variation are found m the ore

traffic of the Great Lakes destined for transshipment by rail There is an

entire stoppage of this traffic durmg the winter season when navigation

IS impossible It has generally been found impossible to adjust seasonal

expenses to seasonal traffic, consequently the net revenues of some roads

reach the vamshmg point durmg the slack season, while their entire profits

depend on the balance of the year’s results

Cyclical Fluctuations.—Cyclical fluctuations are more pronounced

than seasonal variations While the annual variations are serious, shorter

periods show still more radical fluctuations. Car loadings dropped from

45.118.000 m 1920 to 39,323,000 m 1921, a decrease of 13J^ per cent By
1922 they had advanced again to 49,812,000 The mild depression years

of 1924 and 1927 are plamly visible m car-loading statistics The

depression of 1930-1932 was most disastrous to railroad revenues Car

loadings dropped from 62,827,000 m 1929 to 45,887,000 m 1930, and to

37.272.000 m 1931. Gross revenues dropped from $6,386,000,000 in

1929 to $5,355,000,000 in 1930, and to $4,237,000,000 in 1931 Operating

expenses decreased from $4,561,000,000 in 1929 to $3,977,000,000 in

1930, and to $3,266,000,000 m 1931 Net railway operating income

shows an even more pronounced decline during these same years. It

stood at $1,275,000,000 m 1929, at $885,000,000 m 1930, and at

$531,000,000 m 1931 Cychcal vanationm employees shows the extentto

which railroads attempt to adjust them expenses to decreased traffic In
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August, 1929, total employees numbered 1,759,553, two years latei, after

retrenchment, the number was only 1,278,000, which involved

$507,000,000 reduction m compensation

Operatmg Expenses.—Expenses of operation in 1928 as classified by

the Interstate Commerce Commission were as follows.

Maintenance of

Way and structure

Equipment

Tiafific

Transportation.

General

Miscellaneous

Per Cent

14

19

2

33

3

2

The peicentage of these items varies according to the circumstances of

the individual roads, including the character of the country traversed and

the traffic Maintenance expenditures m a road cairying heavy tonnage,

such as the Baltimore and Ohio, runs toward the maximum figure, while

roads with lighter traffic are likely to fall near the minimum In order

to determine the trend of maintenance, the figures should be reduced to

the mileage basis Two roads may be compared with each other to

advantage only when they traverse similar teriitory and have similar

traffic and terminal facilities Grotesque results are obtained by wrong

methods of comparison The Virgiman Eailway, with 90 per cent of its

traffic in coal, could not with any propriety be compared with the New
Haven, with light freight and large amount of passenger traffic So,

also, roads traversing mountainous regions subject to snow slides and

floods have a very uncertain element in maintenance of way Very

much the same considerations apply to mamtenance of equipment, smce

heavy traffic rapidly deteriorates the rolling stock Maintenance will

usually be found to have a direct relation to tiaffic density The showmg
in net earnmgs depends largely on the mamtenance policy of the manage-

ment Neglect of mamtenance in the past has been a prolific source of

failure Deteriorated property finally reduces carrying capacity to a

low point and increases operatmg expenses through delays and loss of

busmess Maintenance has frequently been neglected in order that the

management may make a good showmg in net earnings, while at the same

time dividends have been mamtamed on stock when they were not really

earned Where overcapitalization is found, the temptation to skimp

maintenance is especially noticeable The recent receiverships of the

St Loms and San Francisco, the Missouri, Kansas, and Texas, and others

were to no small extent due to run-down equipment and property.

Transportation expenses molude all expenditures for the direct opera-

tion of trams and embrace the wages of railway trainmen, station men,

switchmen, and matenals and supplies They are the largest single item

in the list In spite of higher wages paid trammen, the tendency of this
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item is to form an ever-lessemng proportion of total expenses In 1917 it

accounted for approximately 53 per cent of aU expenses, but for only 45

per cent in 1928. This is a reflection of the greater per man eflaciency in

the operation of trams and handlmg of traffic m general General

expenses are made up of overhead operating items, such as salaries of

executives and general admmistrative offices Traffic expenses are made
up of the cost of getting and mamtainmg business Advertising and

traffic offices come under this head

Viewed from another angle, the distribution of the railroad dollar in

1928 as compared with 1916 was as follows

Table 34—Distribution of the Railroad Dollar

Distnbution
1916,

cents

1928,

cents

Labor 38 0 43 0

Locomotive fuel
1

7 0 5 8

Materials and supplies

Loss and damage (mjunes to persons, msurancc,

15 3 18 ]

depicoiation, and retirements) 5 3 5 5

Taxes 4 4 6 4

Equipment and joint facibty rents 1 1 2 0

Net on railway property investment 28 9 19 2

Especially noticeable is the advance m labor costs of almost 12 per

cent due to the elevation of wages durmg the war period of government

operation Eirst, mention must be made of the Adamson law of 1916

which limited radroad labor hours per day to eight, with increased rate

of payment for overtime This added $200,000,000 annually to operating

expenses At the end of 1917 came government operation and with

it a policy of liberahty toward labor The cumulative effect of the

orders of Director General MoAdoo for wage mcreases and wages paid for

additions to the force of employees accounted for $1,000,000,000 increase

m operating expenses for 1920 There were also the national agreements

with the labor unions for the standardization of wages over the entire

country with grotesque results m many locahties, and the new classifica-

tion of employees which lifted the wage scale m many classes These

agreements added $400,000,000 per year to the payroll The Labor

Board, which was set up by the Transportation Act of 1920, awarded an

increase in wages of 22 per cent, which added $600,000,000 more annually

to the payroll These labor items together amounted to $2,200,000,000

per annum. The average compensation to employees rose from $873

in 1916 to $1,818 in 1920

Advances m the cost of materials and supplies are accounted for

through the higher price level occasioned by the war and inflation, whose
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effects have extended down to the present time. The decline m loco-

motive fuel has been accomphshed through greater efficiency in the newer

types of locomotives, reduction of curves and grades, better loading

facilities, and the hke Even m 1921 it reqmred 162 pounds of coal per

1,000 gross ton-imles, whereas m 1928 it lequired only 125 pounds On
the other hand, pajrrolls m 1929 were $1,428,000,000 larger than in 1916

and $1,729,000,000 larger than m 1911 Freight rates averaged only 45

per cent higher m 1929 than m 1911, but payrolls were 148 per cent

larger In the early part of 1931 payrolls were running at the rate of

$743,000,000 more than in 1916

Operating Ratio.—^This ratio is of fundamental significance in railroad

operation It represents the percentage of total operating revenues

absorbed by operating expenses (excludmg taxes) and from the point of

view of trend throws a flood of light upon lailway finances It varies

with volume of traffic and gross receipts, rates, and operating expenses

In the first 5 years of the present century, it averaged 65 per cent, a

decade later it had advanced to 70 per cent, in 1920 it reached 94 per

cent; each year from 1920 to 1929 showed a decrease, standing at

71 74 per cent m the last year The decline since the war is doubt-

less due to the advance m rates which came in 1922 (although this

has been gradually reduced by general reductions and the whittling

process), to greater efficiency m operation, to increased volume of

traffi.c, and to decline m commodity prices. The ratio rose again in

1931 to 77 1 per cent

The operating ratio is likely to be deceptive in practice If gross

operating revenues and net operating expenses increase at the same rate

there will, nevertheless, be a larger factor of safety for bond issues. Sup-

pose, for example, on the basis of operating revenues of $1,000, operating

expenses amount to $700, or 70 per cent Now let these figures double in

amount, making them $2,000 and $1,400, respectively In the first

instance only $300, while m the second $600, is available for charges

The latter case will result m a much higher factor of safety than the first

This situation is not imagmary, since railroads are subject to the law of

increasing returns, of which the example is an illustration. If gross

revenues increase faster than operating expenses, the advantage is all

the greater, while operatmg expenses may increase more rapidly than

gross and still show a larger factor of safety for bond issues than formerly

The more intensely the railroad system is used, the better off is the

investor, even though the operatmg ratio should remain the same or

advance relatively slowly On the same principle, a road which utilizes

its plant to a high degree of capacity cannot be compared with profit

with a road of low traffic density Agam, only similarly situated roads

may be compared with profit The operating ratio must always be
interpreted with reference to the circumstances surrounding the individual
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road. The shorter the interval of time in comparison, the more hkely
IS this ratio to reveal sigmficant facts

The operating ratios of Class I roads m 1928 varied from 62 2 m the
Norfolk and Western to 81 5 per cent m the Pittsburgh and Lake Erie.

The operating ratio of selected leadmg systems in 1928 was as follows:

Table 35—Operating Ratio op Leading Railroads, 1928
Union Pacific 63 7 Great Northern . . . 65 7
New Haven 68 4 Erie 78 5
Milwaukee 73 4 New York Central 67 2
Pennsylvania 73 8 Atchison . 69 2
Baltimore & Ohio 72 9 Chicago & N W . 76 7
Southern 70 7 Norfolk & Western . . 62 2
Missouri Pacific 75 3

The low operating expenses of the TJmon Pacific are doubtless due
largely to a right-of-way with comparatively few curves and grades, and
to a double track throughout the distance of the mam hne The high

ratio of the Erie comes from conditions just the opposite from these

The high operating ratio of the Northwestern is doubtless affected by the

large mileage of branch and auxiliary hnes

Taxes—The proportion of the railroad dollar paid in taxes has grad-

ually increased from 4.4 per cent m 1916 to 6.6 per cent in 1930 In

1916 some $167,000,000 were thus paid. This increased to $405,000,000

m 1929, an amount approximately equal to the dividend^ paid on the

stock These taxes are levied chiefly by state and local authorities upon

railroad property or income and account for more than three-fourths of

all taxes paid. The balance goes to the federal government in mcome
and capital stock taxes

Net Railway Operating Income.—Under this heading is represented

the total operating revenues less operating expenses and taxes, it is the

amount available from operating results for fixed charges, dividends, and

surplus This item shows an mcrease from $760,000,000 in 1922 to

$1,252,000,000 m 1929 In spite of the provisions of the Transportation

Act of 1920, the percentage return on the railway property in every year

has fallen below the mark set by the Interstate Commerce Commission

In 1922 it represented only 3 6 per cent return on the mvestment. The

highest ever reached was 6 2 per cent m 1926 ,m 1929 it was 4 73 per cent

but sank to 3 20 per cent in 1930.

Railroad Property as Security.—^Railway assets are characterized by

the large percentage represented by investments m road and equipment

and the small amount in current assets The economic function of the

railroad is to render the service of transportation and this it does by pro-

viding adequate machinery for movmg men and goods Materials and

supplies on hand are only auxihary to the operation of the transportation

machine and comparatively smaU m amount Property investment in
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Class I roads on December 31, 1926, amounted to $23,202,000,000, while

materials and supphes were only $561,000,000 and cash $535,000,000

Based on reproduction cost at the present time, the value of way and

structures was 60 per cent and equipment 40 per cent of road and equip-

ment. The small amount of cash needed is due to the fact that railroad

service is rendered for cash either in advance or upon completion of ser-

vice, thus avoiding tioublesome credit problems On this account, too,

a railroad can quickly recuperate its cash balance, provided gross earnings

are reasonably well mamtamed Lookmg somewhat more closely at the

property items, about 30 per cent of way and structure is accounted for

by value of right-of-way, 42 per cent by road construction, 7 per cent by
station structures, and the balance, 21 per cent, by tunnels, bridges,

shops, tools, and signal apparatus Equipment costs are made up of

38 per cent locomotives, 50 per cent freight cars, and 12 pei cent passenger

cars ^

Eailway property as a class is highly speciahzed and adapted solely

to the purpose of rendering the most effective transportation possible

It will letain its value as long as the need for this service remains But

improvements m other forms of local transpoitation have drained the

substance from many local and branch lines and threatened the stabihty

of many longer lines Through routes for the transportation of weighty

commodities, however, seem destined to be the mainstay of railroad

property values As long as the economic need for through transporta-

tion remains and if the regulations permit sufficiently high rates and

fares, based upon property values, the future of the railroad property is

secure Way and structure of the vanishmg road, however, will admit of

httle salvage value. Even the right-of-way itself is often of little value

for other purposes, its value having been destroyed through grading and

construction Urban property, however, may frequently be disposed of

at great value. The situation with regard to equipment is far different

Standard-gauge equipment can readily find buyers m other systems and
largely for this reason equipment obligations are perhaps the premier

corporate securities of railroads

New Capital Investments—^When it comes to ascertain the exact

value of railroad property m the Umted States, one is submerged in a

maelstrom of figures, each set representmg a particular aspect of the sub-

ject. The Interstate Commerce Commission has kept a capital invest-

ment account of all railroads smce 1907. On December 31, 1928, total

mvestments amounted to $24,876,000,000 exclusive of materials and
supplies and cash, which were over $1,000,000,000, in the 2 years follow-

ing $1,140,000,000 was added for improvements, betterments, and equip-

ment. These figures check approximately with the valuation figures

^ As estimated by the Bureau of Bailway Economics m Railway Statistics, p 91,

1928
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designed for rate-making purposes Under the Act of 1920 the Interstate

Commerce Commission set $18,900,000,000 as the tentative valuation

for rate-making Since then, capital expenditures have amounted to

about $6,500,000,000, bringing the total up to $25,400,000,000, after

aUowmg for the commission’s item of depreciation New capital expend-

itures during the past decade have been about 54 per cent for road and

structures, 45 per cent for equipment, and 1 per cent for general expense,

with a marked tendency toward greater sums for road improvement,

which in recent years has run as high as 75 per cent of the total Prac-

tically all of the money spent has gone into improvements and better-

ments and very httle into extensions Preight-tram cars accounted for

30 4 per cent in the 6-year period 1922-1927, locomotives 12 3 pei cent,

passenger cars 5.6 per cent, additional track 15 2 per cent, and heavier

rails 4 1 per cent The balance has been invested in yards and sidings,

automatic signals, improved ties and ballast, all calculated to make opera-

tion more efficient Automatic signals alone have greatly reduced delays

between terminals which under oi dinary conditions account for 26 to 33

per cent of delays In fact the raison d’Mre for recent improvements has

been reduction m operating expenses Although extra track in itself

increases operating expenses through the gioater maintenance required,

the advantage more than offsets this disadvantage
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CHAPTER XVIII

RAILROAD SECURITIES

Financial History.—The local character of early railroads led them to

copy the simple financial methods of other types of corporations Finan-

cmg was by means of sale of stock alone, the purchaser receiving a cer-

tificate of ownership fuUy paid at $100 per share The risks of the new
enterprise were borne by the stockholders alone and whatever profits

were made were theirs also The promoters were men of influence m
the local community, many of whom owned land or conducted a business

which would benefit by the construction of the railroad, so that even if

the road itself were not a financial success, enhancement of business or

land values amply repaid the efforts and money expended

Foreign money found an outlet m railroad construction in the United

States In fact, one-half of the capital for the first road, the Camden
and Amboy, came from Enghsh sources. English bankers, particularly

those residing in the South, were much mterested, and it is probable that

those in other parts of the country were likewise concerned Some
money without doubt came directly from England to help finance this

new industry which was also making rapid headway in that country

The clearing of the financial slate of the federal government through the

payment of the final mstalments of its debt m 1834 established the

soundness of American mvestments abroad But the panic of 1837 and

the period of state debt repudiation which followed abruptly terminated

the flow of money from foreign sources, as it also dampened the enthusi-

asm of investors at home for half a decade

The appeal for the funds of distant investors unfamiliar with local

conditions was responsible for the mtroduction of the time-honored

mortgage into railroad finance. It was chiefly due to the demand of

English bankers residingm England that this new feature was introduced

The method of application was simple That part of the road already

fimshed was mortgaged m order to secure additional funds to complete

the line, build termmals, and provide working capital In the beginning,

only short-term bonds were issued, seldom or never exceedmg 20 years in

duration. Permanent borrowmg by corporations was not yet fashionable

and these first loans were regarded as temporary, the company in due
time intending to extinguish the debt the same as it would a bank loan.

The mortgage, however, jeopardized the interests of the stockholders m
that it was granted a prior claim upon the earnings and assets of the

326
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corporation The mortgage has steadily grown in importance, until

today it IS the chief instrument m railroad finance The practice of

issuing mortgage bonds, however, did not become universal The
railroads of New England, and to a large extent those of the entire

Atlantic seaboard, were built chiefly by the simple method of issuing

stock West of the AUeghames, however, away from the source of

mvestment funds, the practice of mortgagmg completed stretches of

road went on at an increasing pace

Mortgage bonds had become so general that already in 1855 over

41 per cent of the capitalization of all the railroads in the United States

was represented by mortgage bonds The proportion for the western
and southern roads was much higher than this, since eastern roads quite

generally were more conservative m their financmg Some instances are

found where the mortgage mdebtedness went as high as 60 per cent or

more of the capitalization The financial structure of the different roads

was not homogeneous evenm any section of the country, except, perhaps.

New England, which was traditionally adverse to issuing bonds The
Chicago and Northwestern was built largely out of stock subscriptions,

while the Erie already m 1851 showed $14,000,000 of bonds and only

$6,000,000 of stock, both exceptions to the usual expectation m their

respective territories

The Construction Company—With the close of the Civil War came
new fashions in railroad finance which were not always creditable to their

sponsors. Here enters the familiar construction company A hypo-

thetical construction company of this time is described by Pi of. William

Z Ripley in his Rmlroads Finance and OrgamzaUon as follows

A knot of promoters, planmng an enterprise, first formed a railroad corporation

and authorized, let us say, capital stock to the amount of $1,000,000 This

consisted of 10,000 shares, par value $100 The stock was issued to themselves

part paid ($10 per share)—$100,000 m all being temporarily borrowed by them

individually for the purpose A glowmg prospectus then offered for sale two

miUion of bonds with the proceeds of which the road was to be built. These

bonds were sold at 80, with perhaps a bonus of stock thrown m, thus reahzmg

$1,600,000 in cash From this the promoters reimbursed themselves for the

$100,000 already advanced, by chargmg a 5 per cent commission for marketing

the bonds This enabled them to pay off their personal loans It left $1,600,000

cash m the treasury of the railway corporation as weU as a controlhng portion of

its own capital stock. The next step was the orgamzation by these same direc-

tors of a construction company, which built the road for an actual outlay of

$1,200,000 The railway dueotors now voted to pay their construction company

$1,500,000 in cash for this work andm addition the remainder of the share capital

of the road A profit to themselves of $300,000 plus the prospective value of the

capital stock, which had cost them nothmg, obviously resulted . The pro-

moters had realized 300 per cent on their first mvestment, itself borrowed, from

the profits of the construction company Moreover, they controlled the railroad
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through its capital stock Thus were the foundations of a number of large

fortunes laid '•

The mam interest here is the position m which the new method of

finance placed the secuntiea Observe first the bonds The corporation

agreed to pay $2,000,000 to bondholders at the end of, say, 20 years in

return for only $1,600,000, and they were given a hen on property valued

at only $1,200,000 Obviously, the standard used in real-estate mort-

gages which required a margin of 40 or 60 per cent of property value m
excess of the amount loaned, a standard not exceeded in early railroad

finance, was relegated to oblivion “The construction company almost

inevitably invited ovei capitalization,” says Professor Ripley

Effects of Overcapitahzation.—Pmancial affairs were mostly con-

ducted m secret, construction accounts were padded with operating

expenses, and the bondholders seldom knew the actual state of affairs.

If the railroad mortgage bond was to regam its high standing as an invest-

ment issue, it became necessary to put back mto the property out of the

earmngs of the road sufficient funds to make good the margin of safety

formerly maintained It was doubtless figured also that valuable land

acquired along the right-of-way would speedily increase in value and

create a large equity back of the bonds But this was all in prospect and

could not be recognized as a pioper basis for mortgage security The
fruits of deteriorated mortgage bonds were reaped following the panic

of 1873 when altogether $600,000,000 of bonds in the Umted States were

in default, the bulk of which was raihoad bonds. Thus for the first

time in history, railroad mortgage bondholders received a sudden and
seveie shock, as the unsound methods of railroad finance were revealed.

However unsavory to bondholders were the changes engendered by
the new financial chicanery, yet sadder was the plight of stockholders

While the promoting stockholders had nothing to lose, and everything to

gam, the investing pubhc had not only bought securities which were all

water, but it had also become mterested m railroads which had watered

their bonds to the extent of 26 pei cent through the fraudulent filching

from bondholders of this portion of their investment Stock thus came
to represent only intangible possibilities of the future, and many bonds,

m effect, were only stocks Railroad stocks and in fact many bonds lost

their position as investment securities and became the football of gam-
blers on the New York Stock Exchange, bringing ill repute not only to

railroads but also to the exchange

The earhest legal theory of corporation financing regarded the stock-

holder as the successor of the partner m business, and as such he was
liable for the debts of the corporation. It accordingly became a matter

of law m many of the states, including Massachusetts, that corporations

were forbidden to issue bonds in excess of their capital stock, resting the
ip IS
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case upon the supposed genuineness of the capitalization represented by-

stock Under this theory it -v^as impossible to create mortgages in excess

of the property represented by stock If the stock was not fully paid,

the subscribers could be held for the unpaid balance The law, however,
did not extend this theory m case of thnd parties The construction

company was the device for circumventing the law, for it became the
original owner of railroad stock which passed through its hand to third

parties who were then beyond the pale of the law The fimshing touches

to the older theory that stock represented bona fide investment were
administered when the courts allowed the promoting officers of the

corporation to set a value upon the property of the corporation Any
value whatever could then be placed upon the services of the promoter
and construction company, and the door was wide open for the uncon-

scionable watering of stock which characterized the succeeding quarter

of a century, not only in railroad but also in industrial and public-utihty

finance

Overissue of Bonds.—The excessive emission of bonds continued

with increased momentum until, for the country as a whole, m 1889,

bonds and stocks were about equal in amount Many states forbade

issues in excess of the capital stock The Middle West, however, was
the chief seat of excessive issues The degraded status of railroad

stocks—they seldom sold at a price approaching par—together with the

legal prohibition in most states against the issue of stock except at par,

forced the railroads to issue still greater amounts of bonds in order to

secure necessary funds for new construction, improvements, or working

capital Stock was commonly given to bond purchasers as a bonus in

order to stimulate the sale, this could be done on the theory that the

discount was on the bonds, the stock being fully paid, thus complying

with the letter of the law

Several new types of radroad bonds had their origin in the period from

1873 to 1893 So great was the amount of mortgage bonds being issued

that Congress forbade the Union Pacific, in which the government was

financially interested, to issue more bonds which would jeopardize

the government's security The law was circumvented, however, by the

invention of the collateral trust bond. Subsidiary corporations of the

Union Pacific were created for the purpose of constructing branch hnes

or new dmsions of the road The securities of the subsidiary corpora-

tions were then pledged by the Union Pacific corporation as security for

further bond issues upon its own general credit. This practice afterwards

became widespread

Convertible bonds had their ongm m this period also. They were

issued mostly without hen security and earned the pnvilege of conversion

into stock at the pleasure of the holder This seemed attractive to the

investor for the reason that he was guaranteed a comparatively high rate
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of interest as long as he held the bond and, should the railroad be suc-

cessful, he had all of the advantages of the stockholder m the rise m
price of his security and m any extra dividends that might be declared

Although this kind of bond was employed chiefly by Darnel Drew and

Jim Fisk m connection with the Erie Railroad for manipulating the

market in its securities, it nevertheless appealed to a class of investors

midway between the mortgage bondholder and the stockholder and at

the same time tended to preserve the soundness of mortgage bonds

Yet other avenues of escape were open to railways hard pressed for

capital, especially during years of financial stress This was the issue of

debenture bonds and short-term notes They were first issued when it

was impossible to raise money in any other way; in some cases they only

postponed the day of reckoning for the companies which had flagrantly

disregarded older and better methods of finance. The Atchison issued

one of the first debentures m the United States in 1884 The banker, Jay

Cooke, was responsible for some of the first notes when money could not

be obtained in any other way This was in connection with the Northern

Pacific m 1872 and agam in 1892. In the cases mentioned they led to

failure and reorganization with the usual sacrifice entailed upon jumor

bondholders and noteholders The note issues of the more important

railroads in 1893 amounted to over $124,000,000

Railroad oar trust certificates, too, had their beginning during these

years These certificates were issued by a car trust association to finance

the rolling stock of railroads The title to the rollmg stock under the

Philadelphia plan, where they originated, remained in the association

while the railroad paid for the equipment on the mstalment plan, assuming

title when the payments were completed The association then sold the

certificates to the public, and the funds were used to purchase the equip-

ment from the manufacturing companies New and impoverished roads

made use of this form of borrowmg Again the mortgage bond was
protected, but the obligations of the road were increased and brought

bankruptcy one step nearer In 1890 there were almost $50,000,000

equipment obligations outstanding

Although checked by the panic of 1873, foreign investments in

American railroads revived after a few years The majority of the stock

of five large American railroads, the lUmois Central, the Pennsylvania,

the Louisville and Nashville, the New York, Ontario, and Western, and
the Readmg was held abroad m the early nineties The panic of 1893

saw foreign liquidation of Amencan holdmgs on a large scale, but this

lasted only a few years, when there was a revival of interest m American
investments. In 1899 Amencan securities held abroad, most of which
were railroad stocks and bonds, amounted to over $3,000,000,000, esti-

mates in 1876 place railroad secunties held abroad at $375,000,000
England was the mam source of capital, mvestors in that country holding
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in 1899 approximately $2,500,000,000 Holland and Germany were the

other mam sources

Stock Dividends.—Capitalization of railroads was increased during

these years by means of stock dividends The practice was looked upon

as favorable treatment of stockholders when a lean treasury made the

payment of dividends impossible, stockholders being placated in this way
In view of the laws of some states which required stock equal to that of

bonds, stock dividends became necessary m order to open the way for

furthei issues of bonds, it was practically impossible to sell stock at par

and it was illegal to sell it at less than par In 1868 the New York

Central issued an 80 per cent stock dividend, the Louisville issued a 100

per cent dividend in 1880, and the Boston and Albany, a 100 per cent

dividend m 1882 Many other examples could be cited In short, the

seventies and eighties are replete with examples of stock dividends

The Panic of 1893.—^The panic of 1893 was the most disastrous in our

history for railroads and their security holders Both alike reaped the

fruits of excessive bond and note issues, the interest charges could no

longer be met out of current earmngs Fifty-seven companies, mvolvmg
one-fourth of the total capitalization of all the railroads in the United

States and one-sixth of the mileage, had to undergo the pains of financial

reorganization during the years following 1893 Among them were some

of the leading systems, including the Reading, Baltimore and Ohio,

Erie, Southern, Wabash, Union Pacific, Northern Pacific, Atchison, and

so forth Carl Snyder says that, "Practically without exception these

failures represented a great scandal, a history of disgraceful stock-watering

or stock-jobbing, and a shame to American railroading The security

holders, both bondholders and stockholders, were called upon to suffer for

the sms of financial mismanagement As a rule the first-mortgage bond-

holders came through unscathed, but there were some notable exceptions

to this The junior bondholders and noteholders, however, together

with the stockholders, bore the brunt of the disasters The junior bond-

holders were compelled to accept in reorgamzation a reduction in their

principal and to exchange many of their holdings for preferred stock

of low dividend rate, while the stockholders were often obliterated entirely

or were assessed upon their holdmgs m order to secure funds for the con-

tinued operation of them property Annual fixed charges, affecting

chiefly junior bondholders, were reduced dunng a period of 4 years by

almost $20,000,000

Consohdations.—Beginning with 1898, the Umted States entered

upon a period of prosperity unapproached by any other country m the

history of the world It brought great transformation m the financial

structure of railways It was the era of mergers and consolidations, the

time of welding railroads together mto systems of systems, The era of

1 See article. Annals, Vol XXXV, pp 164^175
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prosperity produced an enormous supply of capital funds m the United

States The discovery of gold in Alaska and the western states stimu-

lated men to larger things Securities were repurchased from Europe in

large quantities and American mvestors at last were coming into their

birthright Withm the course of a few years the control of practically all

American railroads was safely lodged at home Many bonds, however,

were still held abroad, estimated m 1914 at $3,400,000,000, or about

one-third of the mortgage indebtedness of the railroads of the United

States

The method of financmg from within, employed in the preceding

period by the Chicago and Northwestern and the Great Northern, was

now extensively employed by the stiongest roads The creation of huge

corporations made it possible also to borrow money on the credit of the

parent company, which without the mtervemng construction company
employed its own force m supervising new construction This method

rendered obsolete the wasteful practices of the old construction company
and was the beginning of the end of overcapitalization But even heie

there are outstandmg examples of abuses, as m the case of the Puget

Sound extension of the St Paul Railroad, the St Louis and San Francisco,

the Rock Island, the New Haven, and others In the case of the St Paul,

issues of stock were made to comply with the laws of Washington, wheio

the Puget Sound was mcorporated, requiring stock equal to the amount of

bonds The parent company sold its own stock to the public in order to

raise the funds for this extension and accepted bonds of the new company
in exchange for the cash reahzed from the sale of its stock, it also received

an equal amount of stock which was all water Although the construc-

tion company with all of its unsavory reputation in the era of great

railroad building is now obsolete with responsible corporations, it has

projected itself through the mtervemng years almost down to the present

time and the long trail of failures and receiverships has always been close

upon its heels Such was the recent experience of the St Louis and

San Francisco, which was milked of its substance through the inordinate

profits accruing to the owners of the construction companies employed m
the extensions

Smce 1900, railway capitalization has almost doubled in amount,
while mileage has increased only about 35 per cent Railroad investment

has taken the form of improvements, such as extra trackage, reduction

of grades, safety devices, mcreased termmal facilities, all occasioned by a

rapidly mcreasing density of traffic Bonds have increased more rapidly

than stocks, they have more than doubled in amount This is accounted

for by the low rate of mterest on new capital funds during the prosperous

period beginning with 1898 In the consolidation of railroads in this

period, the collateral trust bond made it easy to combine and retain con-

trol by the parent corporation Capital stock has been mcreased largely
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in connection with consohdation and subscription rights Examples are

the financial operations of the Rock Island and the New Haven Pre-

ceding 1912, the latter mcreased its capitahzation from 193,000,000 to

$417,000,000, most of which was used for the attempted railway monopoly
m New England Professor Ripley says of this mstance, “A tale of more
reckless disregard of the interests of the public and of investors alike—

a

more complete breakdown of service m the form of mtolerable losses and
delays and appalling accidents—has never been spread upon the records

Recent Financing.—Prior to the adoption of the uniform accounting

system in 1907, many prosperous roads charged to operating expenses

large amounts of expenditures for improvement, while the weaker roads

pursued the opposite policy of charging what properly belonged to oper-

ating expenses to capital account The former roads today show a con-

dition of undercapitalization and the latter of overcapitalization The
net result was probably too heavy chaiges to operating expenses ^ At
that time the book value of road and eqmpment was approximately

one-half of what it is now, thus making the uncertain portion of the

investment account approximately one-half of present investment

According to the property investment account of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission new investments in railroads during the decade 1920

to 1929, inclusive, amounted to $6,200,000,000 Only $2,607,000,000,

or 40 per cent, of this was raised through the issue of new securities,

leaving $3,693,000,000, or 60 per cent, supplied by the roads themselves

out of surplus earmngs In contrast to the general result, the Baltimore

and Ohio in the period 1910-1928 spent $400,000,000, of which only

$80,000,000 came from earnings, while the balance was raised chiefly

through mortgage bonds This is a reflection of the low credit of rail-

roads since 1910 ®

Bonds versus Stocks.—Durmg the same 10-year period bonds

accounted for $2,450,000,000 and stocks for only $440,000,000, or 82 and

18 per cent, respectively. This tendency to raise new money through

bond issues is partly a reflection of the poor credit position of railroads,

low stock prices (for most of the period most railroad stocks sold below

par), and a desire for railroads to raise new funds as cheaply as possible,

leaving larger equities m earmngs for the stock This latter considera-

tion doubtless panned out as expected, since new improvements have

saved in operating expenses their interest several times over Neverthe-

less, it has gradually increased the ratio of bonds to stock.

Present Capitalization—^After deduction of intercorporate holdings

among the railroads themselves, the net capitahzation of all railroads

at the end of 1930 was $17,007,000,000. Of this amount, funded debt

^ Railroads Finance and Organization, p 2

“ Recent Economic Changes, Vol I, p. 265

>Ibid,p 266
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accounted for $11,359,700,000 and stocks $5,648,200,000 ‘ The funded

debts of railroads thus amounted to approximately two-thirds of the

total capitahzation, although they amounted to less than 50 per cent of

then property investment

Railroads taken together have ploughed back into the properties over

many decades of history sufi&cient capital out of earnings to ehminate all

water and leave a good margin of property values for surplus account

Yet the capitalization is not well proportioned between bonds and stocks

Second-rate railroad bonds in particular, and m many cases first-rate

bonds which had formerly been eligible to savings banks, trust funds, and

insurance investments, have suffered materially in standing through the

depression of 1930-1932 It was claimed at the hearings in the Fifteen

Per Cent Rate case that whereas three-fourths of all rail bonds were

eligible for investments in 1930 under the savings bank laws of New York,

only one-fourth was eligible at the beginning of 1932 This resulted from

the provision that mterest must be earned one and one-half times over

In fact, only the strongest systems were able to cover mterest charges in

1931, the smaller roads and a number of the larger ones showed deficits

after charges The New York Central, the Baltimore and Ohio, and the

Delaware and Hudson showed only a small margin over fixed charges,

while the Illinois Central, the St Paul, the Rock Island, the Lehigh Valley,

the Southern, and so forth, reported sizable deficits

The fluctuating character of railroad revenues suggests fewer bonds

and more stocks in future financing. The amount of bonds a railroad can

safely issue must bear a defimte relation to the amount and stability of

earmngs Further than this, httle of a general nature can be said The
usual comparison of bonds with stocks is of httle help, since this ratio has

no relation to earnings Nevertheless something can be learned con-

cerning proper capitahzation by comparison of selected roads

Table 36—Percentage oe Bonds to Stocks in Selected Railboads in 1929

Bonds,

Railroad Per Cent
Illinois Central 70
New Haven 67
Baltimore & Ohio 64
Erie 63
New York Central 60
Permsylvama 49
Northwestern 66

Bonds,

Railroad Per Cent

Southern 60

Atchison 46

Missouri Pacific 70

St Louis & San Francisco 71

TJmon Pacific 63

Canadian Pacific 43

The low percentage of bonds to stocks in some cases, notably the Erie,

IS merely a reflection of watered stock. In general, however, the sta-

tistics as given have a lesson to teach Comparisons may be fairly made
between conservatively financed roads Of all American railroads the

Atchison and the Pennsylvaniawith46 and 49 per cent bonds, respectively,

1 Railway StahsUcs of the Umted States, 1930, p 69
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make the best showing, while the Canadian Pacific shows only 43 per cent

bonds Official records show that receiverahips among railroads are of

annual occurrence but that periodical epidermcs occur in the wake of

business depressions At the end of 1894 there were 40,819 miles, or

almost one-fourth of the total mileage of the country, in receivership

In the period ]ust prior to the war, every year shows large mileage placed

in receivership, even in the prosperous year 1916 there were 34,804

miles of road operated by receivers This period included such roads as

the Missouri Pacific, the Saint Louis and San Francisco, the Boston and
Maine, the Pere Marquette, the Wabash, and the Rock Island For the

past 15 years insolvencies have been less numerous but the record is

marred by the failure of the Milwaukee in 1925 with its 10,238 miles of

line In the entire period from 1881 to 1929, inclusive, 178,409 miles of

raihoad involving over $10,200,000,000 of stocks and bonds went through

the pains of receivership and reorganization This was over 70 per cent

of the total mileage in 1929 and exceeds the average mileage for the

period Several large systems such as the Erie, the Atchison, the Union

Pacific, and the Wabash, were m receivership two oi more times during

the peiiod

Causes of Failure.—In the very earhest days of railroad construction,

railroads failed because of the lack of capital necessary to complete con-

struction or acquire equipment, because of lack of engineering talent, and

on account of downright fraud in construction and financing The
receiverships of the eighteen seventies were due to the post-war boom,

deflation of the currency, and the agncultural breakdown The receiver-

ships of the eighteen nineties were caused by the severe business depres-

sion and the overextension of branch hnes In the following period the

effects of these difficulties continued and to them were added the evils of

the consohdation period in the era of trust building More and more
intensive investment of capital was in progress, while the earmngs

increased at a less rapid rate By and large it seems to have been an

example on a grand scale of the operation of the law of diminishingreturns

Overexpansion and consohdation were largely financed through the issue

of bonds The increase m mterest charges incident to large amounts of

bonds, accompanied by lagging earmngs, often reached the breaking

pomt The failures just prior to the war were of this character but they

were occasioned also by heavy short-time borrowmgs for long-time invest-

ment, and inability to hqmdate these in the face of inadequate earmngs

was common The failure of the Milwaukee was due primarily to the

Puget Sound extension, involving large outlays of capital in a thinly

populated territory, competition of the northwestern transcontinental

roads, and the Panama Canal It is a clear case of greatly overexpanded

facilities to the Northwest which stiU are mdlstones about the necks of

all the roads serving that territory
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Margin of Safety.—The best measure of financial solvency is found m
the excess of income over fixed charges Income applicable for fixed

charges is made up of net railway operatmg income and all other income,

while fixed chaiges include interest, rents, taxes, and so forth The
foEowing table shows essential data bearing on the question of solvency

Table 37

—

Opebatinq Ejbsxtlts op Railboads
(000,000 ormtted)

Average

Net railway

opeiatmg

moome

Other

income
Total

income
Fixed

charges

Margin
of satety,

per cent

Net
income

for stock

Percent-

age net

income

to stock

1011-1915 729 235 964 558 43 458 6 57
1926 1,229 2971 1,626 701 64 883 9 43
1927 1,077 3111 1,388 706 50 741 7 78
192S 1,182 3201 1,502 706 63 865 8 79
1929 1,262 3691 1,621 714 66 977 9 92

I For Class I railroads only

Mortgage Bonds—First-mortgage bonds are the safest of all railroad

securities from the contractual point of view, save only receiveis’

certificates issued to save the road from complete rum and equipment
obligations They confer prior hen upon the assets and earnings of the
property covered by them Their claims in receivership are recognized
as prior to all others except equipment obhgations If they are old

main-line bonds, and if, m addition, the property covered by them is m a
paymg position, no sacrifice is demanded of their holders More recent
first-mortgage bonds on the mam line and those on branch lines whose
security rests upon the earnmg capacity of property more or less inde-

pendent of the mam Ime may indeed be called upon to make some little

sacrifice m reorgamzation, but it is always less t.liB.-n that required of

junior bondholders First-mortgage bonds whose security rests upon
branch Imes of little independent earnmg capacity or importance to the
mam road are treated m reorgamzation accordmg to their contribution
to the traflic of the system If this is small, the bondholders will be
called upon to undergo great sacrifices, but in every case their claims will

be superior to junior bonds upon the same property It has now become
an established practice to refund all underlymg bonds, except in case of
early maturity or low interest rates, mto a large single, long-time, low
interest-bearing, first general-mortgage issue, making the exchange on
the basis of the relative merits m each case But in every case there is

no claim superior to first-mortgage claims upon a given piece of property
Second-, third-, and subsequent mortgage bondholders will be treated in
accordance with their olaiTing
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Blanket-mortgage Bonds.—^Another type of bond frequently encoun-

tered in railroad finance is the general- or consolidated-mortgage bond

Its security rests upon a blanket mortgage on the entire system itself

Where there are first, second, or other mortgages existing at the time of

executing the general mortgage, they constitute a hen prior to the latter,

but if none such exists on specific parts of the system, general mortgages

become a first hen upon this property The security of each mortgage

must, therefore, be carefully examined to asceitain its value In the

event of leceivership, the claim of general-mortgage bondholders is

immediately junior to all other mortgage bonds existing when the general

mortgage was executed General-mortgage claims may, therefore, be

superior to first-mortgage claims, if their mam security rests upon differ-

ent properties But with reference to specific property they can never

precede the claims of pre-existmg mortgages In reorganization they are

sometimes refunded mto fixed and contingent charge securities in direct

proportion to their economic strength Generally, but not always, this

type of bond contains an after-acquired property clause which establishes

its seniority of hen with reference to future mortgage issues Subsequent

issues of geneial-moitgage bonds assume a position junior to all liens

existing at the time of their issue

Within the past 30 years, railroads have issued bonds similar to the

general- or consolidated-mortgage bonds with the exception that they

are open-end, that is, the amount which may possibly be issued in the

future IS not absolutely limited as in the case of the closed moitgages

Such issues are generally called “refunding,” “refundmg and extension,”

or “refunding and improvement” bonds They found wide use in the

reorganizations of the nineties and were given a maturity of 100 years as a

usual thmg More recently, railroads have employed refunding-mort-

gage bonds to refund small obhgations of long standing as they succes-

sively mature This makes the old hand-to-mouth method of financing

unnecessary and recognizes through the long maturity of the issues that,

after all, railroad debts are permanent m them nature Bondholders are

m an economic, if not legal, sense the owners of the property the same as

stockholders but without a voice in the management When first issued,

general- or consolidated-mortgage bonds may be only a weak hen, as time

passes and the older first moitgages mature and are paid off, the refunding

mortgage becomes a semor hen upon the property thus released from

encumbrance Sometimes the amount authorized m the future is condi-

tioned upon the amount of the capital stock outstanding Other details

relating to the purposes for which additional authorized amounts may be

issued are stated m the deed of trust The provisions relating to future

issues are important for the bondholder His mterests are best protected

when there are protective features attached which prevent overissues m
the future In case of reorgamzation, refunding bonds hold a position
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immediately after all previously issued mortgage bonds upon the property

which IS pledged for their security They often suffer severely, being

exchanged for income bonds or preferred stock

Debenture Bonds.—Debentures ongmated and are still functioning

as makeshifts in finance They are looked upon as temporary issues,

running from 10 to 20 years as a rule, at the end of which time the com-
pany looks forward to some permanent financing to refund them They
are utihzed by strong and weak roads alike, the interest rate is low in

the former case, and highm the latter In case of receivership, debenture

bonds are immediately junior to mortgage hens Like the preceding

class of bonds they are refunded into mcome bonds or preferred and
common stocks, generally suffering moie than the issues previously

discussed.

Notes.—During the past m periods of financial stringency, when it

was impossible for some reason or other to issue bonds of any description,

railroads resorted to short-term notes of 1, 3, or 6 years’ duration in order

to raise funds These were generally of high mteiest charge and paid

off at maturity out of earmngs if the issue was not too large, some-
times they were funded by issuing bonds Notes have no direct hen
on any property and are treated much like debenture bonds m reor-

ganization. The exact result depends quite largely on the ability of the

representative committee m reorganization to secure whatever protection

IS possible for the noteholders They are often funded into income bonds
and preferred and common stocks at par

Assumed Bonds—At the time of reorgamzation or consolidation of

railroads, small corporations frequently pass out of existence through
merging their assets with the larger parent company In such cases the

mortgage bonds of the small companies are left undisturbed but are

assumed by the large orgamzation When assumed by a strong corpora-

tion, these bonds are much strengthened Their ultimate security,

however, is found in the nature of their hen at the time of assumption
which m turn depends upon the economic value of the property pledged
as security. This is the prmciple which governs m receivership.

Guaranteed Bonds.—^Frequently, when a large radroad leases a
smaller and connecting hne, it guarantees both interest and principal of

the bonds This is the common ongm of guaranteed bonds Like
assumed bonds, the measure of their priority is found m the terms of the
contract at the time of the guarantee Their value will depend upon the
econoimc value of the property upon which the security rests Like all

obligations previously mentioned, they may precipitate receivership,

but upon this event they may straightway be disowned by the receiver
The remarks in the precedmg paragraph apply also to joint bonds

issued upon property used m common by several railroads, such as ter-

minal facilities, wharves, and bridges Usually a separate corporation
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IS the legal owner of the property and has given perhaps a first naortgage

or some other type of hen to the bondholders If guaranteed by strong

railroads which own the stock of the subsidiary company, these bonds

possess great merit, for it is unlikely that all of the guaranteeing corpora-

tions will default on the mterest or prmcipal They are in fact among
the strongest of bonds from the contractual pomt of view In case one

of the guaranteemg corporations fails, however, the receiver has the power

to repudiate the guarantee

Income Bonds —^There is yet another class of bonds which lies half-

way between debentures and preferred stock The most usual name for

these IS income bonds, but they sometimes assume the title of adjustment

or preference bonds They are specific promises to pay the par value

upon a given date, but the mterest is contingent upon the earnings of the

corporation Sometimes the mterest is made cumulative from year to

year m case of insufficient earnings in any specific year Although a

considerable number of issues of this type existed before the nineties, they

owe their existence chiefly to the reorgamzations in the middle nineties

and have been continued m recent reorganizations They are given in

exchange for fixed-charge bonds, thereby reducmg the fixed charges of

railroads, previously too heavily burdened with interest As a rule,

they are the weakest of all bonds issued by railroads Sometimes they

are a source of trouble between bondholders and the railroads, arising

from disputes over such accounts as depreciation, betterments, and

maintenance

Convertible Bonds.—Convertible bonds are common in railway

finance They are merely debentuies issued with the privilege of con-

vertmg them into common or preferred stock under certain conditions

These issues aie floated when it is impossible to float stock on a creditable

basis to the corporation, but it is expected that they will sooner or later

be converted mto stock They are thus at bottom a method of selling

stock at a time when it would be impossible to market issues other than

direct obligation

Convertible issues are usually exchangeable at par, but it sometimes

happens that more par value of stock is offered in return for the suirender

of the bonds If the issues are large and the corporation subsequently

shows improved earning power, or if there is a more favorable market for

securities in general, conversion weaJcens the position of the old stock-

holders The conversion privilege usually begins several years after

issue and extends for a considerable period but terminates before maturity

of the bonds

Collateral Trust Bonds.—Collateral trust bonds are also frequently

encountered in railroad finance In the begiiming, they were issued by

large corporations pledging securities, usually mortgage bonds, on some

unencumbered portions of their property, thus avoiding several small
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issues difficult to market at an advantage, yet of great strength in them-

selves They were also utihzed in financing extensions of large com-

pames, but their most characteristic use came in the period of consolida-

tions starting with the revival of prosperity m 1898 More recently,

investment holdings of certam railroads have been pledged as security

for collateral trust bonds While the collateral in railioad finance has

usually been bonds of substantial security, occasionally there have been

issues of collateral trust bonds based upon the stock of the operating or

subsidiary company This, of course, is only one more instance of finan-

cial chicanery and deceit Such was the Rock Island issue The

strength of collateral trust bonds from the contractual point of view is

little better than that of the underl3n.ng secuiities, which in turn are as

strong as their hen affords upon the property back of the collateral

While they are in addition direct obligations of the issuing corporation,

they are from this angle only debentures and, therefore, not the strongest

type of bond Their strength in receivership is presumed to be that of

the collateral Caution should be inserted here against misnaming

these bonds, mortgage, or first-hen bonds, since then hen is ultimately

that of the collateral which may be anythmg or nothing at all

Equipment Obligations —^The main contractual features of equip-

ment obligations m general have already been treated Some points with

reference to railroad equipment obhgations, however, may be emphasized

here In the first place, there is probably little to choose between the

car trust certificate and the diiect railroad obligation represented by the

equipment bonds or notes In one case of receivership, preference was
shown the car trust certificate over the equipment bonds But the

record of equipments m general is so good that only in exceptional cases

need the investor discrimmate between the different classes The essen-

tial fact in all such issues is that the mvestor has a hen on the property

covered, and the courts respect this in receivership even above first-

mortgage bonds Equipment obligations of all kmds have been pro-

nounced the strongest of corporate obligations Their record is even

better than that of state and mumcipal bonds in the United States

Never, except in one case some 50 years ago, has the holder of a lailroad

eqmpment security of which record is obtamable lost on his investment

The contract is perhaps more nearly standardized in these issues than

for any other type of corporation security. It is drawn so that all of the

obhgations which are issued in senal form mature before the equipment is

scrapped Standard railroad cars, on the average, when properly kept

in repau, last from 12 to 15 years or more Locomotives last much
longer Obsolescence figures prommently, also, m railroad equipment,

especially m the case of wooden cars The best railroad equipment
obligations cover a diversified hst of equipment, including about one-third

of the value in locomotives. Their maturity should fall well withm the
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useful life of the equipment When so written, as they invariably are,

the serial numbers mature more rapidly than the equipment depreciates in

value, and the equity back of the remaming outstanding obligations con-

stantly increases Equipment obhgations, covering as they do only

movable railroad property, are easily thought of as bemg m a class differ-

ent from other railroad issues Their final security, for the most part, is

mdependent of the railroad itself Equipment obligations of the future

may possibly be issued by a national association specially organized for

the purpose This would emphasize the individuality of the obligations

and relieve the railroad of the necessity of financing its own equipment

Preferred Stock.—There are some very early issues of preferred stock

dating back as far as 1877, in connection with bankrupt roads They

were issued but sparmgly, however, until the middle nineties, when

through more extensive reorgamzations rbey replaced securities of fixed

charge As a rule, these issues carried preference as to dividends, but

not as to assets m the event of hquidation Most issues were protected,

also, by a clause prohibitmg the creation of prior preference securities

without the consent of the preferred shareholders These issues are mostly

stiU outstanding and bear a low rate of dividend. Railroad preferred

stocks are rarely made cumulative, owmg largely to the circumstances of

their origm They are, in addition, seldom redeemable, but when they

contain this provision the terms are practically always at par A
participating feature is often attached to railroad preferred issues, which

entitles them to share equally with the common stock after the latter has

received dividends equal to the rate stipulated for the preferred When

it comes to receivership and reorganization, the advantages of prefeired

over common are not great, both alike have to bear the brunt of the loss.

Common Stock.—Pnor to 1930 railroads paid out on the whole

approximately 60 per cent of the net mcome over annual surplus in

dividends Railroad stocks are treated as mvestments rather than

speculations and the policy has been to mamtain dividends through the

current depression if covered by earmngs Academic discussions con-

cerning maintenance of dividends out of past earnings in depression

years have found no counterpart in practice During 1931 and 1932,

based upon vanishing eammgs, some of the outstandmg systems of the

country reduced or dropped them dividends to bring them into line with

earnings Such action was taken by the New York Central, the Penn-

sylvama, the Northwestern, the Baltimore and Ohio, the Ilhnois Central,

the Northern Pacific, and the Atchison.

The investment record of some of the individual systems of the

country is of importance here The Pennsylvania Railroad from its

incorporation in 1846 down to 1930 paid on the average over 6 per

cent on its stock each year and never missed a year without some cash

distribution Down to 1868, it paid also 40 per cent in stock Sub-
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sequently and down to 1893 it paid 22 per cent m scrip redeemable in

stock, or cash. Altogether from its orgamzation down to 1930, stock

distributions amounted to almost 78 per cent of the original par value per

share. Since 1893 only cash dividends and rights have been distributed

Dividends have gradually increased from $2 25 per share in 1921 (reduced

from $3 annually in 1908 to 1920) to |4 in 1929 In 1932 the road

ceased payment entirely Dividend payment on the common stock of

the Union Pacific since reorgamzation has been gratifying Three

dollars and fifty cents was paid m 1900 but this was increased to $4 in

the following year, to $8 in 1906, to |10 m 1907, reduced to $9 m 1914,

to $8 in 1915, increased to $11 50 m 1927, and reduced to $10 in 1928

and to $6 in 1932. Valuable stock distributions were made m 1914

From 1905 to 1927 dividends on the New York Cential varied between

$5 and $7 annually, but m 1927 the rate was raised to $8, which was
maintained till 1931 when it was dropped to $6 per share being omitted

entirely m 1932 During the past 30 years, at intervals, the company
has offered stock to old stockholders at $100 per shaie (except in 1902

when the price was $125) The Southern Pacific paid $6 annually from

1907 to 1932 and at times also distributed valuable rights The North-

western for many years prior to the war paid $7 per share annually but

since then disbursements have been below that amount The roads of

the northwest in general have found it necessary to reduce their dividends

from the pre-war rates

Under the Act of 1920 provision was made for the accumulation out of

excess earnings of a reserve equal to 5 per cent of the property valuation

Table 38

—

Dividends on Eailhoad Stock

Year
Amount of dividends,

mmillon dollars

Factor of

safety, per cent

Average rate on

all stock, per cent

1911-1915 (average) 402 12 4 64
1926 473 46 5 06
1927 491 34 5 95
1928 610 40 5 25
1929 560 43 5 70
1930 603 Deficit 6 02

for the payment exclusively of fixed charges and dividends. This may
be drawn on whenever the actual return falls short of the standard
return allowed. Following the reorgamzations of the eighteen hundred
nineties, railroads found it necessary to bmld up their property largely

out of earnmgs. This resulted m a conservative dividend policy which
was wise m the long run. The Act of 1920 changed the fundamental
outlook on dividends. It made obligatory rates high enough to maintain
property values and doubtless looked to the future support of railroad
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credit so that new improvements could be made out of new capital issues

Although more than one-half of the improvements have been made from
earnings since then, the dividend pohcy has been more liberal than it

was prior to 1920 This is justified on account of the accumulated
surpluses of the stiongei systems as also from the fact that regulation does

not contemplate the buildmg up of surplus accounts out of earnings.

The table on page 342 shows the dividend pohcy of railroads as a whole
The recent depression proved disastrous to dividends on railroad stocks

During 1931 at least 35 roads reduced or omitted their dividends entirely,

13 abandoned dividends on both preferred and common stocks

Market for Railroad Secunties.—From the begmnmg railroad stocks

and bonds have enjoyed a public market They have been listed on the

New York Stock Exchange throughout the history of railroads They
held the center of interest down tiU 1914 and were considered the most
important class of American mvestments The term “investments”

itself was almost synonymous with railroad stocks and bonds, industrial

securities were referred to as “speculative ”

Railroad bonds have long held an important position in the portfolios

of insurance companies, savmgs and commercial banks, trust funds,

endowments, and the like It has been estimated that in 1915 approxi-

mately $2,500,000,000, or about one-fourth of all outstandmg railroad

bonds, were thus held At the present time it is estimated that about

$6,600,000,000, or 60 per cent of outstanding bonds, are held m this way
Life insurance companies, mutual savmgs banks, and commercial banks

account for about $6,400,000,000 The advance in ownership of railroad

bonds by these institutions has been accomphshed by purchase from

individuals, in part at least, who have sought to escape the high federal,

state, and local taxes following the war

The railroads have enjoyed a broad distribution of stock for many
years In 1904, 20 leading systems reported altogether 154,610 stock-

holders The mcrease since then has been rapid These same roads had

718,142 stockholders in 1920 In 1931 the Comnuttee on Interstate and

Foreign Commerce of the House of Representatives made a thorough

canvas of ownership of railroad stocks It found that 160 Class I roads

had 840,000 names on their books December 31, 1929 The number has

increased since then The Pennsylvama Railroad alone had 243,361

stockholders at the end of 1931, an mcrease over the two preceding years

of almost 25 per cent. At the same time the six leading companies, after

ehmmating the 30 largest holders of each, showed 460,000 holders with

average of 60 shares each
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CHAPTER XIX

PUBLIC-UTILITY REGULATION

Meaning of Term.—Consideration of the legal theory of public-utility

regulation usually begins with the Munn case, decided m 1876 In the

language of Chief Justice Waite, private property is affected with a public

interest when it is used

in a manner to make it of public consequence, and affecting the community

at large. When, therefore, one devotes his property to a use in which the public

has an interest, he, m effect, grants to the public an interest in that use, and must

submit to be conti oiled by the pubhc for the common good, to the extent of the

interest he has thus created ‘

In a recent case Chief Justice Taft said, the phrase “clothed with a

public interest” means

more than that the pubhc welfare is affected by continuity or by the price

at which a commodity is sold or a service rendered The circumstances which

clothe a particular land of business with a public mterest . . must be such as

to create a peculiarly close relation between the public and those engaged in

it, and raise implications of an afSrmative obligation on their pait to be reasonable

in dealing with the pubhc . The thmg which gave the public interest was the

indispensable nature of the service and the exorbitant charges and arbitrary

control to which the pubhc might be subjected without regulation “

Legal Classification.—It has been observed previously that historically

the term "public utility” embraced only common carriers and analogous

undertakings such as turnpikes, bridges, ferries, canals, and railroads

Telegraphs were also brought mto this category as common carriers of

messages But this analogy soon appeared to be forced and, therefore,

the category of public utihties had to be broadened so as to cover other

transportation industries From this time onward, certain economic

tests were used in classifying an enterprise as a pubhc utility.

The first of these tests was where the source of supply was naturally

limited, as m the case of water companies drawmg their supply from

natural watersheds, irrigation and power compames which utihze exclu-

sive sources of supply, and natural-gas compames The next test applied

related to the conditions under which the supply was furnished, as when

manufactured gas and electric compames used the public streets m their

distributive systems, making it undesirable or unpractical for competing

Munn V Illinois, 94 U S 113 (1876)

2 Charles Wolff Paokmg Company v Court of Industnal Relations of the State of

Kansas, 262 U S. 522 (1923)
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companies to operate, thus only a single source of supply was available

to the customer Scarcity of advantageous sites, as m the case of eleva-

tors, wharves, termmal compames, and the hke, and limitations set by

the time element as m the cases of telephone and telegraph compames,

innkeepers, and cab compames, all of which place the customer in a posi-

tion of dependence. Courts have even gone so far as to set up tests

on the basis of the possibihty of effective competition entering the

market ^

Stages in Regulation—^The growth of cities already in the early part

of the nineteenth century rendered essential the services of public-utility

companies These services were first provided through special grants

of legislatures, incorporating public-service companies with franchises

to operate in the streets of specified cities The classic example of this

IS in the case of Colorado which as late as 1864 (when still a territory)

incorporated the Occidental Gas Light Company with the exclusive

privilege for 30 years of supplymg Denver with gas lights In 1867 the

Denver City Hoise Railway Company was chartered for 35 years with

the exclusive right to construct and operate in the city of Denver.

But the method of legislatures m imposing public-service companies

upon cities without their consent soon met with local opposition on the

ground that such action was necessarily short-sighted and conflicted

with local grants which themselves were subject to repeal by legislatures

The first stage in regulation was terminated by constitutional enactments

in a number of states which prohibited the granting of rights to use city

streets without the consent of the local authorities.

The custom of grantmg special charters soon became burdensome
to legislatures on account of the numerous applications. It was objec-

tionable also because it led to restrictions and special privileges through

perfunctory actions of legislatures. The practice of grantmg general

charters was abandoned in favor of free incorporation laws with special

privileges to none Although special charters continued to be granted

m some states even as late as the seventies, some general incorporation

laws appeared as early as the thirties

But the movement toward general incorporation laws brought a

relaxation of legislative control, since only a few persons were required in

order to organize a new utility and charters could be obtained merely

upon application Under this system m the latter half of the nineteenth

century the free compeitition of utihties grew up in many localities and
numerous abuses crept mto utflity practice Among these were fraudu-

lent finance, overcapitahzation, excessive and discriminatory rates. The
lights of the cities over agamst those of the compames in granting special

franchises to local compames were as yet ill defined The municipality

rather fell back upon the pnnciple of free competition in matters of

1 See M G Glabshb, Outhnes of Puhhc UitMy Economics, pp 173-174
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control, often granting several franchises to as many companies to per-

form identical utihty service in the same territory As an example of

this, Denver m 1880 provided for a general electric franchise to "all

comers ’’
to supply the city with electric hghts and erect posts and other

apphcances required in the busmess, provided only that "said com-

panies do not obstruct the pubhc thoroughfares

The change from special to general incorporation laws bi ought a

change in conception of the charter from that of a special grant of privi-

leges to that of a free right to aU comers This brought a change m
court theory also In the famous Dartmouth College case, decided m
1819, charters were regarded as contracts between the state and the

corporation which cannot be impaired by subsequent legislative acts.

Loosely drawn charters and laws thus opened the way for immumty from

regulation in the interest of the consumer If charters were contracts

they were brought under the Federal Constitution, which says "no state

shall pass any law impairing the obligation of contracts ” Under such

judicial interpretation many pubhc utilities enjoyed freedom from regu-

lation, competition, and even taxation

To combat this situation the courts soon found it necessary to develop

the doctrine that states surrendered their legislative power over corpora-

tions only m cases where it was expressly stated instead of merely being

imphed ® The doctrine of inviolabihty of contract has never received

full judicial assent on the ground that legislatures may not divest

themselves of legislative powers m the future Courts have generally

recognized this contention where public health, public morals, and public

safety have been involved *

The position of the courts as to regulation led to change in the policy of

states m granting franchises, and the power of the state to alter, amend, or

repeal m the future was reserved It now became the task of the courts

to protect property rights against undue legislative action against the

corporations In this task the courts finally fell back upon the theory

that the relation between the utihty and the patrons was that of status

instead of contract—a conception that had its ongm in the feudal system

where there was a definite relation between lord and man This position

was wen stated m Smythe v. Ames as follows:

A corporation mamtaining a pubhc highway, although it owns the property

it employs for accomplishing pubhc objects, must be held to have accepted

its rights, privileges and franchises subject to the condition that the government

creatmg it, or the government withm whose limits it conducts its business, may

1 Glahseb, op
, p 204

2 Charles River Bridge v Warren Bridge, 11 Peters 420 (1837)

» Stone V Mississippi, 101 U S 814 (1880), Butchers Union Co v Crescent City

Co
,
111 U S 746 (1884), New Orleans Gas Co v Louisiana Light Company, 115

U S 650 (1886)
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by legislation protect the people against unreasonable charges for the services

rendered by it It cannot be assumed that any railroad corporation, accepting

the franchises, lights and privileges at the hands of the public, ever supposed that

it acquired or that it was mtended to grant it, the power to construct and maintain

a pubhc highway simply for its benefit, without regard to the rights of the public ^

Local Regulation—^The attitude of the public toward local utilities

was at first, as m the case of railroads, one of great hberality and reliance

upon competition through a multiphcity of franchises Cities were

growing rapidly and service at almost any price and on any terms was

demanded This was the pioneer stage of boom and promotion for most

of the utilities which earned with it real-estate booms and speculation

But toward the begmmng of the twentieth century, cities began to

protect themselves against poor service and excessive charges through

ample pubhoity, limitation of the penod of the franchise from 20 to 50

years, and the exercise of the power to regulate rates and service

While the exclusive franchise was not uncommon, different companies

were commonly granted franchises under restrictions to carry on the same
kind of business within the same municipality, upon the theory that com-

petition would thus restrain the forces of monopoly, rates would be low,

and the service good But it did not turn out as expected The natur-

ally monopohstio character of public-utility services asserted itself, com-

petition proved destructive both to the corporations and to the rendering

of satisfactory service to the pubhc Many companies got no further

than the franchise which was then used to threaten the success of those

already established. The mere possession of a competitive franchise

created uncertainty and, in order to dispose of the constant menace,

extortionate prices were paid m acquirmg franchises from their owners.

The competitive franchise thus became a factor m speculation m the

securities of pubhc-utihty compames Many large foitunes were built

up m the Umted States upon no better ground than the competitive

franchise. Delos F. Wilcox says.

While it is probable that more fortunes have been made out of street-railway

franchises than out of any other kind, speculation and profit-taking were by
no means confined to this utility In the early days gas and water franchises

and later electric hght and telephone grants were mvolved m the same not of

speculation.

Cases of overcapitahzation and large dividends were numerous in

aU classes of pubhc utfiities before the force of pubhc regulation was
felt. As early as 1885, Massachusetts created its Gas Commission with

power over rates and capitalization Outside this state, however, little

or no regulation was exercised by commissions until 1907. Street

railways furnish the best illustration of the overcapitalized condition of

' 169 U. S. 545 (1898) See also Glabshr, op cd
, pp 205-210
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public utilities in general Around 1900, the capitalization per mile
of American and foreign street railways stood as follows

.

Massachusetts . $ 46,600 Philadelphia $266,510
New York State . . 177,000 Boston 100,615
Pennsylvania . 128,200 St Louis 306,644
New York City 201,381 London . 79,632
Chicago . 114,334 Berlin 74,708

John Moody is authority for the statement that, while the capitaliza-

tion of the Public Service Corporation of New Jersey in 1906 stood at

$210,000,000, its properties, aside from the franchise, could have been
replaced for less than $80,000,000, Much of the overcapitalization

resulted from stock dividends, while a large part came through consolida-

tion of properties and obsolescence of equipment

Out of the flagrant and widespread abuse of the franchise privilege,

unrestrained overcapitalization, high dividends, and unbridled specula-

tion grew the demand for closer public regulation This demand first

showed itself in high taxation. If the public furmshed the right-of-way

for the property of the corporation, it had the right also to a portion of

the profits It was thus by high franchise and other taxes that the

pubhc sought to recoup part of its lost privilege

In this movement a revival of franchise grantmg was observed largely

to induce competitive biddmg for privileges and thus increase the city

revenues Franchises were thus bartered to those who paid the highest

prices m specified lump or annual sums or a percentage of gross revenues

Franchises.—By the terms of their charters many of the earlier

franchises granted in the eastern states were perpetual or construed to

be perpetual by the courts while others were granted for 999 years.

Under these grants, especially if the exclusive privilege were added,

utilities became very profitable

The demand for the limitation of profits was met not only through

taxation but through limitation of the term of the franchise ranging from

10 to 50 years ‘ Short-term franchises were presumed to protect the

patrons against monopoly profits They were opposed by the utihty

interests ^ But under the system of grantmg competmg franchises the

short-term franchise in itseh was a flat failure Consolidation among

the companies proceeded and eliminated competition For instance, the

consolidation of 70 gas and electric compames made up the Consolidated

Gas Company of New York Renewal of franchises at expiration under

these conditions became imperative m the mterest of pubhc service

Property owners' consent laws only mcreased the uncertamty of the

1 In Illinois tke term was fixed at 20 years, m Ohio at 26 years, and in Michigan

at 30 years. H Wmcox, <yp cii , p 36

“ National Electric Light Association, Report of the Committee on Public Safety,
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Situation. Failure to provide for disposition of property at the close

of the franchise period resulted only in “day-to-day franchises” with the

city trumping m at any tune with new exactions. These uncertamties

restricted new financing of the utihties Bond issues to be sound could

not be extended beyond franchise limits

For a while a system of franchises terminating at a specified date

with regulation of seivice and rates came mto favor and a system of

legalized and regulated monopoly was ushered m It was recognized

that public-service corporations render services which best meet the

needs of the public under non-competitive conditions Two or more

plants competing for the same service in the same community leads to

needless duplication of capital and expenses

But under the term-franchise the renewal and conditions of renewal

were in doubt and the investor contemplated a situation in which his

property might have to be disposed of at break-up value Consequently,

further investment of capital m needed improvements was not forth-

coming, replacements and lepairs were sparingly made, and service went

from bad to worse The examples of the street railways of Detroit and

Toronto may be cited m this connection

The first method of compensation for franchises was a license fee of,

say, $20 or more per cai, or on the basis of the number of poles erected,

or feet of wire used Other burdens were pavmg of streets, installation

of gutters, construction of sidewalks, sewers, and so forth. The lump-sum

method and compensation based upon gross receipts were also tried But

all of these charges were unwarranted and led only to shifting of the bur-

dens to the consumers Early in the twentieth century clauses began to

appear m charters which provided for the transfer of utilities to the cities

at the expiration of the charter This arrangement served to make
the city a potential competitor or to give it some advantage in bar-

gammg power, or provide for exclusive ownership of the utility by the

mumcipahty
Regulation by Franchise.—Maximum rates for local utilities were

fixed under franchise grants In the case of street railways, the 5-cent

fare came into almost universal use. But all fixed rates (fixed for the

period of the franchise) soon became obsolete with changing conditions

Under the doctrme of the courts, franchise contracts could not be altered

“Only when the franchise was sdent on rate questions or when the power

to alter, amend, or repeal the terms of franchises was reversed, could the

power to regulate rates or service be exercised by state or local legisla-

tures In other cases the rates could not be disturbed

Durmg the period of nsmg costs after 1900, companies made repeated

efforts to have ratesmcreasedbeyond the figurementioned in the franchise,

but to no purpose Finally, with the nse m costs durmg the war, com-

Glaesbb, op at 225
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plete impairment of service was threatened But the courts remained
adamant, although recognizmg that it was a "hard bargain" for the
companies ^ On the other hand, compames lost heavily through rate
concessions to various mfluential customers Commissioner Meyer
claimed the whole state of Wisconsm was "hteraUy streaked and plas-

tered with discriminations m the rates of utihties In 32 telephone
companies 8 per cent of subscribers were receivmg fiee or reduced rates

Commission Regulation.—^Legislative regulation over local utilities

came only after 1900 when it was lecognized that competition and local

control were both ineffective A thoroughgoing administrative control

with continuous oversight was necessary for effective legulation The
mandatory railioad commissions established m the eighties were looked
to for regulation of stieet railways also Beginning with New York
and Wisconsm m 1907, the powers of these bodies were expanded so as

to include street railways, interurban lines, gas, water, electiic light and
power companies, and telephone companies Some states established

separate commissions for the local utihties, but with supervisory powers
only Such was the Massachusetts Gas and Electric Commission of 1885

,

this state placed telephones under the supervision of the State Highway
Commission, which supervised the erection of poles on highways The
movement toward commissions spread with great rapidity after 1907

until today Delaware alone is without a regulating body, the federal

government has established commissions for the District of Columbia,

Porto Rico, Hawan, and the Philippine Islands Commissions are

provided for m the constitutions of eight states

The scope of state utihty commissions vanes widely; m some cases

it includes only one class of utihties but the tendency is to lodge control

of all utihties with the same commission In the states of Nebraska,

Arkansas, Iowa, Kentucky, Mississippi, South Dakota, and Texas,

commissions have control over mteiurban utdities only, which mclude
telephone, telegraph, express, electnc railways, m addition to common
carriers and related agencies Purely local utihties remam under local

control The commissions have been given the power to establish

defimte rates under legislative standards Commissions fix standards

of service and rates under the ancient rule of reasonableness Most
states prohibit discriminatory rates In these matters promment leader-

ship has been assumed by Massachusetts, New York, Pennsylvama,

Wisconsin, Ohio, and Cahforma

The Indeterminate Permit.—Legislation estabhshing rate and service

standards and creatmg commissions has a firm legal basis only m those

cases where it does not supersede correspondmg arrangements m special

1 Columbus Railway Power and Light Company v City of Columbus, 253 Red

499 (1918), affirmed m 249 U S 399 (1919)
^ F L Holmbb, Regulation of Railroads and Public VtilUies in Wisconsin, p 295
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franchises or where state constitutions have reserved the right to repeal,

revoke, or amend the franchises But in cases where municipalities

grant franchises where the power to alter them has not been specifically

reserved in some manner, state regulation by commission lests upon

insecure foundations ^

State commissions have used the mdeteimmate franchise as an instru-

ment of control over local utihties * It recognizes the monopohstio

character of the utilities, provides for flexible rates and service, and gives

an option to the mumcipality to purchase at any time at a fair price

The revocable license-franchise of Massachusetts stops short of requiring

compensation for the property of the utilities in the street and thus does

not give the full protection of the mdetermmate franchise Wisconsin

went furthest in this respect In 1907 it introduced the optional indeter-

minate franchise but m 1911 found it necessary to revoke all special

franchises granted by mumcipahties in order to secure universal adoption

of the former All franchises granted subsequently by municipalities

had to be of that tsqie “Security of investment so long as service and

rates are reasonable is the essence of public policy under the indetermi-

nate permit ® In Wisconsm the Supreme Court of the state has decided

that the municipality has no power to go into business under an exclusive

indeterminate permit in competition with the utihty company ^

Certificates of Pubhc Convenience—Commissions quite generally

have been given the power over new utilities m localities where no com-

pany has previously operated through the power of issuing certificates

of convenience and necessity This is for the purpose of preventing

the mvestment of capital in a wasteful manner, thus giving the investor

assurance agamst unpromismg promotions

Thus states have accepted the principle that utilities are monopo-
listic in character and have undertaken their regulation in the interest

both of good service to the pubhc and of reasonable compensation to the

investor In the case of telephones, similar legislation applying to unin-

corporated territory is embodied m the anti-duplication laws, as, for

example, the one adopted by Wisconsm in 1913

Advantages of the Commission System—Commission legislation

brought with it state-wide uniformity of regulation which in itself is

highly desirable if a multiphcity of details and methods of regulation

IS to be avoided.

The commissions, moreover, are m contmuous contact with the

utflities and offer opportumty for the patrons to adjust their grievances

^ Glabseb, Of at
, p 241

“ Wisconsin took a leading part m this movement Other states adopting the

mdetermuiate franchise are Arkansas, Colorado, Indiana, Minnesota, Ohio, and
Oklahoma Likewise, Congress adopted it for the various commissions

® Ibid
I p 244

' Calumet Service Company v City of Chilton, 148 Wis 334 (1912)
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against the companies Rates may be fixed by technically efficient

bodies whose interest is confined to deahngs with both sides concerned
Expensive lawsuits for the redress of individual grievances need not
be mdulged in

Legal Status of the Comtnission.—Legally considered, the com-
missions are administrative bodies comparable to tax and labor boards
They can determine only facts bearing on the administration of the

law The commissions also have the undoubted power of compelling
attendance and testimony of witnesses of access to company records

and the like as incidents of their power of investigation The powers
of the commissions are said to be quasi-legislative and quasi-judicial

but a usurpation of neither legislative nor judicial power
Eveiywhere commission decisions and orders are subject to judicial

review Upon appeal, the court’s sole function is to determine whether

a constitutional right has been violated and not to substitute court

opinion for commission judgment and decision as to facts The orders

of commissions must be obeyed under penalty of crimmal habihty to

fine and imprisonment or cml liability for damages to patrons.

While the power over rates in some states extends only to fixing of

maximum figures, most states provide for fixing of absolute rates.

The state commission is made up of three, five, or seven commis-

sioners (one in Washington) appointed generally by the governor for

2 to 10 years, usually 6 Almost one-half of the states still have the

elective commission Commissioners are required to have certain

qualifications, they must have no interest in the utilities subject to their

control and must devote their entire time to their work Compensation

varies from $2,000 in Vermont to $15,000 m New York, with too many
states m the lower scale to obtain the highest quality of men. The

commissions may act upon complaint by either the utilities or customers,

whereupon an investigation is made and followed, if the situation war-

rants, by a public hearing In Wisconsin and a number of other states

commissions may make investigations upon their own motion Access

to the records of the utilities is given

Home Rule.—The delegation of state-wide authority to commis-

sions has resulted in a protest from the larger municipahties against

absentee control in favor of municipal control, or “home rule” as it is

sometimes called The state commission has removed the utihty from

political considerations but has rendered cooperation between pubhc

authority and the utilities more difficult The commission is placed

in the position of a third party with coercive power

But the chief argument against local control is economic rather than

pohtical or social. Utihties nowadays seldom are confined m them

1 Ruggleb V Collier, 43 Missouri 353 (1869), Minnesota, St Paul, and Sault Saints

Mane Railway Company v Wisconsin Railroad Commission, 136 Wis 146 (1908)
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operations to a single municipality Some authorities favor a com-

bination of both local and state control Some constitutions provide

for home rule, as m the case of Denver, or for vote by the people in the

adoption of franchises In a number of states, Arkansas, Texas, Iowa,

Kansas, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, and Nebraska, local regu-

lation remains for important utilities In other states authority between

local and state bodies is divided Los Angeles, Kansas City, and St

Louis all experimented with local commissions but in each case their

powei s were only of an advisory nature The commissions of the last two

cities have been succeeded by the Missouri Public Service Commission

The solution seems to he along the hne of retaining the commissions

with then administrative powers in addition to rate agreements between

local authorities and the compames m the more important municipali-

ties A number of states at the present time are proceeding along this

line

Sliding-scale Franchises—The commission system of rate control

has been widely adopted m the United States A number of cities,

among them Milwaukee and Boston, have preferred to exercise control

over rates through local agreements with the companies based upon
adjustable rates The precedent for this goes back to England in her

experiments with gas compames The first expression of this was the

“official revision system,” which limited rates so that net revenue

would not exceed requirements for the leserve fund allowed by law and

dividends. Upon complamt of two customers the Court of Quarter

Sessions was empowered to compel such adjustments based upon the

earnmgs of the current year This required frequent action and over-

burdened the courts Besides there was no control over capitalization,

while costs were assessed agamst the complaints m case of failure to win

the case.

England’s next step m regulation of gas rates was the establishment

of an automatic “slidmg-scale system,” whose adoption is voluntary on

the part of the compames. Although first provided in the Gas Act

of 1855, it was httle adopted before 1875. It has grown very rapidly

since then and now constitutes the system m force in over one-half of

Great Britam, including London. The shdmg-scale system as employed
in London provides a standard price for gas and a standard dividend;

for each penny reduction m the price of gas, dividends may be increased

one-fourth of 1 per cent above the standard and vice versa. The central

ideas m this arrangement are to cultivate better relations with consumers

and to provide incentive for good management The shdmg-scale

system has been extended to some electric hght and power companies

In 1876 the auction method of selhng stock to raise capital for improve-

ments was adopted m London and has smce become general in England.

It provided for an upset pnce of the stock controlled by the Board of
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Trade. If no bid was received equal to the upset price, the stock was

then to be offered to stockholders at that price

Boston introduced an optional shding-scale system for gas in 1906

It started with a standard price for gas at 90 cents per 1,000 cubic feet

and a standard dividend rate of 7 per cent For each reduction of 5

cents in the puce of gas the company is allowed to mcrease the dividend

1 pel cent durmg the following year. After providing for a reserve

fund equal to 5 per cent of the capital stock, excess earnings were to

be returned to the towns m proportion to the number of miles of gas

mains laid The Board of Gas and Electric Light Commissioners was

given the power to change the standard price of gas after 10 years to

conform to changes m cost of production and taxes The Board also

was empowered to fix prices of new stock issues which then may be sold

at auction or to stockholders.

As long as prices and costs mcludmg taxes remain fairly stable, the

system will work and have considerable merits; but rapid changes in

this situation wiU render it unworkable Aside from the diflaculty of

establishing an initial standard late for gas, changes in the rate itself

are likely to meet with opposition from either the customers or the com-

panies, depending upon which side is favored Fundamentally, like

the English system, it provides incentive for efficient management Its

success, however, is limited by its abihty to reduce gas prices, which may

not proceed beyond a certam pomt under prevailing conditions The

system’s popularity waned after inflation of prices mcidental to the

war in favor of the servioe-at-cost franchise

Service-at-cost Franchise.—^The latest development in regulation

IS the service-at-cost franchise This system provides for rapid adjust-

ment of price to changes m the cost of rendermg service and is favored

widely by both the utilities and the pubhc It was approved by the

Federal Electric Railway Commission of 1920 The city of Cleveland

took the lead in 1910 in workmg out the plan, but not until after 1917

when inflation became pronounced did it receive wide adoption This

rise m prices placed electric railways m a precarious position m view of

the 5-cent fare agreements It became imperative to adopt some change

if service was to be continued The service-at-cost principle was adopted

in succession by Cleveland, Pallas, Boston, Cmcmnati, Memphis,

Rochester, Toledo, Pittsburgh, Pes Moines, Louisville, and so forth.

The system has as its chief aims the protection of the capital invested

through secuiing a fair rate of return and providing the public with

satisfactory service at cost The plan usually provides for the purchase

of property at any time by the mumcipahty at a stipulated puce Rates

are fixed upon a valuation base agreed upon with some adjustment for

depreciation An automatic slidmg scale of fares based upon cost is

provided for or the power of adjustment delegated to a local authority.
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Local officials are given the power to prescribe standards of service and

extensions.

The service-at-cost principle operated first in favor of the railways.

But with the trend of prices and costs downward it is m the interest of

the consumer only that rates be adjusted according to this principle

When viewed in its entirety, this pnnciple represents the goal toward

which regulation everywhere is now proceeding. Emphasis is placed

upon earnings sufficient to attract capital for the enterprise and at the

same time to limit the profit to a reasonable return on the investment

It contemplates a monopohstic condition, a position to which the public

as well as legal and judicial authority is fully committed

The Milwaukee Agreement.—^The city of Milwaukee and the com-

pames serving its territory with transportation, electric light, power,

and heat, embracing the properties of the North American Company,

reached an agreement (effective m 1926) embodying the servioe-at-

cost principle The chief features of this agreement may here be recited.

The contract runs for 10 years and is automatically renewed at the

end of each 10-year period unless teiminated by popular vote 2 years

before the expiration of the period An initial normal value as of Janu-

ary 1, 1914, on the principle of cost of reproduction new—a figure closely

approximating the actual cost of the property—was assigned the prop-

erties All additions of capital expenditure subsequent to this time

were added to this value at cost. Deduction for abandonments and

replacements at values assigned as of 1914 for property then owned, or

at cost if subsequently acquired, was required The result thus obtained

provided the rate base This conforms to the standard of valuation

embodied in the so-called "prudent-mvestment” theory. Valuations

thus arrived at and approved by the city cannot afterwards be contested

by the city To the values thus obtained, a further addition for working

capital IS allowed which represented the final rate base and the price at

which the city could at any time purchase the property.

The cost of service mcluded all operatmg expenses, taxes and rentals

approved by the authorities, allowances for operatmg and insurance

reserves, for depreciation, and for a return upon the investment Ini-

tial return on capital was set at 7 5 per cent for railway property and 8

per cent for electric and heatmg properties—^figures which corresponded

with those set by the Railroad Commission m similar cases Return

m the future was to be modified according to the current cost of capital

to be determined by a formula which makes allowance for the risk ele-

ment assumed by the stockholders as well as changes in the interest

rate, cost of amortizing bond and note discount, and selling expenses.

A depreciation reserve was originally fixed at the amount accrued as

of the date of the contract An annual depreciation charge thereafter

was fixed at 2 82 per cent of the current value of the fixed property
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Interest on the depreciation reserve is allowed which with interest on
operating reserves constitutes a deduction from the rate of return
Rates for service were to be changed to correspond with changes in

net reseives.

This plan thus adopted the gomg-concem point of view, a stabilized

rate base representing the principle of historical cost undiminished by
the amount of the accrued depreciation, and an automatic adjustment
of the rate of return in accordance with current capital costs ^

The Dilemma of Regulation.—^The central fact of regulation is the
limitation of profits on the capital invested But, very early, difficul-

ties were encountered m the ascertamment of the amount of capital upon
which a return was to be allowed. The valuation of local utihty property
seemed to be connected in its early stages with valuation for tax purposes
In 1900 Michigan and in 1903 Wisconsin enacted laws taxing railroads

on the basis of their physical valuation, the roads being considered as

a unit m the valuation. In 1905 and 1907 Wisconsin and New York
passed laws regulating both railroads and local utilities and empowered
the commissions to make valuations for rate-making purposes.

Everywhere when valuation was attempted for rate-making, or even
for tax purposes, the avenues of information seemed to be blocked by
loose accounting methods Watered stock was a universal evil (except

in Massachusetts) and balance sheets were constructed so as to give

effect to this fictitious capitahzation. The natural course of procedure

in this situation was to trace the financial history of the utility to discover

the actual investment in the property But here again the obstacles were

insuperable. In many cases even the records of the past were nowhere

to be found Scarcely any utihties, foUowmg the custom of railroads,

had kept even the semblance of a depreciation account or had made a

distmction between operating expenses for repairs and replacements

and capital outlays. One source only remained to the commissions,

namely, the method of cost of reproducing the property This method
of valuation was from the first seized upon as the only alternative open

in the search for a valuation which could serve as a rate base If the cost

of the separate units of the property could be ascertained through the

efforts of engineers, the summation of the various parts would yield

a physical valuation The pursuit of physical valuation on a reproduc-

tion basis henceforth occupied the attention of federal and state com-

missions and still remains as one of the most troublesome problems

connected with rate-making

The Legal Doctrme of Valuation.—^Ever smce the doctnne of judi-

cial review was promulgated by the Supreme Court, it devolved upon
this court in particular, and all courts m general, to interpret the term

“reasonable rates” for utihties The doctrine of valuation as the basis of

See Glabser, op cit
,
Chap XXV
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reasonableness was first adopted in 1896 when a lower federal court said

“it IS the actual value of the property at the time the rates are to be fixed

that should form the basis upon which to compute just rates This

doctrine was ennunciated and elaborated by the Supreme Court in the

well-known case of Smjrthe v Ames m 1898 This case forms the land-

mark for valuation decisions down to the present time and represents

accepted doctrine today m both railroad and utihty valuations

In this rule of valuation are embodied the principles of valuation

according to which the actual or historical cost of the tangible property,

the amount and market value of the stocks and bonds outstanding, and
the reproduction cost of the property are based These elements are to

be combined in such a way as seems “just and right in each case
” As

explained in the Minnesota Rate cases, no formula was to be used but the

rule was intended to be flexible, leaving a large measure of discretion to

the commissions and courts

It was soon appreciated that the market value of stocks and bonds

was the capitalized earning power of the utility and as such could not

be used without circular reasoning This narrowed down the process

of valuation either to historical or actual cost of construction, or to repro-

duction cost But the former, as we have already seen, was m most
oases impossible of ascertainment and the courts fell back mainly upon
reproduction cost or present value

Appraisal of Property—Appraisal consists essentially, first, of making
an inventory of property, second, the determination of unit prices,

and, third, the summation of all the umts of property to be valued.

The appraisal value, strictly speaking, includes only the property devoted

to the public service.

To the values found by this method, sometimes when contractors

were employed, an additional 10 per cent is added for contractor’s profit

Appraisal practice usually makes the following allowances for detailed

overhead charges * A usual figure for complete overhead charges is

Per Cent
Inteiest, taxes, and insurance during construction 6 to 12

Engineering, superintendence, and administration 3 to 10

Organization and legal expenses 3 to 5

Omissions and contmgencies 1 to 3

15 per cent, the figure varymg inversely as the size of the undertaking

Inventories of materials and supphes complete the hst of property

valuations

Valuation Standards.—^But appraisal does not constitute valuation,

which considers the relative emphasis to be placed upon various elements.

The doctrine of fair value worked well with reference to the past

1 San Diego, etc., v Jasper, 74 Fed 79 (1896)
“ Glaebbr, op at ,p 448.
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where there was a large measure of discretion but rate-making is essen-

tially a problem of the future. This brought the cost-of-reproduction

principle mto conflict with the mvestment standard. As long as the

results obtained by calculation of past mvestment and the present repro-

duction cost of the property did not diverge widely, the courts and com-
missions managed to reconcile their differences But when price changes

became pronounced, the two prmciples were utterly ureconcilable For
a while in order to hmit the short-time fluctuations m price, the principle

of adopting average prices over a period of 3 or 5 years became general.

With the rise of prices mcident to the war, jurists called attention to a

“new plateau” of prices which raised msuperable obstacles to the fair-

value rule It should be stated here that m the later nineties, at the

end of the long period of falhng prices, consumers argued constantly

for the reproduction-cost prmciple, since this would reduce that rate

base and so reduce rates themselves ^ But when prices reversed them-

selves and advanced mostly rapidly, consumers reversed their position

and the utilities were arguing for this pnnciple More recently the cur-

rent has swung back again to its origmal position in the face of rapidly

dechning prices. By far the largest portion of capital now repiesented

m local utihties represents an mvestment during or since the war upon

a relatively high price level Against this property there are outstanding

the stocks and bonds of the utilities upon which a reasonable return is

claimed and upon which the credit of the companies rests

In the ascertainment of present value, the principle of cost of repro-

duction has possessed special fascination for the courts because it seems

to approach most nearly to the concept of sale or exchange value, the

commonly accepted meaning of the term “value ” The fundamental

objection to this principle m regulation is that it does not represent the

principle embodied m the cost-of-service standard In times of high

prices it results in a value far above the cost of service and m periods

of low prices it produces a result far too low Consequently, should

reproduction cost be the predommatmg principle in valuation, the sub-

stantial drop in commodity prices recently experienced would cause

great injury to bondholders and stockholders m utilities as compared

with mvestors m other enterprises

In the face of experience with pnce changes, the flexible rule m Smythe

V Ames has shielded the courts well Commissions have usually worked

upon the basis of the “split standard,” that is, a combination of the

investment and the cost-of-production standards On properties con-

structed before the war, normal reconstruction costs as of pre-war date

were apphed To property constructed during and after the war, values

were based upon current prices or the actual cost of the property as

shown by the records The Interstate Commerce Commission attempted

1W J Bryan argued on this side of the question in Smythe v Ames
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to apply these principles m the O’Fallon case The Supreme Court,

leaning on the wording of the Transportation Act of 1920, remmded the

commission that the “law of the land” called for present values

The decision of the Supreme Court m the Southwestern Bell Tele-

phone case went far toward establishmg the cost-of-reproduction theory

as the sole basis for valuation m rate cases This case also added the

idea of futurity to valuation The language of the court is as follows

“An honest and intelhgent forecast of probable future values made
upon a view of all the relevant circumstances is essential If the highly

important element of present costs is wholly disregarded, such a fore-

cast becomes impossible Estimates for tomorrow cannot ignore prices

of today.”^

In this case the court required that the commission’s valuation be

scaled up “at least” 25 per cent. How much more should be allowed is

not stated, although it was lecognized that, to make due allow-

ance for advance in the price level, 45 or 50 per cent would be necessary

In the Indianapolis Water Company case the court was even more

emphatic in its insistence on reproduction cost as the piedommating

consideration ®

Although the courts msist upon the principle of reproduction cost,

following 1920 commissions almost umversaUy either disregarded it

entirely or gave it only minorweight Out of 365 cases reported in Public

UtiMy Reports Annotated from the beginning of 1920 to March 1, 1923,

in all but 6 the commissions neglected this element of value entirely or

gave it only small weight In only five cases was it the predominating

factor The reason for this almost universal disregard of reproduction

value IS that such a valuation unduly enhances the rate base beyond

the actual cost of the property and results m greatly increased revenues

to the corporations

Competitive Cost the True Principle.—It has been seen that histori-

cally it was the presence of the monopolistic element, and the conse-

quent position of dependence into which it placed the patrons of the

enterprise, that formed the economic basis of the legal argument for

regulation. This idea was reinforced by the practice of chartering of

companies engaged in this field of enterprise and circumscribing them

privileges. Rates were regulated on the basis of what competition

would reasonably brmg about. Competition too was identical with the

cost of producmg the service.

1 In Wilcox V Consolidated Gas Company, 212 U S 10 (1909), the court had
already taken the position that “if the property which legally enters into the con-

sideration of the question of rates, has increased in value smce it was acquired, the

company is entitled to the benefit of such increase ”

“ John W McCardle et al. v. Indianapolis Water Company, 47 Supreme Court

Records 144 (1926)
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A competitive standard is a cost standard Where two or more
producers are competing for the sale of the same article, and that article

IS capable of being reproduced m unlimited quantities, the price will

tend to settle at the cost of production This, however, is not the cost

to the marginal or high-cost producers, as is often erroneously imagmed;
it IS the cost to the most efficient producer who m time increases the

volume and reduces the price of his product to the extent that inefficient

producers whose costs exceed the pnce are driven to the wall The
result IS that the least cost m the long run becomes the standard or com-
petitive cost, and the pubhc gets the service upon the best terms possible

It IS this cost-of-service principle that regulation is striving to preserve

Regulation, however, must not be so parsimonious as to dry up the sources

of capital or put a damper upon personal incentive, the penalty of which

IS ultimately inadequate and costly service

The ingredients of a competitive cost price may be classified as wages

of labor and management, cost of raw materials and supplies, taxes,

and capital charges The economic problem of public-utility regula-

tion IS largely the problem of meeting competitive wages of labor and

management, competitive costs of materials and supplies, taxes, and a

competitive return to the capital mvested All of these costs, except

taxes, are presumably deternuned to a large extent by competitive con-

ditions in industry at large. Likewise, materials and supplies are pur-

chased for the most part in a competitive market.

Even to a greater extent than wages, matenals, and supplies, the

return to capital is determined by competitive conditions No market

is so free from artificial or natural hindrances to free choice as the capi-

tal market. Capital flows freely to the pomt of least resistance or great-

est return All that capital demands m the pubhc-utihty business is a

return comparable with that received by capital mvested in competitive

enterpnse, after making due allowance for the risk mvolved in each case.

This principle will insure that the public-utihty industry will always

be able to attract its proportionate share of current capital funds This

great principle of natural regulation apportions capital, as also labor

and supphes, to the various pomts in the general field of economic enter-

prise where the need is greatest and thereby produces a balanced indus-

trial system This is the ideal after which regulation should and in the

end must strive if the pubhc is to be supphed with the service demanded

and if the growth of public utihties is to keep pace with the general

growth of the country A return sufficient to attract a due proportion

of current capital funds to the pubhc-utihty field may be regarded as

the sine qua non of regulation.

Land Valuation.—In the valuation of land for rate-makmg purposes

two rules prevail. In distncts where the actual or prudent mvestment

principle of valuation holds sway, the Massachusetts rule applies This
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rule requires only that the actual or prudent cost of the land be included

But in districts where the reproduction-cost principle for structural

valuation prevails, and with the federal courts generally, the principle of

market value for land is umversally apphed In West Virginia the actual

cost of investment was taken as the starting point with possibly some

allowance for appreciation ^ On the other hand, the Pennsylvania

Supreme Court and the Appellate Division of the New York Supreme

Court rejected actual cost and applied market value unequivocally ^

In cases where the utihty has given value to surroundmg lands, the

tendency of commissions and courts is to allow the vicinity value to

prevail On the other hand, where land values have been enhanced

or degraded by the character of the buildmgs or structures, the value of

adjacent lands is used

Working Capital.—^No rate case involving working capital seems to

have come before the Supreme Court ® Other courts, however, as well

as commissions, have had to deal with this question Since this item

IS generally a variable one it has become customary to take averages

rather than values as of a specific date ^

Valuation and Accrued Depreciation—^The rule of valuation laid

down in Sraythe v. Ames omitted any mention of depreciation In

fact the problem of depreciation had not emerged in engmeeimg dis-

cussions prior to 1900. It was not until 1909 that the Supreme Court

added this element to the process of valuation for rate-making purposes

In the Knoxville Water case, the court, although recognizing the diffi-

culty of accurate calculation where the separate parts of a physical

plant are of unequal service life, nevertheless, made it clear that “some
substantial allowance for depreciation ought to have been made m this

case The court distmguished between complete and incomplete

depreciation Complete depreciation resulted from “the growth of the

city, or necessary changesm the operation of the plant, or m consequence

of deterioration from natural causes of wear and tear” where the part

has been completely abandoned and the value “completely gone out

of the plant.” Incomplete depreciation “is where, m consequence of

wear and tear from natural causes, parts of the plant are undergoing

mjury and are on the way to complete destruction, but are still m use ”

This IS regarded as the leadmg case m depreciation, and there is recogni-

tion of the principle of depreciation m rate-making on account of deteri-

oration, and apparently of inadequacy and obsolescence, both of which

1 Natural Gas Company of West Vu-gmia v Pubhc Service Company, 95 W Va
557 (1926).

2 Davis V Pennsylvania Gas Co , P TJ R
,
1921 B, 342 (1920)

® R H Whitten, Vdluahon of Pvbhc Sennee Corporations, Vol. II, p 1525

*Ibid,pp 1519-1525
® Knoxville v Knoxville Water Company, 212 U S 1 (1909)
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are aspects of functional depreciation The inclusion of depreciation

in valuation was definitely required as late as 1927 in the Indianapolis

Water case ^ In the Minnesota Rate cases,® the court clearly recognized

“existing depreciation in the plant as compared with the new one” as

distinct from “that which has been overcome by repairs and replace-

ments” and went on to say that “this amount should be found and

allowed for If this is not done, the physical valuation is manifestly

incomplete

Theory of Accrued Depreciation.—As to the existence of accrued

depieciation there can be no question Weather and use undoubtedly

are destructive forces which in the end will obliterate all capital Just

as truly does functional depreciation from inadequacy and obsolescence

finally lead to the same result m large poitions of mvested capital It

may be added also that governmental requuements foi improvement

in service and safety, or otherwise, lendei much property of no further

use In all of these oases, capital value is surely lessened to the extent

of the depreciation and the rule of the Supreme Court would seem to be

logical and economically sound Moreover, it should logically make

no difference whether valuation is based upon cost of reproduction or

investment cost Depreciation should always be expressed in terms of

percentage of value, since it is the proportion of expired to estimated

service life that measures the extent of depreciation Where reproduc-

tion cost IS used m valuation, percentage depreciation operates unfavor-

ably to the investor m rising costs of production and favorably in falling

costs This, however, is not basic to depreciation itself but is a result

consequent upon this particular method of valuation

The investment problem itself is bound up with the problem of depre-

ciation If the ongmal mvestment is to remain intact (assuming stable

costs), the depreciated portion of the value of the property must be made

good out of the accumulation of earnings. This can be accomplished

practically m only two ways, either by the buildhig up of a surplus or

by the creation of a depreciation reserve account in the balance sheet

Sound accounting demands the latter alternative

Important cases are on record where no deduction for depreciation

was allowed m deciding reasonable rates For mstance, the Massachu-

setts Commission m the Blue Hill Bate case allowed a valuation equal

to the investment in the property on the ground that “the failure to make

provision for depreciation and the virtual loss of mvested capital caused

thereby cannot justly be ascribed to mismanagement Earnings

> MoCardle v Indianapolis Water Company, PUR, 1924 B, 306

2 230 U S 352
® Depreciation on account of detenoration and obsolescence was also approved

m the Des Moines Gas case, 238 U S 153 (1915), m the Denver Umon Water case,

246 U S 178 (1918), and m others

* 3 Massachusetts Public Service Commission Reports 52 (1615).
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were in fact so low that no diiridends whatever had been receit cofj

appears to have been an unusual case, resulting from failure to reou. ,

earnings sufficiently to pay cost of opeiation, including depieciation

The general rule followed was stated in the Springfield Rate case, where

the commission seems to have guided its action in view of the prudent

investment basis of valuation ^ It pointed out that, where the cost-

of-reproduction principle was followed, allowances for appieciation in

land values and certain other items, and for going-concern value, it

was appropriate to make deduction for depreciation as an offset to these

values

But this method was unequivocally condemned in the Minnesota

Rate cases It seems more conservative and sounder economically

to maintain the integrity of the investment through a depreciation reserve

budt up out of earnings to replace the origmal investment when the

service life of the pioperty has been exhausted It is not sufficient that

earnings cover interest and dmdends while ignoring provision for the

maintenance of the capital intact This would plainly ignore the prop-

erty basis of credit found in all first-class corporation bonds Public-

utility bonds without adequate property basis would suffer in competition

m the investment market with the more favored issues

Depreciation a Cost of Service—It is well established in law that

accruing depreciation is a cost of service, the same as expenses of opera-

tion, taxes, and interest on capital. Utihties are en3oined by the Supreme
Court of the Umted States

. to see that from earnmgs the value of the property invested is kept unim-

paired, so that at the end of a given term of years the original investment remains

as it was at the beginmng It is not only the right of the company to make such

a provision, but it is a duty to its bondholders and stockholders, and, in the case

of a public serwoe corporation at least, its plam duty to the pubho ^

Where a depreciation reserve has been set up equal to the permanent
depreciation in the property and mvested in improvements or expansion

of service, certain commissions deduct the amount of the reserve from
the valuation of the entire property investment This results m a rate

base equal to the historical or actual investment m the propeity and
corresponds to the obhgations of the company plus its stock (if not

watered), neglecting surplus accumulated out of earnings This rule

IS followed in the New York Telephone Company case ® But the com-
mission was sharply rebuked for takmg this position by the United States

Distnct Court* on the ground that the depreciation shown on the books
was a mere bookkeeping device and that actual depreciation must be

i 6 Massachusetts Public Service Gonunissiou Reports 211 (1918)
® Kuox’viUe V Knoxville Water Company, 212 U. S 1 (1909).
SPUR, 1923 B, 645
* New York Telephone Company v Prendergast, 300 Fed. 822 (1924)
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determined by examination of the property concerned The commis-
sion afterwards found the actual depreciation was the equivalent of

that appearing on the books of the company and authorized the company
to raise rates on this finding ^ The poation of the Supreme Court on
this question was stated in 1909 in the Cumberland Telephone and
Telegraph case ^ The court sanctioned the deduction of the amount of
the depreciation reserve from the total valuations to the extent that
the reserve was reinvested m the plant No subsequent case can be
found where the Supreme Court modified the position taken in this case ®

Retirement Reserve.—A third method of treating depreciation seeks
to steer a middle course between the lule of the Supreme Court and the
Interstate Commerce Commission, on the one hand, and the Massachu-
setts rule of the other It is sponsored by the National Association of

Railway and Utilities Commissioners for gas and electrical utilities and
has the approval of the Engineering Society In its Uniform Classi-

'fication of Accounts, the term “depreciation” does not appear but
instead the terms “retirement expense” and “retirement reseive” are

used The purpose of the retirement accounts is that

corporations may, through the creation of adequate reserves, equalize from
year to year, as nearly as is practicable, the losses mcident to important retire-

ments of buildings, dams, and so forth, or of large erection of continuous struc-

tures hke electric Imes, or of definitely identifiable units of plant or equipment
“Losses” used above means in each case the excess of the original cost to the

accounting company of the property retired plus the cost of dismantling or

removing, over its salvage value at the time of its retirement

The reserve may be cieated either out of earmngs or from appropria-

tions from surplus

The retirement reserve is merely a deferred expense accumulated

in sufiicient amount to replace all units at the time of their retirement.

It IS solely the size of the unit m replacement that renders a reserve

necessary Its nature is essentially the same as a maintenance and
repair expense but, owing to the irregular character and exceptional

amount necessary for replacement of these umts, it is deemed best to

equalize the expense over several years’ time Where properties are

large and have struck their gait, these replacements occur with a measur-

able degree of regularity and the reserve need be of only moderate

proportions But where the plant is small, the retirement reserve

approaches in amount the depreciation reserve Replacements may

^ Re New York Telephone Company, PUR, 1926 E, 1

“ Railroad Commission of Louisiana v Cumberland Telephone and Telegraph

Co
,
212 U S 414 (1909)

® R H Whitten, Valtuiiion of Pvbhc Service Corporations, 2d ed
,
Vol II, pp.

1683, 1928
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thus be made as needed, m which case the ability of the property to

render service need never be unpaired

But this method of treatmg depreciation completely ignores accrued

or permanent depreciation and provides nothing against the loss in

service-life of the plant nor does it maintam the investment intact

Moreover, it does not provide funds to cover the entire cost of the ser-

vice to the consumer. As remarked by Whitten: “Both the account-

ing rule that omits accrumg depreciation from operating expenses and

the corollary that would deny the existence of accrued depreciation in

a valuation for rate purposes seems to run sharply counter to the facts,

to sound reasonmg and to the rules of law announced by the Supreme

Court.” ^

Basis of Computing Depreciation.—^The question arises as to the

proper basis of calculation of the annual depreciation charge The
Supreme Court has not spoken definitely on this point In the Knox-

ville Water Company case it did speak of keeping the investment “unim-

paired” and “as it was m the beginnmg " This was interpreted in a

case* in 1924 by a standmg master to mean the historical cost as a basis,

notwithstanding that the Supremo Court had just previously used lan-

guage® which seems to imply that the present value of the property

should be used Important state commissions favor the view taken

by the standing master The Indiana Public Service Commission in

1925 said, “The base upon which to calculate the annual depreciation

fund should be the actual cost of the depreciable property So

the Missouri Pubhc Service Commission m the same year declared

“the purpose of a depreciation reserve is to retire the investment in

depreciable property at the end of its useful life The depreciation

reserve is a retiral reserve and not a replacement reserve Consequently,

any estimate of the annual depreciation requirement should be based

upon the investment in depreciable property.”® The excess of the cost

of the new, over the cost of the old, umt was properly a capital charge

The Illinois Commerce Commission® and the Wisconsin Railroad Com-
mission’ took a similar position

In matters of this kind, next to the Supreme Court itself, the Inter-

state Commerce Commission may be regarded as the highest authority.

With reference to depreciation charges of telephone companies and rail-

roads, it said in 1926, “It is agreed by aU that depreciation expense should

^ Op
,
Vol II, p 1824.

’Georgia Eailway and Power Co. v. Railroad Commission, PUR, 1926 A,
646 (1924)

® In the same case, 262 U S 626 (1923).
* Re Indianapohs Water Company, PUR, 1926 C, 431 (1924).
® Re Capital City Water Co

,
P U R

, 1925 D, 41 (1925)
« Re Rockford Electric Co

,
PU R., 1925 D, 154 (1925)

» Marmette v City Water Co
,
P U B , 1926 B, 362 (1926)
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be based primarily upon the ongmal cost to the accounting company
of the unit of property in question ” It went on to compare this with

other operating expenses, such as the consumption of coal In pre-

scribing a system of uniform accounting for telephone companies, the

commission was in agreement with the accountants of the American

Telephone and Telegraph Company on almost all important matters

and adopted the original cost as the basis for calculating accruing

depreciation

Nevertheless, certam courts and commissions have held the opposite

view, requiring depreciation charges to be baaed upon present or repro-

duction value Such was the position of the United States Distnct

Court of Kentucky, 1 the Supreme Court of Michigan,^ the Ohio Public

Utihties Commission,^ and the Kansas Commission,^ whose findings

were approved by the Kansas Supreme Court

Summary of Supreme Court’s Position.—In his work on Valuahon

of Public Service Corporations, Robert H Whitten summarized the posi-

tion of the Supreme Court on depreciation as follows

Beyond question the United States Supreme Court has said that, in general,

physical property in utility service, other than land, is subject to deterioration

and loss of value from the moment that it is put m service, that depreciation

representmg this loss of value from whatever cause is a factor tending to estabhsh

fair value at a lower figure than the cost new of the property, that depreciation as

it accrues is an expense which should be charged to operation and provided for

in the rates collected from the consumer, that if a utility neglects to collect suffi-

cient rates from its patrons to cover this portion of the cost of operation, the fault

IS its own and when it comes to a valuation for rate purposes under conditions

which brmg the question mto the federal courts, the company’s failure to provide

for depreciation will not be accepted as a circumstance tending to make the fair

value of the property as the rate base any greater than it otherwise would be,

that the amount of depreciation to be deducted from cost new in arrivmg at fair

value for rate purposes is actual as distinguished from purely theoretical depre-

ciation, and that as the failure of the company to collect a sufficient amount for

depreciation in the past does not give it the right to claim a larger allowance in

the present, so, if the company has collected excessive amounts in the past, this

excess cannot be used by the regulatory authority as an offset to current deprecia-

tion requirements to any extent ^

In addition to these general prmciples upon which the court has

spoken, several other important pnnciples seem to be sound. Deprecia-

tion reserves accumulated under pubhc authority and mvested m utihty

1 Re United Uuel Gas Co v. Railroad Comnussion, 13 F (2d) 610 (1626)

“ Michigan Pubhc Utihties Commission v Michigan State Telephone Co ,
228

Mioh 658 (1924)

» Re Cmcmnati and Suburban BeU Telephone Co ,
P U R

,
1924 B, 849 (1924).

* Hopkins V Southwestern Bell Telephone Company, 115 Kan 236 (1924)

» Vol II, p 1871
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propelty may be deducted from the value of the entire property, including

that built from the reserve fund, in finding a rate base, except only if

actual depreciation is substantially less than the reserve Accrued

depreciation can best be determined by examination of the property

instead of by inspection or observation, or by life tables The age-life,

straight-hne method is the simplest and best method of calculation

Annual depreciation is a factor of book cost whether that represents

onginal cost or fair value or reproduction cost ^

Rate of Return.—Consideration of reasonable rates usually begins

with Smythe v Ames ^ In this case the Supreme Court laid down the

principle that a “fair return” on the “fair value” of the property was a

measure of "]ust compensation” for seivices Reasonable rates to the

individual consumer have no necessary or proportionate relation to

reasonable return on the amount of the property to the investors The
economic law of demand under changing rates may in fact produce oppo-

site movements in the rate of return on the capital invested This

depends entirely upon the degree of elasticity of demand under changing

rates

The Supreme Court spoke positively in the Bluefield Water case when
it said, “Rates which are not sufficient to yield a reasonable return on the

value of the property used at the time it is bemg used to render the service

are un3ust, unreasonable and confiscatory This seems to establish

the rule that rates of charge are unreasonable and confiscatory to the

utility if they fail to yield a reasonable return on the value of the property

Rates which yield less than this may, nevertheless, from the standpoint

of the consumer be just and reasonable *

In some of the earlier cases considered by the commissions, a distinc-

tion was made between a rate of return that was barely non-confiscatory

and one that was reasonable The distinction was made under certain

state laws which looked toward the future expansion of the utility and the

need for large amounts of additional funds that had to be raised from the

pubhc Out of pubhc pohcy the need for a return somewhat more liberal

was recognized in providmg adequate service at all times Some of

the federal courts recogmzed this distinction but stated that an allowance

beyond the reasonable return was purely a matter of legislative pohcy,

the courts being mterested only m preventing confiscation of property

through low rates. ® In decidmg what is a reasonable rate of return, the

‘ Of Whitten, op a<
,
Vol II, pp 1872-1874

“ 169 U S 460 (1896)
’ Bluefield Water Works and Improvement Co v Pubhc Service Commission of

West Virginia, 262 U. S 679 (1923)
^ See Whitten, op cit

,
Vol II, p 1886

'Louisville and Nashville Railroad Co v Silver, 186 Fed 176 (1911), Contra
Costa Water Co v City of Oakland, 159 Calif 323 (1911), Duluth Street Railway
Co V Railroad Commission, 161 Wis 245 (1916), Ann Arbor Railroad Co v Fellows,
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Supreme Court laid down the rule m 1909 that this rate depends on the

facts of the individual case It pomted out that the factors of risk,

locality, and rate of return on similar mvestments were recognized as

being of great weight ^ Subsequent decisions of comts and commissions^

were made with reference to this case and took account of numerous

individual factors In these cases promment among the various factors

that affect the reasonable return m individual cases aie the financial

history of the company, the extent to which cost of promotion and gomg
value have been included in the rate base, inherent stability of the indus-

try, future prospects, local interest rates, return on other forms of invested

capital in the same community, efficiency of managements, charactei of

service rendered, and income taxes paid by the company. Especial con-

sideration was given to increase m construction costs and interest rates

mcident to the war ®

The leading case was the Bluefield Water case, whore the Supreme

Court emphasized the necessity of maintaining the credit of the utility

through fair return on the capital invested.^ In the Indianapolis Water

case® the Supreme Court seems to have departed from the rule laid down

in the Consolidated Gas case and followed m numeious othei cases In

this case it emphasized the general money market and broad investment

conditions rather than the local situation It is undoubtedly true that

utihties nowadays ramify physically into many communities and over

extended areas and are financially tied up with holding companies which

furmsh a large portion of the capital needed m the enterprise These

facts require a modification of the rule as onginaUy laid down by the

court. It IS the opmion of Whitten* that this decision does not abrogate

the original rule as laid down m the Consolidated Gas case.

Recent Trends.—In the Bluefield Water case the court laid down the

rule that the rate of return on mvested capital was confiscatory unless it

was high enough to attract new capital to the enterprise

The present tendency of the courts seems to be m the mam to obhterate the

distmction between a merely non-confiscatory rate and a rate that as a matter of

236 Fed 387 (1916), Garden City v Garden City Telephone, Light and Manufactur-

ing Co
,
236 Fed 693 (1916), Columbus Gas case, 17 F (2d) 630 (1927), Waukesha

Gas and Electric Com v Wisconsin Hailroad Commission, 181 Wis 281 (1923).

*^Willooxv Consohdated Gas Co
,
212 TJ S 19 (1909)

2 Cedar Rapids Gas Light Co v City of Cedar Rapids, 144 Iowa 426 (1909), Dea

Momes Water Co v City of Des Homes, 192 Fed 193 (1911), Des Moines Gas Co.

V City of Des Homes, 238 IJ S 163 (1916); Denver v Denver Union Water Co

,

246 U S 178 (1918)

®Lmooln Gas and Electric Co v. City of Lmcoln, 250 U S 266 (1919), Galveston

Electric Co v Galveston, 258 U S 388 (1921)

4 Bluefield Water Works and Improvement Co v. Pubhe Service Commission of

West Virgmia, 262 U S 679 (1923)

5 MoCardle v Indianapolis Water Co ,
P XJ R ,

1924 B, 306

0 Op at, Vol II, p 1944
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public policy would be regarded as fair and just, and to forget the oft-repeated

rule that the courts will not set aside a legislative act, such as an order fixing

rates, unless it is clearly and beyond doubt unreasonable '

Moreover the trend m recent decisions has been toward higher rates of

return A United States District Court m Arkansas approved a rate of

per cent, although it stated that a rate of 5 per cent would not have

been confiscatory ® So the decision in the Consolidated Gas case in the

United States District Court of New York allowed a rate of return

of 8 per cent on the valuation The special master explained carefully

that the return was not on bonds and stock as such but on the property

and that the payment of dividends was immaterial to the case The
court even went so far as to say, “Indeed, according to all successful

business experience, a corporation paying out in dividends all or even the

major part of its net earmngs is courting a speedy disaster

The federal district court in Idaho,^ after referring to the general

range of allowance of 6 to 8 per cent, approved a rate of 7 per cent for a

power company, statmg that the risk involved was not great and that that

rate would be sufficient to attract capital Especially interesting is the

decision of the California Railroad Commission in the San Jose Water

case ® Here the company had shown especial skill m financial and busi-

ness management which led the commission to say, “To penalize a public

utihty for efficiency and economy m management and operation could

result only in placing a premium upon extravagance ” Such cases as

this reveal an understanding and appreciation on the part of public

regulatory bodies of the value of sound business principles The Ilhnois

Commerce Commission fixed a rate of 7 per cent as reasonable for an

electric company in 1925.® The North Dakota commissioners^ allowed

a rate of 8 per cent for an electric company m the same year The
Nebraska State Railway Commission allowed a return of 7 per cent m the

case of the Omaha and Council Bluffs Street Railway.® In Massachu-

setts the Department of Pubhc Utihties approved a rate of 6 per cent for

an electric company in Worcester on the ground that such a rate was a

very attractive one on money invested in Massachusetts ®

Many telephone cases have been decided within recent years involving

rate of return on valuations In New York the Public Service Commis-

1 Whitten, op eit

,

Vol II, p 1953
* Arkansas Water Co v City of Little Rock, PUR, 1924 C, 73 (1923)

» Consolidated Gas Co v Prendergast, 6 F (2d) 243; P U R ,
1926 B, 773 (1926)

and P U R
,
1926 C, 744 (1926)

* Idaho Power Co. v Thompson, 19 F (2d) 647 (1927)
' Re San Jose Water Works, PUR, 1925 C, 370 (1924)
‘ Re Rockford Electee Co

,
P.U R , 1925 D, 154 (1925)

' Re Mandan Electee Co
,
PU R

,
1925 D, 508 (1925)

* Re Omaha and Council Bluffs Street Railway Co , P U R ,
1925 D, 744 (1926)

“ Customers v. Worcester Electric Li^t Co
,
P U R

,
1927 C, 705 (1927)
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Sion reduced a rate allowed by the United States Distnct Court from 8

to 7 per cent.* Eight per cent was approved m an Arkansas® and a

South Carohna® case In Los Angeles a rate of 6 6 per cent was approved

with the expectation of increase m net revenue with “mcreased efficiency

and economy and coordmation of its system In Michigan a 7 per cent

rate was approved.® In Indiana a rate of 6 per cent was considered

sufficient by the commission although the federal court had objected to

such a low rate ® In Baltimore the Umted States Circuit Court pro-

nounced 6 per cent or anythmg below 6 per cent as confiscatory ^ The
New England Telephone and Telegraph Company was allowed a tem-

porary return of 8 per cent m Massachusetts on the ground that its

stock commanded a poor price m the market.* The Rhode Island® and

New Hampshire commissions*® took like action In West Virginia the

Supreme Court of the state confirmed a rate of 7 per cent.** In this case

the court made a distinction between the mterest as the reward for the

use of capital and profits as the compensation to the management for its

responsibilities In case of the gas plant 1 to 2 per cent was allowed for

profits and 2 to 2J^ per cent on the electric plant *®

Actual Cost of Capital and Rate of Return.—The Wisconsin Railroad

Commission early reached the conclusion that the return should be

divided into two component parts, namely, interest and profits It has

become the custom of various commissions to figure the rate of return on

the actual cost of the capital but only as a method of arriving at a rate of

return on the "present value of the property,” the formula required by

the courts An exemplary detailed table showmg the amount of bonds

and stock with interest and dividend requirements and the equivalent rate

of return on the entire investment was worked out in the Queens Borough

Gas case of New York ** But this reasomng has been unacceptable to

1 Re New York Telephone Co ,
P IJ.R., 1926 E, 1.

* Fort Smith case, 294 Fed 102

* South Carohna case, S F (2d) 77

* Be Southern California Telephone Co., PUR, 192fi C, 627 (1924)

“ Be Michigan State Telephone Go
,
P U R ,

1925 A, 3C (1922)

'Indiana Bell Telephone Co. v. Pubhc Service Commission, 300 Fed 190

(1924)

' Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Co of Baltimore City v Whitman, 3 F (2d)

938 (1925).

' Be New England Telephone and Telegraphy Co
,
PUR, 1925 E, 739 (1925)

» Public Utihties Commission v. New England Telephone and Telegraph Co

,

PU.R, 1926 C, 207 (1925)

Be New England Telephone and Telegraph Co, PUR, 1926 E, 186 (1926).

» Huntmgton v Pubhc Service Commission, 101 W Va 378 (1926)

State Journal Prmtmg Company v Madison Gas and Electric Company, 4

W R C R 501 (1910)

Be Rates of Queens Borough Gas and Blectno Co ,
2 P S C 1st D (N Y ) 644

(1911).
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the courts particularly in the post-war period ^ The Supreme Court of

the Umted States faced this question squarely m the Southwestern Bell

Telephone case m 1923 The court adhered to the principles laid down

in Smythe v Ames, requirmg a leasonable rate of return on the present

value of the property Mr Justice Brandeis wrote a famous dissenting

opinion m this case Among other thmgs he said,

A rule which hmits the guaranteed rate of letum on utihty investments to

that which may prevail at the time of the rate hearmg, may fall far short of the

capital charge then resting upon the company.

In essence, there is no difference between the capital charge and operating

expenses, depreciation, and taxes Each is a pait of the curient cost of supplying

the service, and each should be met from cunent income

The adoption of the amount prudently invested as the rate base and the

amount of the capital charge as the measure of the rate of letuin would give

defimteness to these two factors mvolved m rate controversies which are now
shifting and treacherous, and which render the proceedings pecuharly burdensome

and largely futile ^

No matter what rate base is chosen, the return on the capital invested

must be sufficient to mamtam the credit of the corporations and to

attract new capital to puhhc-utihty enterprises This requirement can-

not be compromised, for utility enterprises under regulation depend not

upon surplus earnings for expansion purposes but at all times depend upon
the investing pubhc While the decisions and opinions above cited show
clearly that the courts woik on the principle of competitive cost of capital

in fixing a rate of return, they nevertheless fail to carry the principle to

its logical conclusion. The principle of competitive capital cost demands
only that the return shall be sufficient to meet the conditions of the

market at the time the securities are being floated. Contracts once made
remam unchanged, and a return sufficient to meet the contract require-

ments wih always be adequate As each new issue of securities is floated,

care must be taken that the future earnmgs will be large enough to meet
the new costs incurred.

The pressing need of regulation is conformity to the modern highly

specialized capital market. Ongmally the capital market -was simple

and local in character A knot of friends possessing capital would
associate themselves together, poohng their resources in a common under-

taking and each assummg the same risk, exercising a voice m the manage-
ment, and receiving the same reward The stockholders of the early

corporation were to all mtents and purposes partners But the capital

market today is more refinedm character. The leading types of issues of

1 PMadelphia City Passenger Railway Co v Public Service Commission, 271
Pa 39 (1921), City of Huntmgton v Public Servioe Commission, 89 W Va. 703

(1921); Minnesota Gas case, 285 Fed 818 (1923)
2 Southwestern Bell Telephone case, 262 U S 276 (1923)
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public-utility operating companies, outside railroads, are mortgage bonds,

debenture bonds, preferred and common stocks Mortgage bonds are

adapted to those desiring to assume only the minimum amount of risk.

These issues hold a position of priority of claim as to assets and earnmgs

of the corporation. Their holders in return for this privilege are content

with a comparatively low rate of return Debenture bonds and pre-

ferred stocks are purchased by those who are in the habit of assuming

business risks.

The common stockholder expects for the most part, in return for his

acceptance of the weakest position of all security holders, a higher rate

of return in regular dividends, with possibly some mcrease in value

due to surplus earnmgs. He has the right to expect that in ordinary

times the earnings will be sufficient to cover the requirements of operating

expenses and senior capital charges with enough remaining to pay regular

dividends on the common at a given rate In return it is primanly he

who accepts the risks of fluctuating busmess conditions, wars, calamities,

wage demands, and even of regulation itself

Thus properties as such do not compete with each otherm the modern

capital market as they once did. On the contrary, mortgage bonds of

public utilities find themselves m competition with mortgage bonds of

other enterprises, with farm and real-estate mortgages, and oven with

civil loans. The amount of assets in relation to the amount of mortgage

bonds issued must conform to the accepted standards of safety So also

the margin of earnings over mterest requirements for these issues must

follow standards recognized m the banking field If a 50 per cent margin

for assets over the bond issue and 75 per cent of earnings over interest

requirements are demanded, these standards must be recognized m
financing under regulation Similarly, accepted standards for debenture

bonds and preferred stocks must not be ignored if public-utility enter-

prises are to get their portion of current capital funds.
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CHAPTER XX

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER

The Realm of Electricity.—^Light, heat, and power constitute an indis-

pensable trio m the mdustnal and social life of today These a host of

men of scientific or commercial bent set themselves to achieve through

the medium of electricity. They have had preeminent success in the

field of light For countless ages wax and tallow candles and torches

shed their puny glow on the street and m the homes and public places

Then in the third quarter of the nineteenth century kerosene and gas in

turn held brief sway only to be echpsed by the magic rays of the electric

light which today reigns supreme in the field of illumination

Each stage of material progress of the human race is marked by the

conquest of some new source of power The story of conquest of elec-

tricity in the field of power is almost equally brilhant as in the field of

light. From time out of mind man with his own smews laboied to carry

the load of power necessary to eke out a tolerable existence Then his

intellectual superiority commanded the reindeer, the ox, the horse, to

relieve him of a portion of his load Later wind and water were utilized to

the same end. It was indeed a landmark m the history of human
progress when the steam engme came some century and a half ago to lift

these burdens and mitiate the material and social progress of the modern

age. Commerce and industry, art, science, and hterature, the social and

pohtical life of the people, all have been utterly transformed through this

great invention. But the direct apphcation of mechanical power to

industry proved to be too expensive, inconvement, and cumbersome.

Then appeared the electric motor driven through transmission lines of

great length and power which vastly reduced the costs per unit of energy

needed and by its silent and inoffensive presence captured the field of

direct power in the home and now bids fair to conquer the field of indus-

trial power. With long-distance transmission of power will doubtless

come a decentralization of mdustry and revival of the smaller cities

and towns and new interest m rural life. Utihzation of electric power

dispenses with all belting and shaftmg, motors are constructed for any

load desirable and there is mstant availabihty of power for all occasions.

In the realm of heat, electncity has made considerable progress also

but is only of secondary importance, heat is still to a large extent provided

by direct combustion of fuel and by radiation Nevertheless, the heat

generated by electricity through the resistance coil has succeeded all other

forms where intensity is desired

376
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Altogether the record of progressm electricity has probably never been

equaled in the annals of industry Nevertheless, the field for future

progress is still one of the most promising The electrification of indus-

trial power IS still far from complete, while rural and railroad electrifica-

tion have scarcely been touched In the home, too, in spite of great

advances recently made, the use of power is yet m its early stages of

development Opportumties for the apphcation of electricity in foreign

countries offer a vast field for the resomces of American men and capital

The utilization of electric energy is still m its youth and the mdustiy will

continue to appeal to the best men of techmcal and commercial talent

Technical Development—The electric light and power industry of

today rests upon a series of brilliant inventions and discoveries, which

for the most part have been achievements of the nineteenth and twentieth

centuries The story of these accomplishments forms one of the most

fascinating m the entire galaxy of technical science

Basically considered, the electrical industry consists of the conversion

of mechanical energy into electrical energy, the transmission of this

energy to points of utilization, and its transformation into light or its

reconversion into mechamcal energy divisible mto any amounts desired

The technical links in this chain are the generator, or dynamo, the trans-

mission and distribution lines, the lamp, and the motor The invention

and perfection of these units, to the pomt of economy where they become

available for commercial use, constitute the main points m the develop-

ment of the technical side of the industry

Electricity is merely a name given to certain manifestations of force

and energy Static electricity produced by friction and the shock-givmg

properties of the torpedo fish were both known to ancient peoples. Thales

of Miletus had observed already in 600 n c the power of attraction of

amber and ^et when rubbed Wilham Gilbert, physician to Queen

Elizabeth, named the property vis electnca, after the Greek word for

amber. In 1729 Stephen Gray discovered that the property could be

transferred from one matenal to another and transmitted from one part

of the body to another Conductivity of certain materials was thus

early known. In 1733 du Fay discovered two kinds of electricity and
found that unlike kinds attract each other but hke kinds repel each other

He named them "vitreous" (positive) and "resinous” (negative) electric-

ity The first he obtained by rubbmg glass with silk and the second by
rubbing resm with wool Already m 1700 frictional machines had been

invented for giving strong charges About 1780 Galvani discovered

dynamic or current electricity while experimenting with frog legs but

apparently did not comprehend his discovery

The Electric Light.—^In expenmentmg with the Leyden jar, invented

in 1745 by Musschenbrock and Bishop Von Kleist, and with the voltaic

pile constructed in 1796 by Alexandra Volta, it was discovered that a
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break m the circuit produced a bright hght In 1809 Sir Humphry
Davy showed the bnlhant hght of the voltaic arc produced by pass-

ing the current through two sticks of carbon This early arc light,

however, was not commercially practical The production of carbon

sticks by the modern process of mixmg molasses with ground carbon was

accomplished by Bunsen m 1840 But the problem of generating a

current sufficiently strong to produce hght in quantity on an economical

basis had not yet been solved Early efforts m this direction were made
by Oersted, who in 1820 discovered that "a wire carrying a current exerts

a force on a magnet or produces a magnetic field ” Ampere discovered

the mutual attraction of parallel wires carrying currents in the same

direction and the mutual repulsion when currents were passing in opposite

directions Thus electrodynamics was discovered Earaday in 1831

produced the first d3mamo in the discovery of electromagnetic induction

While this involved the fundamental principle of modern generators, it

was first made commercially practical some 40 years latei through the

improvements made by Siemens, Wheatstone, Gramme, and others

By 1866 a dynamo had been built powerful enough to allow the instal-

lation of arc lights in a few hghthouses in France and England and in the

yacht of Napoleon III During the seventies the arc hght made rapid

progress in the illumination of streets, parks, and auditoriums, but it was

unsuitable for residence and similar lighting The problem now was to

“ divide the electric arc,” the solution of which awaited the modern wizard

of the industry, Thomas A Edison, an inventor of the incandescent

lamp 1 Arc lights were strung m series and the current passed through

all in the series simultaneously A break m the current by failure of one

of the lamps would throw the entire number out of service In order to

remedy this situation, the current had to be divided so as to make each

hght mdependent of every other one The incandescent light was eco-

nomical, using only a fraction of the current required by the arc hght, it

permitted the tapping of the mam wires for each light, thus creating

separate paths for the current Great crowds visited the Menlo Park

demonstrationm 1879 Although the incandescent lamp created a scare

in gas circles sufficient to cause a sudden drop of 12 points in the securities

of the London Gas Company, general skepticism still prevailed. A
committee appomted by the House of Commons in England in 1879 to

investigate electric hghtmg turned a deaf ear to Edison’s invention.

The filament gave the most troublem the development of the electric

hght. Edison’s hght used a filament of carbonized cotton sewing thread

1 Experimental electric lights were known already in the middle seventies Jab-

loohkofE exhibited his “electno candle" at the Pans Exposition in 1879, but when

Edison went to work at Menlo Park his hght was already far superior to the toy lamp

of Pans Edison sought a hght of commercial importance and announced at the

very time the toy lamp was on exhibition at Pans and that he could light aU of lower

New York with a 600-horsepower steam engme
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enclosed in a vacuum bulb and burned on the average for only 40 hours

The next year a bamboo filament was made to replace the cotton filament

which m turn was soon replaced by a superior chemical filament made in

the Edison laboratory m 1889. This served until the more recent tung-

sten metal filament was mvented whose general superiority led to its

substitution for all other makes Edison’s labors extended also to the

development of a distributing system, a metering system, even voltage

throughout the circuit, and many other aspects of electricity.

Electric Power.—Electric power had to wait upon the motor to trans-

form the energy produced by the dynamo back into mechamcal power

The principle of the motor is similar to that of the dynamo and was first

demonstrated by Faraday m 1821 through his “electromagnetic rota-

tions ” Not until after 1870, however, when the dynamo was perfected

did the electric motor make progress. Then in the eighteen eighties

came the development of the high-voltage alternating current for incan-

descent hghting which made possible long-distance transmission of

electrical energy Garland and Gibbs transmitted a high-voltage current

from Rome to Tivoh more than 20 miles and transformed it back to low

voltage for lighting George Westinghouse bought the patent for

America and, after gathering together other patents connected with the

mcandescent lamp, started the Westinghouse Company These inven-

tions were followed by Stanley’s transformer which through the induction

of a secondary current resulted in vast saving in long-distance trans-

mission. But after the mvention of the induction motor by Nikola Tesla

the alternating current displaced the direct current for power. These

inventions opened the way for the hydro-electric plant located far from

the seat of utilization of energy and prepared the way for the giant and
superpower development of the present time

With the development of the high-tension transmission line since 1912,

generating umts have greatly increased m size, the radius of transmission

has lengthened, 24-hour service has been mtroduced, and economy has

grown apace The old plant with 500 kdowatt units has been replaced

by umts of 30,000 capacity, while umts with 60,000 and 90,000 kilowatts

are in service, with others as high as 200,000 kilowatts being installed

In 1920 transmission lines of 200 mdes or more in length were in service,

which makes possible steam and hydro mterconnection. The highest

voltage in operation in 1929 was 220,000, traversing altogether 1,442

miles of hues. Plants of 13,000, of 33,000, and of 66,000 voltage served

over 43 per cent of the transmission hnes But there are definite economic
limits to the distance that electric energy can be transmitted. At the

present time the average distance traveled by a kilowatt-hour of electric-

ity on its way to the consumer is only 22 miles ^

Shtistical Supplement to Electne Light and Power Industry, 1931, p 25
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Edison Stations.—Although the Edison Electric Illuminating Com-
pany of New York was chartered in 1880, the first central electric station,

the Pearl Street station in New York, was not established until 1882 and
was the work chiefly of Thomas A Edison, who when the faith of the
capitalists waned supphed the necessary funds to the eictent of several

hundred thousand dollars out of his own personal fortune with which
to prove it a success. The hght used m the first Edison station was not
one-sixth as efficient as those of today and lasted only about one-fourth
as long, while its cost was vastly greater The New York station was a
success from the start. It was opened September 4, 1882, for commercial
service It first had 59 customers which grew to 203 before the end of the

year In all they used 5,228 incandescent lamps. ^ It succeeded in

running for 14 months without serious interruption to service.® Also in

1882 the first Edison hydro-electric station was placed in operation in

Appleton, Wis., and two more Edison steam stations were constructed

m Chicago. Withm the next few years the Edison stations numbered in

the twenties AU employed almost exclusively incandescent lamps for

interior lighting, there being scarcely any arc lights on these circuits

While charges were on the monthly basis at the rate of 1 cent per lamp-
hour, 14 cents per kilowatt-hour was a fair average cost to users.

The low-voltage Edison stations used a 220-volt direct current and
could supply every need but could dehver current only a few thousand

feet from the station The arc light companies, established mostly in

the seventies and found in almost every city, were high-voltage systems

The opportunity of adding mdoor incandescent lighting to their service

came with the invention of the high-voltage alternators Finally in 1888

Nikola Tesla invented the polyphase apparatus, known as the commu-
tatorless alternating-current motor, which made possible economical

long-distance transmissions and the correlating of both types of current.

i Among the early patrons were the bankmg house of Drexel, Morgan & Company,
the New York Stock Exchange, the Tunes OfSce, the Herald Office, and the Park
Bank

® The business-like beginning of the electnc hght industry in the United States

stands in contrast to the promotion schemes in England In 1880 the Anglo-American

Brush Electric Corporation, Ltd
,
was formed and acquired the brush dynamo and

arc hght patents for £200,000 TVo years later the “brush boom” developed The
company orgamzed subsidiaries to deal m dynamos, arc lamps, and so forth One
of these, the Metropohtan Electnc Light and Power Company, Ltd

,
was formed in

1882 with £1,000,000 capitahzation, paymg £175,000 to the parent company for the

right to sell Brush dynamos and the nght to use the Lane-Fox incandescent lamp

m the Metropohtan district of London This development was premature. There

was too much competition and too many experimental devices on the market; but

the fatal defect was the lack of demand for eleotncity The boom soon collapsed

This was responsible m part at least for the passage of the Electnc Lighting Act of

1882, which hmited franchises m London to 21 (afterwards mcreased to 42) years,

after which the property was to go to the city at “structural” value—A G Whyte,
The Electrical Industry, Chap II
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The closing decade of the nineteenth century saw the unification of the

arc light and Edison companies into single central electric stations

capable of supplying all kmds of electrical service The outstanding

improvement at the begmmng of the twentieth century was the steam

turbine as the successor to the reciprocating engine m large generating

stations. This revolutiomzed the size of central stations Today units

of 50,000 kilowatt or 67,000 horsepower constitute the minimum eco-

nomical unit, while one is under construction designed ultimately for
1.000.

000 kilowatts and 270,000 horsepower.

The Growth of the Electrical Industry.—^The electrical industry fur-

nishes a record of growth unequaled m any other important field of

economic enterprise Its progress dates from the mvention of the incan-

descent lamp and the electric motor Electric lighting first made its

appearance among the well-to-do classes in the large cities, where it

replaced gas lights But on account of its expensiveness in the initial

stages of development, it was the aristocrat in the lighting world Time
brought reduction m costs and with it the gas light was rapidly relegated

to the poorer centers of the population and subsequently disappeared

almost entirely except m certam New England communities More-
over, the electric light has spread rapidly to all classes of the population,

to the smaller cities and towns, and even to the rural districts, m spite of

the fact that expenses of hghtmg in these outlying districts remain much
higher than in the urban commumties By 1890 the electnc hght was
thoroughly established in every city of any size in the United States The
climax of public interest was reached at the Chicago World’s Fair in 1893

In 1890 the United States and Canada signed agreements in regard to

limited diversion of water at Niagara Falls, which agreements have
remained in force down to the present time This was followed by the

installation m New York of 10 alternating-current generators of 5,000

horsepower, each capable of dehvermg 12,500 volts of electricity The
application of the turbine principle in bothsteam and hydro-electric plants

marked the completion of major steps in the generation of electricity ^

The growth of the electnc hght and power mdustry within recent years

IS reflected in the growth of the number of customers. They grew from
less than 2,000,000 m 1907 to nearly 25,000,000 in 1930 (20,400,000

domestic, 3,664,000 commercial, and 600,000 power), when something like

85.000.

000 people, or 70 per cent of the entire population, lived in electric-

hghted homes The output of the mdustry rose from 2,507,000 kilowatt-

hours in 1902 to 91,421,000,000 in 1929 Total horsepower capacity
installed has grown from 2,195,000m 1900 to 8,497,000 in 1910, to 20,026,-

1 It IS claimed that Hero of Alexandria invented the turbme as early as 120 b o
One of the first practical steam turbines was used by a farmer m New York in 1836
The turbine was later connected directly with the generator to form the “turbo-
generator,” thus doing away with shoftmg and belting
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000 in 1920, and to 47,000,000m 1931 The percentage of primary power
in the United States (exclusive of locomotives, automobiles, and so forth)

installed in utility plants has steadily grown from 28 6 per cent in 1910
to 44 3 per cent m 1920, and to 63 8 per cent in 1930 Capital invested
amounted to only about $500,000,000m 1902 but stood at $11,800,000,000
at the beginning of 1931, making this industry rank third in the United
States, gross revenues mcreased from less than $100,000,000 m 1902 to

$2,151,000,000 in 1930 These mdexes of growth form a convex curve
which appears to be following the course of the Gompertz curve, which is

found applicable to the development of numerous industries.

Rapidly as the sales of energy for hghting purposes have grown,
energy for power has grown much faster Electric motors in manufac-
turing, operating on purchased power, increased from 3,884,000 in 1914

to 19,144,000,000 in 1927 i

In 1927 over 75 per cent of all primary power in the factories was
supphed by electric motors, the increase having been especially rapid since

1920 Industry showing more than 90 per cent of total prime movers in

1927 were rubber products, machinery, and transportation equipment.

Only chemicals and alhed products, paper and prmtmg, forest products,

iron and steel, and food products showed less than 75 per cent electrified ®

In 1902 only a small amount of power was supplied to industnal power
machinery, while in 1928 over 46,000,000,000 kilowatt-hours were thus

utilized, accounting for 47 5 per cent of the total mdustrial power m the

United States The per capita consumption of electricity in the United

States has increased from about 30 kilowatt-hours in 1902 to about 73

kilowatt-hours m 1930.

Hydro-electnc Power.—^The development of water power started

very early in connection with textile manufacturing in New England

But reliable statistical information goes back only as far as 1869, ante-

datmg the entire electrical industry as we know it today. In that year

1.150.000 horsepower represented the mstaUed capacity. This grew

gradually until 1912 when it stood at 4,770,000 horsepower. Since then,

the growth has been more rapid and the total capacity in 1931 was

14.885.000 horsepower, or 20 per cent of all primary power. The first

hydro-electric plant, the Appleton plant established in 1882, was very

small, capable of producing only about 1 horsepower, and used the direct

current. The development of hydro-electnc power depended upon the

perfection of the alternating current and its transmission. In 1889 an

alternating-current transmission hne was built on the Willamette

Falls, Oregon City, Ore
,
which successfully transmitted energy from two

300-horsepower generators to Portland, a distance of 13 miles In 1893 a

three-phase alternatmg-current plant was installed at Redlands, Cahf

^ Umted States Census of Manufactures

‘Ibid
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This plant used two Pelton water wheels and two generators of 333

horsepower, each developing a 2,400-volt current which was transmitted

734 miles to Eedlands for hghtmg and industrial power Development

of hydro-electric energy has proceeded umnterruptedly since the nineties

The world’s electrical capacity at the end of 1928 has been put at

42,857,000 horsepower Of this, 30,807,000 was steam and 12,050,000

hydro-electric plants. In 1930, of the 95,695,000 kilowatt-hours gener-

ated in the Umted States, 65 7 per cent was generated by fuel plants and

34 3 per cent by hydro-electric plants. The percentage varies from year

to year accordmg to the availability of water supply In 1928 water

power supplied 39 5 per cent of all energy Within the past decade

steam power has increased more rapidly than water power Of the total

hydro-electric power developed, about 28 per cent is found m the Pacific

states, 6 per cent in the Mountain states, and the rest mainly in the

Atlantic states Leading opmion, however, seems to indicate that

future development will be greatly restricted

The development of increasingly efficient steam-driven electric power gener-

ating umts and the decreasing number of suitable water sites, together with the

fact that the efficiency of hydro-driven power generators has about reached its

maamum, indicates that the bulk of future expansion in central-station con-

struction will be comprised of steam plants 1

Economics of Hydro-electric Development—Aside from technical

matters, the fundamental reason for development of hydro-electric

energy can be found in the availability of water sites in the past near to

the market for the energy In a general way, water-power development

is subject to the law of dimmishing returns As long as sites are avail-

able which are within the reach of economical transmission, develop-

ment will proceed. This is inherently a matter of costs m hydro-electric

development influenced only to a minor degree by the cost of coal in

steam plants. In the first place, it is basic to electric development that

70 to 90 per cent of the cost of energy to the consumer is incurred after the

current has left the generating plant, whether steam or hydro-electric

This greatly reduces the possibility of economym manufacture of current

Hydro-electric development involves extensive transmission lines, whereas

the steam plant is free to locate close to the market, provided only suffi-

cient water is available for steam Extensive transmission lines and dis-

tributive systems are costly from the point of view of both initial capital

investment and increased cost of Ime control and maintenance. Further-

more, long-distance transmission frequently loses as much as 15 per cent

of the current. It is authoritatively stated that the of cost installing a

10,000-horsepower hydro-electnc station including the transmission Imes

is from two to five times the amount for a similar steam plant Interest

^ Statistical Supplemenl to the Eleelne Light and Power Industry of the United
States, 1931, p 24
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and taxes will be proportionately higher The average cost including
transmission today of the hydro-electric plant is from $200 to $500 per
horsepower. On the other hand, the hydro-electric plant utihzes 90
per cent of the energy of falhng water, while the steam plant recovers

only about 25 per cent of the coal energy, although steady improvements
are being made m the latter

Operating costs have more flexibihty in steam than m hydro-electnc

plants, while fixed charges remain constant regardless of the amount of

energy produced. Hydro-electrics, moreover, have a developmental
expense and high overhead or fixed charges m proportion to the current

sold as long as the market has not taken all of the energy which the plant

can produce Financing durmg the developmental stage is very difficult

in hydro-electnc undertakings The hydro-electric plant has to con-

tend also with uncertainties m the fluctuation of water from year to

year and from season to season Factors operating in favor of fuel-

burning plants at the present time are (1) improvements and reduction

in fixed and operating costs, (2) dearth of good water-power sites near the

load centers, and (3) political and legislative mterference The entire

matter of costs is summed up by saymg that, as the industry is operated

today, the production of a kilowatt-hour of electricity is less for the

steam plant than for all but the most economical of the prospective hydro-

electric stations 1

The Function of the Hydro-electric Plant—But much of the discus-

sion of the relative costs between the two forms of producing electric

energy is beside the point The recent development of hydro-electnc

plants is as a part of an mterconnected system using both types of plants.

The two forms of producing energy supplement each other Unit saving

may be made by interconnected systems in two respects, the one having

to do with seasonal availabihty of water and the other with the daily

peak load of service

It is seldom feasible to provide water storage capacity m streams

except m mountainous regions, so that the average plant is dependent

upon the minimum flow of water of the nver. Formerly when the plant

was operated independently, only the minimum capacity of the stream

could be used, since the current had to be furnished at all times But in

the interconnected systems the maximum generatmg capacity can be

installed and used to the full extent of its capabihtym maximum seasons,

while the steam plant can supplement the production of current in the

TTmumum season For the utihzation of the maximum capacity of

streams, only a comparatively small expense is required to add additional

generatmg capacity, a form of the law of mcreasmg returns is observed to

opeiate, thus saving the operating costs of the steam plant durmg much

of the year So great saving m umt costs of water power can be made

1 See Bleclnc Light and Power Industrym the Umted States
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m this way that it more than offsets the overhead costs of the steam plant

during its idle period and foi the entire year

The daily peak load apphes most clearly where storage capacity can

be provided Here watei power is used Opeiating expenses in water

power arc low and the efficiency of operatmg does not depend upon the

load factor This gives a high degree of flexibility of water-power units

of energy On the other hand, the efficiency of the steam plant is largely

dependent upon the load factor In the interconnected systems the load

factor is frequently as high as 60 to 70 per cent The utilization of the

hydro-electric thus furnishes the base load during the high-water season

and the peak load durmgthe low-water season In the West and in moun-

tainous districts m general where storage is easily supplied, water power

IS hkely to predominate with steam as auxiliary, in the East where only

the stream flow can be used, water power is hkely to emerge as auxihary

to steam

Future of Water Power—The United States easily leads the other

nations of the world m water-power resources, as well as in the amount of

capacity already developed The Federal Water Power Commission

places the amount available 50 per cent of the time at 69,000,000 horse-

power, of which 38,000,000 horsepower is available 90 per cent of the

time Yet if all this were utilized it would not be sufficient to supply the

present installed capacity, which was estimated at 66,000,000 horsepower

m 1929

Moreover the distiibution of water power is quite as important as its

amount In the 13 northeastern states of the Umted States (including

the District of Columbia) the total water-power resources are less than

the present developed demand exclusive of railroad electrification This

area contains 40 per cent of the population of the countiy and uses 70

per cent of the power capacity On the other hand, 72 per cent of the

water-power resources hes west of the Mississippi Hiver About 21 per

cent of the total water power of the countiy available 50 per cent of the

time IS already utilized The Pacific states have utilized about one-fourth

of the power available Of the undeveloped water power of the country,

75 per cent lies in the Pacific mountain, and South Atlantic states with

only about 22 per cent of the population of the country There are

legal restrictions upon the future development of water powerm Maine, on
the Niagara, and on the St Lawrence Of the undeveloped water power,

a large part is thus unavailable because of the unfavorable location

Steam power will m aU probabihty contmue to hold the preeminent

position which it has always held, while water power will serve in a supple-

mentary way.

Outlook for the Light and Power Industry.—The outlook for the future

of electrichght and power as awhole is exceedingly bright. If three stages

in the progress of an mdustry are recognized, namely, experimental,
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developmental, and matuiity, the electnc mdustry seems beyond doubt

to have passed the experimental and now is in the midst of the develop-

mental stage

While the advance in the use of electricity for hght has gone far toward

saturation, the utilization of this form of energy for industrial and domes-

tic power IS still m an early stage. Electricity now bears 70 per cent

of the industrial power load, only 50 per cent of which is generated by
central stations This is the highest degree of electrificationm the world

Germany comes next with 66 per cent, then England with 48 per cent

Outside a few appliances such as the electric iron, vacuum cleaner, and

toaster, the field of domestic use is undoubtedly scantily supplied Such

figures as there are show that the use of electricity for powei and hght

reached about a parity in 1910, From 1912 to 1928 the use for lighting

has multiplied more than six times but the amount utilized for industrial

power has increased more than fourteen fold The advance in the use of

the electric iron, vacuum cleaners, refrigerators, socket radios, toasters,

and the like has been very rapid withm recent years For instance,

electric refrigeration for domestic use started only in 1921 when 6,000

units were installed, 1929 saw over half a million mstallations, while

1930 and 1931 each showed over a million, over 25 per cent of which were

for commercial purposes and the balance for household use The number

of homes with electric refrigeration is now in the neighborhood of

4,000,000

Rural Electrification.—The problem of rural electrification was first

senously attacked when in 1923 the National Electnc Light Association

and the American Farm Bureau Federation orgamzed a committee to

investigate the problem Many associations jomed this movement,

among them are the Amencan Society of Agricultural Engineers,

Farm Equipment Manufacturers, National Grange, National Electrical

Manufacturers Association, the Umted States Departments of Agn-

culture. Commerce, and Intenor, and representative women’s organiza-

tions In the 7 years that mark the activities of this group, the number of

farms electrified has increased from 166,000 to 648,000 ^ Over a hundied

new and practical uses have been found for electncity on the farm The

number of farms in the Umted States has been officially placed at 6,371,-

640
,
at the present time less than one-tenth are electrified In Cahforma

over 81,250 farms, or 60 per cent of the total, are electrified Already

in 1927 the Rural Electnc Service Committee of the National Electnc

Light Association concluded that “durmg the year electrification of the

farm emerged from the experimental stages

It may be said that the technical problem of rural electrification has

yielded to a solution Scarcely a city of 1,000 population m the United

1 Stahsttcal Supplement to Electnc LigM and Power Industry, 1931 .

® Report, 1927
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States today is without electric service, the extension of service to lural

districts cannot be fai off The consohdation of electric companies into

larger and more effective umts, together with the interconnected systems

and development of giant power, has completed the technical equipment

necessary for the generation of energy for the farmers of the country

Consequently the problem today is financial rather than technical

Even in the city where the number of customers ranges from, say, 100

upwards to each mile of hne, the distribution system is responsible for the

major portion of the mvestment m steam systems It has been estimated

that the average number of farms per mile m the country is about three,

so that the cost of the distribution system is much greater, perhaps five to

ten times as great Rural Imes with transformers and protective equip-

ment cost from $1,200 to $1,600 per mile, depending upon topography and

other conditions The best estimate places the cost of distribution

system foi Middle Western farmers at mne-tenths to nineteen-twentieths

of the cost of delivermg service to the farmers ^

Various methods of financmg have been tried m the recent past In

some instances farmers themselves have constructed their own systems

but these are poor, requne heavy repairs, and are soon in a generally

dilapidated condition Government subsidy offers another possibility

but this method in the end must prove unsatisfactory and an injury to the

cause It IS now generally recognized that the only sound method is to

have the companies themselves construct the lines, in order to insure

permanence and low repair and maintenance costs. This is all the more
imperative since the farmers must still bear the expense of installation of

electric service and the purchase of equipment which are in themselves

financial problems

The Farm Load.—Formerly the average farm load did not exceed

300 kilowatt-hours per year It is estimated that the load must be

about 1,200 kilowatt-hours in order to make it feasible for the company
to establish a profitable rate. Butm every state of the union many farms

can be found already usmg as high as 3,000 kilowatt-hours per year, with

a smaller number usmg 3,000 to 5,000 or 10,000 and more kilowatt-hours

per year. The chief uses thus far arem the dairy and poultry industries,

for water pumping for stock and household use, for lighting of buildings

and homes, for refrigeration, cookmg, fire protection, silo filling, grinding

of gram, and a host of other uses Extensive use is made of electricity

where irrigation is undertaken. In order to succeed, electrification must
be based upon economy to the farmer over other forms of energy That
constitutes the basic problem and mtroduces the question of rates.

Farm Rates.—It is now generally recogmzed that rural rates are

a distinct problem the solution of which depends upon volume use.

Two types of rates are becommg standardized at the present time. The
* Estimate of Prof E A Stewart, University of Minnesota
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first consists of a monthly service charge which is levied on the principle

of charging an amount that will represent the ready-to-serve cost, or the

interest, taxes, and fixed charges due to the installation of the distributive

system To this is added a low energy charge usually with two steps.

The second type of rate schedule starts with a guaranteed minimum
annual revenue with various step energy rates

The development of the load is the supreme problem of farm electri-

fication The recognition of this has mfluenced many companies to hold

their charges below the cost of delivering energy, preferring to look to the

future for their recompense rather than the present. Rural electrifica-

tion, therefore, at the present tune offers httle or nothing in the way of

profit to the companies. Rather it has become necessary to assess a

part of the cost of rural energy upon urban customers

Electrification of Railroads,—^The possibihties of railroad electrifica-

tion make strong appeal to the imagination on account of the immensity

of the field and the spectacular character of some of the projects completed

or under way Nevertheless, it seems to be the consensus of opinion

among those who have studied the situation that general electrification

of railroads is yet far from being practical or economical

Electrification began with the Baltimore and Ohio in 1895 in the tunnel

at Baltimore for the purpose of eliminatmg smoke From that time down

to 1927 there were more than 80 mstances of railroad electrification in the

entire world In every case "the compelling mfluence arose from the

necessity of relieving some local or even general operating condition that

could best be met by changing the motive power from steam to electric-

ity The local conditions referred to relate to tunnels in mountainous

grades, congestion in urban districts, and to a lesser extent terminal

facilities and suburban trafBc. The controUing reasons for electrification

have been to increase capacity of hnes, to improve the service, and to

promote general economy, Nmeteen railroads m the United States have

electrified a portion of then track. Altogether the total mileage electn-

fied IS over 1,800 and trackage over 4,000 miles, but this represents less

than 1 per cent of the total mileage for the United States Noteworthy

among these projects is the extensive program of the Illinois Central m
the electrification of its Chicago and suburban service completed m 1926,

to be followed by electrification of the termmal freight and passenger

service. More spectacular are the 134 miles of route of the Virginian

Railway through the mountamous district west of Roanoke, the 658

miles of route of the Chicago, Milwaukee, St Paul and Pacific through the

Washington mountains to Seattle, and the Great Northern Cascade

tunnel The lUinois Central electrification has thus far not proved

directly profitable but will be of great value m the future through the

1 Committee on Electrification of Steam Bmlroada, National Electric Light

Association, 1927.
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elimination of smoke and the utilization of air rights over the company’s

lands located adjacent to the Loop district The Virginian electrifica-

tion has proved very profitable on account of the constant speed and

increased average of freight and passenger trams, the increased capacity

of the line avoiding costly second trackage m moving almost twice the

number of trains, resulting in general economy m operation Doubtless

the other mountain projects will show similar economy over the old

steam motive power

General electrification must await a greater density of traffic than that

possessed by all but a very few hues m the Umted States The increased

efficiency of the steam locomotive of recent years and the greater use of

oil as fuel have also done then- part to postpone the general program of

electrification Nevertheless, the density of traffic on the Pennsylvania

hne between New York and Philadelphia now seems to warrant the

Pennsylvania Railroad’s undertakmg electrification of the entire section.

New Uses for Electncity.—Besides these major developments, others

of great promise are just emerging. The fighting of the mam highways

of the country, the airways, and the airports, and the field of interior

air-oonditionmg embracing house-heatmg and cooling, promise a large

potential load m the future

Interconnection —Interconnection is a term referring to the physical

tying together of different transmission lines fed by different generating

stations The first examples of interconnection were made some 16 or

more years ago when small and scattered plants were tied together into a

single group of stations By this means the small communities benefited

in the improved character of the service rendered and at a cost low enough

to approach i ates inlarger centers As turbines and plants grewm size and

the transformer and polyphase induction motor were perfected, it became

feasible for the group of united plants to reach out to take m other groups

similarly built up m order to collect a load sufficiently large to produce

electricity economically Interconnection is well illustrated by the

Connecticut Valley Power Exchange Here four independent exchanges

exchange current with the object of utilizing them

. . combined generating capacity so as to produce at a minimum cost the

quantity of energy necessary to meet the ends of the participating exchanges

The central object is the most efficient use of water power plant owned and

operated by the different companies, which are supplemented, of course, by
certain large and efficient steam plants and other less modern and less efficient

plants as well To this end the exchange functions as a reservoir with which

energy flows from the different exchanges and is dispatched and distributed to a

large extent according to orders of the manager of the exchange, or his assistant

umts ’

^Senate Document 238, p 54, Seventy-first Congress, Third Session, 1931
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Perhaps the outstanding example of mterconnection is the system of

the South Atlantic states extending from Muscle Shoals thiough Alabama,
Georgia, and the Carohnas A saving of 2 per cent over independent

operation of a number of steam and hydro-electric plants may be con-

sidered typical The most lecent type of mterconnection is that which

links together mdependent compames located m territories sufficiently

close to each other to avoid the loss due to distant transmission The
gams from this sort of arrangment are (1) staggermg of construction

programs by independent compames so that no companies are compelled

to build far ahead of the load that might reasonably be expected, (2)

savmg of fuel by utilizing durmg certam periods the more efficient plants,

(3) great reduction in the reserve plant capacity necessary to each com-
pany acting independently m order to insuie the continuity of service,

and (4) mutual aid m times of emergency The utilization of hydro-

electric plants m this way where the cost of operation is small may be

accomplished over several hundred miles distance with economy Inter-

connection of independent compames, especially if they are small and if

the hydro-electric plant is m reach, thus offers large opportumty for

economical production of electricity ^ Nevertheless, these interconnec-

tions have stretched all the way from Boston to Chicago and Saint Louis

and on into Iowa, from Vancouver to Tia Juana, and from Duluth to

Mobile But interconnection, or superpower as it is sometimes called,

IS only as strong as the weakest link, which at the present time is almost

always a system of 5,000- to 15,000-kilowatt capacity Moreover, the

economical transmission of electricity does not reach much farther than

a hundred miles

Operating Revenues—^The operatmg revenues of electrical utilities

present a picture of almost unbroken advance from year to year with the

trend strongly upward and it is the most pronounced characteristic in

the finances of electrical compames It is due to the rapid mcrease in

the use of electricity for industrial power, to the rapid mcrease m popula-

tion of urban centers, to the still more rapid mcrease m the numbers of

customers, and to the mcrease of the average household consumption of

electricity The average annual domestic biU increased from $26.50 m
1922 to $35 62 m 1930. The average mcrease m the annual consumption

per customer has been mounting rapidly smee 1926 In 1927 it advanced

3 7 per cent over 1926, and m 1930 the advance was 9 6 per cent over

1929 On the other hand, the price of electncity to the domestic con-

sumer has decreased 8 9 cents per kilowatt-hour to 6 0 cents m 1930

The revenues from fight have throughout the history of electric

utilities greatly exceeded those from power, the other mam source of

revenue, although the percentage of power revenues to the total steadily

increases In 1922 the revenues from fight amounted to approximately

1 See N E L A Proceedings, pp 222-223, 1928
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61 per cent of all revenues but decreased to about 66 per cent in 1928

Revenues from power sales amounted to about 28 per cent in 1922 but

increased to over 33 per cent in 1928 Although the sales of kilowatt-

hours of electricity for power purposes in 1928 were over 2}4,
times those

for light, the low rates for power are responsible for the comparatively

small percentage of total revenues Revenues from sales to street rail-

ways and other utihties together amounted to about 10 per cent of the

total It should be noted also that the energy lost in transmission and

used by the companies themselves is very large, amounting to almost

18 per cent of the total energy produced m 1928 A further classification

of revenues yields the following results

Table 39—^Revenues fkom TJmimatb Consumers
(In thousands)

Revenue 1028

Domestic service $ 668,600

Small light and power (retaill .693 300

Large light and power (wholesale) 585,150

Municipal street hght 92,725

Railroads (chiefly small) 51,245

Municipal and miscellaneous 8,640

Total $1,999,560

Household appliances of all sorts are responsible for an ever-increasmg

proportion of the total domestic energy used In 1929 domestic appli-

ances accounted for 34 per cent of all domestic revenues

In the individual plant, a high ratio of investment to gross earnings

may often be accounted for by the nature of the load Companies that

show a high peak at certam hours of the day, or on certain days of the

year, require large capacity to dehver the maximum amount at any
interval of time. This capacity may be idle for much of the remainder of

the time, although the load factor may be the same for each case The
smoothing down of the peaks and fillmg up of the valleys within recent

times have greatly improved this situation and doubtless find reflection m
the mcreasmg ratio of gross to capital investment.

Operating Expenses—Direct operating expenses of electric light and

power companies are ofl&ciaUy classified mto four mam divisions (1)

fuel, (2) supphes, matenals, and miscellaneous, (3) rent of offices, con-

duits, and so forth, and (4) salaries and wages The percentage dis-

tribution of these items for significant years is shown m Table 41

The increase in the percentage of total expenses for fuel from 1912 to

1922 IS accounted for mainly by the mcrease m the price of coal, while the

decrease since then is attnbutable almost entirely to increased efficiency

in the use of coal, the pnce having dropped only slightly. In 1919, the

first year in which data are available, it required 3 20 pounds of coal to
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generate a kilowatt-hour of electnoity Every year since then shows a
reduction, in 1930 it required only 1.62 pounds to generate a kilowatt-

hour, a reduction of 49 per cent from 1919

The mciease in the percentage of salaries and wages is due partly to

the increase in the average annual compensation from $1,426 to $1,566,

Table 40—Houbehold Appliances

AppLances

Number in

homes, Jan

1, 1931 (000

omitted)

Estimated use of

current, kilowatt-

hours per year

Annual cost

of current

(000

omitted)Per

apphance

Total,

1929

Flatirons 19,600 50 676,000 $ 41,175

Vacuum cleaners 9,420 36 228,600 13,945

Washing machines 7,360 24 110,400 6,735

Fans 6,200 24 94,200 5,740

Toasters 8,190 50 155,000 9,455

Percolators 6,280 50 120,000 7,320

Eadio sets 10,500 90 504,000 30,744

Space heaters 3,400 40 53,000 3,233

Water heaters 227 3,000 466,000 9,300

Ironmg machines 650 125 61,600 3,762

Refrigerators 2,625 600 1,080,000 48,600

Ranges 1,020 2,000 1,710,000 42,750

Oil ranges 635 240 123,600 6,662

Total 5,380,300 $228,311

ProiQ Statiahcal Supplement, MUclrtc Light and Power InduUry in the United States, N E L A

but mainly to the reduction in relative cost of fuel Electncal generation

utilizes coal, oil, and gas for fuel While the use of oil from year to year

IS dependent somewhat on the price, the trend in the number of barrels

consumed annually has been downward since 1924. The use of coal has

contmued to increase moderately in spite of greater efficiency in utihza-

tion The phenomenal change has come m the use of gas within recent

years The use of this form of fuel has increased from 31,433,000 thou-

sand cubic feet in 1923 to 120,213,000 thousand in 1930, a 40 per cent

increase

Taxes.—^Taxes encroach more and more upon the revenues of electric

light and power companies State, local, and federal taxes increased

from only $13,117,000 in 1912 to $187,500,000 m 1929 The proportion

of operating revenues absorbed by taxes shows a steady increase from 3 4

per cent in 1902 to a maximum of 9 9 per cent m 1928. Since 1926 this

percentage has increased only mildly The encroachment on net revenues

IS more striking In 1912 taxes absorbed only 6 per cent of net operatmg

income, but they took 18 per cent m 1929.
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Operating Ratio.—The operating ratio m electric industries is com-

paratively low but smce 1912 has shown a tendency to increase In

that year, omitting taxes, interest, and depreciation, it was 52 per cent

of operating revenue but was 56 per cent m 1922 and 47 per cent in 1927

The increase prior to 1922 was due to high prices for materials and

supplies and mcreased wages Smce 1922, greater efficiency in operation

has offset wage and salary increases as well as decreased cost to the con-

sumer The relatively low operatmg ratio is distinctly favorable to the

electrical utilities, since variations m operatmg revenues will be less

severely reflected in net income Comparative immunity from fluctua-

tions m net income is characteristic of electrical companies.

Tabiob 41

—

Operating Expenses

(7n per ceni)

Division 1912
1

1922 1927

Euel 26 33 23

Supplies, materials, and miscellaneous 23 18 18

Rent of offices, conduits, etc 3 4 4

Salaries and wages 4S 46 66

Total 100 100 100

Effect of the Business Cycle.—The strong upward trend in the output

of electncal energy from 43,555 million kilowatt-hours m 1920 to 97,350

million m 1929 has obscured the effect of the business cycle on the elec-

trical industry The severe depression of 1930-1932 showed a reduction

of about 15 per cent from the peak m 1929 m the output of energy This

has been occasioned almost entirely by the use of electric power m indus-

try Plants located m the industrial districts of the country are more

widely affected than those of more diversified regions Owing to the low

ebb at which the automobile industry found itself already m 1930,

Michigan showed a dechne of 9.3 per centm its output of energy, although

domestic consumption was greater m the latter year than m the former

The industry has been marked by even greater financial stability

In spite of severe depressions, each year m the period 1882-1930 shows

an increase m gross revenues over the preceding year The relative

stability and progress of pubhc utihties (mainly electric operatmg com-

panies), exclusive of telephone compames, are shown by the compilation

of net income on page 393 A study of oychcal fluctuations m electric

power production made by the Bureau of Busmess Research of the

University of Illinois shows that there is a definite correlation

between this industry and the busmess cycle ^ When attention

is directed to individual compames, the differences are stnkmg

' See Bulletin 16, pp 24r-36, for charts.
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Table 42

—

^Net Income oe Cobpobations

Year

102 induatnal

eompaiuea

(net profits)

192 Glass I

railroads (net

operating income)

27 public utilities,

exclusive of

telephone companies

(net earnmgs)

1918 478 639 41

1919 427 516 43

1920 374 58 46

1921 172 616 46
1922 347 777 71

1923 604 984 84
1924 447 987 96

1925 606 1,137 no
1926 670 1,231 131

1927 618 1,085 150

719 industrial

companies
171 railroads 63 public utilities

1928 2,542 1,194 332

1929 3,006 1,275 361

1930 1,704 885 343

1931 667 531 297

Data 1918-1027 from Federal Reeeree Bulletxm, 1928-1931 from MoniUy Review, Federal

Reserve Bank, New York, Apr 1, 1932

The basic principle here revealed is that an electric utihty is the

creature of its own environment Its activity depends upon the

specific conditions which affect its own operation Large companies

with diversified activities tend to conform more closely to general busi-

ness conditions, while small compames dependmg on a single situation

show cycles in production of kilowatt-hours pecuhar to themselves and
apparently unrelated to general business conditions. Purthermore,

those utilities carrying a large industnal load will show cycles correspond-

ing more closely to general mdustnal cycles m comparison with those

located m rural communities whose mam revenues are derived from the

domestic sales of current The cycle of mdividual companies shows a
wider lange than the composite cycle of all compames ^

Statistics of the electric hght and power industry furnished by the

Electncal World show that the ratio of gross revenues to capital invested

now stands at about 20 per cent, while the average before the war was

about 15 per cent This is undoubtedly a reflection m part of inflation,

since much of the present plant and equipment was acquired on a lower

price level while operating costs have nsen rapidly But perhaps the

greatest influence came from the mcreased volume of electricity which

1 End
, pp 15-16
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m terms of kilowatt-hours rose 642 per cent from 1912 to 1927, while

capital invested increased only about 300 per cent The increase in

revenue was also due in some degree to increase m revenue per kilowatt-

hour sold, which was 2 62 cents in 1912 and 2 64 cents in 1928 A rather

pronounced seasonal movement in output and revenues of hght and power

companies is visible. The mid-summer season with its shorter nights

and restricted mdustrial activity shows the low point in monthly reve-

nues, while the mid-winter months with the longer nights produce the

peak for the year

Assets.—^The assets of electric hght and power companies, like those

of all public utilities, are important especially in connection with regula-

tion They form the startmg point for the determination of reasonable

rates No analysis can afford to omit this item from calculation, since

it underlies aU securities issued by the corpoiation In the second

place, assets are of fundamental importance in measuring the amount of

securities allowed under regulation, for no authority will sanction an

amount of total securities m excess of the capital invested It is, never-

theless, true that in some plants overcapitalization perhaps exists as a

legacy of the days when financmg was still uncontrolled by commissions

The present prohibition upon the overissue of securities constitutes one

of the strongest safeguards the mvestor has in all classes of public-utility

operating companies and is m striking contrast to the overoapitahzation

Gxistmg m many industnal enterprises Capital expenditures for aU

purposes dunng the period 1922-1929 amounted to $6,100,000,000 This

amount is 65 6 per cent of the total value of plant and equipment

This is greater than the capital mvested m railroads m the same period

The plant and equipment of electric light and power compames account

for over 80 per cent of their physical assets, typical cases falling between

85 and 90 per cent Hydro-electnc compames typically show fixed

assets equal to 90 per cent of total assets Large electrical generatmg

systems mvolvmg hydro-electnc plants will require about equal invest-

ment in generation and transmission, while the investment in distribution

system wili exceed either

Corporate Organization.—The orgamzation of electric light and power
companies presents a bewildermg maze of interrelated corporations

whose separate functions are not always apparent to outsiders At the

bottom of the corporate pyramid is found the operating properties upon
which is superimposed one additional organization after another until the

pyramid appears to taper mto nothing . While the operating properties

themselves are of necessity mostly local in character or cover a hmited
area, the sphere of influence ofthe superimposed compames often is nation-

wide or even international m character.

The outstanding factm this movement has been the unexampled trend

toward concentration of management of the local utilities m the hands of
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absentee officers, centralized corporation control, diffusion of capital

ownership, and con elation of systems The number of commercial
systems increased until 1917 when 4,224 were m operation, in 1927 only

2,135 remained, a loss of 43 per cent ^ Out of this movement has come
greater efficiency m operation, reduced rates to consumer, and extension

of service to remote localities where the cost of local plants has been
prohibitive On the other side of the picture, the controlling motive
has been the pursuit of profit The thm eqmties represented by the small

layer of securities toward the top offer exceptional opportunity for profit

in an industry whose upward trend is the most pronounced characteristic.

On the basis of their corporate relationship or bankmg sponsorship, the

important organizations in the United States are giouped into 10 different

divisions by one writer “

'•Census Bureau, Electiical Industries, 1927
® See the clarifying article m Barron's, Feb 2, 1931, by Harry T Robs. This

writer groups the organizations as follows

1 Electric Bond and Share Company and its aflShates, which include the Ameri-

can Power and Light Company, National Power and Light Company, Electric Power
and Light Company, Amenoan Gas and Bleotno Company, and American and
Foreign Power Company, Inc

2 The group of properties havmg as bankers Bonbnght and Company, J P
Morgan and Company, Drexel and Company, National City Bank, and the Guaranty

Trust Co These oompames mclude Commonwealth and Southern Corporation,

Niagara Hudson Power Corporation, Consohdated Gas Company of New York,

Public Service Corporation of New Jersey, Umted Gas Improvement Company, and

Columbia Gas and Electric Coi^oration

3 A group identified largely through Harns Forbes and Company with the

Chase National Bank This group mcludes United States Eleotno Power Corpora-

tion with its control of Standard Gas and Electnc Company, Associated Gas and

Electric Company, Utfiities Power and Light Corporation, Cities Service Company,
and the Public Utility Holding Corporation controlling Central Public Service Corpo-

ration H M Byllesby and Company also is prominently identified with this group

4 The Insull properties, important workmg positions which are controlled m
the Insull menage through personal mvestments and holdings of the various Insull

investing oompames These properties include Middlewest Utilities Company,

Commonwealth Edison Company, Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company, and

Pubhc Service Company of Northern Hlinois

6 The Noith Amencan Company, one of the largest mdependent working groups,

with assets of around $700,000,000 In addition to its wholly owned subsidiaries,

it also has a substantial mterest in Detroit Edison Company and m Pacific Gas

and Electric Company Its 32 per cent holdmgs m the latter were obtamed m the

sprmg of 1930 through the sale of North Amenoan’s Western Power properties to

Pacific Gas and Electric m exchange for 1,820,000 shares of the latter’s common
stock It also shares with Middle West Utdities Company an 86 per cent interest m
the North American Light and Power Company

6 United Light and Power Company, dommatedby Cyrus Eaton and his affihates

7 The Stone and Webster group Stone and Webster, Inc
, a holdmg company,

controls Engmeeis Public Service Company, owns Sierra Pacific Electric, and has

management or engmeermg arrangements with Tampa Electric, Eastern Utihty

Associates, and other properties
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The Holding Company—^The mam function of holding companies is

to assist in financing weak subsidiaiies, they sometimes render engineering

and commercial service m addition The activities of holding companies

have been extended to the control of the strongest operating units m the

industry In such cases, instead of rendering assistance, they have

become a reflection upon the credit of operating companies, as, for

instance, in the case of the Middle West TJtihties. The benefits of this

kmd of consolidation are limited and such an organization is more than

likely to encounter hostile pohtical opposition and pubhc resentment

The sound consolidation will cover an area limited by the advantages of

interconnection or fiinancial assistance Examples of soundly built

units are found in the Pacific Gas and Electric Company and Southern

California Edison Company, each occupying an extended compact dis-

trict of its own Some indication that this will be the future trend of

consolidation is found already m the interchange of properties or con-

templated mergers between groups with this principle as a guide It is in

Ime with the principle of giant power development

Management Company.—^The management company makes no

effort to control the subsidiaries but through the ownership of a substan-

tial amount of stock, generally of peimanent investment interest, it

serves the subsidiaries and receives fees for general supervisory, engineer-

ing and financing, and commercial services The dominant trait of this

type is likely to be its engineering and commercial talent. The best

examples of this type are the Electric Bond and Share Company, Stone

and Webster, and Standard Gas and Electric Company (operated by
ByUesby Engineering and Management Corporation).

The Investment Company.—The investment company assumes no

responsibility for supervismg, engineering, or financial services It exists

as its name indicates purely for mvestment purposes or to bring about

mergers (in which cases they are misnamed). They are likely to own

8 The Koppers Compaay While pnraanly interested m the gas business and
production of coke ovens, it has sizable interests through various investment affiliates

in eleotnc properties, outstanding among which is a large block of U S Electric Power
Corporation which controls Standard Gas and Eleotnc Company through the Stand-

ard Power and Light Company
0 Amenoan Water Works and Eleotnc Company, a company standing more

or less alone W C Langley and Company has long been identified with this orgam-
zation’s finanomg and is also cbsely related to the Umted Founders group, which
controls U. S Eleotnc Power Corporation Recently officials of Amenoan Water
Works created a votmg trust of 5 years’ duration, to which was pledged a majority
of the stock, thus safeguarding control by the present management

10 American Commonwealth Power Corporation, headed by Frank T. Hulswit
This IS the last and smallest of the 10 groups specified

In addition, independent companies on the Pacific Coast operate the Pacific Gas
and Electric Company, the Southern Gahforma Edison Company, and the Pacific

Lighting Corporation
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preferred as well as common stock, and even bonds Examples of this

group aie American Superpower Company, United Coiporation, and
Central States Electric Corporation Many investment trusts of the

pure type include in their portfoho large amounts of diversified public-

utility securities along with securities of railroad, industrial, and other

types of corporations These are only incidentally interested in utilities

Capitalization.—On the whole, the capitalization of operating electno

light and power companies has followed conservative methods. Avail-

able statistics show that, at least m the past 15 years, capitalization has

been well within property values The relation of long-term debts to

total assets has been kept within conservative limits also In the case of

fuel generating plants this relation was 40 per cent in 1920 and by 1926

had decreased to 37 per cent; hydro-electric plants, while also conserva-

tively financed, show a tendency in the opposite diiection, advancing from

38 per cent m 1920 to 43.6 per cent m 1926 The fuel-burning plants

have shown a tendency to build up surplus and lesorve accounts from

which considerable new capital has been provided for expansion, leavmg

the equity for the stockholders almost 50 per cent of total assets Hydro-

electric companies having less need for new capital have built up less

surplus and reserve accounts than the fuel plants ^ This showing is a

creditable performance, since stable earnings with a strong upward

trend combined with large percentages of fixed to total assets furnish

exceptionally strong basis for bond and stock issues

Capitalization figures for central electric stations show that in the

decade 1912-1922 important tendencies developed It saw relatively

large increases in preferred stock and funded debt and small mcreases in

common stock. In 1922 capitahzation was as follows.

Common stock

Preferred, stock

Debenture bonds

Funded debt

Floatmg debt

81,589,000,000

622,000,000

14,000,000

2,248,000,000

141,000,000

Individual plants or systems show wide differences m capitalization

At the beginning of 1930, the North American system showed bonds equal

to only about 38 per cent of property and investments (45 per cent of

plant alone), which represents a gradual reduction from 65 per cent in

1920 On the other hand, preferred stock increased from 7 per cent

in 1920 to 22 per cent in 1930 This is m keepmg with the recent tend-

ency to raise funds through the issue of preferred stock sold largely to

customers The American Water Works (73 per cent of gross income is

derived from electricity) showed 47 per cent of plant and investment in

1 See F%nana,al Plan of Electnc Light and Power Companies, Bureau of Business

Research, Umversity of Illmois, pp 40-44
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bonds and 37 per cent m preferred stock Both of these companies have

only a small amount of common stock

Mortgage Bonds.

—

T.ike many other kmds of corporate enterprises,

the electric power and light mdustry copies its initial methods of finance

from the real-estate mortgage and, like other kinds also, has retained

certam standards born of that original type of financing. Such were the

closed mortgages which were used universally at the begmning with 50

per cent margin m assets They also earned sinking funds roughly

sufficient to offset depreciation of the property From the start closed

mortgages were ill-adapted to an industry which required the investment

of |5 for each dollar of annual receipts and which was growing at an

unexampled rate. Fmancmg of this type was too short-sighted to supply

the needs of the mdustry Future financmg of extensions could only

be done by means of issuing second-mortgage bonds on the old property,

while the new addition stood as first secunty This kind of financing

created a hybrid mortgage, part of which was first hen and part second

or even third lien on units of property Such mortgages never rank the

highest Today they are being refunded as rapidly as they fall due, but,

needless to say, a large percentage of the outstanding mortgages in light

and power securities is still of this description

First and Refunding Mortgage.—^The solution of the financial prob-

lems of the operating utihty was found m the open-end first and refunding

moitgage This mortgage is a first hen upon the new units of construc-

tion and an inferior hen on the older units but with definite provisions for

the refunding of the older bonds when they come due into a series of the

first and refunding issue with identical security. This mortgage also

provides for future issues with the same hen m new financing to the

extent of 76 to 80 per cent of the value of the new construction which in

turn comes under the mortgage These mortgages customarily require

that the mterest on the old mortgage and the future issues be earned from

1% to 2 or 2}i times over As time passes, the older mortgages are

refunded in this issue and the financial structure of the company is simpli-

fied and the security improves m value While these series are all of the

same fundamental secunty, they usually are flexible enough to allow each

new series to set its own conditions as to mterest, maturity date, and
redemption price The usual type of first and refunding mortgage bond
has a callable feature so as to enable the company to take advantage of

lower interest rates by means of lasumg another series to redeem the

outstanding ones The call pnee, of course, is commonly placed suffi-

ciently above par to reward the mvestor for his inconvenience. The
old smking fund has given place to provisions for the maintenance of

the property, replacements, and betterments free of mortgage hens, to the

extent of, say, 12J4 per cent of gross earmngs or from 4: to 6 per cent of the

bonds outstanding Some recent mortgages substitute for these require-
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ments a mandate that an independent engineer, after examination

of the property, file with the mortgage trustee a statement that the

property has been adequately mamtamed under penalty of cash deposits

to make up the deficiency, if any This type of bond is responsible

for the larger portion of the capital recently invested in the mdustry.

In a single year there were 90 mortgage bonds with par value of

$435,810,000 issued The average yield was 4 69 per cent, the range

from 4 40 to 6 60 per cent, over one-half of which sold between 4.40 and

5 00 per cent

Debenture Bonds and Notes—Quite a few debenture bonds and

notes are found in the light and power mdustry today, issued mostly by

companies of strong credit. This enables them to build up a reserve

financing power m time of high interest rates and credit stringency

The company keeps in its treasury a certain amount of mortgage bonds

issued against new construction to be sold when occasion requires. It

also strengthens the position of mortgage bonds, since it provides addi-

tional equity in property and earnmg power back of these bonds, provided,

of course, that the issue is m moderate amount so as not to endanger the

solvency of the company
Preferred Stocks.—Preferred stocks have been used m electric cor-

porations to provide for most of the remaining capital necessary after

bonds. They are preferred almost invariably as to assets and earnings

and carry a cumulative dividend of 6 or 7 per cent

The amount of the preferred stock issued depends more upon earnings

t.b fin assets, the usual stipulation being that dividends be earned at least

twice over Among the protective features is a siimlar provision to cover

dividends on old and new stock before any new issues are permitted

There is further protection in the provision that, if dividends are not paid

according to agreement, votmg power is lodged partially or wholly with

the preferred Preferred stocks of these compames are frequently redeem-

able at the option of the company at a figure above par or issue price.

They are also frequently convertible into common stock, while some carry

participating features Many preferred stocks are classified mto first

and second preferred or mto Class A and Class B with different degrees

of hen, the superior ones being designated prior preferred or prior hen

preferred These prior-lien stocks are generally placed behmd issues

already outstanding and unprotected. The statistical record of preferred

stocks IS unusually good. The Electrical World reported m 1931, in the

midst of the severe depression, that out of 205 cases embracmg practically

all operating compames of $1,500,000 gross annual revenue or more, and

of every holding company with consohdated gross earnmgs of $10,000,000

or more, current cash dividends were bemg paid on all but one issue

This issue was the only one with unpaid accumulated dividends. Twelve

cases had shown deferred dividends somewhere in their record but had
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been subsequently paid off In all other cases, 192 m all, the preferred

stocks had unbroken dividend records

Common Stocks—The common stocks of electric hght and power

operating companies servmg metropohtan territories generally rank high

as investment stocks Among the stronger companies may be mentioned

the Consolidated Gas Company of New York, the Commonwealth Edison

Company of Chicago, the Pacific Gas and Electric Company, and the

Southern California Edison Company Table 43 shows earnings per

share and dividends from 1925 to 1931

Table 43—Eajininqs peb Shabe aud Divtoends op Certain Electric Companies,

1925-1931

Nowhere in industry has such constancy of earnings appeared.

Dividends have been kept well below earnings, even though the factor

of safety is narrower than customary standards in other fields of finance

The dividend and earnings records of these companies inspire confidence

in their properties and managements
In contrast to this splendid record stand the common and preferred

stocks of some of the leadmg holding companies in the electric field

Pyranudmg here has proceeded so far that the depression of 1930-1932

eliminated earmngs on the common stock entirely and entrenched on the

preferred. The failure of the Middle West Utilities early in 1932, with

its $300,000,000 and more of investment, came as a chmax to 2 years of

dechmng position of these companies and the usual burden short-time

obhgations. The obligations could not be met on the poor earnings

basis and receivership followed The fate of this company stands as a

warmng to others against oontmuation of financial abuses

Market for Electric Securities.—^In the marketing of electric hght

and power securities, customer ownership has within recent years played

an important part This form of ownership of securities has advantages
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to both the company and the security holder It creates a body of stock-

holders who as customers of the company also have a financial interest

in its welfare and hence tends to create a better mutual attitude between
the company and the general pubhc By the sale of preferred stock in

large amounts it places equities back of the senior securities, thereby

giving a better balance to the capital structure and strengthemng its

credit It has stabilized the market value of the securities in question

and offers to the pubhc a security of high quality Between 1920 and
1928 customer owneiship accounted for 16 2 per cent of aU sales of

securities to the pubhc, the bulk still bemg sold through financial houses

of one kind and another Smce the begmmng of this method of financing

in 1914 through 1928, 251 compames have used the plan with gratifying

results, they disposed of 18,800,000 shares of stock in 1,884,000 different

sales. Altogether, in 1925 alone, almost $300,000,000 of issues were

placed in this way While preferred stock has been the chief type of

security offered, bonds and common stocks also have been sold in this

way The stock thus sold has a bioad distribution, averaging within

recent years at something hke 10 shares per customer Among the

purchasers all occupations are apparently lepresented. Among those

most prominently represented are housewives (the largest single class),

clerks, business men, minors, retired persons, managers, school teachers,

salesmen, laborers, machimsts, and agents

The market for public-utdity securities has recently been broadened

in another direction. Life insurance compames have acquired mortgage

bonds m large amounts The 25 leadmg hfe companies representing

75 per cent of the total resources of hfe compames m the United States

at the end of 1926 had a total of $943,000,000 of pubhc-utihty bonds,

most of which were undoubtedly those of electric light and power com-

pames. This was 20.1 per cent of their total bond holdings The extent

of this new market is shown by the fact that these same companies in

1921 had only 7.7 per cent of their bond investments in pubhc utilities

The funds of banks, umversities, and endowments are increasingly bemg
invested in the bonds of electric light and power companies
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CHAPTER XXI

THE GAS INDUSTRY

Early Beginnings of the Gas Industry,—^Por several centuries gas has

been produced m the laboratory by the chemist, and natural gas has been

observed to emanate from various orifices in different parts of the world

John Baptist van Helmont of Brussels in experimenting with fuels in

his laboratory in 1609 produced a strange “spirit” which he called gas

To him and the world in general this was a manifestation shrouded in

deep mystery Some time thereafter “strong breath” was observed to

emanate from certain sprmgs in England and ignited in the presence of a

candle and “did burn like oyle ” Dr John Clayton of Yorkshire in his

experiments from 1660 to 1670 distilled gas from coal m a closed vessel

which served to dispel some of the superstition connected with gas. A
century later, experimentation in distillation of gas from coal was revived

Minokelers at Louvain m 1784, Dundonald in England in 1785, and

Lebon in Pans in 1786, all were actively engaged in experimentation

It was not until William Murdoch set himself to the production of gas

on a scale large enough for hghtmg purposes that the history of the gas

industry really begins He succeeded in 1797 in producing gas from coal

in an iron retort and conducted it through a 70-foot tinned and copper

tube to his house at Old Cumnock, Ayrshire. In 1798 he hghted the

works of Boulton, Watt and Company, at Soho, Birmingham, England,

manufacturers of steam engmes, with gas A large generator was built

for their works and in 1802 a public display was given. In 1804 some

cotton mills of Manchester were hghted and in 1808 he was awarded the

Count Rumford Gold Medal of the Royal Society of London as a recogm-

tion of his achievements Owing to the practical nature of his achieve-

ments, Murdoch earned the title of father of the gas industry As early

as 1799 Lebonm Prance also took out a patent for making gas by distiUing

coal and wood and 2 years later hghted his premises m Rue St. Domimc,

Pans
But it was not tiU the vision and activity of the promoter appeared

that the commercial history of gas begms The earhest, and apparently

one of the most successful, promoters was Frederick Albert Winsor, a

German, who in 1804 secured the first English patent for making gas

Prom tW time onward, England seems to have been peculiarly the

fosterer of the industry. Wmsor sold enough shares in his company.

The London and Westminster Gas Light and Coke Company, the world’s
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first gas company, to light Pall Mall in London in 1807 In 1812 the

company was erected into a corporation and m 1813 the Westminster

Bridge was hghted to the amazement of the populace Winsor had

visions of the gas industry which only today are coming into their own

He forecast the univeisal use of gas for lighting, but more remarkably

for house heatmg also, by which great economies in construction were to

be attained through the ehmination of chimneys, stoves, and other equip-

ment of the day But in high and low circles he was the butt of ridicule

Sir Walter Scott branded him a madman and Napoleon pronounced his

scheme to light London une grande foke But after the demonstrations in

London, street lighting gained over popular prejudices rather rapidly and

began to spread to other cities. But the substitution of “inflammable

gas ” for lamps, lanterns, torches, candles, and the like required a stubborn

fight against tradition and custom By breaking down the barriers of

custom and tradition, gas thus paved the way for introduction of other

modern public utilities

Gas Industry in the United States.—^The first recorded demonstration

of manufacturered gas in this country was ui 1796 by M Ambroise and

Company, Italian fireworkers, in Philadelphia The most important

early demonstration was made by David Melville who lighted his home
and the street in front of his house in Pawtucket, E. I

,
with gas of his

own manufacture in 1812 He procured a patent and applied the

system to a factory m Pawtucket and was instrumental in inducing the

government to light its Beaver Tail Light House with gas ^ Watertown,

Mass
,
IS said to have hghted one of its cotton mills in 1813 But before

1816 the gas mdustry in the Umted States lacked a real promoter This

was supplied in the person of Eembrandt Peale who hghted his museum
in Baltimore in that year and also procured a charter to manufacture gas

and lay pipes in the streets of Baltimore and to contract with the city to

furmsh gas for street hghtmg The execution of this scheme made
Baltimore the cradle of the gas industry as it is known today in the

Umted States. It was here too that the first American gas meters were

manufactured Gas compames were chaitered for Boston in 1822, New
York m 1923, Brooklyn m 1825, New Orleans m 1835, Philadelphia and

Pittsburgh in 1836, Louisville in 1838, and Cincinnati in 1841. Thus
between 1812 and the middle of the century many of the leading com-
panies were established But little progress was made prior to 1850,

when only |6,674,000 represented the total investment in the industry

The chief use of gas m the first hah century of the industry was for

street hghtmg. It was gradually extended to public buildings, haUs,

shops, and industrial estabhshanents and was even used by the wealthy

in their homes. But the masses of the people stuck to sperm oil and wax
and tallow candles on account of their cheapness when compared with

Richmond claims that its principal street was hghted with gas already in 1803
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gas, whose rates ranged from $6 to $15 per thousand cubic feet The
first use of gas for domestic purposes was in the eaily thirties in England
In the United States gas lightmgm the homes made httle progress before

1865 It appears, however, that gas for coolong made progress earlier,

for already in 1859 gas stoves for cooking, imported from England, began
to be used extensively Whatever progress the gas industry made in

being introduced into the American home for lightmg m the early period

was retarded by the invention and rapid spread of the kerosene lamp after

1865 The pioneer period of the gas mdustry was attended with more
than the usual misfortunes of a new mdustry in the experimental stage

It labored against public prejudice which found it a menace to health and
life, an encouragement to thieves, drunkenness, and depravity, and inter-

ference with the divine plan of succession of day by night The lack of

capital and poor business methods resulted m a large number of failures

which discouraged the entire mdustry Among other things, the industry

suffered from lack of volume Sperm oil, wax and tallow candles, and
the kerosene lamp were all mfinitely cheaper than the gas light and
occupied the same relative position to candle and kerosene light that

electricity occupies today with reference to gas

It was not until the decade following the Cml War that the introduc-

tion of gas into the homes of the people for lighting purposes made any

great progress Its field up to that time was preeminently for street

lighting But this use of gas received its first great blow, pronounced the

greatest blow ever received by any American industry, with the invention

of the electric arc hght m 1878 The rapid spread of this invention

aroused the gas men whose efforts were now directed to the introduction

of gas m the home for hghtmg purposes, a field yet unoccupied by elec-

tricity But no sooner was substantial progress being made here than

its future was beclouded by the mcandescent electric light whose superior-

ity and practicabihty was first demonstrated by Edison, its inventor, m
JMew York m 1882. The measure of advantage was not all with elec-

tricity, however, smoe it was much more expensive than gas Gas was

made less expensive by the introduction m the early eighties of the car-

bureted water-gas process of manufacture which replaced the coal-gas

method
But real progress m the gas mdustry awaited the spur of competi-

tion from electricity, natural gas, and oil, which brought techmeal

improvements and reduced rates. The quahty of the simple gas jet

hght was greatly improved m 1885 by the mvention of the Welsbach

mantle, which produced a white flame of high lUununatmg value, makmg
gas the predommant hght m the home. This extended the period of

usefulness of gas for hght m the home for many years The Welsbach

mantle was apphed to street hghtmg a decade later and likewise served to

prolong the use of gas by many municipahties far into the twentieth
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century. But the battle became an unequal one, since the cost of elec-

tricity was reduced so rapidly after 1890 that the extinction of gas for

street and home lightmg was only a matter of time By the time of the

outbreak of the late European war, the gas men had given up the struggle

against electricity for lightmg purposes

To make matters worse the gas mdustry was hampered by com-

petition from within, which resulted in duplication of investment with its

high costs and disastrous rate wars This situation was the natural

result of the mistaken theory of competition as a regulator of business,

which public authorities subscribed to at the time Attempts at con-

solidation were often frustrated by the courts, whose interest was to

maintain the common-law tradition against monopolistic undertakings

Thus the gas industry struggled through an entire centuiy, seeking to

establish itseh as the medium of hghting It may be said to have

succeeded in this with respect to street lightmg, but even here its period of

usefulness was not long and it was confronted with hard conditions

through most of its career. On the other hand, the men in the industry

showed a complaisance and lack of technical and business abihty rarely

equaled m the history of a great industry Whatever success the gas

industry had through the hghting phase of its history was due to lack of

competition rather than to intuitive skiH in conducting the mdustry
Competition of electricity for street lightmg resulted in the gas industry

assuming a more aggressive attitude and its sleeping energies were evident

in the last quarter of the nmeteenth century, when its efforts were directed

toward establishing itself in the home and later toward reoccupying the

street-lighting field But the odds were too great, the final result being

almost complete abandonment of the field m favor of electricity

Technical Improvements,—^The newly awakened interest in the gas

mdustry was manifested in certain techmcal improvements m the last

quarter of the nineteenth century The reduction in cost of manufacture

was accomphshed largely after 1880 by the mtroduction of the Lowe
process of manufacturmg carbureted water gas (introduced first m 1873)

to replace the older coal-gas process In the manufacture of gas, coal

gas IS the oldest; this is made by heatmg to a red heat iron, clay, or brick

retorts into which coal is placed, then the retorts are sealed so as to exclude

the air. Pipes lead off from the retorts for the escape of gas This
results in the fusing and meltmg of the coal which then gives off the gas,

leaving coke in the retorts Tar and ammonia are condensed m the pipes

receiving the gas and are utihzed as by-products. The gas then has to go
through a purification process before it is ready for use

The manufacture of carbureted water gas is a more complex process

It IS the invention of Lowe, who was head of the aeronautical corps during
the Civil War, in his experimentation with gas for balloons. This kind
of gas IS made by placing coke or anthracite coal into a brick-hned gener-
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ator, after heating to a glow, the air is shut off and steam is forced into

the generator. This produces a chemical reaction with the fuel which

then passes into a carburetor Imed and honeycombed with bricks which

have been heated by the gas from the generator This produces carbon

monoxide and hydrogen gases, which have low heat value but are enriched

there by being mixed with gasified oil sprayed mto the top of the car-

buretor The oil IS broken up into gases with a high heat value, after

which it IS mixed with the gases from the coke or coal This process is

continued m a third chamber, the superheater. Purification follows and

the gas IS then ready for use

Gas By-products—In the manufacture of coal gas there are still three

types of oven used The older beehive oven is rapidly losing ground and

may soon become extinct, while the coal-gas oven is responsible for a still

smaller amount of gas made by this process But the by-products coke

oven has made rapid progress within recent years and now accounts for

much the largest percentage of aU gas made by the coal-gas process The

number of by-product coke ovens mcieased from about 25 m 1910 to

something like 400 in 1928, while the percentage of coke made from these

ovens rose within the same period from 20 to 85

The significance of the development of the by-product coke oven is

that gas companies using this process find themselves in a diversified

industry. Introduction of the coke oven (mainly by-product ovens) in

the gas business was made recently by New York, Brooklyn, Philadelphia,

and many other cities In 1928, 15 3 per cent of all by-product coke-

oven gas was turned into city distnbutmg gas systems, where it was used

as the base-load of the city gas supply Coke, ammonia, tar, and other

by-products must now be sold. These by-products are used m the

fertilizer business and in many other industries which utilize tar m the

manufacture of them products Substantial revenues are received by gas

companies from by-products, such as coke, tar, ammonia, and light oils

It IS estimated that in 1929 about 90 per cent of all coke made m the

Umted States is by-product coke, whereas in 1913 it was only about

27 5 per cent

Manufactured Gas.—The American Gas Association recogmzes four

different types of manufactured gas m its statistical compilations The

following statistics of production m milhons of cubic feet show the

situation •

Kind of gas
|

1928] 1919 Kmd of gas 1928 1919

Coal 85 65 Oil 30 26

Carbureted water 236 180 Coke oven. 104 29

The proportion of manufactured gas from coke ovens grew from 10 per

cent of the total in 1920 to 30 per cent in 1930. In the former year 86
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per cent of all manufactured gas was produced in plants owned by gas

companies but these plants produced only 57 per cent in 1930 The

fuels used in the production of manufactured gas in thousand short tons

were as follows

Fuel 1928 1919

1

I

Fuel
1

1928 1919

Bitummoua coal

Anthracite coal

9,900

500

8,50o]

4,000

Coke
Oil (million gallons)

9,000

6,700

3,000

6,200

1919 figuree from United States Bureau of Mines, 1928, American Gas Association estimate

Manufactured gas is highly economical in its use of coal It delivers 75

to 80 per cent of the thermal efficiency of fuel, while the electrical industry

dehvers only about 20 per cent.

Recent Progress.—In spite of the half century or more of struggle

with competitive service of one kind or another, the gas industry has

shown steady progiess The capital invested m the industry grew to

$5,000,000,000 in 1930 The manufactured gas industry accounted for

about $3,000,000,000 of this and natural gas for about $2,000,000,000

The sales of compames engaged in the manufacture of gas (including

some natural gas purchased) were 113,930,000 cubic feet in 1904 but

increased to 271,693,000 m 1918 and to 490,000,000 in 1928 Customers

mcreased from 8,484,000 m 1919 to 11,800,000 in 1928 The progress

during the past 12 years is revealed m the following table

TjTblb 44—Statistics oi’ Manupactubbd Gas Industry in the United States

Year

Number
customers,

thousands

Gross

revenue,

nullions

Total sales,

million

cubic feet

Domestic

sales,

milhon

cubic feet

Industrial and
commercial

sales, million

cubic feet

1919 8,484 *285 300,000 218,310 70,380

1920 8,837 333 319,888 239,916 69,320
1921 9,200 379 326,951 245,902 70,671

1922 9,400 394 360,000 260,000 80,665
1923 9,800 423 384,722 278,560 92,425
1924 10,200 438 406,200 290,880 105,998

1926 10,600 452 421,400 300,500 113,000
1926 n,047 486 455,631 323,183 126,405
1927 11,450 601 471,000 329,000 136,400
1928 11,848 618 494,800 343,600 147,600
1929 12,139 533 524,100 358,900 163,100
1930 12,190 533 523,600 365,600 166,000

Compiled from records of the Amenoan Qaa Association

Industrial and commercial sales have thus increased since 1919 by
109 per cent, while domestic sales show a gratifying increase of 56 per
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cent In 1928 about 69 per cent of all sales were to domestic consumers,

while industrial and commercial sales were about 30 per cent While

these figures show that the gas mdustry is stdl primarily dependent upon

domestic use, nevertheless, the relative gam of industrial and commercial

over domestic use is evident In 1919 only about 23 per cent of sales was

for industrial and commercial use The total consumption per customer

for manufactured gas indicates a considerable mcrease in recent years

In 1916 the average amount of gas sold per meter was 31,600 cubic feet

and in 1925 it was 44,000 cubic feet.

Natural Gas in the United States.—^Natural gas was first discovered in

the United States at Fredonia, N Y
,
m 1821 and utilized theie 3 years

later in a mild way. But firstm 1865 was a distnbutmg company formed

at the same place and in 1872 the first cast-iron pipe 2 mches m diameter

was laid from Fredonia to Titusville, Penn
,
a distance of 5 miles

Natural gas was discovered in a number of states during the eighties

It was a perfect and inexpensive fuel and its use mcreased so rapidly that

in 1888 about 750 biUion cubic feet were consumed The next 25 years

saw a decided shrinkage in the production and use of natural gas

Following the natural-gas boom of the eighties and the subsequent

shrinkage in production during the followmg 25 years, oil men and

prominent geologists freely predicted natural-gas exhaustion in the

immediate future But since 1913 additional reserves have been uncov-

ered Calculations as to exhaustion were set at naught through dis-

covery of new oil fields and more recently by deeper wells The largest

known field at the present time is the Amarillo, Tex
,
field It covers

1,000,000 acres of proven gas land with capacity of 300,000,000 cubic

feet per day for 70 years The Monroe and Richland fields now dehver

about 600,000,000 cubic feet per day and at this rate have known reserves

sufficient for 16 years Deeper dnllmg mdefinitely increases the reserves

The reserves of the Appalachian district are calculated from long experi-

ence to last 25 years. At the present time Texas has advanced to first

place in natural-gas production and Oklahoma has dropped to second

place California and Louisiana are also large producers.

Utihzation of Natural Gas—The large amount of known reserves of

natural gas threaten the entire manufaotured-gas industry In 1930 for

the first time in 12 years the consumption of manufactured gas showed a

shght decline which continued stiU further in 1931 At the same time,

natural-gas consumption m 1930 mcreased 1 2 per cent over 1929 At

the present time only natural gas is used in 6 states, in 10 others natural

gas supphes over 90 per cent of total consumption, while it reaches com-

mercially 36 states The largest market is for the replacement of manu-

factured gas in cities. Within the last 5 years natural gas has replaced

manufactured gas m almost 100 cities and towns, ranging in size

from 5,000 to cities such as Chicago. In January, 1931, natural
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gas had 5,300,000 customers, serving the homes of 23,000,000 people

Consumption in 1930 was 1,940,000,000 cubic feet and the revenues

$415,000,000.

Until the present tune natural gas has found its greatest utilization in

industry In 1930 only 19 per cent of total production was for domestic

use In industry, oil and gas field drilhng and operations accounted for

37 per cent, production of carbon chiefiy for the rubber and tire industry

consumed 14 per cent, production of electric power 6 per cent, petroleum

lefimng 5 per cent, and the balance, 19 per cent, for miscellaneous indus-

trial purposes ^ The most rapidly growing industrial use of natural

gas, however, is by the pubhc-utihty companies as a fuel for generation

of electricity This has mcreased over 50 per cent in 2 years and some of

the large companies, particularly on the Pacific Coast, have gone from oil

to gas fuel At the present time extensive natural-gas pipe hnes spon-

sored by the electrical mdustry will be completed and further enhance

the use of natural gas for this purpose

An important use of natural gas is as an enriching agent for manu-
factured gas In 1929 already 117,800,000,000 cubic feet were pur-

chased for this purpose and represented one-fifth of all gas distributed

by manufactured-gas compames It is mixed with coke-oven gas

which IS sold as a by-product chiefly of the steel and iron and chemical

mdustries This produces a mixture of heat energy somewhere between

the hmits of manufactured gas (500 B t u ) and natural gas (1,000 B t u ).

Natural gas is playing a leading role m the mdustrial development of the

South The industry is subject to no price regulation where the distribu-

tion or sale takes place. It is claimed that 81 per cent, the estimated

amount used m industry, competed with other fuels and hence the indus-

try IS not one especially calhng for regulation The efforts of the industry

are exerted against state or federal regulation.

The rapid increase in industrial consumption of natural gas comes as a

recognition of the advantages of this form of fuel over others It ehmi-

nates extensive use of machmery for the handing of fuels and the removal

of ashes, while it also elimmates the workmg capital habitually tied up in

other fuels The additional advantages of cleanhness and instant avail-

abihty at maximum heat are also of determinmg importance In 1929

the average cost m New York was 8 2 cents per thousand cubic feet at

the weUs, while consumers paid on the average 21 6 cents per thousand
cubic feet, dependmg upon the distance from the source of supply In

the Middle West average prices to consumers range from 44 to 60 cents,

or more, per thousand cubic feet.

Development of Natural Gas.—^While the discovery of new and vast

reserves of natural gas are at the bottom of the renewed interest in natural

’ See C E Paige, Gas Industry m Amenca, American Oas Association Monthly,
July, 1931
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gas, the invention of stronger pipe for transmission and better hne con-

struction have made possible long-distance transmission. Only a few

years ago, 150 pounds of hne pressure per square inch was high and

American engineers were somewhat slow to see the possibihtiesm technical

improvements. But the construction of the 450-mile Ruhr (Germany)

hne in 1925 with appropriate strength was a challenge to Amencan
technology The first long-distance hne in the Umted States was con-

structed m 1927 from the Monroe field across the Mississippi River to

Baton Rouge, a distance of 170 miles, and subsequently extended to New
Orleans, 90 miles farther away.

The longest pipe hne now under construction is the one connecting the

Amarillo reseives with the Chicago area traversmg m its course 976

moles and crossing Oklahoma, Kansas, Nebiaska, and Ilhnois This

hne will have a capacity of 175,000,000 cubic feet of gas per day and is

the joint enterprise of the InsuU interests. Cities Service, Standard Oil

of New Jersey, Texas Corporation, and others. When completed it will

cost $75,000,000 The second large enterprise is the construction of a

hne tapping both the Amarillo and the Hugoton fields It is to be 867

miles long, of 22- and 24-mch pipe, with daily capacity of 160,000,000

cubic feet of gas. It traveises the Middle West and connects with

the Columbia Gas and Electric System The third hne is also from

the mid-continent fields and is 800 miles in length It is sponsored by

the North American Company, the United Light and Power, and the Lone

Star Gas Corporation It extends from the Hugoton field in Kansas,

crosses Nebraska and Iowa, and reaches Minneapohs and St. Paul, with

contemplated extension to Milwaukee The operation of these three

hues alone will increase natural-gas consumption by 7 per cent if operated

at only 75 per cent capacity Present developments indicate that

scarcely any important section of the United States wiU be beyond the

reach of natural gas As it stands, the future of natural gas looks bright

The trend from 1906 tdl 1930 shows an average annual increase in pro-

duction of 15 per cent It is not at all unreasonable to expect this trend

to continue for the immediate future at least.

The development of this industry requires an investment of $25,000

per mile, and several hundred miUions of capital annually, it is perhaps

entitled to the designation, the fastest-growmg public utihty Never-

theless, there are numerous uncertamties m the situation. First, the

capital must be amortized withm a comparatively short period of time

if the risk of exhaustion of supply of gas is to be painless A more

threatening risk seems to be the fear of corrosion of pipes by soil The

mdustry frankly confesses that engineering knowledge along this hne is

practically non-existent Research m this field is in progress but hues

are laid before results can even be guessed and it is feared that the average

hfe of the pipe hne may not exceed 15 or 20 years
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Problems Created by Natural Gas.—^The problems confronting the

distributing system which changes from manufactured to natural gas or

to a mixture of the two are sometunes dijfieult at the outset The

average heat capacity of manufactured gas is about 500 B t u
,
while

that of natural gas is about 1,000 B t.u. Immediately after changing to

pure natural gas on this basis, experience has shown that consumption is

roughly cut in two The company makmg this change must do so in

view of the increased domestic and mdustnal uses of gas that expeiience

has shown actually result withm a short tune

The present situation in Chicago is typical. The Chicago system

IS so situated that it has for some years used coke-oven gas to the extent

of about 67 per cent of its needs, supplemented with water gas for the

balance But since natural gas is twice as efficient as water gas, only

one-haK of the amount of the latter now used will have to be replaced

with natural gas The contemplated mixture will carry about 800 B t u
against the present 530 B t u. The company will rely mainly upon
industrial use of gas and house-heatmg to recoup the lost consumption.

On the othei hand, the costs of obtaimng natural gas would have been
shghtly more in 1930 than for the manufacture of water gas In Lincoln

the reduced rates in effect after the change to natural gas reduced the

average domestic consumer's bill by 40 per cent But house-heatmg is

makmg rapid progress and doubtless will be extensively used in the near
future, since no fuel of any kind is produced m the state of Nebraska

A second problem appears in the limited usefulness of the gas plant

and holders, which in some cases results m the entire scrapping of ting

property This creates an accounting difficulty and may be a source of

friction m price regulation by commissions ^ On the other hand, there

is the increased utilization of the distributing system under natural gas.

In many cases this will amount to as much as 70 per cent and will post-

pone depreciation on account of obsolescence and inadequacy of existing

distributing systems.

Domestic Use of Gas—For two generations the gas industry mam-
tamed itself upon tradition and was confronted by no competition from
the outside. The resourcefulness of the men in the industry was not
really shown until the gas hght was plainly doomed to fail m competition
with electricity. This was true notwithstanding the fact that already m
the early eighteen thirties James Sharp of Northampton, England,
demonstrated the usefulness of gas for cooking m the home. It was
not until about 1859 that gas began to be used in this country for cook-
ing purposes and then only as the English stove was introduced At the
Philadelphia Centenmal in 1876, gas for cooking was demonstrated and
its use received some unpetus But both the gas and the stove were too

1 See Report of the Public Unities SecuntieB Committee of the I B A of A for
1930
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expensive to receive attention from any except the wealthy classes It

was not until after 1895 with the reduction m the cost of gas and stoves

that gas became the medium for heat m the average home for cooking

purposes In fact, the first store where gas apphances were exclusively

sold was not opened until 1873 m Providence, R I

The extent to which gas has captured the home is shown by the fact

that out of 29,200,000 famihes in the Umted States, 15,000,000 cook with

manufactured or natural gas, 7,500,000 use coal and wood, 5,800,000

use oil; and only 900,000 use electricity ^ On account of its expensive-

ness and slowness, the electric range is used mostly where gas is not

available and hence httle competition exists from this source The
utihzation of manufactured gas shows significant changes during recent

years The percentages used for vanous purposes were as follows

Commercial
Year Lighting Cookmg Total users and

miscellaneous

1920 21 64 76 25

1925 15 56 29

Figures from J J Morgan, Manufactured Gae, Vol 11, pp 173-174

The complete transformation of the manufactured-gas industry is shown

by the fact that before the competition of electncity and oil, gas showed

a 90 per cent lighting load; at the present time there is a 92 per cent

heating load.

Domestic use of gas is making rapid progress for other purposes than

cooking The first additional use for gas m the home was for heating

water Recently the gas association has given much effort to the installa-

tion of automatic water heaters to replace the older models Recently

very rapid progress has also been made in the installation of gas for house-

heating, house-coohng, and refrigeration (especially in apartments)

All of these newer uses greatly mcrease the domestic load Domestic

consumption of gas has increased 67 per cent dunng the past 11 years

and, in 1930, 70 per cent of all manufactured gas used was for domestic

purposes, the remamder going to industries, hotels, restaurants, and other

commercial consumers The average domestic consumer of manufactured

gas used 32,700 cubic feet in 1921 and 36,000 in 1929 If house-heating

becomes general, as it promises to do under the low rates offered by natural

gas, the average consumption of gas is destmed to greatly increase, not-

withstanding the greater thermal eflBiciency of natural over manufactured

gas.

While the domestic load of gas will continue to be the most important

for some time to come, other fields he at the door of the industry. As

1 Statistics from American Gas Association
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it stands, it appears that manufactured gas supplies only about 2 per cent

of the total heat requirements of the country Samuel Insull estimated

that 20 per cent of the bituminous coal now being used could be replaced

by manufactured gas, one-half of which replacement would be in the

mdustnal and one-half in the domestic field, also that 75 per cent of the

anthracite now used for domestic and mdustnal purposes and 75 per cent

of oil now used for house-heatmg and mdustnal heat-ti eating could be
replaced by gas Altogether these prospective uses amount to about
sixteen times the amount of gas now sold For domestic use alone there

is a potential use for house-heatmg, water-heatmg, and refrigeration equal

to three times the present output of manufactured gas House-heatmg
and refrigeration await the extensive use of msulation materials m con-

struction so as to cut the cost of these convemences furmshed by gas

These prospects seem to give point to the common assertion that gas will

become “the universal” or “ultimate” fuel

But in certain districts the outlook is not so promising In Ontano,
Oregon, Washington, and Southern California, electricity produced by
hydro-electric plants is cheap enough to compete with gas for fuel for

domestic use, in bakeries, in restaurants, and for hght commercial uses

The increasing habit of “eating out” and buying bread and cooked foods
and the improved commercial laundries make inroads into domestic gas
consumption. In the Pacific states, however, gas is still the accepted
medium for heat This could be much more satisfactory if only suitable

gas appliances were at hand to replace the present primitive, odorous
heaters. Even m certam eastern cities the average gas bill is falling and
now stands as low as $20 per year In regions of cheap coal and wood,
these fuels also furnish competition, while in California oil is an active
competitor

In order to realize its program of expansion, the gas industry is

revolutionizing its methods It is rapidly improving its engineering,

scrapping old ideas, improving gas apphances, modernizing rate-making,
building economical loads, and improving sales-promotion methods
It must also utilize more coal gas and find a market for the coke by-
product In speaking of the accomplishments of 1928, Mr Forward,
managing director of the American Gas Association says “ The present
year has brought to gas men m America the keen realization that out of

scientific research wisely planned and courageously prosecuted will

develop a gas industry undreamed of 10 years ago.”

Gas in Industry.—One of the most promising fields for gas is for fuel
and for heat-treating processes in industry Although for many years
gas has been used for heating glue pots, candy kettles, butchers' caldrons,
and the hke, it has been only within the past 10 or 16 years that gas has
begun to be extensively used m industry affecting some 21,000 industrial
operations About one-fourth to one-third of all manufactured gas is
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now used for industrial operations, while heat-treating processes account
for over 30 per cent of the gas output of the country. It is used most
extensively in bakeries and candy factories, in roasting coffee, smoking
meat, pasteurizing milk, pressing clothes, melting glass and metals,

forging, heating rivets, galvamzmg, weldmg, and so forth

Everywhere gas is proving itself econonucal, clean, convement, and
instantly available, it leaves no waste materials to be disposed of, requires

no working capital, and causes no worry about prices In large industrial

plants natural gas saves about 30 per cent over coal and 20 per cent over

oil When used directly for fuel, engineers estimate that 95 per cent of

coal IS wasted But 1 ton of coal used in the manufacture of gas will

produce 1,400 pounds of smokeless fuel, coke, 10,000 cubic feet of gas, 25

pounds of ammoma sulphate, IJ^ gallons of benzol, and 9 gallons of tar

The Mellon Institute of Pittsbuigh estimates that the smoke of that city

results in an annual loss and damage of $10,000,000 which is equal to the

annual domestic fuel bill

Gas Research.—^Like many other mdustries within recent years, the

gas industry has begun to appreciate the importance of mdustnal research

for its future The backwardness which characterized the industry m
this respect in the past is rapidly changing the picture to one of progress

A landmark in the industry was passed when m 1925 the Amencan Gas
Association estabhshed for the entire mdustry a testing laboratory at

Cleveland, Ohio, the center of gas-apphance manufactures. The efforts

of the laboratory were first directed to testing gas appliances for safety

and efficiency in operation. Those that passed the maximum of safety

and minimum efficiency test were allowed to use the association labora-

tory’s Blue Star Seal Practically all of the larger gas-apphance manu-

facturers in the Umted States have submitted their products for testing

This work progressed so rapidly that, in 1928, 75 per cent of the gas ranges

sold, 60 per cent of the space heaters, 50 per cent of water heaters, and 30

per cent of gas-fired furnaces and gas boilers bore this label After 1928

the Blue Star Seal was reserved for those homes completely equipped with

gas appliances

More recently the laboratory has taken up the task for the develop-

ment of specific hnes of research in forgmg, steel treating, baking, brass

meltmg, and so forth with the idea of developmg the most efficient gas

appliances and so increasing the use of gas. Attention is also devoted

to the most economical production of mixed gases.

Gross Operating Revenues.—^The gross operating revenues of gas

companies present a picture of contmuous growth and stability rarely

found in any industry. Every year of the decade 1919-1928 witnessed a

substantial increase in gross revenues The depression years following

the war made no appreciable impression on operating results The

increase during this decade was from $285,000,000 to $519,000,000, or
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an advance of more than 82 per cent Revenues for both 1929 and 1930

were $533,000,000

Analysis of the sources of revenue vnthm tae same decade throws

hght upon the underlymg forces responsible for the remaikable showing

The total number of cubic feet of gas sold dunig this period increased

over 60 per cent, every year showing a substantial increase over the year

preceding In fact no year since 1905 has showna decrease in the amount

of manufactured gas sold m the United States In the past decade

domestic sales have shown a continuous increase aifiounting to 55 per cent

m all, but gas sold for industrial and commercial purposes increased 110

per cent Domestic sales are still 2}-^ times commtrcial and industrial

sales While the latter have shown a great stabihty from year to year,

the domestic sales are chiefly responsible for the enviaUl® record

The average rates received for gas showed a moderate decline down to

1917 from which date they giadually rose to $1 32 per 1,000 cubic feet for

domestic use For the past few yeais the rate has stood at about $1 28

The population served increased fiom 43,380,000 m 1919 to 53)930,000

in 1927, and the number of customers from 8,484,000m 1919 to 11,SQ0,000

m 1928 The revenue per customer has increased in the decade fiOTSt

$33 60 to $44 00 with the sales per meter showing a corresponding

increase

Operating Expenses.—The operating expenses in the gas industry

show a favorable trend since 1923, the first year m which statistics are

available With reference to the type of material used, the lowest individ-

ual company costs occur in the coal-gas plants The ability to dispose

of coke at a good price greatly reduces the fuel bill even wiping it out

entirely in some cases in the State of Wisconsin The size of the com-

munity or annual gas sales have a maiked effect on gas costs A drop in

cost per 1,000 cubic feet of as much as 25 per cent is observed in plants of

85,000,000 cubic feet capacity, with continued economies as production

increases ^ As in the electric hght and power industry the total cost of

producing gas is accounted for mostly by the cost of distribution Costs

will vary inversely with the density of population and the number of

customers served The accepted standard of measurement here is the

number of people or customers per mile of mam For the manufactured-

gas industry as a whole in 1927, the population served averaged 592 and

customers 125

Taxes.—Taxes have mounted absolutelym gas compames as they have

in all other utilities. But the relative trend is unfavorable, since they

rose from 8 7 per cent of operating revenues m 1923 and 9 5 per cent in

1927. They also increased more rapidly when compared with operating

expense (including taxes) from 11 4 to 12 7 per cent When measured

according to thousand cubic feet of gas sold, the showing is also unfavor-

1 Ulikties Maganne, Vol I, pp 19-23
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able When compared with income available for dividends and surplus,

however, a more favorable showmg is observed In 1923 they consti-

tuted 45 5 per cent and in 1927 the figure was 44 per cent Taxes per

1,000 cubic feet of gas are much higher for the smaller than for the larger

companies The burden of state and local taxation ranges from nothing

m Pennsylvania to as high as 10 cents per 1,000 cubic feet m some states

Operating Ratio.—With mcreased volume of business and decreased

expenses per 1,000 cubic feet of gas sold, the operating ratio, before taxes

but after depreciation and retirement expenses, has steadily declined

from 67 6 per cent m 1923 to 65 1 per cent in 1927; after taxes the figures

stood at 76 2 and 74 6 per cent, respectively

Net Income.—The net mcome from operations is considerably aug-

mented by non-operating revenues These have amounted to over

20 per cent within recent years. Total gioss revenues available for

capital charges have shown a steady increase smce 1923 They have

also shown a tendency to increase when compared with fixed charges and

operating revenues In 1923 fixed charges weie earned 3 times over

and m 1927, 3 1 times, while they were 9 7 per cent of operating revenues

m 1923 and 10 2 per cent in 1927 This represents a high standard for

an industry that continues to grow as the gas industry does In a recent

study of financial ratios made by the Bureau of Busmess Research of the

University of Illinois for the years 1920, 1923, 1925, and 1926, combined

data show that typical (modal) companies m the manufactured-gas field

earned 6 6 per cent on total assets After deducting interest on debt,

net income was 8 5 per cent on net worth and net profit to common-stock

equity was 8 per cent Natural-gas compames did not fare so well, the

figures which correspond to the above for these compames are 6.6, 5 3,

and 6 6 per cent ^

Assets of Gas Companies.—Although many gas companies are oper-

ated m combination with other types of utihties, it is possible in most

cases to separate the gas plant and property from other kinds of property.

Of the total assets of gas compames, almost 90 per cent is represented by

fixed capital and about 8 per cent by current assets The typical manu-

factured-gas company has fixed assets over 85 per cent of total assets and

over 60 per cent for natural-gas compames ® The current ratio for gas

companies is habitually low, asm the case of most public utilities Forty-
eight per cent of the number of manufactured-gas compames investigated

by the University of Ilhnois Research Bureau showed current liabilities

equal to or greater than current assets, while 53 per cent of natural-gas

companies showed the same condition Somethmg hke one-third of all

companies showed current ratio from 1 to 2.®

1 University of Illinois Bulletin 37, p 40

Financial Plan of Gas Compames, Bulletin 27, TJmversity of Illinois Studies

»/6id,p 33
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Capitalization of the Gas Industry.
—

^The study of the finances of gas

companies made by the University of Ilhnois^ showed that, out of 318

cases, 235 obtained capital through the issue of long-time obhgations

Eighty-one per cent of manufactured-gas compames and 58 per cent of

natural-gas companies used bonds in their financing In 65 per cent of

the former companies, bonds represented 30 to 60 per cent of the total

assets (only 4 per cent had bonds m excess of 60 per cent), while most

natural-gas companies financed their requirements out of bonds repre-

senting less than 30 per cent of their assets The typical manufactured-

gas company secured 5 6 per cent of its capital from short-time credits and

the natural-gas company 6 9 per cent The fixed capital alone, after

deducting retirement reserves, is substantially in excess of the total capi-

talization In addition to retirement reserves, a large item of other

reserves is set up in the balance sheet Current and other liabilities

almost exactly equal current assets The mterest charge on funded

debt IS earned three times over and shows a slight tendency to

improve

Bonds.—Gas compames have a long record for safety equaled by few,

if any, classes of corporations In addition, gas bonds have an almost

unparalleled record for stability For a hundred years their record has

not been surpassed by municipal bonds A default in gas bonds is of

rare occurrence The trials of the recent war period caused no great

hardship to most of the compames Defaults in 1921 represented only a
fraction of 1 per cent of the capitalization outstanding and only 4 per cent

of all public-utihty defaults

Many gas bonds issued by operatmg gas companies are a heritage of

the older period of finance They are generally closed first-mortgage

bonds and hkely to carry a sinking fund of moderate proportions and

bear a coupon rate of 6 per cent The properties underlying these bonds

are often consohdated with other properties and the bonds assumed by
the successor corporation. They retain their caste and are the aiisto-

crats of pubhc-utihty bonds Such are the issues of the People’s Gas,

Light, and Coke Company of Chicago They are legal for savings banks

in New Jersey and New York During the 8 years 1923-1930 the interest

on aU the funded debt of this company was earned on the average 2%
times over Total funded debt amounted to about $60,000,000 at the

begmning of 1930 against a property valuation of $141,324,000 (retire-

ment reserve of $15,000,000) and total assets of $173,529,000 Provision

for refunding these bonds when due has been made A second example
of these early bonds is the two issues of Los Angeles Gas and Electric

Corporation. The factor of safety on these bonds is very high and they
are legal for savmgs banks m Marne, Massachusetts, and California.

Unhke most early bonds, they are callable at 105.

^ Ihid
, pp 22-23.
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Within the past 25 years, gas companies have looked more to the

future m their financing and have largely avoided the restrictions of

closed mortgages An early casem this field is the Refunding and Exten-
sion 5 per cent Bonds of the Laclede Gas Light Company issued m 1904

and due in 1934. They are now a first hen on the property of the com-
pany and carry an after-acquired property clause This company In

1923 issued a more recent type, another of this general type of bond, but
of more recent improvement m details. This is the First Mortgage
Collateral and Refunding Gold Bonds, issuable m series with interest to be

determined at time of issue The total amount of these bonds is hmited
by law to the authorized amount of the capital stock The bonds are

secured by direct mortgage on all property and on 810,000,000 of the

Refunding and Extension issue New series are hmited to 80 per cent of

betterments and the interest in 12 consecutive months of the immediately

preceding 15 months must have been earned 1% tunes over If earned

only IK times, new issues are hmited to 75 per cent of betterments

They carry no sinking fund and are callable at prices ranging down
from 106, decreasing as the maturity date approaches

The Los Angeles Gas and Electric Corporation has similar bonds

In addition to the two underlymg closed-moitgage bonds, it has a General

and Refunding Mortgage Bond of $31,243,000, issued in series with

coupon rates 5K and 6 per cent These bonds are legal for savings

banks in Cahfornia, Maine, and Massachusetts They carry a sinking

fund equal to 1% of all indebtedness, less sinking funds apphcable the

year previous to underlying bonds They are callable at the beginning

at 110 with decreasing figures toward matunty This issue has been

closed by provisions of the later and still more modern First and General

Mortgage Gold Bonds authonzed to the extent of $150,000,000 Senes

may be issued to the extent of 75 per cent of improvements if net earmngs

equal 1% times interest and 80 per cent if earnings equal 2 times interest

These provisions may be modified if the holders of four-fifths of the

bonds consent The bonds are callable at a maximum of 105 and carry a

Hmall sinking fund They are secured by mortgage on all property and no

prior charge can be created They are legal for savings banks in Cah-

fornia Interest on funded indebtedness has been earned from 2K to

4K or more times over within the 5 years 1926-1930

An unusual type of gas bond is the 5 per cent Gold Bonds of the Boston

Consolidated Gas Company issued in 1927. The bonds of this issue are

debentures and were issued to retire preferred-stock issues which bore a

higher dividend rate than the mterest calls for, thus resulting in a saving

for the company They are protected by the provision that they must be

equally secured with any future mortgage placed upon the property,

except purchase-money mortgages These are high-class bonds and them

interest is regularly earned 4K times or more
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Preferred Stock.—Although comparatively few in number, preferred

stocks of gas companies are among the highest-class preferred stocks.

At the time of reorgamzation the Laclede Gas Light Company issued a

pma,]] amount of 5 per cent cumulative preferred stock upon which divi-

dends have been paid continuously smce 1889 The Los Angeles Gas

and Electric Corporation had $19,469,000 preferred in 1920.

Most preferred stocks of gas compames carry the voting pnvilege,

while a small proportion of common is non-voting Altogether one-third

of the compames have non-votmg stocks In the typical gas company

9 per cent or moie of assets is represented by non-voting preferred and the

tendency is on the increase ^ The typical manufactured-gas company

has surplus and reserves equal to 14)4 per cent of total assets, while the

natural-gas company’s ratio is 28 per cent Yet some companies show

impaired capital, 4 per centm the former and 2 per cent in the latter case

This reflects losses sustained mainly during the war period On the other

hand, 7 per cent of the natural-gas compames had surplus and reserves of

60 per cent of assets ® Altogether while manufactured-gas compames
show conservative capitalization, natural-gas compames are even more
conservatively capitahzed

Common Stocks.—The common stocks of gas companies as a rule are

conservatively issued. They are typically of $100 par value and have a

book value considerably in excess of their par value The inflation during

the war and after reduced the earnings on these stocks But in time

adjustments were duly made and they have fully recovered their high

status Many gas companies have recently been absorbed by holding

compames and their common stocks—^regrettably so—withdrawn from

the market.

Holding Company Securities —Consolidation has proceeded far in the

gas industry, the number of gas plants having been reduced from over

1,300 in 1920, to only 715 in 1930 *

With this movement the holding company has assumed more impor-

tance in the security markets. In this connection two types of holding

companies have developed, the one holdmg only gas stocks and the other

combined gas and electnc properties The latter combination is undoubt-

edly advantageous, especially smce the utihzation of natural gas on a

large scale This enables the company to save m overhead and gives the

electric company free access to inexhaustible supphes of gas as fuel with

all the advantages which this arrangement has shown to exist. In these

oases the gas business is of secondary importance

The securities of the holdmg company consist of debenture bonds and
one or more classes of preferred and common stocks. The bonds rest

^ Ibid
, pp 24r-29.

“ Ibid
, pp 29, 81

® Figures from American Oae Adaociatwn MontMy, July, 1931
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mainly upon the earning power of the subsidianes whose stocks con-

stitute the bulk of the assets of the holdmg company Yet these bonds
secure a large measure of diversification and may be high-class issues

An example of debentures is the $60,000,000 issue of 5 per cent bonds
of the Columbia Gas and Electric Company, due in 1952, callable at

105 and less, and carrymg no smkmg fund They cairy a protective

provision against prior hens of the holdmg company but specifically

exempt the subsidiaries from this provision In 1929 the interest on the

funded debt of this company, after allowing for interest and dividends on
preferred, was earned 10 81 times over. There is also an issue of non-

voting preferred stock which, however, assumes control when four

quarterly dividends are m default In 1929 the dividends were earned

5 47 times over The company also has $145,000,000 of common stock

and carries a surplus account of $93,000,000, together with laige reserves

The earnings per share on the common show considerable fluctuation,

since they rest upon the common stocks of subsidiary companies. The
properties of this company cover a compact territory, mamly in Ohio

A very different type of holdmg company is the American Gas and

Power Company which controls the gas business in Bangor, Birmingham,

Jacksonville, Minneapolis, St Augustine, and Savannah It is itseK con-

trolled by the American Commonwealth Power Corporation, incorpoiated

in 1929, which controls in addition other gas and electric companies

This latter company is capitalized with an issue of first preferred, a

cumulative preferred without vote unless 1 year’s dividends are m arrears,

and common stock The first preferred is protected by a provision

forbidding the payment of dividends on either the cumulative preferred

or the common stock, unless remaining earnmgs equal two times dividend

requirements on the first preferred

A most interesting example of the pyramidmg of companies and

securities is found m the Massachusetts gas situation The Massachu-

setts Gas Company is a trust form of organization and controls the Boston

Consolidated properties and many other gas works of Massachusetts

It has three debenture bonds issues, aU callable, and protected against the

issue of prior hens of the holding company and subsidianes as well They

are secured by the stocks of subsidianes. Two of these issues carry

a Hinlri-ng
;
fund of approximately one-third of the bonds till maturity

But this company is controlled by the Koppers mterests of Pittsburgh

through the Eastern Gas and Fuel Associates, another trust organization

This company has a 4H per cent pnor preferred stock of $23,662,200,

another preferred of $40,822,000 with 6 per cent dividend, and no-par

common stock Both preferred stocks have ordinarily no voting power

but, if default occurs on four quarterly dividends on either issue, both

issues vote equally by class Both issues are callable, the prior preferred

at 105 and the preferred at 110 Needless to say, the securities of this
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latter company are in a relatively weak position and would suffer heavily

m any decline in earnings
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CHAPTER XXII

WATER WORKS

Pure water m all ages has been the indispensable substance required

by all animal and vegetable hfe Since there are no substitutes for

water, the interest of communities in a common source of supply is as old

as community Me itself. Thus water works may be regarded as the oldest

of public utilities The growth of modern cities and civilization itself are

conditioned upon an adequate supply of pure water Modern demands

require bright, clear, and sparkling water, free from impunties and chem-

ical poisons, and incapable of housing typhoid fever, cholera, diarrhea, or

other water-borne diseases It must have some degree of softness and

leave no injurious action on metals and should have sufficient pressure.

Early History. ^—The earhest efforts to obtam a water supply were

doubtless exerted in the digging of wells Many of these old wells still

exist today and have become famous m the literature of the past Per-

haps the most famous is Joseph's well at Cairo, Egypt It is 297 feet

deep, carved out of sohd rock consisting of a two-part shaft, the upper

portion of which is 18 by 24 feet and 166 feet deep, the lower part is 9 by

16 feet and 130 feet deep Water is raised by means of endless chains,

those for the lower level being operated by mules taken to a separate

chamber at the bottom of the upper Mt through a spiral pathway winding

around the well * Other impoitant wells were located in ancient Greece,

Assyria, Persia, and India The Chmese dug wells over 1,600 feet deep

by methods still in use But the engmeering works of ancient days that

excite most admiration were for the purpose of conveying and storing

water Underground cisterns are still in evidence m Jerusalem and

reservoirs in Carthage Irrigation works are found widely scattered over

the ancient world, the one known as Lake Moeris in Egypt being

perhaps the most famous Even about a thousand years before Christ the

Jews constructed a water-supply system which is still in use today It

gathered water from natural spnngs and from the elevated regions of

Judea into artificial reservoir ponds, whence it was conducted to Jeru-

salem Alexandria constructed reservoirs to catch the overflow of the

Nile which was made available for several hundred cisterns Greece

also had private and public wells or spnngs

1 A brief history of water supply may be found m F E Tumeaure and H. L

Russel, Pubhc Water Supphes, Chap I.

* See Thomas Ewbank, Hydraulics, p 45
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The Eomans sought a pure water supply through the building of

aqueducts At first aqueducts were rude ditches dividing water from

streams to areas of utilization Later, ditches were lined and covered

with stone and finally the pipe came mto use The Aqua Appia was the

first and most famous and was constructed about 312 b c Its length of

about 11 miles was greatly exceeded, however, by another system almost

40 miles long, constructed about 62 a d Altogether ancient Rome had

14 aqueducts, aggregating 359 miles in length, 50 miles of which were

covered by arches Watei thus conducted passed into large cisterns

and from these was distributed through leaden pipes to smaller cisterns

and fountains, to baths, to the public, and to a few private consumers

The public fountains were the sources of immediate supply for the masses

of the people In Constantine’s time there were 1,212 fountains The

supply per capita appears to have been very liberal and placed at a

minimum of 50 gallons per day

Middle Ages—After the fall of the Roman Empire, water supply fell

into decadence and the pure watei for which Rome was famous gave place

during most of the Middle Ages to giossly polluted supplies, to which

can be largely traced the pestilence and diseases of the times About the

end of the sixteenth century improvements began to appear Aside from

some feeble efforts to procure pure water in Pans, London, Hanover, and

other places, the population of those times depended upon the adjacent

rivers for their water, just as Rome depended upon the Tiber before the

era of aqueducts

Modern Water Works m Europe.—As early as the begmmng of the

seventeenth century Pans constructed some aqueducts, but even at the

end of this century the per day per capita supply was only 2J^ gallons

London made real progress when in 1619 the New River Company was

incorporated to brmg water from the New River to London This

supply was distributed to individual households by pipes, thus inaugu-

rating a new era of mumcipal water supply. In the eighteenth century

steam pumping was employed and was responsible for rapid development

of water works London employed this means of lifting water first in

1761; Pans followed in 1781

The mneteenth century brought great development in modern water

supply Pans constructed two aqueducts, 81 6 and 108 miles in length,

which carried pure spring water In 1890 Pans supplied its population

with 65 gallons per capita per day, only one-fourth of which was from

springs and fit for drinking, while the balance was drawn from rivers

In 1892 another aqueduct increased the per capita daily drinking supply

from 16 to 28 gallons

In 1904 the city of London took over the eight separate private com-
panies which had hitherto supphed the city with water At that time

only 20 per cent was from wells and springs, the rest being filtered river
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water But the rate of growth of systems was slowm the first half of the

nineteenth century The second half saw a rapid spread over most of

Europe

Prior to the beginmng of the mneteenth century, the larger pipes were

usually of wood made by boring holes 6 or 7 inches in diameter in logs

After that cast-iron piping came into use, London outfitting its system in

1820 with the newer material Until 1873 the system known as the inter-

mittent-supply system was used m London as elsewhere This supphed

water at intervals only and for only a few hours of the day In 1891,

35 per cent of the total water supply m London was still from the inter-

mittent system Filtered water made rapid progress m Europe in the

nineteenth century until today practically all cities use filtration methods

for surface water of all kinds

Water Works in the Umted States.—From early times American

colomal cities made rapid progress in water supply In 1662 Boston first

brought her water supply from springs by gravity and served both for

domestic use and for fire protection. When the population reached

20,000 in 1796, this was supplanted by a pumping system drawing the

supply from Jamaica Pond 6 miles distant Bethlehem, Penn, first

used pumps in 1754, the earher ones being wooden and the later ones

iron Providence followed in 1772 with a water system and Morristown

m 1791 As nearly as 1774, New York began a municipal water system

but failed to carry it to completion In 1779 a pnvate company receiving

financial assistance from the city built a system which by 1823 comprised

25 miles of mam and 2,000 taps In 1830 the city built its own water

works for fire protection which supplemented the private system and

later became the Croton system Philadelphia began the first successful

mumcipal water system in 1798 when the city had 80,000 population,

drawing its water from the SchuylkiU River and using steam pumps and

cast-iron water mams
Other early water works were estabhshed m Worcester, Mass

,
and

Portsmouth, N H
,
in 1798, and at Albany, N Y

,
the following year

But New Orleans had no central water supply system until 1836, Buffalo,

N Y
,
had none till 1852, Cleveland first established its system m 1853

and San Francisco in 1857, Chicago had water since 1840, 3 years after

It was founded The first use of the steam engme was at Philadelphia

in 1800

Aside from the improvements just noted, not much progress was

made until the second half of the nmeteenth century The two decades

1860-1880 mark the general spread and development of public water

supply. This was to a great extent occasioned by the adoption of the

modern centrifugal pump, driven by steam turbines This enabled even

the smaller cities to have adequate systems. From 1880 to 1890 came

the period of rapid expansion m water-works systems. It was accom-
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panied by great speculation m water-works securities So rapid was the

progress that, by the close of the century, scarcely a city of 2,000 popula-

tion could be found that did not have its own water supply. By 1896

the number of pubhc water works m the United States was 3,196 (in 1860

there were only 83), two-thirds of which were estabhshed after 1885 ^

Already by 1890 almost 23,000,000 people were served with pubhc water-

supply systems

Technical Improvements.—After 1870 the old filters of gravel, char-

coal, or sponge gave place to slow sand filters modeled on the English

type, followed in 1893 by the modified form m Lawrence, Mass By
the end of the century more than mne-tenths of all filters were of this

type In 1925 theie were 587 rapid and 47 slow sand filters in use. The

use of chlorine for surface waters dates from 1908 In the early history

of water compames, ordinary nvers and lakes weie the most common
sources of supply Sewerage systems weie less numerous than now and

pollution from this source and from industrial development was frequent

By the mneties filtration became a necessity, first to remove color and

turbidity and later bacteria

The use of the water meter came only gradually Although this

method of measuring the amount supphed to each customer is very

old, even in 1891 there were only 37 cities having 50 per cent or more

of their taps metered Not until about the end of the nineteenth

century did the old steam reciprocatmg pump fired by wood and coal

and the water-power pump give way to the vertical triple-expansion

pump which puts plants on a new basis of efficiency and capacity These

were supplemented by higher-duty pumps, mostly of the centrifugal

type of much smaller size and expense, driven by steam turbines or

electnc motors Internal-combustion and Diesel engines are used

widely in the smaller places “

The distribution system of a water works should have durable pipes

laid deeply enough so as to avoid damage from frost or street traffic,

strong enough to withstand maximum pressure, capable of sectional

isolation so as to repair damages at any point without interfenng with

the operation of the mam system, a hberal number of hydrants, district

meters, and means of detecting leakage and waste

Water Supply.

—

A. thoroughly sound water system will require that

the supply be adequate, if not mexhaustible, from year to year. The ideal

system would demand that the current flow be adequate to take care of

aU possible maximum demands for shorter or longer periods of tune.

1 Manual of A menran Water Worlei, 1801-18t)7
* Airi('ri(.nTi w.Ucr of spctiul noU' ..ic Pip Np\\ Yoilc Cifv C.ilskill .\.(]npduct,

vluch IS thp liirRt't p\er constriu Ipd, i1ip CIuppro svsicm wiPi its loiiK fioiu

Lake Mioliiiraii, niid the Tx»s An{tplp>- s\'ic'ii with its JlO-mih' iiqiieduct. icai hiun to

the eastern slope of the Sieiia Nevada Mountains
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But this degree of perfection is not always possible and it is, therefore,

necessary to store water in reservoirs m periods of abundant supply or

low demand, to make provision for the maximum demand or slack flow.

Anything less than this would meet the harshest criticism and may lead

to sacrifice on the part of consumers. A good water system will have
sufficient capacity to meet the expected needs for 25 to 50 years in the

future. This involves a probable mcrease m population and in industrial

needs for water The character of the population, the locality, and its

industries affect the estimates Almost always the rate of utilization

per head will show an mcrease But there aie wide differences in the

amount of water consumed per head in various communities A small

industrially undeveloped town m New England uses 18 or 20 gallons

per head per day. Large commercial cities use generally 35 to 40 gallons,

while many cities use anywhere up to 100 gallons or more. London used

34 7 gallons per head in 1927; 21 7 was for domestic purposes, 9 1 for

trade and shipping, 1 6 for mumcipal consumption, and 3 6 for miscel-

laneous use. The higher averagem the Umted States is due to a generally

higher standard of living and more lavish use as well as to waste arising

from leaks in faulty distribution systems An mvestigation covermg

136 cities of 25,000 or more population showed that on the average, where

less than 10 per cent of the services are metered, consumption per head

was 128 gallons, but, where meters were used for 50 per cent or more of

service, consumption was only 52 gallons per head per day ^

Location of Supply.—The location of the water is next in importance.

Three possible cases come up here for consideration The ideal case is

where the water is drawn from elevations far above civihzation in moun-

tain streams, springs, and lakes, whereupon it is stored, if necessary, in

reservoirs built for the purpose and dehvered to consumers by the gravity

system In the long run this is by far the most satisfactory situation

from the standpoint of quahty, freedom from infection, and economical

operation The second case is that of undergiound sources, springs,

wells, and horizontal galleries. Here the quantity is a matter of artificial

preparation for utilization and need never be inadequate. The quahty

depends upon the region and underground geological formations The

disadvantages of this source of supply are usually hardness of water,

expensiveness to pump from the wells, and inadequacy of supply. Such

a system must always be provided with adequate reservon capacity

Where the water is pumped directly mto the mams, duplicate pumpmg
equipment makes the supply more expensive Such water, however, is

free from germs The third condition is that of utilization of surface

water from rivers, lakes, and minor streams Precaution here is neces-

sary to insure the supply from contamination. Such systems require

filtration plants for purification, which add to the expensiveness of the

1 See article by H J F. GourleymBwcydopaedMiBntommca, under Water Supply
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supply The water from this source is softer than that from underground

weUs.

As a rule, the larger cities use surface water, so that the majority of

people depend upon surface water Nevertheless, the larger number of

water works draw their supply from wells.

The water-supply systems in many states were subjected to severe

tests by the diouth of 1930 Twenty or more states, mostly in the

Middle West, experienced the severest drouth on record The Ohio

Health Department made a study^ of the water supply m 1930 covering

115 public water systems Its mam conclusions were as follows (1)

the underground supply systems were not seriously embarrassed, (2)

those drawing their supply from surface sources were seriously embar-

rassed by (a) shortage and (6) disagreeable tastes and hardness of water,

(3) rural supplies in public wells were almost entirely depleted. Since

1930 the public has generally been aroused to better water-supply systems

It was also found that the drouth brought greater demand for water from

domestic consumers, which offset the lessened demand for industrial

uses occasioned by the severe depression in business

Procuring of the water itself involves two methods, gravitation and

pumping In gravity schemes the amount of storage must be sufficient

to give a contmuous supply and pressure even at the lowest drawn-off

level Soft impounded water should be filtered before entering the mam
aqueduct to avoid lessened capacity (as much as 40 per cent in 20 years)

through tuberculation and encrustation In some cases spring water

has to be filtered to avoid polluted supplies In case the supply is

drawn from lowland rivers or lakes, water must be screened and after-

wards pumped into a sedimentation basm, then filtered, hardened or

softened, and sterihzed, after which it is pumped into the service reservoir

Water drawn from deep wells or galleries dispenses with these processes

with the exception of softenmg These modern improvements render the

choice as to source of supply largely an economic question of costa In

gravity systems the imtial capital cost wiU be high, since provision must

be made at once for large potential future demand, so that at the time of

installation only about 25 per cent of the capacity will be necessary to

supply the present population In pumping systems initial capital out-

lays are much smaller, smce additional wells may be bored as necessity

demands and reservoirs may be built also as needs arise But operating

expenses m this method are mvanably higher

The legal right to obtam water from known supplies is a comphcated
question which must be dismissed with a few summary statements. In

the humid districts of the Umted States the law makes an effort to utilize

the water supply for the common good In the more and regions of the

West, priority of occupancy or appropriation seems to establish rights

1 See Journal of American Water Works Association, July, 1931
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In any case the bond attorney should make sure that the supply has a
firm legal basis

Ownership of Water Systems, At the beginning of the nineteenth

century there were 16 private and 1 mumcipal water system in the United
States The nineteenth century saw a complete transformation in owner-
ship and management of water systems Although municipal ownership
gained steadily throughout the century both positively and relatively to

private systems, it was not till after 1890 tW the municipally owned
systems outnumbered the privately owned In 1924 there were 7,000

public and 3,000 municipally owned water woiks in the United States, or

70 per cent public and 30 per cent private But already in 1890 of the

22,678,000 population supphed with water woiks, about 62 per cent were
served by municipal works; at the present time between 85 and 90 per

cent of the people are using water supplied from municipally owned
plants Privately owned systems are stfil popular in the New England
states, California, Kentucky, Maryland, New Jersey, West Virginia, and

New York, while in the South and West m general, as well as in Canada
and United States possessions, municipal ownership has largely taken

the field

Municipal water works are especially popular m the Missouri River

Valley states of Missouri, Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska, and South Dakota,

where there were 847 municipally owned and only 79 privately owned in

1929 In 1920, of 204 cities of 30,000 or more population, 165 owned
a municipal water system Indianapolis is the only large city supplied

exclusively with a piivately owned system, although private systems

operate m San Francisco, Denver, and Birmingham

Only a few states have undertaken to regulate rates for municipal

water works In California and Wisconsin the respective commissions

regulate municipal water works The general object of mumcipal plants

is to sell service at or near cost, lower than private plants if possible,

and provide a sinking fund for water bonds Unsuccessful mumcipal

water works usually are found to give service below cost The courts

in Wisconsin decided mumcipally owned systems were subject to prin-

ciples of regulation the same as privately owned plants. They are

allowed 8 per cent on the investment over taxes *

Municipal Bonds for Water Works.—^Provision is made in almost

all states for the issue of water or pubhc-utihty bonds in general on

the credit of either the municipahty or the utihty concerned Because

of the widespread mumcipal ownership of water works in the Umted

States, special provision beyond the usual debt liimtation is provided

in many states For instance, in Massachusetts bonds to the extent

* See Manual of American Water Worhs Association, 1925

® In a number of atates, Nebraska, Iowa, South Dakota, and others, “home rule”

prevails as to regulation of private water companies
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of 10 per cent of the assessed property valuation for water works are

allowed. In New York, California, Louisiana, Tennessee, South Caro-

lina, Washington, and Montana, no hunt is placed upon water bonds

In other instances, smaller iiercentages in addition to usual indebtedness

are allowed, sometimes approval at the polls being required In Ala-

bama, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Missoun, Texas, and Utah, bond

issues foi water works are himted according to the size of the city In

still other cases, water bonds constitute a part of the general indebted-

ness of mumcipahties which must stay within certain hmits, which,

however, in some cases are rather high and perhaps ample to take care

of ordinary requirements ^

Main Uses of Public Water Supply.—The original, and still the pre-

dominant, use of water supphed through commumty systems is for

domestic use Too often, however, the smaller city constructs a system

more with the idea of fire prevention than for securing a supply of fresh,

pure water for domestic purposes Another common use of water

IS for flushing sewer systems This method of disposal of sewage

is recogmzed to be by far the most satisfactory of any and requires a

large amount of water Water-supply systems are also utihzed to a

large extent for commercial purposes Large amounts are used in the

refimng and manufacture of sugar, manufacture of starch, bleaching and

dyeing houses, chemical works, gas factories, boilers, and elevators

The mumcipal government requires large amounts for fire protection,

street spnnkhng, sewer flushing, parks, and fountains

Taxation of Water Works.—On account of the fact that rates in

public utihties m general were fixed or conditioned by charters, fran-

chises, or laws before the advent of regulation by commission, the burden

of taxes was borne by the security holders But under commission regu-

lation, which proceeds on the cost plus basis, all federal and state taxes

are regarded as part of the cost Mumcipally owned water works,

almost without exception, pay no taxes on property located within the

mumcipal corporation, but property located outside the corporation

IS subject to the local real-estate taxes In practice, however, the taxes

paid for this latter reason are neghgible Privately owned plants pay

taxes on their property and business In a few states water works are

classified as public utihties for taxation purposes and are given special

treatment, while in others the tangible property is treated the same

as that of any other corporation In a majority of cases the local asses-

sors have the power of determmation as to the method of treatment

in assessment. Many states still have local assessment, while the most
progressive ones have gone to state assessment or exercise effective

supervision over local assessors.

* Water Works Practice, pp. 549-552
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Tax data on private plants collected by the American Water Works
Association for 1923 show that 323 compames with assets of almost
$150,000,000 and gross receipts of almost $20,000,000 paid $2,327,993

in taxes This amounted to 11 81 per cent of their gross receipts and
38 53 per cent of their net income before taxes. On account of the higher

ratio of assets to gross receipts in water plants as compared with other

utilities and corporations in general, the ratio of taxes paid to gross

receipts is quite generally twice or more that prevaihng in other types of

business The ratio of taxes to net income before taxes is also some-
what higher than the average for other corporations The increase in

taxation for privately owned plants smce 1923 amounted to almost 100

per cent It is claimed that the readjustment of the tax burden has

been less in water compames than for any other class of utdities, owing

to the fact that they were less adversely affected by war conditions than
other utilities

Gross Revenues.—Data collected from 45 water works under the

auspices of the American Water Works Association, covering the period

1915-1923, give us a valuable picture of the trend m water-worksfinances

In no single year did water revenues decline in this period, which includes

the severe depression of 1921 The increase in revenues for the period

amounted to 81 per cent, an average of 10 per cent per year. This

increase was due to three causes, first, the population increased 28 per

cent, which accounts for about 25 per cent increase m revenues, second,

increase in the use of water per capita m this period accounts for 35 per

cent increase, and, third, increase due to advance in rates amounted

to about 20 per cent The per capita increase m business amounted

to 36 per cent, if to this is added the increase due to increase of rates,

the result is 55 per cent per capita gross annual revenue increase.

The increase in per capita revenues was much larger for private than

for municipally owned plants, owing to the cost plus basis including

taxes, depreciation, and other charges not found in the latter plants

The gross revenues of water system increased also dunng 1930, a severe

depression year. The revenues of the water properties operated by

the American Water Works Corporation and the Federal Water Service

Company, serving some 470 commumties widely scattered over theUmted

States, shows that revenues actually increased 5 14 per cent over 1929

Water works located in industrial centers where large amounts are used

in industry show the effect of business depressions The gross revenues

of the Ashtabula system showed declines in both 1924 and 1927, years

of only mild depression

Operatmg Expenses.—^The operation of water works is practically

immune from labor troubles and wage advances, since so little labor

IS required Water works are almost automatic in their operation,

except for repairs and scientific attention to supply conditions How-
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ever, the data referred to above show that operating expenses during

the interval 1915-1923 increased 127 per cent (including maintenance

expenses and taxes but not depreciation) About 25 per cent of this

was accounted for by mcrease m population, 26 per cent increase on the

basis of the old population, and 75 per cent due to price changes

occasioned by the war On the per capita basis, it amounted to 25 per

cent normal increase and 75 per cent abnormal due to the war and
inflation, this compares with a 20 per cent mcrease in rates

Depreciation—The determination of depreciation charges for water

works IS still in a formative stage ^ This is due to the general failure

of men of a generation ago to appreciate the significance of this item and

also to the failure of the courts, prior to the Knoxville decision, to allow

revenues to meet it It is only recently that accounting records have

been sufficiently developed to admit of determination of abandon-

ment losses Consequently the accounting records of depreciation

leave much to be desired.

Records of a limited number of water works covering periods of 22
to 67 years, representmg the best depreciation records available, show
a range of 1 to 1 6 per cent of annual reproduction cost ** In the case

of the Spring Valley Water Company on the basis of 1913-1914 repro-

duction cost, 1 16 per cent was allowed, while in the Denver Union
Water case as of the same reproduction date, 1 35 per cent was allowed.

The amount allowed will vary with the character of the plant, depend-
ing upon the nature of the source of water supply, type of structural

material used m constiuction of conduits, whether the gravity or pump-
ing system prevails, and the nature of the layout of pipes with reference

to future requirements All of these factors influence the life of the

plants and depreciation allowance must be provided accordingly.

In the actual calculation of depreciation, different parts of the water
plant have different life periods and each must be figured separately

For mstance, boilers and pumping machinery last from 15 to 40 years,

distributing systems from 30 to 100 years, filter plants of masonry
construction 36 to 40 years, while sources of supply with storage dams
and appurtenant structures are assigned periods ranging from 40 years
to unlimited life On the whole, the period of hfe of water plants exceeds

by far that of other classes of utihties and for this reason the smking-
fund method of calculation, instead of the straight-line method, has
the approval of engineers and the courts. In the two recent cases
referred to above, the smkmg-fund method of calculation was approved
It was shown that the straight-hne method results in excessive charges
in the early years, because of the relative slow rate of depreciation in
the early years and the accelerated rate of the later years. The

^ Water WorJes Prachce, p 624
“ Journal of American Water Works Association, p 382, 1919
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Sinking-fund method assumes that the depreciation each year of the

hfe of the plant would be met by the mcrease in value of the fiint-7ng
;

fund The 4 per cent interest rate is generally taken because it gives

the most satisfactory curve. While this at present is calculated for

the plant as a whole, more accurate determination would demand a

schedule for each division or group of structures with different hfe periods

Courts and commissions are determining depreciation allowance more
and more m the light of experience of mdividual plants instead of strict

mathematical formulas. The origmal cost of water works is usually

unknown and in the actual calculation the base is either the probable

cost or the reproduction cost The reserve itself has always been held

as vested in the property. Practice as to its disposition varies In some
cases the fund is on deposit with banks, while it is used for temporary

financing m others; m still other cases it is used for permanent financing

of improvements and betterments It turns out that the accrued depre-

ciation in plants of somethmg hke twenty years of age is actually from

8 to 10 per cent and in those forty or fifty years old, from 13 to 16 per

cent This is owing to the gradual additions to supply, filter plants,

pipe lines, and betterments that have been made from time to time,

so that the accrued depreciation is such as the proportionate expiration

of the service life would mdicate

The principle of caloulatmg depreciation on the basis of present

value, winch contains a large element of cost of reproduction for rate-

making, appears to have wide sanction of courts In a recent case^

the Supreme Court said, “It is a settled rule of this Court that the rate

base IS the present value, and it would be wholly filogical to adopt a

different rule for depreciation ”

Operating Ratio.—The operatmg ratio for water companies is among

the lowest of any class of corporations For gravity systems, mcluding

taxes, it amounts to only about 25 per cent of gross and for plants havmg

to pump and filter the water, between 40 and 50 per cent Data on systems

controlled by the American Water Works Corporation and the Federal

Water Service Company show combmed operatmg ratio, after making

allowance for maintenance, retirement fund, and taxes, of 47 6 per cent

in 1930 In the same year the Federal Water Service operating com-

panies showed an operating ratio of 33 5 per cent before taxes and 27 8

per cent before taxes and depreciation After allowing for taxes and

depreciation, mterest on all obhgationsof parent companyand subsidiaries

for the two compames was earned 1 91 times over. Consohdated

accounts for these two leading American systems are shown in Table 45

Net Annual Revenue.—The net annual revenues of water compames

apphcable to depreciation, mterest, dividends, and surplus mcreased

‘ United Railways and Eleotno Company of Baltimore vs Harold E. West ei al
,

280 U. S 234 (1930).
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Table 45—OBEBATiNa Results of Wateb Wobks

(000 omitted)

Account

American

Water Works
(1930)

Fedeial

Water Works
(1930)

Total

Gross receipts $14,518 $17,208 $31,726

Operating expense and taxes 6,134 7,276 13,410

Gross profit 8,383 9,930 18,313

Interest and amortization 3,851 4,8361 8,687

Retirement 750 949= 1,699

Net profit 3,782 4,145 7,927

Operating ratio, per cent (includes taxes

but not retirement) 47 4 47 7 47 6

Interest, times earned (after retirement

allowance) 1 98 1 86 1 91

Doea not include amortiaation for bond diaoount
a Inoludee amorfciaation of bond discount

57 per cent in the period 1915-1923 Only m 1917 did they decrease

A number of cases can be found where the net showed considerable

decrease during the war penod This was mainly due to rising costs

and failure of the commissions to act promptly to relieve the situation

The lag of rates behind expenses for the war penod has been placed at

18 months On the per capita basis the net annual revenue (after taxes)

for this period for private companies was 24, and 34 cents for those

pubhcly owned, or 26 per cent for both classes taken together The net

annual return after taxes and depreciation in 1915 for privately owned
plants amounted to about 5 3 per cent and for 1923 about 6 6 per cent on

the pre-war basis of valuation But m the interval it has been estimated

that an index of the cost of construction of water works increased 100 per

cent On the post-war basis of valuation the picture could be made very

roseate indeed The insistence of the courts that reproduction cost be

made the dominant element m valuation, taken in conjunction with the

fact that the property of water compames is of a permanent character and
was mostly already constructed m the early part of the twentieth century

would require a radical revision upward of water rates in order to pro-

duce the 7 or 8 per cent return allowed by these same authorities

Assets.—Water works have a larger percentage of their assets in

fixed property than any other class of utihty. It is claimed that 90
per cent of the original value of a pnvate water plant is made up of

steel and iron. The hfe of a cast-iron distribution system protected

by modern methods is considered to be an indefimte number of years,

say, 100 In consequence, less depreciation is usually charged than
m other utihties A large percentage of asset values of a water plant

IS in the distnbutmg system which is underground and hence immune
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from weather conditions, fire, and the like So secure are water works
from calamities that no system has ever been known to suspend service

for this reason, not even in the case of the Galveston flood or the San
Francisco earthquake On the other hand, constant vigilance may
be necessary in construction, since defective matenals are hidden from
general observation. Examples of defects in construction, however are

confined usually to the promotional period of the eighteen hundred eighties

Investment for fire protection varies from 25 per cent of total invest-

ment in large water works to 70 per cent m small systems, as much as

50 per cent of operating costs may be due to fire protection For Port-

land in 1924, estimates are 77 9 per cent for domestic and 21 1 per cent

for fire purposes The burden of fire protection is not yet generally

equahzed between water users and the municipahty at large. Kansas
made a good attempt at this m a special statutory levy

Corporate Organization.—Most of the 3,000 private water systems

of the United States are independently owned and operated and pursue

their even and monotonous course from year to year On the other

hand, there are two notably large groups controlled by two holding com-
pames, the American Water Works Corporation and the Federal Water
Service Company. The former in 1930 was composed of 42 water-

works systems operating in 16 states and Cuba, serving 3,427,380 cus-

tomers in 218 communities, including Birmingham, Chattanooga, East

St Louis, St. Joseph, and Little Rock The main properties of this

group have been controlled by identical interests for some 20 years

The Federal Water Service, a more recent orgamzation, serves 250

commumties with 2,600,000 population, located to some extent in con-

centrated areas of a number of states, among which are Cahforma,

Alabama, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvama, Oregon, and Wash-
ington This group has subsidianes that operate for the most part

within a single state and named after the state, as California Water

Service Company, Illinois Water Service Company, and so forth. Pro-

found benefits doubtless come from these consohdations in the way of

social service through their well-equipped corps of engineers and spe-

cialists in water supply and samtation The need for financing by the

holding company has never been so imperative as m the case of rapidly

expanding utihties Water compames of necessity must look far ahead

and the properties are of long hfe, while the operation of a water plant

IS among the simplest of all types of enterprise, becoming almost auto-

matic m its daily routine.

Capitalization.—Operatmg water companies are usually oapitahzed

with 60 to 65 per cent in bonds, about 15 per cent preferred stock, and

the balance in common stock While this is the traditional set-up,

changes are occurring through the influence of consohdation Con-

solidated properties show a tendency to ehmmate the preferred stock
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from public ownership, it being acquired by the holding company, so

that m these systems bonds and common stock lepresent the chief inter-

est of the investor The economy of acqmrmg these preferred stocks

IS evident when one considers the fact that they carry dividends of

6 to 7 per cent, wlnle the holdmg company bonds are issued on a 5)4

per cent basis Capitahzation has been almost universally conserva-

tive since the pioneer boom days of the eighties Consolidated capi-

tahzation of the Federal Water Service Company shows plant and

property account, less depreciation reserve, of $167,000,000 Against

this, subsidiary bonds amount to $97,000,000, or 62 per cent of the depre-

ciated plant and property account The holdmg company has another

$7,000,000 of bonds Preferred stocks of subsidiaries and holding

companies amount to $36,462,000

Bonds.—Bonds of operating companies written before the war are

of the traditional first-mortgage closed type They bear interest usually

at 5 per cent, regardless of the location of the property They were

issued to cover 60 per cent or more of the cost of the property, the inter-

est will be earned from 1% to 2^ or more times over These standards

are permissible because of the stabihty of revenues previously spoken of

Nevertheless, in many cases msufiScient margin in earmngs excludes

the bonds from the legal hsts of the various states

Bonds issued within recent years show the same transformation

of type noticed m the case of electric hght and power bonds The old

closed-mortgage type is now seldom issued, its place is taken by an open

mortgage which admits of additional issues in senes when funds are

needed These issues mostly conform to a pattern developed recently

for water companies The first open-mortgage bond of the Arkansas

Water Company issued in 1926 is a typical example of this new type

It provides for additional senes to be issued to the extent of 80 per

cent of cost of new property, provided mterest is earned 1% times over

m 12 consecutive months out of the 15 immediately preceding It

provides also that 6 per cent (in other companies this may be 4 to 9 per

cent) of gross shall be charged to operating expenses for repairs, renewals,

and mamtenance. It carnes an after-acquired property clause so that

all senes issued in the future will rest upon the identical mortgage The
issue IS callable at 105 and down and bears a 5 per cent coupon The
open mortgage of the Birmingham Water Company makes a special pro-

vision of 5 per cent of gross for repairs and mamtenance plus an additional

4 per cent of gross for retirement reserve The habit of charging a

certain per cent of gross for repairs, reserves, and depreciation is perhaps

justified in water compames on account of the stability of earmngs
Holding Company Securities.—The capital structure of the holding

company in the water industry mutates feebly that of the more highly

pyramided utihty compames in other fields. The outstanding example
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is that of the Federal Water Service Company. It has $7,000,000 of

63^ per cent gold debenture convertible bonds issued in 1929 They are

protected by a provision forbidding any further debentures except for

retiring of funded debt already outstanding, unless consohdated net earn-

ings equal three times interest on aU the funded debt of the company
The New England Water, Power, and Light Associates issued in

1928 a 5J4 per csiit collateral hen gold bond runmng for 20 years The

stocks of subsidiaries are deposited as collateral Other bond issues

are permissible under this mdenture to provide funds to the extent of

the cost of new property of subsidianes, provided the securities received

m exchange be deposited as collateral Also, additional collateral

trust bonds may be issued if voting securities on newly acquired prop-

erty to the extent of 80 per cent of its cost are deposited, provided this

amount added to the funded debt and preferred stocks of subsidiaries

does not exceed 80 per cent of the value of the assets, and if the consoh-

dated income is 2 times the interest and 1J4 times the interest and

dividends on subsidiary securities which are not pledged This issue

IS callable at 105 and down The issue of collateral trust bonds in water

and gas companies in New England is merely a remnant of former prac-

tice and would seem to have httle to justify it

Preferred Stock.—The preferred issue of the Federal Water Service

Company may be taken as an illustration This issue amounts to almost

$16,000,000, or more than twice the amount of the bonds now outstand-

ing Preferred stock has been issued m different series with identical

provisions, except dividend preferences which range from 6 to 7 per cent

It is redeemable at 110 and votes only in case eight quarterly dividends

are in arrears. The dividends on this stock have been earned several

times over within the past few years.

Common Stock —The common stock of this Company is classified

into Class A and Class B. The former carries a cumulative dividend

rate of $2 and participates with the Class B stock equally upon any

distribution on the latter The two issues are of equal size. The Class

A stock votes equally with the Class B stock m case arrears amount to

four quarterly payments, at aU times it is given a mmority representation

of three on the board of directors. Earmngs on the Class A stock were

$4 50 in 1929 and $3 46 m 1930.
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CHAPTER XXIII

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS

Early Street Railways.—^The development of the street railway began

in 1831 when the first horse-railroad, Stephenson’s Bowery line with

its “John Mason cars,” was constructed on Fourth Avenue in New Yoik

City, already the metropolis of the country. The horse-railroad, how-

ever, did not come mto general use until about 1850 but continued after

that for a quarter of a century to be the only practical street conveyance

for the masses of the people The operating companies were small

and restricted to small areas with the result that many franchises were

granted within a given city, the companies in many oases competing

with each other with the consequent loss of capital and revenue. Even
in 1882 these eompames employed 35,000 men, 18,000 cars, and 100,000

horses, representing invested capital of $160,000,000 During this

period the railways mcreased their traffic very rapidly, profits were

great, and congestion on account of the smallness of the cars and the

slowness of their speed brought the necessity for more adequate motive

power and improved passenger accommodations.

Cable-cars were the result. They were first introduced m New York
in 1869 and m San Francisco m 1873 They were expensive smce they

required better tracks for heavier oars, numerous cable and power sta-

tions, together with a complete conduit system. Cables wore out fre-

quently, owing to the contmued gripping and releasmg of the car grips

The cable system was to a considerable extent installed in New York,

Pittsburgh, Cincmnati, Washington, San Francisco, Denver, and Chicago
Already in the eighteenhundred eighties, however, the electric system was
proving a success, and it was fortunate that the cable system had
not more generally supplanted the horse-railroad, for the application of

electncity as motive power rendered useless much of the invested

capital in the cable system. The change was painful m those cities

where the cable-cars had been mstalled and the companies had no way
of amortizing the capital mvestedm the superseded system, it afterwards

represented in the eompames’ accounts so much dead capital which was
a burden to the new electnc eompames

Early Electric Railways.—^The basic mventions underlying the elec-

tric railway are the dynamo, effective transmission of current, and the

motor for the conversion of electric energymto mechanical power These
fundamental mventions were available m a commercial way in the

438
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eighteen hundred seventies Much remained, however, byway of apphca-
tion and development of auxdiary equipment before the electric railway

became an accomphshed fact To this task the electrical genius of

America and Europe addressed itself durmg the decade of the eighteen

eighties

The initial experiment in electnc railway was made by Thomas
Davenport, a blacksmith of Brandon, Vt

,
m 1834-1835 He mounted

a toy motor and primary battery on a small vehicle and was successful

in operating it under its own power About 1838 Jacobi and Davidson
operated a 5-ton locomotive on the Edmburgh-Glasgow railway The
first use of rails to conduct current was contemplated m an English

patent to Henry Pinkus in 1844, m the followmg year patents were also

granted to Major Bassolo m France and Austria. But Prof Moses G
Farmer in 1847 actually constructed a small car at Dover, N. H

,
and

operated it by the use of rails as conductors Withm the next few

years Hill and Paige also operated similar cars in Boston and Washing-

ton, respectively But all of these early experiments contemplated and

used primary batteries for power

The first exhibition of an electric railway usmg the dynamo for gen-

erating current was made at the Berlm exhibition of 1879, following

the demonstration of the dynamo-electric machine by the Siemens

firm It operated on one-third of a mile of track and was composed of a

locomotive and three cars capable of hauling 20 people The current

was supphed by means of a central rail, while the running rails were used

for return current The first regular hne was installed at Lichterfelde

m 1881.

About the same time Stephen D Field and Thomas A Edison were

experimenting in America A three-sided patent controversy arose

among these two inventors and Siemens (all apphcations having been

filed in 1880), with priority finally bemg awarded to Field, who filed a

caveat already in 1879 It appeared that he had already projected an

electric railway with current supphed from a stationary generator and

the running rails to be used for return circuit In 1880 Edison at Menlo

Park operated a small electnc locomotive mth trailer, using dynamo

for energy Within the next few years experimental electric railways

were improved and operated by F. J. Sprague, a midshipman m the

Umted States navy, Charles J Van Depoele, a Belgian sculptor residing

in the United States,who was awarded the firat patent (it appears largely

on a technicality) for underrunmng contact Shortly afterwards, instal-

lation of similar systems was made m Great Bntam The Field and

Edison interests were early combmed and m 1883 they demonstrated

a Weston machine at the Chicago Railway Exposition During the

next few years a great many expenmental roads were operated in scat-

tered sections of the country, most of them using the overhead trolley
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As late as 1887 matters were still m the experimental stage There

were only 9 installations m Europe and 10 in the United States, with

only 60 miles of track all told There was no uniformity of practice and

commercial success had not been attamed In the same year, however,

three commercial contracts weie consummated which contemplated instal-

lations in Richmond, Va ,
m St Joseph, Mo (both by Sprague)

,
and one

for the Observatory Railway of Alleghaney City, Penn
,
by Bentley-

Kmght. The Richmond railway was placed m operation in 1888 and is

now recognized as the first modern electric railway of size and the pioneer

in the industry Meanwhile, the Van Depoele inteiests had been

absorbed by the Thompson-Houston mterests whose mam rival was the

Sprague Electric Railway and Motor Company Within the following 2

years there were over 200 railway contracts let. At this juncture the

Edison General Electric Company appears to have assumed a leading

role In 1890 it absorbed the Sprague Company and some time later

consolidated with the Thompson-Houston Company to form the General

Electric Company Soon the Westinghouse Electric Company entered

the electric railway field also Early electric railways met with opposition

from the telephone companies whose operation was seriously interfered

with by faulty pioneer methods of construction and control of electrical

current

Modern Development.—In 1888 there were only 150 miles of electric

hne in operation, while in 1890 the total street and electric railway

mileage amounted to 6,783 From that time onward electric railways

developed with marvelous rapidity Never had a new invention found

so fertile a field Already in 1890 there were 25 cities in the United

States with a population of 50,000 or more each The great need of

these cities was effective transportation, and the electric railway was

the first real hope of meeting this need With more effective transporta-

tion came also decentralization of population and the development

of the suburbs Street-car service thus naturally developed much faster

than the growth of population

With increased motive power larger cars were introduced with heavier

and more expensive rails, necessitating the abandonment of the former

eqmpment. Underground and overground equipment added further

to the capital investment necessary The growth of cities, too, made
mcreased speed imperative, which m turn called for fenders, brakes,

wheel guards, inclosed vestibules, and so forth To these improve-

ments must be added the large capital expenditure in power houses

Finally, when durmg the early mneties the superiority of the electric

railway to the cable system was demonstrated, it became necessary for

the cable compames to re-create their entire system. Thus m the transi-

tion from horse-cars to cable-cars and finally into electric railways,

great amounts of capital have been commonly earned in balance sheets
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of corporations and the securities which they formerly represented were
never amortized

After 1890 the electee railway rapidly gained undisputed sway in

the field of urban transportation In 1890 approximately 70 per cent

of all trackage was operated by animal power, while the remaining track-

age was about evenly divided between cable and electric systems In
1890 the South London line and m 1893 the Liverpool overhead railway

were placed in operation. In 1895 the Metropolitan and West Side

elevated roads were constructed m Chicago. Both used the electric

motor for hauling cars The following year the Nantasket Beach and
the Lake Street Elevated were put into operation and soon service over

the Brooklyn Bridge was begun In 1895 Sprague mvented the multiple-

umt system for heavy transportation It peimits operation of any
number of cars together and the utihzation of high power with consequent

great speed for elevated and interurban hnes and subway trains By
1902 the electric railway completely dominated the field, 97 per cent

of aU trackage being opeiated by electrical power ^

The rapid increase in the growth of cities since 1900 and the resulting

congestion of traffic necessitated the construction of a number of elevated

and subway systems in addition to the surface hnes It also brought

the tunnel, the double-deck cars, trains of cars, the express tram, the

third-rail system, the underground trolley, and a host of other improve-

ments, always adding to the capital expenditure necessary. It increased

the number of miles of all systems operated from less than 10,868 in

1890 to over 16,000 in 1902, and to 44,676 m 1917 New-traok con-

struction reached a peak in 1910 when 1,204 miles were constructed

Since then construction has faded away until m 1930 only 153 miles of

new track were laid

The War and After.—Up to the time of the war, street railways were

numbered among the prosperous industries of the Umted States Hall-

way bonds and stocks of the larger systems were classed as investments

of high quality But with the war and comcident events the face of

the picture changed completely Never m the annals of business has

an entire industry changed so completely m so short a time. It is true

that the records show a considerable number of insolvencies m the years

1 The development of private tramways m England was greatly retarded by the

passage of the Tramways Act of 1870 which made property of tramway companies

pass to the city at aomethmg like jnnk value after 21 years of operation As the date

of transfer approached, new expenditures became neghgible while service deteriorated

Nor was the expenditure for eleotnc railways feasible under the law, except in a few

cases where charters had been extended This situation led to development of

mterest in the municipal electne tramways and the fostermg of paternalism, m
urban transportation. England fell behmd the other countries in electno railway

development as well as in eleotnc lighting which was affected by a similar law passed

in 1882—A G Whytb, The Electrical Indwtry, Chap. 11
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just prior to the outbreak of the war. In the period 1909 to 1914, inclu-

sive, 116 receiverships occurred, involving $159,105,000 of stock and

$214,245,000 bonds But between 1915 and 1925, inclusive, 230 com-

panies with almost 14,000 miles of track were placed in receivership

They had outstanding $794,000,000 of bonds and $569,000,000 of stock

The year 1919 alone saw 48 compames placed in receivership with 3,781

miles of track, $312,900,000 of bonds, and $221,200,000 of stock out-

standing In contrast with the failuies prior to the war, these receiver-

ships included some of the largest and most valuable properties in the

Umted States. Withm the recent past the street railway compames
of all of the largest metropohtan districts of the Umted States have either

been in receivership or have expenenced financial distress Almost all of

the systems of New England m particular have been in a deplorable con-

dition Even the period 1924r-1926 witnessed 42 receiverships with 3,509

miles of track, and over $240,000,000 of stocks and bonds outstanding

Within the past few years receiverships and defaults have receded

somewhat but the record is still a dreary one At the end of 1928 there

were $262,953,000 bonds in default, including $146,000,000 of the Chicago
Bailways (defaulted only as to principal, however), many issues were
for amounts from $1,000,000 to $7,000,000 and on widely scattered prop-

erties. All told there were 45 compames, with 3,586 miles, m receiver-

ship at the end of 1928 with over $318,000,000 of stocks and bonds ^

In 1929 there were five additional companies with 426 miles of line

involving about $75,000,000 of stocks and bonds placed in leceiverships

The New York State Railways and the United Traction Company of

Albany were prominent among these The following year receiverships

again appeared m large numbeis and with large amounts of capital

involved Twelve compames with 1,431 miles of line, involving $85,368,-
000 capital stock and $108,372,000 of funded debt, went into receiver-

ship The largest of these were the Chicago City Railways, Indianapohs
Street Railway, Chicago City and Connecting Railways, and the Key
Transit Company of Oakland, Calif At the beginmng of 1931 there
were all told 83 bond issues m default, involving a total of $258,053,790,
of which the Chicago situation accounted for $145,196,490 and the New
York State Railways for $26,000,000.*

Railways have been unable to engage in improvements on a large
scale dunng the past decade During the period 1919-1928 average
annual new financing amounted to less than $10,000,000 Expenditures
on new plant and equipment have accordingly been confined largely
to replacements and kept at a low figure. Track extensions since 1916
have averaged only about 250 miles per year with no estabhshed trend.
This compares with an average of 1,064 for the years 1908-1911.

^ Compilation by Etow, Jonea and Company.
^ Electnc Railway Journal, January, 1931,
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Causes of Receivership —The utdversal financial distress of electnc

railways led to the appointment of the Federal Electnc Railway Com-
mission, which reported m 1919 Although this report is not discriminat-

ing in many ways, yet it cites some of the contnbutmg causes which in

a large measure still apply to the finances of electnc railways It attrib-

utes failure to the followmg causes (1) early mismanagement, (2)

existing high pnce levels of labor and matenals, (3) inadequacy of the

5-

cent fare prescribed by statute or franchise The commission recom-

mended as remedial measures economies m operation, improvement
m tracks, equipment, and service, pubhc cooperation to replace pubhc
antagomsm, relief from special assessments for paving, spnnkhng, and
the like, regulation of jitneys and busses, arbitration of laboi disputes,

increase in fares, reduction of excessive capitalization, and state regu-

lation of all except metropohtan districts where local regulation may
sufiice

The Federal Commission did not give due emphasis to the underlying

causes of electric railway troubles These must always include fadure

of demand for railway service to fulfil expectations of the mdustry when
many lines were extended into thmly settled regions at great cost, the

6-

cent fare, and rismg commodity puces and wages. An important

factor in the situation has been attributed to the lack of enterprise of

the management Stunted by regulation and the 5-cent fare, manage-

ments lost all initiative and resourcefulness m a situation which required

the highest talent to extricate the railways from their troubles ^

Of the many economic changes brought on by the war, none is more

fundamental for industry in general and for street railways m particular

than the rise in the scale of wages This nse was due to currency infla-

tion and the relative improvement in the status of labor While com-

modity prices and the cost of hvmg in general had advanced prior to

1930 to something like 50 per cent over the 1914 level, the general wage

scale showed an increase of approximately 100 per cent In 1912 the

wage bill of all street railways amounted to only $174,000,000 while

in 1922 it stood at $388,000,000, but the number of employees rose only

by an insignificant number Richey's index of electric railway costs

shows an advance of 131 per cent in wages and 36 9 per cent in construc-

tion costs in the period 1913-1930

Fares.—The 5-cent fare is of antediluvian origin It goes back to

the horse-railroad and was transferred m turn to the cable and electric

lines and became custom by common consent Later when franchises

were bargained between railway promoters and executives and city

authorities, the 5-cent fare was included as a condition upon which the

franchise was granted Even as far back as the Civil War, Congress

authorized increases in fares from 5 to 6 cents and most compames took

1 A S Dewing, Financial Policy of Corporaliom, pp. 1092-1093
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advantage of this But by 1884 on the eve of the development of the

electric railway, fares m New York were back to the 5-cent basis Even

in Boston where zone fares had estabhshed rates as high as 20 cents for

outlying zones, consohdation and electrification brought back the 5-cent

fare Expansion of street railways mto outlying districts, thinly settled,

accompanied by real-estate promotions, created the problem of the

5-cent fare When industry is unfettered, it finds ways of adjusting

itself even to such fundamental economic and currency revolutions as

recently witnessed But no mdustry was ever more completely shackled

than the street railway mdustry, which had almost universally bound

itself, hand and foot, in franchise agreements that called for a maximum
fare of only 5 cents That railway men were willing to thus bind them-

selves for the term of their franchise is testimony of their stupidity,

but excusable in the hght of the extreme optimism of the times and the

once rampant prosperity (largely false) of the industry. That the pub-

lic authorities clung with such a grip to the 5-cent fare, when it was

plainly evident that such a fare was inadequate for the rendering of

adequate service to the public, was equally stupid Yet the letter of

the contract was there and remamed until the courts, interested in the

prevention of confiscation of private property, intervened and canceled

these hidebound contracts Even m 1917 almost every company m the

United States was chaiging only 5 cents for a ride And as late as 1922

fares were about equally divided between 6, 6, 7, 8, and 10 cents. But
the scene soon changed Starting m 1919, the 10-eent fare gained

rapidly until 1930 when more than one-half of the electrical railway

companies were charging this amount AH other fares show decreases

in the past decade Today 7- and 8-cent fares hold second and thud
place Less than 10 per cent of the companies are on a 5-oent basis ^

But the 5-cent fare is still found on some of the large properties of the

country, notably the New York traction system Here a court in 1929

refused to overturn the letter of the franchise calling for a 5-cent fare

Automotive Competition.—Comcident with the war and post-war

period IS the utilization on a grand scale of the automotive vehicle The
most important fact of this fimdamental change in methods of trans-

portation for street railways, is that, for the first time in the history of

urban transportation, the street railways meet with serious competition
In 1912 there were less tham 1,000,000 motor vehicles registered in the
United States. As late as 1920 there were less than 10,000,000 pas-
senger cars registered, but by the end of 1929 there were 23,121,589,
almost one for about every five people m the Umted States, with the
ownership strongly concentrated in the cities

The competition of the motor vehicle has been in the form, first, of

private ownership and fnendly rides to the pubhc and, second, in the

* Electric Railway Journal, January, 1931
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form of the jitney and bus. The private automobile has undoubtedly
created a revolution in transportation methods for its owner which will

be permanent. The jitney threatened serious results and was actually

calamitous to many street-car companies in the days before it was sub-

ject to control by the same authonties that regulated the street railway

But it has now passed as a factor m the situation and the bus has come to

take its place. During 1929 there were 95,000 busses operated as pubhc
carriers by 23,000 companies, they carried 1,793,000,000 passengers or

about 12 per cent as many as the street railways ^ In a number of cities

of size, busses have entirely replaced electnc railway service, as witness

Danbury, Conn
,
Everett, Wash., Newburgh, N. Y., Patterson, N J ,

while many smaller cities have witnessed the same change

The experience of a street railway in the capital city of a Middle
Western state is interesting in this connection The population of the

city and suburbs served by the traction company was about 75,000

Because it is the seat of the state university and other educational insti-

tutions, the city is widely known as the most desirable residence city of

the state The experience of the traction company from 1919 to 1923

was most discouraging to the management. Revenue passengers

feU off steadily from 12,368,534 m 1919 to 7,267,962 in 1923, a loss of

41 per cent. With a single exception, the traffic during identical months

of each of the five years showed a decrease from the preceding year This

result may be accounted for, first, from the fact that wealth is perhaps as

evenly divided as in any other city of equal size m the United States,

making the percentage of the population owning automobiles exception-

ally high The good-roads movement has encouraged driving. A second

reason for the dechne m traffic was the habit among automobile owners

of picking up passengers waitmg for street cars The entire situation

was aggravated by the fact that a small area near the center of the city

includes the business distnct, the umversity, and the capitol. Since

1923 traffic has steadily dechned, while many of the electnc cars have

been replaced by busses operated by the company

The bus that is engaged in long-distance transportation is of httle

concern here But the private urban bus operated in competition with

the street railway, the successor to the jitney, has given street-car com-

panies a great deal of concern Busses are now made on a palatial design

and have an appeal to the pubhc never possessed by the jitney, whose

appeal was solely the 5-cent fare and optional destmation on the part of

the patron The railways, however, have not stood by and left the field

of the bus to outside interests On the contrary, the compames have

attacked the economic problem involved and have to a large extent

already utihzed them where they have proved advantageous This

development has come almost entirely since 1922 and particularly smce

1 Commerce Yearbook, 1930, p 589
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1925 when busses were being used as feeders of the mam street-car hnes

They were later extended mto terntory of sparse settlement, the new

suburbs of the metropohtan distncts m particular, at the beginning of

1931 over 13,500 busses were operated by upwards of 1,350 street railway

compames
It must not be concluded, however, that the bus as employed by street

railway companies has thus far proved a source of profit Rather, the

bus has proved to be a feeder and is in general service in sparsely settled

territory, but m most of these instances operation is still at a deficit

The most important accomphshment of the bus is in saving costs and

avoiding the competition of outside compames This latter, however,

in the long run would probably not be serious, for the reason that under

present conditions the bus is regulated and the unfair competition which

pievailed with the jitney is mostly absent Experience has shown that

almost everywhere the urban bus operates at a loss when adequate

accounting methods are employed Competition under these conditions

must be short-lived at the best. In a report of the American Electric

Railway Association^ it was shown that only about 13 per cent of the

bus hnes operated by the companies were profitable, a large majority

of the lines being unable to show profits before depreciation and taxes

The street car still reigns supreme in the thickly settled and congested

districts of cities, in spite of the traflSic jams occasioned by the automo-

bile with the resultant deterioration of the service. With the supple-

mentary service of the bus, street railway companies have been enabled

to hold their own in passenger traffic since the war, although car pas-

engers have gradually fallen off since the peak year of 1923. Alto-

gether, passenger rides have failed to keep pace with the growing popula-

tion of cities and the signs of the times are stiU adverse to street railways

as a whole. The extension of rapid-transit hnes m some of the large

cities has proved helpful in maintaimng the traffic on surface cars

In addition to busses operated by the railways, more recently taxicabs

have been used as auxihary service Some companies operate their own
taxicabs, while others have entered into afiSliation with taxicab compames.
Taxicab service has been inaugurated in Philadelphia, Kansas City,

Cincinnati, Grand Rapids, and Tacoma *

Other Difficulties.—The Committee on Public Service Securities of

the Investment Bankers Association summarized the difficulties of the

street railway in its report for 1928 as follows:

It has faced an unprecedented accumulation of misfortunes since 1920 The
rapid growth m the use of the automobile begmmng after that year, and becom-
mg greater each year, took away milhons of passengers Resultmg traffic con-

gestion tied up the cars m the streets, demorahzed their schedules and made
1 Bulleitn 87, 1926, p 4
= Electric Railway Journal, January, 1931
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efficient service impossible. The street car compames bore the brunt of all the

public criticism Operating costs, of which platform wages represent the greatest

part, jumped nearly 200 per cent smce 1914 Fares went up little more than

50 per cent The 5-cent fare, all but written mto the Constitution, was hard

to get away from Thus, with expenses mcreased, service impaired, the rabber-

tired competition of individual transportation steadily growing fiercer and the

way to more revenue blocked by the low-fare fetish and Public Service Com-
missions, street railways were having a struggle for existence

In 1930 the same committee reported that the industry continues to

suffer, even though shght improvements in reducing costs were discermble

It pointed out further that.

Fallacies of principles and ideas accepted by the industry years ago, and

unrecognized as such because hidden by the gracious years of non-competition

and abundant income are now at the surface for what they are, like rocks at

low tide The whole industry needs a new appraisement and a public recogm-

tion of the social importance and the equities of the transportation problems

Unless there develops a pubhc recogmtion that the time has come for it to bear

its appropriate share of the costs involved m the creation of high grade transit

facilities, it IS difficult to see how electric railway securities as a class can recover

the ranking to which they are entitled, how refunding can be handled, how new

money can be raised in the quantities required The troubles are deep-

seated and fundamental and must have active pubhc recogmtion if transporta-

tion securities as a class are again to be recogmzed as havmg investment worth.

Street Railway Franchises.—The franchise is more important to the

street railway than to any other class of utihties, since street cars must use

the streets for their tracks and service This involves questions of

taxation, paving between the tracks, repairing the same, shoveling of

snow from the tracks in winter, spnnkhng, conditions upon which trans-

fers are given, and the question of rates.

Perhaps the most important caution here is the fact that many

street railway bonds mature either at the time or after the franchise

expires On account of failure to renew franchise in time, the Chicago

City Railways today is in default on its funded debt and the road has

been placed in receivership. The case is more elusive and complicated

when the holding company organization issues its own bonds which

mature at the time or after the franchises of important subsidianes

expire The United Railways of St Loms, now in the hands of the

receiver, is a case in point Here all efforts to come to agreement and

renew the franchise failed Although ultimate solution will undoubtedly

be found for these difficulties, confidence has been destroyed and the price

of the bonds and stocks of the companies concerned suffers, while the

customary market is lost

Recent Progress.—Some progress may be noted in certain street rail-

way situations despite the generally gloomy outlook. First may be
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mentioned the tendency toward consohdation with its saving in costs

The number of operating eompames decreased from 943 in 1917 to 682

in 1927 Many unprofitable Imes have been abandoned, the total

mileage decreasing from 44,835m 1917 to 39,475 m 1929 Passenger cars

decreased from 79,914 in 1917 to 67,489 m 1929 In the latter year alone

about 2,300 cars, a record number, were scrappedP Newer equipment

is of better design and of less dead weight The number of passengers

carried showed steady increase till 1920 when the number reached

15,541,000,000 After 1920 a steady decline set in which reduced the

number to 14,435,000,000 m 1929.

An industry that develops as rapidly as the street railway business did,

must of necessity have made many mistakes and left in its wake an
undesirable heritage for the future The street railway was specially con-

fronted with problems that arose m the course of its evolution Too rapid

development led to unprofitable extensions into undeveloped territory and
to needless parallel lines of competing companies Many companies have
been busy putting their financial houses in order In many cases the

receiverships have eliminated excessive debts, while operating efficiency

has steadily improved There has been relatively little spent on new
equipment and attention has been directed toward rendering a higher

class of service and cultivatmg more friendly relations between the com-
panies and the public. The solution of the cost problem may safely be
left to the executives m charge of the properties and, if the uncertainty

surrounding the position of the railways themselves were removed, the

optimism of the menm the mdustry would find greater justification^ But
even with the dechning tendency of profitable traffic, the dispo^tion to

increase the fare to 10 cents will go a long way toward solving the prob-
lems of the street railways. However, it cannot be said that the future
of the industry is bright as long asfundamental conditions are unfavorable.

Traffic Density—In electric railways measures of traffic density are

important and may be calculated according to number of revenue passen-
gers per mile of hne, or per capita rides per year Since 1902 traffic

density has increased steadily in the United States The number of

passengers per mile of hne increased from 212,187 in 1902 to 252,336 in

1917, and to 299,130 in 1927 The increase in the former period was
accomplished in the face of increase m mileage, but in the latter period a
decrease of approximately one-tenth in mileage accounts for the continued
improvement. This result for the latter penod is due to the gams m the
larger cities Traffic density of 96 city eompames m 1925 amounted
to 516,238

,
of 48 mterurban eompames, only 18,695. * In 1930 the figures

stood at 423,159 and 22,066, respectively ® Elevated and subway Imes

1 Commerce Yearbook, 1930, pp. 687-688
® Electric Railway Journal, May, 1926
* Ibid

, June, 1931
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show a much lighter traffic density and a rapid uninterrupted increase
since 1907 In that year it was 1,513,459, m 1917 it had increased to
1,895,660, and in 1927 it was 2,552,637

Accounting.—Scientific accounting for street railways dates from 1914,
when the Interstate Commerce Commission prescribed a system of
accounts for this class of pubhc utihties It has since been modified and
adopted by state commissions, so that at the present time the annual
financial results are comparable and make it possible to get a picture of the
trends in operation for the industry as a whole Individual companies,
however, differ widely and the comparative method of analysis is subject
to greater limitation in street railways than in most other public utilities

This IS due to variations m size of the city, chmate, topography, and so on
Operating Revenues —Prior to 1922, operating revenues of electric

railways showed a strong upward trend with cychcal influences scarcely
noticeable. But after 1922, a distinct slowmg down occurs, although
revenues continued to increase till 1930 and 1931, when a large slump was
experienced Doubtless the increase m fares since the war has offset the
drop m traffic previously noticed Likewise, the net income from 1922-
1929 showed steady improvement, reversing the trend of previous years
This is m part the result of the per capita increase in revenue passengers

down to 1920, since which time the trend has been reversed Whilealmost
all operating revenue is derived from passengers in cityrailways, interurban

hnes (as shown by 40 companies) denve 64 per cent from passengers,

32 per cent from freight, and 4 per cent from express

Operating Expenses.—Operating expenses for 112 city and 40 inter-

urban electric railways may be viewed from the following data collected

by the Electric Railway Journal ^

Table 46—Operating Expenses op Elbctmc Railways, 1930

Expenses

112

city

compames

40

interurban

railways

Way and structures 9 4 14 9

Equipment 9 4 8 1

Power 13 0 13 1

Conducting transportation 46 5 34 9

General and miscellaneous 15 5 25 3

Depreciation . 6 2 3 7

Total 100 0 100 0

As might be expected, interurban hnes with them greater mileage and

thinner traffic show a greater percentage of total expenses in maintenance

* Annual Statistical Number, January, 1931
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of way and structure and equipment than city lines General expenses,

too, are larger, smce overhead would be larger with thinner traffic On

the other hand, greater personnel in city railways swells the item of

expenses for conducting transportation More intensive capital expendi-

tures for city railways lead to higher depreciation charges In their effort

to control expenses during the 1930 depression, 201 electric railways

reduced operating expenses 6 80 per cent This was accomplished by

reducing maintenance expenses by 8 40 per cent, expenses of conducting

transportation 7.14 per cent, while expenses for power and traffic, general,

and miscellaneous items were reduced less than the average ^ As in the

case of steam railways, saving on maintenance is partly postponed

expenses which must be made up later Viewed from another angle,

revenues of 1930 were accounted for as follows:

Per Cent Per Cent
Taxes 24 4 Wages 38 3

Net inoome 4 6 Other operating expenses 32 7

See Electric Railway Journol, January, 1931

Wages are by far the most important item m the list of expenses They
show a lapid rise until 1922 and were at a peak in 1926, after which they

show some dechne Nevertheless, the mdex for electric railway wages,

after rising from 100 per cent in 1913 to 222 7 per cent in 1921, continued

its advance through 1930 when it reached 231.“

Taxes.—The tendency for taxes to rise is observable in electric

railways the same as m other classes of utihties In 1907 taxes amounted
to 4 7 per cent of operating revenues They rose gradually to 6 3 per

cent in 1922 and have remained fairly constant since then In 1927 they

absorbed 25 per cent of net operatmg revenues In elevated and subway
hnes, they increased 28 per cent in the period 1922-1927, while operating

revenues increased only 23 per cent In 1927 taxes exceeded dividends

by 32 per cent. Taxes are mostly state and local, since there has been
httle net revenue to tax since 1920 under the federal income tax

Operatmg Ratio.—For a decade prior to the war the operating ratio of

electric railways averaged just under 60 per cent The rising costs during

and after the war, unaocompamed by adequate increases m fares, caused
this ratio to advance steadily, until m 1927 it amounted to 74 9 per cent “

Some improvement has appeared within the past few years but m 1930

it again rose to 74 7 per cent ^ City railways make a decidedly better

showmg than mterurbans. In 1929 the former showed 67 62 per cent

^ Blectrw Railway Journal, June, 1931
* Ibid

,

Annual Statistical Number, January, 1931
* Census Report on Electric Railways, 1927
* This calculation is baaed on 282 companies reporting to the Electric Railway

Journal (see June, 1931, number).
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and the latter 78 95 per cent which figures rose to 69 12 and 86.81 per

cent, respectively, in 1930 ^

Operating Income.—Operating income showed constant increase

down to 1922 but fell sharply afterwards As reported by the Census

Bureau, operating income of electric railways was as follows.

Table 47—Opeeatinq Income op Electric Bailwats

Year
Operating income,

thousands

Value of road and
equipment

1907 $147,123 $3,637,000,000

1912 1 199,587 4,596,000,000

1917 211,474 5,136,000,000

1922 224,136 5,058,000,000

1927 175,505 (not available)

Cenoua Bureau, Mlectno Railways

Seasonal Fluctuations.—More than this, there has developed within

the past decade a tendency for the receipts to fluctuate more broadly

from month to month throughout the year This means that in the

future a larger plant will be necessary to take care of peak-load traffic

than has been the case in the past Moreover, the months of maximum
traffic for companies located in the northern half of the Umted States

now come m the cold season, reaching the peak in December, with the

minimum in the warm season, the low point being in August This

situation is the reverse of the pre-war conditions and is doubtless created

by the automobile, whose populanty has a tendency to wane in the winter

months when motors are disposed to stall and riding is not so comfortable

On the Pacific Coast and in the South, revenues are more uniformly

distributed throughout the year. Seasonal variations m traffic are

sigmficant for street railway companies because the months of greatest

traffic are also the months of high operating expenses. It is noteworthy

also that within recent years, while Saturday traffic is stiU the heaviest,

it has fallen off abruptly and Sunday traffic has further decreased.

Cyclical Fluctuations.—Street railway traffic has always shown a

tendency to fluctuate with the busmess cycle. In the period of rapid

growth this fluctuation was much hke that of power companies today, in

that the trough of revenues of each succeeding year of depression was

higher than that before But at the present time these fluctuations

m revenues resemble fluctuations m the revenues of manufacturing

concerns, although milder m character.

The severe business depression of 1930-1932 was reflected in traffic

and revenues In 1930 operating revenues of 282 electric railway com-

panies in the Umted States dropped 8 26 per cent from the 1929 level,

and passenger traffic 8 43 per cent Interurban revenues dropped more

^ Electric Railway Journal, June, 1930.
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severely than the revenues of city companies, the former falling off 13 93

per cent and the latter 8 19 per cent These declines are due chiefly to

traffic dechne, which dropped 11 25 per cent for 201 compames m
1930 1 Dechning revenues continued during 1931. During the first

5 months of 1931 leading compames showed the following results:

Table 48—^Income and Expenses op Electbic Railway Companies, Fibst 6

Months op 1931

Compames

Operatmg
revenue,

per cent

decrease

from 1930

Operating

expense

(mcludmg
taxes),

per cent

decrease

from 1930

Net income,

per cent

decrease

from 1930

Boston Elevated 7 96 6 73 34 36

Brooklyn-Mauhattan Transit 3 64 4 84 2 84

Chicago Surface System Lmes 8 36 4 32 16 60

Department of Street Railways (Detroit) 22 62 19 63 63 30

Interborough Rapid Transit Co 3 36 4 87 27 27

Market Street Railway 6 87 7 02 5 04

Meclrto Railway Journal

Industrial centers like Detroit and Chicago are more severely affected

than other localities The slump m the motor industry gives great con-

cern to the Detroit city management The dechne in revenues was
accompamed by a dechne, but of a lesser amount, in operating expenses

Agamst the decline in 1930 from 1929 of 8 26 per cent in revenues for 282

compames, there was a declme of 5 39 per cent in operating expenses and
of 15 80 per cent in net operating income While some companies show
abihty to reduce operating expenses even more than operating revenues,

the result is customarily the reverse, as shown in the above table with

the even more severe dechnem net income The reduction of net income
in Boston and Detroit resembles the situation in railroads and presents

problems as severe. The mterurban companies make the poorest show-
ing Against the drop m 1930 from 1929 of 13 93 per centm operating

revenues, there is a dechne of only 5 37 per cent in operation expenses

and 25 69 per cent m operating mcome. In 201 companies net income
after depreciation dropped 97.52 per cent m 1930, as compared with
1929 =>

Electric Railway Finances.—^In its financial methods the street railway

industry has repeated in its essential parts the experience of steam
railroads. The smaller properties from the first followed simple methods
of finance. They were capitahzed either entirely by stock issues or more

J Electric Railway Journal, June, 1931.
* Idem.
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often by large first-mortgage bond issues with stock thrown in Out of

the period of competition in the larger metropohtan areas came the
consolidation of properties and, with it, comphcations m finance. The
first mortgages of the underlying hnes were allowed to remain as sub-
sidiary obligations, while jumor mortgage bonds of some description,

such as general mortgages, second mortgages, refunding issues, and
debentures, wore added Preferred stocks were sometimes found also as a
result of consolidation, but these originated mostly, as in railroad finance,

through reorganization Common stocks were found m quantity also

but seldom represented any tangible mvestment Even with the com-
paratively small equity in investment represented by the stocks of railway

companies, the bonds generally exceeded the combined amount of pre-

ferred and common stock Overcapitalization is also evidenced by
defaulted bonds and receiverships already cited It is furthei shown by
the fact that, even in 1912, 34 per cent of the preferred and 49 per cent of

the common stocks were paying no dividends

Electric Railway Securities in Receivership.—In the numerous
receiverships and reorganizations which have been the lot of street railway

companies, the common and preferred stocks frequently were ehminated

entirely In most of the remainmg eases they were so reduced in status

that there was little of value left for the holders The preferred stock-

holders frequently assumed new common stock in the reorganized com-

pany with the controlling interest, while the common stockholder, when

he received anything at aU, had to be content with a mmor share in the

new company The first-mortgage bondholders were usually left undis-

turbed if the properties back of their bonds represented real value, but

frequently sacrifices were required In a few cases total extinguishment

resulted, while, in others, concessions at some points were demanded, such

as reduction in principal or mterest or secunty with apparent compensa-

tion at other points. The jumor bondholders suffered more than the

first-mortgage holders Their status was one that differed, mostly m
degree only, from that of first-mortgage bondholders and the sacrifices

required were of the same type In both cases it was rather common to

require them to accept adjustment mortgage bonds and preferred stocks

in exchange for the larger portion of their bonds On the average the

net effect of the reorganization on capitahzation was to reduce the interest

charge on bonds by about 30 per cent, to greatly increase the preferred

stock, and to cut down the common to about two-thirds of its former

amount, leaving the reorganized corporation with about 80 per cent of the

former capitahzation *

Capitalization.-—Figures for capitahzation of electric railways for 1922

reveal a heavy burden of funded indebtedness In addition to this,

floating debts amounted to .1176,000,000.

Dewing, Financial Pohcy, pp 1094-1101
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TaBM 49—OAPITAIilZATION OF ElbCTBIC RAILWAYS, 1922

Compames
Amount
(000,000

omitted)

Percentage

of total

All compames
Common $1,842 34

Preferred 486 9

Funded debt 3,103 67

Total 6,431 100

Operating compames
Common 1,521 32

Preferred 450 10

Funded debt 2,748 58

Total 4,719 100

Cmau3 of Elecirio Ratlwava, 1822

Electric Railway Bonds—^The traditional limited closed first-mortgage

bond with the after-acquired property clause and sinking fund is still

found in large numbers m electnc railway financial structures In many
cases it rests on valuable property and is m a strong position, but fre-

quently the older issues have only a small equity of real value and repre-

sent overcapitalization and padded construction accounts The above

type of bond, within the past decade, has frequently been replaced by the

open-end refunding mortgage, covering all of the property of the corpora-

tion and restricting future issues somewhere between 70 and 80 per cent

of the construction cost of the new property, and total interest require-

ments within the 1^2 to 2 times earnmgs ratio As already explained,

bonds of this type are large issues, they are more easily listed, nearly

always command a better market, and are in many ways more desirable

to the investor.

The prices of bonds of street railways have failed to advance in pro-

portion to railroad bonds They advanced only about 10 per cent on the

average from 1923 to 1927 while railroad bonds rose 20 per cent.^ In

1929 two issues of long-term bonds were floated at prices and coupon
rates to net 8 36 and 8 36 per cent

Notes.—The low state of electnc railway credit even in 1929, a year of

prosperity, is shown by the fact that $18,310,000 represented the total

financing for new money All but $2,500,000 of this represented short-

term notes which were issued to yield from 6.84 to 7 06 per cent.^ The
increase m short-term financing m 1929 was particularly unfortunate in

view of the low depression years followmg.

' Annahst, Peb 10, 1928
® Repoti of the Pubhc Service Securities Committee of the I B A of A

,
1930.
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CHAPTER XXIV

THE TELEGRAPH

Communication by Signal.—The problem of communication at a

distance occupied the attention of people even in ancient times This

became an imperative necessity in the case of defense against the enemies

of the community Many of the legendary heroes of the literature of

antiquity were the light-footed dispatchers of messages to their superiors

Where distances were long, relaying was employed to avoid delay The

Chinese sent messages in this manner over 1,000 years ago So Monte-

zuma, greatest of the Aztec kmgs, 400 years ago erected post houses or

stations for relaying messages when quick communication was desired

He IS said to have procured his fresh fish in this way But this method

was uncertain and too slow even at its best The employment of bon-

fires and signal lights by mght and columns of smoke by day became

common methods of warmng the communityof the approach of an enemy
Elaborate flag signals were employed by the Greeks.

In the Middle Ages flags, baimers, and lanterns were used in military

maneuvers Later when cannons were mvented, another important

means was added Maritime signahng was accomplished upon the intro-

duction of the square ng by letting a sail fall a certain number of times

Most signaling depended upon the position in which the flags or lights were

displayed The first attempt at a regular code is said to have been made
by James II, but all such methods were very defective until late m the

eighteenth century when Admiral Kempenfelt devised the plan of com-
bimng flags in pairs Toward the close of the eighteenth century, too,

Claude Chappe used a device similar to the semaphore (still used in rail-

road communication) with blades which could be set in a variety of ways
so as to form crude letters and characters These placed on hflltops or

ships were used to flash messages for miles It is said news of the progress

of the battle of Waterloo was thus flashed across the English Channel to

Dover and London News of the opening of the Erie Canal in 1825 was
communicated in several mmutes time from Buffalo to Albany by means
of cannons placed 6 miles apart. Considerable progress was made in

signahng in 1867 when the British navy adopted the flash system of sig-

nahng developed by Captam Philip Colomb But no great progress in

distant communication was made prior to the utihzation of electricity for

this purpose

The Electric Telegraph—The electric telegraph of today has been
made possible through the abihty to transnut electrical impulses over long

456
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distances In turn, the transmission of electrical force is the result of

many varied and long experiments In the beginning transmission of

impulses was accomplished through magnetism Even in the twelfth
century b c

,
Homer notes the magnetic attraction of the loadstone,

while also observing the same property m rubbed amber But no
attempt was made to explam magnetism until the time of Roger Bacon,
who in 1267 published his theories of polar attiaction of the loadstone
Following this, the sympathetic telegraph attracted attention In 1668
Porta described this as consisting of two magnetized needle-shaped pieces

of steel, each suspended in the center of a lettered dial Both needles
having been magnetized by the same loadstone, movements of one found
sympathetic response m the other Thus by spelling out words on the
dial an attempt was made to establish long-distance commumcation
Numerous experiments with the conductivity of various mateiials by
Gilbert, Cateo, Guericke, Newton, Gray, Wheeler, and others followed

these efforts But no practical results were achieved until the principle

of the Leyden jar was discoveredm 1745 This device was the first of the

condensers from which the modern storage battery was developed In
1746 Watson, utilizing this device, succeeded m sending a charge of elec-

tricity through a wire a distance of 10,600 feet, using the earth to close the

circuit In 1753 the first practical suggestion for a telegraph was made by
an anonymous writer to Scots Magazine He suggested the use of an
insulated wire for each letter of the alphabet with a light ball attached at

the receiving end which could be made to attract bits of paper bearing

letters of the alphabet This idea was apparently not carried out until

21 years later by Le Sage in Geneva. In 1787 Lomond devised an alpha-

bet of motions employing but a smgle wire, the circuit being closed by a

return wire

Experimentation with “pithbaU telegraphs” was followed by “spark

telegraphs ” which delivered signals by means of sparks produced at the

terminals of wires by breakmg the circuits Letters were cut out of tm-

foil strips and arranged m a row on a glass table with terminals beneath

They became visible when the circuit was broken Thus Reizen in 1794

and others were experimentmg with signals, while Galvani accidentally

discovered in 1786 that a contmuous current could be produced by bring-

ing two kinds of metals into contact with animal tissue In 1800 Volta

advanced the principle still further by constructmg the voltaic pile In

the same year Salva applied voltaic currents to transmit signals

Following these discoveries came the electrolytic telegraph which was

based upon the discovery in 1801 by Nicholson and Carlisle that the

introduction of an electrical current caused the decomposition of liquids

mto their different elements In 1805 Salva constructed a signahng

system based on this principle Bubbles of hydrogen appeared at the

receiving end of the circuit The lettera and numerals were represented
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by so many circuits terminating m a vessel of water Messages were

read by observing bubbles of gas at the respective terminals A number

of variations of this method of transmission appeared in the first part of

the nineteenth century.

With the invention of the electromagnetm 1826 by Sturgeon, following

experiments of Oersted and others, a new note was struck in the develop-

ment of the telegraph. The electromagnet consisted of soft iron in horse-

shoe form with a wire coiled around the prongs When an electric current

was passed through the wire, the iron would attract an armature of soft

iron Henry increased its strength by mcreasing the number of wires

coiled about the horseshoe. In 1831 he constructed a signaling apparatus

by suspending a magnetized steel bar between the two arms of the horse-

shoe magnet Upon the passage of a current through the wire, the

north pole of the steel bar was deflected toward one arm of the magnet,

the south pole strikmg a bell By the sound of the bell a code was

arranged so that communication could easily be established

In the meantime the discovery was made by Oersted in 1819, that a

current passmg through a wire adjacent to a magnetic needle, caused a

deflection in the position of the needle At the suggestion of Laplace,

Ampere m 1820 used the principle in signalmg over wires each of which

represented a letter of the alphabet During the following 20 years the

electromagnetic-needle telegraph was attracting wide attention The
names of Gauss, Weber, Cooke, Wheatstone, and the Highton brothers

are connected with the development of the telegraphy These men spent

their time in workmg out sets of signals which could be used to com-

mumcate over a small number of wires Finally the single-needle

mstrument which carried an indicator pointmg to separate letters accord-

mg to the deflection of the needle was devised

Morse’s Telegraph.—But all of these needle telegraphs were slow and
cumbersome. It remamed for Samuel F B Morse to invent the modern
electromagnetic recording telegraph The idea was conceived on board

the packet-ship SuUy in 1832 on its way from England to America In

the course of conversation with Dr Watson, of Boston, the latter referred

to Faraday’s pubhcation m 1831 deahng with magneto-electric induction,

by which a current could be mduced by passmg a magnet through a helix

of wire formmg part of a closed circuit, thus enabling an instantaneous

and continuous passage of a charge of eleotncity along a wire Morse
at once conceived the idea that by opemng and closing the circuit signals

could be recorded. He hkewise conceived the dot-dash-space code which
has since become almost umversal.

Durmg the course of the next few years, Morse labored at perfecting

these ideas, receiving financial support from Vail Together Morse and
Vail developed the relay which enables currents to be transmitted almost
any distance, the key for sending messages, and the sounder which
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replaced the recorder In 1838 Morse apphed for a patent which,

however, was not granted till 1848 In the same year he demonstrated
the telegraph before President Van Buren and his cabinet, whereupon
Congress appropriated $30,000 to demonstrate the practicabihty of the
invention An experimental hne was constructed between Washington
and Baltimore in 1839, a distance of 40 miles It was partly laid under-

ground in lead pipes but mostly attached to unbarked poles along the

fence of the Baltimore and Ohio’s nght of way, and it connected the

passenger stations in Baltimore with the Supreme Court room in Washing-
ton The first words transmitted, “What hath God wrought’’ were
immediately followed by business, pohtical, and news messages

Although the experiment was regarded as a success from the start, the

government refused to accept Morse’s figure of $100,000 for the inven-

tion, because it was “uncertain that the revenues could be made equal to

the expenditures ’’ The telegraph was extended to Jersey City m 1846,

to Cincinnati in 1847, and to New York and Boston in 1848 In 1861 the

continent had been spanned, the connecting link from San Francisco to

New York being forged at Salt Lake City The pohtical necessity of the

telegraph was recogmzed by Congress which voted an annual subsidy of

$40,000 for 10 years to the system It superseded the pony express w^ch
operated only 16 months and required 12 days from Saint Joseph to

Sacramento The telegraph thus was the effective means of commumca-
tion that bound the Pacific coast to the rest of the umon Sibley was
the chief promoter and his ambition was almost incredible for the time,

it illustrates the lifting of the mental horizon of the world through instan-

taneous commumcation He planned a telegraph from San Francisco

to Pans going via Bering Strait and cable to Siberia, Moscow, and St

Petersburg Seven hundred miles were actually constructed in Bntish

Columbia and Alaska But the development of the cable soon made
transoceamc communication more prormsmg and the scheme was

abandoned

Commercial Development—In 1844 Morse orgamzed a pnvate com-

pany to construct a telegraph hne from New York City to Washington

By 1851 there were 50 compames m operation in the Umted States

employing Morse patents, which were extended to Europem the following

decade But many conflicting devices competed for supremacy in the

early stages of the commerciahzation of the new principle. Among
these, Wheatstone’s automatic transmitter pressed its claims the hardest

This consisted of perforations of a tape by hand punches which could then

be run through the transmitter at high speed and simultaneously recorded

ink impressions on a tape at the receiving end of the hne But the

apparent advantages of this instrument were not reahzed in practice and

the telegraph remained a Morse invention More effective commercial

opposition came from another source Royal E House, of Vermont,
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invented the printing telegraph which was first used between New York

and Boston, and New York and Philadelphia It is still the most widely

used in Europe Judge Samuel L Selden of Rochester, N Y
,
and with

headquarters there, promoted the House system from New York to

Albany and Buffalo on the New York Central Radioad This became

the nucleus of the future Western Umon System Selden and Hiram

Sibley projected a line to St Loms but on account of lack of capital it

reached only as far as Louisville with a branch to Chicago

In this early era of telegraph promotion, capital was hard to interest

in the enterprises projected on every side Competition and too rapid

extension in a fertile field soon spelled rum to most of the companies

But Selden’s company weathered the financial storms and acquired the

bankrupt companies at distress pnces In this process it acquired the

Morse patents and formed the Western Union Company The House

system was always brealang down and was very expensive The Morse
System, on the other hand, was dependable and economical The Morse

interests soon controlled the telegraph systems covering the states north

of the Ohio River, Minnesota, Nebraska, Missouri, and Kansas

Although there were five other companies of considerable size, the Western

Union was far in the lead of them aU.

The pioneer period in the development of the American telegraph

system may be said to have closed in 1866, when the Western Union

Telegraph Company was formed out of the consohdation of a large part

of the systems of the country Further consolidation of independent

companies continued, culminatmg in 1887 with the absorption of the

Baltimore and Ohio Telegraph Company, the last of the powerful rivals of

the Western Union Company By 1888 the two telegraph systems of

today, the Western Umon and the Postal System, had emerged from the

period of competition and confusion By 1893 the Western Umon
Company alone had 189,936 miles of pole line and 769,201 miles of single

wire, while the number of oflBces mcreased from 2,565 in 1867 to 21,078 in

1893, and the number of messages sent from 5,819,000 to 66,591,000

Pnor to consohdation of competing compames, it was necessary to relay

long-distance messages at termmal pomts, employing two or more com-
pames in the transmission of a single message

Telegraph rates showed a steady reduction from 1866 onward With
the consohdation of competing companies, expenses and rates were
greatly reduced Rates in and around New York were reduced some 20

per cent, while m the West and South the reductions were much
greater i The average toll per message decreased from 69 5 cents in

1 Tor matanoe, rates from New York to Cleveland were reduced from 1866 to 1900
from SI 45 per 10 words to 40 cents; to Chicago from $2 05 to 40 cents, to Omaha
from 84 46 to 60 cents, to Denver from 87 00 to 75 cents, to San Francisco from
87 40 to 81 00; to the Pacific Northwest from an average of 811 00 to 81 00
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1871 to 32 1 cents in 1885 and remained about the same for 20 years
thereafter Already m 1888 the Western Umon and Postal Systems had
reached an understanding as to rates and by 1900 uniform rates became
the rule ^ In 1920 a 20 per cent increase in domestic lates was granted
by the government This apphed to aU interstate and by agreement
with state authorities, to 96 per cent of mtrastate busmess The federal
government has enjoyed preferential rates for its messages sent by
Western Union service since 1866 The company assented to the pro-
vision in the Post Roads Act of that year which gave control of rates on
domestic government business to the postmaster general From 1893
to 1920, government rates were only 41 per cent of rates for ordinary
commercial business In 1920 the government fixed its rate at 40 per
cent of the commercial rate

The period of consolidation and rapid development was accompanied
by extraordinaiy financial success to the Western Umon Company
It led to reckless stockwateringthrough consolidation and stock dividends

The capitalization of this company in 1858 was only $385,700. This
mcreased to $22,000,000 in 1866, of which $18,000,000 was the result of

stock dividends In 1900 the total capitahzation including bonds stood

at $131,364,665 The property itself was largely built out of earnings,

while stockholders were paid fabulous dividends Testimony is to the

effect that an investment of $1,000 in the stock in 1858 would have
returned to the stockholders by 1890 $50,000 m stock dividends In
1874 a cash dividend of 414 per cent was declared, while m other years

100 per cent plus stock dividends was paid However, the exorbitant

profits were reduced as rates were decreased, and from 1885 down to 1912

expenses increased more rapidly than receipts, with the result that total

profits averaged no more at the end of the penod than they did m the

early eighteen hundred eighties, while the operating ratio gradually

increased

Pre-war Stagnation.—After the fevensh penod of development

before 1900, the telegraph industry reached a penod of stagnation which

persisted down to the time of the war There was almost no expansion in

miles of pole line and only a moderate mcrease m miles of single wire,

while the utihzation of the telegraph by the pubhc was only a matter of

growth of the country and population The industry had arrived at

maturity and with it came the usual experience of resting on the glory

and prosperity of the period of growth In the decade 1902-1912

the number of messages sent by telegram increased only 20 per cent, miles

of pole hne 4 per cent, miles of single wire 38 per cent, value of plant and

equipment 38 per cent, number of offices 13 per cent, gross income 35

per cent
,
net income dropped 36 per cent, while the number of employees

increased 70 per cent, and expenses 93 per cent Statistics of Western

Report of the Industrial Comrmmon, Vol IX p 196.
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Union alone show a nse of 90 per cent m gross income from 1900 to

1913, but there was an increase of 139 per cent in expenses and a drop

of 35 per cent in net income Dividends were at times diawn from
surplus

The War and After.—The war aroused the telegraph industry from
the lethargy of the preceding penod and it entered upon a period of

intensified utihzation of plant and greatly increased prosperity The
number of land and ocean cable messages jumped from 109,000,000 in

1912 to 158,000,000 m 1917 and advanced further to 229,000,000 in

1927 In the 15-year mterval from 1912 to 1927 revenues from
telegiaph traffic increased from $60,403,000 to $177,589,000 Expenses
increased less rapidly, with the result that net income advanced
from $6,383,000 to $23,844,000, and dividends from $6,180,000 to

$14,199,000 1 The intensification in the use of telegraphic service has
been accomplished through an increase of 4 pei cent in miles of pole line,

18 per cent in miles of single wire, and an actual reduction in the number
of offices of 10 per cent. The number of employees, however, increased

120 per cent and wages and salaries 300 per cent Progress during
the decade following the World War was especially marked. This was
due to a combination of factors seldom found operative at the same tima

First, the extraordinary stimulation of research in the field of scientific

knowledge in general and especially m the field of electricity with an
unusual number of mventions of significance for the telegraph The
second basic factor has been the extraordinary prosperity of American
enterprise in general following the war. All forms of communication
participated in the upswmg in general business Lastly must be men-
tioned the reawakemng of the men responsible for the progress of the
commercial telegraph itself. Underlying this awakening has been the
stimulus of the newer forms of competition in the field of oommumcation,
namely, the wireless, the radio, and the long-distance telephone.

Back of it all is the new vision of world affairs that has dawned upon
Amencan business men as a result of the new position of the United States
m world affairs Nothmg is more vital m kmtting the world together
than commumcation systems Through consohdation, interconnection,
and cooperation men have hnked the telephone, telegraph, cable, and
radio into far-flung systems of communication reaching every corner of
the globe

The main interest here centers in the development of telegraphy in the
Umted States since the war. It is from this shore that world communica-
tion has proceeded m this remarkable penod The Umted States stands
at the head of all countries in the development of the telegraph Com-
parative statistics of telegraphy of the leading countries of the world for
1929 are interesting at this pomt.

> Census of Electrical Industries, Telegraphs, 1927.
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Table 50—Teleqbaphs of the World

Country

Telegraph wires
Number of telegrams

sent

1

Mileage

Mdes per

100

population

Total
Per

capita

United States 2,300,000 1 9 235,000,000 1 0

Canada 360,883 3 7 15,680,000 1 6

Argentma 207,817 2 0

Brazil 108,687 0 3

France 520,000 1 3 37,545,000 0 9

Germany 304,000 0 5 30,200,000 0 5

Great Britain and North Ireland 364,000 0 8 64,267,000 1 2

Russia 500,000 0 3

Italy 231,658 0 6

China 120,000 0 03

Japan 206,000 0 3 58,721,000 0 9

From Telephone and Telegraph Statistics of the World

The United States and Canada lead in telegraphic development and

utilization, while Brazil, Germany, Russia, Italy, and China show the

least development The Umted States has approximately one-third of

all telegraph mileage of the world and accounts for 44 per cent of all

messages sent

Improvements.—The telegraph systems of the United States have

been undergoing a period of rehabihtation and improvement during the

past two decades As early as 1910 the Western Umon System began

the process of reconstructing and lengthemng its land hnes and modern-

izing its offices It has been engaged consistentlym replacing its old-type

galvamzed-iron overhead wires by copper wires, so that at the beginning

of 1930 approximately 70 per cent of the land-hne wire mileage was of

copper compared with only 44 per cent m 1919 The replacement of

heavily loaded aerial hnes by underground conduits and cables in con-

gested centers has been making rapid progress withm recent years The

new zinc meta-arsenate process of preserving wood has been applied to

poles m recent years at large saving to the company and prolongation of

the life of the wood The Western Union has also been engaged in the

bmlding of new and more commodious offices and providing other facili-

ties for the improvement of its service in all parts of the Umted States. ^

Technical Advances.—Perhaps the most sigmficant of aU of the

inventions affecting wire telegraphy is the automatic system of trans-

iThe company’s new 24-story building in New York City, covering an entire

block, was completed m 1930 at a cost of $13,500,000, including eqmpment It

provides space for the general executive offices and mam operatmg departments of

the company and is the largest telegraph center m the world
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mission which is utihzed at both the sending and receiving ends of the

hne It IS the combined lesult of the inventive efforts of Wheatstone in

England, Froment and Breguet in France, Siemens in Germany, and

House in America The advantages of the automatic system over the

handicraft system of transmitting messages is in the greater speed and

accuracy attained at a reduced cost There are several of these systems in

use at the present time The most commonly used is the recording sys-

tem It IS controlled by perforated tape, prepared on a keyboard instru-

ment on the dot-dash code pnneiple This method is commonly used on

older types of ocean cables But the most generally used is the auto-

matic-printing system made famihar to the geneial public through the

stock and news ticker This also employs, for the most part, the key-

board and perforation system The operation of the long ocean cables by

the automatic-printing apparatus was an accomplished fact already in

1919 The past decade has witnessed the especially lapid development

of the system The newer ocean cables and over 80 per cent of all land-

hne business m the Umted States use this system ^ Theie is also the

facsimile system usedm connection with telautogiaph and telephotograph

transmission Most of these systems use the Baudot or five-umt code

The automatic-pnnting system is operated in connection with the

multiple system which produces from two to five separate transmissions in

each Erection simultaneously, reaching as high as 360 letters per minute

per channel, which represents the hmit of the operator The multiple

automatic-printing system is the woik principally of Baudot with the

five-unit code but was introduced into America by Farmer and became
the basis of the improved Murray, Amencan, and Markrum multiplex

systems

Repeaters—Alreadym 1919 the automatic service was being equipped

with the umversal and rotary high-speed type of repeater This was
further improved by regenerative signals on larger circuit, which increased

speed further by 10 per cent

Simplex System.—In 1926 the Western XJmon Company began the

installation of the simplex-pnntmg sj^tem It has already almost

entirely superseded the old-time telegrapher and the dot-and-dash method
of transmission It is also used to connect the mam offices with the

branch offices in the large cities and is now being extended from company
offices to those of large customers, it has greatly improved the speed and
facilitated office business Ten thousand of these and a hundred 100-wire

concentration units for termmal switching are currently being installed

Other Improvements.—^Among other recent improvements in the

telegraph business may be mentioned the messenger-call service which
enables customers to call messengers from the telegraph office In 1929

Already in 1919 the Western Union System had 368 automatic circuitsm service,

which handled 67 pet cent of the total busmess
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over a quarter of a million call boxes were m operation The Western
Union Company has also recently eqmpped its offices in large cities with
pneumatic-tube service for the efficient collection and distribution of

messages In 1925 the Western Umon extended its ticker service to

San Francisco and later to the Pacific Northwest and to the Southwest,
today every part of the Umted States is provided with automatic ticker

stock and bond quotations and news service Ten thousand new
speedier tickers have recently been installed The newest of the devices is

the teleiegister which automatically registers commodity and financial

quotations from a centrally operated board to local boards with a speed
equal to the new ticker Other innovations are the use of telegraph hnes
for simultaneous telephone conveisations and time signals operated by
means of electrically driven clocks connected with a hmited number of

master clocks, themselves controlled by the Umted States Naval Observa-

tory Signals are transmitted at noon each day and clocks automatically

adjusted

The Ocean Cable —It appears that the first suggestion of a submarine
cable was made by Salva, aSpanish scientist, in 1798 Later its possibihty

was demonstrated by Morse, Wheatstone, and others, but cable con-

struction awaited the introduction of gutta-percha as an insulator

The ocean cable developed close upon the heels of the telegraph The
problem of the ocean cable was the problem of constructing a hne strong

enough to withstand its own weight and the dismtegratmg forces of ocean

depths But already in 1851 Dover and Calais were connected and, by
connection with the land wires at these points. Pans and London were

placed in communication Comparative stock exchange quotations of the

two financial centers were among the important messages transmitted.

The transatlantic cable was due mostly to the tireless energy and

undaunted determination of CyrusW Field, He and Sir Charles Bright,

head of the Magnetic Telegraph Company m England, orgamzed the

Atlantic Telegraph Company, the stock of which was sold mostly in

England Their first task was the manufacture of the cable itself, which

took several years of effort Finally in 1857 the laying was attempted by

warships, the American Niagara and the British Agamemnon proceeding

from opposite sides of the Atlantic But the cable snapped in laying and

these efforts were rendered frmtless Finally in 1858 after several breaks,

the ships met in midocean and sphced the ends Thus, Hearts Content,

Tnmty Bay, Newfoundland, and Valentia, Ireland, were in communica-

tion These points had previously been connected with New York and

London and the continent This cable earned a high potential current

which burned it out and rmned the insulation after 3 weeks of use. Seven

years of pubhc derision followed

But Field was not discouraged. With the cooperation of Lord Kelvin,

he raised more capital, improved the construction of the cable, and by
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1865 the Great Easterner started out from Valentia in another attempt.

This ended in disaster when a break occurred after la3ang 1,200 miles.

The following year the same ship left Ireland with a much improved

cable which was sphced to the one laid the year before and successfully

completed the task without any other serious interruptions This cable

was the first successful one to connect the two sides of the Atlantic In

1869 the French Atlantic Telegraph Company opened a second hne and

three others were laid before 1877. Since 1866 Europe and America

have been in continuous telegraphic communication Cable systems

have been extended to all parts of the world In 1929 there weie 21

cables across the Atlantic alone between North America and Europe

The total number in the world was 3,500 with aggregate length of 300,000

miles The development of ocean cable transmission systems of the

Umted States during the past decade has been nothing less than

astounding

The activities of American compames in cable tiansmission were

apathetic prior to 1910. In that year the Western Umon Company had

only two cables across the Atlantic and these were only leased lines It

owned two short cables from Florida to Cuba In 1910 it laid an addi-

tional cable from New York to England via Newfoundland and leased a

number of others, making a total of eight transatlantic lines. In 1919 the

company entered into contract with the Western Telegraph Company for

connection at Barbados for service between United States and Brazil,

Uruguay, Argentina, and on the west coast as far north as Lima, Peru

The AU-America Cable Company also conducted a cable service from

New Yoik to Cuba, hence to the Panama Canal Zone, and from there

along the west coast of South America The outstanding company in the

field pnor to the war, however, was the Commercial Cable Company,
famiharly known as the “Mackay Cables,” which was the largest cable

system m the world. It conducted a cable service mainly between
America and Europe and across the Pacific Ocean to the Phihppines

But httle progress in cable development was evident until about 1924

when the Western Umon laboratories developed a new type of cable

which represented the first change m techmcal construction since 1858
This new cable is known as the “permalloy cable” and is composed of a

number of channels and costs about 25 per cent more than the old type
The expansion of American cable service really begins at this point

The first of the new tyiie of cable was laid between New York and Horta
m the Azores m 1924 It carries five different printing telegraph chan-
nels equal to five singly worked hnes. It was at the time the longest and
had the highest capacity of all the transatlantic cables, being capable of

transmitting 1,500 letters per nunute, as compared with the old type
cable which for half a century preceing was capable of transmitting
only 15 words per minute In 1926 the company completed a cable of
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the same type from New York to Penzance, England, via Bay Roberts,
Newfoundland, which carries eight channels and is capable of trans-

mitting 2,400 letters per minute

Western Union Cable Service—The Western Union has developed its

cable service in four mam directions It now has mne cables either owned
or leased for the North Atlantic traffic to Great Britain and Europe
In 1927 it established for the first time direct connection from New York
to Havre and Paris In 1926 cables were leased extending from England
to Emden for direct service to Germany In 1929 direct-cable operation

was estabhshed between New York and Berhn via London as a duplicate

route to the Emden cable. A direct circuit from New York to London
was also established in 1929, which brought the stock exchanges of these

two centers into almost instantaneous connection

These new transatlantic cables enable messages to be sent and rephes

received in less than 2 minutes time This exceeds the speed thus far

made by wireless In 1928 this company laid another loaded permalloy

cable across the Atlantic from Bay Roberts to Horta, Azores, This cable

is designed to transmit in one direction 2,000 letters per minute, while the

duplex apparatus will be expected to transmit 1,200 letters per minute

simultaneously in each direction It actually recorded a speed of 1,400

letters per minute simultaneously in each direction through the duplex

method of transmission This is by far the highest record ever attained

by an ocean cable and is the first time a loaded cable has been successfully

duplexed ^ The cables to the Azores connect at Fayal with the new cable

of the Italian Submarine Cable Company and from that point to Spain

and Italy, establishing in 1925 for the first time direct connection between

these countries and America It also connects at the same point with the

German Atlantic Cable Company’s permalloy cable to Germany, com-

pleted in 1926, These connections gave direct cable service to these and

other countries of southern Europe for the first time The Western

Umon has further rounded out its cable service through connection

estabhshed in 1924 at London with the Eastern Telegraph Company for

Far Eastern traffic It has by far the greater portion of the cable

traffic from North America to Great Bntain and Europe « In 1919

this company also laid a cable from New York to Barbados, con-

necting there with the Western Telegraph cable for all important

pomts in Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay, and extending up the west coast

of South America as far as Lima, Peru The number of mdes of ocean

cables of American systems increased from 71,251 in 1917 to 105,893 in

1927, and the number of cablegrams from 6,461,000 to 13,987,000.

Competition between cable companies and with wireless has been

very great within recent years and has several tunes resulted in reduction

1 Annual Report of the Western Union Telegraph Company far 1929

s Annual Report of the Western Union Telegraph Company for 1928
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of rates to the point of unprofitableness Substantial advances in the

volume of deferred-cable business have been secured through ieductions

in rates for over-night and week-end service to Europe The expenses of

transmission are further reduced by the new cable code regulations It

appeals that 85 to 90 per cent of cable messages from the Umted States

are for business purposes The Western Union Company handles 44

per cent of the business, another 43 per cent is taken care of by other

American compames, and the balance 13 pei cent goes to foieign

companies

At the end of 1930 Western Uraon’s land and cable system comprised

217,458 miles of pole line, 1,911,257 miles of wire, 3,842 miles of land-line

cables, and 30,757 nautical miles of ocean cables ^ Improvements to

plant and equipment since 1910 amounted to $192,600,000, an amount
considerably in excess of total plant account of that date Of total

capital requirements m these two decades, $76,000,000 was raised from
bond issues, $3,000,000 from sale of stock to employees, and the balance,

$114,600,000, came from earmngs
International Telephone and Telegraph Company.—This is a holding

and managing company which has gathered under its wing the leading

telephone properties of Mexico, Cuba, Poito Eico, Argentina, Brazil,

Chile, Uruguay, and Spain Through exchange of its own stock it has

also acquired all of the properties of the Commercial Cable Company,
including the Postal Telegraph in the Umted States Through airmlar

arrangements it has also acquired the cable properties of the All-Amenca
Cable Company It has in addition acquired the plants of leading manu-
facturers of telephone and telegraph apparatus in England, Belgium,
France, Spam, Japan, Germany, and m other European countries It

also acquired control of the Federal Telegraph Company, engaged in

wireless telegraph transmission on the Pacific coast, connecting with the

leading American ports and the Onent. The company possesses impor-
tant cable hues to Great Bntain and Europe and beyond to Scandinavian
countnes and through its agreement with the Eastern Telegraph Com-
pany reaches the Far East This company thus possesses the most com-
prehensive system of world cable commumcation service in existence and
in addition controls the leading telephone service in Latin American
countnes It has also estabhshed direct telephone service between Cuba
and Europe and between Mexico and Europe and has established trans-

Andean circuits between Chile, Argentina, and Uruguay Altogether
the company owns and sponsors approximately 62,000 nautical miles of

cable hues The Postal Telegraph reaches every important point in the
Umted States. It has 350,000 miles of land line connecting with Cana-
dian and Mexican systems It has broadcasting stations at Havana,
Cuba, and San Juan, Porto Rico On the Pacific coast it has also

» Annual Report of the Western Vmon Telegraph Company for 1930
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established a point-to-pomt wireless system and ship-to-shore wireless

service In 1928 it had 16,719 employees
Wireless Telegraphy.—As early as 1865 J Cleric MaxweU advanced

the idea that electric action was capable of being propagated through free

space in the form of a disturbance travehng with the speed of hght In
the eighteen hundred eighties Heinnch Hertz pubhshed an account of

experiments in wave motion based uponMaxwell’s electromagnetic theory

which formed the basis of waves used m wireless Finally in 1901

G Mareom estabhshed commumcation between Poldhu, England, and St

Johns, Newfoundland, a distance of over 2,000 miles From that time on,

wireless telegraphy has made rapid progress, competing with cables with
increasing success for transatlantic traffic for 20 years or more

Powerful wireless stations can be estabhshed at comparatively httle

cost in competition with cables for long-distance traffic For example, the

past 3 years have witnessed acute competition between cable and wireless

service between England and Austraha, and from New York to Berhnand
South America Wireless takes every kind of traffic including music,

speech, pictures, signatures, facsimiles of printed pages, and television

The service m most types of transmission is much faster than cable service

and hence secures much traffic from land wires and the cable companies

The great defect of wireless service is that it is not secret Anyone with a

receiving apparatus may pick up the messages, unless the rather cumber-

some “scrambhng” of code messages is employed For this reason the

newspapers use cables, even though the cables are expensive and

require duphcate hues on routes to msure against the time of interruptions

in service on single cables through leaks, which often require several

weeks for repairing Wireless also is subject to breakdowns of aerials m
storms, failure of machinery, or power supply, ‘'atmospherics,” and

“fading ” For the last two defects no real remedy has yet been found,

but they have been largely corrected through the use alternately of long

and short waves All in all, the wires are more dependable and accurate

and the numerous duphcations of machinery and other apparatus and

paraphernalia of transmission of wireless are increasmg the costs to figures

equal to those for cable transmission.

The principal function of the wireless in the future is thought by

some to be that of supplementing the wire systems. Wireless telegraphy

reaches remote inland countries and districts maccessible by wires

and cables, serving such industries especially as fishmg, mining,

and lumbering It also appears that messages over long stretches of

the Pacific Ocean, where the time element is not an item, can be

transimtted more cheaply over wireless durmg favorable atmospheric

conditions. Officials of the Western Umon Company have for many

years watched the development of wireless telegraphy and the radio

and have come to the conclusion in the words of President Newcomb
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Carlton that "our faith reposes in the wires It will be found by those

who compete for land telegrams that the medium of connecting the

thousands of villages, towns and cities is incident to the major problem

of collecting and distnbutmg the milhons and milhons of messages

The Western Umon has been almost entirely inactive in wireless com-

mumcation but has recently made a number of agreements with wireless

compames. For instance, it has a contract with the Eadio Corporation

lasting until 1944 for the collecting and distributing of the Far Eastern

traffic, and also for the exclusive land-line transmission of messages from

ship to shore On the other hand, the International Telephone and

Telegraph Company has gone forward and developed to a considerable

extent its radio business, particularly m foreign countries

Revenues.—Operatmg revenues of American compames come largely

from land hues In 1927, 90 4 per cent of all operating revenues were

from this source, the balance coming from ocean cable lines This com-

pares with 86 per cent in 1912 Doubtless the keen competition of the

past decade and reduction in cable rates have been chiefly responsible for

this result, since ocean cable service has shown large increases within the

recent past In addition to the mcome from telegraphic service, there is

the usual item of other income from investments and various other sources

The trend of revenues of land-hne business was strongly upward in the

decade 1917-1927, having risen about 75 per cent in the period, while

cable revenues increased only about 15 per cent

Operating Expenses.—Operating expenses of land systems increased

82 5 per cent in the decade 1917-1927, while cable companies showed only

6 4 per cent increase The mcreasing expenses of the recent period have
been due to several causes. Liberal treatment of labor has become a

fixed pohcy of the Western Union Company, which handle 85 per cent of

all land-hne business In 1913 it began its system of employee pension

and disabihty and death benefits, which in the two years following cost the

company $17,800,000 ^ In 1920 the same company inaugurated its

employee mcome participation plan, whichfrom 1920 to 1928 cost $15,531,-

000 * The company also allows vacations with pay to employees and in

1928 alone $2,522,000 was paid in this way ^ But the greatest hberahty

shown employees has beenm the wage scale. Average wages of Western
Umon employees have been more than doubled in the period 1916-1929,

while the cost of living rose only 56 per cent Out of every dollar of

gross revenue in 1929, 60 per cent was for wages, pensions, and disabihty

benefits ® Taxes assignable to operation for aU telegraph and cable

' Annual Report of the TTestem Umon Telegraph Company for 1928
^Annual Report of the Western Umon Telegraph Company for 1923
‘ Annual Report of the Western Umon Telegraph Company for 1928

*Ibid
‘ Annual Report of the Western Unton Telegraph Company for 1929.
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companies amounted to $7,064,000 m 1927 which amount approximated
20 per cent of operating revenues and exceeded by 15 per cent dividends

paid in that year The burden of taxes continued to grow through the

depression. In 1931 the Western Umon Company paid substantially

more taxes than it did in 1929; m 1931 they amounted to $3 36 per

share of stock ^

Operating Ratio.—In spite of the hberal policy of the Western Union
System toward labor, the operating ratio (operating expenses includes

maintenance and depreciation but not taxes) of all telegraph and cable

companies in the Umted States rose from 77 per cent in 1912 to only

80 per cent in 1927

Net Income.—Net income from operation (after interest and taxes)

of all companies lagged behind increases m plant and equipment from

1917 to 1927 With an advance in plant and eqmpment of 67 per cent,

net income advanced only 22 per cent There was only a moderate

amount of indebtedness in this penod, so that the interpretation of this

result IS anything but favorable This amount represented a return of

only 4 3 per cent on plant and equipment (before depreciation for which

large reserves are carried), taking no account of working capital and

other assets Net operating revenues of Western Umon Company in

1926 represented about 6 per cent return on the value of plant and equip-

ment This unfavorable result is attributable not a httle to the increase

m taxes from 1917 to 1927, amounting to something like 50 per cent

Cychcal Fluctuations —General business conditions are to a consider-

able extent reflectedm telegraph receipts. Western Union receipts showed

a large bulge in 1920 followed by a rather severe drop the next year

Likewise 1929 shows a sharp peak only to be followed by a drop of 26

per cent in 1931, Expenses appear to nse with revenues, so that years of

prosperity show only a comparatively small addition to net income But

depression years find only tardy adjustment of expenses to revenues with

disastrous results on net operating revenues Net operating revenues in

1931 dropped 40 per cent from the figures of 1929 Ocean cable revenues

fluctuate more violently than domestic wire revenues

Seasonal Variations.—Seasonal mfluences are noticeable in telegraph

revenues They show a low pomtm the first quarter of the calendar year,

rising to a peak toward the end of the third quarter with a gradual reces-

sion during the fourth quarter

Capitalization.—In the early period of development telegraph com-

pames furmshed ample illustrations of abuse m finance. The report of

the Industrial Commission of 1900 showed that stock dividends of the

Western Union Telegraph Company between 1868 and 1866 amounted to

$17,810,146, total capital stock was $20,133,800 m 1866 In 1867 the

capital stock jumped to $40,568,300 and by 1900 it had increased,

1 Annual BepoH of the Western Union Telegraph Company for 1931.
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largely through consolidation, to $131,364,665. The highest estimate of

any legislative committee placed the amount paid in by stockholders at

$16,000,000, while the railroad commission of North Carolina claimed

the property could be duphcated for $30,000,000 at the outside Never-

theless, throughout this period cash dividends were generally 5 or 6 per

cent annually

The eapitahzation of telegraph compames within the later period has

been highly conservative Total capital issues in 1912 were approxi-

mately equal to plant and equipment account alone but fell to about 65

per cent in 1927. This is largely a reflection of the recent policy of the

compames of plowing earmngs back mto the property The Western

Umon has long followed the pohcy of an equal division of surplus earmngs

between stockholders and improvements The surplus account of this

company, January 1, 1931, amounted to $95,000,000 against capital stock

of $105,000,000

Western Umon eapitahzation at the beginmng of 1931 was as follows

Capital stock

Funded debt

Total

property account

$212,956,000

331,916,000

95,692,000

Bonds 0
.^, Western Umon Telegraph Company has $20,000,000uunmng and -tteal^^^g

is§ued_uU500 and due in 1950,mth coupon rate of 4^ per cent They are a hen on aWreal estate with
buildings, equipment, and fixtures thereonm New York City and Chicago
There IS also an old 5 per cent coUateral trust issue of $8,745',.000 dating
ac 0

’ ^ ^ *he period of consolidation Of various
compames mth the parent company The collateral consists the

Sndf rt' companies in about equal amounts, thq"-

panfatt and 5 T guaranteed by the paient co.f

"

1 Q9R
^ ’ respectively The bonds are due m 1938.

1951
^ ^ Debenture Bond due in"^

Ster Sat afir
^ December 1, 1936-1946, at 105 andafter that at lessemng premiums as matunty approaches

due mS $35,000,000 bearing interest at 5 per cent

after that ?n d
^ 1940-1950, at 105 andalter that in decreasing amounts till matunty
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applicable to the stock Surplus account now approaches the amount

of the stock and dividends are regularly earned twice over Dividends

have been paid regularly on this stock smce 1856, the date of the present

orgamzation Earher m the history of the company, stock and scrip

dividends in hberal amounts were added to regular cash dividends,

increasing from 3 per cent in 1909 to 8 per cent in 1926 In 1916, 1917,

and 1918 extra cash distributions were made Earnings declined to

$9 03 per share in 1930 and to $5 71 in 1931 Following this severe

dechne, dividends were cut to 4 per cent and later dropped entirely.
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CHAPTER XXV

THE TELEPHONE

The telephone is an instrument for the transmission of human speech

with its varying intonations The transmission of speech awaited the

ability to transmit sound itself The telegraph merely transmits elec-

trical impulses and code telegraphy consisted only m the making and

breaking of circuits thus timing the duration of the impulse But the

telephone set m motion by the human voice picks up sound waves and

transmits them faithfully to the point of reproduction

Early Experiments.—Honor for the first transmission of sound seems

to belong to Phihpp Reis, a German, who in 1861 succeeded in transmit-

ting sound of constant pitch but was incapable of transmitting continuous

speech Reis, like Bourseul in France and Meucci in Italy, was working

on the problem of the transmission of speech but in this he and his

predecessors failed completely. Honor for the invention of the modern
telephone unquestionably belongs to Alexander Graham Bell He first

stated the correct principle upon which the transmission of speech

depended in the following words. “If I could make a current of elec-

tricity vary in intensity precisely as the air varies in density during the

production of sound, I should be able to transmit speech telegraphically ”

By the use of a continuous current of electricity mtensified and diminished

in harmony with sound waves, the telephone finally emerged
Alexander Graham BeU was born in Edinburgh and came from a

family famed in teaching elocution The younger Bell himself became
an expert in acoustics, elocution, and electricity. He was experimenting

with crude harmonicas m two basement rooms connected by wire and
with a magnet attached when his assistant, Watson, snapped a reed in

one room, whereupon the twang of a clock spring was transmitted to the

other room where Bell was This is said to be the first complete sound

carried along a wire and perfectly reproduced Bell learned how Helm-
holtz had set a tuning fork humming by means of an electromagnet. He
immediately went to work to produce a musical telegraph which would
transmit many sounds over the same wire simultaneously by means of a

piano keyboard.

At this juncture a plague struck the family and Bell and his

father emigrated to Canada, where the former taught visible speech

to the Mohawk Indians. In 1871 he went to Boston as teacher of deaf-

mutes, where he created a sensation and became professor in Boston
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University. He made his home mth the Sanders family as tutor of

Georgia Sanders, a deaf-mute In the Sanders basement he set up a

workshop He soon met Mabel Hubbard, fifteen years old, daughter of a

weU-known Boston lawyer, who had lost her speech and he promptly fell

in love with her and later marned her Hubbard himself was interested

more in the musical telegraph than in the telephone and encouraged Bell

along this hne At the suggestion of Dr Blake, a dead man’s ear was
used for experimenting upon transmission of vibrations, which were

recorded on a moving smoked glass From this expenment the idea of a

membrane telephone flashed through his mind. He pictured two iron

discs or eardrums catchmg vibrations at one end and reproducing them
at the other This constituted the first theoretical knowledge of the

telephone Three months after he heard the twang of the clock spnng

over the wire. Bell sent for Watson and after experimenting for 40 weeks,

on March 10, 1876, his instrument talked. He spoke from three flights

upstairs to Watson in the basement saying, “Mr Watson, come here,

I want you ”

Bell’s claims to the invention of the telephone did not go unchallenged

Professor Elisha Gray filed a caveat in the patent office only a few hours

after Bell made his apphcation for a patent on an “improvement m teleg-

raphy ” Other contestants were Professor Dolbear and Mr. Draw-

baugh All these claimants involved the invention of the telephone

in extensive litigation, the conclusion of which was that Bell’s claims

received official sanction Bell first exhibited his invention at the

Philadelphia Centennial Exposition to Don Pedro, Emperor of Brazil.

Many men of prominence came to view the invention, among whom
was Lord Kelvin who pronounced it the most wonderful thing he had

seen in America. But the public still ndiculed Bell and pronounced

him an impostor. Although there were many shrewd capitalists at the

time in America, none came to Bell. The difficulties of BeU in interesting

financial support for the commerciahzation of the telephone in the early

stages of development were endless and it is no comphment to American

financial leadership that only deaf ears were encountered.

The telephone was first shown to be practical when Bell attached the

instruments to the telegraph wire from Boston to the Cambridge observa-

tory, a distance of 2 miles, whereupon he held a 3-hour conversation with

Watson, the first sustained commumcation by telephone Each kept a

record of what was said and, after venfication, the conversation was

pubhshed m the press. An account of an election sent by telephone 16

miles to the Boston Globe was the first news service in telephony. By

this time the skeptics were rapidly disappearing.

The Exchange.—The commercial development of the telephone was

undertaken by Thomas Sanders, Gardmer G. Hubbard, and a few others

The idea of the exchange had not yet occurred to them. The first tele-
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phones were single iron wires with instruments attached to both ends,

usually connecting the ofGices of busmess men with their homes The

first step in the commercial exploitation was the renting of instruments to

parties who desired to establish commumcation of the sort mentioned

Methods of calling were at fiist crude and transmission poor and unreli-

able In 1877 a step m advance was made when a crude exchange was

used and the telephone was employed m connection with a burglar-alarm

system in Boston. It was next installed in the express company’s office

and then in other business offices. In 1878 the fihst telephone switch-

board for commercial purposes was put into operation at New Haven,

Conn
,
and had 21 subscribers The renting or hcense system continued

to be the policy of the patent holders Licenses were granted to many
parties wishing to estabhsh exchanges in various parts of the United

States. It should be noted in passing that, for sentimental reasons,

Sanders furnished nine-tenths of all the money to finance the invention

and promotion of the telephone between 1874 and 1878 The first 500

telephones were made with Sanders’ money, although he could not afford

the outlay.

In order to exploit the idea, two compames were formed to succeed the

Bell Telephone Association, the earhest orgamzation of Bell, Hubbard,

Sanders, and Watson. The two compames were the New England

Telephone Company and the Bell Telephone Company Their method
of procedure was to rent the instruments to private parties who con-

structed their own fines, smce the telephone was yet oMy a private line

connecting two stations The New England Company acquired all of

the patents for the New England district, while the BeU Company had
similar rights for the remainder of the Umted States and control of the

instruments was maintained through these companies Neither the

pubhc nor the bankers were impressed at this time with the possibilities

of telephony This threw the problem of financing back upon the slender

resources of the promoters and inventor and they were inadequate for the

purpose At this juncture Theodore N. Vail who had made a record as

orgamzer in the Post Office Department at Washington was called in to

take the active leadership and was made general manager in 1878 It

was decided to organize a single company. The National BeU Telephone

Company, to succeed the two other compames It was chartered in 1879

with $850,000 in stock of $100 par value per share So difficult was it to

sell stock that the promoters had to accept $50 for the first amount sold.

But a few months changed the situation from one of indifference to one

of boUmg enthusiasm and the last 600 shares brought $600 each

The next chapter of telephone history has to do with the settlement of

disputes in relation to patents The powerful Western Umon Telegraph

Company, by which Thomas Edison was employed at that time and
which had a monopoly hold on a large part of aU communication business.
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had ]omed interests with Ehsha Gray for the exploitation of his claims and
threatened to submerge the Bell interests through their greater resources

Mr Edison’s improvements were already of great importance and the

Western Umon appeared to be the victor in the intense competition that

arose ^ But the invention of the Blake transmittei by the Bell interests

gave them the advantage in eqmpment While patent litigation was
pending against the Bell interests, an agreement with the Western Umon
interests was reached m 1879, whereby BeU was recognized as the inventor

of the telephone, all of the latter’s property and patents were to be

acquired, and all litigation cease, leaving the Bell interests in control of all

of the important patents relatmg to telephones, this preempted the field

for the future Gray, however, was a constant fighter for recogmtion as

the inventor till his death in 1901 The Bell Company fought, in all,

600 or more lawsuits, 5 of which were taken to the Supreme Court In

the fiercest htigation involving any patent m history, the Bell interests

lost only two ummportant cases As Casson remarks, “No inventor had

ever a clearer title than Bell
’’

From this time onward, the Bell interests never once halted in the

pursuance of their program which was the foundation upon which Ameri-

can telephony has reached its high status It is enlightening at this point

to rehearse the fundamental policies of the new organization

1 No patents weie to be sold

2 Contracts for lease were for 6 years only

3 Each licensee was confined to one place

4 The right of mter-city connection was reserved to the Bell interests

6 A department to protect new inventions was established

6 The company took stock in hcensee companies for royalties

7 The company controlled the faotones for the making and standardization of

apparatus

From the first, the idea of the creation of a national telephone system

possessed the leaders Bell stock advanced to $1,000 per share This

marked the end of pioneering in the telephone business The days of

ridicule were over A few months afterwards, in 1880, the old company

was succeeded by the Amencan Bell Telephone Company with $6,000,000

capital

After that, the telephone advanced rapidly in use and the company’s

financial status was assured Only 2 years afterwards, the first switch-

board was instaUed in New Haven, Conn At the end of 1880 already

there were 123,380 telephones m use, while m the Umted States m the

following year there was only one city of 16,000 population or more

without an exchange The National BeU Telephone Company, when it

ceased its corporate existence at the close of 1880, had 338 stockholders,

who averaged about 25 shares each But 12 holdings aggregated 4,795

I At one time the BeU patents were offered to the Western Umon Company for

$100,000, but they wore refused
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out of 8,600 shares It may be said m summary that the telephone was

invented by Bell, constructed by Watson, financed by Sanders, intro-

duced by Hubbard, and placed on a business basis by Vail ^

Period of Monopoly—But in 1880 the business was growing so rapidly

and the company so badly in need of funds that it decided to form a new
company of ^10,000,000 authorized capitahzation Each share of the

old company was exchanged for six shares of the new, other shares were

sold to the pubhc which brought m most of the needed cash, while a large

amount of umssued stock remamed for future financing The following

14 years, until 1894, the company operated under a monopoly, until the

expiration of the Bell patents Instruments hcensed under formei com-

pames ran mostly for 5 years, upon the expiration of which the company
had an option on the plants of the operatmg compames The Bell

management finally decided upon the substitution of permanent, for the

temporary, contracts, rather than seek to operate the properties them-

selves through one vast nation-wide orgarazation The new contract

continued the hcense fee, usually with a substantial reduction in the fee

charged, and omitted the option on the property at a future date, for

which the American Telephone Company received a bonus of stock in the

operating company amounting to as much as 50 per cent in some later

contracts These contracts also protected the parent company by
forbidding the use of any other than Bell patents by the associated com-

pames, they also forbade establishment of any connections with independ-

ent hues under penalty of losing control of all property upon payment of

a reasonable consideration by the parent company This latter pro-

vision protected the interests of the American Telephone Company after

the expiration of the patents From this time onward, the company
pursued the pohcy of acquirmg more stock at every opportunity until

today it has almost 100 per cent ownership in most of the associated

companies

Western Electric Company.—Soon the Bell Company decided upon a

pohcy of integration for future development It owned all the patents

but possessed no adequate means of manufacturing the instruments and
found difficulty in getting uniformity m its products manufactured by
various hcensees of the patents Consequently it decided upon the

acquisition of the Western Electric Manufacturmg Company, a company
orgamzed m 1869 by men connected with the Western Umon Telegraph

Company, including Ehsha Gray, and interested in manufacturing

telegraph instruments. The Bell Company acquired a controlhng

interest in this organization in 1882 and formed a new orgamzation,

the present Western Electric Company, which was made the exclusive

^ Within the next few years over a hundred competing and disputant companies
with an aggregate of $226,000,000 of capital had organized promotion schemes Only
a few of these ever sent a message
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licensee for the manufacture of telephone instruments for the Bell Com-
pany, with the exception of only four small compames previously hcensed
to manufacture these instruments These contracts forbade the sale

of instruments to any outside parties m the United States and Canada
Eventually under this arrangement, the Western Electric became the
sole manufacturer of telephone instruments for the Bell Company An
agreement was entered mto between these two companies which remained
unaltered till 1908 It provided that (1) the Bell Company be per-

mitted to acquire at cost all patents of the manufacturing company
and the latter have the privilege of manufacturing instruments under
these patents, (2) the manufactuiing company was to stand ready at

all times to furnish the BeU Company all the telephone equipment needed,

and according to the specifications of the Bell Company; (3) the pnce
was to be the actual cost plus 20 per cent profit, and (4) the contract

could be terminated by mutual agreement

American Telephone and Telegraph Company Organized,—With the

construction of metalhc circuits in the early eighties, the distance over

which telephomc commumcation could be estabhshed was indefimtely

increased The first long-distance experimental hne was strung on the

poles of associated companies between New York and Boston in 1884

The success of this experiment led to the construction of the first long-

distance line between New York and Philadelphia the following year and

was jointly financed by the New York and the Bell companies on an

equal basis The success of these hnes presented the imperative necessity

of finding adequate means of financing future long-distance hnes The

Massachusetts laws under which the Bell Company was orgamzed were

too rigid and the legislature too indisposed to allow an increase in capitah-

zation, so that it became necessary to orgamze the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company under the laws of New York in 1886 This

company was to be the operating hcensee company for long-distance

hnes and its capital stock was owned entirely by the Bell Company
This left the Bell Company a holding company and outside the pubhc-

service laws of Massachusetts, which gave more freedom in financing

Money was furmshed the new company out of the earmngs of the Bell

Company, by the issue of $2,000,000 of 7 per cent debentures in 1888,

maturing in 10 years, and by securing an authonzed increase of capital

stock the following year to $20,000,000, although $30,000,000 was desired

but denied by the authonties. After this the extension of the long-dis-

tance lines proceeded rather rapidly and by 1892 New York was in direct

commumcation wuth Chicago At the tune of the expiration of the funda-

mental Bell patents in 1893, the American Telephone and Telegraph

Company had a total investment of $6,433,149 secured from its own

earmngs and sale of stock to the BeU Company, it had 3,695 miles of

Ime in operation and 516,491 telephones m use.
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Financing.—During the period of monopoly, financing was one of

the difficult pioblems for the parent and associated compames ahke

The main source of new funds seems to have been from the earmngs

themselves, although the associated and parent companies aU issued

stock to the old stockholders or to the general public. These sources,

together with the $2,000,000 bonds issued by the Bell Company already

noticed, constituted the means of financmg during this period But the

parent company, limited by Massachusetts statutes, was closely cir-

cumscribed m its abihty to render direct assistance Indirect aid was

given, however, through the acceptance of bonus stock from the asso-

ciated compames for the right to use the patents Moreover, financing

by the associated compames seems to have been a policy of the manage-

ment from the beginmng m order to foster cordial relations with pubhc

authorities Dividends were hmited in the early years to provide for

financing of new construction. The consohdated accounts of aU the

companies m 1893 would have shown construction valued at about

$72,500,000 and the value of bonus securities received in exchange for

patent rights was over $16,637,000

Period of Competition.—After the Bell patents expired, the system

was confronted with a great deal of potential, and considerable actual,

competition A rather powerful group of men orgamzed the Telephone,

Telegraph, and Cable Company with headquarters in New York and

capitahzed at $30,000,000 Its name is sufficient to indicate its ambi-

tions, which were nothmg more than nation-wide system to compete with

the Bell system Other groups orgamzed compames in Baltimore and

Cleveland and other cities with competition in mind. The greatest

field for the independents, however, was m the Middle West, where the

services of the Bell System either were unsatisfactory or had not yet

reached. Except for the New England Telephone Company, which

was orgamzed in 1886 and the Bell Telephone Company of New York
organized in 1896, httle progress was made towaid combining the Bell

companies into large operatmg umts The financing of the company’s

needs during the mneties was accomplished by submitting to the Massa-
chusetts statutes, requirmg that the company be recogmzed as a pubhc
utility. The company was now authorized to issue capital up to $50,-

000,000 to be sold at a pnce fixed by the Massachusetts Commissioner

of Corporations But the pnce was almost mvanably fixed below market
price and the Bell Company decided to finance by means of bond issues

It issued debenture bonds of 10 years’ duration which were weU received

by the pubhc

The American Telephone and Telegraph Company Assumes
Responsibility.—Under the Massachusetts laws a pubhc-service corpora-

tion IS forbidden to control over 30 per cent of the stock of another

company, to declare stock dividends or to sell stock at less than market
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price These considerations led the company to transfer all of its prop-
erty in 1900 to the American Telephone and Telegraph of New York
The company took this step reluctantly because over 85 per cent of the
stockholders resided in Massachusetts The transaction amounted to
a split-up for the stockholders, since two of the new company’s shares
were given for one of the old, which was selhng for over $200 and paying
a 15 per cent dividend From this time forward the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company becomes the parent company, the old company
passing out of existence

A period of intense competition between independents and the Bell
System ensued after 1900 But in New Yoik and Boston they were
unable to make much progress for various reasons, among which were
franchise difficulties in New York In long-distance service the inde-
pendents found their greatest handicap In western localities the inde-
pendents operated with the greatest chance of success but even here no
great success was attained They almost invariably charged rates too
low for their own survival and as time passed found it necessaiy to raise

them They neglected depreciation charges m most cases and their

financial structure contained hberal amounts of water All in all,

Stehman finds that the results of competition were (1) improved service

of the Bell system, (2) misrepresentation, fraud, bribery, and injury

to investors in independent system, and (3) heavy overcapitalization of

independents with poorly constructed hues, low rates, poor accounting,

payment of dividends out of capital, and m many cases receiverships ^

The Bell companies were never senously threatened Their system grew
more rapidly than the independents Both, however, increased service

at an enormous rate.

Most progress was made by the independent interests represented

by the Telephone, Telegraph, and Cable Company, who secured control

of the Erie Telegraph and Telephone Company This was a holding

company for the strongest western umts, mcluding the Cleveland Tele-

phone Company, the Northwestern Telephone Exchange Company, the

Southwestern Telegraph and Telephone Company, the Michigan Tele-

phone Company, and the Wisconsin Telephone Company. But this

group encountered financial troubles, and m leorgamzation in 1902

control passed to the Amencan Telephone and Telegraph Company at

advantageous figures

At the time the Amencan Telephone and Telegraph Company
succeeded the BeU Company, the associated companies, including the

Western Electee, had outstanding $139,000,000 of stock and $18,500,000

of bonds The parent company owned about $70,000,000 of the capi-

tahzation, or about 45 per cent. It increased its holdings gradually by

1 C P Stehman, Financial History of the Amencan Telephone and Telegraph

Company, pp 94-95
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open-market purchases, and by accepting stock in payment of subsidiary

short-time obligations Funds for this were obtained by the parent

company through rights issued to old stockholders to subscribe at par

for the new issues, the old stock having sold above par for many years

For expansion purposes the parent company decided upon the issue

of collateral trust bondsm large amounts But so rapid was the expan-

sion of the industry that in 1906 it became necessary to raise $100,000,000

more, which was done by issuing a 4 per cent debenture bond due in 1926

and convertible into stock at 140 within specified dates But owing to

the financial stringency of the times, these bonds sold at a considerable

discount, mostly at 91 By 1907 the capital structure had altered con-

siderably, instead of the almost complete absence of bonds of the earlier

period, there was a funded debt of $202,523,000 against common stock

of $509,775,000 Up to this time preferred stock had never been sold

to the public, although the subsidiaries showed $35,541,000 which

originated in consohdation in Pacific coast companies and the reorgani-

zation of the Erie Company All the funds raised after the American

Telephone and Telegraph Company took charge were from issues of the

parent company
In 1908 the straight-laced contract of 1882 with the Western Electric

Company was modified so as to enable that company to sell equipment

to independents This produced uniformity for connecting lines and

Increased the business of the Western Electric A somewhat higher

price was to prevail to cover extra selhng expenses that were not incurred

in connection with the parent company Operating companies were

also permitted to sell to independents The Western Electric also

Table 51—Progress op the Telephone Indttstbt

Year
Miles of

thousands

Number of

telephones in

use, thousands

Investment

in plant and

equipment,

millions ,

Operatmg
revenue,

millions

1902 4,850 2,315 $ 398 * 81

1912 19,019 7,326 1,081 244
1922 35,502 12,295 2,129 637

1927 62,277 16,712 3,475 996
1930 71,7101 20,0681 4,6952 1,2842

From Census of Telephones, 1927
’ Figures from Telephone and Telegraph Slaftsltcs of the World
® Figures from Puthe Ulihty Points, Bonbnght and Company, 1931

expanded its functions by acting as purchasing agent and storekeeper

for all supplies for the Bell System Contracts were drawn up requiring

BeU compames to purchase exclusively from Western Electnc at sched-

uled (but flexible) pnces.
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Recent Progress.—With the election of Theodore N. Vail to the
presidency in 1917 came a change of fundamental importance for the
subsequent history of the company He conceived the telephone indus-
try as a great pubhc servant To reahze this, he embarked upon
an enormous program of expansion, connection with rural and other
independent hnes, and reduction m rates Pubhcity of all the affairs
of the company in the spirit of a partnership with the pubhc and investors
was part of his program, thus laying the foundation for pubhc confidence
and good-will which prevails today toward the Bell System. When
most men opposed pubhc regulation of utihties, he came out strongly
for it

The Telephone Naturally a Monopoly.—The telephone industry is

the most naturally monopohstic of all industries The Bell System has
steadily extended its control over the industry in the United States.

In 1912 it possessed 70 per cent of all wire mileage and 67 per cent of

the number of telephones, in 1927 these figures stood at 90 and 82 per
cent, respectively There are still, however, about 7,400 independent
systems with 13,000 exchanges and 4,500,000 telephones in the smaller
cities and rural commumties of the country All but 100,000 of the tele-

phones operated by independents are connected with the long-distance

lines of the Bell System, thus enabhng their subscribers to get the benefit

of the Bell service Mention should be made also of 50,000 or more
small cooperative hnes largely in rural districts ^ Competition between
the Bell System and independents has almost entirely disappeared

The expensiveness and inconvenience to subscribers of obtaimng the

services of two systems could not long be tolerated Mutual cooperation

along the hnes laid down by President Vail has resulted in territorial

monopoly for the respective compames and mterconnection of systems

to the profit of the pubhc

Technical Progress.—One of the major improvements of the Bell

System within recent years has been the extension of underground and
aenal cables for toll wires In 1925 the first cable from New York to

Chicago was put into service. In the 5-year period pnor to 1931, toll

wires in cable increased from 58 to 77 per cent of total toll wires; 75 per

cent of the cities of 50,000 population or more are now connected with

toll wires in cable * These give more dependable service, since they

are largely immune from storms and in adition give better transmission

than the open wires

The development of the automatic switchboard has been in progress

since the seventies when patents were fihst apphed for. In 1889 A B
Strowger invented a successful automatic-switching board known as the

“step-by-step” system The Bell System first introduced for final

1 Rgures from Pubhc UiiMy Pmnta, Bonbright and Company, 1931

* Annual Report of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company, 1930
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tests a large number of the panel type of automatic switching in 1914

Under this system, however, automatic switching took place only after

the customer called the operatoi in the usual way The first exchange

giving complete automatic dial service of the panel type was installed

m 1921 This insures service during all hours of the day and on Sundays

and hohdays At the present time about one-third of all the telephones

are of the dial type Incidentally it may be noted that telephone opera-

tors increased 21 per cent during this period Small dial intercommuni-

cation systems for residence and business estabhshments have added

greatly to the convemence of the pubhc

Long-distance Telephony—^Long-distance telephone service may be

said to have begun with the 2-mile wire between Boston and Cambridge

in 1876 In 1880 Boston and Providence were connected and in 1884

Boston and New York Seivice was extended westward to Chicago

m 1892 and on to Denver in 1911, to Salt Lake City in 1913, and in 1915

to San Prancisco A second hne was constructed across the continent via

New Orleans, a third via Mmnoapohs has since been completed The
development of the cable, particularly the underground cable, has vastly

extended the long-distance service Much of the industrial area of the

United States is now connected by long-distance cable, mostly of the

underground type These cables extend as far west as St Louis and

Kansas City, and to Portland, Maine in the East The cable from New
York to Cleveland has a capacity of 260 telephone, and as many telegraph,

messages simultaneously New York and Chicago are connected by
three different cable routes

Extension of Service.—Extension of radio telephone service beyond
the borders of the Umted States is a product of the past decade For the

first time in 1915, the human voice was transmitted by radio across

the Atlantic from Arhngton to Pans San Francisco and Hawaii were

connected in the same year The first extension of telephone lines

beyond the borders of the Umted States took place in 1921 over 115 miles

of deep-sea cable from Key West, Fla
, to Havana, Cuba. In 1922 came

the first ship-to-shore conversation by wire and wireless between tele-

phones in homes and offices with the steamship America 400 miles at sea

The foUowmg year saw the first demonstration of transatlantic radio

telephony from New York to New Southgate, England In 1926 the

first two-way radio telephone conversation between New York and
London was held and m the followmg year transoceamc service was
opened between New York and London, later extended to all parts of the

Umted States and Great Britain. Messages eastbound across the

Atlantic are sent from the radio sending station at Rocky Point, Long
Island The message is received at the British Post Office radio station

at Cupar, Scotland, and transmitted by wire to its destination West-
bound messages sent from Rugby, England, are picked up at Houlton,
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Maine, and thence sent by wire to their destination. Eadio telephone
service has been extended to many parts of the world, some 25 countries
including Sweden, eastern and southern Europe, Argentina and Chile,

and Australia. At the present time practically any telephone in the
United States can be connected with any one of 32,000,000 telephones,

out of the 35,000,000 telephones of the world Plans are under way for

extension telephone service to Honolulu in 1932 and eventually to other
Pacific islands and the Asiatic mamland.^ The original communication
across the Atlantic was by long wave but at the present time there are

three short-wave channels Active work is now in progress in the Bell

laboratories on the construction of a transatlantic telephone cable which
is to connect Newfoundland and Ireland.

Outlook.—A number of statistical compansons reveal present trends

in the telephone industry. Perhaps the broadest and most significant

comparison is the increase in the number of telephones as compared with

the population The number of telephones in the Bell System was
11,065,000 in 1918, and 19,197,000 m 1928, an mcrease of 73 per cent

during the decade compared with an increase of but 12 per cent in

population This would seem to indicate that the telephone has by no

means reached the saturation point In spite of the increase in number
of telephones, the number of per capita telephone conveisations within

the Bell System has shown only slight tendency to decrease within the

past 20 years and is now more than three per day The phase of the

industry developing most rapidly is the toll business The average

number of daily conversations mcreased 130 per cent from 1908 to 1918,

and 166 per cent during the the following decade

Regulation.—Prior to 1907 there was practically no pubhc regulation

of the telephone business as it is known today, although in several of the

southern states (Mississippi, Louisiana, North Carohna, and Virgima)

commissions had jurisdiction in certain matters but were generally

inactive The merits of competition were tested during the period follow-

ing the expiration of the Bell patents in 1893 and 1894. It was the

custom, however, to require many compames securing their charters

during this period to give a certain amount of pubhc service, such as

the installation of telephones on a free or reduced-rate basis in public

buildings, pohce departments, and fire service. In a number of cases

they were required to pay into the city treasury stipulated amounts

annually, as, for instance, 3 per cent of gross earmngs paid by the Fron-

tier Company of Buffalo and the Chicago Telephone Company of Chi-

cago This, however, resembled a tax more than regulation

Prior to 1907 it was the usual thmg for the city to stipulate in the

newly granted charters the rates to be charged customers. And it must

be said that the municipahties in many cases drove hard bargains, causing

Wall Street Journal, Aug 6, 1930.
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the financial failure of many companies It has been claimed that rates

were below the cost of service and generally under those charged by the

companies in the Bell System previously established The Supreme

Court ruled against established rates which were deemed to be too low

This weakened all city control over rates, following which some com-

panies refused to pay the bonus taxes The Bell companies starting

with considerably higher rates than franchise rates to independents, as

well as to certain Bell compames later established, lowered their rates

before 1907 State commission control over rates, regardless of franchise

provisions, seems now to be fairly well estabhshed

State Commissions.—Active regulation by commissions was first

introduced m 1907, when Alabama, Georgia, Nebraska, Nevada, Okla-

homa, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin brought telephone companies under

commission control. Georgia had control over capitalization as well

as rates and service The Nebraska commission issued many orders

dealing with rates and service and its permission was necessary for

capital issues The Wisconsin Railway Commission attacked the prob-

lem of telephone regulation in earnest It began by requiring full and

detailed accounting by the compames, which formed the basis of its own
orders, a step not taken up to that time by any other state In the

decade following 1907, altogether there were 37 states (and the District

of Columbia) which had estabhshed regulation of telephones The move-

ment was paralleled in Canada where the Board of Railway Commis-
sioners was given power over telephone compames in 1908, the provinces

of Ontario, Nova Scotia, Quebec, New Brunswick, and Mamtoba, all

estabhshed commissions before 1912 A number of cities in the Umted
States also experimented with telephone regulation during this period,

notably Kansas City, St Louis, Los Angeles, Houston, and Wilmington,

Del In 1910 Congress gave the Interstate Commerce Commission
power to regulate telephone compames

Accounts.—The regulation of accounts has thus far been exercised

by the Interstate Commerce Commission and this regulation accepted

by the various state commissions. This system has been worked out

through the cooperation of the American Telephone and Telegraph

Company and the Interstate Commerce Commission. It has been

in force now for over 15 years The accounts of the various groups differ

only in the amount of detail demanded and they all require such infor-

mation as IS well adapted to the purpose of the investor. The system

calls for five general classifications of accounts, namely, balance sheet,

plant and equipment, mcome, operating revenue, and operating expense

accounts These enable the commission to determine the profitableness

of operations and the amount of money put back into the property for

the more intelligent control of rates and service A majority of the

state commissions are empowered to compel compames to keep accounts
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according to some prescribed system and a few states, for example,
Indiana and Michigan, require the accountmgsystem to conform as closely

as possible to the Interstate Commerce Commission requirements.

World Position of Umted States.—As m the case of telegraph com-
pames, the Umted States leads all other countries of the world in tele-

phones The telephone, hke the telegraph, is preeminently the Amencan
contribution to world commumcation Statistics of leading countries

are as follows

Table 52—'Telephone Statistics of the Would

Country

Miles of

thousands

Number of

telephones,

thousands

Telephones

per 100

population

Telephone

conversa-

tions per

capita

United States 76,710 20,068 6 4 231

Canada 4,476 1,152 i 14 2 257

France 3,570 1,052 2 5 19

Russia 1,000 331
1

0 2

Germany 12,845 3,182 5 0 40

Italy 990 381 0 9

Great Britain and North Ireland 8,390 1,886 4 1 32

Argentma 895 279 2 5

Brazil 452 159 0 4

Japan 3,040 865 1 4 48

From Telephone and Telegraph Statietwe 0/ the World, Jan 1, 1930

The Umted States has 60 03 per cent of all the miles of telephone

wire of the world and 58 12 per cent of all telephones Of all telephones

32 per cent are government systems and 68 per cent private. Of the

latter, 85 per cent are m the Umted States Intensity of telephone

service is characteristic of countries which have private systems. New
Zealand, Austraha, Sweden, Switzerland, being important exceptions

Intensity of telephone service of leading cities of the world is as follows*

Table 63

—

Telephones per 100 Population, January 1, 1

New York
Chicago

Los Angeles

Pittsburgh

Milwaukee

United States

26 3 San Francisco

29 4 Washington

30 2 Minneapolis

23 5 Seattle

21 9 Denver

32 7

27 0

31 3

31 3

28 8

London
Pans
Berhn
Buenos Aires

Tokio

Foreign

8 7 Moscow . 2 9

12 5 Vienna 7 4

11 9 Eio de Janeiro 2 9

6 5 Peipmg 1 1

6 0 Glasgow 4 7
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Intensity of telephone development m the Umted States seems to be

directly m proportion to the size of cities In the 8 cities of over

1,000,000 population telephones average 25 4 per 100 population, in

10 cities with population from 500,000 to 1,000,000 there are 23 2 per

100; and m 32 cities of 200,000 to 500,000 population, there are 21 7

per 100 population. In commumties of less than 50,000 population

in the United States, there are over 12 1 telephones per 100 population

World statistics bear out this principle In foreign countries communi-

ties of over 50,000 population show several times greater intensity than

those under 50,000 population

Gross Revenues—The outstandmg characteristic of telephone

revenues is their uninterrupted growth. In no single year since the

American Telephone and Telegraph Company was organized have the

revenues of the Bell System failed to show a substantial increase In

the main, this is accounted for by the steady growth in the number of

telephones in use in the system The mfluenee of business cycles on

operating revenues, however, is plainly visible in advancing receipts

during periods of prosperity and retardation during years of depression

Table 54

—

Bell Ststbm Statistics

Deo 31

Number of

telephones,

thousands

Gross revenue,

thousands

Average revenue

per telephone

1905 2,284 8 97,500 $43

1916 5,968 239,910 40

1920 8,333 461,134 55

1925 12,035 741,299 62

1926 12,816 823,216 64

1927 13,726 894,699 66

1928 14,524 975,426 67

1929 15,414 1,070,794 69

1930 15,682 1,103.939 70

1931 15,390 1,075,000 70

From Annual Revorl of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company

t

1931

After 1915, however, the acceleration in telephone revenues as com-
pared with the increase of number of telephones in use is pronounced
Between 1914 and 1924, average telephone rates of the Bell System
increased 27 per cent, a modest amount, when compared with the

increase in commodity pnces and the cost of living ^ The table shows
that the average revenue per telephone in use remained fairly constant

until 1915 when it amounted to $40 per telephone The next 5 years saw
an increase to $55 per telephone, while 1930 showed an increase to $70.

The increase after 1915 is accounted for by the more favorable attitude

< Bdl Telephone Quarterly, July, 1924
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of the courts (particularly after 1920) and the increase in rates allowed

by the commissions. It is also due to the advance in toll business during

this period.

The revenues of the Bell System are divided into three divisions

First and most important are the revenues from local exchange service,

second, toll revenues which are a composite of long-distance and local

toll service, and, third, miscellaneous revenues from directory advertising,

radio service, and so forth The sigmficant trend m revenues has been

the relative increase from toll and miscellaneous sources Revenues from

the three sources since 1917 are as follows

Revenues

j

1930,

per cent

1922,

per cent

1917,

per cent

Exchange 66 2 68 6 70 4

Toll 31 6
,

29 8 28 6

Miscellaneous 2 3 1 7 1 0

Total 100 0 100 0
j

100 0

Toll and miscellaneous revenues together have advanced from 29 6 per

cent in 1917 to 33 8 per cent in 1930 The revenues of the parent com-

pany come in part from contracts with the associated companies for the

use of patents Before 1902 a rental charge was the basis of compensa-

tion but in that year the charge was simphfied and made 4)4 per cent of

gross receipts of the associated compames After long litigation this

was approved by the Supreme Court and m 1926 the rate was reduced

to 4 per cent Revenues from this source are included as part of the

operating revenues of the company

Cyclical Influences.—General business conditions are not without

their effect upon the telephone industry, although their influence is m
some respects more difficult to trace than in any other industry, except

water companies In no year since 1900, except 1931, has the Bell

System failed to increase the total number of telephones in service

Years of depression have resulted m mterruptions to the upward

trend This is particularly true of 1908 and 1930. This latter year

showed only about one-seventh the normal increase in number of tele-

phones in use The development of long-distance and toll systems

has introduced an element of fluctuation in telephone finance. The

toll conversations showed an actual decrease m 1908 and 1914 Never-

theless, 1930 showed an increase of 1 per cent over 1929 The depression

of 1921 IS hardly discermble m telephone statistics.

Seasonal variations are mild m the telephone business The first

quarter of the year shows a sag m operating results, while the increase
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IS gradual throughout the balance of the year, reaching the peak in

December
Operating Expenses.—Operating expenses of the Bell System are

classified into current mamtenance, depreciation, traffic, commercial,

and general and miscellaneous The relative importance of these dif-

ferent items in 1930 was as follows

Per Cent Per Cent

24 7 Commercial 13 7

23 5 General and miscellaneous 0 0

29 1

Total 100 0

The two items of capital expenditure and current maintenance and depre-

ciation accounted for 48 2 pei cent of total operating expense in 1930

These items have shown a tendency to increase more lapidly than other

items since the war While total expenses increased 109 per cent fiom

1922 to 1930, expenses for maintenance rose 142 per cent and for depre-

ciation 128 per cent These results are doubtless due to the trend toward

more efficient and costly apparatus and the dechmng importance of

manual service in the telephone industry The other side of the pic-

ture IS shown by the relatively small increase of 48 per cent in traffic

expenses, mainly composed of wages of operators General and mis-

cellaneous expense shows the largest advance in the period In this

item are included expenses for accounting, financial and legal depart-

ments, insurance prenuums, sickness, accident, and death benefits,

pensions, and so forth Wages constitute about three-fifths of aU operat-

ing expenses.

Depreciation Charges.-—Rates of depreciation for telephone property

vary according to authonty from 16 to 20 per cent Special cases may
greatly exceed these hmitations The Bell System allows an annual

depreciation charge of 5 per cent of the plant and equipment Many
smaller compames neglect depreciation altogether and their net earmngs

should be discounted in proportion In the absence of action by the

Interstate Commerce Commission, many state commissions have recently

allowed depreciation at rates varying from 4 5 to 6 per cent

Operating Ratio.—The operating ratio (before taxes) of the BeU
System shows remarkable constancy. In 1917 it was 70 per cent, in

1922, 71 per cent, but it was back to 70 per cent in 1930 Such a

showing can be made by only a few industries The operating ratio

(including taxes) of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company
in the conduct of its long-distance lines was 82 4 per cent m 1930,

the corresponding figures for the Bell System as a whole were 77 7 per

cent

Net Income.—In this item is sought a figure apphcable to interest

charges and dividends on stock After deducting taxes, uncollectible

Current mamtenance
Depreciation

Traffic
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revenues, and rents for buddings, conduits, and so forth, from net operat-

ing income and after adding to the remainder non-operating revenues

(mcludmg dividends and mterest from Western Electric Company and

from other subsidiaries, mterest, and so forth), a figure apphcable to

capital earmngs is arrived at This figure amounted to $268,000,000

in 1930 and was at the rate of 5 8 per cent on the cost of plant and other

assets. Except for the war period, this figure has been remarkably

constant

Assets.—The assets of the Bell System are represented to the extent

of 80 per cent by plant and eqmpment Only about 2 per cent of total

assets is composed of materials and supphes The companies maintain

a comparatively small cash reserve but a much larger secondary reserve,

amounting to 7 per cent of total assets m 1930 and currently invested

vn marketable paper Except for rate-making purposes and consider-

ation of those who have furmshed the capital for the development of

the telephone business, the assets have little investment significance

The earmngs of the property must always be the fundamental security

behind telephone securities

Capitalization.—On December 31, 1930, capitalization of the entire

Bell System was as follows

Class of security
Amount,
milhons

Percentage

of total

capitalization

Common stock of the American Telephone and Telegraph

Company $1,795

Common stock of the associated companies (pubhcly

owned) 137

Total common stock 1,932 61 3

Preferred stock of associated companies (pubhcly owned) 110 3.4

Mortgage bonds of associated oompames 559

Collateral trust bonds of Amencan Telephone and

Telegraph Company 77

Convertible bonds of American Telephone and Telegraph

Company 12 9

Debentures and notes of Amencan Telephone and

Telegraph Company 383

Debentures and notes of associated compamea 82

Total bonds and notes 1,113 9 35 3

Grand total $3,155 9 100 0

The total bonded indebtedness of the Bell System is only 35 3 per cent

of the capitahzation in the hands of the public and only 27 8 per cent

of the value of plant and eqmpment From the standpoint of earmngs

the situation is equally favorable. In 1922 bond interest was earned
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3 4 over and m 1930, a year of depression, it was earned 4 times

over No important mdustry can better this financial recoid The

conservative issue of bonds and the steady earmngs place telephone

securities m a class by themselves

Bond Issues.—In the earher history of the consolidation movement,

telephone companies issued a considerable number of collateral trust

issues Most of these have fallen due since then and have been replaced

by straight debenture issues or m some cases by mortgage bonds of fairly

uniform character The collateral trust bonds foimerly issued by the

American Telephone and Telegraph Company provide basic standards

of present issues They provided for the deposit of collateral composed

of the stocks of associated compames, for the most part, whose value

at all times was to be maintained at 1333^ per cent of the collateral

issue outstanding The outstanding issue of the present time, due m
1946, provides for a moderate sinkmg fund for the purchase of bonds

at 105 or less The issue itself is redeemable at 105 and interest

Debentures.—These are issued mostly by the parent company and

are protected by provisions which lequire that, if any of the telephone

property is mortgaged, the debentures shall be secured by deposit as

collateral stocks or bonds of associated compames to the extent of 133J4
per cent of the debentures outstanding Moreover, no collateral of

telephone operatmg compames can be pledged without ratably securing

outstanding debentures to the extent of 133J^ per cent of outstanding

issues The company from time to time issued convertible bonds at

a ratio which has proved profitable to the purchasers Debenture bonds

have been issued also by certain of the associated compames, notably

the New England Telephone and Telegraph Company These were

protected by a provision requiring ratable hen on property of the company
in case mortgage bonds were subsequently issued Two of the issues

(maturities m 1930 and 1932) subsequently became mortgage bonds

when the company m 1932 issued first-mortgage bonds on the

property

Mortgage Bonds.—Where the associated companies directly own
property, they have in several mstances issued first-mortgage bonds of

the serial type with the usual discretion allowed as to rate of interest on

the respective issues The New England Telephone and Telegraph

Company and the subsidiaries of several associated compames have

first-mortgage bonds outstanding The usual type of mortgage bond,

however, is the first and refunding, or firat and general mortgage The
fundamental security of these bonds is the same as m the case of the

simple first-mortgage bond. They make provision, however, for addi-

tional issues of the same hen. In one case additional bonds may be

issued if the total mortgage bonds do not exceed the amount of the capital

stock plus the surplus, except in the case of new construction, when
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bonds may be issued for 76 per cent of cost of construction The more

usual provision, however, is to limit bond issues to twice the capital

stock and, when they exceed the amount of the capital stock, only 75

per cent of the cost of new improvements may be covered by mortgage

bonds and then only if the interest rate on all indebtedness during 12

consecutive months out of the precedmg 15 months has been earned

1% (in one case 1)4) times over

The bonds of the Bell System are legal investments for savings banks

in many states Here as usual, however, techmcal requirements of some
of the more fastidious states exclude some of the best issues and it is

impossible to make a statement to which no exceptions are found In

general it may be said that most of the first-moitgage bonds are eligible

in most of the states having laws on the subject including New York
and Massachusetts, the two most fastidious states. Practically all

of the bonds are legal in some states for savings banks or trust funds.

These bonds are generally hsted on one or more important exchanges

of the country, so that they are highly marketable securities

Preferred Stock.—A few companies, the Bell Telephone Company
of Pennsylvania, the New York Telephone Company, and the Chicago

Bell Telephone Company, all have rather sizable issues of preferred

stock, altWugh they form a comparatively small percentage of the total

capitalization of the respective companies These issues carry a cumu-

lative dividend rate of 6 6 or 7 per cent per annum and are otherwise

featureless, except for inconsequential contingent voting rights. They
are available on some of the more important exchanges of the country

Common Stock.—Common stocks of the associated companies have

mostly been acquired by the parent company, so that only $137,000,000

now remam in the hands of the pubhc Most of this amount consists of

over two-thirds of the stock of the Bell Telephone Company of Canada

and a minority of the stock of the New England Telephone and Telegraph

Company The stock of the former company has paid dividends each

year since 1881, the rate since 1891 being $8 per annum. The New Eng-

land stock has paid a dividend each year since 1886 at varying rates

It IS the pohcy of both compames to leave only a small margin of earmngs

on the average as surplus Only the constancy of telephone revenues

would permit such a pohcy

The principal interest m telephone stock centers in the common
stock of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company, the parent

company. This is an exceptionally conservative issue, considering the

character of the telephone industry It is preceded by a modest amount

of bond and stock issues Consohdated surplus and reseive account,

all of which is invested in telephone property, amounted to 70 per cent

of the outstanding stock in 1930 Earnings on the average amount of

stock outstanding since 1922 were as follows.
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Year Per Cent

1920 11 72

1921 11 10

1922 11 14

1923 11 35

1924 11 31

1925 11 79

Year Per Cent
1926 11 95

1927 11 76

1928 12 11

1929 12 67

1930 10 44

1931 9 05

The American Telephone and Telegiaph Company and its predeces-

sors have paid dividends on the common stock for approximately 50

years and never at less than $7 50 per year From 1900 to 1905, the

rate was $7 50 per annum; 1906-1920, 18 per annum; 1921, $8 50, and

1922 to date $9 per annum The policy of the company as regards divi-

dends received formal statement in the Annual Report for 1927 in the

following terms

It IS the policy of the company to pay only reasonable regular dividends and,

for part of the new capital needed, to offer from time to time new stock to its

stockholders on favorable terms, for it believes this method of financing will

provide the money needed for the business cheaply and with more certainty

in good tunes and bad than any other.

The company has frequently offered subscription rights to its stock-

holders at par when the stock was selhng at a substantial premium.

The common stock has a wide market, being hsted on the important

American exchanges and also on the London Stock Exchange It stands

near the top of stocks favored by investment trusts At the close of

1931, the company had 642,000 stockholders, over 100,000 of whom were

employees of the Bell System The average amount of holdings was

32 shares each but no single individual owns as much as 1 per cent of the

total stock The character of the stockholders is further shown by the

fact that at the end of 1928, out of a total of 454,596, there were 431,373

with less than 100 shares each, while 164,370 had less than 5 shares each

Eighty per cent of all holders had less than 25 shares each Stockholders

are found in every statem the umon and in a number of foreign countries

Almost one-half of the stock has been held in New England The
broad ownership of the stock attests the umversal esteem in which it

IS held
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CHAPTER XXVI

INDUSTRIAL SECURITIES

The term “industrial securities” is used in a rather loose sense to

designate the security issues of business concerns not included m railroad

or other pubho-utihty classifications Industrial concerns, for the

most part, are engaged in producing or tradmg m commodities rather

than m rendering services They operate in the field of free competitive

enterprise and constituted the subject matter of the classical and later

economists in the formulation of their doctrines of value and price,

interest, wages, profits, and mternational trade In these matters the

investor has the greatest need for a thorough acquaintance with fun-

damental economic laws and processes

Rise of Industrial Securities.—Modern industrial financing in the

United States is a product mainly of the past 30 years Before 1900,

most industrial concerns were close corporations, their securities not

being widely distributed Nevertheless, even a decade before this time

there was a large number of substantial industrial concerns whose stock-

holders were widemng in numbers As early as 1886, the New York

Stock Exchange created the “unhsted department” for the accommoda-

tion of customers seeking speculation in industrial stocks. Some of the

soundest of present-day industrials are to be found among those appear-

ing in this department at that time Bonds were then practically

unknown among industrial corporations, although certain types of indus-

trials floated notes and temporary obhgations in emergency financing

These concerns, therefore, were compelled to finance their own under-

takings out of earmngs; when this source faded, the stockholders were

sohcited for the purchase of additional shares.

Industrial securities, however, did not appear in large amounts untd

the time of the consohdation or trust movement at the end of the mne-
teenth century. It has been estimated that, up to the end of 1897,

the total combinations m the mdustrial field amounted to only 92 in

number, mvolving a capitahzation of about $1,584,000,000 The num-
ber in the 6 succeedmg years, however, was 153, with total capitahzation

of 17,710,000,000.^ These securities were admitted to the unhsted

department of the New York Stock Exchange in great quantities, amount-

ing to $2,808,000,000 in 1902 So great was the amount of new indus-

tnals that they have been assigned as a primary cause of the rich man’s

pamc of 1903 with its mass of “undigested” securities.

1 Luther Conant, American StaMical Assomaiton, Vol 7, No 53, pp. 207-226
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During all this time, however, and for 7 years afterwards, industrial

securities were regarded as too speculative to be admitted to the hsted
department. On the other hand, railroad and government issues were
referred to as “investment” secunties This condition, however, did

not contmue long Industrial securities contmued to be poured upon
the market in great volume, until in 1921 the amount hsted upon the

New York Stock Exchange that may thus be classed totaled $10,-

279,000,000 This class of stocks for the first time exceeded in amount
those of any other class, even passing railroad listings The relative

importance of the leading classes of secunties listed on the Exchange,
February 1, 1932, may be seen in Table 4,

Industrial Competition—The fact of competition is one of the most
potent forces in industrial secunties Some few industrial corporations

have a monopoly secured through control of the supply of raw matenals,

as The International Nickel Company, for instance Others have a

monopoly, or near monopoly, through the control of patents, trademarks,

copyrights, and so forth, as, for instance, the United Shoe Machinery

Company While these companies are free from competitive influences,

the great majority of American corporations are profoundly affected

by actual or potential competition

Actual competition frequently goes to the extent of cut-throat com-

petition. The effort to drive competitors out of business and thereby

secure some measure of monopoly through restnction of numbers has

often led to cutting of prices below the cost of production, with the hope

of future profits through the ehmination of the unfit

Contrary to popular impression, the tendency m industry is largely

toward maintenance of competition instead of creation of monopoly

The monopohes once feared through the United States Steel Corporation

and the Standard Oil Company are httle heard of today It can safely be

assumed that actual tangible monopoly is on the wane, and that with

few exceptions this force cannot be dependedupon as of abiding advantage

in industrial securities Nevertheless, the real benefits in price control

that were aimed atm the past in monopoly are fast being attained through

other means The commumty of interests discermble among the owners

of the independent corporations has often created a common under-

standing as to the most effective pohcy for all concerned The better

business morality, strongly in evidence m recent years, will go far toward

securing the benefits once sought through monopoly.

Analogous to commumty of mterests is the influence of the many
trade, manufacturing, and credit associations A common ground for

meeting is found among competitors m recogmtion of the common
interests of the trade The most effective policies as to price, labor,

credit-granting, legislative measures, and so forth, are learned from

personal contact as well as from trade magazines. In this connection
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may be mentioned, also, the local commercial clubs and chambers of

commerce loosely aflShated m the Umted States Chamber of Commerce
with headquarters m Washington, through which policies and activities

are gradually becoming umfied and standardized The results of all these

efforts should be greater stabihty m business and a firmer foundation

for industrial security values

Industrialsm Receivership.—It isseldom that a railroad is abandoned,

its property is essential to the maintenance of the community or district

Eeorgamzation is generally the worst that can happen to failures in these

classes of corporations Far different is the position of the industnal

corporation. While the products placed upon the market may be a

prime necessity of living, nevertheless the commumty is not dependent

upon a particular property in providing these commodities It, there-

fore, comes about that when failure results and the courts come to deal

with the corporation in receivership, if the corporation is of small or

moderate size, the property is more than hkely to be liquidated for the

payment of the debts Large corporations that hold a commanding
place in the industry are not so readily hquidated but more often will be

reorganized An industrial corporation that must be hquidated will

probably rescue only a small part of the investment with which to pay

the debts, leaving httle or nothing for the stockholders

Substitution of Product.—If one views the products of industrial

concerns as a whole, they may be said to be quite as necessary as the

services of utihties But the investor does not deal with industrial

concerns en masse He must be able to gauge the market for the various

products which have to compete against substitute commodities His

knowledge of human nature, what the consuming public will demand
tomorrow and m the years to come, will put him in possession of essen-

tial information The products of today are not the products of yester-

day nor will they be the products of tomorrow With industrials as

nowhere else, dynamic economics has especial sigmficance This means
ceaseless change m the variety of new products constantly being placed

before the consumer who himself is subject to inscrutable psychological

laws Fashion, taste, social conventions, and customs dictate to a large

extent the expenditure of a mercurial pubhc pampered by the richness

and lavishness of a country unparalleled in economic resources

Changes in the techmque of production are even more rapid than

in the variety of consumers’ goods. They eventuate in a better prod-

uct for the consumer or m a lower cost of production and hence

a lower price. Changes m the technique of production continuously

render machinery already in use obsolete Competition of new concerns

or older ones that have no hesitancy m scrapping obsolete machinery
and processes in favor of more up-to-date and less costly methods of

production soon drive from the field those less progressively inclined
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There are to be found today old concerns bravely struggling to keep up
their past tradition but woefully short on accomphshment, simply because
the controlhng force in the orgamzation bows at the altar of precedent
Ruin IS the inevitable result of such a pohcy

Obsolescence of Product.—Obsolescence of product need not wreck an
industrial concern, it may be the golden opportunity for it to forge ahead
The modern industrial orgamzation must be prepared techmcally, finan-

cially, and otherwise to take advantage of all opportunities to supply

the purchaser with the products demanded At every turn it will render

new equipment necessary and perhaps new methods of maiketing, but

these constitute progress The stimulation derived by both the public

and the producer from the creation and marketing of new products is

basic to progress itself. It shakes off the dead hand of routine and monot-
ony and creates a mental cerebration necessary to success. New products

are the bone and marrow of economic progress Progressiveness of

industnal management not only demands that the concern keep up to

date but goes further and reqmres that the successful concern be a leader

in the course of progress It must be constantly expenmentmg in the

research laboratory on new products and devising new methods of contact

with the consuming pubhc The pubhc is, after all, conservative in its

outlook and new products require the expenditure of large sums of money
in marketing to remove skepticism

Classification of Industrial Corporations.—While certain charac-

teristics are common to all industnal concerns, it is nevertheless desirable

to classify them into vanous groups based upon certain features that

distinguish each group The market place itself has proceeded far in

the process of classification It is recogmzed here that no one system of

classification will serve all purposes. But the following is suggested

as a classification that meets fairly well the needs of logical treatment

and conforms closely to the facts of the market

I Industries producing raw materials (1) coal and ookej (2) nonferrous metals,

copper, lead, zmo, and silver, (3) gold, (4) oil producmg, (5) lumber, (6)

wood, pulp, and paper, (7) bnck, stone, and cement

II Manufacturmg concerns

A Industries serving producers only (I) agncultural implements, (2) macbm-
ery and tools, (3) office equipment; (4) steel and iron

B. Industries serving consumers only (1) textile and clothing, (2) food prod-

ucts, (3) household products, (4) leather and shoes, (5) notions, (6)

hotels and restaurants, (7) pubhshmg

C. Industries serving both producers and consumers (1) automobiles and

accessories, (2) buildmg and construction; (3) chemical industry; (4)

equipment industry,* (5) oil producmg and refinmg, (6) rubber and tire

III. Tradmg concerns (1) grocery, (2) department stores, (3) notions, (4) drugs;

(5) specialty shops, (6) mail order, (7) cham stores.

The producers of raw materials are engaged m the extraction of

natural resources whose supply is hmited These industnes must con-
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stantly be on the search for additional sources of supply They must

also make adequate provisions for the conservation of their capital,

since wasting assets deplete their fundamental property and render

economically useless them entire equipment Amortization of some

description must be adequately provided for

The products of this group of industries are subject to sudden changes

in utilization and price Where materials are hmited there may be an

element of monopoly in this type of industry On the other hand,

potential competition of the most destructive kind always lurks m the

possibility of discovery of new sources of supply Especially is inter-

national competition likely to be keen The copper industry has passed

through many phases of monopoly and competition At the present time

many American mmes are rendered unprofitable through the development

of South American mmes, with those of Africa in the offing

The oil-producing industry has been subject to perhaps even worse

fluctuations Only a few years ago the geologists were dogmatic in their

assertions concermng the near-exhaustion of oil resources But the

rotary process of deep drilling and discovery of new oil-producing areas

have completely changed the picture to one of overproduction until

the integrity of the securities in this field depends upon artificial methods

of restriction But poohng and agreements in any form have seldom

proved effective m the past Moreover, there are the various anti-

trust laws of the states and federal government which at any time may
render aU. their efforts nugatory

For violent fluctuation m price the rubber-producing industry is

perhaps the outstanding example The automobile industry developed

such a demand for rubber that the old sources of supply were soon supple-

mented by new ones in many parts of the world. Vast plantations were

developed, until rubber became a drug on the market and the producers

threatened with rmn Thereupon came the British restrictive pohcy

which temporarily boosted the price of rubber many fold But monopoly
was not complete and rubber plantations were being developed by certain

American compames that threatened the monopoly of the British and

Dutch companies Restnctions were promptly removed with the result

that the pnce of rubber sank to only several cents per pound, a figure

well below the cost of production

Other raw-matenal mdustnes have fared httle, if any, better The
coal-mining industry has suffered chromcally with overproduction and

low pnces. Sugar compames prospered before the war, but with the

skyrocketing of prices the sugar-producing areas were vastly expanded

and, owing to then mabfiity to contract production, prices have for

over a decade remained generally below the cost of production Prac-

tically every kind of raw matenal is subject to such uncertain fortunes

as the industries cited
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Manufacturing Concerns.—The usual process of manufacture consists

in transforming raw materials or semi-fabncated products into market-

able products In this process a certain value is added by manufacture

The total cost of manufacture is made up of cost of primary materials,

plus wages and salaries, taxes, and capital costs Among the many
uncertainties of manufactunng mdustnes, the cost and acquisition of

raw materials in the amounts and at times when needed stand out prom-

inently. The remaimng costs are more or less constant and vary only

with the quantity produced. The manufacturing industry which

depends on raw materials for its matenals of manufacture is obviously

in the most uncertain position, since it is subject to changing conditions

in the raw-material industry

The fimshed products of manufactunng companies are generally

'subject to far less fluctuation in price than raw materials Unless pro-

tected by patents, trademarks, copyrights, future contracts, and the hke,

manufacturing compames are especially subject to competition, either

actual or potential In proportion as competition is keen, the industry

will be reduced to a comparatively unprofitable existence

The policy of protection has special significance to the manufac-

turer In the international competitive struggle this pohcy tends to

preserve the home market for home industry, so that international

trade tends to be more and more a struggle of the industrial countries for

the markets of the less well-developed countries As a rule, the latter

are the sources of a large proportion of the raw materials that find their

way into international trade

Industries serving producers are mostly engaged m furmshing equip-

ment of some sort whichm turn is used to advance the stage of manufac-

ture one step further on its way to the consumer In addition to serving

concerns manufactunng directly for the consumer, they also supply

equipment and goods to the railroads and public utilities, as well as to the

farming industry, to financial and real-estate interests, and to state, local,

and federal governments. The demand for the products of this group

is charactenzed by great change and violent oychcal fluctuations New

industries spring up in periods of general prospenty and demand enormous

quantities of equipment To this new and sudden demand is added

the demand from industrym general in order to extend facilities to supply

a prosperity demand for their products On the other hand, a sudden

falhng off of demand occurs when business dechnes and depression sets in.

The result is great fluctuations m the fortunes of this group of mdus-

tnes In addition, obsolescence of their eqmpment is a constant danger

Competition always threatens to displace their products through better

and more economical ones The mdustnes serving producers, moreover,

must meet competitors on purely economic grounds The single condi-

tion on which they must meet is one of costs If a progressive producer
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IS convinced that his machinery is uneconomical and therefore obsolescent,

he will go to the hmit m the process of rehabilitation. He is forced to

this by the certain competition that will eventually materialize

Some of the industnes of this group are basic to industry in general,

that IS, they are at the begmmng of the chain of manufacturing processes,

since they furnish materials for the producers of equipment themselves

Such IS the iron and steel industry, which furmshes a variety of materials

for the manufacture of equipment, machinery, and tools and in addition

serves the construction and budding industries On the other hand, the

railroad equipment and machine tool manufacturing companies are

subject to much greater fluctuations m their affairs. Certain others,

possessing some element of monopoly and threatened with less potential

or actual competition, such as agricultural-implement concerns, are able

greatly to reduce the uncertainties m production and prices of their

products This is due partly to a ceitam monopohstio element in their

business, but more from the fact that their ultimate market is composed of

unorgamzed farmers whose individual demand is too small for effective

buying

Some of the characteristics above mentioned apply also to the office-

equipment industries Office eqmpment expands as prosperity increases

and contracts as depression appears Offices are opened by new business

concerns and agencies bent on getting their share of prevailing prosperity

On the other hand, the new type of office eqmpment aims at economy of

operations instead of business routine This type of equipment saves the

labor of many clerks and is hkely to be introduced during periods of

depression Such are the labor-saving devices of the International

Business Machines and Addressograph compames
Industries Serving Consumers.—In a sense all industries serve con-

sumers The economist pomts out that the industries above described

represent only one stage m the process of producing consumers’ goods

But the industries operating at the first stages of production have

characteristics which distmguish them from the industnes which serve

consumers directly Producers’ eqmpment may undergo a complete rev-

olution in techmque and require unusual amounts of capital, while the

product ultimately emergmg for the consuming pubhc may be little

changed. For example, shoes not unlike the present article have been

worn for centuries but the craftsman with his simple tools has been

replaced by costly labor-savmg machmery and equipment So, too,

homespun clothing was not very different from certain fabrics at the pres-

ent time, but the old spuming machine and handloom are now rehcs of a

bygone era. There is m fact scarcely an industry which has not under-

gone a radical revolution m its techmeal eqmpment within the past 50

years Changes of this sort are vital for the producers of equipment

serving the industnes more directlym touch with consumers They also
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affect those that are serving consumers directly, while leaving their

products unchanged Consumers need not be aware of such industrial

changes, since the products in which they are interested may escape

change entirely.

Industries manufacturing commodities for direct consumption are

affected first and foremost by considerations relative to pubhc demand,

that IS, market conditions and competition among producers. Constant

watchfulness for market trends is amam concern of this class of producers

They manufacture for a known demand which is always subject to change

without notice Heie refinement of product and ceaseless change in

detail are the order of the times Most fortunate is the producer who
not only is able to follow the shifting demand but is in a position to create

the demand himself The successful producer who has caught the pubhc

fancy is immediately confronted with a whole host of imitators whose

combined production soon “spoil” the market, leaving little or no profit

for any At this juncture rescue can only be effected by bringing about

another change in the creation of a new product This is the endless

round of many producers cateiing to consumers.

Examples of the phenomenon here in mind will readily occur to the

reader The development of the rayon industry with its destructive

effect upon the financial affairs of other textile industnes is a matter of

pubhc knowledge So the present adoption of the electric refrigerator on

a large scale sees the ice-manufactunng industry melting away, while

progressive managements endeavor to extricate themselves by adding to

their operations the manufacture of ice cream and other notions. Much
the samft may be said of the aircraft industry in its present stage of devel-

opment, the radio with television in the offing, cosmetics and tooth paste,

razor manufacturing, and an endless catalogue of household products

Careful search may, however, uncover mdustnal concerns not bothered

by imitators and competitors They are serenely entrenched behind half

a century of good-will or perhaps protected by ancient trademarks, with

their indelible impressions upon the uncritical pubhc mind Royal

Baking Powder, Quaker RoUed Oats, Arm and Hammer Brand Soda,

Pleischmann's Yeast, and the like—wiU these ever loosen their gnp?

Maybe, even tomorrow, or next day The ranks of this army begin to

appear somewhat serned Who knows but that tomorrow they will be

shattered? Witness the struggle of Chase and Sanborn Coffee, WiUiams’

Shaving Soap, Arrow Brand Collars, Gold Dust Cleansing Powder, and

so forth

Industnes Serving both Producers and Consumers.—Certain indus-

tries serve both producers and consumers, such as the automotive indus-

try and Its accessories, rubber and tire concerns, and the oil, chemical,

and building industries. The fact that them market is broader and more

diverse lends strength and stabihty to their operations The truck
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supplements the passenger automobile m the manufacturing process.

So the market for tires, partly for new cars but mostly for replacement

among owners of both trucks and passenger automobiles, acquires relative

strength and permanence The many kinds of lumber and building

materials, not to say metals used in the building industry, serve

the residence-construction industry, the office and industrial plant,

the building of roads, and engineering works of varied description The
result IS increased permanence and stability of operations However,

like most other industrial concerns, these are profoundly affected by com-

petition and are exposed to the recurnng temptation of overextension of

capacity in periods of prosperity

Trading Companies.—The operations of trading concerns are confined

mostly to the field of wholesale and retail merchandising They are

situated close to the consumer and perhaps their chief problem is

the gauging of consumer demand They must “keep their ears close to

the ground” and be ever on the alert in detecting changing wants of the

consumer and if possible assume some responsibihty perchance to direct

these wants through clever advertising and window displays The
retailer’s task is simphfied by the fact that the market is circumscribed by
local conditions Under certain circumstances this is a weakness, as in

the case of seasonal articles such as rubber weai, straw hats, and hot-

weather clothing The impossibihty of foretelling the character of the

season leads to many mistakes in gaugmg demand and results m sacrifice

sales Perhaps the largest portion of retail commodities, however, is not

subject to violent fluctuations in demand and the merchant who has

reasonably good judgment and does not lack experience will find little

difficulty in supplying his customers with just the articles called for

On the whole, the problems of the retailer are comparatively simple

and, if his merchandise is of the standard-brand type, his operations fall

httle short of routine character. Given pleasant relations with customers,

concerns of this kind, such as grocery stores, operate almost automatically,

m fact so much so that only cashiers and placement clerks are needed

The stabihty of the demand for consumption articles at retail and the

abihty of the retailer quickly to change his stock to suit changing demands
are the strongest features of retail and wholesale trade

Income.—The operations of industrial corporations are essentially

the buying, manufactunng, and selling of commodities with a spread

between the cost and the pnce received This margin of profit is perhaps
the most fundamental fact m earmngs of industrial concerns The
factors which govern the amount and stabihty of earnings are (1) the cost

of the commodities plus additional expenses for manufacture or handhng,

(2) the sale pnce, and (3) the volume of trade

The most common causes of fluctuating earmngs are changes in cost or

sale price. These occur (1) from conditions affecting individual com-
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modities, such, as changes m demand and supply relations and cost of

production, and (2) from cychcal fluctuation in average commodity
prices Permanent changes m cost of production within the past decade
have resulted from an unprecedented advance in the wage scale This
fact has had profound influence upon the course of industry Decreasing
profit margins have been combated most successfully in the manufac-
turing field where greatest opportumty for technical improvements exists

The substitution of machinery for labor has been one of the outstanding

facts of industry since the war In the production of raw materials, less

success from this source is possible, since costs aie to a large extent fixed

by natural conditions affecting the extraction of each commodity. Even
less is it possible to offset decreasing profit margins in trading concerns

where httle or no techmcal improvements in equipment are employed
All have attempted to offset dechning profit margins through increased

volume of business. This has brought to pass a new era of consolidation

It has intensified sales and advertising campaigns Orderly competition

among relatively few strong umts has displaced the less orderly competi-

tion of the many against each other

Gross earmngs of industnal concerns are derived from three important

sources, namely, (1) industnal operations, (2) investments, and (3)

non-recurring profits on sales of capital assets Analysis of income from

operations is the fundamental problem of the investor Income fiom

the other sources, however, must receive especial attention

As essential as gross earmngs are to the determination of the credit

position, it IS a lamentable fact that even today gross income of the

majonty of industrial corporations is not pubhshed Perhaps this is due

to the doubtful success of many of these concerns Small concerns in

particular often report, even to their stockholders, nothing more than

balance sheet items and perhaps net earmngs available for dividends.

Importance of Trend.—With industrial corporations more than with

any other class, the trend of earmng is of paramount importance Indus-

trial concerns seldom stand still, they move either backward or forward

There is no better index to the financial condition of an industnal organ-

ization than the trend of the net earmngs. If the organization is losing

ground, it is a sure indication of approaching calamity to either the stock-

holders or bondholders It is more than probable that the management

has failed to measure up to competitive reqmrements Where this is the

case, the only remedy is the utter casting out of those in control A
management having once shown itself to be feeble but still chnging to

coveted control is the most hopeless calamity that can befall an industrial

enterprise

A dechne in gross over a number of years, while competitors show an

upward trend, reveals a condition of certain decay No matter how

efficient the concern is as an operating umt, if the products cannot be
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disposed of the organization is doomed. On the othei hand, if gross

earmngs are pushed ahead at the expense of an extravagant sales policy,

resulting in the net earnings losmg ground relative to gross, the concern

IS more than hkely headed for the rocks Likewise, a management that

expands plant capacity m order merely to make a place for itself in the

sun, regardless of the effect of such a pohcy upon net earnings, is guilty

of financial aggrandizement It must never be forgotten by those in

control of industry that the chief reason for the existence of any corpora-

tion engaged in business is the abihty to show results on the capital

invested Any other result will sooner or later prove disastrous Bond
houses interested m the sale of securities of industrial enterprises fre-

quently give only the average earmngs As pointed out in another

connection, although average earmngs may be satisfactory, the business

may in reahty be on the declme or stationary,

Margm of Profit.—In mdustiial finance the term, “profit margin” is

made the basis of analysis instead of its complement, operating ratio

The study of profit margins is most fruitful and at the same time a much
neglected source of information A study of profit maigins in 1926 and

1927 for 235 leading corporations distributed over all fields of industry

was made by Lawrence H Sloan ^ The aggregate result showed that in

1926 corpoiations saved 9 75 per cent of gross after deducting operating

expenses, depreciation, and taxes (but not interest), and in 1927 they

saved 9 12 per cent Yet within the group extremely wide vanations are

found, the lowest being a deficit of 22 90 per cent in 1927, and the highest

a profit of 41 70 per cent of gross Of these compames, 26 showed profit

margins averaging for the 2 years between 20 and 41 40 per cent of gross,

64 showed profit margins from 10 to 20 per cent, 123 had average profits

between 0 and 10 per cent, while 22 had average deficits for the 2 years

The 50 compames showing the highest profit margins were well dis-

tnbuted over a wide range of activities Sugar, food, household products,

and oil concerns were most promment It was revealed that high profit

margins were due prmcipaUy to the presence of one or more of four

leading causes, namely, size, monopohstic characteristics, production

costs, and selhng prices of goods It was discovered that the large profit

margins were associated with the largest compames and that, as volume
of sales increases from year to year, profit margins increase Monopohstic
elements included geographical location, patents, trade names and brands,

good-will, and the like The greater the control, the greater the profit

margin The economies of large-scale production tend to reduce costs,

while price remains unaffected and so increases the profit margin. Reduc-
tion of costs in manufacturing are more under control of the management
than in the extractive mdustnes Large corporations have better control

over selhng prices than smaU concerns and if, in addition, some element

^ Corporation Profits, Chap V
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of monopoly exists price is subject to even greater control It is the

conclusion of the author of Corporation Profits that average profits will

be higher where prices are relatively stable, price advances produce tem-

porarily high profits only to be followed by correspondingly greater

deficits Only a few of the 71 corporations with profit margins of 5}i

per cent or less in 1927 were leaders in the field and generally small com-

panies showed small profit margins A slump in annual gross income is

commonly accompamed by a reduction in the profit margin because

costs are comparatively rigid “Costs and pnces are the most active

variables m the profits equation

Profits aie not dependent upon high margins alone Volume and

stability of prices frequently offset any disadvantages in profit margins

and the concerns showing these charactenstics may be highly piofitable

However, the trio of volume, stabihty, and high profit margin produces

the most favorable situation ®

In the Umted States Steel Corporation for the years 1920-1925 wages

accounted for 44 71 per cent gross receipts, general expenses 34 36 per

cent, depreciation 4 84 per cent, taxes 6 16 per cent, interest 2 85 pei cent,

leaving 8 07 per cent for the stock In 1929 wages accounted for only

38 34 per cent of the gross dollar, general expenses 29 68 per cent, depreci-

ation 5 92 per cent, taxes 5 15 per cent, interest 1 40 per cent, leaving 18 51

per cent for stock The stockholder profited relatively at the expense

of wages, general expenses and interest, while depreciation increased

Earnings on Invested Capital.—The best measure of success of an

mdustnal concern is the percentage of earnings (aftei operating costs,

depreciation, and taxes) on the amount of the capital invested Sloan®

calculated this ratio for 1926 and 1927 on 544 leading industrial corpora-

tions Invested capital was taken as the sum of balance sheet items of the

par or stated value of aU securities outstanding, plus surplus, less appro-

priated surplus or reserves On the total capital invested (over $25,000,-

000,000) total earmngs were lO)-^ per cent in 1926 and 9 per cent in 1927.

Earmngs by industnes in 1927 were as shown m Table 55

The ratio is relatively high m industnes deahng in nationally adver-

tised or trademarked products whose production requires comparatively

httle capital On the other hand, compames deahng in electncal equip-

ment and agricultural implements, requmng large amounts of fixed and

current assets, make a poorer showmg Great volume and rapid turn-

over m tobacco products and retail trade overcome a narrow margin of

profit and result in a creditable showing Smaff earmngs are shown in the

case of large investment of capital in proportion to sales and in depressed

industries

^IUd,T? 108
2 For these general observations, see Corporation Profits, pp 86-113

8 Corporation Profits, Chap VII
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Tablb 55—Pbhcbntaqb Eabnings on Invested Capital, 1927

Drugs, etc 22 Copper 7

Automobiles 20 Radroad equipment 7

Office supply 16 Meat packing 5

Shoes 16 Steel 5

Food products 15 Oil 5

Chemicals 12 Paper 5

Tobacco 12 Sugar 5

Radio, etc 12 Coal 1

Electrical equipment 11 Leather 1

Agricultural equipment 10 Woolen goods 1

Auto tires 8 Fertihzers 1 (deficit)

A close relationship seems to exist between the margin of profit and

earnings on invested capital The 50 concerns having the widest margin

of profit showed earnings of 18 5 per cent on invested capital m 1927,

Forty-seven companies with profit margins between 0 and 5)4 per cent

earned 6 1 per cent on invested capital. Notable exceptions are found m
retail trade and meat packing, where small margins are compensated for

by large volume A further point, escaping the notice of Sloan, is that

by industries and m their totality the margin of profit and the rate of

return on invested capital are almost identical

Great differences between compames in the same industries are very

stnking and on their face defy explanation In the drug industry, for

example, the Lambert Company showed average earnings on invested

capital for 1926 and 1927 of 171 45 per cent, while the American Druggist

Syndicate showed only 4 39 per cent, Nash Motors averaged 54 05 per

cent, while Graham-Paige showed average deficit of 16 25 per cent

Thorough analysis of each company is necessary to determine the causes

of these differences

Influence of the Business Cycle.—The influence of the business cycle

on the net return of industrial corporations may be observed in a tabula-

tion of earmngs of 1,302 concerns for the 2 years 1929 and 1931 (page 509)

In 1929 no net income was reported by about 8 per cent of the con-

cerns, whose combined deficits amounted to $68,000,000, in 1930 there

were 23 per cent with deficits of $227,000,000, while, in 1931, 41 per cent

showed deficits of $533,000,000 In 1931 there were 143 companies
reporting higher profits than in 1930, while 38 compames showed profits

instead of deficits, and 120 operated at a smaller deficit than in the

previous year. All together 301 compames improved their earmngs in

1931 over 1930 They were mostlym the specialties class rather than in

basic industries

Depreciation Policy.—American mdr^trial concerns are said to be
without a depreciation pohoy And it must be said that observation of

published statements of leading corporations does not inspire confidence

in the accuracy of earmngs statements In fact few statements can be
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Tabm) 66—Sdmmaet op Business Profits fob the Years 1929 and 1931

Net profits are shown after depreciation, interest, taxes, and other charges and

reserves, but before dividends Net worth includes book value of outstanding pre-

ferred and common stocks and surplus account at the beginning of each year

{In thousands of dollars)



made about earnings of most concerns without qualifying them by the

uncertainty of depreciation. Only a mmonty of concerns take the trouble

to inform their stockholders as to the amount set aside out of earnings

for depreciation each year. It is common to include this item along

with taxes and interest and even direct operating expenses or to report

only earmngs after depreciation Neither do the circulars of investment

bankers contain much information on this matter This lack of pubhcity

IS to be condemned m the severest of terms. In mining and extracting

industries depreciation on plant and equipment is frequently combined
with depletion for wasting assets or reported without any depletion

item whatsoever, most compames reporting only earmngs after deprecia-

tion and depletion The depreciation and depletion items are the most
prolific sources of imperfect accounting
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In reality the depletion account of mining concerns is often only a

bookkeeping entry to satisfy the requirements of federal income-tax

regulations Dividends are commonly paid on the basis of eaimngs

before depletion This practice is proper if ores are for all practical

purposes inexhaustible, but improper if limited in amount, unless it is

made plain that such dividends are merely a return of capital to its owners

Available data indicate that, on the average, extractive industries charge

perhaps 4 75 per cent of property value to combined depreciation and

depletion, the latter accounting for about one-fourth of the total Sloan

found that companies in non-extracting industries showed depreciation

of 4 43 per cent of property value m 1926 and 5 63 per cent m 1927

This indicates great flexibihty and conservativeness in depreciation

charges compared with extractive industries On the other hand, these

charges constitute a much larger percentage of income in extractive

industries than in the industrial concerns As a rule, prosperous years

show high depreciation charges, while years of depression show a material

cutting down of depreciation '

Assets of Industrial Concerns,—Based on composite balance sheets of

544 industrial corporations in 1927* property account including land,

buildings, and equipment accounted for 60 per cent of total assets, and

current assets for 40 per cent Current assets were composed of inven-

tory 47 7 per cent, cash and marketable secunties 30 7 per cent, and

receivables 21 7 per cent

Compames requiring large amounts of current assets in proportion to

sales include those whose process of manufacture is long, as, for instance,

the leather compames, or where a large vanety of commodities is earned

or manufactured and demand is slow Industries seasonal in character

are compelled to carry peak inventones for a short while Those granting

credit for extended periods of time require large hquid resources Credit

financing nowadays, however, is becoming a speeiahzed function of finance

concerns

Current Ratio.—Much has been said and written about the current

ratio From the angle of the investor this ratio has two points of interest

In the first place, it has significance as an index of solvency. Whatever

meaning it has in this respect is of the greatest importance to the security

holder, since insolvency is invanably a calamity to security holders But

it appears that as an index of solvency it is generally of httle importance.

It IS a hquidating standard at best and, except for seasonal and peak

requirements, has no apphcation to a gomg concern. It must be obvious

to all upon reflection that bank loans based upon a normal amount of

current assets for a business can be ordmanly hqmdated only through

reahzed net earmngs Commercial banks have erred from time out of

' See Sloan, op. cit, Chap IV
® Ibid

, p 22
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mind m their failure to appreciate the fundamental sigmficance of

earnings

Current ratio is of especial sigmficance to the security holder in con-

nection with insolvency or hqmdation Here we cannot be certain of the

exact status of each creditoi in his claims for satisfaction, but there is no
doubt that long-time security holders have had their claims diluted or

absolutely nulhfied through the existence of short-time paper and other

floating debts Current assets are smtable for high-quahty security,

provided they are of the type that finds a ready market at their substan-

tial values In practice, corporations may be found with scarcely any
current debts, the managements having set their faces against unsound
financing of this sort. Others, whose existence hangs by a shoestring,

use their borrowing power to the very hmit, unmindful of the rum which
usually follows such a pohcy Aggregate figures for American industrial

corporations during the past 6 years show that a current ratio of 4 25

to 4 75 has become customary

Inventory.—Inventory constitutes one of the gravest risks m certain

industrial corporations whose raw materials and finished products are

subject to violent price changes The experience of 1921 led most
corporations to follow a hand-to-mouth policy m their buying This

policy has been continued to the present times for the most part. Some
severe pumtive blows have been struck only recently at concerns attempt-

ing to speculate in raw materials by stocking up far in advance of their

needs. Recent price dehnes were exceptionally severe on rubber and
food compames, which speculated m the raw materials of their trade

Industries which are compelled to carry large stocks of materials and at

the same time are subject to the destructive effect of competition are in a

specially vulnerable position Among such are the leather, meat-pack-
ing, tobacco, oil, and sugar industries.

In addition to the inevitable hazards connected with concerns com-
pelled to take the risk of inventory depreciation, accountants followed

the practice of arbitrarily marking inventory down to market value if

that at the mstant happened to be less than cost This practice seems
indefensible and serves no real purpose It is even a false basis for bank
credit. It distorts the results of operation m the calculation of earnings,

which are thus arbitrarily marked down by inventory adjustments,
artificial in character because they never will become real Profits

are never profits and losses never losses until reahzed in the course of the
normal operation of busmess Inventory adjustments lend false appear-
ances to earnings and in the end may be largely only paper losses The
things bought are generally not the things sold. Inventories, unfabn-
cated goods, and commodities must first be transformed before they are
ready for the market, which may be months after the balance sheets are

promulgated Furthermore, the tendency to maintain profit margins
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frequently makes it improbable that any but a fractional part of the paper

losses wih ever be reahzed at the tune the goods are sold. It is time

enough to enter losses when they are actually sustained

The importance of inventory is shown by the fact that 313 industrial

concerns at the end of 1930 showed inventories equal to 55 per cent of

net working capital, as compared with 66 per cent at the close of 1921 *

Comparatively small changes in inventory values in the face of slow turn-

over and narrow profit margins would be especially severe on earmngs

statements

Accounts Receivable.—With some notable exceptions, most indus-

tries are conducted on a near-cash basis. On the average only about

20 per cent of current assets is represented by accounts receivable. They

amount to less than 10 per cent of gross income, which means an average

credit period of a little over a month The amount of receivables will

vary with the volume of business, the state of bank credit (increasing as

bank credit becomes more strained), trade custom m certain industries,

and durabihty and cost of the commodity. The first two of these have

special apphcation in cyclical fluctuations, while the last two are of

great importance at all times

Cash.—Cash shows a tendency to fluctuate with changing business

conditions within and without the industry. But most concerns have a

cash pohcy which is the dominant factor in determimng the average

amount earned. The average concern today carries about 30 per cent of

current assets in cash or its equivalent and it exceeds total current habih-

ties by about 20 per cent Fluctuations in cash vary directly with sales,

earnings, prosperity, depressions, and bank loans, and indirectly with the

size of inventory, and accounts and bills receivable. The general tend-

ency toward carrying large cash items has been facihtated by the post-

war tendency for industrial concerns to do much of their financing

through bond and stock issues

A compilation from the balance sheet of 914 industrial concerns at

the end of 1928 shows cash and securities of $3,853,000,000 against

$3,235,000,000 a year previous This amounted to 38 95 per cent of net

working capital at the end of 1928.*

Current Liabilities.—Current habihties at the present time are on the

average only about one-fifth of total current assets, about 7 per cent of

total assets, only about three-fourths as much as the cash and eqmvalent

items, and just about equal accounts receivable. Of all current habihties

it appears that bank loans account for less than 20 per cent, accounts

payable for about 50 per cent, and miscellaneous items for about one-

third.* Depressed industnes are the heaviest borrowers at banks and

‘ Commercial and Financial Chronicle, Vol 132, p. 4310.

= Figures compiled by Ernst and Ernst, reported m Chromck, Vol. 128, p. 3591.

2 Sloan, op ciU, p 271
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at the present time include sugar, silk, woolen, leather, and fertilizers

Many prosperous corporations as a matter of pohcy have no bank loans

In ordinary times accounts payable and bank loans are not dangerous

but, when credit conditions become strained and banks insist on satisfac-

tion of their loans, bankruptcy often comes to the debtor corporation

The bank loan which is hkely to give no trouble is the one which can be

liquidated at maturity out of earnmgs or reduced inventory

Capitalization—The structure of industrial finance has always been

comparatively simple A compilation by the Chronicle for the year

1899 covering 259 industrial consohdations, with aggregate capitalization

of ®2,893,880,000, showed that only about 6 per cent was represented by

bonds At this time bonds were novelties m the investment maiket, but

after 1903 they appeared in large numbers as emergency financing to pay

bank loans and replemsh working capital This process was repeated

after the panic of 1907 and the depression of 1921 Industrial bonds

have been floated durmg the past decade at the rate of over a bilhon

dollars per year Capitahzation of 644 leading industrial corporations

in 1927 showed that funded debt amounted to 20 per cent of the total

capitalization, preferred stock 17 per cent, and common stock 63 per cent

Bonded indebtedness amounted to 15 per cent of invested capital, and

the surplus account to about 65 per cent of the common stock This

conservative showing is due to the relatively small amount of capital

needed in manufacturmg and the mstabihty of earnings To these might

be added the hostihty of commercial banks to industrial bonds

While industrial bonds were originally confined to companies having

a large percentage of their total assets in the form of fixed property of

permanent value, of which the iron and steel companies furnish the chief

illustration, recently they have been issued by almost every class of cor-

poration. Even minmg, oil, and tobacco compames whose assets seem

ill-adapted to bonds have come into the market with large issues The
controlhng factor m favor of bond and note issues was the absolute

necessity of providing funds to pay bank loans and provide sorely needed

working capital Yet this situation should not lead one indiscriminately

to condemn industrial bonds, for the history of finance amply shows that

new methods of financing of railroads and all other types of corporations

were born of necessity and were not the result of dehberate judgment
Doubtless many industrial issues are unsound but this is not peculiar to

industrial financing, the financing of railroads m the past has been

characterized by similar conditions

Industnal Bonds —Mortgage bonds of industrial concerns wiU always

be a smaller proportion of the total capitahzation than in railroads and
pubhc utilities, because so large a percentage of their assets are current

and unsuitable for the mortgage hen The size of the mortgage issue will

depend wholly upon the amount and character of the fixed property
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The greater the stabihty of value of this property and the more likely

that it will maintain its usefulness m the mdefinite future, the larger m
proportion may be the mortgage If 50 per cent may be kept in mind for

the average real-estate mortgage, the average mdustrial mortgage bond
cannot approach this figure with safety but ought to fall within the lumts
of 25 per cent, and considerably lower than this figure m many cases

Industrial bonds should be of comparatively short maturity and are

greatly strengthened by the inclusion of a sinking-fund provision which
will cancel a substantial part of the debt by the time of matunty Sink-

ing-fund provisions for retirement of the debt should be a definite propor-

tion of the amount of the issue outstanding or an absolute amount
On account of their fluctuatmg character, the net earmngs of industrial

corporations, over a period of at least 5 years preceding the issue, should

average at least five times the mterest and sinking-fund requirements on

the mortgage issue if the bond is to command the respect of the conserva-

tive investor

Within recent years collateral trust bonds have appeared among indus-

trials in large amounts They are, for the most part, evidence of move-
ments toward consolidation through the holding company Most
industrial collateral trust bonds are based upon the common stocks of

the subsidiary compames The typical collateral trust bond is secured by
the deposit of collateral of several times the market value of the bond

issue The protective provisions most frequently found in this type of

bond are the following. The company issuing the bond agrees to create no

future issues with equal or prior claims or permit its subsidiaries to do

the same, except purchase money bonds for the acquisition of new prop-

erty The net current or qmck assets shaE always bear a definite pro-

portion to the amount of the issue outstanding, usually from one to two

times A third provision forbids the issue of additional stock by the

subsidiary compames whose coEateral is deposited, unless deposited with

the trustee as additional security. A fourth provision creates a sinkmg

fund for the retirement of a defibaite proportion of the outstanding bonds

by the time of maturity The same result m frequently secured by the

serial provision requmng the cancehng of a certain proportion of the

bonds each year

The contractual features of the mdustnal debenture bond are similar

to those of the collateral trust issue, except m the deposit of collateral as

security The typical debenture bond will also contain a number of

additional protective features, the prmcipal ones being- first, prohibition

of the further creation by the issuing company or its subsidiaries of any

other funded debt except by consent of two-thirds or three-fourths of the

outstanding debentures, and then only in case the net assets of the cor-

poration and its subsidiaries shaE exceed 2)4 or 3 times the total funded

debt, including the proposed issue, another provision requires the earnings
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for 3 or 5 years preceding to be 3 or more times the total interest require-

ments on all funded debt before additional issues may be placed, a third

additional requirement is that no dividend on the common stock of the

issuing corporation shall be paid, unless net current assets remaining be

equal to 2, or 2)4, or more times the total funded debt, and that cur-

rent assets of the company and its subsidiaries be equal to 200 per cent

or more of current liabihties The latter proportion is frequently as low

as 134 The further details of debenture-bond protective provisions are

almost endless. The mam results sought in all of the provisions are

simply the maintenance of sufficient equity in property back of the bonds

and ample margin of earmng power to cover interest requirements

When measured according to earmngs, mdustrial bonds give a good

account of themselves as classes except in years of severe depression.

Sloan’s calculations show that 273 mdustrial corporations issuing bonds

earned then interest 6 58 times over m 1926 and 6 25 m 1927 ^ The
dechne in 1927 was due largely to decreased profits The usual wide

variation among mdustnes and individual compames again showed

itself Those industries showing bond mterest earned from ten to

twenty or more times overm 1926 and 1927 include electrical equipment,

chemical, retail trade, food products, and tobacco products On the

other hand, rubber companies, theaters, paper concerns, sugar, cotton

goods, coal, shipping and ship-building concerns earned interest less than

five times over The showmg of many compames m the depression years

1930 and 1931 was poor indeed and disastrous in some oases Even the

Umted States Steel Corporation, whose earnings possess a fair degree of

stability, did not earn its fixed charges from operation in 1931, while

the average for the penod 1922-1929 was something like six times interest

In general the compames which have the largest amount of fixed charges

make the poorest showmg as to the factor of safety, so that large debts

may serve as a warning agamst possible danger

Record of Industrial Bonds.—In 1920 there were only a few industrial

bond issues m default, representing a rather insignificant sum and issued

mostly by obscure corporations At the same time there were over

$700,000,000 of railroad and traction bonds m default Total defaulted

industrial bonds since 1920 as of November 1 of each year were as

follows:

Table 51 •—^Indttstbial Bonds in

(000 omUted)

Default

1920 S 39,640 1924 $123,894 1928 $154,198
1921 71,236 1925 100,103 1929 123,860
1922 100,579 1926 93,825 1930 241,048
1923 96,8U

Data from Barron^t

1927 107,896 1931 670,464

Sloan, op. cif
, p. 179
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In industrial defaults are included real-estate and hotel bonds These

two classes accounted for a large number of defaults in 1930 If these

be omitted the amount is not large compared with total industnal bonds

outstanding Total industnal bonds m default in 1930 (November 1)

were only about 39 per cent of all corporation bonds in default

In the decade 1914-1924 total net losses on defaulted industrial bonds

were 1 22 per cent of issue price of all bonds and the decline in value for

aU undefaulted bonds was 0 19 of 1 per cent Deducting these losses

from the 3a6ld of 7 02 per cent on all bonds issued, net yield for the decade

was 5 8 per cent For notes of over 5 years maturity, total net loss was

3 07 per cent on the yield of 7 06 per cent at issue price, leaving 3 99 per

cent as net yield Thus industrial bonds made a fairly creditable showing

but the record of notes is distinctly unfavoiable ^

The market status of many industrial bonds is still low, perhaps lower

than their record warrants. In June, 1931, 41 issues on the New York

Curb yielded 7 to 25 per cent on current prices, of these, 30 yielded 10 to

25 per cent

Preferred Stocks.—Typical industrial preferred stocks have cumula-

tive dividends, prior claims on assets equal to par value or greater (issue

price in case of no par issues) in case of liquidation, net quick assets of 165

per cent or more of preferred outstanding, total net assets of 200 per cent

or more, and voting power contingent upon the non-payment of dividends

for, say, two years

Most of the provisions cited in connection with industrial bonds are

also applicable to preferred stocks The tendency has been to include

even more of the provisions where preferred stocks are fundamentahy

weak An additional provision commonly found relates to a retirement

fund drawn from the earnings sufficient to retire a definite proportion or

amount of the preferred stock outstandmg each year A feature is usually

attached providmg for redemption of the stock at the option of the com-

pany at a premium of 6, 10, or 20 per cent above the par valuey While

this adds little to the security of the issue, it may result in an unusually

large profit to the stockholder Much the same can be said for the

participating feature commonly found m mdustrial preferred issues.

Aggregate figures for 544 mdustrial corporations show that in normal

years preferred-stock dividends absorb about one-tenth of net income after

fixed charges But many industrial concerns, perhaps one-third of the

leading ones, have neither funded debt nor preferred stock Among

these may be found many old conservative and prosperous concerns of

today, so that the preferred stocks of individual concerns make a far less

favorable showing than aggregate figures indicate.

The dividends on the preferred stocks of some dozen prominent

industrials were dropped in 1927 Most of these had experienced diffi-

1 A. S Dewing, Financial Policy of Corporationa, p 821
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culties m the years prior to 1927, the depression came as a decisive climax

Otherwise the depression of 1927 was without much significance for

industrial preferied stocks On the contrary, pieferred issues as a whole

are improving their position through increased earnings and retirement of

portions of preferred issues outstanding The fortunes of individual

issues, however, are often uncertain, 1927 witnessing the passing of

dividends on a few issues recently considered high grade

The most complete record of mdustrial preferred stocks with which

the author is acquainted is that prepared by A W. Woodworth ^ This

record starts almost at the beginmng of issue of this type of secunty in

1890 and covers 1,479 issues Original issue prices were compared with

market prices at the end of 1922, The results are disheartening Issues

representing 60 per cent of all capital raised m this way showed a loss of

approximately 50 per cent of issue pnce, while 40 per cent showed a gam
of only 9 7 per cent of issue price The average issue price over this

period of 30 years was almost exactly par Total valuation at the end

of 1922 was only 75 per cent of issue value Price groups in 1922 were as

follows:

Table B8—Prices of 1,479 Industrial Preferred Stocks at End of 1922

Issues, per cent

of total
Price

Number of

issues

29 8 lto25 440

16 9 26 to 75 261

24 1 76 to 99 355

22 1 100 and up 329

7 1 Called 104

Total 100 0 1,479

From Barron ’

s
,
Feb 14, 1927

The best showing was made by tobacco companies, with 14 issues out

of a total of 21 selhng above 100 or called at a figure above par. Milling

oompames, food compames, cotton goods, tire and rubber compames,
convemence companies, cham stores, chemicals, and clothing stand

relatively high Concerns making the poorest showing were automobile

and truck companies, meat and fish, textiles other than cotton, oil, coal,

iron, and coke, iron and steel manufacturers, miscellaneous metals, con-

struction, building matenals, electrical eqmpment, agricultural equip-

ment, brewing and distiUmg, and real-estate companies The varying

fortunes of the different compames are revealed by the fact that no classi-

fication is exempt from at least several issuesm the lowest group Of the

34 classifications, 18 show a larger number of issues in the lowest group

than m the highest, while 16 show the opposite situation

1 Barron’s, Feb 14, 1927
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When considered on the basis of the capital involved, instead of the
number of companies, the results are somewhat more encouraging In
the highest group (including redeemed stocks) is found 41 2 per cent,

while only 19 8 per cent is in the lowest group This leads to the conclu-
sion that the issues of the largest compames have considerably better
record than those of the smaller ones. In certain industries wide differ-

ences appear between compames of different size In the iron and steel

manufacturing group 36 per cent of the issues are m the lowest group but
they account for only 2 7 per cent of the capitalization, while only 30
per cent of the issues are in the highest group but they have 80 per cent of

total capitalization Success m the larger companies is conspicuous and
failure in the smaller ones is equally conspicuous in oil and refining, tire

and rubber, railroad eqmpment, and agricultural implements. Failure of

all compames large and small is conspicuous in automobiles and trucks,

textiles other than cotton, coal, iron, coke, construction, electrical

equipment, brewing, and distilling

The ratio of 1922-1923 price to issue price was as follows

lion and steel manufacturing 104 8

Clothing 97 2

Chain stores 93 4

Railroad equipment 92 2

Tobacco 89 2

Oil refining 88 6

Miscellaneous 86 4

Milhng 85 8

Dry goods 83 2

Consumers’ convemences 83 0

Shoe and leather 80 3

Miscellaneous equipment 80 3

Cotton goods 78 2

Agricultural equipment 77 1

Iron and steel products 76 8

Other metals 75 4

Chemicals 75 1

Sugar and candy 74 8

Tire and rubber 72 1

Coal and iron 69 2

Office equipment 66 9

Other mercantile 64 6

Automobile accessories 63 4

Other textiles 62 7

Meat and fish 62 1

Buildmg materials 60 6

Real estate 60 4

Automobile and trucks 59 9

Construction 55 1

Specialties 53 6

Paper 43 6

Electrical equipment 42 0

Transportation 36 3

Brewmg and distillmg 9 1

Average 75 0

Common Stocks.—The great majority of industnal common stocks are

aquatic in origin, having been ongmally issued to satisfy the demands of

promoteis and bankers, while large amounts were distributed as bonus

shares to the purchasers of preferred stocks and bonds Many of the

stocks of large American corporations had their origin m the consolida-

tion of the independent concerns into a single umt On the other hand,

it must not be forgotten that there are many large, as well as small, enter-

prises in the Umted States which have from the first been conservatively

financed

Aggregate statistics of leading mdustnal corporations show that, m
1926, 46 per cent of net profits, before charges, was used to pay dividends
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on common stock and, in 1927, 55 per cent was so distributed, the differ-

ence being accounted for by the comparatively steady dividends and

fluctuating earnings In spite of the lesser earnings of 1927, larger

aggregate dividends were paid than in 1926, the previous record year

In 1926 thirty per cent and in 1927 twenty per cent was appropriated to

surplus. The amount appropriated to surplus in 1927, however, was

some 45 per cent smaller than m 1926 The larger companies seem to

have made a better showing than the smaller ones Empirical evidence

seems to indicate that the average progressive industrial corporation

should retain upward of 30 per cent of its net profits before interest for

surplus and expansion purposes ^ Leading food products and tobacco

concerns showed a larger balance for dividends in 1930 than in 1929

From the stockholders’ point of view the problem of the average

industrial concern is the payment of dividends in the face of fluctuating

earnings The placing of a stock on a regular dividend basis implies, or

should imply, confidence in the abihty of the corporation to maintain the

rate except in case of unpredictable calamities, such as wars, earthquakes,

and international calamities Smce dividends are paid out of cash, past

earnings are seldom available for dividend disbursements and few com-

panies have the courage to borrow for this purpose The result is that

few corporations wfll continue to pay dividends at the regular rate if

unearned.

Market for Industrial Securities.—The market for industrial bonds is

rapidly undergoing a change Although a few bonds of this class were

included in the portfolio of the average large investor previous to 1907,

it was not till after the good account which these bonds gave of them-

selves during and after the pamc of 1907 that the market began to

broaden Many people had their confidence shaken in railroad and

pubhc-utility securities durmg the imtial stages of rate control, and they

turned to industrial bonds and preferred stocks which were presumably

free from governmental interference With the war came prosperity to

industnal concerns and lessemng confidence m public-utility and railroad

securities, with the result that industrials were elevated to their ]ust

position in the investment market. The popularity which they attained

IS indicated by the fact that, of the total of something like $5,000,000,000

of mdustrial bonds outstanding in 1924, one-half or more were issued in

the period following the war The new popular mterest in investments

created by the Liberty bond campaigns was quite naturally diverted to

industrial preferred stocks and bonds. This broadened the market
immensely Large investors, regarding the high federal taxes as more or

less permanent, sought to mcrease the net yield on their funds by shifting

from these classes of securities to mdustrials of higher yield The broad-

ening of the market did not stop with bonds and preferred stocks but

^ Sloan, op at 18
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included, also, the common stocks of many of the larger industrial con-

cerns The prosperity of mdustnal corporations during the decade of the

nineteen twenties appears to have created a permanent, widespread

preference for industrial securities of aU classes

In spite of the general pessimism which prevailed in 1930-1932 among
the marginal-trading fratermty, common stocks of industrial companies

as of most othei classes of corporations have continued in popular favor

Even after the panic of 1929 General Motors stockholders increased m
number from 140,113 in the third quarter of that yeai to 240,483 in the

first quarter of 1930 At the beginning of 1931 stockholders number
286,378 Of these, 113,404 owned only from 1 to 10 shares each and 235,-

285 owned less than 100 shares each The large increase in number
of stockholders of leading corporations during 1931 has already been

referred to in another connection
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CHAPTER XXVII

BANK STOCKS

Banking institutions have had a long and varied history Their

operations and functions have undergone an evolution unique in the

annals of economic institutions The commercial bank as it exists today

IS mainly the product of the nineteenth century It consists essentially

in making and withdra'wmg of deposits, loamng money, clearing of checks,

the issue of bank notes, and so forth The origin of each one of these

processes may be traced far back into history An appreciation of the

modern bank is greatly enhanced by a firm grasp upon the mam features

of its development

Early Banking.—As early as 2000 b c
,
the Babylomans had developed

rude banking m connection with their temples as an incidental service

performed by the institution of the cult The business of these banks was

to loan money in some ways similar to modern bank loans. Loans in

anticipation of coming harvests were typical. Promises were given

on clay tablets, the negotiable commercial paper of those days Thus

runs the record of an early loan, "Warad-Hisch, the son of Ibbatum, one

shekel of silver by the Sun-God's balance This sum is to be used to

buy sesame At the time of the sesame-harvest he will repay in sesame,

at the current price, to the bearer of this document
In the sixth century b c private banking fl.ourished There are

records of the Igibi bank of Babylon, an mstitution similar to prominent

European and American banks of today “The records of this bank
show that it acted as buying agent for clients, loaned on crops, attaching

them in advance to insure reimbursement; loaned on signatures and on

objects deposited, and received deposits on which it paid interest

At the height of Greek prospenty, banks performed specialized serv-

ices for their customers. There were the trapezitai (a name still in use)

who received deposits on interest and subject to check; the kermahstai

who tested and exchanged corns, and the daneistm who were the money
lenders of the time Letters of credit for foreign transactions were in

common usage As m Babylon, temple bankmg dominated, led by the

temples of Ephesus and Delphi Temple banking lost its hold on the

banking system when irreverence for the ancient gods destroyed pubhc
confidence in these institutions In addition to these, everywhere were to

be found banks established by the state

1 Encyclopaedta Bntanmca, 14th ed
,
Vol III, p. 67

® Idem
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Banking in Rome was similar to that m Greece except that no state
banks existed, temple banks and private banks occupying the entire
field Rome, however, went one step further and established stnct
regulation of banks Fraud was of rare occurrence and confidence high
Egypt adopted bodily the Greek system.

Mediaeval Banking.—Roman banking dechned with the decay of
strong central government and m mediaeval times there was nowhere
strong central governmental authority to nounsh the banking system
back to life Nevertheless, banking continued to survive under the aegis

of the Church People entrusted their money with Church officials as

deposits or bought an annuity Documents entithng the holders to

receive stated amounts from the Church circulated widely as commercial
paper of a negotiable type The Templais were the most famous of the
Church organizations and conducted almost every type of banking known
to the times Private banking did not flounsh, largely because of the

opposition to interest itself reinforced by Anstotle’s position that money
was barren and hence mterest immoral However, the necessity for

funds of some of the city states brought private banks as lenders to these

pubhc bodies as early as 1148 m Genoa and 1157 m Venice Private

banking also was developed by the Jews, Lombards, and Cahorsins

Upon admission of Jews to the privilege of lending at mterest, compulsory
lending on good security became an obhgation

Private banking was mainly for the purpose of meeting the demands
for consumption credit of the aristocratic element m city and country;

bankers also lent m a limited way to handicraftsmen and traders.

Demand was so great that interest-bearing deposits were sought of the

public, and among weU-to-do business friends. The Lombards drew
heavily upon Itahan business houses for funds for relendmg Money
changers (campsores) flourished on account of the various coinage systems

m Europe and their frequent debasement The money changers held the

minting rights and they were also engaged in receiving and lending money
Merchants deposited their funds with them for safekeeping, out of which
grew a local transfer or clearing system and later for inter-city payments
and finally into the bill of exchange in foreign countries. Later the

bill of exchange was issued on a credit basis instead of being issued for the

deposit of money Among the money changers the Florentines occupied

a commanding position They were prominent in financial transactions

with the Roman Curia, the Kmgs of Fiance, England, and Naples

In the North were the Hansards who dealt mamly with the Enghsh
and Scandinavian rulers But the downfall of the rulers of the sixteenth

century brought rum to many of these houses which carried down with

them their business associates and depositors. These heavy losses led to

the establishment of municipal transfer banks which aimed at absolute

security against the use of deposits for loans The lending of deposits
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was unreservedly condemned and banking reverted to a transfer system

alone Sucii banks were found m Italy as early as the fifteenth century

and later in Amsterdam (1609) and Hamburg (1619) These banks

establish standards for coins which greatly facilitated exchange But

they eventually engaged m business relations and loaned money to pubhc

authorities These practices m some cases led to then downfall

Modern Banking.—In the seventeenth century the most sigmficant

development grew out of wholesale trade and shipping Banks serving

these interests dealt in bills of exchange m a large way and their personnel

was of rich constituency They were connected with the beginnings of

the security brokerage busmess They engaged in floating bonds for

governments and used transferable certificates of small denominations

which were in turn sold to the pubhc, thus recouping their outlays From
this type of banking sprang the mstitutional banking houses of England

and the continent and later of the Umted States. Most famous of these

in England was Rothschilds and in the TJmted States the house of Morgan
To the functions of deposit and clearance, developed by the money

changers and transfer banks and the development of the discount market,

was added the function of note issue at the end of the seventeenth century

Banks of issue were orgamzed to serve governments and business concerns

ahke These developed first in Naples and in Genoa in 1675 Notes

were transferable by endorsement But the goldsmiths of England did

most to develop the note They found their opportumty when in 1640

Charles I attached the deposits of merchants in the royal mint as a step

m a forced loan to the government Large depositors flocked to the

goldsmiths, who agreed to pay interest on deposits and lepay them on

demand, while in the meantime using them for loans Depositors were

permitted to use a draft on the goldsmiths which in turn could be used to

make payments. Out of this came the check. Deposits could also be

transferred by delivery of the demand vouchers, which were the beginning

of bank notes in England. These vouchers circulated as money and

required httle cash to redeem them, since confidence in the goldsmiths

was great Finally demand vouchers or notes were issued as the proceeds

of loans made without deposits back of them The government assumed

responsibihty for note issues of the goldsmiths and in 1672 suspended

payments, which destroyed confidence in both the government and the

goldsmiths, to the ruination of the latter Finally in 1694 in order to

supply the needs of the government, the Bank of England was estabhshed,

subscriptions to the stock being used as government loans The bank

was empowered to engage in all types of banking operations, thus

combimng the functions of the transfer and the commercial banker.

Similar institutions were estabhshed on the continent of Europe in the

eighteenth century and became central banking systems of the various

countries
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But the modern commercial bank developed in the eighteenth century

Its function was lending to wholesale merchants and the rising manu-
facturing classes with merchandise as security Previously these had

depended on the bill of exchange to raise needed money
Banking in the tJmted States *—The closing decades of the eighteenth

century saw the beginning of bankingm the Umted States The Bank of

North America established m 1781 and the First Bank of the United

States in 1791 were modeled on the British plan and served much the

same purposes. A considerable number of other banks were established

along the Atlantic seaboard to serve the trading and manufacturing

classes After 1800 American expansion to the west and the development

of industry created a demand for banks in large numbers that could supply

the needed capital for this program This introduced a fundamental

change in the sound principles of the preceding period Bank notes were

now issued to finance land purchases and for the erection of plants with

no liquid assets as security It led to local banking which down to the

present time has characterized the American banking system By 1811

there were 88 banks in the entire countrywhile 713 were operating in 1836.

The strong demand for local banks and the hberahzation of corporation

laws m general made it unnecessary to get special charters But general

bank acts were passed m most of the states, which made it possible for a

small group of men to organize a bank without difiiculty and, it may be

added, without capital, since notes were frequently accepted as initial

capital Note issues followed in large amounts against land and fixed

property pledged as security The bMe noir of these banks was the

presentation of notes for redemption by other banks, in the mam the

First and Second Banks of the Umted States—a practice which led to

the undoing of the latter.

From 1836 to 1914 the Umted States had no real banking system but

the functions of banks were earned on by thousands of independent umts,

each operating on its own responsibihty Mutual help was frequently

given in this penod and the stronger banks frequently held up the hands

of the weaker institutions After the expiration of the charter of the

Second Bank of the Umted States m 1836, down to 1863, banking was

entirely in the hands of the state authorities This was the era of “wild-

cat banking ”
Its mam characteristics were the lack of real capital,

consequent fraudulent capitalization, and lack of an adequate system of

note redemption Many banks were poorly managed and hung by a

thread, many more indulgedm excessive note issues, so that each busmess

cnsis engulfed them in ruin, draggmg the depositors down with them.

As to the stockholders, them losses were without hope. The attempt to

cope with unsound note issues led to linutation on the basis of a certain

' A convenient summary of bankingm the TJmted States is found in the Encyclopae-

dia of the Social Sciences, Vol II, pp 441-444, by O M. W. Sprague
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proportion of their capital But where capital was fictitious, this offered

little restriction. Everywhere notes went at a discount and it was

considered improper to ask banks to redeem their notes on account of the

expense and danger of transfer Where notes were limited on the basis of

deposits, bogus deposits were created to peimit further expansion Several

types of chicanery were resorted to in order to postpone redemption of

notes

This was the penod of “free bankmg ” It was inaugurated in 1838

by New York, where general bankmg laws were passed permitting a

small group of persons to orgamze a bank merely by complying with

stipulated conditions. Notes could be issued upon the deposit with

state authorities of bonds of the Umted States, those of any state, or

upon the security of real estate Five years of failure and disaster

followed this law, 29 banks failed and the security back of the notes

brought only 74 cents on the dollar Similar experiences came to other

states In Michigan 36 out of 40 banks failed in two years, and inIndiana

61 out of 94 failed before the pamc of 1857 Banking m many instances

had been conducted by irresponsible persons on note issues exclusively

and the organizers located their banks at inaccessible points where no

business could be done ‘ In this penod great progress was made toward

sound bank notes, the tendency everywhere being toward bond-secured

notes with collateral back of them sufficient for redemption, regardless of

the misfortune of the banks themselves But losses to noteholders and

the evils of discount prevailed even down to the time of the Civil War.

Limitation of amount of issues to the capital of the bank was made effec-

tive m some states by provisions requiring specie to be paid in for capital

In this period bankmg codes were developed regulating banking prac-

tices and providing a system of examination and supervision by state

authority A minimum amount of capital was required for orgamzmg
a bank, loans were restricted, limiting the amount on real estate or to

any one borrower, and minimum reserves against notes and deposits

were required But the unrestricted granting of charters with inexperi-

enced and incompetent managements continued and the system of local

bankmg with httle diversification m its loans prevailed

With the Civil War came the establishment of the national bank-

mg system This made a fundamental change m note issues By
placing a tax of 10 per cent on state bank notes m 1865, state banks
were driven into the national system, which soon almost completely

occupied the field Notes were now umformly issued on the basis

of government bonds and a 6 per cent redemption fund provided m the

treasury

With the increased use of the deposit and check system in the eighties,

state banks began to revive More hberal state laws respecting loans and

1 G. H Gabnbtt, Stale Bankmg Issues tn IJhnms, pp. 4&-60
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reserves and capital requirements gave great impetus to state banking.
Moreover, banka and tiust compames were orgamzed with the power of

deahng in fiduciary transactions with their customers (a privilege then
not open to national banks).

Bank Failures.—From the establishment of the national banking
system in 1863 down to 1920, bank failures were comparatively few in

number In the period 1897-1920, national bank failures averaged
only about 12 per annum But m the 9 years 1921-1929 the

average number of failures per year was 77, or 697 in all, with liabilities

of $418,000,000 State banks and trust companies in the latter period

had a far worse record. While their number was about 2J^ times that

of national banks and capital and surplus 16 per cent greater, failures

numbered 3,004 and habilities amounted to $1,174,000,000. Failures in

the latter period were far more serious than m the early period In the

early period a high percentage of assets was recovered and paid to

depositors, while m the recent period only about one-half of the assets

was salvaged i As for stockholders, httle remamed in either period

The total number of national bank failures from organization of the

system to October 31, 1929, was 1,313, with capital of $143,670,420

Of these only 72 were restored to solvency. Assessments aggregating

$92,316,740 had been levied against those stockholders and finally a dis-

tribution to shareholders of $16,211,624 was made as salvage from the

wreck ®

Bank suspensions in 1930 and 1931 reached appalling figures In

1930 they numbered 1,345, with capital mvestment of $111,000,000 and
deposits of $864,000,000 In 1931 there were 2,290 suspensions, with

deposits totaling $1,759,484,000

Causes of Failures.—The causes of bank failures may be divided

into human and environmental, the latter may be further subdivided

mto general and local The causes of failures may best be determined by

TabIiB 59—Banf Suspensions AccoBDiNa to Size and Membebship in

THE Federau Reserve System, 1921-1930

Capitalization All banks Member
1

Non-member

Less than $25,000 2,667 2,667

$25,000 1,606 396 1,210

$25,000 to $99,900 1,831 600 1,331

$100,000 to $999,900 740 273 467

$1,000,000 and over 20 9 11

Total 6,864 1,178 5,686

Anmial Report 0} the Federal Reserve Board, 1030, p 131

^ J W Dowrib, American Monetary and Banking Policies, p 128.

* Report of the Comptroller of the Currency, 1929, pp. 22-27
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dmdmg banks themselves into several classes based upon size, location,

position in the banking system as a whole, and effectiveness of pubhc
supervision

A classification of banks with reference to size and membership in the

Federal Reserve System for the years 1921-1930 goes far toward explain-

ing the underlymg causes of failures Banks with $25,000 capital or

less account for over 61 per cent of all suspensions, and 89 per cent

of these were state institutions outside the Federal Reserve System It

must not be overlooked, however, that 20 banks with capital stock of

$1,000,000 or more failed during the decade One of these, the Bank of

the Umted States, m New York City, had $160,000,000 deposits, while

two others had $38,000,000 and $35,000,000 capital, respectively

Bank failures were mostly in the smaller cities and towns Of the

total number of failures durmg the decade 1921-1930, 39 per cent were

located in towns under 500 population, 59 per cent m communities of

1,000 or less, and 79 per cent in places of 2,500 or less, only 6 per cent

were in cities of 25,000 or more

The number of bank suspensions and deposit habilities for the years

1930 and 1931 were as follows

Table 60

—

Bank Suspensions in 1930 and 1931

Banks
1

1930
1

1931

Number
Deposits,

millions
Number

Deposits,

milbons

Total 1,345 $864 2,290 $1,759

Member 187 380 518 776

Non-member 1,158 484 1,772 983

Federal Reserve B-uUetvns

At the begmmng of 1930 the number of member banks of the Federal

Reserve System was 8,522 and of non-member banks 14,926. The num-
ber of failures of the former amounted to 8 3 per cent and the latter to

16 per cent The total mdmdual deposits of member banks at the

beginning of 1930 were $33,031,000,000 and of non-member banks $9,565,-

000,000. The percentage of deposits of fading member banks to total

deposits of member banks was only 3 8 per cent, whde the corresponding

figure for non-member banks was 15 3 per cent These results seem to

indicate that membership m the Federal Reserve System is of decided

advantage to banks

The Federal Reserve Board reports total bank fadures in 1930 and

1931 by reserve districts as follows.
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Table 61 —Bank Suspensions bt Reserve Districts, 1930 and 1931

Distiict
j

Number Deposits
,
milhons

1930 1931 1930 1931

Boston 12 33 $ 36 $ 126

New York 11 80 187 160

Philadelphia 10 101 43 167

Cleveland 41 182 41 407

Richmond 162 203 85 122

Atlanta 140 135 91 54

Chicago 266 630 111 444

St Louis 368 264 182 I 71

Mmneapohs 166 271 24 60

Kansas City 137 222 28 62

Dallas 41 93 16 63

San Francisco 21 76 16 49

Total 1,346 2,290 8860 $1,694

Federal Reeeree Bullehna

In 1930 only 33 of these failures were in the Boston, New York, and

Philadelphia districts, while St Louis and Chicago districts accounted for

624, or over 46 per cent of the total. The states of Arkansas, Ilhnois,

Missouri, North Carohna, Indiana, and Iowa accounted for 634, or over

47 per cent of the total In 1931 failures were more widely scattered and

had become general over the United States The Chicago district made
the worst showing with the Cleveland district a close second. Also the

Philadelphia and Boston distncts suffered severely in this year Penn-

sylvama, Ohio, Illinois, Michigan, and Massachusetts in the order named
made the worst showing among the states, altogether they accounted for

63 per cent of all deposits in failed banks.

Management—Within banking circles and among students of the

subject, great emphasis is laid upon the defects of management as causes

of failure Kepeated condemnation of the small-unit bankmg system is

heard and with justice Most of the states do not permit branch bank-

ing and the system stillm vogue is the one mherited from the experiences

of the nineteenth century Failures are more numerous where the density

of banks is greatest The Federal Reserve districts of Boston, New
York, and Philadelphia during the years 1921-1927 had only 43 failures

The population of these districts in 1927 was 33,000,000, which was served

by 3,300 banks, or 1 bank for each 10,000 popuiation. The Minneapolis

district has a population of only 3,500,000 but, after 1,087 failures in the

years 1921-1928, stiU has 2,633 banks in operation, or 1 to every 1,830

population. New York with 11,000,000 population in 1920 had 1,560

banks and only 10 failures m the foUowmg 10 years, while North Dakota
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With a population of 650,000 had 898 banks, or 1 for each 750 population;

failures were 349 ^ The small bank is defective, in that insufficient

opportumty is afforded for proper diversification of its business It is

likewise highly improbable that sufficient banking talent can be found to

direct the destinies of banks among each 1,000 population

Although from the time of Adam Smith banking has been considered a

business largely of routine operations, nevertheless, large responsibility

IS justly attributed to the management for bank failures Safe banking,

like safe investment, is as much a matter of moral courage as it is of judg-

ment Safe paths are fairly well marked out but it is the greed for profits

that defeats the best judgment of the management. Loans are made m
excess of conservative amounts on the basis of farm and urban land, or

fixed assets Personal loans of a non-hqmd character are indulged in

Funds are placed m unmarketable secmities with long maturity Grad-

ually assets become frozen, so that the bank cannot meet its demand
liabilities and the doors are closed Then when depression and adversity

come and low interest rates prevail, expenses which ran wild during pros-

perity exceed income and the deadly hand of poor management is revealed

It will usually be found that failure was due largely to laxness in the

board of directors, who did not keep a watchful eye on the officers during

good times. Laxness of the directorate is a fundamental weakness in

the banking system of the Umted States It extends from the simplest

country banks, with a handful of directors, to the metropohtan institu-

tions, whose directors are numbered by the scores and who serve no

banking function worthy of the name This recent tendency to inflate

the number of members on boards of directors is deplorable and anses

out of the misapphcation of the principles of aggressive business methods

to the banking business. Such directors are likely to be more interested

in milking the bank to the advantage of their own business, caring less

about the solvency of an mstitution charged with the social function of

keeping the public’s money.

The lack of attention to bank affairs manifested by many boards of

directors has been repeatedly deplored by the comptroller of the currency,

who has made some efforts toward remedying this defect The duties

of boards of directors were set forth by a judge in a bank case as

follows:

I will say to you, as a matter of law, that a board of directors when they

have selected officials, cannot leave everything to them They must do more
than select officials. Otherwise they would simply be a nominating committee

They are required to select honest officials, and they are required further to use

the same degree of care and prudence that men prompted by self-interest generally

exercise m their own affairs They are required to give direction to the general

* 0 M W Speague andW R Burgess, Recent Economic Changes, Vol. II, p 695
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affairs of the bank and its business pohoy and have a general knowledge of the
manner in which the busmess is conducted, the character of the investments,
and the employment of the resources

Supervision.—The shortcomings of bank supervision are doubtless
responsible in part for numerous bank failures ''^ile the bank examiner
and other officers charged with supervision cannot in any sense be sub-
stituted for the managers, nevertheless violation of well-recogmzed prin-

ciples of sound commercial bankmg should not be treated lightly It is a
well-known fact that banks do not suddenly fall into financial insolvency

but that the process is one of gradual slipping It should be the function

of supervision to correct bad practices the moment examination reveals

their presence This has usually not been done but banks have been
allowed to approach the edge of the precipice before remedial measures
were attempted. Then only financial surgery holds any hope and recov-

eries are all too rare Bank examiners and supervisory officers have some-
times been political appomtees and unsuited for their task No excuse

can be found for failure of pubhc authority to provide for adequate

supervision over the custodians of the public’s money State authority

has been more lax than national authority. Banking laws relating to

supervision may well be improved In the first place, authority should

be given to the officers in charge of the banking department to restrict

the free chartering of new institutions, to the end that no more banks

should be chartered in commumties already well served, where this power

already exists it should be rigidly enforced A competent directorate

with officers experienced in the banking business should be a prerequisite

Furthermore, copies of examiners’ reports should be sent to each director

It has been strongly suggested withm bankmg circles that the power to

suggest dismissal of officers should be given to the examiners Likewise

it IS thought with reason that the umt system should be replaced by a

branch-banking system such as is found m almost every other country.

After all is said, banks are, nevertheless, peculiarly creatures of their

environment They serve the commumties m which they are located

and their fortunes ebb and flow with those of the commumties They
maintain relations with the business concerns of these commumties,

and when business failures are large, banks suffer in proportion Perhaps

the most important cause of difficulties from general conditions in the

recent period was the deflation of commodity prices foUowmg the war

This was especially severe m agricultural products and the banks servmg

farm regions found the fundamental security of their assets vamshed

In addition, large areas suffered exceptional drouth in 1930 and 1931,

which undermmed the general prosperity of those districts. Aside from

these matters, there was the disastrous dechne m the pnces of bonds and

stocks which were either owned outnght or served as collateral for loans
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to customers To complete the picture, real-estate booms in Florida

and elsewhere with the collapse that followed dragged scores of banks

down to insolvency

Consolidations of Banks.—The American banking system after a

century and a quarter of experience with small independent local banks

seems now in the process of a profound revolution Of the 27,633

commercial banks that existed in 1920 over 8,000 have failed, thus

materially reducing their number This has affected mainly the West
and the South Two constructive movements are under way at the

present time which ultimately will completely levolutionize the American

banking system and bring it in hne more with systems of other important

industrial countries These movements are toward consolidation and

branch banking A brief account of these movements will give a good

idea of the progress already achieved

The movement in this country was preceded by similar movements
m other countries. In Canada a quarter of a oentuiy ago there were

some 30 banks transacting all of the commercial business of the country

These have been progressively reduced until today there are only 10, with

a few of the largest holding a dominating position In England more
than 80 per cent of the country’s banking resources are in the hands of

five large banks with 10,000 offices At first Japan copied our umt
banking system but after a short while abandoned it in favor of a com-

paratively few strong institutions

In the United States the movement for consolidation has progressed

most rapidly m the large metropohtan districts In New York City

there have been half a hundred mergers within the past 10 years

Branch Banking in the United States.—The earliest federal banks,

the Bank of North America chartered in 1781, the First Bank of the

Umted States established in 1791, and the Second Bank of the United

States established m 1816, all had a number of branches After the

expiration of the charter of the Second Bank of the United States m 1836,

no banks were estabhshed with branches The public was set against

the centralization of bankmg and embarked upon an exclusively local

unit banking regime which has persisted almost down to the present time

The national banking act made no mention of branches and the comp-
troller of the currency and the attorney-general had always interpreted

the law adversely to branch banlang. However, state banks coming
into the national bankmg system through consolidation were allowed

to stand as branches In 1921 the comptroller of the currency reversed

his attitude on branch banks and at that time there were only 29 banks
with branches, all of which were the result of conversions from or con-

sohdations with state mstitutions The reversal of pubhc attitude

on branch bankmg came after state banks m New York, Detroit, Cleve-

land, and other cities had gone far m estabhshing branches within the
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metropolitan districts Oflaces for the receipt of deposits and cashing

of checks were authorized after 1921 by the comptroller. In 1927 the

McFadden Act was passed It authorized the contmuation of branches

of all descriptions of state institutions convertmg into national banks

The provision of the McFadden Act relatmg to branch banking must

be viewed in the light of developments m state-wide branch banking

under the laws of a number of states Prior to 1919 there was httle

interest m state-wide branch banking But in that year Cahfornia

passed a law permitting this development of state mstitutions The

origin IS said to have been with a small number of ambitious bankeis

of San Francisco and Los Angeles Independent bankers and public

officials alike placed every obstacle m the path of the ambitions of the

men prior to 1927 when the election of a friendly governor opened the

way for further extensions The leader of the group was the Bank of

Italy (now Bank of Amenca), which has over 300 branches within the

state and is one of the outstanding banks of the country The move-

ment has proceeded in other states until now 22 states definitely permit

branches of some sort, 20 specifically forbid them, and in the laws of

six states no opposition is found Eleven of the states permit state-

wide branches and 11 confine them to the city where the mam office is

located.*

Many of the advantages of large-scale production in general are

applicable to banking and undoubtedly much expense is saved through

consohdation into a branch system Failures under this type of banking

will undoubtedly be less than under the umt system, since branches

receive the support of all the resources of the institution. State-wide

branches also enable banks to secure a large measure of diversification of

loans and investments and thus strengthen them in times of adversity

Many, and perhaps most, of the leading authorities on banking now advo-

cate a branch-banking system, while bankers themselves are more and

more favoring this system The comptroller of the currency is actively

engaged in the advocacy of federal laws which will enable national banks

to estabhsh branches in distncts perhaps as broad as the Federal Reserve

districts themselves In the meantime cham banking through the instru-

mentality of the holding corporation has extended far, doubtless as a

preliminary step in the final estabhshment of branch banking.

Bank Revenues.—Until recently it was impossible to learn much

about the earmngs of banks The law requires the frequent pubhcation

of balance sheets but makes no such requirement as to earmngs Nor

have banks followed the practice of busmess corporations m pubhshing

earnings statements Information on earmngs is obtained by pubhc

authority in the supervision of banks but is regarded as secret Reports

to stockholders sometimes mclude earmngs statements But the amount

‘ Dowrib, op ctt; pp 27-43
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of information as to bank earmngs to which the public has access is

indefensibly small. This situation is all the more surprising when it

IS considered that banks were among the first corporations to come under

pubhc regulation. There stJl exists the fear of the light of day among
banking officers as also among pubhc authorities Banking is thus

depnved of one of the strongest forces m checking the management,

namely, the light of pubhcity. It is incredible that this matter should

much longer remain in the dark-ages stage of finance

For some years, however, the Federal Reserve Board has published

model statements of the earmngs of all member banks, with divisions

between state and national banks and grouped according to reserve

districts. Certain observations drawn from this source are given below.

In the year 1928, a year of normal conditions, member banks’ earnings

were derived to the extent of 83 4 per cent from interest and 16 6 per

cent from other sources Twenty-six per cent of the interest was derived

from investments and 74 per cent from loans It is evident from this

statement that the rate of interest charged customers on loans and the

volume of loans outstanding are the most important variables in the

earnings of banks. The swollen amount of brokers’ loans and high

interest rates in 1929 were largely responsible for a rise of $188,000,000

m earmngs on loans, an increase of almost 14 per cent over 1928 In

the following year 1930, conditions were reversed and interest on loans

dropped somewhat below the amount shown m 1928 The remarkable

constancy of earnings on loans, other than brokers’ loans, is attested

by the experience of the past 3 years

Expenses.—-Expenses of banks m 1928 showed 46 4 per cent of the

total paid for interest on deposits, 27 3 per cent for salaries and wages,

7 per cent for taxes, and 19 3 per cent for other expenses. The effect

of changes in the mterest rate on deposits is obvious from these figures

In order to avoid rumous competition in this respect, clearing house

associations generally are mfluential m establishing uniform rates on

deposits within their respective commumties Expenses have a rigidity

far exceeding that of income In 1930 gross income dropped 10 per

cent, while expenses declmed only 4 7 per cent Interest on borrowed

money is a highly flexible item but is comparatively small in the expense

account Taxes in 1930 actually mcreased over 1929.

Reserves.—Banks generally carry a reserve account. This account

IS frequently specific in nature, as for accrued taxes and mterest on

deposits Sometimes reserve for taxes is contingent upon the passage

of a law or its interpretation by the court or taxing authorities, and if

finally the outcome is m favor of the bank this fund reverts to the undi-

vided profits account. In case the bankmg house is carried at a sound

valuation, a reserve for depreciation is earned but more often real estate

is entered m the statement at a nommal figure, commonly at $1, although
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its value may be in the milhons Banks frequently carry a contingent

reserve fund the nature of which can seldom be ascertained from the

statement.

Net Earnings.—Net earmngs must be adjusted for losses charged

off and recoveries on charged-off assets. Bank earmngs are affected

perhaps to a greater extent than those of any other classes of corporations

by changes m capital values Bad loans and depreciated investments

are generally charged off as soon as recogmzed, although recogmtion in

this respect is frequently delayed In 1930 total losses on loans and
discounts and investments amounted to $303,753,000, a sum equal to

almost 60 per cent of net earnings Recoveries amounted to only

$35,736,000 Even in 1928 losses on these items were $164,583,000 and

recoveries only $37,977,000 After net losses, net addition to profits

amounted to $306,502,000 m 1930, against $503,868,000 m 1928, and

$656,514,000 in 1929 The slump m this item in 1930 from 1928

amounted to over 39 per cent and over46 per cent fiom 1929 Erom 1923

to 1929 net profits on capital funds (capital, surplus, and undivided

profits) varied between 7 69 per cent in 1923 and 9 14 per cent in 1926,

averaging 8 09 per cent for the period In 1930 the figure dropped

to 4 66 per cent

Efficiency of Bank Operations.—Comparative efficiency in bank
operations may be measured in some degree by the relation of net profits

to earning assets But for the comparison to be valid, only banks simi-

larly situated should be compared, while compansons for different years

may be meamngless, owing to changing interest rates. The trend of

this ratio for aU member banks durmg the period 1923-1929 was decidedly

upward, advancing from 1 29 to 1 66 per cent for the period.

Bank Assets.—Banks are required to pubhsh statements of assets

and liabilities periodically through the year In this respect publicity

of bank affaus is ideal. Nevertheless, bank statements too often

contain much dead timber. Bad loans and depreciated investments

are not ehminated from statements until ordered by procrastinating bank

examiners Since bank loans and mvestments are from five to six times

the amount of capital, surplus, and undivided profits, a comparatively

small amount of bad paper is disastrous to bank capital. Bank state-

ments can seldom be accepted at their face value This is deplorable

on account of the fact that the stockholder is helpless m an attempt to

secure more detailed information.

In the United States, laws governing banks everywhere require certain

cash reserves against deposits To some extent this determines the

nature of part of the assets At the end of 1928 members of the Federal

Reserve System had approximately 5 per cent of their total assets as

reserve in the central banks In addition to this a certain amount of

till money to meet the demands of depositors must be kept. Banks
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also keep a secondary reserve m readily marketable securities. In 1928

this amounted to 21 5 per cent of total assets, 41 per cent of which was
in government securities and the balance m state, municipal, and cor-

poration bonds and stocks. The largest item m the asset list, however,

IS loans and discounts which were 51 per cent of total assets in 1928

Most of the remammg assets are mcluded in the items banking house,

furniture and fixtures, exchange items, amounts due from other banks,

and so forth

There is a notable tendency for banks, especially those located in

financial centers, to invest larger and larger proportions of the earning

assets m investments. In 1914 investments of national banks were less

than 30 per cent of loans and discounts but m 1929 they had advanced

to over 45 per cent. This is largely the result of changes m methods of

industiial finance smce the war There has been a distinct tendency for

industrial corporations to finance themselves through long-time securities

Banka seek to keep their funds mvested in bonds, which constitute a

readily available source of cash It is to be feared, however, that this

has been a source of embarrassment to many banks (especially those

located m country districts) uncntical m the selection of bond invest-

ments Begulations of the comptroller of the currency have generally

required investments to be entered m statements at market value.

Owing to the severe decline m most security prices m 1930 and 1931,

banks were permitted to enter prime investments at par or on sound
valuation, while second-rate bonds were required to be carried at a

reasonable discount This ruling permitted 75 per cent of bank mvest-

ments to be carried above market quotations

Since 1915, loans secured by stock collateral gained in proportion to

commercial loans In 1915 national banks showed 24 per cent of all

loans and investments to be loans and m 1929 they were 31 per cent.

Stock loans of the demand type are specially popular among the larger

mstitutions. State institutions in the larger cities appear to hold larger

percentages of their resources in investments rather than in loans and
discounts and a larger proportion of these is invested in other than
Umted States securities ^ State institutions ofthe Chicago district showed
a considerably larger percentage of their resources to be income yielding ^

Bank Liabihties.—The habilities of banks are largely their demand
and time deposits There has been a strong trend toward time deposits

since the war In 1914 less than 20 per cent of total deposits of national

banks were time deposits, but m 1919 time deposits were almost 44 per

cent of the total. At the end of 1928 over 68 per cent of total liabihties

of member banks of the Federal Reserve System were time deposits

This IS a distinct advance m the strength of banks, since loans and

^ University of lUinoia BuUetm, Bureau of Business Research, No 28, p. 50
*IUd,p 51,
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discounts are not immediately liquid and cannot be used to meet the

uncertain demands of depositors It is also a great bulwark in time of

bank runs While strengthening the position of banks, time deposits are

a dram on earmngs, since interest must be paid on this class of deposits

Banks in financial centers carry large accounts for country banks, which

are heavily drawn upon in time of need, and the city bank accepting such

accounts must always mamtam itself m a far more liquid position than

the bank accepting only individual deposits largely on a time basis

Large amounts of certified and officers’ checks are frequently found in

bank statements These are segregated from deposits to meet certain

calls in the immediate future

The other items of special interest to investors are the capital stock,

surplus, and undivided profits, which represent the stockholders’ equity

At the end of 1928 it constituted less than 12 per cent of the total habili-

ties of member banks It was less than 18 per cent of deposit liabilities

No class of business corporations trades on such a thin equity as banks

Losses thus fall more heavily upon stockholders than in business corpora-

tions Incidentally, too, this constitutes the dangerous element to

depositors

Bank Stock.—The capitahzation of banks is simplicity itself, only

common stock usually of $100 par value is used in the Umted States

The MacFadden Act of 1927 permits the issue of stock of less than $100

par value The comphcated pyramiding of the holding company finds

no place here. Bank stocks are therefore easily understood Each

bank is an institution which must stand or fall by its own acts. This is

true, notwithstanding the fact that identical interests may control several

banks, since there is never any organic connection between them

When one turns from matters of capitahzation to the legal posi-

tion of the capital stock, the picture changes radically. It has already

been shown that bankmg funds are derived largely from deposits. These

deposits are debts, the larger portion of which is payable on demand

No other kind of institution is so vulnerable m its obhgations An
industrial concern may be an economic failure but, as long as it can earn

enough to pay the interest on its bonds, it need have no worries about

capital withdrawals Theoretically, at least, a bank may be called

upon to pay all deposits within 30 days’ time, which would demand

hquidation of, say, one-half to three-fourths of its resources. In such a

situation the reason why banks have never been permitted to issue bonds

is clear. Banks, moreover, may create current debts without restriction

Emergency borrowing from other banks has always been common and

the bank whose affairs are becoming shaky has almost always accumu-

lated a mass of current obhgations. The circumstances surrounding

banks make it obligatory upon the management not only that it be

acquainted with sound banking theory but that it walk the straight and
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narrow path of uprightness with a single eye to preserving the resources

of the bank inviolate

The double-habihty feature in bank stocks constitutes a constant

threat against stockholders Double habihty gives the public authorities

the power to assess stockholders for an amount equal to the par value

of the stock held It also gives the creditors the power to sue for this

amount. Theoretical losses, which in too many cases have become
actual, involve the loss of the amount invested in stock plus an assessment

equal to par value This represents the limit of legal assessment In

practice the matter is far worse So-called assessments, which in reality

are only contributions, may be ordered by public authority or by the

board of directors to cover losses and preserve the surplus account equal

to 20 per cent or even more to reconstitute the legahty of loans to indi-

viduals permitted to borrow m large amounts These contributions are

practically inescapable, the banks bemg under threat of closing their

doors Few stockholders have the moral courage to refrain from

making these contributions, which m some cases have amounted to 1,000

per cent of the capital stock These remarks apply specially to the

smaller banks of the country When large banks become hopelessly

insolvent, the avenue of escape is through consohdation with larger and
stronger institutions (as in Chicago in 1931) or through mutual aid of

other banks (as m New York m 1930) In any event, the losses to stock-

holders are sudden and violent Supineness of stockholders is warranted

only when the bank’s affairs are thoroughly open to the light of day and

the management is incorruptible In few concerns does the element of

good faith count for so much
Fmancial Results—^The brokerage firm of Gilbert Elliott and Com-

pany at the beginning of 1931 compiled a composite history of 25 leading

New York banks stocks, covermg the years 1905-1930 These results

may be taken as representative of the largest and most successful banks

m a metropohtan district They mclude the results of aflShate companies

where known The significant results are here reviewed

For the 26 years covered, these banks earned on an average 10 5

per cent on average book value. The trend has been gradually upward
In the first 10 years average earnings were 9 22 per cent but the last 10

years showed 10 55 per cent Earmngs m years of depression show a

decided drop, 1921 showmg 6 0 per cent, and 1930, 7 4 per cent Recu-

peration from low earmngs m the past has been accomplished in one or

two years

The dividend pohcy has been remarkably stable and shows an upward
trend to correspond with earnmgs The average rate on average book
value for the period was 6 65 per cent Average ratio of dividends to

earnings was 67 3 per cent In only two years, 1914 and 1921, undivided

profits were drawn on for dividends In 1930 the margin of safety was
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14 per cent The percentage of average annual market value of bank
stocks to average book value for the period was 1 75 per cent.

Prior to 1926 bank stocks were remarkably stable in prices at no time
departing far from the average of about times book value and never

seUing at twice book value The average pnce ranged from 1.19 per cent

in 1921 to 1 78 per cent m 1905 From 1926 to 1930 market value

averaged 2 90 times book value In 1929 average value was 4 29 times

book value and at one time it was 6 08 times book value. This ratio

dropped to a low of 1 37 m 1930 The average market value for the

entire period was 17 4 times average earmngs In the 4 years 1927-

1930 average market value was 28 4 times average earnings, reaching

the average figure of 35 in 1929, while at one time it was 49.6 times earn-

ings Average dividend yields for the 26-year penod averaged 4 15

per cent on average market value. This descended to an average of

1.62 per cent in 1929 and at one time stood at 1 14 per cent Deflation

of bank stocks was rather thorough already in 1930. The lowest value

was only 1 37 times book value, 18 4 times earnings, and dividend yield

was 4 68 per cent Aggregate values dropped 60 per cent in the pamc
of 1929 and in 1930 to 30 per cent of their highs in 1929.

It may be observed in general that the pnces of bank stocks are the

result of a subtile and uncertain combination of book value and earnings

Neverm the 26 years have market values fallen to book values but always

a pnce has been paid for future prospects Perhaps no other industry

can make such a good showing even among its leaders Again on account

of the high degree of hquidity of bank stocks, it seems logical that market

value should have a rather definite relation to book value At times of

low prices book values have been a sustaimng force, with less attention

paid to earmngs, while in times of high pnces quotations show a decided

disposition to leave book values behind and bear a more definite relation

to earmngs But neither book value nor earnings restrained prices in

the recent inflation period and bank stocks were bought at unreasonable

prices from whatever point the matter may be viewed

On the other hand, an exammation of the status of 65 banks and trust

compames in New York, Brooklyn, and Queens at the end of 1930

(including the 25 banks just noticed, but now consohdated into 15)

gives a decidedly different impression The stocks of 27 were seUing

below book value and 13 had deficitsm 1930 ^ The larger banks profited

in 1930 by a large increase in the trust busmess of affihated banks, while

their branches in foreign countries continued to prosper in spite of world-

wide depression

Ownership of Bank Stock.—^Although the number of stockholders in

banks has always been large, the owners have been mostly local capital-

ists No great amount of pubhc mterest was shown in bank stocks until

1 Wall Street Journal, Jan 2, 1931
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recent years when a number of banks listed their stocks on the exchanges

Sixteen leading banks and trust compames of New York City showed

an increase in stockholders from 21,869 m 1920 to 322,286 at the end of

1931, a diffusion of ownership equaledm its rapidity only by public-utility

stocks In 1920 the stocks of these banks were owned only by the

wealthiest people Reduction in book or par values, combined with a

better market, accounts for the change Bid and asked prices have been

much narrower with the improved market

The University of Ilhnois Bureau of Business Research investigated

the ownership of Chicago State and National Banks as of February 28,

1928 1 The report of this investigation showed that four-fifths of the

total stock was owned by mdmduals, about one-tenth by trustees and

admimstrators, 3 per cent by investment trusts, and the remaining 2

per cent by insurance companies, educational institutions, and banks

A pronounced tendency to local ownership was revealed Three-fourths

of the state banks show not less than 95 per cent of their stock owned by
residents of Greater Chicago National bank stock is almost equally

concentrated. The percentage of stock held outside the Chicago area

increases with the size of the bank About one-third of the stock of

state banks is held by directors and about 18 per cent m the case of

national banks, a situation explained by the fact that the largest banks

are national and the concentration of stock m large banks is generally

less than m small ones Stock appears to be more widely distributed

among individuals, especially in the larger banks In all there were

35,000 stockholders, average holdings being 48)^ shares.
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CHAPTER XXVm

INSURANCE STOCKS

In the broadest sense, insurance is the distribution of financial losses

At a small cost to each of a group of msured, heavier losses may be
indemnified where they fall Stated in other words, insurance is the

indemnification for uncertain financial losses. Insurance thus covers

that class of financial risks previously spoken of as unpredictable risks

Not all such risks are yet covered by organizations in the field but the

scope of insurance is gradually being broadened so as to relieve the owner
of more and more of the uncertainties of life

Marine Insurance.—The evolution of insurance is the evolution of

the application of the prmciple of indemmty to the various hazards and
uncertainties of life Historically, marine insurance was first, because

the amount of property subject to risk at sea greatly exceeded the amount
in any other situation and because the hazards of the sea outnumbered
those of any other class of risks. Ship-borne commerce could hardly

develop beyond the haphazard stage without insurance against loss of

both ship and cargo from fire, colhsion, pirates, thieves, seizures, and the

like. Already in ancient times, insurance on bottomry was preva-

lent and rates were regulated by public authonty The Roman nobility,

disdaimng commerce as such, invested its money in marine risks The
value of the property was advanced to the owner before the voyage was
undertaken so that security was guaranteed the owner. Upon the

arnval of the ship at its destination, or its return to the home port, the

owner returned the value of the property plus a premium (amounting to

12 per cent in Roman law)

But few records remain of insurance in ancient times. Modern forms

of msurance originated m Italy among the Lombard merchants toward

the close of the twelfth century In the fourteenth and fifteenth cen-

turies marine insurance spread to Flanders, Portugal, and Spain In

the sixteenth and seventeenth centunes it made its way to England and

the important commercial centers of Europe The subsequent develop-

ment of insurance is largely associated with Lloyd’s in London which

was estabhshed by Charles II in the middle of the seventeenth century.

At first it was a seaman’s coffee house, mamtamed for the purpose of

disseminating shipping information gathered through correspondence

with the leading shipping interests of the entire world The coffee house

became the meeting place of shippers and underwriters who gathered

there for the transaction of general marme busmess, includmg insurance

541
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It soon grew into the world-renowned insurance organization that still

holds a commanding position m the marine insurance field, not only of

Great Britain but of the entire world

Marine Insurance in the United States.—In the United States, as

elsewhere, the need for insurance arose with the concentration of wealth

in ships and goods to be transported on uncertain seas Personal under-

writing was the only form of msurance m the Umted States before 1800

The private underwriters of Great Britam seem to have exclusively

conducted insurance m the colomes as late as 1721 At this time the

first insurance office was estabhshed in Philadelphia by John Capson for

the insurance of vessels, goods, and merchandise But the merchants
of Philadelphia continued throughout the eighteenth century to depend
upon the insurance compames of Great Britain In the meanwhile in

New York in 1759, the first marine insurance office was opened and in

1778 the New Insurance office was organized In both instances wealthy
individuals conducted the offices privately The Insurance Company
of North America chartered m Pennsylvama was the first corporation of

its kindm the new world It was soon found that the customers preferred

the large and stable corporation to individual insurance In 1796 the

Massachusetts Insurance and Marine Company was organized, in 1796

the Insurance Company of New York was estabhshed in New York City,

and in 1797 the New Haven Insurance Company appeared Numerous
others were established m different cities within the next 15 years By
1800, 32 compames had been orgamzed, 10 of which were doing a marine
msurance business and the others fire and hfe In 1811 Philadelphia

had 11 compames, 7 marine, and 1 fire-manne company In 1825 New
York had 12 marine stock compames and Boston perhaps a dozen ®

At the beginmng these compames did a flourishing business, but,

generally speaking, pnor to 1830 the fortunes of these compames fluctu-

ated with prospenty and depression of business The Embargo and
Non-intercourse Acts, the War of 1812, and Napoleonic wars were
disastrous to shippmg and to the marme insurance business Large
dividends had been paid by the compames and little surplus accumulated
to cover these disastrous years Competition operated to place many
of them on an unprofitable basis But the experience of these years

established the necessity for marme insurance among all merchants and
owners of vessels It also marked the practical end of personal under-
writing in the marme insurance field m favor of the corporation Prior

to 1840 competitive reductions m rates handicapped all compames,
while they ended the life of most of the newer ones

Between 1840 and 1860, the American clipper ship, supenor to all

other earners of the time, placed American shipping on an enviable

^ Yale Readtngs in Insurance Property, -pp 16-16.
2 Ihid

, pp 17-18
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basis and marine insurance in the Umted States experienced its golden

age, standing next to fire insurance in importance But with the intro-

duction of the iron ship with coal as fuel by Great Britain and the outbreak

of the Cml War m this country, the decay of American shippmg began
and with it the position of American marme insurance Experience

in New York is typical of the entire country Here altogether about 30

companies were chartered, only 3 of which remained prior to the World
War 1 British companies increased their business in the United States

often by lowering rates, as American compames declined Prior to the

war 15 important foreign compames transacted business in New York
Amencan marine insurance compames have sought to revive their

position, turning to fire insurance, which for most of them is today their

chief business Besides, there has grown up the practice begun by the

International Mercantile Marme of self-msurance of vessels, thus obviat-

ing the necessity of outside insurance. These companies also insure

caigoes on their own vessels

It may be said that Amencan marme insurance companies “with

only a few exceptions have either failed or changed the character of their

business Unlike fire and life insurance, marine insurance has never

been placed upon a scientific basis Experience alone is the guide in

this form of insurance and, as Huebner remarks,

there is no other branch of insurancem which success is so largely dependent

upon the native sagacity, the keenness for observation, and the general specialized

abihty of the individual underwriter to know not only men, but the effect of

chmate, season, geographical localities and numerous other considerations upon

any of a large number of risks, as m manne insurance ®

On the other hand, it is umversally recognized that modern trade and

commerce would be utterly impossible without insurance coverage

Fire Insurance.—Fire insurance is a distinct branch of insurance and

developed later than marine insurance It was only after great confla-

grations made their destructive visitations upon cities that the neces-

sity for fire insurance was appreciated It developed in London after

the fire of 1666, which was one of the largest in the world and destroyed

80 per cent of the houses of that city with $10,000,000 losses Prior to

this time ancient communes and mediaeval guilds levied assessments

against their numbers to make good the losses within the group.

In 1667 Dr. Nicholas Barbon established mdividual underwriting

on the plan of marine and hfe insurance companies Individual under-

writing was possible because premiums were large and the amount of

the policy small. But the individual method of insuring proved inade-

* Ihd
, p 23

“ Ibid
, p 15

’ Yale Readings in Insurance Manne and Fire, pp 1—2
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quate and Barbon orgamzed a joint-stock company m 1680, known as

the Fire Ojifice and later the Phoemx Office In 1681 the London City

Council decided to undertake the insuring of all houses in London and

vicinity but abandoned the plan in 1683 In 1683 the first mutual

Friendly Society was orgamzed Forthwith, a three-sided debate arose

over the merits of fire insurance as carried on by private business enter-

prise, by public authority, and by the mutual method The Hand
m Hand (name adopted m 1776) had its origin in 1696 with the establish-

ment of the Amicable Contnbutionship These companies one and all

confined their msurance to buildings, mostly dwelhngs

The need for insuring goods and merchandise was great but had not

yet been attempted In 1706 Charles Pavey, amidst the ridicule of

others, established a private office for the insurance of this class of prop-

erty His efforts led to the establishment^^of the Sun Fire Office in 1710,

the oldest non-mutual fire insurance company now operating and the first

to insure movable and personal property It has remained a partnership

throughout its history Within the next decade many insurance com-

panies were promoted in connection with the speculative times, culmi-

nating in the collapse of the South Sea Bubble m 1720 Needless to say,

most of these companies failed In 1720 the first jomt-stock compames,

the Eoyal Exchange Assurance Company and the London Assurance

Corporation, were chartered as marine compames, but were authorized

in the following year to transact both fire and life insurance

During the eighteenth century many of the largest of the joint-stook

compames of today were orgamzed Large credit is due to fire insurance

compames for havmg furthered the work of fire protection in Europe

as wen as in America They conducted the fire brigades in London
until 1866, when the city took them over.

Fire Insurance in the Umted States.—In the United States in colomal

times, little use for insurance existed. Property was not to any great

extent concentrated at focal points At best, property values were small

and mutual corporations went far toward restoration of damage by fire

A small amount of mdmdual underwriting existed, but greater success

was attained by the compames organized on the corporate basis As
early as 1762 the Philadelphia Contnbutionship was formed as the first

fire insurance company in the Umted States Following the American

Revolution, the number mcreased to somethmg like 20 in 1800, among
which were the Mutual Assurance Company, formed in 1784, and the

Baltimore Equitable Society in 1794 All of these companies operated

on the perpetual plan, requinng an initial contribution, the interest and
pnncipal of which woiild give continued insurance In 1787 the Mutual
Insurance Company of New York (in 1846 the name was changed to

Kmckerbocker) and m 1806 the Eagle Fire Insurance Company were

founded
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Most of the early companies were interested in marine insurance

but were chartered also to write fire and life msurance During the

War of 1812, fire insurance companies became more popular After

1812 New York and Pennsylvama prohibited foreign companies from
writing insurance within their borders These laws were not repealed

until after the New York fire m 1835 Stock companies appeared in

large numbers after 1812 and, by 1820, 26 were in operation In 1810
the Hartford Fire Insurance Company was organized on the stock plan

The Aetna followed m 1819

Many stock and mutual compames were organized prior to 1835
In that year, however, the great New York fire bankrupted most of the

New Yoik compames and the pioneer period of American fire insurance

may be said to have closed

After 1835 statutes were enacted, the first m Massachusetts in 1837,

requiring the calculation of an unearned premium fund for the better

protection of policyholders To this expenence also is due the establish-

ment of state supervision over msurance Public distrust of stock com-
panies led also to estabhshment of mutuals m large numbers, most of

which failed within a short time after orgamzation After 1835 insurance

compames were active in extending their business west of the AUeghames
and after the Civil War to the Pacific Coast Thus fire insurance

gradually transformed itseM from a local business with uncertain losses

to a more diversified national institution

Fire insurance was beset by excessive competition dunng much of

its earher existence A long step in advance was taken when in 1866

the National Board of Fire Underwriters was orgamzed on a cooperative

basis for the control and standardization of rates Fire maps soon

became numerous and the standard policy was first adopted by New
York in 1886 and soon afterwards by other states Later came the

development of inspection work, schedule rating, and regulation of fire

insurance by state legislatures in matters of valued pohcy, anti-coinsur-

ance, contract regulation, rates, and taxation

The Chicago fire of 1871 was disastrous to many fire msurance com-

pames of the country, falhng most heavily on the local concerns. Some
struggled along tiU the Boston fire of 1872 completely ended their misery

These disastrous experiences led to advancem rates through the efforts of

the National Board of Fire Underwriters It also led to vigorous oppo-

sition to wooden construction Increased rates and profits brought a

flock of new promotions, many of which were irresponsible The usual

excessive competition and reduction of rates developed under these

circumstances and the entire business sank to low ebb Order was

gradually brought out of chaos through distnct and state organizations

of field men for the control of rates.
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With every disastrous experience of the stock companies, waves of

mutuals developed m the fire insurance business These were succeeded

or accompamed by the movement for American Lloyds, which only

retarded the development of sound underwriting However, through a

checkered history the stock company has emerged supreme m fire insur-

ance Although the number of mutual and stock compames is about

equal at the present time, the latter transact more than 90 per cent of

the total business Mutual compames are usually smaller and cover

less territory

Recent Experience.
—

^The most recent phase of fire insurance history

has just closed This accompamed financial speculation and inflation

from 1925 to 1929 It brought a flood of new compames, more than a

hundred, and capital estimated at $105,000,000 These companies in

many cases were orgamzed to take advantage of rising security markets

and doubtless received much impetus from the parallel movement in the

field of investment trusts They used the fire insurance business as a

means of borrowing additional funds to conduct their investment opera-

tions. This IS evident from the fact that between 1926 and 1929 approxi-

mately $301,000,000 of new capital came mto the industry. It has been

estimated that this was three times the normal requirements of the period,

the larger portion of which came from stockholders of companies organ-

ized prior to 1921 ^ After 1929 a reaction set in, and in 1931 the rate of

new capital investment fell almost to ml, the lowest in a decade

But this influx of new capital for the period as a whole, if confined

to the companies already in the field, would have been a strength to

the fire insurance business But the appearance of independent com-
pames in large numbers was possible on account of the modest capital

necessary to organize a new company The fire experiences of the period

were exceptionally favorable too Low capital requirements, excep-

tionally favorable burnmg rate, and advancing security markets were

responsible for the appearance of the independent companies

In their scramble for prermums, rates were slashed, expenses and
agents’ commissions increased, a good share of the business was going

to the new companies, 7 per cent of total business in 1929 and 10 per cent

of the amount formerly done by the older American compames Pro-

tective measures were undertaken through organization or affiliation

among some of the older compames But profits per dollar of capital

invested dechned In the meantime the depression was at work in 1931,

ehmmatmg many of the independent companies whose business fell off

and whose losses in underwntmg and investment greatly exceeded those

of the older companies.

^ See article by G L Langrethm Barron’s, Aug 17, 1931. This article gives many
significant facts on the recent development of finances of fire insurance companies.
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Life Insurance.—In its initial stages, life insurance resembled marine

insurance. Masters of ships and merchants accompanying their mari-

time adventures were insured against death, or captivity, at the hands

of pirates, in precisely the same way as ships and cargoes were insured

Insurance was little more than a bet on the safe return of the insured.

These contracts were written by individual marine insurers as an adjunct

of marine insurance One hears also of children’s endowments and

annuities of early date as a means of accumulating money and evading

the usury laws In the early times there were also mutual contribution

and annuity societies, admitting members on equal terms irrespective

of their ages.

But life insurance made httle progress before scientific mortahty

tables were constructed The first of these in Great Bntain was con-

structed by the astronomer Halley in 1692. Although the Mercers

Company was orgamzed in 1698, the precursor of modern insurance

was the Society of Assurance for widows and orphans, founded in 1699

by Stansfield It consisted of 2,000 members each contributing 5

ahiTlmgs upon the death of a member This first mutual society con-

tained aU the essential conditions of life insurance A specified age was

required, good health a prerequisite, and identification necessary,

nulitary, naval, and seafanng risks were excluded There was also a

provision against payment of policies if death occurred within 6 months

after becoming a member In 1706 the Amicable Society was founded

by John Hartley as a perpetual society and became one of the famous

mutual societies of Great Britain Many hfe insurance schemes were

promoted m the first two decades of the eighteenth century, just as

many marine and fire schemes were Fraudulent schemes abounded

here as a part of the speculative penod Life insurance came to be

demanded and, m order to meet the requirement for greater stabihty,

jomt-stock compames were promoted for the first time But the eoUapse

of the South Sea Company in 1720 engulfed all Me insurance compames,

some 50 in number, exceptmg only the Amicable. This ended the days

of mutual Me insurance in England and stock compames entered the

field. The London Assurance Corporation and the Royal Exchange

Assurance Corporation both were orgamzed m 1721 and obtained the

privilege of msurmg hves as well as the takmg of marme nsks On the

whole, however, the events of 1720 set Me msurance back a full century ^

Life insurance id not reaUy gam a foothold until 1762, when the Equi-

tableSociety ofLondonwasorgamzedon anactuanal basis Thiscompany

was remarkably successful From 1800 to 1820 it insured 151,754

hves ^

1 Oa early life msurance in Great Bntam, see Yale Readingsm Insurance Infe and

Accident, Chap VT
s lUd, p. 82
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Life Insurance in the United States.’—In colonial times in America

some httle life insurance was written on the marine plan m connection

with marine insurance compames but it covered only extraordinary

risks Merchants makmg trips to Europe or the West Indies or to the

West were hkely to take out a hfe insurance policy before starting The
rate was the same as in marine risks, namely, 5 per cent of the amount
insured and the pohcy was the ]omt obhgation of several individuals

However, the first company to be orgamzed was the Presbyterian Minis-

ters’ Fund m 1769 A similar step was taken in 1769 by the Episcopal

Church The insurance company of North America, charted in 1794,

also did some life msurance business But the idea of life insurance

development came from England when in 1807 the Pelican Life Insurance

Company of London established an office in Philadelphia But the

first American Company to mark the real beginning of life insurance

m the United States was the Pennsylvania Company foi the insurance

on hves, orgamzed in 1809 with capital of 35500,000 English practices

as to rates and forms were copied bodily. In 1818 the Massachusetts

Hospital Life Insurance Company also with $600,000 capital was

chartered. In 1830 came the New York Life Insurance and Trust

Company, a stock company, with capital of $1,000,000 All three of

these companies were chartered to do a life insurance and trust business

AH subsequently dropped the insurance business and now survive as

trust companies

All kinds of insurance pursued an uncertain course in the United

States before the New York fihe of 1836 After that the necessity for

both fire and life msurance impressed itself upon the public mind On
account of the failure of most of the fire companies after the New York
conflagration, insurance turned to the mutual plan in all departments

In the following 25 years most of the leading hfe and fire compames
were orgamzed.

With the chartering of the New England Mutual in 1835 and the

Girard Life and Trust Company m 1836, a new era dawned m hfe msur-

ance m the Umted States The New England Company was patterned

after the Equitable of London but was reqmred to furmsh $700,000

capital, which delayed its orgamzation till 1843 In the meantime the

Girard Company, imtiatmg some of the mutual features of the Equitable,

pioneered the way. The mutual plan made rapid progress m life msur-

ance as it did m marme and fire msurance and finally drove most of the

stock compames out of existence. In 1842 the Mutual Life of New York
was orgamzed and m 1845 the Mutual Benefit of New Jersey. Active

competition among these compames developed. Agents were appointed

in distant localities, whereupon new companies were fostered m those

iFor the history of hfe insurance in the United States, see Yale Read%ngs tn

Insurance Life and Accident, Chap VI, by L W Zartman
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localities By 1860, 34 companies had been organized on a mutual plan

and insurance m force amounted to $160,000,000

The following two decades were the golden age of life insurance in

the Umted States By 1869 there were 110 companies doing business

and insurance m force was about $1,500,000,000 This wave of hfe

insurance development remains unexplamed except on psychological

grounds

But unsound insurance practices developed Low rates were charged

with notes for premiums and accumulated money was paid in dividends

to policyholders and stockholders, regardless of future actuarial needs

Life msuiance was seemingly the most prosperous induat’’y. Dishonest

management frequently crept in. Some 30 companies failed even before

the panic of 1873, but this event ended the existence of 41 more before

1877 had closed ^ By 1880 insurance m force had dropped 25 per cent

After this, however, recovery was rapid By 1905 there were 5,000,000

policies in force, the result chiefly of the development of the agency

system, liberalizing of contracts, and the deferred dividend system

The Armstrong investigation of 1905 revealed neghgence of manage-

ment of many of the large compames. It also found a financial alhance

with banks which used msurance funds in large amounts for them own

purposes. Insurance companies had acted as participants in financial

syndicates, thus diverting attention from the business of insurance

Moreover, financial extravagance had become widespread Commis-

sions and salaries were excessive and large sums were spent in legislative

lobbying Remedial measures (too extreme in some instances) for

almost aU of these abuses were speedily enacted Stocks were excluded

from investments for insurance funds m the future and those then held

were to be disposed of The remedial legislation of 1906 in New York

established a standard code which was widely copied by other states

Other states passed regulatory laws, establishing commission schedules

for agents, controlhng new business budgets, surplus, policy, dividends,

pubhcity, and the hke Standard pohcies with hmited amounts of

insurance on individual hves have also been prescribed by the insurance

companies

Present Status of Life Insurance.—After 1906 hfe msurance entered

a period of umnterrupted prosperity. Many new compames were

orgamzed m all parts of the country But many of these were httle

more than promotion schemes and stockholders lost heavily Neither

the World War nor the mfluenza epidemic of 1918 had serious results

for the well-established companies At the present time a high degree

of efl&ciency of management exists and pubhc confidence is genume

There are almost 30,000,000 ordinary, and over 85,000,000 mdustnal,

pohcies in force The former represent about 80 per cent and the latter

Yale Readings in Insurance Life and Accident, p 89
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20 per cent of the $100,000,000,000 insurance now in force The capital

stock of eonapanies increased from $12,832,000, in 1900 to $149,471,000

in 1928 1

Surety and Fidehty Insurance.—There are instances of early fidehty

insurance in England by private individuals The first company to

operate in this field, however, was organized m 1840 In the Umted
States the business began about 1880, although legislative authorization

in New York goes back to 1853 In 1884 the American Surety Company
was orgamzed and is still one of the stronger compames in this field of

insurance In 1890 the Fidehty and Deposit Company of Maryland

was started This type of insurance has recently made rapid progress

in the Umted States In 1929 over $100,000,000 premiums was paid

for surety and fidehty pohcies.

Credit Insurance.—Credit msurance oiigmated to protect manu-

facturers and wholesalers against exceptional losses in their credit opera-

tions Compames already in this field were legally authorized m New
Jersey, New York, and Lomsiana m 1885 and 1886 In 1889 the Umted
States Credit System Company of New Jersey was organized and, in

1891, the American Credit Indemnity of Louisiana (incorporated in

1893 in New York) In the mneties the London Guarantee and Accident

Company and the Ocean Accident and Guarantee Company began to

write business in the Umted States Credit^nsuratice is written by
compames mainly as an incident to surety and fidehty business.

Automobile Insurance.—Automobile insurance was first undertaken

by the Boston Insurance Company in 1902 It has developed along

with the use of the automobile since that tune Its dominant form is

insurance against habihty for mjury to others or damage to property of

others But large amounts are spent for protection against injury to

the owner or damage to his car through collision and fire Protection

against theft is also common Liabihty insurance is carried by about one-

third of the car owners at the present time and by about one-half against

fire and theft, while collision msurance covers only about 15 per cent

of the cars.

Data covering casualty, and miscellaneous stock insurance companies

show that the total number of compames increased from 57 in 1900 to

358 in 1928, and capital and surplus from $50,631,000 to $625,736,000

Assets at the present tune stand at about $3,000,000,000 ^

Fmances of Insurance Compames.—The finances of insurance com-

pames are appropriately divided mto (1) msurance operations and (2)

investment operations (“bankmg operations” of the trade) Insurance

operations have to do with the scientific calculation of premiums in

amounts necessary to cover losses on nsks assumed and to pay expenses

* Data from Stahshcal Ahstract of the Umted States, 1930
2 StahsUcal Abstract of the Umted States, 1930, p 311
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and taxes This amount emerges as the individual or class rate which

the insured has to pay for his protection In life insurance actuarial

science has arrived at great accuracy m the calculation of losses, but

in fire insurance a margin of error of 2 to 3 per cent is regarded as a high

degree of accuracy This is because the burning rate itself is not uniform

from year to year and also because the cost of construction and valuation

of property change. Losses m the pre-war penod were less than one-half

what they were following the war, owing to the higher values placed upon

property in the inflation period A tendency of losses to vary inversely

with general business conditions is also observable A considerable

degree of correlation exists between busmess failures and fire losses,

due m part doubtless to the moral hazard which varies inversely with

the fortunes of busmess Within recent years fire losses m proportion

to property insured have shown a tendency to decrease. Better construc-

tion and fire prevention campaigns doubtless have an influence in this

direction

Loadmg for Expenses and Taxes.—The second item included in the

premium charge is loadmg for expenses incurred m the general offices

of the companies, adjustment expenses, and the like In the early days

of marine insurance, agents’ commissions amounted to only 16 per cent

or less of the premiums received They rose gradually to about 21

per cent m 1900. No decided advance from this figure was noted until

after the war, when agents’ commissions advanced materially and now

stand at approximately 25.5 per cent of net premiums written (total

premiums less reinsurance premiums and cancellations)

Insurance compames are subject to a variety of taxes and fees Fees

are paid insurance departments of states for agents’ and company

licenses, for filing of documents (in some cases with the secretaries of

state) Fees are also sometimes paid to local communities for agents’

and company licenses Sometimes states require insurance companies

to pay the expenses incurred in pubhc examination of insurance affairs

Besides these, are taxes upon property held by the company and a per-

centage tax, commonly 2 per cent, on premiums collected within the state,

deduction being allowed in some cases for fees collected. Lastly there

are the federal income and corporation capital-stock taxes. In 1928

taxes and fees amounted to 3 88 per cent of net premiums written

Office and adjustment expenses account for the balance of expenses

These items have shown a decided tendency to advance since the

war. In 1918, 11 78 per cent of net premiums written was thus accounted

for
,
by 1928 the proportion had advanced to 16 85 per cent The percent-

age of total expenses (including taxes) to net premiums written advanced

decidedly between 1918 and 1928, the figures being, respectively, 39 02

and 46 30 per cent ^

'Insurance Yearbook, 1929 Fire and Marine, pp A-49, A-61.
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In all types of insurance, except hfe, premiums are calculated without

consideration of income from investments This is because the term

of the pohcy is short, 1 to 6 years, typically 1 or 3 years in fire insurance,

and because the losses cannot be predicted exactly, as in the case of life

insurance A margin of error of 2 to 3 per cent is necessary After

paying agency expenses (averaging about 25 per cent) and office expenses

(averaging about 6 per cent) m writmg a pohcy, there remains about 70

per cent of gross premiums available to the company. This is received

after the customary 60-day period allowed agents for paying premiums
to the company Losses, if spread uniformly over the year, will be

about 4 per cent per month and expenses and taxes about 2 per cent

The net result is that 70 per cent of gross premium income may be

invested on the average about 6 months per year If 5 per cent be

allowed for interest, the rate then would be only 2)4 per cent per annum,
which just about equals the margin of error. Interest on investment,

therefore, is needed to cover the probable error in loss experience It

appears that there is httle or no profit from underwriting and this is the

experience of most compames It is only the exceptional company that

can show a profit from underwriting

Underwntmg Profit and Loss.—Unfavorable tendencies in the expense

accounts of fire and marine insurance companies have been
noticed But this tells nothing concermng the situation with reference

to profit and loss on underwntmg In order to understand insurance

profit and loss, it is necessary to explain bnefly insurance accounting as

required by law A distmction is made between earned and unearned
premiums Assume a 1-year fire pohcy for illustration, and that pohcies

are written uniformly throughout the year, also that premiums have been
received uniformly Pohcies m force will mcrease gradually to the end
of the year, when the maximum amount is m force Expiration of the

pohcies written will be just as gradual durmg the following year, so that

premiums collected dumg the first year will have to be drawn on through-

out the second year to pay losses Assuming the burning rate to be
uniform for the 2 years, at the end of the first year losses will have been
exactly one-half covered and the company, therefore, earned just one-half

of its premiums received during the year. The premium income for the

year is, therefore, twice the earned income One-half of the premiums
received would be earned premiums and one-half the unearned premium
reserve When pohcies extend over a longer penod, the earned premiums
wiU be such a percentage of the total premiums received as the period of

loss abeady covered bears to the entire period covered by the pohcies.

For 3-year pohcies, at the end of the first year only one-sixth of the

premiums received wiU be earned and five-sixths unearned At the end
of the second year three-sixths will be earned, at the end of the third year
five-sixths, and at the end of the fourth, six-sixths.
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This forms the basis for profit and loss calculation. The formula
for a year’s results runs as follows To the net premiums (gross premiums
less return premiums and reinsurance items) written during the year,

add the unearned premium reserve on pohcies written in previous years,

as of the begmmng of the year, from which subtract all unearned pre-

nuums at the close of the year. From this total subtract fire losses and
expenses paid and incurred durmg the year The remainder is the

underwriting profit or loss

Underwriting results have been calculated for 290 American and
foreign stock fire and marine compames for the penod 1921-1925 ^ In

this peiiod 206 compames lost $130,600,000 and 84 compames made
$28,300,000, a net loss of $102,300,000 Only 1 of the 17 largest com-
pames made a modest profit on underwriting business, while 16 of these

lost $39,800,000. The four largest compames, each with over $50,000,000

of assets, all mourred heavy underwriting losses This expeiience is

confirmed by records of the members of the National Boaid of Fire

Underwriters In the penod considered, the percentage of fire losses

to net premiums earned averaged 58 62, expenses 45 58, total 104 10

Since then, decided improvement has been shown The period 1926-

1928 showed, by way of comparison, fire losses averaging 49 77 per cent

of earned premiums, expenses 46 57 per cent, total 96.34 per cent

Investment Operations.—The other phase of insurance finance,

namely, investment operations, is of great sigmficance in the profit

and loss statement. It not infrequently happens that compames showing

an underwriting loss, after covering these losses, have a net profit on

their investment operations. As has been seen, most companies m the

period 1921-1926 had to depend upon the investments to cover under-

writing losses and for profit on the capital employed in the undertakings

Income from mvestments is usually divided into interest, dividends, and

rentals, on the one hand, and profits from sale of securities or real estate,

on the other Needless to add, the latter may result in loss instead of

profit The funds available for investment in a fire insurance company
are secured from the capital stock, the surplus, and the unearned premium

reserve

The investments of fire and manne insurance compames differ from

those of life insurance compames m both content and pohey While

life insurance compames have a large amount of their assets tied up m
real-estate and farm mortgages and bonds, fire and marine and casualty

compames have pursued the pohey of mvesting largely m stocks and

bonds. At the end of 1928 fire and marme msurance companies of

New York State showed 65 per cent of all investments in stock and 39

per cent in bonds “ Mortgage loans constitute between 1 and 2 per cent

' S H Nbblovb, Journal of PohUcal Economy, February, 1927

2 Nev> York Insurance Report, 1930 Fire and Manne, Part I, p 16
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of total assets The assets of fire and marine stock compames doing

business m New York at the close of 1929 are shown by the following

table.

Table 62—Assets op Emn and Marine Insurance Companies Opbratinq

IN New York
(December 31, 1929)

Assets

New York
stock

compames,
thousands

Other stock

companies

reporting to

New York,

thousands

Beal estate $ 6,903 $ 30,738

Mortgage loans 14,266 60,334

Bonds and stocks owned 909,541 1,014,337

Call loans 6,258 4,099

Cash 80,122 81,218

Premiums uncollected 60,002 78,654

Miscellaneous assets 7,867 14,401

Total admitted assets 1,083,969 1,283,781

New York Insurance Report, 1920 Fire and Marine. Part I, p 20

The investment policy of fire and property insurance compames differs

radically from that of life insurance compames The latter regard their

investments as permanent, since the normal expectancy of life is far in

the future. Most bonds and mortgage investments of these companies

are held to matunty and the mcome from them is therefore subject to

exact calculation. This makes it possible for premiums to be calculated

with certainty and exactness, smce income from investments enters into

all premium calculations of hfe insurance compames But fire and
marine and casualty insurance compames write policies for shorter periods

of time, often 1 year, typically 3 years, and generally not over 5 years

Smce income from investments forms no part of their premium calcula-

tions, they are free to pursue whatever mvestment policy the manage-
ment deems expedient As a result, these compames have looked upon
their investments as temporary and count on turmng over their portfolio

rapidly to obtain trading profits In fact trading profits have constituted

the mam source of their revenues Figures have already been quoted
showing the enormous profits from this source between 1921 and 1925 ^

Capital and surplus must be largem proportion to total assets m fire and
property insurance m order to give protection to pohcyholders where
losses are rather uncertam at best. New York fire and manne stock

1 Fire and manne insurance compames may be called the ongmal Amencan
investment trusts We hasten to add, however, that they differ radically from the

British type of mvestment trust in their tradmg characteristics.
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companiesm 1928 showed 16}4 per cent of assets covered by capital stock,

38 2 per cent by surplus, and the balance 45.3 per cent by premiums
In the investigation of the 290 companies above referred to for the

period 1921-1926, investment mcome totaled $158,750,000 or $56,450,000

in excess of net underwntmg losses Investment mcome of the 17 largest

compames was $18,850,000 m excess of net underwntmg losses. Besides

income from interest, dividends, and so forth, the 290 companies showed
profit on sale of ledger assets plus mcrease m book and market value of

assets (mostly securities m both cases) of $486,000,000, which was over

three times the mcome The 17 largest companies made $177,600,000

in this way The Contmental and Home Compames were the most
successful m investments. Never did borrowing from the public on a
large scale (net cost of which is estimated to have been something like

2 6 per cent per annum) prove so profitable to the borrowers

Assets.—Assets of insurance compames, hke those of banks, are

largely liquid m character They resemble assets of banks, too, in that

hidden assets may exist to a considerable extent This results largely

from the practice of insurance departments in excludmg certain assets

unsuitable for protection to policyholders Among these, furmture

and fixtures and supplies are almost universally excluded. Questionable

paper may also be excluded from the “admitted assets,” while real estate

IS limited by the needs of the company. Aside from these peculiarities

aU insurance compames, except life compames, are almost entirely free

in the choice of their investments In fire compames about 84 per cent

of the total assets is invested, while in casualty compames investments

amount to only about 79 per cent The investment assets of a fire

company, however, on the average will be made up only of about two-

thirds capital and surplus and one-third premium reserves In addition

to mvestments they have a small amount m call loans (less than 1 per

cent at the end of 1929) Insurance compames resemble banks with

fluctuations in demand of customers for money From 6 to 7 per cent

of total assets of fire, marme, and casualty companies are constantly in

cash About 6 per cent additional m fire companies is premiums in proc-

ess of collection, 60 days bemg the usual allowance to agents for payment

of premiums. In casualty compames this amounts to about 10 per cent

In the operation of their business it is found that, as a matter of pohcy,

large amounts of cash are constantly kept on hand to meet uncertam

and irregular losses

Even to a larger extent than in property insurance, the assets of life

msurance compames are composed mostly of mvestments. The laws

of most states restrict holdings of real estate except for office accommoda-

tion Formerly public admimstrative authorities would permit mvest-

ment m real estate only for oflice needs But within recent times a

more hberal attitude has developed and msurance compames may now
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erect office buildings which fully utihze site values and rent the excess

floor space

In valuing real estate, no set formula has been followed The com-

missioners, however, lean toward conservatism and buildings are fre-

quently reduced to only fractions of their real value. This is a prolific

source of concealed values and it reduces the surplus account below its rea

worth. The real-estate item is likely to contain property taken in or

foreclosure of defaulted loans The amount of this cannot always be

determined from pubhshed reports But when the item shows variations

from year to year, it is usually on account of the change in real estate

acquired through foreclosures

Life insurance compames keep only a small percentage of their total

assets m cash, since cunent premiums almost invariably exceed all cash

disbursements

The investments of life insurance compames are strictly regulated

by the laws of the various states While the details of these regula-

tions are endless, the general tendency is to confine investments to

securities of storhng worth The hst includes obligations of the Umted
States, of states, and mumcipahties It also commonly includes railroad

bonds of the best grade, real-estate mortgages, especially those on real

estate within the home state Within recent years public-utility bonds

of high grade have been admitted also and in some cases a hmited amount
of stocks IS included

In the case of fire companies the pohcy of investing in stocks has

been followed qmte generally Many compames have upward of 40

per cent of their investments in stocks These suffered severely, however,

in the depression of 1930-1932, 20 of these companies showed a deprecia-

tion of 19 12 per cent in the value of secunty holdings in 1930, while

43 compames with less than 40 per cent of their assets in stocks showed
only 6 95 per cent depreciation i The year 1931 was doubtless far more
disastrous to the first group of companies on account of the more severe

depreciation of stocks during that year

American life insurance investments have been largely in corporation

bonds and real-estate mortgages A detailed statement of investments
of 52 leading hfe insurance compames, holdmg 91 6 per cent of the assets

of all legal reserve compames in the Umted States, for the years 1906 and
1931 shows the present distribution and significant changes in the past

25 years The most sigmficant change m this penod was in railroad

bonds. Although the amount of railroad bonds held in 1931 was almost

three times as great as in 1906, the percentage of the total investment
dropped from 35 to 16. Other mortgages, mainly real-estate mortgages,
show the largest mcrease m both absolute amount and percentage of

^The Nahonal Underwriters, Aug 31, 1931
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the total Pubhc-utility bonds and stocks also show decided advance

in both amount and percentage of the total.

Table 63—Investments op 62 Leading Life Insubancb Companies
{In thousands)

Securities 1931
Per

1906
Per

cent
Increase

XJ S Government $ 395,000 2 S 2,900 1 $ 392,100

Canadian Government 446,000 2 22,214 8 423,786

Collateral loans 18,000 1 51,678 2 33,678>

Other foreign governments 31,000 2 64,997 2 33,997^

Cash 145,000 8 65,040 2 79,960

State, county and mumcipal 728,000 4 103,789 3 624,211

Other bonds and stocks 611,000 3 107,777 4 503,223

Pubhc-utihty bonds and
stocks 1,856,000 10 134,050 5 1,721,944

Eeal estate 519,000 3 156,442 5 362,658

Pohcy insurance and pre-

mium notes 2,943,000 16 254,815 9 2,688,185

Parm mortgages 1,846,000 10 268,658 9 1,577,342

Other mortgages 6,249,000 28 551,864 19 4,697,136

Railroad bonds and stocks 2,986,000 16 1,001,728 35 1,984,272

Other admitted assets 727,000 4 90,529 3 636,471

Total $18,600,000| $2,876,487 $15,623,613

Compilation of W A Law, Preaident of the Penn Mutual Life Insurance Company.
1 Decrease

Some pronounced changes have taken place within the past 10 years

Admitted assets increased from $7,111)000,000 in 1923 to $16,070,000,000

in 1931 (August), or 124 5 per cent. In the same period farm mortgages

lost relatively, increasing only 32 4 per cent, other mortgages gained

265 per cent, government bonds only 1 1 per cent, railroad bonds, 56.5

per cent, pubhc-utihty bonds, 541.1 per cent; and pohcy loans, 166 1

per cent. The recent depression brought about an absolute decrease

in farm mortgages and an unexampled nse in pohcy loans Policy loans

and premium notes amounted to $2,943,000,000 at the end of 1931.

The problem of valuing stocks and bonds has always been troublesome

in making out balance sheets of insurance compames. Generally, pubhc

authorities have required the rule of market value as of the date of the

statement But in times of distress such as 1907, 1914, and 1930 and

1931, arbitrary rules have been substituted, these are generally based

upon some average of market value for the preceding year or more. All

market values are unjust m valuation of msurance assets At best,

market values are temporary, while insurance companies, especially life

insurance companies, have contracts continumg far mto the future and

will never be called upon to meet all future habihties at any one time.
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The valuation based upon maiket quotations results in violent changes

in surplus accounts, so that it becomes impossible to ascertain the true

position of the stockholder

In normal times the stocks of fire insurance compames sell in excess

of their hquidating value. This is because earmngs are relatively high

Fire and casualty compames which mvest heavily in stocks suffer severely

during periods of financial disturbance On June 30, 1931, the stocks of

35 leading fire and casualty compames were selling on the average at

only 71 per cent of their hquidating value Almost all of these were

paying a regular dividend and the average yield at market price was

7.40 per cent. Some of the weaker companies which invested heavily

in stocks showed extraordinary deflation in 1931 As an example of

this (not the most extreme), the National Liberty Company sold at a

high of $39 m 1929 but dropped below $5 in 1931, its liquidating value

was approximately $6 per share and on the current dividend rate yielded

8 51 per cent on the market price
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CHAPTER XXIX

INVESTMENT TRUSTS

Early Investment Trusts.—Perhaps the earliest investment trust was

formed by King William of Netherlands at Brussels in 1822, it afterwards

became the Soci6t4 G4n4rale de Belgique This society was organized

to invest in foreign government bonds on the pnnciple of diversification

of holdings.^ Several investment trusts also appeared in the first half

of the nineteenth century in Switzeiland, where some of these institutions

have continuously maintained themselves.

Enghsh Experience.—In England the investment trust was born

out of the desire of the middle classes to obtain more than the ordinary

yield on high-grade investments with equal safety In 1822 the “Navy

Five Per Cents” were converted into issues bearing only 4 per cent For

the next decade foreign government and city bonds were floated in the

London market to the extent of £60,000,000 (some of American origin)

and sold largely to the middle classes Two-thirds of these obligations

were soon in default This experience was followed by the boom and

crash in railroad securities during the eighteen hundred forties, again

subjecting the public to severe losses. Investments were made without

sufficient information and rather indiscriminately. Thus the middle

classes for a quarter of a century, in their efforts to obtam higher rates

on their investments, met only severe reverses In this situation they

sought better guidance from the upper classes ®

The instrument for rendenng this service materialized in 1863 in the

formation of the first two investment trusts in England, the International

Financial Society and the London Fmancial Association. These were

soon followed by other similar associations In the prospectus of the

Foreign and Colomal Government Trust, orgamzed in 1868, it is stated

that the purpose of the trusts was “to give the investor of moderate

means the same advantage as the large capitalists ” The plan of

these early trusts embraced the two fundamental ideas of management

trusts, namely, the services of supenor management and the diversi-

fication of holdings The latter was accomplished by investing in

various classes of domestic and foreign secunties^ from the long-run

point of view

1 T J Gratson, Investment Trusts, p 11

2 See L M Speaker, The Investment Trust, pp 8-10

3 E T PowBLE, Evolution of the Money Market, pp 468-469y^

669
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These early associations were organized under the common law In

1879 the courts declared this form illegal and since then they have been

orgamzed under the Compames Act of 1862.

The period of the eighteen eighties saw the first development on

a large scale In 1880 and agam in 1889 the British Government

reduced the rate of interest on the Consols, which caused English investors

to seek larger returns in foreign mvestments, chiefly of the United

States and Argentina. Between 1884 and 1890 there was an epidemic

of investment trusts ^ Literally scores of new trusts were organized

in the later eighteen eighties. All sought higher returns through better

management.

The next few years were disastrous to this movement. The failure

of the most conservative and important banking concern, the Baling

House, in 1890, followed by the panic of 1893 m the United States and

the crisis in Argentina, reduced security values to fractions of their former

figures and utterly destroyed all confidence in high-yielding investments

at home and abroad As a result of these events the trusts were left

with worthless securities on hand and 80 per cent of them failed ^ Failure

of the trusts was due to several specific causes They became speculative

in character, entering the promotion and underwriting business In

addition, the managers exploited them; “fully paid” founders’ shares

were distributed to the managers; and after the crisis new trusts were

frequently formed in order to “dump” personal holdings at artificial

values ®

By 1896 the better trusts were back in public favor. They eliminated

objectionable practices and standardized their methods of investing

They estabhshed reserves out of income and profits on the sale of secur-

ities, the same bemg held as protection against future dechnes in value

A pohcy of full pubhcity was instituted, including a list of holdings at

least once a year ^ Since then the British trusts have had a successful

expenence They weathered the crisis of 1907 and the war period with-

out serious losses. Within recent years their character has somewhat
changed. They are now looked upon not as institutions for vicarious

mvestment but more as a power in the money market It has been

said of the investment trust of today that “it watches the market, changes

its investments, gets out of this and into that as the economic or political

ebb and flow suggests Its operations mclude extensive underwriting

The leadmg charactenstics of the Bntish trust at the present time

are summarized by Grayson as follows. (1) they make a profit by invest-

469.

® North American Review, Vbl 229, p. 62
* Speaker, op nt

,

pp 15-17

* J E Eowlbb, Jr
,
Amenean Investment Trusts, pp 3-4

‘ Powell, op ciii'p 476.
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mg and reinvesting through expert managers, (2) their borrowings are
restricted to the amount of them capital stock, (3) the employment of
funds is restricted accordmg to type of business or security and geograph-
ical location; (4) control of any company whose securities are held as
investments is restricted

The average number of issues held is about 445; one shows 900,
but another only 17 Bonds and stocks are held in about equal amounts
Portfohos are changed ovei a penod of about 6 or 6 years From 30
to 40 per cent of their holdings are in domestic enterprises The tendency
IS to classify holdings as (1) government securities, (2) domestic enter-
prises, (3) colomal securities, and (4) South American investments ^

The earmngs of the British trusts are derived from (1) interest and
dividends, (2) syndicate operations, (3) trusteeships, secretaryships,

and registrarships, and (4) sale of securities

American Investment Trusts.—It appears that some 11 organizations
m the Umted States functioned as investment trusts prior to 1920 The
first of these was possibly the Boston Personal Property Trust, a "com-
mon-law” association orgamzed m 1893 ® Pnonty in "investment
trusts” IS usually assigned to the Overseas Security Corporation,

estabhshed in 1920 with $2,000,000 capitahzation (dissolved in 1923)
The real leader of the later trusts, however, was the International

Securities Trust of America formed m the same year * Once started,

this form of orgamzation grew very rapidly even before the palmy days
of 1928 and 1929 By 1927 sometbng hke 150 were m existence with

capitalization of $700,000,000 ‘ The growth in 1929 and 1930 was of the

true mushroom variety In the former year new financing amounted to

$1,866,941,000 ® In 1930 over 200 were launched, bringing the total to

608 by the end of the year ® The total invested capital of these

institutions probably reached $5,000,000,000 m all

Types of Trusts.—Amencan investment trusts have not reached a
degree of standardization sufficient for ngid classification. However,

if the term is interpreted broadly, anal3reis accordmg to economic and
legal characteristics yields four fairly defimte types

Management Trust.—The first is the management or Bntish type.

This type of trust is usually orgamzed m the corporate form and issues

its own stocks and bonds, the proceeds from the sale of which are invested

in securities at the discretion of the management almost without restnc-

tion—except for limitations such as provide for a certain degree of

1 Grayson, op. at
, pp 8^-84

® Fowler, op cit
, p 4.

;

> Idem '

‘ Idem
, p 6

» Keane’s Investment Trust Monthly, January, 1930 ?
'

• Keane’s Investment Trust Manned, 1930 , ,
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diversification either as to enterprise, type of security, or geographical

distribution As in the British type, the two leading character-

istics of this type are superior management and diversification of holdings

Examples of this type are the subsidiaries of the American Founders

trust. National Investors, American International, and Adams Express

(a joint-stock association) A special variety of this type is the spe-

cialized management trust This differs from the general type in that

diversification is hmited to the securities of a single industry, as, for

instance, Aviation Corporation, Insuranshares, and Oil Shares

Investment Fund Trust.—A second type is the investment fund

trust, which issues certificates of participation instead of stocks and

bonds Through these certificates the holders have an equity in the

securities of the trust themselves and not merely an mterest in the organ-

ization as a distinct personality Examples of this type are the Invest-

ment Manager’s Company of New York and Incorporated Investors

Fixed Trust.—A third type is the so-called “fixed” or “bankers’

share” trust. This is similar to the second type in that participating

certificates of ownership are issued which carry the right of conversion

into a proportionate part of the underl3nng securities of the trust After

allowing for expenses of transfer, this msures that the market price of

the certificates will be equal to the market value of the underlying

securities These trusts differ from the investment fund type in that

the portfoho is fixed in some 25 or more selected stocks Elimination

of any particular stock can be accomplished only with difficulty, usually

after the lapse of some time, usually after dividends have been dropped

(100 days m case of the North Amencan Trust Shares), whereupon the

proceeds from sale are distributed pro rata to the certificate holders

The certificates carry coupons which entitle the holders to their pro-

portionate share of the distnbutions on the underlying shares Definite

mimmum guarantees as to mcome are sometimes made, against which

a reserve fund is built up Certificates are issued continuously, where-

upon the specified stocks are acquired on the market at the current

price which with an additional amount for expenses constitutes the

offenng pnce to the purchaser. The underlying securities are deposited

with a trustee for safekeeping These trusts run anywhere from 2 to

20 years, or more Examples of this type of trust are North American
Trust Shares and Diversified Trustee Shares. The portfohos of these

trusts are usually selected from well-seasoned dividend-paying stocks

of American corporations of a diversified kind. These trusts suffer

the criticism of mflexibihty. Elimination of securities is difficult so that

large losses may result, while no new securities may be added The
holder ties up his funds for an indefimte period of time, unless, indeed,

he cares to sell his certificates, which may be done only at considerable

shading of price, since the spread between bid and asked prices is generally
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75 cents or more per share Since the shares are usually low pnced, the

spread may amount to as much as 10 to 15 per cent of the value.

The Finance Company.—The fourth type of trust is the finance or

promotive trust The finance holding company is usually orgamzed

to control certain subsidiary corporations operating in a given field

It sometimes acquires the preferred stocks or bonds of the subsidianes

along with the common stocks to stabihze its income In order to get

a measurable degree of diversification, it frequently acquires stocks and

bonds or other corporations purely on an investment basis. Never-

theless, it IS seldom that these trusts secure a well-balanced diversification

of their portfolio They are frequently indistinguishable from the spe-

ciahzed management type, except for their mterest in controlhng the

underlying corporations The very purpose of these organizations in

seeming control of other corporations makes it doubtful as to their admis-

sion to the category of investment trusts at all. The investment trust

fl.ima at income and appreciation of principal in the interest of the investor

upon a reasonably certain basis But the securities of finance companies

are likely to be common stocks with httle earmng power behind them.

The management has full discretion in its activities. These corporations

are hkely to issue bonds and preferred stocks as well as common stocks.

Examples of the finance company are Amencan Super-power Corporar

tion, Alleghany Corporation, Pennroad Corporation, and Utility and

Industrial Corporation

Experience of the Trusts.—-Experience of American investment trusts

of the management type durmg the depression of 1930-1932 was similar

to that of then British prototype in the early eighteen mneties Scores

of these trusts were hterally wiped out, the investors losmg heavily.

The asset values of those remainmg shrank fearfully In the year 1931

alone, 139 compames reportmg the market value of investments showed

a decline from $2,126,939,876 at the beginnmg to $1,083,578,977 at the

end of the year—approximately 50 per cent The net income of 150

compames dechned from $86,661,416 at the beginmng to $50,398,376

at the end of the year, a dechne of almost 42 per cent The return on

the invested capital of these companies m 1930 was 3 32 per cent and

in 1931 it was 2 77 per cent The latter figures ignore trading losses,

which amounted to more than four tunes the net income m 1931.

Reahzed losses on the sale of securities of these 150 compames showed

$226,711,827 in 1931 ^

Accountmg Methods.—The large losses of the past few years have

compelled the trusts to change their methods of accountmg Formerly

profits from sale of securities were mcludedm the net income for the year,

along with interest and dividends, frequently with no separation of items

so that the pubhc was m the dark as to the sources of income. Many

1 See article by Henry E Hansenm The Annahsl, Apr 15, 1932
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companies now carry both profits and losses from sale of securities to

capital surplus account or to a special reserve account, so that the income

on the underlying securities constitutes almost the only source of income

This avoids capitalizing the profits from trading and pyramiding of values

—a practice which accounted largely for the enormous inflation of the

prices of investment trust stocks m the boom days of 1929 The Com-
mittee on Listing of the New York Stock Exchange favors the elimination

of all profits and losses from security operations from the income account

and the carrying of them to a designated reserve or special suiplus

account, the same not to be regarded as available for regular dividends

Profits may be later distnbuted in stock dividends if so desired ’•

Abuses of Trusts.—The suddenness of the development of American

investment trusts brought the usual excrescences of rapid growth In

a report of the attorney general of the State of New York to the legisla-

ture dated March 6, 1932, some of the abuses of trusts were exposed

In this report 100 trusts with asset values of $1,906,800,000 on June 30,

1931, were considered with reference to violations of the Martin Act

The attorney general stated that 66 of these trusts were open to criticism

and 19 were to be prosecuted

The most serious evil found was “dumping” of securities of corpora-

tions in which the trust directors or sponsors had an interest at prices

unfair to the trust security holders. In four compames with total securi-

ties of $279,744,000 as much as $203,059,000 was dumped A second evil

was the borrowing and loanmg of funds, in some cases as high as sixteen

times the capital stock and surplus Officers and directors borrowed

trust funds without much security Corporations with the same officers

or directors as the trusts also borrowed freely Only 40 of the 100

furmshed complete data on their financial condition or holdings Some
failed to separate “paid-m surplus” from “earned surplus” or “undivided

profits ” In only a few instances were the sources of income revealed

Stock dividends were sometimes credited to income Dividends were

sometimes overpaid, while capital or surplus was impaired by depreciated

securities Shares of the trust were repurchased out of capital instead

of from surplus Numerous trusts were afiihated with brokerage houses

or banks which resorted to marginal transactions and excessive loans to

the trusts These practices were said to be “widespread ”

Fmancial Policy.—Some of the firmly estabhshed investment trusts

have carefully restricted the management in its financial operations

For mstance, the Second International Securities Corporation has the

following regulations’ (1) the corporation shall not engage in any promo-
tion, business management, or busmess financing, except in underwriting,

but must confine its operations to readily marketable securities; (2)

the corporation shall own at least 400 different securities, (3) no more
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than 35 per cent of the trust’s funds shall be investedm securities originat-

ing in a single foreign country, (4) investment m securities of any one

governmental authority, mvestment orgammtion, bank or insurance

company, except the Umted States or Great Britain, shall not exceed 5

per cent of total funds, and not more than 3 per cent may be invested

in the securities of any other one obhgor or issuer, (5) mvestment m
each of the following classes must not exceed 25 per cent of the total

funds, banking institutions, msurance compames, investment orgamza-

tions, railroad compames, and not over 12}^ per cent in any other “distinct

class” of business or industry; (6) the extent of underwriting operations

18 hmited with respect to concentration of funds in one underwriting and

with respect to “current resources”; (7) investment in any one issue is

hmited to 20 per cent of the total issue, and (8) funds shall not be loaned

except upon collateral whose market value is 25 per cent in excess of the

loan at the time it is made No loans shall be made to any person, firm,

or corporation that owns a majonty of the shares of any class of its stock

or to any corporation or association, a majority of any class of whose

stock IS owned or controlled by any person, firm, or corporation

The investments of the Second International Secunties Corporation

on November 30, 1928, on a cost basis showed 50 62 per cent in bonds,

approximately one-half of which was in government and municipal

bonds and the balance mainly in transportation, public utilities, and

industrials, 3 28 per cent was invested in preferred and 37.51 per cent in

common stocks, industrials accounting for 19 82 per cent of the latter,

8 58 per cent was in cash The geographical distnbution of the hold-

ings of this same corporation was as follows.

Per

Cent

Umted States of America 14 73

British. Cominonwealth of Nations 12 89

Central and South American 2 66

Western Europe . 8 86

Central Europe .
41 55

Per

Cent

Eastern Europe . 4 28

Japan and other Asiatic countries 6 46

Cash 8 58

Total . 100 00

Outside of comparatively few orgamzations, Amencan investment

trusts can scarcely be said to have a settled financial pohcy. In practice

almost any imaginable pohcy may be found. It may be said, however,

that, generally speaking, common stocks have formed the prmcipal part of

their portfolios and of these the stocks of mdustnal corporations have

been the principal rehance, with railroads or utihties coming second.

This preponderance of common stocks is doubtless a reflection of the

times during which most of the trusts were born. The unparalleled

bull market of 1928-1929 with its prospects of quick profits was irresistible

to the trusts. Nor did the events of 1930 and 1931 matenally change

this picture. Investment trusts, like mdividuals, have increasing faith
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m the common stocks of American corporations However, there has

gone on a process of selection among these issues themselves, with the

elimination in many cases of large amounts of railroad, mining, oil, and

bank shares Speculative stocks in general have been reduced, while

those offering investment yield have been substituted ^ The 20 most

popular stocks held by investment trusts at the close of 1931 in order of

popularity were as follows.

1 Consolidated Gas 11 American Can.

2 American Telephone 12 Borden

3. Drug Incorporated 13 United Light and Power

4. General Motors 14 American Tobacco

5 National Dairy Products 15 Electric Power and Light

6 Pubhc Service of New Jersey 16 Southern California Edison

7 American Gas and Electric 17 Umted Gas Improvement

8 Pacific Gas and Electric 18 Kenneoott Copper

9 General Electric 19 Umted Corporation

10 Union Carbide 20 Chesapeake and Ohio

The number of securities held by the different trusts vanes widely

Some, operating on the principle of wide diffusion of risk with less empha-

sis upon selection, include several hundred issues in their portfolios

Examples of this pohcy are the American Founders group, the American
International, and Adams Express Others prefer to exercise more
selective choice and include only 20 to 40 issues Examples of this

policy are found in the subsidianes of National Investors and in Incor-

porated Investors. They frequently shift their holdings to correspond

to changing prospects of stocks This represents the most ambitious

policy of all, the managers not being content with the results of general

diversification. In such cases the quality of management will always

be a critical factor The comparative success of Incorporated Investors

in following this pohcy should be mentioned Cash distributions on
each share of its stock smce 1926 showed an upward trend, even in 1931

cash distribution was 35 per cent larger than in the former year. In no
year was the distribution less than in 1926

Common Stocks as Investments.—The tendency of investment
trusts to invest in common stocks raises the question of the profitableness

of these issues as investments A number of books and no end of articles

have been written presenting the favorable side of this problem but
without conclusions that carry conviction to the reader The matter
IS too comphcated for detailed discussion m a general text on investment
Some things, however, seem to be plam. If bought from the long-run

point of view, the result becomes very uncertain Little can be known
about individual stocks 10 to 20 years hence Many of the blue chips

of 20 years ago now repose m the graveyard of investment Witness
the many stocks of street railways, the New Haven Eaihoad, the Chicago

1 The Annalist, Apr 16, 1932
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and Northwestern, the Chicago, Milwaukee and Saint Paul, textile,

leather, coal mining, and railroad equipment stocks, and others too

numerous to mention Who can say what wiU befall the blue chips of

today 20 years hence? If common stocks for long-time investment are

to ’turn out successfully, it wiU be on the basis of selective judgment

rather than on the general prmciple of diversification Selective judg-

ment IS hkely to find most profitable results in rising industries, whose

stocks wiU become the blue chips of tomorrow, rather than in the

blue chips of today which may suffer the fate of similar stocks in the past

Common stocks as investments offer great speculative reward from

the cyclical point of view Severe depressions of the past invariably

have brought correspondingly great opportumtiea for profitable com-

mitments The Dow-Jones average prices of mdustrial stocks rose

from a low of 42 m 1903 to a high of 103 in 1906 In 1907 they were

again down to 53, only to be followed by a rise to 100 in 1909 In 1914

they were agam down to 53 but in 1916 advanced to 110 The depression

of 1921 saw these averages at 63 9, while the boom times of 1929 lifted

them to 381. The recent depiession again found them at 45 (June,

1932) No important group of stocks is able to escape these tidal swings

in prices It would seem that by far the best opportunity in common

stocks lies in the cyclical upswings Profits may here be quickly realized

if the stocks are disposed of before the certain slump that follows But

it may be fairly questioned whether the trust with its unwieldy port-

folio 18 in a position to take advantage of these swings in pnces. Trusts

with vast resources acting in concert are hkely to depress prices in pro-

portion as they attempt to realize profits Here the investor of moderate

means possesses the advantage

Diversification.—The problem of financial pohcy raises the question

of diversification in trust portfohos. Two purposes may be served by

diversification, first, the risk may be lessened, second, the mcome may be

increased In point of logic, these are mutually exclusive, in practice,

diversification attempts a compromise between the two purposes so

that the nsk is somewhat lessened and the income somewhat increased.

A third type of diversification is Sometimes advocated, namely,

lessening the risk due to changes in the purchasmg power of money This

raises the question of relative advantage of stocks and bonds in the face

of rising or falling commodity prices That there is an element of diversi-

fication between stocks and bonds on this ground cannot be demed The

question anses, however, as to whether this type of diversification does

not infringe too severely upon fundamental pohcy as to risk A con-

servative pohcy which adheres to bond investments may be weakened

through the acquisition of stocks, likewise, a speculative pohcy becomes

more conservative as it seeks to diversify through the acquisition of
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In seeking to apply a policy of diversification embracing the first

two purposes, opportumty is offered through four fundamental types

of risk First may be mentioned the broadest type, the pohtical risk

This type of risk arises because of pohtical organization. The securities

of a given country are profoundly affected by the economic, social, and

political policies of the government This form of diversification, there-

fore, would call for mvestment m the securities of a diversified list of

countries

The next type of risk is bound up with the different geographical

sections of a given country A country hke the United States, for exam-

ple, m its broad area presents widely different characteristics peculiar

to the different geographical sections Some sections are predominantly

agricultural, some industrial, others commercial

Entirely different m the nature of the risk involved are the different

industries themselves, without reference to geography or pohtical organ-

ization Economic history is largely an account of the rise and perhaps

the fall of different mdustnes Diversification with reference to dif-

ferent industries would secure the greatest opportunity of participating

m the success of rising industries, always the most profitable.

Lastly, the idea of diversification may be narrowed down to partic-

ular companies in a given industry It is seldom that the future winner

in a given industry can be selected with certainty Here management
plays the most important part Human life is too short to permit of

any given personnel maintaining an outstanding position for an indefinite

length of time It is therefore difficult, if not impossible, to avoid great

risk if securities are confined to only one company m a given industry

Capitahzation.—The capitahzation of fixed trusts and of investment

funds IS simple, being in both cases composed merely of certificates of

participation. These are of equal merit with those composing the port-

foho, since no attempt is made to trade on thin equities The benefits

of diversification and combination place these stocks in a position where
the losses on a few issues of securities owned are likely to be offset by
the gams on others.

The capitahzation of the general management type of trust is aimilar

to holdmg companies in general Combined capitalization of 146 trusts

of this type in January, 1929, showed the following

Securities Capitabzation
1

Per cent

Bonds and debentures $200,000,000 20 6

Preferred stock 439,000,000 46 0
Common stock .3.37,000 000 34 5

Home 1 rusts which are otherwise eonscrvaiively operated show higher

capiiiilizatioii m bonds than the above would indicate For instance.
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the four subsidiaries of the American Founders group showed the follow-

ing percentages at the beginning of 1929

Per Cent

Debentures 40 to 50
Preferred stock 30 to 35
Common stock 15 to 25

The relatively high percentage of the capitalization represented by
bonds renders it obligatory to invest funds m income-producing securities

in sufficient amounts to insure the payment of interest on the bonds out-

standing Likewise if the preferred stocks of the trusts are high class,

they must have back of them protection m income from interest and
dividends that wdl remove reasonable doubt as to the abihty of meeting

dividends

The bonds of investment trusts are generally debentures or collateral

trust issues The debentures quite generally require that the current

value of total assets be, say, 200 per cent of the amount of debentures

outstanding Collateral trust bonds are based upon the same prmciple,

except that deposit of collateral is required In case the market value

of assets falls below this stipulation, no dividends can be paid upon the

stocks.

Stocks.—The preferred stocks of investment trusts are usually of

the simple variety with preference as to dividends, and assets in liquida-

tion Their weakness lies in the fact that the underlying securities aie

composed largely of common stocks, and in times of depression both the

income and market value of these issues have unfavorable records. The
equities back of them largely vamshed m the depression of 1930-1932

The common stocks are at the top of the financial pyramid and are

based upon a thin equity which vamshes at the first reversal of busmess

These are among the most speculative of all stocks on the market Most

of them have had their equities entirely wiped out durmg the current

depression Situated as they are at the top of the pyramid, their values

crumble at a much mqre rapid rate than the decline in the securities of

the portfolio.

Prices of Investment Trust Securities.—Both the bonds and stocks

of investment trusts were ovennflated in pnce during the boom days

of 1929, just as they are now undervalued m companson with their

assets. These extremes are a reflection to a lai^e extent of the high hopes

and subsequent disappomtments entertained concerning the ability of

the managements. Most of these stocks sold at prices 20 to 40 per cent

below their asset or hquidatmg value durmg 1930, 1931, and 1932

But this situation was httle different from that which prevailed with

respect to many of our best mdustnal corporations Stocks of the latter

frequently sold below net current asset value and occasionally below

cash in the treasury of the corporation. Speculatively considered, stocks
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of investment trusts are among the most promising in the upswing

of the cycle, since they possess great “leverage” similar to those of holding

companies m the electric hght and power industry

Market for Trust Stocks.—Investment trust stocks were very popular

m 1928 and 1929 They were sold widely over the entire United States

In 1930 and 1931 the certificates of fixed trusts also rose to great popu-

larity In almost every case that has come under observation, the

number of stockholders of these concerns showed an increase at the end

of 1931 over 1930 Today the stocks of both of these types of trusts are

even more popular There seems to be httle doubt that the future market

for investment trust securities is assured
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CHAPTER XXX

REAL-ESTATE SECURITIES

Real-estate mortgages are the oldest of all modern investments.

They were current in ancient Babylon in 2200 b c and contained even

then the most essential features of the pledge—namely, matunty date,

place'of payment, and priority over all subsequent debts One of these

mortgages written on a clay tablet in 430 b c was unearthed in 1893

by an archeological expedition of the Umversity of Pennsylvania It

was given to secure the pa3maent of 30 bushels of dates and contains the

following bmding clause, “Their field, cultivated and uncultivated, their

fief estate, is held as a pledge for the dates, namely, 30 bushels, by Bel

Nadin Shun Another creditor shall not have power over it ” The

last clause guarantees the instrument to be a first lien From those

ancient times, the real-estate mortgage has endured through all the

vicissitudes of history, among aU peoples of which we have a record, and

IS today pronounced by many the safest of all kinds of investments,

governments and mumcipals included As a class, real-estate mortgages

and mortgage bonds are undoubtedly entitled to a position second to

none

The past 60 years of real-estate mortgages contain unpleasant fea-

tures The severe losses from city real-estate mortgages, following the

pamc of 1873, forced many insurance compames m New York, Chicago,

and other cities into bankruptcy Many pnvate investors suffered the

same fate The unfortunate experiences of this time had their ongin

m too rapidly growing communities and the lack of proper methods

and laws governing real estate—conditions which will never return in

American history More recently the appearance of newer classes of

“real-estate” bonds and mortgages and their disastrous experiences in

1931 and 1932 tend to cast reflection upon the traditional type of real-

estate mortgage. Detailed comment upon this situation will be made

presently

Site Values.—Urban land values are fundamentally different from

farm values Whereas farm values rest upon the capacity to produce

commodities, urban values rest upon fundamental advantages of location,

namely, site values Of aU the surface of the earth available for the

building of cities, only small areas are selected for the concentration of

population, industry, and trade These points possess certain funda-

mental characteristics which make them especially valuable for centers

of life

571
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In an agricultural country such as the United States has been through

the greater part of its history, it has almost invariably been the com-

mercial advantages of certam points that have decided locations. As

the country developed mdustnally, advantages for manufacturing and

mining have been of great influence m determining location and growth

Cities grow in size in proportion as they possess advantages foi these

purposes The greatest American cities possess fundamental transporta-

tion and trade advantages New York has its harbor, its inland water

and rail connections, and proximity to rich agricultural districts—

a

combination superior to that of any other city of the country San
Francisco and New Orleans are famed for the advantages of their ports

Chicago has its lake trade but, more important than that, it is the center

of agricultural America and the converging point of most of the leading

trunk railroad hues of the country As industrial centers, Pittsburgh

and Birmingham illustrate the advantages of accessibility to transporta-

tion facilities and mines Butte hangs by its copper mines As one

passes to the smaller cities and towns of the country, it is found that

important highways or country roads and particularly intersections

determine location The extent and permanence of these advantages

determine the growth of population centers and ultimately of land values

Within the city there is m a sense a repetition of the fundamental
causes of location of the city itself, in that the business district seeks

the point of greatest advantage with reference to transportation It

will be close to the railroad station, the wharf, or landing, or at the

intersection of highways These tend to persist as the city grows m size

The residence distnct will develop on the fringe of the business district

and, as the latter encroaches on it, it will seek more outlying points

These will disperse farther and farther in proportion as transportation
facihties improve Recently the automobile has accelerated the move-
ment of population tosuburban districts and caused a shifting oflandvalues

Within the two mam divisions of urban land, certain subdistricts

develop, each seeking the point of greatest advantage to itself There
will be the financial district, the retail district, the factory district, and
so forth StiiU more minute subdivisions will be discermble such as the
furmture district, the automobile district, the retail diy-goods district

The business of greatest importance for the city will occupy the most
valuable sites Sometimes it is the financial district, as in New York,
but most generally it wiU be found that the retail trade gravitates to the
most valuable locations. Each city must be judged in the hght of its

own pecuhanties

Principles of Valuation.—The value of improved city real estate,
including both land and buildmg, is determined upon the basis of the
average annual net rental The net rental is arrived at by deducting
from the gross rental of the land and building, expenses for operation.
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repairs, maintenance, taxes, and depreciation of the building The net
rental capitahzed at a suitable rate, depending on the character of the

property and the condition of the money market, will give the value of the
property

Gross rental varies from time to time, while some buildings are oper-
ated with better results than others; a conservative average, after taking
all the factors apphcable to a particular problem into consideration,

should be taken as a basis The average rental on any class of property
also varies with the stabdity and permanence of its usefulness, this is

greatest in property located in the financial or retail districts and least in

tenement or suburban distncts In the former instances a low rate, and
m the latter a high rate, would be proper for capitalization purposes

While principles are simple enough, only the practical real-estate appraiser

or dealer can apply them with correct results

The second step m city real-estate valuation is the separate valuation

of land and building It is first necessary to determine whether the

existing building is of the type which is best suited to the location and

which will consequently return the greatest annual rental The maxi-
mum utilization of site is the ideal and the starting point for sound valua-

tion If the building does not measure up to this on account of its age,

obsolescence, or ill-adaptation to the site, part of its cost value will have

to be written off If it is adapted to the site, its value is determined by
either the cost of construction or the cost of reproduction at the time of

calculation The cost of construction will measure the true value as long

as costs have not permanently changed smce the time of construction; the

cost of reproduction should be used in case of permanent changes in

construction costs The fluctuations due to temporary changes m busi-

ness conditions should receive at the most only minor consideration

If the ongmal cost of construction is not known or if costs have

changed, it is customary to compute the value of the budding on the basis

of its cubical contents or the number of square feet of floor space, the unit-

cost factor varying with the type of budding and current prices of mate-

rials and labor Unit costs are lowest m case of non-fireproof loft budd-

ings, common brick flats, and steam-heated, non-fireproof apartments,

and highest m case of office bmldmgs and hotels. Any figures which may
be given are likely to be worse than meanmgless to the novice

,
moreover,

they must be determined with reference to the location of the city

in mind. Another method of calculation is based upon gross rentals.

Values calculated in this way range from seven or eight to twenty-five

times the gross, in the case of dwellmgs and flats, to four tunes the gross

in case of office buddings. The entire matter is too indefimte for present

purposes.

If the existing budding fads to utihze the location for the maximum
service and so falls short of the maximum amount of rent obtainable, its
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value can be determined only by first calculating the value of the land

and then deducting this amount from the total value of the property as

obtained by the capitahzation of the annual net rental as just explained

As an illustration, assume that the land is not fuUy utilized by the exist-

ing building but that its value if fuUy utihzed by the proper type of

building would double If the capitalized rental had previously resulted

in a combined valuation of, say, $50,000, the original value of the land

having been $15,000 and the bmldmg $35,000, doubling of the land

value would give $30,000 and leave only $20,000 for the building If the

land continued to increase in value, based upon the highest degree of

utilization possible, until it reached $50,000, the original valuation of both
land and building, the value of the bmldmg is said then to have merged
m the value of the land The property has then reached a stage where to

retain the valueless building would result in a loss in income, should the

land rise further in value In New York City, it is usually assumed that

the value of the building is merged in that of the land after 50 years have
elapsed But even before this stage is reached, it generally happens that

the old building, although in good physical condition, is razed and one

better adapted to the location is erected

Valuation Systems.—Based upon these general principles, arbitrary

valuation schemes have been worked out which enable one to calculate

mechamcally the approximate value of land utihzed below its maximum
capacity and, also, of vacant lots which bring no income to their owners
In the case of the latter, it is the potential rent, if used to the maximum
availability, that is the underlying basis of value Having given the
value of representative land m the same location or block, which is

arrived at by capitalizing the net rentals and deducting the cost of the
building less depreciation, the value of the lot under consideration is

gauged with reference to the lot of known value The standard-size
business lot in the largest cities is commonly 25 by 100 feet, while m cities

of less population it is likely to be larger m both dimensions Whatever
the dimensions for a particular city may be, some standard size is chosen
as the base which is valued on the basis of each foot of street frontage In
order to estimate the value of lota of lesser or greater depth than the
standard size, a number of methods have been devised In New York,
the Hoffman rule is most used in the valuation of short lots. The stand-
ard lot IS divided crosswise mto 5-foot strips for its entire length, and
arbitrary values are assigned to each strip. The front strip, being the
most valuable, is assigned 16 per cent of the total, the last strip, only
2 per cent; and the mtermediate strips, varying percentages The
Davies rule is more detailed, assigning a value to each 1-foot cross-stnp
and providing for lots with depth of 200 feet

The value of lots other than the standard size is affected according to
width and shape. Some of lesser width than the standard size may be
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valued in the same ratio per front foot, while some located m other dis-

tricts may be entirely unsuitable for building purposes if narrower than

the standard lot. Circumstances may make necessary the assignment

of a larger value per foot of street frontage where the width exceeds the

standard. Each case has to be decided with reference to the individual

circumstances Lots with diagonal boundaries are usually valued accord-

ing to the average depth or width Corner lots are frequently valued at

50 per cent higher than inside lots. This, however, will depend upon the

importance of the intersecting streets. Corner lots admit of better air and

light and have the advantage of the extra street frontage The lot next

to the corner is usually considered to have 10 per cent greater value than

inside lots ’•

Sale Pnces —The foregoing pnnciples may be said to be those of true

land valuation. On the other hand, the sale prices of lots have some-

times been taken as true values. Values arrived at in this way must

represent the price paid by the purchaser who is under no compulsion

to buy and accepted voluntarily by the seller who is under no compulsion

to sell Actual sale prices, however, while frequently affording a good

measure of value, are often mfluenced by prospective values This is

particularly true in cities or towns which are growing rapidly, when prices

are almost invariably forced far beyond the true value of the land The

corrective of such overvaluations comes during business depressions.

Likewise, prices of land sold at auction, following foreclosure of mortgage,

are hkely not to represent true values. The exact result cannot be

predicted except with reference to the individual community Customs

differ In some instances as much as 25 per cent is habitually deducted

from the true value at forced sales, while in other places 10 per cent is

considered correct Voluntary auction sales, however, such as regularly

found in New Orleans, and spasmodicallym numerous other communities,

may be as good an index to the true value as m the case of private sale

It IS well to remember, also, that lots higher than the street are usually

worth less than lots at grade, since the cost of reducing the elevation is a

dead loss Lots lower than the street level will also have to be di^scounted

on account of the expense of filhng Sites, especially for dwellings, may

have their usefulness much impaired through proximity to nmsances,

such as unusual noises, unsightly structures, and malodorous fumes or

gases from manufacturing plants Absence of ordinary pubhc-utihty

services, such as gas, hght, and water, will also detract much from the

value of lots Pnces are influenced profoundly by the direction of the

growth of the city. Lots located m the path of growth take on prospec-

tive values years in advance, while lots located away from the direction

of growth are hkely to go at bargains It has been olauned by some that,

1 On the subject of real-estate valuation, see P A Benson and N, L North,

Real Estate, Pnnciples and Practices, Chap, »v.
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other things being equal, the prevaihng winds determine the direction of

growth. The direction of the prevailing winds leads away from the smoke

and dirt of the city The topography of the surrounding country prob-

ably has more to do with the direction of the growth of the residence

section Elevation, view, sunshine, and fresh air are greatly prized m tlie

better residence sections

Growth of Values.—The steady growth of realty values m cities is a

familiar fact to all. It is especially pronounced in the United States,

since the country is comparatively new and the population is finding its

equilibrium between country and town on the one hand, and the city on

the other Census figures for 1930 show a continuation of the tendency

of population to shift from the country to urban districts In 1910,

approximately two-thirds of the people lived in cities, while in 1930 more
than three-fourths of the population lived in urban commumties This,

together with the sheer growth of the country's population which has

more than trebled since the Civil War, accounts for increased urban

real-estate values in the Umted States

Whatever the future course of land values in general may be, it would

be a great mistake to assume that the value of all land, wherever located,

will move m the same direction. Changes in the internal structure of

cities cause land values to fluctuate m unpredictable directions Busi-

ness sections often move m response to changes m the transportation

system, of which the building of the subway system in New York City

IS the most conspicuous example Improved transportation by electric

railways and automobiles in the past two decades has completely altered

the residence districts of many cities and is responsible for the rapid

growth of the suburban distncts The change in residence districts has

been followed by corresponding changes in retail districts Wholesale

districts adhere closely to the railroad facihties, while financial districts

follow business sections. Changes of this nature are often unpre-

dictable for any length of time and cause great losses to some real-estate

owners, while they result in corresponding gains to others more for-

tunately located Frequently, natural circumstances fix the business or

financial distnct permanently at a certain point. The financial, shipping,

import, and export districts of New York City appear firmly anchored

at their present site on account of the proximity to harbor facilities.

Thus, while permanence is the chief characteristic of land values m
general, it cannot be attributed indiscriminately to all land

The permanence and stabihty of land values also vary greatly within

a community in accordance with the pnnciple of speciahzation already

discussed. Land located m the retail business district shows, perhaps,

the greatest permanence m value on account of its adaptability to many
different purposes. Retail estabhshments, wholesale concerns, financial

institutions, and office accommodations aU compete for land favorably
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located. On the other hand, land used for residence purposes is more
speoiahzed, serving mainly for the one purpose Suburban districts are
hkely to be very unstable m value and, when boomed far beyond then-
real values, periods of depression brmg a rude awakening to the owners.
Manufacturing districts are least hkely to increase in value unless there
IS an element of monopoly in then: location Such is the case where
factories are located at water-power sites or in a narrowly restricted rail-

road district. But land for factory purposes is usually highly specialized
and its future, therefore, very uncertain

The greatest adverse changes in city real-estate values are likely to
come in periods of depression Realty values lag somewhat behind the
general movement of business On top of a wave of prosperity expiring
leases are renewed upon favorable terms to their owners, which require
time to be reflected in the sale price of the land. On the other hand,
rentals previously contracted persist dunng periods of depression in the
face of renewals of leases at lower figures. The general halt in building

construction that accompames a period of depression damps interest in

real estate Outlying residence sections are hkely to suffer materially in

value at such times Office buildings suffer more than business estab-

lishments because of the tendency to multiply offices during periods of

prosperity which soon vamsh when business enters the period of depres-

sion Business concerns are not hkely to discontinue operations at such

times.

Income as an Element of Credit.—The traditional real-estate mort-
gage IS the short-term instrument, the maturity seldom exceeding 5

years The proceeds of the issue were generally invested in the property

itself Payment at maturity was very uncertain, since the period of

the loan was usually too short to accumulate sufficient income from the

property for its payment and the owner had to depend upon other

sources for funds to meet the obhgation Failure to provide the neces-

sary funds led the borrower to seek a renewal of the loan. If these

efforts failed, default and surrender of the property to the mortgagee

were the inevitable results Thus the value of the property itself was
the mam dependence of the lender for the satisfaction of the obligation.

Recent real-estate financing has lengthened the period of the loan to

10 or 15 years, with provisions for serial or sinkmg-fund payments cal-

culated to satisfy the entire loan within the stipulated penod Moreover

real-estate projects have greatly increased m size, making it necessary

to raise needed money through pubhc subscnption the same as in corpo-

rate financing To a certain extent this has brought city real-estate

financing into the general range of corporate principles This is true

in so far as the provisions for the payment of the interest and prmcipal

now depend upon the earnings of the property itself Outside sources

of income are generally unavailable, smee the property is usually owned
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by a corporate organization Yet great significance must still attach

to the value of the property itself as security In contrast with fixed

industrial assets, real estate is of the non-speciahzed type and capable

of many different uses so that, if mcome fails, the value of the property

itself will not be greatly affected Nevertheless, the increased emphasis

upon the earnings of the property combined with the longer term of ciedit

increases the emphasis to be placed upon this element in credit appraisal

Rentals.—While there are certain incidental revenues coming to the

real-estate concern, they are generally of minor importance and may be

neglected here. The source of dependence in financing is the revenues

paid by tenants of the property Rentals for business offices, shops off

the street level, wholesale spaces, warehouses, and all instances where

display IS of minor importance are calculated on the basis of square feet

of floor space Retail space is commonly figured on the front-foot basis

Apartment rentals generally are based upon the number of rooms rented

In estimating rentals of real estate, a long-term range is usually taken

as the basis, with an effort to establish the general trend applicable to the

given class of property A level rental basis is then adopted for the

period in conformity with the average trend of rentals This avoids

undesirable fluctuations inrentals due to temporary conditions Thetrend

wiU usually coincide to some extent with trends in commodity prices

The trend line on business property will be determined by the rate of

growth of the city in the first instance It will be profoundly affected by
the trend m commodity prices If this is upward it will accelerate the

normal trend line, but if it is moving downward it will tend to offset the

increase from growth

Rentals determmed m this way must be adjusted in certain cases to

the age of the building This is particularly true with light manufactur-

ing buildings and lofts It appears to be greatest m apartment buildings,

owing both to structural depreciation and to obsolescence of appoint-

ments A noticeable degree of dechne is found also in professional

office buildings requinng certain up-to-date eqmpment, as medical and

dental offices Only small allowance is necessary in the case of retail

stores, hotels, and old office buildings located in the financial districts

Figures arrived at m this way are based upon full occupancy Allow-

ance must be made for average vacancies, as experience with the class of

property in the given locahty would dictate. Vacancies in down-town
stores IS at the minimum, seldom ranging above 1 or 2 per cent or above
4 or 5 per cent in suburban distncts For office buildings the average is

somewhere around 5 per cent and for apartments and light manufacturing
buildings and lofts it may be as high as 10 per cent ^

Real estate is characterized by comparatively small expenses of

operation Expenses of operation are highest in office buildings and

J Led Babcock, The AwroAeal of Real Estate, p 137
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lowest m residence property. Office buildings require m some instances

60 per cent of gross receipts for operation, the ordmary store building,

something like 15 per cent, residence and apartment buildings often lun

as, low as 6 per cent Where the cost of operating a building is high, a

comparatively small drop in gross, resulting from failure to keep the

building occupied or from reduction of rents for any cause, will materially

reduce the net earnings In office buildmgs, a 30 per cent drop in the

gross may mean a 60 per cent drop in net, while the percentage of decrease

in a store building would result in something hke 35 per cent decrease in

net Office buildings tend to vary more m gross with the accompanying

wider fluctuations m net than store buildmgs, for the reason that when a

business boom comes thousands of new concerns start up, all demand-

ing office space At such times the office accommodations in cities are

strained to the limit, durmg the inevitable penod of depression following,

these same offices are abandoned and many others besides, bringing m
greatly decreased gross and still slenderer net earnings

Stores are generally rented for longer periods and business concerns

maintain their leases through all kinds of business conditions It, there-

fore, becomes of the greatest importance to know the character of the

tenants and the business in which they are engaged Compare, for

instance, the permanency in the occupancy of an office building by a rail-

road or insurance company with the evaporation of the blue-sky occupant

when “business” fails The management is charged with considerable

responsibility in the character of the tenants secured. In general,

it may be said that income from real estate used for wholesale, retail, or

finfl/ncifl.] purposes is relatively stable in character, that secured from

property utilized for factones, suburban residence, and special kinds of

business is relatively fluctuating in character Eents which show a

decided tendency to wide fluctuations in net are not so suitable for

mortgage loans as those with steady income

Residence Property.—The tendency toward fluctuation m residence

property is more pronounced than in most business property This is

specially true where there is a surplus of property for homes. Under

such conditions, property is likely to remain unoccupied for long periods

of time While there has been a shortage of residence and apartment

property in recent years, it appears that this condition has in most places

already been relieved, at any rate the time will come, sooner or later,

when there will be an actual surplus of accommodations as was the case

in pre-war days This is likely to be accompamed by reduced rents

and unoccupied property.

The income from residence property does not originate with the

property itself. Whether occupied by the owner or tenant, the property

IS, nevertheless, the home of the occupant and therefore unproductive

Payments of interest and prmcipal on mortgages on houses must be
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derived from other sources. The occupation or source of income of the

tenant thus becomes of sigmficance Is his occupation permanent?

Is he prosperous in busmess? Has he a reputation for honesty in the

meeting of his financial obhgations? These and many other questions

intended to reveal the amount and character of the income of the occupant

become important

Unoccupied Property.—The case of unoccupied property needs special

mention because there is never any income attributable to the property

itself While mortgages on this class of property are rare, or unpopular

to say the least, they may in some instances be written if a sure source of

income is discoverable and defimtely made applicable to the mortgage,

which, however, would be a rare instance. In practice, mortgages on

such property are eschewed Vacant lots have only a potential income,

estimated at the amount obtainable in case of utilization to the best

advantage with reference to the district in which it is located While

this furnishes no sound basis for mortgage loans, it, nevertheless, has

sigmficance for the subject of valuation

In calculating net income from real estate, taxes and special assess-

ments must have consideration. Special assessments may be for paving,

sewer connection, water mains, and in some instances for sprinkling of the

streets While the payments for most of these operate to increase rent

and eventually add to the value of the property, nevertheless they must

be currently met out of the gross receipts from the property and so lessen

the amount available for interest on the mortgage loan Regular prop-

erty taxes are a true deduction from gross income, their amount never

adding to the value of the property

The Mortgage.—At common law a mortgage created, by means of

conveyance, an absolute estate, although it was intended only to guaran-

tee the performance of some act, usually the payment of a debt It

gave the right of possession of the property to the mortgagee from the

time of its execution in order to secure the repayment of the loan The

title, nevertheless, was conditioned on the non-payment of the debt,

and consequently upon the payment of that debt the title reverted back

to the debtor. The common-law doctrme was modified m the English

courts of chancery to the extent that the debtor had the right to redeem

his debt after its matunty, and moreover he was entitled to what remained

after the amount of the debt was satisfied. These rights became known
as the “equity of redemption ” In the equity courts the debt became

the principal part of the contract, while the mortgage was only an acces-

sory, and this is the present status of the law in most of the states of the

Umted States From this point of view “ a mortgage is considered a mere

hen or security for a debt, passing no title or estate to the mortgagee, and

giving him no nght or claim to possession of the property ” ^ In Louisiana

1 William Lillt, Indmdual and Corporaiion Mortgages, p 6
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and Illinois, the common-law doctrme still prevails, but only as a guaran-
tee for the protection of the mortgagee’s interest

A mortgage is an indenture Formerly two copies of the agreement
were made upon the same sheet and signed by both parties, whereupon
the two parts were severed by a notched or waving line which afterwards

served to identify their genumeness At the present time, however,
mortgage indentures are signed only by the mortgagor, whereupon the

instrument is recorded by a public officer, usually the register of deeds,

where the property is located Failure to record the mortgage in no way
mvahdates the contract m the equity courts If the mortgage is unre-

corded, however, the mortgagee remains unprotected against the estab-

lishment of a prior hen on the property, as in the case of a second mortgage
which may be recorded regardless of the date of the execution of the

second mortgage Furthermore, if the mortgage is unrecorded, the sale

of the mortgaged property to a third party who is innocent of the mort-

gage hen creates a prior lien to the extent of the consideration of the sale

m favor of the third party It is, therefore, of the highest importance that

the mortgage should be recorded by the lender in ordei to protect his

equity Mortgages covering land in different court jurisdictions must be

recorded with the proper officer of each jurisdiction.

While a mortgage is simply an agreement creating a hen in favor of a
creditor, most mortgages contain additional clauses or covenants looking

to the better protection of the lender. The most common of these cove-

nants are as follows The mortgagor agrees to pay principal and interest

as they come due, to permit the mortgagee to sell the property in question

in case of default on payments of either the interest or principal when
due, to pay all taxes and assessments due on the property, and to keep the

buildings on the mortgaged property in good repair and insured The
mortgagor, moreover, guarantees that he has a good title to the property

The defeasance clause guarantees that upon the satisfaction of the

debt the property will revert to the mortgagor The defeasance clause

may be a separate document, and in that event it should be recorded

along with the mortgage

While a real-estate mortgage constitutes a lien upon property, it is

not the only hen that may exist Any legal claim on property for a debt

or charge constitutes a hen as understood in law In most states, the

legislature has declared that taxes assessed against property and remain-

ing unpaid are a hen upon the property So, also, a judgment for money
against the owner of a piece of land when docketed upon the judgment

roU of the county clerk becomes a hen on all land within the county owned

by the defendant. No matter how the hen arises, such a claim remains

attached to the land until settled, regardless of changes in ownership.

In order to avoid confusion and htigation, the amount of the debt

should always be stated m the mortgage, although this is not legally
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necessary The lien created by the mortgage extends to the full amount
of the money in the consideration that gave rise to it, plus any accrued

interest remauung unpaid. Beyond this, no extensions of the amount

are possible

Where there exists the possibdity of several hens against the same

piece of property, the matter of priority becomes important In the case

of taxes, the statutes of most states give them priority over all other

liens, this is true regardless of whether they were assessed before or after

the mortgage was executed Real estate can be sold by tax authorities

at any time when it becomes necessary to satisfy tax claims, no matter

who the owner at the time happens to be Judgment hens, however,

constitute a claim prior to the mortgage claim only if recorded before the

mortgage was executed. The order, then, of the distribution of the

proceeds of a sale to satisfy hens would be as follows aU tax claims

together with the expenses necessary in making the sale would come first,

judgments secured and recorded prior to the execution of the mortgage,

second, mortgage claims, third, and the remammg proceeds, if any, again

become the property of the owner of the land at the time the sale was

made
Transfers.—Mortgages may be transferred through sale by the mort-

gagee or otherwise to any one legally competent to make a contract

This may be done without the knowledge or consent of the mortgagor

Where the maturity date is given m the mortgage—and this is almost

universally the case—^the mortgagee cannot collect the debt until the

designated time elapses. The privilege of transferrmg the mortgage to a

third party is, therefore, highly desirable to the investor who may have

occasion to employ his funds in other ways before the maturity date

Transfer of the mortgage, however, does not pass legal title to the land

itself but only to the mortgage In some states mere assignment of the

mortgage is all that is necessary m order to transfer it to a third party,

while in others aU of the formalities of the original execution of the

mortgage are necessary Ordinarily the mortgagee m selling the mort-

gage by assignment is reheved of any responsibility for the payment of

the debt m case the mortgagor fads to perform his part of the agreement

But if the mortgagee guarantees to the purchaser prompt payment of

interest and principal, he may be held responsible If the mortgage is

supplemented by a note and this is endorsed by the mortgagee, the case

IS then the same as with any other negotiable instrument where the

endorser renders himself hable.

In case the mortgagor desires to seU his property and the prospective

purchaser prefers the property unencumbered, the only practical way by
which this can be accomplished is to persuade the mortgagee to accept

settlement for the pnncipal and accrued mterest before the matunty
date The mortgagor may sell his equity of redemption in the property
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without the knowledge of the mortgagee, or he may create a second

mortgage on the basis of his equity of redemption and still possess the

equity, subject, however, to both the first and the second mortgage

Upon sale, however, all eqmty of redemption passes to the third party

The new owner then holds the same relation to the first mortgage holder

as the original mortgagor Upon a sale of the eqmty of redemption, the

mortgagor is reheved of all responsibihty m connection with the debt

which has been assumed by the new owner Any personal covenants,

however, which the mortgagor might have made in favor of the mort-

gagee or the new owner would still have to be performed. These may
extend even to a guarantee of the payment of the entire debt which then

remains a valid liabihty until the mortgagee gives a lelease from the

obligation according to agreement between the parties concerned If

the new purchaser does not assume the mortgage, he is in no way person-

ally liable for the debt, although the mortgage still attaches to the prop-

erty in question. In some states the mortgagor can in no wise relieve

himself of the obhgation of the debt, even though the mortgage is assumed

by the new purchaser The mortgagee then has a claim upon both the

former and present owner of the property.

Default and Foreclosure.—Ordmarily a mortgage debt becomes due

on the date of maturity known as the “law day ” A mortgage usually

provides covenants, the non-performance of which after the lapse of a

specified number of days, usually 30 to 90, automatically matures the

principal The non-performance of these covenants is known as a

“default ” Mortgage agreements usually provide that failure to main-

tain insurance on the property is default Sometimes, also, the mort-

gagor covenants to avoid waste and any action which would lead to the

deterioration in value of the property.

The principal of a mortgage debt, then, comes due at the maturity

date or upon failure to perform the specified covenants If the party

liable for the principal refuses payment or is unable to satisfy the claim,

several courses may be pursued, dependmg upon the statutes of the

various states According to the method of settlement by strict fore-

closure, the mortgagee appears before the proper officer of the court

and asks that a definite date be set after the law day, after which, if the

debt still remains unpaid, the title will pass absolutely to the mortgagee

This method of foreclosure, however, does not do justice to the mortgagor,

for the value of the property may be, and usually is, greater than the

mortgage indebtedness The method of informal foreclosure is generally

found in practice at the present tune By this method the mortgagee files

a biU of equity settmg forth the circumstances and askmg for settlement

of the debt After complying with aU of the formahties required by law,

the court has the property appraised and an “upset” price is fixed as the

lowest amount for which the court will allow the property to be sold.
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Neither the mortgagor nor anyone else who has an obligation to discharge

the debt is permitted to purchase the property at a foreclosure sale

The proceeds of the sale are distributed m the order of the priority of

the hen as indicated above In case those interested m the property

would be injured through the failure of its operation or upkeep, or for

any other reason, the mortgagee or anyone who has an interest in the

mortgaged property may have a receiver appomted His duty would be

to collect all revenues arising from the operation of the property, to

manage it himself durmg the mterval, and properly to protect it from

deterioration. If this requires the expenditure of more money than is

available, the court wiU authorize that new funds be raised through the

sale of receiver’s certificates, which then become a hen upon the property

prior to the mortgage hen itself and aU other hens except the expenses

of the foreclosure sale and taxes.

In some states the mortgage may contam a power of sale by fore-

closure which would entitle the mortgagee to sell the property without

applying to the court, upon the default of the mortgagor to perform his

covenants The equity remaining, after the debt is satisfied and all other

expenses are paid, would revert to the one entitled to the equity of redemp-

tion. Whatever method of sale is used, if the proceeds realized from the

sale of the mortgaged property are insufficient to satisfy the debt, most

states allow a deficiency judgment against all of those who have any

liability m connection with it. It is also true that m most states, even

after foreclosure sale, the owner of the equity of redemption has the

right to redeem the property withm a specified time, in some states as

long as 2 years, by reimbursing the purchaser for the amount paid for it.

The mortgagor may thus regain full possession of his property This

right, however, may be waived by the mortgagor

Second Mortgages.—Second mortgages are junior in hen to first

mortgages and hence are weaker issues. They are in the nature of

temporary or personal loans, while first mortgages are more or less

permanent m character The prmcipal is frequently paid out of income,

while first mortgages are regarded as capital funds On account of their

inferior position, second mortgages are especially protected They
usually provide that the holders may pay money due on the prior hen,

addmg the amount paid of the second mortgage, in order to avoid fore-

closure which would elimmate the equity back of the second mortgage

Nevertheless, the total cost of second, and other jumor, mortgages to the

borrower is great The interest rate wiU probably be about 7 per cent,

while the expenses of wntmg distributed over the short period of time

plus a discount of 5 per cent, or more, will add sufficient amount to

costs to bring the total up to 12 or even 20 per cent per year.*

1 E M Fisher, Advanced Principles of Real Estate Practice, p 182
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The Mortgage Bond.—The most advanced stage of development in
real-estate mortgage loans is collateral trust real-estate bonds These
are issued by mortgage eompames or banks for which they become direct

obligations; they are divided into convement denominations and sold

to the general pubhc in whatever amounts desired. They are issued in

large blocks of defimte amount and secured by the deposit with a trustee

under a trust agreement, the same asm the case of the corporate mortgage,
of a sufficient number and amount of mortgages to cover the entire block

The deposited mortgages are the real security of the bonds and, in case of

withdrawal of any of the pledged mortgages, substitutes in equal amount
must be deposited. This enables bonds to be issued for a longer period

than the moitgages, thereby permittmg the borrower to pay off his

loan at his convenience before matunty date. The trust agreement

carefully stipulates in most cases the specific conditions to which mort-

gages deposited as collateral must conform The bondholder is thereby

assured of protection till the maturity of the bond. The participation

certificate differs from the bond in that it is issued in any amount to

suit the needs of the investor, while the bond is issued for specified

amounts, after the fashion of corpoiate bonds, and each bond signed and
certified by the trustee

The Guaranteed Mortgage.—^Bonds guaranteed by the issuing house

or by an independent surety company have recently made then appear-

ance in large volume This arrangement places the assets of the mort-

gage or surety company back of the bonds. The cost of the guarantee

IS quite generally one-half of 1 per cent of the principal per annum and

the yield to the investor is reduced in proportion The guarantee is

doubtless an added security especially m normal times But when
times are abnormal, such as they were m 1931 and 1932, the resources

of the guaranteeing eompames aie insufficient to cover the losses.

The Collateral Bond.—This type of issue is used m financing real-

estate developments and consistsm depositmg with a trustee the collateral

securities, against which bonds are issued As fast as the principal of

the underlying securities is paid off, the bonds are canceled Collateral

bonds are hable to abuse if the borrower is permitted to substitute col-

lateral of infenor quality. The trustee should be given the power of

discretion against this abuse

Land Trust Certificates.—^Land trust certificates are rather new m
real-estate finance Their issue mvolves passing title to the property

to a trustee who, in turn, issues certificates of ownership and grants a

long-term lease to the former owner which provides for payment of

interest and a sinking fund for the prmcipal, according to the details set

forth in the trust deed. The certificates may then be sold to the pubhc

as investments. This arrangement provides also that the former owner

may repurchase the certificates, whereupon he again becomes the legal
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owner of the property It has been used chiefly on properties well

located and of high value. But its use is confined largely to the state

of Ohio.

Stock and Bond Issues.—The most recent forms of real-estate financ-

ing are by stock and bond issues Real estate is passing largely to the

corporate form of ownership. This enables the corporation to issue

stocks and bonds the same as any other corporation This form is

especially adapted to large enterprises which require a wide distribution

of their securities to the pubhc These enterprises have to do mostly

with office buddings, hotels, apartment houses, and theaters and scarcely

deserve the name of real-estate concerns. Their securities resemble more
those of industrial corporations and their analysis should follow along

these lines rather than those of the traditional real-estate mortgage

Recent Experience.—The severe depression of 1930-1932 brought

unparalleled distress to real-estate mortgages of certain types The
Investment Bankers Association estimated at the begmmng of 1932 that,

of the $6,000,000,000 of real-estate mortgages outstanding, about 60

per cent of the property was "more or less in distress
”

Properties have

been sold for as httle as 10 cents on the dollar The mortgages them-

selves were selhng qmte generally at 25 cents or less on the dollar The
mortgages in question rest on hotels, apartments, office buildings, and

theaters, which are of the character of industnal enterprises rather than

true real estate. These mortgages frequently had only 20 per cent, or

nothing at all, as a margin of protection m property values at the time of

issue, values being largely prospective in nature and based upon con-

templated rentals The mterest and principal payment on serial issues

simply could not be met out of the income from the enterprises

This expenence, however, should not be confused with that of the

traditional real-estate mortgage on residence or other 'stable property

In these cases the expenence of insurance compames which have large

loans of this kmd is reassuring In some cases in 1931 property owned
through foreclosure was less than 1 per cent of total mortgages owned ^

Market for Real-estate Securities.—The market for the traditional

real-estate mortgage is largely with savmgs banks, building associations,

and msurance compames These orgamzations have their investments

regulated by law to a large extent and must in any case abide by high

standards. Consequently, the newer types of securities must find a

market among private mvestors. In order to facilitate the exchange of

the larger issues, the New York Real Estate Securities Exchange was
recently orgamzed with actual membership of 250 and authorized mem-
bership of 500. Securities on properties m any part of the Umted States

may be hsted. Income statements and balance sheets are required of

those hsting securities, the former for at least 5 years back, if available

^ Barron’s, Mar 7, 1932
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This organization undoubtedly will create greater marketabihty for the

securities of this type
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CHAPTER XXXI

FARM MORTGAGES

Development of Farm-mortgage Busmess.—The development of the

western and southern farm-mortgage busmess began before the Cml
War when a number of eastern men went west to engage in the business

Benjamin Lombard, who went from Massachusetts to Illinois in 1840,

began to sell farm mortgages to his acquaintances back in the home state

as early as 1845 In 1851 Austin Corbin, who later built the Long Island

Railroad, went from New Hampshire to Iowa with the intention of

practicing law but soon entered the farm-mortgage business His opera-

tions covered several other states, mcludmg Mississippi Money was

obtained from the East and loaned to pioneer farmers located along

newly built railways The Quaker farmers of Pennsylvania were also

lending money in this way through agencies estabhshed for the purpose

In 1865 Darnel K Pearson established a sound farm-mortgage business m
Chicago which was the beginning of the Pearson-Taft Company—^the

oldest active concern engaged exclusively m the farm-mortgage business

Men who afterwards became prominent in financial circles were inter-

ested m the farm-mortgage busmess m the eighteen hundred seventies,

among whom was J B McKinley, a cousin of President McKinley

Henry Villard, who afterwards became famous as a railroad builder, led a

movement to estabhsh a farm-mortgage system similar to those of Europe

with which he was well acquainted J Pierpont Morgan, founder of the

United States Mortgage Company, and many others became interested

in long-time farm credits but, owing to the defective laws of western

states, abandoned their projects Large amounts of money came from

the East to the West through these farm-mortgage companies The
mtereat rate was usually 10 per cent, and in some places 12 per cent, with

an additional 10 per cent for commission.

In the eighteen eighties the western mortgage business devel-

oped into a national craze. This phase of the movement was fathered by
James K Lombard, who with his cousmBenjaminK. Lombard formed the

Lombard Investment Company, of Creston, Iowa, which was soon moved
to Kansas City, Mo

,
where many other promotions originated James

Lombard was a specialist in farm financing and town booming His

activities extended to 18 western states and he sold secunties all over the

East as weU as in European countries Stocks in these compames, deben-

ture bonds (later called “jaybirds” from their color), guaranteed and
unguaranteed mortgages on farms, blanket hens on town sites, mmmg
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stocks, and railroad and irngation securities were all sold by these com-
panies “The laws themselves were a temptation, because generally

they require neither paid-m capital stock, reserves, nor supervision,

and the field was overrun by as bad a lot of financial freebooters as ever

preyed upon the pubhc The majority of lenders were widows,
orphans, school teachers, eastern farmers, churches, and eleemosynary
institutions. In all, something hke $800,000,000 was loaned m the 7
years preceding the panic of 1893

In September, 1893, the Lombard Company failed and dragged down
with it all but a few of the companies which had grown to the thousands

Defaults were numerous and many disappointed lenders sold at fore-

closure, losing a large part of their money Those who bought the land

and kept it through the financial storm of the early nineties were amply
repaid in the rapid rise in the price of the land afew years later Although

there was a lack of honesty in many cases, the chief defects of mortgage

writing were overconfidence, bad judgment, faulty business methods, and
the absence of adequate laws. Long-term mortgages with responsible

companies back of them would have prevented the losses of this period.

With the revival of agriculture m the late mneties, following the dis-

astrous experiences of the pamc of 1893, the mdustry entered a penod of

almost uninterrupted progress until the period following the World War
During these two decades farm mortgages had an enviable record as

investments But post-war conditions have been unfavorable to agricul-

ture, for over a decade agriculture has failed to participate in the general

prosperity and the status of farm mortgages as mvestments has suffered

severely

Income from Farm Property.—^In discussing the income from farm

property, the farm must be considered as a single operating unit. First,

it must be remembered that land must have proper rotation of crops,

otherwise its fertility will become depleted. The well-balanced farm will

always have a portion of the land (not always the same fields, however)

employed for pasture Farms m many parts of the central states have

woodlands which serve for permanent pasture, while supplymg shade and

water for stock, woodlands also furmsh timber for buildmgs, fences, and

firewood, thus adding matenaUy to the productive capacity of the farm.

In many other instances, so-called “waste land” also serves as pasture

and often supphes water and shade for stock Lastly, a portion of the

land must be permanently employed for the home, garden, poultry, and

barns and other buddings. It would, therefore, be a mistake to consider

farm land from any other pomt of view than that of the smgle operatmg

umt.

Perhaps the chief element in aU farm values is the fertihty of the soil

Sod is fertde m proportion as it contains the four chief elements which

^ See Hbbbick and Inga-Uls, How to Ftrumce the Farmer, Chap. II.
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sustain plant life potash, phosphoric acid, nitrogen, and lime When
these are contained in the soilm its natural state and preserved by proper

cultivation and rotation of crops, fertility is relatively permanent in

character, but where they have been supplied through fertilizers they

must be renewed at least once m 5 years Soil should be porous so as to

absorb extra water, retaimng just enough for the crops through the

growing season Climatic conditions are often a vital factor affecting

the crops The season must be long enough for crops to mature without

excessive danger of kilhng frosts In some instances, elevation is impor-

tant, since some crops fail to mature at elevations of 1,500 feet or more

above the sea level The rainfall is equally important Vast stretches

of the arid West have a wonderfully fertile soil but lack the necessary

moisture When this is supplied by irrigation, luxurious crops are pro-

duced The topography of the land is also important for proper drainage

Expensive drainage systems are frequently supplied which transform

land with an excess of moisture into high-grade farms County or dis-

trict ditches are often constructed at expense to the owners, while tile

drainage is often necessary Where this type of improvement is neces-

sary, the value of the land in its original state must be discounted to the

extent of the cost of the prospective improvements. When the soil has

been brought to its highest stage of productivity, the value of the land will

always have a defimte relation to that of other farms in the vicinity,

depending upon the fertility of the soil

The influence of the fertility of the soil on values is best discerned over

broad areas Natural conditions are at their best in Iowa, Ilhnois, eastern

Nebraska, and Kansas Land located m these sections has long borne

the stamp of supenority m contrast with the land of New England and

the eastern part of the Umted States in general Western and or semi-

arid lands, hkewise, suffer in companson with the more humid sections,

much of them being fit only for wheat with low productivity or for grazmg

purposes The state of natural fertihty of the soil is perhaps the most

powerful element m determimng the relative productivity and value of

agricultural land m the Umted States.

Location and Accessibihty.—Of decided importance also is the matter

of location and accessibihty of the farm. The matter of location is impor-

tant, first, from the pomt of view of distance to primary markets for

gram and hve stock, as also for obtaining machinery and supphes.

Freight rates and expenses of handhng products are always greater in

proportion to the distance from market For many years the products

of Cahforma were worth only a nommal sum on account of the expenses

of marketing and lack of organization among the pioneer farmers, the

state bemg located far from the primary markets

Location and accessibihty are also important from the standpoint of

the immediate commumtywhere the farm is located. The distance of the
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farm from town or a shipping pomt materially affects the expenses of

hauhng This is especially noticeable at times of break-down of machin-
ery which usually cannot be remedied short of a trip to town with the
consequent delay Level roads are decidedly important in reducing

hauling expenses and saving tune, smce the distance may be covered with

greater load in one-half or less time than m case of a hilly country,

especially if rocks abound The deterioration and repair of vehicles,

automobiles, and machinery, due to rough roads, are often a matter of

considerable importance, to say nothmg of the loss of time occasioned by
such conditions. A commumty that maintains its roads in good condi-

tion adds materially to agncultural prosperity

Management.—The element of management also plays its part in

farming. This may be observed in the maintenance of the fertility of the

soil by proper rotations of crops and artificial fertilization when
needed The greatest drawback to farming in many states of the North-

west and South is the dependence upon one crop and the failure to raise

stock and poultry for the market The wheat or cotton farmer is depend-

ent upon the season as also upon freedom from pests, such as the boll-

weevil and army worm Failure due to these causes leaves him with

little or no income for the year The diversified farming of the central

states stands out in bold contrast as furmshing a relatively stable income

to the farming class

The matter of race or nationahty is important. Negro farming of the

South, as well as ahen ownership in the North, does not bnng the best

results On the other hand, the Amencamzed immigrants from western

and northern Europe occupying a large portion of American farms today

are a positive asset to the industry They came from countries where

conditions are hard and make the best use of their opportumties here with

enviable results The immigrant family is generally large, which gives

advantages that come with the freedom from hiring labor at high prices

These elements affect the result just as surely as many others upon which

so much emphasis is usually laid

Prices of Farm Products.—Speaking more generally, the welfare of

the farmer is dependent to a large extent upon the prices received for his

products The market for most of his products is world-wide and the

American farmer finds himself in competition not so much with other

American farmers as with those of other countnes While America is

itself a comparatively new country, nevertheless there are countries of

vast area, such as Canada, Australia, South America, and Russia, whose

products come to the same world markets with those of the American

farmer This competition has proved very effective in the past in

depressing the price of agncultural products As modem methods of

agnculture become more widespread, cost of production in other coun-

tnes grows less, which, m turn, as new mventioim lag, places the Amencan
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farmer at an ever-increasmg disadvantage The race between improve-

ments and sinking prices cannot go on forever Invention of labor-saving

farm machinery seems to have about reached its limits Little more

can be expected from improvement in transportation in this country,

while other countries are constantly improving their position by adopting

American transportation methods.

The post-war period has been very trying for the American farmer

living in the North who is afllicted on the one side by restricted European

markets which had never failed before, and on the other by continued

high production induced by temporary war prices for his products His

position IS decidedly out of balance to his disadvantage and promises to

continue thus for some time to come The southern farmer is more

fortunate if he succeeds in his battle with the boll-weevil and army worm
In addition, the southern farmer is not, except to a limited extent, in

competition with other countiies m the production of his mam crop, pro-

ducing as he does something like 60 per cent of the world’s supply of

cotton

A statistical examination of the prices of agricultural products reveals

remarkably wide fluctuations Farm products are seasonal in their

nature and slow to respond to increased demand, which often operates to

produce wide vanations m the pnces Market conditions are also often

disturbed and are reflected in minor fluctuations The farmer is of neces-

sity somewhat of a speculator Many of his products are of the staple

variety, which induces him to make the attempt to market them at the

best prices with the result, too often, that he sells them at relatively

unfavorable figures On the other hand, hve stock prepared for the mar-

ket cannot be held back without loss when ready for shipping. It is these

forced conditions of farming operations that lead to the famdiar fluctua-

tions in the market pnces of farm products and produce an uncertain

income from year to year Diversified farming is the most valuable

corrective of a naturally uncertain situation which has yet been prac-

ticed or suggested The numerous credit schemes advanced may assist

to some extent, but most of these remind one again of the attempt to

hit one’s self with one’s boot straps Farm credit is already overextended,

and a move toward its restnction in the future would result in lasting

benefits Even less efficacious is the tariff on many agricultural products,

which has been the football of pohtics for generations. The tariff

cannot help agriculture except in cases where farm products are imported

into this country, as m the case of certain kinds of wool, dairy products,

and the like The great staple crops of wheat and cotton are still articles

of export rather than import and are for the most part removed beyond
the pale of mfluence of the tariff.

Farm Accounting.—-In addition to the uncertainties just noticed, the

farmer is further afflicted with the uncertainty of the method of calcu-
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lating his income By tradition the farmer keeps few or no accounts.

While many methods of accounting procedure for the farmer have within

recent years been devised by various mdividuals and agencies, farmers

that actually keep systematic accounts which reveal their true financial

condition are comparatively few in number. Brushing aside, therefore,

all accounting theories as having httle sigmficance for present purposes,

the essential factors in the situation may be bnefly discussed

While a considerable number of sources of revenue contribute to the

gross income of the farmer engaged m producing the staple crops, the

significant ones are few in number The regular sources of income

include the proceeds from the sale of gram and other crops, animals and

animal products intended for the market, poultry and eggs, and dairy

products The usual minor and mcidental sources of revenue include the

value of animals raised for either draft or pleasure purposes, or for meat

for home consumption, farm-produced fertilizers, lumber, logs and fire-

wood from timber lands, and profits from trading in hve stock, machinery,

and so forth. Any true estimate of income would also include enhanced

value of the farm itself with all of its appurtenances, if the increased value

may be regarded as permanent, however unavailable this kind of income

may be for the payment of interest and instalments on the principal on

loans Accurate calculation from year to year cannot neglect accruing

values to animals both from their growth and advance in prices and

increased prices of products on hand at the tune the inventory is taken

Although the calculation of the gross income of the farmer presents

diflS.culties still unsolved, cost accounting presents problems of much

greater complexity, many of them being well-nigh insolvable First,

certain costs are definitely ascertainable. Chief among which are

outlays for wages of labor includmg both men and women directly engaged

in farm operations as distinct from household activities, the cost of all

materials and supplies, cost of threshing gram, allowance for board and

keep of hired help engaged m fanmng operations, excluding, however,

that employed in construction of permanent improvements, the cost of

feed purchased for animals and poultry, the cost of repairs to machinery

and improvements; veterinarian bdls, and so forth

The second group of costs is mdefimte in amount and subject to differ-

ent methods of calculation with widely different results The value of

the labor of women when engaged in other than household duties for the

immediate family is almost impossible of defimte calculation, howeverreal

It IS in practice. Likewise, the value of the labor of boys and girls froman

early age, without which most farms would not be operated at all, is inde-

terminable. Equally perplexmg is the value of the services of the active

manager of the farmwho is also alaborer No mdustry requires more care-

ful attention to details and a broader knowledge than farming. Theman-

ager must be acquainted with soils, proper rotation of crops, and efficient
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feeding of stock, and have abihty to sell his crops and other products at

advantageous prices Who shall say what the services of the active

manager are worth"? In the absence of an employed manager class, any
calculation of the salary due the manager foi these services is httle better

than idle speculation The mcome of the tenant farmer fails equally to

furmsh a criterion of wages for the labor of management
Even if the foregomg difficulties could be removed, there would still

remain the problem of depreciation, which seldom bothers the farmer but

which IS very real Depreciation on improvements outside of the hving

accommodations of the family are real costs. Depreciation of farm

equipment and improvements is very difficult to calculate, the result

depending partly upon natural deterioration due to weather conditions

The hfe of machinery varies also with use and care. Likewise, the extent

of soil depletion is uncertam and difficult to translate into financial terms

where the ownership is of long standmg

From what has been said, it is obvious that the difficulties m the way
of calculating the net income of the farmer are almost insuperable,

relatively few farmers take the trouble of senously attempting to ascer-

tam its amount. From the standpoint of the payment of interest and
instalments on the prmcipal of mortgage loans, it is perhaps unnecessary

to apply refined accountmg methods These obligations must be met
in cash, and calculation of the cash income will perhaps give a more
significant result for the money lender. Even here, considerable uncer-

tainty remains On the other hand, for the purpose of valuation of farm

lands, the real net income should be definitely known The problem of

valuation of farm lands is more difficult than the valuation of city real

estate because of the uncertam character of the income element

The Value of Farm Property.—Traditional economic theory finds the

value of farm land by capitalizing the earning power at the current rate of

interest on mvestments If to this is added the depreciated value of

buildings and improvements, the total value of the farm unit is obtained

This method of valuation is of httle use in practice, because the two
mathematical factors upon which it depends are not ascertainable. It

has already been shown that farm earmngs are not subject to defimte

calculation. The current rate of interest on mvestments is inapphcable

to this problem because farm lands are owned as a business and not as an

investment. The capital employed in farming, as in all other businesses,

brings no certain return and therefore the capitalization of the earmng
power on the basis of the interest rate, which represents a certain return

on money, fails to take account of the risk to the capital employed The
logic of the situation would demand capitalization on the basis of expected

profits, mstead of the mterest rate When selling values are checked

against the results obtamed by the capitalization method, the inaccuracy

of the latter is revealed While the rate of mterest in agricultural com-
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mumties is generally 6 per cent or more, the relation of earning power to

selling values, it is said by agricultural experts, is less than 3 per cent.

Translated into terms of value, capitalization on the basis of 3 per cent

would yield twice the amount obtamed by capitahzation at 6 per cent.

If the iisk factor is taken account of, capitahzation should be made on a

much higher basis, thus reveahng still further the defects of the capital-

ization method
The most practical method of ascertaimng the value of farm property

IS by comparison of sale values Comparison of the productive powers of

farm lands will account for broad differences m value that exist m dif-

ferent geographical areas, as, for instance, New England farm lands

compared with those of Iowa. New England lands suffer on account of

their poor soil, those of the Red River Valley on account of the shortness

of the season, those of western Kansas, Nebraska, and the Dakotas on

account of the lack of moisture, and so on. Differences in productive

qualities of individual farms affect values, a fertile soil, well drained, will

always be worth more than poor soil suffering from an excess of moisture,

provided other things are substantially equal

Farms of equal productivity in the same commumty will differ in

value according to their relative earnmg power, with attention to such

factors as distance from the market, shipping pomt, and accessibility as

previously described. Farmmg is charactenzed by a high operating

ratio, which means that comparatively small additions to expenses cut

deeply into net earnings Mmor differences m costs, therefore, become

important for the net result

A third economic factor in farm values is site value. This affects

lands located on the outskirts of a city or town and is usually important

m proportion to the rapidity of the growth of the city as it encompasses

the adjoining farms Site value is frequently of much greater importance

than productivity or earning capacity Takmg account of proximity to

markets, as well as site value, one author estimates that towns of 1,000

to 5,000 inhabitants will add to farm values withm 3 miles’ distance from

30 per cent for those most favorably situated down to nothmg at the 3-nmle

limi t, m case of cities of 5,000 to 50,000 mhabitants, the influence is felt

for a distance of 6 miles, ranging from 50 per cent down to nothing, while

cities of 50,000 or more inhabitants frequently increase values 100 per

cent or more and add something to all farms located withm 10 miles of the

city ^

Aside from the factors enumerated above, another group of influences

not strictly economic have a decided influence on values Perhaps m an

absolute sense, the most potent of these factors is the inseparable charac-

ter of the farm as a business umt from the farm as a home Farming

folks are among the most human, not to say sentimental, of all the classes

I Ivan Wbiqbt, Farm Mortgage Finarvang, p X90
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of our population They acquire an affection for the old home and the

open country which clings to them Pride of owning an estate is their

ambition They can rarely be persuaded to exchange the fieedom and

simplicity of farm life for city life with its complex and distasteful organi-

zation This factor has undoubtedly pushed selling values of farms'" in

most commumties far beyond economic values Some communities are

composed of a single nationality or race, or of a religious sect, which shows

itself m the tenacity of ownership and added prices. Where the farm

population IS further characterized by mdustry and thrift, farm values

rise in response to mereased earmng power

On the other hand, absentee ownership and tenant farming are too

often responsible for depressed values The incentive of the tenant to

mine the farm is a strong force toward soil depletion. To all these price

factors must also be added that of attractiveness of the farm and com-

munity as a home Temperature and other climatic conditions deter-

mined to a large extent the character of the population m many of the

larger geographical areas of the United States. The South is avoided

by the people of the North on account of its excessive and constant heat,

while the cold climate of the northern group of states repels the south-

erner The location of the mdividual farm with reference to health,

beauty of the surroundmg country, and so forth, has its bearing also on

farm values Social values cannot therefore be neglected in farm lands

Farm lands in the past have often been the object of speculation on a

grand scale. Land located in the newer regions or on the fringe of settle-

ment are frequently low in price for sheer want of people for settlement

Moreover, such lands are subject to speculation m anticipation of future

increase m value which comes with the settlement of the country and the

building of railroads, towns, and cities In such regions, it is not infre-

quent for prices to discount values for 10 years ahead Periods of busi-

ness prosperity and depression are reflected through wide fluctuations in

pnoes Even in the older commumties periods of agricultural prosperity

stir the younger generation of farmers to acquire a home for themselves,

while also inducing rank speculation on the part of others. If to these

forces IS added that of the real-estate speculator in farms, one has the

explanation of temporarily mereased prices. Succeeding periods of

depression result in mabihty to pay for farms bought with borrowed

money and to keep sale contracts The result is that lands are thrown
on the marketm large quantities while purchasers are few, thus depressing

prices below values. Such conditions are frequently of several years’

duration.

The discussion so far has proceeded upon the assumption that improve-

ments were well adapted to the land It not infrequently occurs, how-

ever, that some lands have no buildings or other improvements beyond

fencing and a drainage system. The value of such lands wiU be less by
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the amount of the cost of appropriate improvements, which on the aver-

age, perhaps, amount to something hke 15 per cent of the total value of

the improved farm On the other hand, when a farm has been over-

improved, the excess improvements can seldom be reahzed m sale; under-
improved lands, likewise, are worthless on account of a restricted market

It IS evident from the foregoing discussion that the price of farm prop-
erty seldom corresponds to the comparative earmng power In every
case the attempt should be made to arrive at the selhng price as deter-

mined by all the factors in the situation The emphasis to be placed

upon the factors, other than the earmng power, in the appraisal of land

for loan purposes depends upon the peimanence of the added values

The sure basis for the loan is found in the permanent value of the property

to whatever source it may be attnbutable

Federal Farm Loan System.—The Federal Farm Loan System was
established in 1916 and is composed of two classes of institutions The
first class is made up of 12 Federal Land Banks conveniently located in

various geographical sections of the United States These are coopera-

tive institutions and not intended to show a profit to their stockholders,

who are ultimately the borrowers under the system The second class

IS made up of Joint Stock Land Banks, which are unlimited m number
and are strictly private institutions, operating for the profit of their stock-

holders under federal charter All loans issued by both classes of insti-

tutions are supervised by the Federal Farm Loan Board, which is a bureau

of the United States Treasury Department According to a decision of

the Umted States Supreme Court in 1921, both classes of bonds were

held to be “instrumentahties” of the Umted States Government and

exempt from all federal, state, municipal, and local taxation, excepting

federal estate and mhentance taxes The decision of 1921 first estab-

hshed the legal position of these institutions and their bonds and con-

stitutes their real charter It must not be supposed, however, that the

bonds of either class are direct obhgations of the government The

government in no sense guarantees the bonds, they must depend for their

safety upon their inherent strength Both classes of bonds are collateral

trust mortgage bonds issued accordmg to the principles explained above

All loans made under the Farm Loan System are on the amortization

plan and must be protected by first-hen mortgages and provisions guaran-

teeing the hqmdation of mortgage loans m 5 to 40 years. Loans are

made only to the extent of 50 per cent of the appraised value of the land

and 20 per cent of the value of msurable permanent improvements

Joint Stock Land Banks cannot make a loan in excess of 15 per cent of

their capital and in no case for an amount larger than $60,000 to one

individual Federal Land Banks are restneted to loans of $25,000 or

less to one individual. Loans are made for the purchase of agricultural

land; for equipment, fertihzers, and live stock necessary for farm opera-
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tion, for buildings, under restriction, and for the liquidation of existing

debts on the farm The rate of interest to borrowers is fixed from time

to time by the Federal Farm Loan Board, 6 per cent being the legal

maxiTmim . Joint Stock Land Banks are allowed a margin of 1 per cent

between the rate charged the borrower and the return to the lender, 6

per cent being the maximum charged the borrower in this case also The
total outstanding bonds of any Jomt Stock Land Bank cannot exceed

fifteen times its combined capital and surplus, while twenty times the

amount is allowed Federal Land Banks The minimum capital of the

former is $250,000 and of the latter $750,000 A reserve fund of 25 per

cent of the net earmngs in both cases must be set aside semi-annually

until it reaches 20 per cent of the outstanding stock and thereafter 5

per cent annually The maturity of bonds is prescribed by the Federal

Farm Loan Board, most of the issues being callable at the end of 10 years

and maturing m 30 years from the date of issue They are sold in

denominations of $40, $100, $500, $1,000, and $10,000.

The amortization plan under which these bonds are issued results in

an ever-mcreasing amount of property back of the bonds As fast as

instalments on the mortgages are paid by the borrowers, new mortgages

must be deposited as collateral to cover the mortgage deficiency The
entire property back of the old and new mortgages is still available under

the hen to satisfy the unpaid amount of the principal.

Federal Land Banks.
—

^The basis of the Federal Land Banks is the

Farm Loan Associations, each composed of at least 10 borrowing farmers

who make application for at least $20,000 of loans Each borrower

subscribes to the capital stock of the local association to the extent of

6 per cent of the amount he borrows In turn the association subscribes

for stock m the Land Bank to the extent of 5 per cent of all loans to the

association In the begmning the government subscribed to almost all

of the capital stock of the Land Banks but gradually the capital owned by
the associations increased until it is practically aU thus owned at the

present time. In reality the capital is furmshed by the sale of bonds, the

farmer receiving only 95 per cent of the loan for which he apphed Since

1923 the Land Banks have been managed by a board of directors con-

sisting of seven members, three of whom are chosen by the associations,

three appointed by the Federal Farm Loan Board at Washmgton, and the

seventh chosen jomtiy by these agencies.

The Federal Land Banks under this arrangement have grown to

occupy an important place m the farm-mortgage busmess of the United

States Mortgage loans outstandmg at the begmning of 1930 totaled

$1,197,949,727 There were 4,662 associations on September 30, 1930,

there were 410,227 loans outstanding. The Land Banks as a class

prospered down to 1925, at which time their total net earmngs amounted

to $34,964,938 and dividends paid $25,750,662 The Omaha, Wichita,
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and Louisville banks paid dividends at the rate of 8 per cent and the

Houston bank 10 per cent. After 1925 dividends were reduced or omitted

by most of the banks In 1929 six banks paid no dividends One
omitted dividends already in 1924, one in 1925, three in 1926, and one in

192Y The Spokane bank became temporarily insolvent m 1925 In

pursuance to the legal arrangement the 11 other banks came to the rescue

of this bank and up to the close of 1929 they had advanced to the bank

$2,799,850 The insolvency of this bank was due to the overappraisals

and unsound lending methods m the early history of the bank Its

later record has been greatly improved On September 30, 1930, total

capital of the 12 banks was $65,935,226, special reserves against real

estate, dehnquent instalments, and so forth, were $17,457,577, legal and

other reserves $13,289,504, and individual profits $4,208,575

Federal Land Bank Bonds,—The Federal Land Bank bonds are issued

jointly by all 12 banks. Each bank is individually liable for the interest

and ultimately for the principal of all the bonds of the entire 12 banks

The bonds are secured directly by Umted States Government bonds or

mortgages on farms of an amount equal to the par value of the bonds

All farm mortgages must be first mortgages secured by land of twice the

appraised value and permanent msurable improvements to the extent of

five times their value These bonds are, moreover, guaranteed by the

National Farm Loan Associations of which the borrowers are members

The stock held by members carnes double liability Each year the issue

is reduced through the amortization plan. Payments are semi-annual

and identical throughout the entire penod, usually 34 years. At the

beginning of the period the interest payments greatly exceed the payment

on the pnncipal, while at the end of the period the situation is reversed

A $1,000 loan to a borrower at 5>^ per cent for 34 years requires a semi-

annual payment of $32 50 The first payment at the end of 6 months is

$27.50 interest and $5 00 pnncipal, the final payment is $0 87 interest

and $31 56 prmcipal. The bonds are further protected by aU of the

capital stock, reserves, and undivided profits of the 12 banks On March

31, 1931, these items totaled $83,307,049; bonds outstanding were

$1,323,069,799.

These bonds are acceptable as secunty for government deposits,

including postal savings funds The act provides that they shall be

lawful investments for all fiduciary and trust funds under the junsdiction

of the United States Government They are also eligible under the laws

of many states for investment of all pubhc and pnvate funds and for

savings banks in at least 37 states The bonds are sold extensively by

banks and investment houses m all parts of the Umted States They

are issued for 30 years, as a rule, with an option for payment after 10

years Denominations are for $40 and $100, or multiples thereof, up to

$10,000
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Land Bank bonds were considered to be well protected by conserva-

tive appraisals On December 31, 1929, the 12 banks had loans of

$1,520,300,000 on land appraised at $3,260,672,000 and buildings at

$900,244,000 The total real-estate holdmgs of the bank of Omaha, the

largest, on June 31, 1931, were only seven-tenths of 1 per cent of the out-

standing loans and against these a reserve of equal amount was earned,

as IS the policy of all of the banks Besides this reserve the bank carried

$2,856,032 legal reserve and had capital of $9,183,495,000 and total

assets of $175,690,152 The total number of foreclosures pending on

December 31, 1929, was 1,921, representing loans with unpaid principal

of $6,311,000

The prolongation of the depression throughout 1931 and 1932 was

reflected in the condition of the Land Banks. The total number of loans

delinquent on November 30, 1931, was 83,211, or 23 5 of all loans out-

standing
,
whereas the year before the number was only 38,414

,
delinquent

instalments on September 30, 1931, were $12,042,000 against only $5,357,-

000 of the precedmg year. Most of the dehnquencies, however, were only

on current or recent payments and hence not likely to involve foreclosures

Only 3,848 foreclosures were pending on November 30, 1931, which was
only nine-tenths of 1 per cent of the total outstanding

Federal Land Bank bonds are quoted accordmg to interest rate and

maturity dates irrespective of any particular bank, thus 4s of 1957

optional 1937 Prices vary according to interest rates, and optional and

maturity dates, while 3nelds are quite similar High claims made m the

earher days of the Farm Loan System have not been reahzed In March,

1932, government bonds were yielding less than 4 per cent, while Land
Bank bonds yielded 5 per cent Their yield was considerably higher than

that of the best railroad bonds durmg the depression years 1930-1932

Judged by their market performance Land Bank bonds are inferior to

both government and high-grade railroad bonds

Jomt Stock Land Banks—^Altogether over 80 charters for Joint

Stock Land Banks have been granted At the close of 1929 there were

48 in operation, the reduction havmg been due mostly to mergers, 3 were

m the hands of receivers Altogether these banks had outstanding, at

the end of 1929, 103,731 loans aggregating $626,979,717. At the same
time the total capital paid m was $41,743,060, legal reserves $5,186,637,

earned surplus and undivided profiits $4,838,470

Joint Stock Land Bank Bonds—The bonds of the Jomt Stock Land
Banks are issued by each bank separately and protected by the resources

of each bank alone. The bank’s activities are confined to only two con-

tiguous states and only a limited amount of diversification is possible.

Owing to the large number of banks and the limited amount of the total

loans, the average resources of each bank are small in comparison with

the Land Banks. This again is a source of weakness Since the banks
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are not allowed to lend more than fifteen times their capital, the margin

of protection behind the bonds must always be 6% per cent, which is

doubled if the double hability attachmg to the stockholders is taken into

consideration The total number of foreclosures pending December
31,' 1929, was 691, representmg loans with unpaid principal of $5,391,000

Some of these banks charge off all real estate owned but most of them

carry this item in the balance sheet at some figure The Joint Stock

Land Banks in some instances have suffered from poor management,

which has detracted from the reputation of the entire group. The

heavy defaults of 1931 and 1932 fuither depreciated the strength of the

bonds in the eyes of the investors. The total delmquent instalments on

farm mortgages held by all of the banks on December 31, 1931, was

$8,327,379, against only .$3,715,963 the year before In both cases only

about one-half of total delmquencies was for 90 days or more At the

end of 1931 delinquencies amounted to one-third of estimated bond

inteiest On that date also sheriffs' certificates judgments, and so forth,

amounted to $10,924,661

These bonds were generally selling at a discount of about 50 per cent

at the beginning of 1932 None, however, was actually in default

These banks have been able to avoid losses and actually make a profit

during the depression years by sale of lands acquired through foreclosure,

at a price m excess of the price of the bonds outstanding against them

These bonds are legal investment for all fiduciary and trust funds under

the jurisdiction of the government and acceptable for security of postal

and certain other deposits of government funds

The reorganization of the Kansas City Jomt Stock Land Bank was

completed m 1931. The bondholders were offered three options (1) to

receive 60 per cent of the prmcipal amount of their bond in cash, (2) to

receive 85 per cent of the prmcipal amount in 5 per cent bonds of the

new bank, (3) or to receive 85 per cent of the principal m 4^ per cent

bonds of the new bank and in addition an allotment of stock ^

Joint Stock Land Bank Stocks.—The causes of disappointment in

the action of the bonds of the Farm Loan System have found greater

reflection in the stocks of the Jomt Stock Land Banks The unsatis-

factory state of agriculture is doubtless fundamental m explaining the

performance of the bonds of the federal system But from the pomt of

view of the financier, the stock cames too httle equity m values as com-

pared with the bonds The stock of the Jomt Stock Land Banks is

less than 10 per cent of the assets, while the bonds constitute between

80 and 90 per cent An mdustry thus heavily bonded places the bonds m
a semi-speculative position, while creatmg a very much greater mstabihty

for the stock The stocks of these banks, therefore, belong to the pnce

1 Report of the Committee on Real Estate Seounties of the Investment Bankers

Association of America, 1931.
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or pauper class During the penod of tolerable conditions in agriculture

during most of the decade from 1920 to 1930, the stocks of these banks

gave a fair account of themselves and even joined the boom m 1928 and

1929 The deflation foUowmg saw a decreasem the value of these stocks

scarcely equaled by any other class of enterprise During the worst

phase of the depression, the best of them could have been bought for a

mere fraction of par Notwithstanding this, actual liquidating values

were well above the par value and earmngs of some of the better mstitu-

tions were several dollars per share Dividends, however, were either

reduced or dropped in almost all of the banks The chief reason for

the low state of these stocks is found in loss of confidence m the ability

of the management to cope with the world-wide depression in the agricul-

tural industry. This has brought about a large number of foreclosures

of loans presumed to be conservatively made, even though losses did not

always follow this action

Farm-mortgage Indebtedness.—^Total farm-mortgage indebtedness

in the United States in 1910 has been placed at $3,600,000,000, or 10 3

per cent of the value of farm lands and buildmgs In 1920 indebtedness

stood at $7,860,000,000, or 119 per cent of land and buildings In

addition, in 1922 there was short-time mdebtedness of $3,870,000,000

Thus, m spite of the inflation of the war period, agricultural indebtedness

increased faster than land values The Bureau of Agricultural Economics

placed the total mortgage debt on January 1, 1930, at $9,241,000,000, a

deohne of $227,000,000 from the peak in 1928 Foreclosures and scaling

down at the time of renewal accounted for the decrease.

If the matter is viewed from another angle, it is found that the average

mortgage debt on mortgaged farms occupied by the owners in 1910 was

$1,715, in 1920 it was $3,356, and in 1925 it stood at $4,004 The average

value of farm land and buildmgs per mortgaged farm was $6,289 in 1910,

and $11,546 in 1920 After 1920 the tendency appears very unfavorable

With an increase in mortgage mdebtedness from 1920 and 1925, the

value of land and buildmgs per farm decreased from $10,284 to $7,764

The average mortgage debt per mortgaged farm m 1920 stood at 33 per

cent of the value of the land and buildmgs but increased to 50 per cent in

1925 Farmers are constantly confronted with the necessity of paying
mterest on mcreasmg mdebtedness with shrinking land values ^

The position of agriculture has deteriorated materially since 1929

The Bureau of Agncultural Economics estimates the gross income of

farmersm 1929 at $9,300,000,000, and in 1931 at $6,920,000,000, or a drop
of 42 per cent The same bureau estimates that on January 1, 1931,

approximately 38 per cent of mortgaged farms were mortgaged for more
than 50 per cent of their value, 22 per cent from 50 to 75 per cent of their

value, and 16 7 per cent for upward of 75 per cent of their value. In the

1 See E S Spauxb, AgncvUurcd Credit m the United States, pp 441-443
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face of this, the figures of the Bureau of Labor Statistics show that in 1931

farmers were paying 23 per cent more for the thmgs they bought than they

paid in 1913 and got only 70 per cent as much for their products In

1920 the average interest rate on farm mortgages was 6.1 per cent, while

the" rate to farmers on short-time mdebtedness averaged 7 23 per cent

Experience in Nebraska.—^Erom various official records the farm-

mortgage history of Nebraska since 1890 may be reconstructed. The
following tabulation of data is taken from Nebraska Studies in Business

(No. 40) .»

Table 64

—

Extent of Farm-mortgage Debt in Nebraska, 1890-1030

Y..r

Average

value of

land per

Average

value of

buildmgs

per acre

Combmed
value of

land and
buildings

[
per acre

Percent-

age of

farms

mort-

gaged

Debt
per

mort-
gaged

acre

Percent-

age of

debt to

value of

land and

buildings

Maximum
sound

percent-

age of

debt to

value of

land and
buildings

1890

1900

1910

1920
1

192S

1930

$16 27

41 80

78 87

60 68

45 82

$3 04

6 15

9 04

9 48

9 99

$18 63

19 31

46 96

87 91

60 06

55 81

62 0

45 4

39 4

66 5

56 5

61 0

$ 6 43

7 82

10 59

I 18 92

26 02

21 62

34 51

40 60

22 55

21 53

43 82

38 74

1

46 3

46 7

46 9

46 1

44 6

The author of this study remarks, “Along with the increase in farms

mortgaged and the decrease in the eqmty of the farmer in his property

has come an increase in the percentage of foreclosure ” Comparatively

few foreclosures occurred from 1900 to 1920. Data from mortgage

and insurance companies mdicate, however, that, in the decade following,

foreclosures amounted to 0.5 to 3 per cent of the amount of the loans

The Federal Land Bank of Omaha experienced up to January 1, 1930,

foreclosures amountmg to 1 26 per cent of total loans, while foreclosures

made by the Joint Stock Land Banks were considerably higher ®

Taxation.—Increased taxation has added greatly to the financial

burdens of the farmer For the 17 years prior to 1930 average taxes

per acre of farm land increased 149 per cent. In 1913 the average tax

rate on farm values was $0 68, but this rate amounted to $1 50 in 1930

In addition to the heavy burden of taxation on farm property, the

laws of many states still subject farm mortgages to heavy taxation under

the general property tax. For example, suppose the general property

1 University of Nebraska Piiblicahon, hy the Conmiittee on Business BBseaich

of the College of Business Administration, p, 9 (Study made by Martha C

Weaver )

2J6id,pp 10-11.
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tax rate for state and local purposes is $20 on the $1,000 valuation,

a 6 per cent mortgage for $1,000 would return gross interest to the investor

of $60 per annum, but after paying the tax only $40 would remain as

net return, which is only 4 per cent on the investment A tax-free Farm
Loan bond selhng on a 5 per cent basis under these circumstances would

give a net return of 1 per cent greater In 36 states, m substance, this

situation still exists, while m many of these no effort is made to avoid

double taxation resulting from assessing both the mortgage and the land

Some states exempt mortgages entirely from taxation, this is the case

m Arizona, Connecticut, Delaware, Idaho, New Jersey, and Washington

A few states tax mortgages only at a low rate, Pennsylvania, for example,

levies annually 4 mills on the dollar In other states, among which are

New York and Missouri, a low mortgage-recording tax is levied at the

time of issue, and thereafter the mortgage is exempt from the property

tax

Causes of Agricultural Depression.—Agriculture has been in a state

of relative depression since the World War. In brief, the economic

causes are not far to seek. The most far-reaching of all is the world-wide

agricultural situation Everywhere overproductive capacity was created

by the high prices during the war. This resulted m decline m the prices

of agricultural products relative to other commodities The break-

down of international credit in 1931 still further aggravated the condition

of agriculture throughout the world Following this came the movement
toward tariffs in the leading countnes, which still further restricted trade

m commodities of all sorts. Many other minor causes of farm depression

could be mentioned m this connection but only the major causes will

be mentioned here Reduction in world tariffs and removal of other

restrictions on mternational trade are the szne qua non of future agri-

cultural, as well as of general, prosperity

Market for Farm Mortgages.—It was estimated that in 1914 about

3134 per cent of all farm mortgages were held by banks and farm-mort-

gage companies, about 3734 per cent by life msurance companies, and 31

per cent by private investors and endowment mstitutions ^ In 1921 the

mortgage companies had approximately $3,200,000,000 of the estimated

total of $8,000,000,000, or 40 per cent, life msurance compames about 15

per cent, and the Federal Farm Loan System 6 per cent During the past

decade life msurance compames have steadily increased farm-mortgage

holdmgs to $1,960,284,000 on June 30, 1932. On June 30, 1931, all banks

in the United States held $443,472,000 m farm mortgages The Federal

Farm Loan System on March 31, 1931, had net loans of $1,733,880,000.

Within recent years North and South Dakota and Minnesota organized

state systems of farm-mortgage credit These had loans outstanding

1 R L Cox, Proceedings, nmth Annual Meeting of the Association of Life Insur-

ance Presidents, 1915.
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m 1929 of $103,145,000, against which bonded indebtedness was created

to supply the funds ^
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CHAPTER XXXII

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT BONDS
From its inauguratioa m 1789 down to the present time, the Govern-

ment of the United States has been wedded to the pohcy of debt-pay-
ment. This contrasts sharply with the pohcy of the Governments of
England, France, and Germany which regard their mteinai obligations

as perpetual A review of the debt record of the Umted States shows how
consistently the government has followed the pohcy of debt-payment.

Early Debt Record of the Umted States—The record of the debt
of the Umted States Government properly begms with the revolutionary

period. The debt of the Confederation in April, 1783, exclusive of

state debts, amounted to $42,000,375, upon which the annual interest

charge was $2,415,966. The Confederate Congress found the debt

unmanageable, partly on account of a defective central government;
also, because the imports after the war of mdependence drained the

country of its specie, making it all but impossible to obtain sound cur-

rency even in comparatively small amounts The only method open
to Congress to raise money was through requisitions upon the states,

but it had no authority to enforce these requisitions. As a consequence

up to September 20, 1787, only $1,003,726, or less than 6 months’ interest

had been collected, the balance m the interval going by default. Even
the interest on obligations held abroad had remained unpaid for several

years. After 1787 default on the payment of instalments of the principal

held abroad also occurred.

The unsound condition of the finances, both of the states and of the

confederation, was the impelhng motive which led to the formation of

the new government Pubhc credit had vamshed, many of the obhga-

tions selhng as low as $10 on $100 of the face value, while others were

practically without any market value at all; American public obbgations

were dishonored and despised With the inauguration of Washmgton’s

administration in 1789, the first great task of the new government was

to set the finances of the country in order The gemus for this task

was at hand in the person of Alexander Hamilton, who became secretary

of the treasury. The vastness of the difficulties may be appreciated

when it is remembered that the Umted States had no currency of its

own, practically no banks, no mmes where precious metals could be

obtained, nor had any system of taxation been evolved. Continental

bills of credit floated about as so much worthless paper. Worst of all,

there was the mass of debts originating with the different states and the

609
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Contmental Congress Loss of confidence m the financial situation was

complete Hamilton attacked the problem in the broadest possible way
by evolving a comprehensive scheme for setting the currency in order,

for taxation to provide the new government with revenues, for the

establishment of a banking system, and for the payment of the debts

Our concern is only with the last of these

In order to see the matterm its true hght, the amount and character

of the debts which confronted the new government must be kept in mind
A reliable estimate of the debts assumed by the new government gives

the following"

Foieign $12,556,874

Domestic (confederation) 40,256,802

Domestic (states) 10,962,219

Total $72,775,895

In 1790 about one-third of the domestic debt consisted of arrearages

in interest caused by default of the confederate and state governments,

while arrears on foreign interest amounted to 11,640,071 The wealth

of the 13 states in 1790 is estimated by Mulhall to have been $619,200,000,

or less than ten times the debt assumed There was serious discussion

in the new Congress and in the press as to whether the country was able

to pay its debts. Although the amount of the debt was unprecedented,

it is probable that currency difllculties were chiefly responsible for the

widespread skepticism that prevailed There was no difference of

opmion in regard to the foreign debt, it was considered by all a prior claim

on the finances of the country and agreed that provision should be

promptly made to refund it m its entirety. But the domestic debt was
composed of a heterogeneous mass of obhgations, bearing many different

guarantees of redemption Many had accepted large losses already,

either by sale or through the use of the obhgations as currency. Specula-

tion was very great, since the probabihty of redemption in many cases

was remote The chief discussion centered around the payment of state

debts which, hke the confederate debt, had been contracted for the

prosecution of the war.

It was due to the financial abihty and influence of Alexander Hamilton
that Congress in 1790 made arrangements to pay both interest and
principal, including arrearages, on both the domestic and foreign debts

by pledging specific revenues and the annual surplus above what was
required for ordinary expenditures. He saw that the future of public

credit was at stake and the only way to establish confidence in the new
government was the honorable discharge of aU pubhc obhgations
outstanding In spite of strong popular feehng in favor of partial

repudiation, Hamilton was uncompromising in his contention that the

government should abide by the contracts as Represented in the obhfea-
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tions This idea prevailed, except for some reduction in the rate of

interest on the refunding obhgations and the Contmental bills of credit

which were refunded at the rate of 1 per cent of their face value By 1798,
the credit of the government was so far restored that a loan of $6,000,000
was floated in Holland on an 8 per cent basis Hamilton's achievement
in refunding the debt stands as an extraordmary example of sound finance

and should serve as an inspiration for aU time

The financial difficulties of the first decade of America’s national

existence were great. They were a legacy for the most part of the

revolution, the states having been left economically stranded and
regarded as outcasts by England, with whom they had formerly main-

tained close economic relations Revenues were hardly sufficient to

meet the expenses of government New floatmg debts were created at

high rates of interest, until m 1801 the debt amounted to $80,038,050.

In the meantime, however, interest payments were regularly made on

all obligations at home and abroad The confidence in the new govern-

ment IS shown by the distribution of the debt in 1803.^

Foreign

England $15,882,000

Dutch 13,693,000

Other 2,642,000

Domestic

Owned by states . 5,603,000

Owned by incorporated bodies 10,096,000

Owned by individuals 22,330,000

Total $70,146,000

The Second Period,
—

^The administration of Thomas Jefferson, with

Gallatin as secretary of the treasury, brought a new and rigorous pohey

of retrenchment mto the national finances For the first time the

American pohey of debt-payment was vigorously put into practice

Although the Louisiana purchase in 1803 was responsible for an increase

of $11,260,000 in the indebtedness, the net debt was reduced to about

$42,000,000 in 1812, while the amount of the prmcipal paid was approxi-

mately $50,000,000 At that rate the debt would soon have been entirely

extinguished, but the second war with England m 1812 raised the figures

higher than ever before In 1816 the debt stood at $127,334,933 The

new loans had been made at a nominal rate of 6 per cent and were mostly

sold at 88, which was equivalent to a 7 per cent straight return.

The pohey of debt-payment was asserted with full effect after the War
of 1812 Heavy taxation, hberal sinkmg-fund provisions, and large

surplus revenues after 1823 rapidly reduced the debt, until in 1836 the

entire amount including both mterest and principal was completely

1 Timothy Pitkin, SlaHsUcal Vteto of the Commerce of the Untied States, Chap. II.
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discharged and the United States stood out in contrast with the more

powerful nations of the world as a debt-free country There is no doubt

but that the pohcy of debt-payment was the mam argument for the large

amount of foreign capital which came to the United States during this

period to assist in internal improvements and the general development

of the country.

Little further borrowing was done m spite of the disastrous panic

of 1837 until the Mexican War, which occasioned the borrowing of some

$60,000,000. These loans were floated at par on a 6 per cent basis The

debt gradually increased until 1851, when it amounted to over 168,000,-

000 The general prospenty of the country, however, following the

discovery of gold m California, was reflected m the reduction of the

debt to approximately $10,000,000 m 1867. The panic of 1857, revenue

deficits, Indian troubles, bad financial management, and the approaching

Civil War saw the debt increased again to $90,680,873 in 1861. Thus, at

the opening of the Cml War, the debt was rapidly increasing, the treasury

was depleted, and the credit of the government had sunk to a 12 per cent

basis. The record of these years is one entirely to the discredit of the

treasury officials and shows how the good faith of the government, so

thoroughly estabhshed, could all but be destroyed by an incompetent

and halting administration

The Civil War and After.—Then came the election of Lincoln as

President and, with it, the Civil War was precipitated. The total amount
of the debt occasioned chiefly by the war, including both interest- and

non-mterest-bearing obligations, reached a maximum of $2,800,000,000

in 1865 The currency rate of mterest on the average for the different

flotations during the war was approximately 6 per cent These bonds,

however, were mostly payable m coin and the actual gold rate of interest

was, therefore, much higher, the high point being reached in 1864 when
currency at one time was worth only 38 7 cents on the dollar, making
the interest rate about per cent in gold

Against a national debt upward of $2,500,000,000, the wealth of

the Umted States m the census of 1860 had been officially placed at

something over $16,000,000,000; m other words, the debt was almost

one-sixth of the wealth of the country. In 1861 the per capita debt was

less than $3, while, in 1865, it stood at over $75. It is httle wonder,

therefore, that such a prodigious mcrease in the federal debt raised grave

doubts m the mmds of many as to the ability of the government finally

to pay it off. To use the words of another, when the debt became burden-

some “the specter of repudiation spread its wings over the land, and for

a time the good name of the nation even trembled in the balance—

a

proposition being boldly made to pay the bonds in greenbacks ” Most
bonds were payable in com, and it was a matter of current discussion

whether this part of the obhgation could be comphed with
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Notwithstanding the unsound currency situation, Congress was
vigorous in its methods of taxation and provided ample funds to meet all

expenses and interest payments on the debt In the hght of current
European finances, no pohcy of the government stands out in bolder
relief and soundness in prmciple than this post-war taxation pohcy
In addition to this, McCulloch, secretary of the treasury, was influential
in getting Congress to pass the Pubhc Credit Act, in 1869, which pledged
the good faith of the government to meet all obligations, including both
interest and principal, m com By the Refunding Act of 1870, provision
was made for borrowing $500,000,000 at 5 per cent, $300,000,000 at 4J4
per cent, and $1,000,000,000 at 4 per cent. All were to be sold at par
or more, m gold, and were made payable m com and exempt from all

national, state, and local taxation, FoUowmg this came the Resumption
Act m 1875, which placed the currency on a sound basis once again
These measures had the desired effect m thoroughly restoring the credit

of the government, which gradually improved until 1880 when new
loans could be floated on a 3^ per cent basis

Bond issues of considerable size were floated in connection with the

resumption of specie payments in 1879 But m spite of the loans of

1879, the total outstanding debt of the United States decreased grad-

ually from the high mark of 1865 until, in 1892, the total interest-bearing

obhgations amounted to only $585,029,330 The treasury was replete

with funds from the McKinley and other tariff measures, as well as from
internal revenue receipts. The policy of debt-payment was succeeding

too well, for there was great scarcity of government bonds for the

security of national bank notes. So great was this demand that a pre-

mium of 30 per cent was offered by banks for these issues. Had it not
been for currency demands, there is httle doubt but that the debt would
again have been extmguished.

During President Cleveland’s second admimstration, the question

of a standard form of currency arose and was made a political issue.

The discovery of silver in large quantities m Colorado and other places,

taken m connection with an insuflicient gold supply, gave rise to a strong

demand for the bimetaUic standard Government bonds were payable

in “com”, there arose a demand for payment m silver. Against the

wishes of his own party, the President stood for paymentm gold. Bonds
were accordingly issued m considerable amounts m order to obtain gold

to replemsh the reserves and mamtam the panty of aU kmds of currency

Although this increased the burden of the debt considerably, it restored

confidence in the good faith of the government in meetmg its financial

obligations.

Further loans were floated to finance the Spamsh-American War,

to pay the Phflippine indemmty, and later to construct the Panama
Canal These loans altogether increased the total mterest-beanng debt
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to $971,662,590 on July 1, 1916, the year previous to the entrance of the

United States into the World War
The World War—The World War brought unprecedented financing

to the United States as it did to the other participating nations From
the comparatively msigmficant figures before the war, the debt reached

a maximum of $26,596,701,648 on August 31, 1918 A large portion of

this, however, was incurred for the assistance of foreign allied govern-

ments, the proceeds of which were largely spent in the United States

for war supphes and rehef credits The original amounts advanced to

foreign governments amounted to $10,317,000,000, of which some

$7,077,000,000 was advanced pnor to the armistice and the balance,

$3,240,000,000, afterwards, the latter chiefly to satisfy contracts pre-

viously entered into

In the spring of 1923 Great Bntam made arrangements for the

settlement of her portion of the obligations. It was agreed between

the two governments that final settlement will be made in 1984, and

that for the first 10 years, the debt (amountmg to $4,600,000,000 after

adjustments for interest) will draw interest at the rate of 3 per cent,

and for the 52 years following at the rate of 3H per cent. One-half

of 1 per cent is added annually as an amortization fund. For the first

5 years the British Government may defer one-half of the interest due

if desired, which amount would then be added to the principal It may
also pay any part of the principal above the amortization fund upon
any interest date by giving 90 days’ previous notice All payments

of either interest or prmcipal may be made in bonds of the United States

Government issued smce Apnl 6, 1917, such bonds to be accepted at par

and accrued interest

Similar arrangements were made with most of the other debtor coun-

tnes On November 15, 1931, Armeraa, Nicaragua, and Russia had
not yet funded their portion of the debt, the principal and interest of

which amounted to $337,323,000, all but $14,370,000 of which was

owed by Russia On November 15, 1931, the total payments made by
foreign governments and the amounts stiU owing the Umted States

were as shown in table on page 615.

The Moratorium.—In order to avert, if possible, the serious inter-

national crisis which was threatemng, on June 20, 1931, President Hoover
proposed a moratorium for aU mter-governmental debts for 1 year.

After some weeks of negotiation this proposal was accepted by all nations

concerned except Yugoslavia By this arrangement the total payments

due the United States and suspended for the fiscal year 1932 amounted
to $252,566,803,1

Retirement Provisions.—Proceedmg upon the theory that govern-

ments should pay their debts, the Umted States Government from

1 Annual Report of the Secretary of the Treasury, 1931, p 83.
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Table 65—Total Indebtedness and Payments Made by Foebiqn Coxtntbibs

TO THE United States, Noybmbbb 16, 1931

Total payments
received

Country (payments on

principal deducted)

Armenia $ 19,019,107 49

Austria 23,752,217 00 $ 862,668 00

Belgium 400,680,000 00 52,191,273 24

Cuba 12,286,751,68

Czechoslovakia 167,071,023 07 18,304,178 09

Estonia 16,466,012 87 1,248,432 07

Fmland 8,604,000 00 2,954,686 27

France 3,863,650,000 00 486,075,891 00

Great Britain 4,398,000,000 00 1,911,798,298 67

Greece 31,616,000 00 3,091,936 01

Hungary 1,908,660 00 468,466 32

Italy 2,004,900,000 00 97,684,421 90

Latvia 6,888,664 20 634,166 79

Liberia 36,471 56

Lithuania 6,197,682 00 1,128,580 22

Nicaragua 362,627 99 168,783 13

Poland 206,057,000 00 22,646,297 65

Humania 63,860,660 43 4,761,945 76

Russia 317,953,006 37 8,748,878 87

Yugoslavia 61,626,000 00 2,588,771 69

HI, 598, 601, 461 42j$2,627,580,897 72

Annual Report of the Secretary of the Treaturn, I93Z, p 661

the very beginning of its history issued only comparatively short-time

obligations No XJmted States obhgation, except the Panama 3s of

1911, which mature in 1961, and bonds ehgible for secunty of bank-

note circulation, can be recalled whose maturity date was longer than

30 years; the vast majority of all loans were of much shorter duration

No Liberty bond runs longer than this, the bulk of these, as of other

loans m the past, carry a redemption privilege long before the maturity

date. This is in striking contrast to the former practice of Eurojiean

governments which created perpetual obligations, upon the theory that

debts to their nationals need not be paid. A government bond that

matures within a few years is surely superior to one with long-time or

indefinite maturity

In addition to this, from early tunes down to the present, it has been

the policy of the government to attach smkmg-funds to bond issues.

The onginal funding act was passed m 1790 under the leadership of

Alexander Hamilton, the master financial gemus of the time This

act pledged the revenue from the sale of pubhc lands and certain other

surplus revenues to the retirement of the revolutionary debt Subse-
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quently, the interest on the redeemed portion of the debt still outstanding

was pledged to retire obhgations Likewise, m 1817, Congress pledged

the revenues from customs, tonnage, internal revenue duties, and sales

of public lands to the eictent of $10,000,000, which was to be appropriated

annually to retire the debt created by the war with Great Britain in 1812

The obligations incurred durmg the Cml War were protected by a sink-

ing fund derived from the duties on imports sufficient to cancel 1 per

cent of the debt annually The debt, however, was canceled faster than

the sinking fund demanded From 1879 to 1890, it was reduced from

$1,996,000,000 to $891,000,000, “a debt extinguishment without parallel

m the history of any nation ”

The present interest-bearmg debt of the United States is substantially

lower than it was at its peak in 1919 In 1930 the total outstanding

debt was under $16,000,000,000, which was approximately $10,000,000,-

000 reduction from the peak Owing to treasury deficits and other

causes, the debt mounted by several bilhon dollars durmg the following

years

Retirement of $1,965,791,450 was effected through a bond-purchase

fund provided by the second Liberty Loan Act to run till July 2, 1922

An additional amount was retired through a law affecting all Liberty

Loans, except the First 3J4s, which authorized the purchase of 5 per

cent of the original issues outstandmg annually until 1 year after the

expiration of the war A more important stipulation, however, was

included in the Victory Loan Act, affecting all Liberty bonds. A
special annual sinking fund was created beginmng July 1, 1920, equal

to 2}4 per cent of the Liberty bonds and Victory notes outstanding on

that date, less obligations of foreign governments held at that time This

fund may be used by the secretary of the treasury to purchase in the open

market or otherwise the outstandmg bonds and notes at an average cost

not to exceed par and accrued interest. The interest which would have

been payable on the bonds and notes thus redeemed is also to be added

to the 2y% per cent annual charge. Under this provision up to June

30, 1931, $3,579,128,300 bonds and notes had been retired. Provision

was made also whereby all payments received from foreign governments

on account of the war debts were to be used to retire the federal debt,

up to June 30, 1931, these amounted to $2,627,580,897 72. The franchise

tax on the Federal Reserve and Intermediate Credit banks is also used

to purchase bonds for the reduction of the debt. At the above date

total franchise taxes amounted to $150,256,096 88 Funds from estate

taxes are also apphed to retirement of the debt

Present Outstanding Bonds.^—Details of the present outstandmg
bonds of the Umted States on December 31, 1931 (except Postal Savings

per cent bonds), are contamed mthe following compilation by C. F.

Childs and Company;
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The Government Contract.—The Constitution of the United States

authorizes Congress to borrow money on the credit of the Umted States,

without restriction as to amount or purpose Bonds and other obhga-

tiqns of the government issued under this authorization are promises

to pay. In giving its promise, however, the government is in a different

position from that of mdividuaJs While individuals can be sued for

non-performance of contracts, the government is the sovereign authority

and, therefore, cannot be sued The government is master of its own
house, subject only to the will of the people expressed in the constitution.

There is no power outside the people that can force the government to

keep its contracts. Moreover, the first and supreme duty of any govern-

ment IS the preservation of the state In order to accomplish this purpose

obligations will be swept aside if necessary Repudiation is within the

power of every sovereign authority.

The situation is, however, not so hopeless as it may seem at first sight

The mere fact that the government has promised to pay its obligations

IS an acknowledgment of the debt and as such has a certain binding force

which would not exist without the promise The same may be said in

regard to other contractual provisions Obligations payable within a

short time, such as most Umted States Government bonds, give more

assurance than if payment were to be made only in the indefimte or

distant future Likewise, the pohcy of attaching sinking funds to bond

issues has proved a very valuable arrangement in the past and has been

largely responsible for the success of the debt-payment policy followed

from the beginning. Thus while government contracts do not have the

coercive force of a superior authority back of them, they, nevertheless,

have elements of great strength.

Payable in Gold.—Before the Civil War, government obligations

made no mention of the kmd of money with which they were to be paid

at maturity. Since gold and silver were the only kinds of legal-tender

money at that time, obhgations were paid in either metal Some of

the Civil War obhgations were made payable in coin, while others

were left indefinite With the issue of the greenbacks as legal tender,

the question arose after the war as to whether government obhgations

could be paid m greenbacks In order to remove this uncertainty, m
1869 the Credit-strengthening Act was passed, which solemnly pledged

the payment of aU obhgationsm com, except those that were specifically

payable in some other currency. Under the Refunding Act of 1870, aU

refunding bonds were made payable in com All United States bonds

floated prior to the Gold Standard Act of 1900, including those of the

Spanish-American War, were payable in coin without specifymg either

gold or Sliver. The Refunding Act of 1900 required the payment of all

bonds issued under its provisions to be in gold. This act, together with

that of the Currency Act which requires the secretary of the treasury
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to keep all kinds of money at a parity with gold, placed the United States

on a firm gold-standard basis and insured the payment of all its obliga-

tions in gold, no matter when issued The gold provision should be

looked upon as a mark of strength which an emergency may make very

valuable

The Burden of a National Debt.—^At this juncture it is profitable to

examine the several methods ordinarily employed in measuring the

burden of a national debt Perhaps the method most often used is that

which expresses the burden in terms of the per capita debt This is a

useful method of showing the growth of a debt in a particular country

but tells little or nothing as to the actual burden. It is customary to

compare the per capita debt of one country with that of another to

show the relative burden. Countries whose economic circumstances

are similar may be thus profitably compared. But a country whose

economic existence is largely based upon the lavishness of nature, where

the necessities of hfe are obtained with little or no effort and where on

this account little capital has been accumulated, cannot be compared

with profit with another country whose people have accumulated a

large amount of capital A per capita debt of, say, $26 in each country

would bear much more heavily on the former than on the latter Eng-

land and America may be profitably compared, but not England and

Greece, or America and India In any case, the per capita debt shows

nothing positive concernmg the burden of the debt

Another common mdex to the burden of a debt is the amount of the

principal of the debt itself This is good as far as it goes, but it neglects

the interest charge A strikmg illustration of this was found in 1870,

when not only the debts of France and the United States but also the

population of the two countnes were approximately the same The
interest rate in Prance was only about 3 per cent, while in the United

States the average was about 6 per cent, thus making the interest burden

twice as great in the latter country At the present time, however,

the interest charge on the pubhc debt in the United States is only about

4 per cent on the average, while in Prance and some other countries it is

approximately 6 per cent The debt of Germany showed, on the average,

in 1919 interest at the rate of about 5 per cent, while Italy paid 7 per

cent.

Frequently the proportion of the total annual expenditures of a

government represented by the debt charge is used to indicate the burden

of a debt. This method has much value if the economic revenues of

the government are fiurst deducted so as to show the proportion of taxes

used for interest charge.

The method of most significance m estimating the burden of a debt

is a companson with wealth and income statistics The proportion of the

debt to the amount of national wealth shows the proportion of wealth
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the government has mortgaged. Likewise, the total interest charge on

the debt compared with the total net mcome of the people of a country

IS the best index of the burden of the mterest charge. The latter method
has.not frequently been used, largely perhaps because statistics have not

hitherto been available.

The Wealth of the United States.—It is frequently said that the

only security of a government bond is the promise to pay. No greater

mistake could be made. This is true only on the assumption that there

IS something with which to pay Promises of individuals are usually

valued in proportion to their abihty to “make good ” It is the same
with a government The government of a country possessing compara-

tively little wealth has a limited borrowing power But where the people

have shown thrift m the accumulation of property and advancement in

production, borrowing power is correspondingly great Nothmg is

more common in estimatmg the credit of a nation than to inquire into

its economic position. The natural resources, their character and

amount, the accumulated wealth and mdustry of a people form the sure

basis of national credit and give vitahty to the promises of governments

to pay Of almost equal importance with these thmgs is the tendency

of growth as revealed by statistics extending over many years m the

past

No country is better situated than the Umted States in these respects.

Its natural resources are great in amount and extremely diversified in

character With a broad and diversified agncultural basis, ample

supplies of fuel and essential metals of aU kmds, and raw materials in

abundance, the country is, economically speaking, almost entirely self-

sufficient. It IS owing to this that the United States foreign trade has

never been of determinmg importance In addition to its natural

resources, the country’s industries are equally diversified The per-

manent welfare of a people so fortunately situated as that of the Umted
States cannot be questioned if only reasonable thrift is exercised. In

addition to this, wealth continues to grow at a rapid pace

It may be said that the wealth of a country is not available for debt-

payment This IS true if one is thmkmg of capital levies, which have

never yet been resorted to m this country, although there has been agita-

tion of this matter m Europe and actual adoption of such a tax m some
instances The resources of a country are important as a basis of national

credit chiefly as they represent potential earnmg power m the future

As has been pointed out, the amount of capital possessed by a people

IS a good index to its earmng power Debt-payment is ordmanly made

through taxation of the annual mcome, which is derived m a country

like the Umted States almost entirely from some form of capital or natural

resources This constitutes the endurmg importance of wealth as a

support of national credit
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It cannot be said what portion of national wealth can be safely

mortgaged by indebtedness In practice, nations have created debts

ranging from nothmg to over 50 per cent of their wealth What seemed

to be a large debt before the World War now appears insignificant There

IS no doubt, however, that a 50 per cent mortgage on national wealth is

too high. This represents a standard m mdividual mortgages where the

foreclosure privilege is held Smce the debt of the United States is only

about 7 per cent of the wealth of the country, it may be safely concluded

that the obligations of the Umted States would have to be multiplied

five times or more before the danger line is approached.

National Income—Theoretically considered, the taxing power of a

sovereign government is the power to tax even to the point of destruc-

tion But in a democratic country like the United States, taxation would

stop long before this point is reached Even the high corporation income

and profits taxes of 1920 absorbed only about one-fifth of not income

Pohticians are mindful of the electorate and will not trespass too severely

for fear of the ballot As long as the taxing power of the government is

employed with reason and justice, it constitutes the sure source of

revenues for the payment of public obligations

Table 67—Realized Individual Income in 1926

Percentage

Source of Total

Agriculture . . . 11 09

Manufacturing 20 59

Mines, quarries, and oil wells 2 66

Construction 4 22
Banking 1 34
Mercantile 14 64
Government , . 7 48
Transportation . . 8 22
Unclassified 20 08
Miscellaneous 9 69

All industries
. 100 00

From W I Kino, The ffattmal Income and lie Pmchaeing Power, pp 98-99

The abihty of a people to hqmdate its public obligations, therefore,

is measured more by its mcome than by its wealth It is out of the

income of the people that taxes are paid. Wealth is frequently made
the basis of assessment of taxes, but this is because of its concrete char-

acter which will not allow escape from the eye of the tax man. As has

already been pointed out, wealth is an index to ability to pay taxes

because of the function of capital m production. An assessment of

wealth, therefore, is a more or less satisfactory index to actual or poten-

tial income The Federal Government has never employed this method
of taxation but at the present time obtains most of its revenue from
individual and corporate mcome and profits taxes Regardless of
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the different forms which national taxation has assumed in the past, the

amount collected has never absorbed a considerable portion of the

national income

The character of the national income is of equal importance with the

amount As was found to be the case with wealth, the national income

of the United States rests upon a broad basis The percentage derived

from the different sources for the year 1925 may be taken as representing

normal conditions

Both the amount and character of the national income are reassuring

in the case of the United States It is, m addition, more stable and

permanent in character than the income of countries which rests upon

a narrower base. The diversity of income in the United States as com-

pared with many other countries constitutes an element of strength in

our favor which must not be overlooked

Revenue System—Next in importance to the character of the

national income is the revenue system of the government The ideal

revenue system is one that dovetails closely with the social and economic

structure of the country In early history this structure was compara-

tively simple Great differences in wealth that now separate the people

into the several classes did not then exist Down to the War of 1812 the

revenues of the government were derived mainly from customs duties

Smce everyone was a consumer and differences in wealth were not con-

spicuous, this kind of tax rested broadly upon the whole people During

and after the War of 1812, customs duties were levied in much greater

amounts and were supplemented by excise duties and direct taxes appor-

tioned among the states There was no important change in the sources

of revenue until the eighteen thirties when the sales of public lands for

a few years preceding the pamc of 1837 were so great that the revenues

from this source even overtopped the customs receipts. But the mam
dependence for many years to come was the customs receipts. With

the finances of the Civil War a fundamental change came about The

necessity for enormously increased revenues brought an income tax and

a broad system of excise duties on wmes, hquors, and almost every con-

ceivable article of consumption. Although the incometaxwas abandoned

a few years after the war, the excise taxes remamed. Customs receipts

and excise duties were the two great sources of national revenue until the

enactment of the income taxm 1909 The entrance of this country mto

the World War brought heavy mcome and profits taxes on mdmduals

and corporations

Receipts from taxes levied on articles of consumption and paid by

the general pubhc, including both customs and excise duties m 1920,

amounted to approximately $1,100,000,000, mdmdual income taxes

totaled $1,157,000,000, of which $165,000,000 was paid by individuals

with incomes of $5,000 or less, and $992,000,000 by those having
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incomes of $5,000 or more The taxes, therefore, which rested upon

the masses of the people amounted to $1,265,000,000, the sum of

consumption taxes and income taxes paid by those of incomes of $5,000

or less Around $2,000,000,000 was paid by corporations. If to ,this

is added the amount paid by mdmduals of $5,000 income or more, the

total IS approximately $3,000,000,000 Miscellaneous taxes amounted

to $973,000,000. The figures show that the bulk of the taxes was paid

by corporations and the wealthy classes. Never before has the United

States Government taxed the wealthier classes and corporations of the

country so heavily. No system of taxation can thoroughly support

government requirements that is not grounded deeply in the social and

economic structure of the country

Since 1923 the revenue system of the Federal Government has

depended more and more upon individual and corporation income taxes

Owing to the high exemptions of the individual income tax, taxes are

paid mostly by the well-to-do and rich classes Revenues by sources

for the years 1923 and 1930 show this tendency.

Table 68—Federal Kbvbndbs 1923 and 1930

(000 omitted)

Source 1923 1930

Customs (mcludmg tonnage tax) $ 661,928 $ 587,000

Income and profits taxes 1,678,607 2,410,986

Miscellaneous mtemal revenue 945,866 628,308

Miscellaneous revenues (including Panama
Canal) 820,733 661,646

Total $4,007,133 $4,177,939

It IS doubtful if such a one-sided system of taxation is the soundest.

Certamly it is not the most dependable One of the characteristics of a

good revenue system is its stabihty and assurance that in all times

adjustments may be made to provide adequate funds to balance the

budget. A cursory review of the revenue system from the beginning

with this m view will be profitable at this pomt.

As long as the revenues were denved from customs receipts for the

most part, they showed great variation m amount, often resulting in

embarrassing deficits The Embargo Act of December, 1807, and the

circumstances connected with it, caused a drop in customs receipts from
over $16,000,000 to somethmg more than $7,000,000, resulting m a
deficit of $2,500,000 m the treasury. Likewise the large receipts from
public lands up to 1836, accompamed by a dechne in revenue duties,

caused large surpluses m the treasury, enabling the pubhc debt to be
completely paid off. But the sudden cessation of sales of land that
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eame with the panic of 1837 and circumstances connected with interna-

tional trade turned the large surpluses into almost equally large deficits

Again, after the pamc of 1857 when the mam revenues were from customs

receipts, previous comfortable surpluses were abruptly turned into enor-

mous deficits which were the underlymg cause of the collapse of pubhc

credit just preceding the CivJ. War Although m 1873 the revenues

rested fundamentally on both customs and excise duties, the panic of that

year so reduced the customs receipts that surpluses in the revenues

of almost $100,000,000 were almost completely wiped out in the year

following and did not gam their former position until after 1880 The
panic of 1893 caused an unprecedented drop in the customs receipts and

resulted in a deficit of over $60,000,000 m 1894 The excise duties were

the steadying influence m the system, without which a much worse

situation would have occurred

The stabihty of the revenue system under present conditions leaves

much to be desired. Customs receipts dropped from $587,000,000 in

the fiscal year 1930 to $378,000,000 m 1931, a loss of 35 per cent, income

taxes dropped from $2,410,000,000 to $1,860,000,000, a loss of 23 per

cent, internal and miscellaneous revenues decreased only from $1,179,-

000,000 to $1,078,000,000, or 9 per cent Fmal returns for 1932 will

mp.Tfe a far worse showing for customs revenue and income taxes, the

budgetary deficit for this year threatens to run as high as $2,500,000,000,

out of normal taxes of about $4,000,000,000. The steadying effect of

excise taxes may again be specially observed

The excessive deficits of 1931 and 1932 caused some apprehension on

the part of the pubhc and this was doubtless an important factor in pro-

longmg the recent depression It went far toward explaining the con-

tinued decline m security values and loss of confidence in the first half of

1932 This situation was even aggravated by the temporizing attitude

of Congress m the face of financial pen!

Federal Expenditures.—^Federal expenditures since 1927 have maten-

ally altered the character of the budget The leading items of expendi-

ture for 1927 and estimated amounts for 1932 are givenm Table 69.

The increase m the leadmg items of expenditures m the 5 years

1927-1932 amounted to $759,588,000, or 43 per cent. Such a rate of

increase is plnTmmg indeed and was doubtless a part of the general extrav-

agance of the times Nevertheless, experience has taught that once

general expenditures increase, they tend to become permanent. The

opposition of Congress to any material reductions in 1932 was plainly evi-

dent. It should especially be pointed out that the expenditures for the

debt service now constitute upward of one-fourth of all federal expendi-

tures and that expenditures for pensions and veterans’ administration

amount to another 20 per cent One cannot fail to note the rapid mcrease

m expenditures for the Treasury Department (occasioned largely through
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Table 69 —^Leading Items in General Federal Expbnditdbbs

(000 omitted)

Source 1927
1932

(estimated)

Legislation $ 19,678 1 32,382

Executive 612 433

State Department 16,497 16,564

Treasmy Department 151,560 312,854

War Department 360,808 483,725

Department of Justice 24,819 63,798

Navy Department 318,909 378,913

Intenoi Department 72,150 78,344

Department of Agnoulture 156,287 333,647

Department of Commerce 30,939 54,673

Department of Labor 9,921 14,129

Veterans’ administration and pensions 622,026 784,442

Total $1,784,206 $2,643,794

Interest and retirement of debt 1,306,573 1,016,946

Total $3,090,779 $3,560,740

prohibition enforcement), the Department of Agriculture, as well as the

War and Navy Departments

Market, Price, and Yield—In 1870 the yield to maturity on govern-

ment bonds was something like 4 25 per cent But the gradual retire-

ment of the government debt dunng the next 20 years, together with

the demand for bonds for coverage of national bank note circulation,

gradually reduced this yield. In 1890 the Government 4s of 1907

sold at 125, the yield on these bonds continued to decline to 1 98 per

cent m 1901 The Consol 2s and Panama 2s (two issues) are the only

circulation bonds outstanding at the present time They have an

additional market for purposes of covermg government deposits in banks

and are also eligible for mvestment of trust funds and savings banks

under various state laws. These bonds have continued to sell to yield

under 2 per cent The Conversion 3s were issued to Federal Reserve

Banks in exchange for the 2s and are still partially held by these banks

as coverage for bank notes Their yield is lower than that of the Panama
3s All of these bonds are tax-free

Liberty bonds were originally floated at par at interest rates ranging

from 3H per cent on the first issue to 4)4 per cent on the fourth In

fixing the rates, the Treasury Department frankly placed the interest

rates lower than the market for other mvestments would warrant It

did so depending upon the patriotism of the people to take them at

exceptionally low yields with the consequent reduction m the cost of the

war The success of the Treasury Department in thus floating bonds
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ras unexampled, subscriptions greatly exceeding the amount of the bonds

3 be sold. As the war progressed and money became scarcer, the

iterest rates on the successive issues were raised and the bonds pre-

lously issued were in turn made convertible into subsequent issues

earing higher rates of interest. The conversion privileges, of course,

xercised a determining influence on the price of convertible issues which

pproximated that of the issue mto which they were convertible

After the fervor of the war subsided and the country began settling

own to sober readjustment, the prices of Liberty bonds were accordingly

fleeted The artificially low mterest rate when compared with the

leld on good corporation bonds brought about a marked recession m
notations The lowest prices ever quoted on Libeity bonds together

nth the dates are as follows:

Table 70

—

^Lowest Prices Ever Quoted on LiBBBTr Bonds

Issue Price

i

Date
Price,

June 29, 1923

86 30 July 9, 1921 1001^2

83 00 May 19, 1920 972^2

"irst 4J^s 84 00 May 18, 1920 98^2

econd 4s 81 70 May 20, 1920 97*^2

econd 4J^s 82 00 May 20, 1920 984^2

?hird 4}4s 86 00 Dec 21, 1920 981^2

’ourth 4Jis 82 54 May 20, 1920 98^2

These low prices did not, as some claimed, result from lack of credit

if the government but were the result of economic and legal forces Per-

laps the largest factor in the situation was the wide distribution of the

)onds when the war closed There were some 20,000,000 holders at that

ime. This number has since been reduced so that at the present time

here are probably not more than 4,000,000 owners Many of these

londs and Victory notes were bought on the instalment plan at a rate

)f mterest exactly oflset by the rate on the bonds themselves But when

oans were renewed they were made at the prevailing bank rates, which

vere from 1 to 3 per cent or more higher than the bond rates. The

esult was that rather than pay the difference many people sold. Doubt-

ess the disposition to hold bonds that returned a rate of interest lower

ihan was accustomed to be received by investors, together with the pro-

rressive dechne in the prices after the war, led hundreds of thousands of

People to dispose of their holdings Small purchasers undoubtedly felt

;he need of their funds for other purposes, while the speculator exchanged

ns bonds for promotion stocks that promised anywhere from 100 to

1,000 per cent return on the investment in a short time.
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Most of the Liberty and Treasury bonds at the present time are held

by banks, insurance compames, corporations, and trust and endowment
funds In 1931 banks and insurance compames alone held between

$7,000,000,000 and $8,000,000,000 of Umted States Government securi-

ties Many are held also by mdividuals desiring to escape heavy federal

and state taxation.

The prices of government bonds, outside circulation bonds, have

undoubtedly been greatly supported by the retirement program of the

government and on account of the privilege of turning some of these

issues in at face value m payment of federal inheritance taxes

Differences in yield are accounted for partly by differences in tax

features The First 334a are totally exempt, except for federal, estate,

and inheritance taxes This issue commands a relatively high price

on this account The sixe of the issue undoubtedly exerts some influence

also on price and 3ueld.

In conclusion it may be said that Liberty bonds as a class return

a lower yield than the best railroad bonds and distinctly less than first-

class railroad bonds of less seasoned character With the exception of

the First they compare favorably m jueld with the best municipal

bonds but yield materially less than the municipals of any except the

largest cities. Their 3nield is considerably lower than the best public-

utility bonds Liberty bonds will m the future be sought by those look-

ing for tax-exempt issues of undoubted safety and which occasion the

least amount of care They will also be held by banks and corporations

where they are virtually tax-free, and by trust funds where safety is

the paramount consideration
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CHAPTEE XXXIII

AMERICAN STATE BONDS

When viewed as a whole, the debt record of American states affords

a striking contrast to that of the Umted States Government. While

the latter presents an unbroken record of promptness and good faith

in the discharge of its obligations, the record of the former is frequently

marred by uncertainty, delay, and even repudiation, with corresponding

losses to investors Nevertheless, when reviewed individually most of

the states have enviable records m the discharge of their obligations and

it would be unfair to judge these in the light of the picture as a whole.

Here, as elsewhere, a fair estimate of the credit of each state must be made

upon the basis of its own special record. A brief history of American

state debts as a whole, with special reference to the errors of certain

states, will be helpful m gainmg a background for the present situation

It should first be observed that borrowing by American states in the

past has been spasmodic in character Four different waves stand out

in the picture from the revolution down to the present time These

were as follows (1) the period of the revolution when in the absence of a

central government the states contracted debts to prosecute the War for

Independence, (2) the penod of borrowing for internal improvements,

chiefly between 1830 and 1838, (3) the decade beginning with the Civil

War, (4) the period following the World War. The intervals between

these waves of borrowing were marked by comparative inactivity and

actual reduction m the total amount of state debts outstanding.

Revolutionary Debts.—^All of the 13 states incurred debts m con-

nection with the War for Independence Part of these debts was paid

by the states themselves. But with the formation of the umon m 1789

and the transfer of import duties from the states to federal authority,

in order to protect the creditors of the states, it became imperative that

the Federal Government assume the state obhgations The per capita

debt of the South was less than that of the Forth but the South consented

to Hamilton's scheme for assumption and equal distribution of the burden

through a bargam which located the federal capital in territory carved

out of Virgmia and Maryland Through the act approved August

4, 1790, the Federal Government thus assumed 818,271,788 of state

obligations, 60 per cent of which was incurred by the three states of

South Carolma, Massachusetts, *nd Virgima.^ “Each subscriber

received three certificates, one for a sum equal to four-ninths of the sub-

scribed sum with interest at 6 per cent, another for two-ninths of the

1 D R Dewbt, Financial History of the United States, pp 92-94.
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subscribed sum, to bear interest at 6 per cent after 1800, and the third

certificate for the remaining three-mnths, bearing an interest of 3 per

cent. ”1 The federal revenues were pledged for the payment of interest,

foreign loans being given priority of claim, the proceeds of the sale of

western lands were specifically pledged for the discharge of the debt

Public Improvements.—^Except for small war debts incurred by some
of the states to aid in the War of 1812, borrowing by states for 30 years

after 1790 was almost non-existent * After 1820 pubhc improvements

began to occupy the attention of state governments In the period

1820-1825 the seven states of Alabama, Louisiana, Maryland, New
York, Pennsylvania, South Carohna, and Virginia incurred debts to

the extent of $12,790,728 * During the next 5 years Maryland, New
York, Ohio, Pennsylvama, South Carohna, and Virginia incurred debts

amountmg to $13,679,689 ® The debts incurred during the decade of the

eighteen hundred twenties were contracted bythe older and more populous

states, whose resources were “adequate to their undertaking But

after 1830 the newer and less populous states engaged in borrowing on

a large scale Then it was that state debts began to assume commanding
importance, between 1830 and 1835, 12 states issued securities aggre-

gating 140,012,769 But the situation did not become alarming until

after 1835 In the three years 1835-1838, 16 states issued securities

totahng $107,823,808 In the entire period 1820-1838 states contracted

debts aggregating $174,306,994 The total debts outstandmg m 1839

have been officially estimated at $163,728,390 ® Nevertheless, eight

states. New Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New Jersey,

Delaware, North Carohna, and Georgia had no debts at this time Maine

and Missouri had incurred only small amounts A large proportion of all

state bonds was sold abroad, chiefly m England The purposes for

which state debts were incurred and their amounts were as follows (after

allowing for redemption of some $4,600,000 bonds by New York)

Canals

Banks
Railways

Roads
Miscellaneous

$ 60,201,561

62,740,000

42,871,084

6,616,868

8,474,684

Total
From T^nth Cenaua^ Vol VII, p 626

* Ibtd., p 95

>75td,p 96.

= Tenth Census, Vol VII, p 523.

*Idem
5Jbtd,pp 523-529

•Ibid,v 529,

^ Ibid
, p 623

* Ibid
, p 281

$170,356,187
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The purposes for which state debts were incurred, namely, for public

improvements, go far toward explainmg the extravagance of this wave
of borrowing. This remarkable movement can be understood only in

the light of the times After the War of 1812 America turned its face

toward the West The population west of the AUeghanies was growing

“fearfully ” It sought a market for its agncultural products in the

East, while the East in turn sought transportation for its manufactured

goods in the West The efforts of New York, Pennsylvania, Maryland,

and Massachusetts to form connections with the West have been recited

in another place The first successful effort was marked by the opening

of the Erie Canal in 1825 The effect of this was electncal “A vehe-

ment desire to construct great pubhc works” arose. ^ The situation

became intensified in the eighteen hundred thirties After the effects of

the Napoleonic wars had worn away, Europe entered upon a period of

material well-being which gave rise to an unprecedented demand for

American manufactured goods and agncultural products The stimula-

tion of high prices to agricultural production carried enthusiasm to a

high pitch Everywhere conservatism was forgotten In fact it was

an era of great world prosperity. Judge Curtis remarks, “At no other

period did the wild spint of adventure become epidemic over so many

countnes till it seemed to affect the whole world.

The great prosperity in America enabled the Federal Government to

pay the last instalment of its debt m 1834,® and in 1827 to distribute its

surplus revenues to the extent of $28,101,644 to the states. * Unfortunately

with expanding prosperity there came the dispute over state and federal

rights which ended in victory for theformer. With the election of Jackson

m 1832 the doom of the Second Bank of the Umted States was forecast

This led to a mushroom growth of unsound state banking, chiefly in the

West and South Between 1830 and 1837 the nominal capital of state

banking mstitutions increased from $110,000,000 to $225,000,000 ®

The bubble of overexpansion and inflation burst with the panic of

1837 The Bank of the Umted States in Philadelphia and every other

bank in the country to the south stopped payment, while the solvency

of the Bank of England was also threatened. The panic brought the

first severe shock to Amencan pubhc credit and by 1839 Europe entirely

closed its markets to American state stocks ® The state of the improve-

ments themselves was set forth by Thomas Benton as follows:

barren banks, which cannot lend, suspended banks, which will not pay,

broken banks, which cannot pay, unfimshed roads and canals, which are useless,

» Words of Judge Curtis, quotedm TerUh Census, Vol. VII, p 526.

“ Idem.

U1nd,p 524

*md,y 529

‘Ibtd,p 524
® See W. L Eaymonb, Stale and Municipal Bonds, p. £
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finished ones, which are either bringing their owners in debt or barely paying the

expenses of repairs, the cost of management, and mterest upon the outlay This

IS their condition. Their value at home is shown by the thermometer of the

stock market, where they range at all the degrees below par down to the freezing

point of zero In Europe, although backed by the credit of the states, they

rate from one-half to three-fourths of their nominal value. ^

First Period of Default 1840-1842.—^By 1840 many of the states

found themselves m financial difficulties Some defaulted only on inter-

est payment, while others dehberately repudiated both the interest and

principal of their debts Default on mteiest payments came in 1840

to Indiana and Florida, m 1841, to Illinois, Michigan, Mississippi, and

Arkansas; and in 1842, to Pennsylvama and Maryland ^ Default proved

temporary in most of these cases Indiana, Illinois, Maryland, and

Pennsylvania withm a few years made arrangements by which overdue

interest payments were settled and current payments renewed The
debts of these states proved to be too burdensome for the times

The debt of Pennsylvania amounted to $37,319,395 in 1842. With
the panic of 1837 work on canals and railroads in process of construction

ceased entirely and the properties passed largely into private hands, the

investment in many cases proving a total loss. The abandonment of

the state tax on general property, together with the issue of relief notes

as currency after the panic, made it impossible for Pennsylvania to pay
interest on the debt in cash. The state resumed interest pasment in

1845, however, and later sold some of its railroads and canals, applying

the proceeds to the payment of the principal of the debt. Creditors

were finally paid in full for the obhgations which they held

The weakness of the situation m Maryland was similar to that in

Pennsylvania The state depended upon the revenues from the rail-

roads and canals which were undertaken for the funds with which to

pay the interest on the debt incurred in their construction The state

really had no tax system whatever Taxes were soon levied, nevertheless,

and interest at the full rate resumed in 1848 Indiana had floated bonds
for the Wabash and Ene canals and the State Bank of Indiana The
pioneer character of the state made it impossible to collect sufficient

taxes to pay the mterest after 1840 Not until 1846 were arrangements

made for settlement in fuU of all back interest and resumption of current

payments. IlUnois issued bonds m aid of railroads, the Illinois and
Michigan Canal, and for bank stock Great losses resulted to the state

from the failure of banks whose stock it held The total debt amounted
to $14,440,381 m 1844, and no money except the state’s own depreciated

1 Tenth Census, Vol. Vn, p. 627
® The best brief account of repudiation in the separate states is contained in

Wilham L, Raymond's work Americm and Foreign Investment Bonds, Chap. III.
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paper was available for interest pa3nnents. Within a few years, pay-

ments were resumed, the revenue bemg derived from the completed canal

and from state taxes Interest on the bonds of all of the states mentioned

in this paragraph was paid m full.

The case of Michigan is entirely different. Bonds for railroads and

canals were sold on the mstalment plan through agencies which were

later unable to make payment m full The bonds finally came into the

possession of European banks which had accepted them as fully paid,

as security for loans from American financial houses The state refused

to settle for the unpaid portion of the bonds but made full payment of

interest and principal for that portion for which it had received payment

The debt of Florida arose through the guarantee of certain bank

bonds and by direct bond issues m favor of other banks before the time

of statehood The banks all failed and the legislature repudiated the

bonds When the territory was admitted as a state, the constitution

forbade settlement for the territorial debt. This is the first clear case

of repudiation.

Mississippi also raised money in aid of banks which followed the usual

course of miserable failure In 1842 the greater portion of the bonds

issued for this purpose was repudiated on the ground of illegality and

fraud Some, however, were repudiated without the show of illegality

or invalidity. The highest state court had previously declared the

bonds valid but to no purpose Repudiation was made a political issue

in Mississippi and the people approved it upon several different occasions.

In 1876 the constitution of the state was amended and all of the bonds in

question were repudiated. The case of Mississippi is usually cited as one

of dehberate and mexcusable repudiation m the face of known abihty

to pay
The case of Arkansas is similar to that just cited The legislature

refused to make provision for the collection of taxes to pay interest on

its bonds which accordingly was defaulted Finally in 1869 the legisla-

ture refunded a portion of the bonds, no good reason was given for failure

to meet interest charges on bonds winch had been issued in aid of bankmg

institutions Although the amount was not great and the state was

amply able to pay the mterest, the legislature refused to levy a tax for

the purpose The mterest remained unpaid until 1869, when a portion

of the bonds was refunded.

In passing judgment on this period, one must consider the character

of the tunes. One may observe with Judge Curtis that "rashness was

epidemic” and that creditors were qmte as much to blame as debtors,

foreign lenders, too, were eager to embrace the promise of exceptional

returns on their funds. Jdoreover, m the entire process of borrowing

and spending everything was open and pubhc. Nothing was kept secret.

Approval of the course taken by state authorities was universal.
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The Period 1843-1860.—^By 1843 the total debts of the states and

territories aggregated $206,578,583 with annual interest amounting to

$10,328,929 An effort was made for assumption of state debts by the

Federal Government but m the end the states were left to extricate

themselves from their financial difficulties as best they could

The first period of default, from July, 1840, to August, 1842, was

followed by a decade of mactivity in state borrowing By 1853 the

amount was reduced to $192,527,913 but agam increased to $257,406,940

in 1860 ^ With the exception of Massachusetts, the New England states

were practically free from debt.

A second period of default and repudiation came between 1848 and

1860 Minnesota had aided the construction of railroads by issuing state

bonds in exchange for first-mortgage bonds of certain railroads which

afterwards became insolvent By constitutional amendment authorized

by the people in 1860, it was provided that neither the principal

nor the interest on this debt was to be paid without sanction of popular

vote The excuse was fraud Not until 1881, after constant political

agitation, was provision for settlement made for both principal and

interest The Supreme Court of the state declared the amendment
unconstitutional and the legislature agreed either to settle for the bonds

on a 60 per cent basis or to exchange them for new ones bearing 6 instead

of 7 per cent on a dollar-for-doUar basis The debt was small and the

state amply able to pay Such popular repudiation, therefore, can

hardly be justified

In 1848, Texas defaulted on its state debt It claimed that face value

was not received in return for the bonds issued and proceeded to scale the

obhgations down to less than one-half of their nominal value Accord-

ing to agreement at the time, the state was admitted to the union The
customs had been mortgaged to secure part of the debt m the days of

the Repubhc, the Government of the TJmted States finally, in 1855,

appropnated $7,750,000 to clear its title to the customs receipts This

action was necessary because Texas was unwilhng to pay the debt,

which amounted to repudiation Cahforma defaulted in 1854 on its

debt incurred for current expenses, which the Supreme Court declared

void because it exceeded the provisions of the constitution The legis-

lature, however, m 1857 promptly remedied the illegality and made
satisfactory settlement The case has never been considered a serious

reflection upon Cahforma’s credit

The Civil War and After.—In the decade following 1860 state debts

moreased to $352,866,698 It may be observed that the middle and
western states decreased their mdebtedness, while the South showed a

* Report of the Wilham Cost Johnson Committee'; quoted m Tenth Census, Vol

VII, pp 527-528

“ Tenth Census, Vol VII, p. 281.
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very large increase For the first time smce the American Revolution,
New England incurred large debts, chiefly occasioned by the Civd
War

^This period saw default and repudiation for the thud time but
involved only southern states The causes were similar to those of the
first period, excessive credit was extended to railroad and banking enter-
prises. The debts incurred by the southern states in aid of the rebellion
are not here consideied, smce they were outlawed by the Fourteenth
Amendment to the Constitution of the United States The South found
itself weakened by the Civd War and default soon occurred in several
states The southern, hke the northern states, had contracted debts
before the war and for much the same purposes, in fact they were more
industrious in issuing bonds in aid of railroads, banks, and other projects

than the northern states These debts were mostly defaulted dunng the
war The expeiience was the same as m the North, where revenues
expected from these undertakings failed to matenahze and the entei prises

became insolvent The carpet-bag governments forced upon the south-

ern states, after the war, greatly extended the ante helium state debts

through extravagance, incompetence, and dishonesty Misappropri-

ations are said to have amounted to about $20,000,000, for which the

“black” republican governors and legislatures were responsible

Virginia’s debt was an ante helium legacy and with accrued interest

amounted to over $47,000,000 m 1871. Although fraud was not claimed

in the construction of improvements in Virginia, it was claimed that the

war had so reduced the resources of the state that it was too poor to

meet its obhgations Intermittent payments and defaults and readjust-

ments occurred, which in reality were partial repudiation The panic

of 1873 rendered the matter entirely hopeless In 1882 the radical

element in pohtics got into control and passed the law known as the

“coupon-killer,” which refused coupons for taxes as had been permitted

for many years previous The Riddleberger Act scaled the debt from

20 to 47 per cent, which was partial repudiation During the following

decade agreements were entered into with the bondholders for final

adjustment, which again amounted to partial repudiation Virgima’s

record is not an enviable one

The case of West Virgmia is pecuhar The state agreed to assume

its “equitable portion" of Virgmia’s debt at the time of separation,

provision for which was made m its constitution of 1863 But the

interest was never paid The long dispute as to the exact amount that

should be assumed was finally tenmnated by action of the Supreme

Court of the Umted States, and only recently has West Virginia assumed

any responsibility in the matter The amount finally decided upon was

much smaller than what Virgmia considered West Virginia's portion of

the debt It has since been paid
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North Carolina also accumulated a large debt which was placed at

$41,846,930 in 1876, This debt has back of it the story of incompetence,

waste, and fraud to an unusual extent Frequent default, scaling, and

partial repudiation were the results South Carolina’s debt in part

reaches as far back as 1794 The state assisted railroads and banking

schemes and was subjected to unusual provocation by the carpet-bag

government imposed upon it after the Civil War State funds were

largely wasted by this regtme Invahdity and illegality were charged

by the Supieme Court of the state on part of the debt Frequent default

and partial repudiation tell the story of this state laboring under the

shadow of fraud and the iron hand of the “black” regime

Georgia, under carpet-bag government, voted bonds in aid of railroads

and many other different kinds of public improvements, but the funds

raised for this purpose were largely wasted Upon the charge of fraud

and irregularity, the legislature repudiated a large portion of the total

debt Alabama’s debt goes back as far as 1823, when bonds in aid

of banks and other enterprises were issued. Interest was defaulted m
1861. After the war certam railroad bonds were guaranteed by the state,

while others were issued directly by the state. In both cases subsequent

default took place This state went through the usual process of scaling

and repudiation already noticed in connection with other states

Tennessee also assisted banka early in the thirties and subsequently

railroads and other enterprises The enterprises failed and default

took place during and after the Cml War. In 1883 the legislature acted

in favor of repudiation of interest and scalrng of the debt.

Louisiana issued large amounts of bonds after the Civil War for

levees, railroads, and canals. In 1872 the total debt was $41,733,762

Invahdity and fraud were subsequently charged and repudiation followed

Refunding was attempted here as elsewhere with the usual result of

repeated default on the funded portion,

Missouri, in the fifties, also loaned its credit in guaranteeing bonds
of railroads The roads failed during the war and the state defaulted.

The legislature enacted tax laws which went far towards making up the

overdue interest The state never went so far as repudiation. Ray-
mond, in his American and Foreign Investment Bonds, says: “The debt

history of Missouri is a troubled but honorable one ”

A large portion of the state debts, even in the third period of repudia-

tion, was held abroad American state credit suffered almost irre-

trievably. The South suffered more than the North because repudiation

there was more flagrant In the North the process usually stopped at

default, but m the South repudiation by pubhc authority or by popular

approval was common No pubhc meetmgs were ever held to protest

against repudiation. On the contrary, candidates for Congress were
elected on repudiation platforms Federal patronage was also given
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these members of Congress by the President of the United States. Those

active in repudiation were supported by senators of non-repudiating

states Repudiation was a disease affectmg a full generation and more

of American life, and its roots were most deeply sunk in the South, To
the foreigner no amount of explanation could restore American state

credit to its former high position

Glancing backward over the three periods of default, one may observe

that the credit of the states suffered when the debts became burdensome

or when the purpose was not public in the strict sense of the word In

his summary of observations Raymond concludes that the states which

showed bad faith were Alabama, Arkansas, Flonda, Georgia, Louisiana,

Minnesota, Mississippi, North Carohna, South Carohna, Tennessee,

Virginia, and West Virgima—11 southern states, and 1 northern state

This was largely the result of demoralization m the South from the

slavery question and the Civil War ^ In 1921 eight southern states were

still in default of debts amounting to $60,000,000, on which interest to

the extent of $180,000,000 had accumulated.*

It should be added that the outcome of the speculative enterpnses

which were responsibile for the creation of the debts, in many cases,

had also a determinmg influence on repudiation Had these proved

immediately profitable as many of them subsequently did, there is little

reason to believe that default would have occurred, especially before

the Civil War. State ventures, like individual speculations of the

period, were ill-conceived in most cases The impetus of the develop-

ment of new territory so inflamed the imagination of the people that

nothing seemed impossible Transportation, the key to the unlocking

of new and opulent territory, pressed irresistibly for solution and the

course followed was the pledging of state credit where private credit

would not suflice. In their zeal for development the men of those days

overshot the mark, as viewed from the standpomt of today It seems

unlikely that the circumstances of those times will ever return. In a

sense this constitutes a closed chapter m state finances

In contrast with these states stand the records of Massachusetts,

New York, and other states which, with the exception of Califorma

previously noted, have never defaulted upon mterest or pnncipal Some

of these states are entirely free from legal restrictions in the creation of

debts and have shown remarkable wisdom m the management of their

finances State debts have generally been small in the United States

The recent tendency to borrow heavily on highways is, m reahty, a mark

of wisdom, smce taxes sufficient to meet these expenditures would cause

an unnecessarily heavy burden. But if borrowing according to the

serial bond method is employed, mdebtedness for this purpose need not

cause alarm.

1 W L, Ratmond, Staie and Murndpcd Bonds, p. 69,

» Idem
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The experiences of the states with borrowing during the 50 years

prior to 1870 taught them lessons which they were slow to unlearn In

fact state debts decreased from 1870 to 1895 to less than $200,000,000

and increased from then only moderately until the time of the World

War In 1913 they stood at only $345,942,305 (after deduction 'of

sinking funds), which was less than the figure for 1870,

The Period 1914-1932—State debts have increased very rapidly since

1914, more especially, however, m the period following the World War.

In 1919 total debts of all the states (less smking funds) amounted to

$546,946,000 ,
in 1929 they stood at $1,856,306 The per capita indebted-

ness rose in the decade from $5 20 to $15 38 ^

The recent revival of state borrowing is due to a number of factors.

It was in a measure due to the war itself, which occasioned borrowing for

soldiers’ bonuses But most of the increase has been due to other causes

Soon after the war South Dakota embarked upon a rural credit scheme

and issued direct obhgations of the state to provide the funds These are

ultimately secured by mortgages on the farms receiving benefits of the

Table 71—Net Indebtedness op States bt Dwibions op the United
States, 1929

Division Total debt Per capita debt

New England 1$ 117,387,000 $14 61

Middle Atlantic 406,722,000 16 75

Bast North Central 285,512,000 11 47

West North Central 141,236,000 10 69

South Atlantic 371,838,000 24 62

East South Central 166,842,000 16 46

West South Central 142,811,000 11 88

Mountain 44,641,000 12 20

Pacific 180,817,000 22 97

Total $1,856,306,000 $15 38

From Statistical Aistracl, 1931, p 226

loans InNorth Dakota bondsm large amountswere issued to enable the

state to enter into socialistic conduct of mills, elevators, banks, real estate,

and so forth Even Massachusetts guaranteed for 10 years the dividends

on the stock of the Boston Elevated Kailway Company and the principal

of $4,000,000 bonds of the Eastern Massachusetts Street Railway Com-
pany But the main purpose of state debts in the recent period has been

for highways Debts for highways amounted to 64 4 per cent of the

total state indebtedness in 1929 Soldiers’ and sailors’ relief and bonuses

accounted for 11 2 per cent, while pubhc utdities showed 14 1 per cent.

These three items together accounted for 79 7 per cent of all state indebt-

1 Stahshcal Abstract cf the Untied States, 1931, p 229
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edness Debts for highways loomed large in all sections of the country

except New England and the West North Central states Debts incurred

for relief of war veterans were especially large in the North Central and

Pacific states, those incurred for pubhc utihties were largest in New
England (37.1 per cent of the total), West North Central (50 3 per cent

of the total), and in the Pacific states (21 9 per cent of the total).*

The net and per capita indebtedness of the various sections of the

United States are set forth m the table shown on page 638

The Wealth of the States.—Just as in the case of the national debt,

the burden of state debts may be measured by the relation of the debt to

wealth, since this is an indication of the producing power of the state

Statistics of state wealth may be obtained fiom decennial reports of

the Bureau of the Census and from figures of assessed valuation The

latter have the advantage of being more nearly current, while the

former are more accurate as of the census date.

Assessment figures must be used with caution, since they range all

the way from 15 per cent of true value m Iowa to approximately 100

per cent in a number of the states. The laws almost universally require

assessment at market or true value, but the interpretation of this is left

to local assessors who generally scale values arbitrarily The service

of the state boards of equahzation and other similar authorities is mostly

in the interest of equahty, with the result that assessments are as likely

to be lowered as raised On account of the lack of umformity in assess-

ment, it IS difficult to make use of comparative statistics Purthermore,

it IS to be remembered that the great bulk of intangible property escapes

the eye of the assessor, rendermg personal property valuation of httle

or no significance The figures for real-estate assessments are much

more rehable and cover all kinds of taxable property within the state,

including railroads, pubhc utihties, and other corporate property

The character of the wealth is quite as important as the amount.

One-industry states mdicate mstabihty of annual income of the people

and of revenue from taxation, while states of diversified property indicate

relative strength and stabihty The amount and character of the wealth

of selected states are shown in Table 72

These figures show that real estate is the backbone of the wealth of

most of the states In South Dakota and Iowa it constitutes approxi-

mately 70 per cent of all the property of these states. Moreover, it is

constituted mostly of farm property with its tendency to instabihty of

income About 47 per cent of the wealth of Ehode Island is m real

estate but it is largely residential and business property, tbe former

having no productive power whatever. Evidently this state must lean

heavily upon other classes of property, chiefly manufactunng machinery

•National Industrial Conference Board, Cost of Government in the United States,

1929-1930, p 57
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and tools, since “other” tangible property is likely to be largely personal

and non-productive On the other hand, the states of New York,

Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, and Missouri show a high degree of

diversity of property. These states have large commercial and financial

Table 72—Tangible Wealth of Cehtain States, 1923

(In millions)

interests and the first three m addition have material wealth m farms and

mines New York is the gateway to the United States and, in a sense,

the basis of its property values is as broad as the nation itself Where
a high percentage of a state’s wealth is accounted for by oil or other

mineral resources subject to sudden exhaustion, state debts, unless moder-

ate in amount, rest upon an unsafe basis

In spite of the tendency to rapid increase in state debts over the past

decade, the burden of these debts is not great When considered as a

whole, the net debt of all the states is still within 1 per cent of the property

valuation, after adjustment has been made to the 1913 price level

On the other hand, the debt of New York State at the present time is

about 7 per cent of the 1922 property valuation North Carolina had
the highest per capita debt m 1929, amounting to $36 55; Arkansas

showed $54 63 ,
and West Virginia, $38 04. Fourteen other states had per

capita debts in the same year in excess of $20 The states of Nebraska
and Wisconsin had practically no debts, while Connecticut, Ohio,

Indiana, Oklahoma, and Texas bad only small amounts.

State Revenue.—^Formerly it was the custom to depend mostly upon
the general property tax for state governments As recently as 1922,

41 per cent of all state taxes was collected from this source, but in 1929

only 22 per cent was thus collected General and special property taxes

together accounted for one-half of the revenues m 1922 but dropped to
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28 5 per cent in 1929. This decrease, however, is due almost altogether

to the mcrease m other forms of taxes, especially the gasohne and motor
vehicle hcense taxes, rather than an absolute reduction m revenues

In 1929 New Jersey collected 50 per cent of its revenues from the general

property tax, and Michigan 40 per cent. On the other hand, three

states collected no regular general property taxes Twelve states now
collect a state income tax and in some states this amounts to a sub-

stantial proportion of the total revenues At the present time all states

collect a gasoline tax and motor hcense tax. Revenues from these two

sources were about equal in 1929 for the country as a whole but they

varied widely among the several states

Table 73—Soubcbs of State Tax Bevenue, Fiscal Year 1929

(In rmlhons)

1930, pp 110-111
> 1928 taxes

The revenue systems of selected states are presented in Table 73

In this table may be observed the widely different practices m raismg

state revenues Outside the gasolme and motor vehicle hcense taxes

which may be looked upon as special road taxes, some states depend

almost entirely upon general property taxes This is the case with

Nebraska and Georgia, as well as with other states not appearing m the

table. Other states depend to a large extent upon business hcense taxes,

as in the case of Minnesota and California Special attention is du-ected

to the states of North Carohna, New York, Ohio, and MassaJusetts,

which have developed rather well-rounded systems of revenue. Needless

to add, the broader the base of taxation, the greater stability will the

revenues have

State Expenditures.—State expenditures, along with other gowrn-

ment expenditures, have shown a tendency to increase rapidly. Pay-

ments for cost of government alone amounted

1915 in 1922 they rose to 1962,275,000, and to 11,402,010,000 in 1929.
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The per capita expenditures rose from $4 06 in 1916 to $8 89 in 1922, and

to 111 62 in 1929

Tabib 74

—

Net State Expendittikbs, Fiscal Year 1029

Source
Amount,

millions
Per cent

General government $ 126 7 6 44

Protection 175 1 8 91

Education 659 7 28 46

Highways 752 1 38 24

Economic development 76 2 3 88

Social welfare 254 7 12 96

Miscellaneous 7 3 0 37

Public utilities 14 7 0 76

Total 11,966 6 100 00

From National Induatrial Conference Board, The Coat of Government m the Umtcd States, 1929-1930,

pp 22-26

The functional distribution of state expenditures for 1929 is given in

Table 74 Note that highways account for 38 24 per cent of all expendi-

tures Expenditures on highways by states are met largely out of gaso-

line and motor vehicle hcense taxes and are among the most economical

of all state expenditures They, therefore, may be said to pay their way
both directly and mdirectly and should give no special occasion for alarm

The main caution here hes m mferior construction in certain states and
too long maturitym the bonds issued Highway bonds, like bonds issued

on productive property, should not extend beyond the life of the prop-

erty itself. On the other hand, no tax is more just or certain than

gasohne and motor vehicle hcense taxes Expenditures for education,

the second largest item m the list, are undoubtedly above criticism

where economy is exercised The third largest item, social welfare,

assumes a larger and larger importance m some state budgets Massa-
chusetts, for instance, spends 38 12 per cent of all its state expenditures

for this purpose, New York 22 24 per cent, Rhode Island and Pennsyl-

vama over 20 per cent Total revenue receipts for cost of government
in 1929 exceeded expenditures by 46 per cent, a result which shows great

strength in state finances It appears that no state failed to balance

its budget in 1929

Contractual Features.—State obhgatioim are simple unsecured prom-
ises to pay, issued for pubhc purposes While these are typically direct

obligations, in times past they have been only contingent as in the case

where the state would guarantee the bonds of railroads, canal companies,

or other private enterprises They have in some cases been strengthened

by the ownership of bank stocks, railroad mortgages, or other private

securities.
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The usual method of paying Interest and principal of state obhga-

tions IS out of taxes or other public revenues, but occasionally out of

public property itself. In the American constitutional system the state

possesses a sovereignty of its own and this carnes with it the taxing

power In the exercise of this power the state may levy taxes as it sees

fit to carry out the pubhc purpose To insure the payment of taxes

it may take title to private property if taxes remain unpaid when due,

or it may take away from corporations their franchises, thereby depriving

them of the right to eontmue their busmess Taxes are by statute a

first hen on real estate or personal property

State Sovereignty.—^The original 13 colomes that preceded the 13

states developed independent forms of governments of their own, subject

only to restrictions of the mother country. A strong central govern-

ment was first created by the Constitution of 1789 This was accom-

phshed only by a surrender of certain powers of the states The Tenth

Amendment adopted in 1790 provided that powers “not delegated

to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the

states, are reserved to the states respectively, or to the people ” The

states thus retained their original sovereignty, while the Federal Govern-

ment acqmred only delegated powers

The sovereign character of the states carried with it the power over

debts. No legal method exists of compelhng a sovereign authonty to

pay its debts against its wdl The Eleventh Amendment to the Con-

stitution adopted in 1796 provided that no state can be sued without its

own consent except by another state * Individual holders of obligations

of states are therefore entirely dependent upon the good faith of the states

m the fulfillment of their contracts.

Two forces, the decisions of Chief Justice Marshall and the Civil War,

went far toward establishmg the supremacy of the Federal Government

over the states The states, however, retain their constitutions, which

are the successors of much earher colonial charters The constitution

IS the organic law as distmgmshed from legislative acts and is the peculiar

contribution of America to democratic government. It is the backbone

of state governments

Certain states holdmg defaulted bonds of other states brought suit

against the latter to compel payment under the federal Constitution,

especiaUy the Eleventh Amendment® Verdicts have been obtamed

against defaulting states but no effort at compelhng states to pay hasbeen

attempted. In the case of Virgima v West Virgima® in the settlement of

the controversy overWest Virgima’s sharem the debts that existed prior to

1 New Jersey v New York, 6 Peters 284 (1831)

» New Hampshire v State of Louisiana and New York v State of Louisiana, 108

U S 76; South. Dakota v North Caxolma, 192 IT S 286 (1904)

» 246'u S 665 (1918) West Virginia has since settled its debt.
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division, the Supreme Court held that both the court and Congress had
power to enforce a judgment agamst a state and that the reserved powers

of the state are necessarily subordinate to the exercise of federal power
But the court postponed action, prefemng to allow West Virginia time to

move of its own accord

Restrictions on State Debts.—Many states have chosen to restrict

through their constitutions, or otherwise, their borrowing power This

IS, for the most part, a legacy of the bitter experience with state debts

in the past Popular disapproval of state debts has been widespread

ever since repudiation took place Although this tendency is now relax-

ing, there still exist many restrictions on state borrowing Only four

states, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Vermont, and New Hampshire,

have no constitutional restrictions whatever. Where restrictions

exist, the power to borrow in unlimited amounts for the purpose of

repelhng invasion, suppressmg insurrection, or defending the state in

war IS generally specified. Floating debts for the purpose of meeting

deficiencies in current expenses are also generally authorized. The most
common and important provisions found in state constitutions permit

debts to be contracted for special purposes through special legislative

enactment. Usually, also, provision for taxation to take care of the

debts and submission of the proposition to the people for approval are

required In most states pubhc credit cannot be loaned to private enter-

pnses, whether undertaken by mdmduals or corporations Provision is

also usually made for refunding existmg debts Sometimes provisions

are found limiting the amount of the debt on the basis of an absolute

figure, or a certain proportion of the assessed valuation of the property

within the state The duration of the bonds is also hmited m some cases

The tendency here is to lengthen the time which they run It ranges

from a few years in some states to indefinite maturity in Kansas and
South Dakota.

The general effect of these vanous provisions is to place hmits so as

to prevent the amount of state debts from accumulating beyond control.

They must be looked upon, for the most part, as desirable, especially

in the newer states which are without expenence. Purely from the

standpomt of the contractual relations between the state and the investor,

the covenants possess features of greater strength than was found in

the case of national obhgations where no legal restrictions whatever
existed The provision reqmrmg submission of specific propositions to

the electorate is susceptible of great abuse In proportion as the former
opposition to state indebtedness breaks down, it is to be expected that
the state governments will take advantage of this provision for increasing

state indebtedness. There is danger that an mdiscrmunating pubhc
will exceed the bounds of reason, although possibly animated by the best
of motives Sentimentalism and sound finance have never gone together;
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they are antagonistic to each other, and in the interest of the latter
proper safeguards should be provided.

A few states limit the tax rate on property m their eonsitutions
For instance, Alabama hmits the annual levy to 0 65 of 1 per cent;
Georgia limits the amount to 5 mills on the dollar; and North Carolina
to 5 cents on the $100 valuation These measures are doubtless of

some value in restrainmg an extravagant administration They are net
to be approved, however, from the standpomt of debts A state borrow-
ing money should not restnct its abihty to repay by thus tying its hands
These provisions are, therefore, to be looked upon with disfavor by the
bondholder.

Sinking Funds.—The principle of the sinking fund has found wide
application with respect to state debts Massachusetts has long accumu-
lated funds in this way with which to cancel her debt. In 1921

this fund amounted to approximately $60,000,000 It is the general

opinion that sinking funds are wasteful because they are liable to mis-

appropnation, abuse, market depreciation, or actual loss from poor or

declining credit The case of Virginia is cited where omission to pay
interest on the bonds in the smkmg fund took place. Pennsylvania, by
legislative authority given by the constitution, may divert the sinking

fund for purposes of repelling invasion or suppressing insurrection

Nevertheless, the tendency of writers to depreciate the significance

of the sinking fund as applied to pubhc obhgations is to be deplored.

The great majority of sinking funds have been well managed and have

furmshed a convement means of cancehng debts As has already been

noticed, the sinking funds of the Umted States Government have always

been a mark of strength. So also has the sinking fund in Massachusetts

Sinking funds are less hable to abuse when accompanied by a provision

requiring the investment of the funds in the obligations to which they

apply or others outstandmg of the same pohtical body The successful

smkmg fund requires considerable financial ability in its management;

it IS likely to be bad m case of small pohtical units where httle abihty

is found among pubhc officials On the whole, sinking funds constitute

an important support to pubhc obhgations

Serial Issues.—On account of the defects of smkmg funds, it is now
becommg the custom to employ senal bonds instead Both state and

mumcipal obhgations are bemg issued m this form. This departure

IS to be looked upon as a decided improvement upon the smkmg-fund

method of retiring obhgations, while at the same time it has the same

principle back of it as the sinking fund. Pubhc obhgations, if retired

at all, must be retired through funds accumulated over a penod of yearn

out of taxation, since it is impracticable to levy taxes sufficient m any

one year to cancel large loans. If the bonds are arranged so that a certain

percentage of them matures each year, taxes may then be levied sufficient
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to meet the interest on all obligations remaining outstanding and also to

meet the maturing issues This ieduces both interest and principal

annually and at the maturity of the last bond the entire debt is canceled.

The state of Iowa in 1922 issued serial bonds to the amount of $22,000,000

with approximately equal annual maturities, the last falling due in 1942

Likewise, the state of Kansas m 1923 issued similar bonds to the amount

of $25,000,000, with $1,000,000 annual serial maturity, the last series

falling due m 1948 These bonds represent advanced methods of

financing and were floated through responsible banking houses in many
cities.

Floating Debts.—^Lastly, constitutions make mention of floating

debts Floating debts are to cml bodies what current liabilities are to

corporations and shouldbe mcurred with equal disci etion Constitutional

provisions in this respect are made to cover anticipated revenues oi

merely to meet current expenses Many states have abused this privilege

and have floating debts outstanding contmuously Floating debts

are frequently necessary on account of some irregularity m collection

of revenues or on account of the fact that expenses often have to be met
before revenues are due Pubhc bodies finance themselves in hand-to-

mouth fashion, and temporary deficits occur more often than surpluses

Borrowing under these circumstances is unavoidable The guiding

principle which should be followed here is the same as with corporations,

namely, that all current obhgations should be canceled at least once a

year This would prevent floating debts from assuming the character

of permanency as they have done in some instances

Certification.—^As an additional guarantee of the legality and validity

of state bonds, a number of American commonwealths have adopted in

some form the Canadian provincial practice of certification The prin-

ciple of certification is the same no matter what the form may be. Cer-

tification takes the form of registermg state bonds with a state officer,

or board, designated by law orm the constitution Bonds of these states

are not vahd unless registered with the designated officer Some of

the states, among which are New Jersey and North Carolina, have
required certification in its best form by specifically stating that bonds
properly certified may not be contested as to their validity Other states,

such as North Dakota, the pioneer in validation, do not guarantee that

the bonds are incontestable but stop with validation Certification or

vahdation is an additional guarantee to the purchaser of state bonds and
IS a desirable part of the covenant of the state with its bondholders In

practice, bond issues floated by bond houses are certified by the bond
attorney, which has always furnished protection to the bondholder
Bonds floated in this way are better than bonds for which no validation

or certification has been given
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Taxation. The taxability of state obligations is regulated by con-
stitutional and legislative authority The principle of state sovereignty
is maintained with reference to the Federal Government's power to tax
stg.te bonds Since the power to tax is the power to destroy, to admit
the right of the Federal Government to tax state obligations would be an
infringement upon state sovereignty To tax state or municipal bonds
is to tax a governmental function; it is well established, therefore, that
the United States does not possess the power to tax state obligations
The power of a state to tax its own obligations is in constitutional theory
unlimited and inherent m each state If a state chooses to exempt
its bonds from taxation it may do so, otherwise they are taxable along
with other pioperty The bonds of a state or of its municipalities are
taxable by another state if located within the taxing state or if the owner
resides within the jurisdiction of the taxing state

The taxation of the mcome from state and municipal bonds is subject

to much the same constitutional restriction as the taxation of the bonds
themselves. The sixteenth amendment to the fedeial Constitution

provides that “Congress shall have power to lay and collect taxes on
incomes from whatever source derived ” Whether this renders the

income from state and mumcipal bonds taxable under the federal income
tax has never been passed on by the Supreme Court, nor has Congress

attempted to take advantage of the provision with reference to state and
mumcipal bonds It is the general legal opimon that no new powers

have been granted to Congress and that mcome from slate and municipal

bonds IS not taxable under this amendment. The decision in the recent

case of Evans v Gore^ seems to confirm this opinion Income from

state and municipal bonds is taxable when such bonds are owned by
citizens of the state of issue If the state has exempted the bonds from

taxation by contract, the mcome is also exempt, because a tax on the

income is a tax on the bonds themselves If the exemption is not by
contract, it may be withdrawn at any time and the bonds or mcome
from these taxed

The matter stands differently with inheritance, succession, or estate

taxes These are levied not upon the property but upon the right to

take the property by will or descent The character of the property is

immaterial Restrictions upon the right of the Federal Government to

tax bonds of states and their mumcipahties and of the states to levy a

tax upon federal obligations do not apply m these cases

At least five states allow complete exemption from aU taxes on state

and municipal bonds of their own issue. The movement to exempt these

issues from taxation by the state of issue is rapidly spreadmg through

either legislative enactment or judicial decision. Almost one-half of

the states exempt practically aU state and mumcipal bonds of their own

1 253 U S 246
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issue at the present time ^ This enables the states concerned to borrow

money more cheaply than otherwise would be the case
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CHAPTER XXXIV

MUNICIPAL BONDS

The term “municipal bonds” in common use refers to bonds in general

issued by minor civil divisions of the state. In the narrower sense the

term refers to bonds issued by cities and towns, excluding county bonds

Besides city, town, and county bonds, there are quasi-munieipal bonds

issued by districts, such as school, park, fire, irrigation, drainage, and

sidewalk No matter by what authonty issued, the bonds of all minor

civil divisions are payable m a manner very much the same, namely,

through the general taxing power Special assessment bonds are dis-

tinguished from ordinary mumcipal bonds in that special sources of rev-

enue are provided by property benefited by the improvement. They

may be issued by any of the mmor civil divisions or by districts created

especially for the purpose

History of Municipal Debts.—^Mumcipal debts are of earher origin

perhaps than national debts. The city-state of Venice borrowed money

from its citizens as early as the twelfth century. In subsequent loans it

secured the debts by pledging revenues on salt and the income of the

treasury. Some time later Florence borrowed from the bankers pledg-

ing special taxes and revenues.* But municipahties, as they exist today

in Europe and America, did not borrow until the early part of the mne-

teenth century, when they began to growm importance with the develop-

ment of the industrial revolution

In the United States, Boston had a net debt of $100,000 in 1822; by

1840 it had increased to $1,626,793. In 1841 Cleveland had a net debt

of $20,000 * The first official figures on mumcipal debts are found m the

Wilham Cost Johnson Report of 1843, which estimated the total debts

of cities at $27,536,422, omittmg Washmgton which apparently had a

debt of $817,920 in 1841 ® The leadmg cities of the country as well as

many ones were represented, among the 17 cities mentioned were

New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Savannah, New Orleans,

and Nashville The total indebtedness was larger than the federal

debt but less than one-tenth of the amount of state debts.

Prior to 1864 local borrowmg was on a very moderate scale, but m
that year the situation changed materially. By 1870 total debts

‘ W L Eatmond, Sioie and Mumcipd Bonds, p. 260.

* Twenty-seventh Congress, Third Session, Htyuse Report 295, pp 104—106.
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amounted to $515,810,060, of which $187,565,540 was incurred by

counties and the balance by cities and school districts By 1880 total

debts reached $848,532,875.^

Indirectly the cause of mcrease m municipal indebtedness during this

period is to be found in heavy taxation by the Federal Government
occasioned by the Civil War This so increased the burden of taxes that

municipalities were compelled to resort to borrowing where taxes had
previously sufficed The direct mfluence, however, was the craze for

railroad building Viewed from the present standpoint, the vigor with

which western and southern mumcipalities entered the railroad-building

program is almost incredible It is said that over 300 cities, counties,

towns, villages, and townships in Illinois alone participated in the move-
ment, m Missouri over 100 took part So great was the business of

floating municipal bonds at this time that many investment houses

began to specialize in them exclusively

During the decade following 1880, the total indebtedness increased

but little, the craze for raih’oad-buildmg and the bad repute into which

municipal bonds had fahen restrained new flotations In 1890, however,

owing to the policy of the Federal Government in paying off its debt,

municipal indebtedness overtopped federal indebtedness Since that

time down to the World War, municipal indebtedness constantly

increased, going far ahead of that of federal and state governments. The
increase has been particularly rapid since 1900. But even as late as 1912,

the net mumcipal indebtedness of the Umted States amounted to only

$3,475,954

Present Status of Local Debts—Borrowing by local units since the

war has been on an unprecedented scale In the 5-year period 1926-

1930 total bond flotations for new indebtedness amounted to $6,221,000,-

000 The total outstandmg local mdebtedness m 1932 was over $13,-

000,000,000 Local borrowing proceeded at such a rapid pace that,

prior to the unbalancing of the federal budget m 1931, it threatened to

overtop the federal debt The per capita state and local indebtedness

increased from $33 11 in 1913 to $66 10 m 1922, and to $110 69 m 1929

Cities accounted for by far the larger percentage of the total in 1929

Cities of 30,000 or more population showed debts of $8,961,973,215 in

1929, of which $5,553,973,121 was mcurred by cities of 500,000 or larger

The net debt of New York City alone was $1,877,000,000 at the beginmng
of 1932 The per capita debt increases with the size of the city Cities

of 30,000 to 50,000 population showed per capita indebtedness of $78 39

at the end of 1929, while those of 500,000 or more showed $174 69 ^

The purposes of local indebtedness for the 5-year period 1926-1930

are shown in Table 75

1 Tenth Census, Vol VII, pp. 284, 290
“ Financial Stahshcs of Cities, 1929, Table 20
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The situation revealed by this table is far from satisfactory The
mam items of debt represent pubhc expenditures for non-productive

property Moreover, the funds which must be raised to pay interest and

0 Table 76—Pubposeb op State and Local Bonds Issued, 1926-1930

Purpose Amount Per cent

General bmldmgs and fire $ 407,467,000 5 8

Park and museums 219,701,000 3 1

Schools and school buildings 1,215,804,000 17 4

Roads, streets, bridges 2,016,299,000 28 6

Sewers, drainage 643,359,000 7 7

Water 681,057,000 9 7

Lnprovements 1,018,087,000 14 5

Rapid transit, ferries, and canals 443,069,000 6 3

Harbor and water frontage 136,448,000 1 9

Other 361,476,000 6 0

Total $7,041,767,000 100 0

principal instalments, except in the case of special assessment bonds,

are almost wholly raised from general taxation The picture seems to be

one of local extravagance in a period of generally loose finance with final

pasnnents shifted to future taxation Undoubtedly the pace set cannot

be maintained without wrecking local finance entirely The purposes

of local expenditures can scarcely be questioned, but the alarming features

are the rate at which expenditures have proceeded and the shifting of

the burden to future taxpayers

Much of the total municipal indebtedness outstanding at the present

time should have been paid long ago Bonds are frequently issued for

a term of years extending far beyond the hfe of the improvement for which

the money is spent In the South road bonds in particular are issued for

terms running from 30 to 40 years Improvements of a certain character

may be permanent if proper maintenance expenditure is subsequently

provided, but the chances are that most of the improvements of the past

were of a temporary nature Such a situation should never be allowed to

continue, for the time wfil come sooner or later when the deficits will

have to be paid, and the commumties indulging in this practice will

fall behind in the race of mumcipal advancement.

Causes of Increase.—In general the causes of large and growing

municipal indebtedness may be summarized under the following heads ^

1 Inadequate state supervision over local debts

2 The term of the bonds is too long when compared with the useful life of many
improvements

1 A good discussion of this matter is found m W B Munro, Mumapal Qouerrin

1 lent and AdtmmstraUon, Vol II, Chap XLIV
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3 Current expenses have frequently been met out of borrowed funds

4 Poor aooountmg. Municipal property is too frequently presented as an offset

to debts

6.

Cities have been too sanguine of then future.

6. The burden of federal taxation

7. High price level

8. High wages of labor

Defaults.—Defaults on municipal debts have m times past been of

large proportions A contemporary writer placed the total m 1884 at

$300,000,000 The states prominently represented m the list were
Illinois, Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, and the Dakotas ^

The chief cause of defaults was the lending of municipal credit in

the building of railroads. In order to induce promoters to build within

a community, bond issues were resorted to, the proceeds of which were

either donated to the promoters or given in exchange for the securities

of the prospective roads Many of the roads were never built, and many
of those completed became insolvent after the panic of 1873 Wholesale

swindling on the part of the promoters and inexcusable incompetence
and extravagance of the mumcipal officers underlie the defaults and
repudiations of the earlier period Counties defaulting on account of

aid to railroads or similar doubtful projects included Macon and St

Clair Counties in Missouri, Green and Taylor Counties in Kentucky,
and Otoe County (Nebraska City Preemet) in Nebraska Financial

difficulties sometimes came from excessive public improvements as in

the case of Pittsburgh, Penn
,
Elizabeth, N J

,
and Supenor, Wis In

other cases bonds were issued by communities too young to have stable

values upon which taxes could be based Such were Syracuse, Kan

,

Olympia, Wash
,
Middlesboro, Ky

,
and Mobile, Ala Memphis, Tenn

,

and Savannah, Ga
,
defaulted as a result of yellow fever epidemics, while

Galveston, Tex
,
succumbed to floods A number of Colorado municipal

irrigation districts have also defaulted on their bond issues Among
them were the Denver-St. Vrain distnct, the Denver-Greely district,

and the San Arroyo distnct. Aside from these may be numbered some
defaults which had no vahd reason and may be cited as examples of bad
faith. These included St Joseph, Mo., which refunded a debt at 60
cents on the dollar and with reduced mterest rate, also Fort Worth,
Tex., which scaled interest on a debt from 6 to 4 per cent.

In some eases full settlement of defaulted bonds was made but in

many cases compromises were resorted to and frequently 50 cents of

the dollar was paid, while arbitrary scahng of the principal was made in
many others. In a number of instances full repudiation was resorted to

as in the case of Green County, Ky. and St Clair County, Mo.
On the whole, the attitude of the people toward repudiation of local

indebtedness has been less pronounced than in the case of state debts

^ North Amencan JJmeu), August, 1884, p. 131
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The reason suggested for this is the position taken against repudiation

by the courts *

Recent Defaults.—For more than a generation, default in either

interest or principal on mumcipal bonds had been practically unknown.
Recently, however, the picture has changed In the middle nineteen

twenties Florida developed a hectic land boom and issued many obliga-

tions m serial form with payments to begin in 5 years for the purpose

of improvements After 1926 when the boom collapsed and the obliga-

tions came due, a large number of cities (including St Petersburg,

Miami, West Palm Beach and Orlando), counties, and school districts,

defaulted Taxes were not paid and there was no market for the land

Taxpayers in some cases tried to repudiate their obligations. It has

been noticed that m practically every case (this is true outside Florida as

well) where excessive debts have caused default, it has been the special

assessment general obligation that has given trouble General revenues

have not been sufficient to carry the burden when special assessments

broke down.

Defaults occurred in other states also Cisco, Tex
,
defaulted because

of a heavy debt of the water department which failed to pay its way
Cohoes, N, Y

,
also defaulted But the default of Fall River, Mass

,

on its short-term obligations in 1930 came as a distinct surprise In

spite of the excellent laws of that state, assessed values were 20 per cent

too high (the debt was only 6 6 per cent of assessed value) and the burden

of the debt in the face of decreasing population and the waning textile

industry caused deficits m operating revenues.

Although actual defaults did not occur, in many other places financial

troubles developed from a variety of causes Inability to collect revenues

in the Chicago-Cook County situation resulted from technical difficulties

In other cases budgets have been falsely balanced on account of over-

estimation of revenues or failure to provide for defimte expense items

Uncollected revenues or “bad accounts" have been troublesome m other

cases These difficulties have led generally to operating deficits, which

have proved a forerunner of default. Special cases of default, as in the

case of Asheville, N C
,
resulted from inadequate protection by real-

estate collateral for deposits of pubhc money in banks which afterwards

failed

These faults in municipal finance must be corrected to protect the good

name of this form of investment They render necessary the careful

analysis of municipal obhgationa and the exercise of discrimination.

With it all, however, with some exceptions, defaulted municipal bonds

are eventually paid in full as to mterest and principal.® In some of the

1 On local defaults see W. L Eaymond, American and Foreign Investment Bonds,

pp 153-157
“ On recent defaults see article in Chromde, Vol 134, pp 1431-1434
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Florida defaults, however, interest has been reduced or halved for a

decade or moie and maturities postponed to the distant future

To cope with the situation, a number of cities, such as Detroit and

Cleveland, have wisely adopted a program of retrenchment, while others,

among them New York City, have steadfastly refused to retrench or

reduce salaries and operating expenses. In the latter city the floating

debt represented by short-term obhgations rose to $140,000,000 and its

credit sank from a 3 or 4 per cent basis to 6 per cent, the highest rate paid

on money in two decades.

The Burden of Municipal Debts.

—

Ab in the case of other public

debts, the burden of mumcipal debts can best be measured by the rela-

tion of the debts to the property and income of the people Since

mumcipal debts are paid mostly out of general taxation, the burden

rests mostly on the real-property owners of the locahty Almost every-

where these constitute only a relatively small percentage of the popula-

tion, except in the case of corporate property owned by an extensive list

of stockholders. As pomted out before, property is not at aU times and

under all conditions even a rough index to ability to pay, it is frequently

a liabihty Nevertheless, tax ability represented by people receiving

salaries, commissions, and the like, as well as by those receiving income

from property located elsewhere, contributes nothing to the support of

government where real property is the mainstay of taxes This one-

sided system of taxation places defimte hmits upon the amount of tax

collections.

The burden of municipal indebtedness may be roughly measured by
the relation of the debts to assessed valuation of property in the com-

mumty In cities of 30,000 and over, the assessed valuation of property

m 1929 was only about ten tunes the amount of the debts With the

slump m realty values since 1929 the relationship of property to debts has

been unfavorably affected and has increased greatly the burden Indi-

vidual cities show great differences m the actual burden of taxation

Quite generally, eastern cities assess real property at 100 per cent value,

while m other sections of the country assessment may be as low as 15

per cent, as in the case of Iowa The debt of New York City in 1929

was 8 per cent of the assessed value of property which is placed at 100

per cent of true value The relationship of assessed value of property

to debts in Chicago is also 8 per cent, but assessment in this case is only

37 per cent of true value. Where assessment is on the 100 per cent basis,

debts of the large cities of the country are still under 10 per cent of the

true value. Los Angeles, however, has assessment at 50 per cent of true

value, while St Louis with real estate assessed at 70 per cent of true value

has a debt of only per cent of valuation New Orleans with property
assessed at 86 per cent of true value has incurred a debt equal to 13 per

cent of assessed valuation. The debt of this city has long been so heavy
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that a special commission has been m charge since 1885. Recently

assessed values in certain cities m the East and South have been mate-

rially in excess of property values This has been a deception to bond-

holders who measure debts by this yardstick.

The real burden of mumcipal debt and taxation can best be seen by
considering them m connection with other public debts and expenditures

Accordmg to calculations of the Industnal Conference Board, the total

federal, state, and local taxes m the Umted States amounted to 7 2 per

cent of national income in 1890, this was actually reduced to 6 4 per

cent in 1913 In 1923 taxes amounted to 10 1 per cent of income; since

then the trend has been upward, amounting to 11 5 per cent in 1929,

and 14 4 per cent in 1930 ^ In individual cases the burden is far greater,

owing to special expenditures When measured on the per capita

basis, taxes for all purposes have increased from $13 88 in 1890 to $22 26

in 1913, to $64 68 m 1923, and to $83 33 in 1930 The per capita taxes

for local government have almost quadrupled since 1913 This

undoubtedly indicated an upward trend m taxation far greater than the

advance in the ability to pay

Powers of Mumcipal Corporations.—Public corporations of all kinds

can be created only through the sovereign power of the state The
authority to exercise the sovereign power is impliedly vested m the

legislature All pubhc corporations in the United States, therefore, are

creatures of legislation The legislature may delegate legislative power
to self-governing local communities for local purposes The powers of

corporations are defined in the constitutions and legislative enactments

of the states The general laws affectmg quasi-mumcipal corporations

are generally umform for each class within a given state All drainage

districts, for example, will be subject to the same regulations, likewise

with road, irrigation, water, and similar districts Pure municipal cor-

porations, however, while subject to the general laws regulatmg their

existence, often receive a special charter from the state These are not

umform even within a single state The legislature grants powers to

individual municipalities which it may withhold from others. Classified

charter forms are now frequently used to simplify matters

The powers of municipal and quasi-mumcipal corporations may be
either expressly granted or imphed Express powers are contained either

in the general laws or m the charter itself Imphed powers are either

incidental to the powers expressly granted or essential to the declared pur-

poses for which the corporation was created. All powers exercised by
pubhc corporations must be clearly comprehended in words or fairly

implied m the language; any doubt will be construed in favor of the public

and against the corporation Powers are often granted to cities on the

basis of their population, those of the highest class possessing larger

1 Cost of Government in the United States, 1929-1930, p 78
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powers than those of lower classes Municipal corporations aie generally-

authorized to control the property and finances of the city and to pass

ordinances for good order and protection from vice, intemperance, and
crime In pursuance of this, boards of health and public markets

are established, slaughter houses, quarantines, and so forth, are

regulated. With quasi-mumcipal corporations, powers are generally

expressly granted for ownership of public buildings, building of bridges,

construction of roads, maintenance of poor-houses, and the like The
powers possessed by this class of corporations vary greatly in the different

states Charters usually contain, also, a general welfare clause which is

liberally construed by the courts.

Power of Taxation.—Municipalities, with only rare exceptions, are

granted the power of taxation for certain purposes Political and govern-

mental necessity lies at the bottom of the power to tax, in turn, this

power can be exercised only m the interest of the public welfare But
the mere fact of incorporation does not carry the power to tax Taxation,

being a governmental power, cannot be granted in perpetuity but may be

revoked at the pleasure of the legislature Civil divisions are m a sense

more or less autonomous units doing what the state itself can do, but not

so well as the local umts The authonty of a municipality to tax may
sometimes be imphed if no express grant exists It has been held by the

Supreme Court of the United States that, if a municipality possesses the

power to issue bonds, the power of taxation for purposes of paying

interest and principal is imphed Borrowmg at best is only anticipation

of future revenues. The state may delegate the taxing power to any
local subdivision as long as it does not extend beyond the bounds of public

purpose, which usuaEy includes education, art, beauty, charity, amuse-
ment, recreation, health, safety, comfort, convenience, and so forth It

IS well settled in most jurisdictions that the power of taxation may be
delegated to fire, irrigation, sewer, and similar districts referred to above
as quasi-municipal corporations.

Municipalities almost umversally depend upon some form of property
tax for their revenues Income taxes have been levied directly by state

authority, and a portion of the proceeds distributed to the local govern-
mental bodies as m the case of Massachusetts Likewise, poll taxes are

commonly levied, usmg the proceeds for municipal purposes Excise
taxes in the form of licenses or occupation taxes are sometimes levied

But the mam dependence for mumcipal revenues has always been on
property located withm the jurisdiction of the taxing district.

Municipahties are carefuUy guarded by state laws in borrowing money.
It IS usually the case that the statute which provides for bond issues also

makes it compulsory upon the mumcipality to levy a tax which will take
care of both principal and interest This is the rule in New York and
many other states The Pierson Budget Act of 1917 in New Jersey
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compelled a municipality to include in its annual budget sufficient taxes

to pay all interest and maturing principal and in addition money for

smiling funds.

^Bonds are sometimes supported by the full taxing power of the

municipality and sometimes only by a limited power Courts are

limitedm the enforcement of taxation to satisfy bond issues by restrictions

upon the taxing power, otherwise they would exercise legislative author-

ity, which IS beyond their province Sometimes the state limits the

amount of taxes that may be levied for municipal purposes. New York
thus limits the levy to 2 per cent of the assessed valuation of the real and
personal property with the mumcipahty but does not include in this taxes

for debt service, which are unlimited This represents the best condition

for the bondholder, for he is sure that no legal restnctions stand in the

way of adequate provision for the debts of the municipality The same
lule prevails m New Jersey and in most other states

On the other hand, some states limit taxes for all purposes to a certain

percentage of assessed valuation For instance, the state of Ohio in

1910 passed the Smith One Per CentLaw limiting municipal taxes to 1 per

cent of property valuation, this was afterwards extended to 15 mills.

In 1923, the legislature amended the Smith law by providing that taxes

should not exceed 14 mills on the dollar and were not to include taxes for

payment of principal or interest or sinking funds for the debt service

Tins places Ohio in substantially the same position as New York The
wisdom of tax limitation is seriously disputed It has led m practice in

Ohio and other places to deficits in current finance and subsequent funding

of the floating debt The limitation of the power to tax for debt service

IS rapidly passing It is recogmzed everywhere that such provisions only

injure credit, because of the failure to place back of bond issues the full

power of the municipality to discharge its obligations Mumcipalities

have usually brought pressure to bear sufficient to have the limit raised

or set aside by court authonty Tax hmitation narrows the market for

municipal bonds. It renders them unacceptable to the Postal Savings

system and to large insurance companies Among the states formerly

bound by narrow constitutional restriction on the taxing power, Alabama
was the last to see the light and has bettered her condition but still main-

tams a limit on the power to tax for debt purposes

Borrowing Power,—^The constitutions and laws of the states, to which

must be added the charters of cities and villages, constitute the funda-

mental regulation of mumcipal mdebtedness Upon these provisions

the legality of issues depends It is, therefore, of the highest importance

that constitutions, statutes, and charters be minutely scrutinized by the

bond attorney in order to make sure of the vahdity of bond issues.

All pubhc corporations have the power to make contracts with third

persons In the absence of a forbidding clause, a municipal corporation
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has the general implied power to make such contracts as are necessary

for the purpose of performmg its functions

A municipal corporation can bmd itself only by such contracts as are reason-

ably within its purposes, and there is no estoppel against it to deny the validity

of a contract which is beyond such purposes, or which has been made in violation

of charter requirements^

The constitutional rights of third peisons against a public corporation as

debtor cannot he revoked by the legislature which exercises control over

the corporation, for to do so would be an infrmgement upon the principle

that states under the federal Constitution cannot impair the obligation of

contracts

In case of private corporations, the power to borrow money was early

considered an imphed power inferred under certain charter provisions,

m the case of mumcipal corporations, however, judicial opinion is some-

what at variance The courts have felt the necessity of stricter inter-

pretation of charters where no express grant is given It is the view of

Judge Dillon that, where no express grant is given to a municipality, no

general implied or incidental power of borrowing money exists. Such
power may result, however, from some express authority which neces-

sarily implies it Even m this case the borrowing must be essential to

carry out the purpose contemplated by the legislature

The modern tendency of the Supreme Court is committed to the view
that the power “to borrow money or to contract a loan does not neces-

sarily, at least, include the imphed power to issue."^ Bonds issued by an
ultra vires act of a corporation cannot be validated by the corporation, for

lack of authority to issue also extends to lack of authority to validate.

But where invalidity results from some minor irregularity, the bonds may
be validated by proper action The legislature may even step in to

make a bond issue vahd if necessary, where it possesses adequate
authority to take such action The authority to make local improve-
ments and carry on the functions of government does not in itself convey
the right to borrow money for these purposes Borrowing is rather

an abnormal procedure with mumcipahties Furthermore, the duties

usually incumbent upon mumcipahties do not make it necessary to imply
the existence of a general power to borrow money, asm the case of private

corporations Where the express power to borrow is not given, m order

to have all suspicion of lUegahty removed, the bonds should always be
passed upon by competent authority For if the statutes of a state or

the articles of mumcipal mcorporation do not expressly grant the power,
the municipality is not bound by its bond issue, to be thus bound would
exceed statute authonty. Where the power to borrow is limited to

‘ C B EvLiovt,Mmvnpal Corporations, p 39
* J P, Dillon, Mmmpal Corporations, Vol II, p. 1330
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specified purposes, the mumcipahty cannot legally exceed these purposes

In practice, where the power to borrow with reference to a specific purpose

IS brought in question, the authority to borrow must be clearly shown
and cannot be inferred from any evidence in the case So well recognized

IS this principle that the newer statutes, charters, or amendments to

existing laws almost invariably confer in express language ample powers

to accomplish the purposes for which the mumcipahties were created

Many legal uncertainties are thus avoided.

Bonds may be issued only for pubhc purposes because they are to be

paid out of taxation which itself may not be levied except for public

purposes which specifically include the paving of streets, construction

of public buildings, acqmring electric plants, or similar purposes It is

legal for public corporations to issue bonds for aid m the construction of

railroads on the ground that transportation is a public necessity They

may also make subscriptions to capital stock or donations to corporations

No such power exists, howevei, with reference to industrial corporations

which operate exclusively for private ends, and bonds issued for this

purpose would be invahd at inception In the final analysis the courts,

limited only by a sound public pohcy, possess the authority to decide

what IS a pubhc purpose

Legality.—Constitutional or legal conditions imposed upon public

corporations in issuing bonds must be comphed with if the issue is to be

legal or valid Most states now lequire the consent of a certaiin propor-

tion of the people, obtained by general or special election, before bonds

can be issued Irregularities, however, which do not affect the result of

the election will not invahdate the bonds m the hands of innocent pur-

chasers Want of power to issue is always a defense to an action on

municipal securities, even as against a bona fide holder. Want of power

may anse because the issue is not for a pubhc purpose, because the

enabling statute is unconstitutional, or because statutory conditions

were not complied with Purchasers take the responsibility of the

genuineness of signatures of pubhc officials in connection with bonds In

case a court judgment has been secured against a pubhc corporation, no

question of the lack of power can be raised

Specific laws regulating mumcipal borrowmg are undergoing constant

revision A large volume would be necessary to give adequate account

of these laws Certain prmciples, however, are becoming more and more

recogmzed as desirable and are being enacted into law by many states

For instance, the general mumcipal laws of New York provide that

• a funded debt shall not be contracted by a mumcipal corporation, except

for a specific object, expressly stated m the ordinance or resolution proposing

it . . Such ordinance or resolution shall provide for raising annually, by tax, a

sum sufficient to pay the interest and the prmoipal, as the same shall become due >

^ Gonsohdated Laws, Chap 24, Sec 6
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Special provisions relate to the levying of taxes sufficient for debt

purposes and, also, for refunding of old maturing bonds The General

City Law provides that cities may become indebted

. for any public or municipal purpose and to issue therefor the obhgations of

the city, to determine upon the form and terms and conditions thereof, and to

pledge the faith and credit of the city for payment of prmcipal and interest

thereof, or to make the same payable out of a charge or hen upon specific prop-

erties or revenues ^

Provision is also made for sinking funds, refunding, and so forth Second-

class cities are also permitted to borrow for any municipal purpose The
law affecting counties seems to be almost equally liberal, although some

specific purposes are mentioned in the act The Pierson Act in New
Jersey and the Mumcipal Finance Act of North Carolina contain pro-

visions veiy similar to the New York statutes In addition, the Pierson

Act requires that the length of the bonds shall not exceed the lifetime of

the improvements as defined in the act

Debt Limitations.—^As creatures of the sovereign state, municipal

corporations are under the control of states in debt matters Restric-

tions are to be found sometimes in state constitutions, sometimes m
statute law or in municipal charters. Sometimes these hmitations apply

to all subordinate cml divisions of the state alike, in other cases the civil

divisions are classified for this purpose and hmits set for each class In

the states of Delaware, Maryland, Nebraska, Nevada, Oregon, Tennessee,

and Texas no general constitutional or statutory hmits are to be found ®

On the other hand, the constitution of Arkansas absolutely forbids bond

issues of cities, towns, or counties, except to provide for existing indebted-

ness From this rule the Supreme Court of the state has excepted

improvement districts of practically all descriptions As a result, the

improvement district has become the accepted vehicle for local borrowing

in that state.

The most common limitation on debts restricts the amount to a

certain percentage of the assessed value of the property within the munici-

pality In Maine the limit is 6 per cent, except in Portland, which is

limited to 7}i per cent, Massachusetts hmits the indebtedness of cities,

except Boston, to per cent and towns to 3 per cent of the average

assessed value for 3 years preceding Authorization by the legislature for

special debts is possible. Smking funds must first be deducted in cal-

culating the net debt. This latter provision is also found in a number of

other states Connecticut limits the amount to 5 per cent of the grand

hst except by special legislative permission, and after deducting debts

incurred for specified pubhc utihties Pennsylvania has comphcated

1 Consolidated Laws, Chap 21, Sec 20,

® W T. Eatmond, Siaie and Mumcipal Bonds, p. 286
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provisions, the effect of which is generally to limit indebtedness to 7 per
cent and in some cases to 10 per cent of the assessed valuation Ohio
has perhaps experimented with debt hnutation more than any other state

By the revision of 1921, hnutations of net indebtedness for different

classes of municipahties range from to 5 per cent of the assessed valua-
tion. Indiana, by constitutional provision, limits the amount to 2 per

cent; while Illinois, also by constitutional law, hmits the amount to 6

per cent Michigan has 10 per cent for cities and villages, with the

possibihty of increasing it by special perrmssion, counties are allowed

only 3 per cent. Wisconsm places a hmit of 5 per cent on all municipal-

ities The case of Missouri is different from most other states in that no
debt shall be created unless by vote of two-thirds of the people and then

only up to 5 per cent of the property assessment. Wyoming hunts the

amount to 2 per cent and an additional 4 per cent for sewers and school

districts. In Cahforma a hunt of 15 per cent exists with the additional

provision that bonds shall not run longer than 40 years. Nebraska and
Tennessee are pecuhar in that they permit indebtedness in aid of internal

improvements In Nebraska this is permitted by vote of the people up
to 10 per cent of the assessed valuation, which may be increased to 16

per cent by a two-thirds vote In Tennessee aU such indebtedness must
be sanctioned by three-fourths of the vote of the people The Pierson

Act in New Jersey limits mdebtedness to 7 per cent of the assessed valua-

tion of real property for the 3 years preceding for a “municipality,” and

to 4 per cent for a county Certam exceptions are made to the hmits in

case of school districts and current expenses and an additional 2 per cent

allowed where the debt was heavy at the time the act went into force

New York limits mumcipal indebtedness to 10 per cent of real-estate

valuation North Carolina in the Municipal Finance Act hmits bonded

indebtedness to 8 per cent of property valuations Sinking funds and

debts incurred for pubhc utihties, such as water, gas, and electric plants,

are first deducted in determining the net debt

If bonds are within the debt limit when issued, they remain valid by

court decisions till matunty, if then refunded they continue valid, regard-

less of the other issues which might have made the total amount of mdebt-

edness excessive On the other hand, no bond issue if declared absolutely

void beyond a certam limit by the constitution will become legal by sub-

sequent reduction of any part of the mumcipal debt. Likewise, a hmited

tax rate, out of which bond issues are to be paid, limits the obhgation

to that rate because the debtor is legally unable to provide funds for the

payment of interest or principal.

Invalidity.—^Bonds are mvahd or void when the mumcipahty is under

no obhgation to make settlement for them A bond void at its mception

cannot be made valid subsequently The mumcipahty must have issued

the bond for value received or the contract is void Invahdity m the
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past has been the chief reason or excuse for default m municipal bonds.

The causes of invahdity are difficult to analyze Bond contracts, includ-

ing as they do constitutional and legal provisions, must in every way
conform to all such stipulations, moreover, they must be strictlyjn
accordance with the charter provisions of the municipality which issues

them In the first place, the authority to issue must be clear It must

be either expressed or clearly implied m the charter and laws of the state

“Certainly issues made under a special legislative act should be avoided,

as the courts are at variance in their decisions of these cases

The purpose of issue must coincide with the powers granted. In

case of counties and taxing districts, the purpose is almost always clear

because it is stated m express terms in the charter, but in case of munici-

pahties proper, the only guide seems to be that the bond issue shall serve a

pubhc purpose which is as elastic as the corresponding provision in the tax

clause Perhaps most mistakes in mumcipal bond issues in the past have

been made through the commission of some more or less ummportant

error m the process of issue Common among these may be mentioned

failure of submission to the people of both the bond issue and the taxing

provisions out of which it is to be paid; also, errors in election for approval

of the bonds, ^regularities in motion to authorize the issue, failure to

specify interest rate, and so forth, are common Any minor errors may
cause lUegahty but leas often invahdity Lastly may be mentioned the

fact that mumcipal bond issues may exceed the debt limit or requue the

levying of taxes in excess of the amount permitted by statute

Sometimes cases of illegality have, nevertheless, been declared valid

by courts This has been done especially whore the illegality is only the

result of minor errors m procedure Especially if these bonds fall into

the hands of innocent purchasers, federal courts and many state courts

will declare the issue vahdm spite of its illegahty Also, even if a mumci-
pahty goes beyond its power of issumg bonds but, nevertheless, receives

the full benefits of the proceeds of the issue, the court will probably

hold the issue valid. Cases declared vahd, although illegal, are binding on

the mumcipahty the same as if no legal error had been committed Bond
attorneys frequently refuse issues of mumcipahties because of some error.

Rapidly changing officials, especially m the smaller districts and villages,

naturally know very httle about bonds and it is surprising that moie errors

do not occur than actually appear. Here the bond attorney of the

investment house serves as tutor to the officials.

Validation.—In order to avoid uncertainty regarding the vahdity of

mumcipal and state bonds, some states have provided for validation and
registration Vahdation is accomphshed by statute declaring that bonds
issued under enabling statutes shall be incontestable after the passage of a

certain number of days Sometimes certification by means of registration

1W E. LAaBRQxnsT, Investment Awdysis, p 678
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With state or county officials is also required These methods of assur-

ance greatly strengthen bonds of mumcipahties They are in hne with

judicial thought and supplement the efforts of bond attorneys Mumci-
pal bonds usually stand or faU on the basis of validity and too great

caution in this respect cannot be taken.

Warrants.—Counties, towns, and mumcipal corporations have implied

authority to issue warrants or orders for services rendered or property

purchased. They must be issued for a legal purpose and for the amount
due, since they are not subject to discount Such warrants are not

negotiable instruments and the purchaser holds them subject to defenses

which are available between the original parties Special caution is

needed, therefore, in the purchase of these obligations When drawn on a

specific fund, warrants are not payable out of the general revenues of

the municipality. The claim of ultra mres is always possible to a

mumoipahty.
Bonds—Municipal bonds are generally debentures, and it is only m

rare instances, as when a mumcipahty acquires a public utility from

private interests with mortgage bonds outstanding, that they become

hens upon property. Liens carry the right of sale and foreclosure, con-

sequently mumcipahties almost everywhere issue straight obligations

which become payable out of general taxes, this is true even in cases

where the proceeds are spent upon waterworks or other revenue-producing

property All municipal bonds of this nature have equal claims upon the

resources of the municipality. Increases m debts, therefore, operate to

weaken all securities of the corporation concerned, and investors have a

vital interest not only m the present but also future indebtedness of the

municipality whose bonds they purchase

The ideal American municipal bond is an obligation for the payment

of which taxes may be levied without limit Bonds are sometimes issued

with a mortgage hen upon mumcipal utdities If also supported by the

general taxmg power, they are very strong bonds Bonds of municipal

waterworks are usually the best of these types, since the utility requires

relatively little skill in management.

Special Assessment Bonds.—Special assessment bonds constitute a

class by themselves They are issued for improvements in the various

districts above classified as quasi-mumcipalities, such asfor paving streets,

constructing sewers, drainage, and levees. In some states these bonds

are general obligations of the mumeipalities, m which case they do not

differ from the ordmary mumcipal obligation. In others they are a

charge in the first instance upon the abuttmg property but if unpaid at

maturity become a pure mumcipal obhgation In the state of Washing-

ton, for instance, these bonds are a charge only upon the abutting prop-

erty and in no case become a mumcipal obhgation Here instalments of

pnncipal paid by property owners are used to redeem the bonds which
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are callable In practice, it works out that the most dependable class of

property owners pay off their portion of the assessment, whereupon bonds

in equal amount are canceled, this leaves only the poorest class of prop-

erty owners and owners of vacant lots as security for the remaining out-

standing bonds. Such bonds are exceptionally inferior in character and

hardly are worthy of the name of mumcipal bonds They are especially

in a precarious position when issued to cover improvements in a new sec-

tion of a city where uncertainty as to the future prevails.

Remedy in Default.—Default occurs m mumcipal bonds as in other

bonds when interest or prmcipal payments are not met when due

Default on interest, however, does not mature the principal, nor does

default on one or more of a senes in senal bonds mature the remainder of

the serial issue. In case of default, the bondholder has recourse to the

judicial and executive branches of the state government The defaulting

mumcipality may be sued in the same way as a private corporation This

distinguishes mumcipal from federal and state contracts

Bonds which are issued without any special manner of payment pro-

vided are a charge upon the general levy of taxes In case the law has

provided for a special tax and officials are unwilling to impose the neces-

sary levy, the remedy is to apply to a court with jurisdiction, usually a

federal court, for a writ of mandamus directing the officers concerned to

levy and collect taxes sufficient to satisfy the obligation A writ of man-
damus will not be granted if remedy may be secured by civil suit and

judgment, if the judgment can be enforced in any other way The
federal courts require a judgment first, with some effort to collect under

it, if this IS unavailmg, a wnt of mandamus will be granted In case

officials then refuse to act, they may be committed to jail for contempt of

court In case the tax limit prevents sufficient funds from being collected

for the payment of the bonds, the courts are powerless to exceed the

limit, whether it applies to the general taxes or only to debt service

To do otherwise would be the exercise of legislative power which is uncon-

stitutional It IS clearly shown in these cases that the general statutes

relating to debt and hmitation of taxes for the payment of bonds are a

part of the general contract with bondholders If corporations exceed

their powers, the contracts wiU not be upheld by the courts. Bonds thus

issued are illegal.

Sinking Funds.—Smkmg funds constitute still a very common
method of payment of municipal debts In some states this is required

by statute; in others municipalities voluntarily establish sinking funds.

The legal right of the creditor to the sinking fund seems to be
unquestioned

If the ordinance or statute authorizing the bond issue provides for a sinking

fund, this provision is part of the contract between the munieipahty and the

bondholder, and the rights of the latter to insist upon the protection of the
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sinking fund cannot be impaired by any subsequent legislative enactment or by
the issuing mumcipahty This is so because of the constitutional guarantees
against impaiimg the obhgations of contracts ^

'Contrary to the usual notion, smking funds for the most part have
been well managed Occasionally a mumcipahty may be found where the
officials have neglected to establish sufficient taxes to meet smking-fund
requirements, in other cases they have been totally ignored, so that
when the bonds have fallen due no alternative is open except the refundmg
of the issue, a practice which is thoroughly bad The credit of municipal-
ities IS bound to suffer under such conditions Certain large purchasers
of municipal bonds, insurance companies for example, have announced
their intention of refraining from purchasmg the bonds of municipalities

which have shown laxness with reference to the maintenance of sinking

funds Sometimes officials borrow from the sinking funds for other

purposes, as for current expenses Some municipalities have attempted
to borrow to maintain the sinking fund intact, but courts have refused to

sanction this practice A closer supervision of the state over the finances

of the smaller municipalities would probably eliminate all the abuses
which have crept into the sinking funds Sinking funds are usually

invested in the securities of the same mumcipahty When sinking funds
are properly provided, they cover each issue of bonds separately, the

general sinking fund is to be looked upon as too indefinite and should be
discouraged. Sinking funds have sometimes been used to purchase new
bond issues representing increased mdebtedness of the same municipality,

thus defeating their real purpose

Serial Issues.—On account of abuses in the past, especially in the case

of small municipalities, certain states among which are New Jersey,

New York, North Carolma, and Massachusetts, to mention only a few,

have discontinued sinking funds for new issues, replacing them by senal

bonds The amount of bonds maturing each year should be arranged so

that the amount plus the annual mterest on the outstanding portions be
somewhat nearly the same, m this way the burden of the debt is evenly

distributed The senal-bond method is in almost every way superior to

the sinking-fund method It insures cancelation of successive portions

of the debt each year until it is all paid at the most distant maturity date.

The serial-bond method acts as a constant protection to the credit of the

mumcipahty and there can be no worry about methods of handhng the

sinking fund

On the other hand, the present weight of mumcipal debts and taxation

has brought out the weakness of serial bonds The severe depression

rendered it difficult for many mumcipahties to meet their obligations,

recent defaulted bonds were largely of the serial type In addition to

‘ Fbaser Beown, Mumcipal Bonds, p 75
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this there is a distinct disadvantage in serial issues in the presence ot

financial troubles. Bonds have to be paid at face value, whereas if sinking

funds were used redemption through purchase m the open market would

save the mumcipahty considerable money
The comparative cost of the sinkmg-fund and serial-bond methods

may be seen in Table 76, taken from the Engineenng News-Record of

August 30, 1917 1

Table 76—Compabativji Cost op Shbial and Sinking-fund Plans, $100,000,

5 Per Cent Bonds

Annual average debt service
j

Total cost

Maturing m 3}^ per cent
Senal 3M per cent

Serial
years sinking fund sinking fund

s $23,648 $23,000 $118,241 $116,000

10 13,624 12,750 135,241 127,600

16 10,183 9,333 162,738 140,000

20 8,636 7,625 170,722 152.600

26 7,667 6,600 189,186 165,000

30 6,937 5,917 208,114 177.500

36
1

6,500 5,429 227,494 190,000

40 6,183 6,063 247,309 202.600

45 5,946 4,778 267,640 216,000
60 5,763 4,660 288,169 227,600

It will be observed that in every case the annual average cost by the

sinking-fund method is greater than by the serial method, and that, the

longer the period of maturity, the greater is the discrepancy. The same
remarks apply, also, to the total cost of financing by these two methods
The disadvantages of the senal method of issuing bonds are to be found
chiefly in the difficulty m quoting prices Since maturities differ, prices

wdl vary upon a given yield basis depending on the date of maturity
itself. Serial issues are also more difficult to list but listing of mumcipal
bonds IS a rare occurrence at any rate The market for these issues is

concentrated, and the over-the-countermethod of sale is usually employed
Imgation Bonds—Irrigation bonds are a type of special assessment

bonds when issued by a taxmg distnct The great bulk of irrigation

bonds come from tax districts As such, they are subject to the general

principles of mumcipal bonds Bonds vary in maturity from 10 to 20
or more years. They are issuedm serial form and constitute a prior hen,
together with ordinary taxes, upon the lands affected Since these bonds
are mortgages upon the land and irrigation works, bondholders have the
privilege, in case of default, of foreclosure and sale. They are primarily

^ Pbaser Brown, Municipal Bonds, p. 81
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obligations of the districts concerned and are not usually subject to pay-
ment out of general taxes. Each bond issue must stand or fall by the

property upon which it is a hen

District irrigation bonds must be distinguished from both private and
Carey Act bonds Private compames were first to undertake projects

and furnished practically all of the money for their construction m the

early period Carey Act bonds came to the notice of the investing pubhc
after the panic of 1893 This Act, passed by Congress in 1894, was for

the purpose of enablmg western states to settle and regions through assist-

ance of the Federal Government The lands affected were passed from
the federal to the state governments, and subsequently to the farmers

accepting the conditions of irrigation, full title passing only after the land

was under cultivation The corporation undertakmg the irrigation is

given a first hen upon the lands which the government agrees to sell to

actual settlers in amounts not to exceed 160 acres each Only 20 acres,

however, need be put under cultivation The water rights are acquired

from the corporation by the settlers at a pnce fixed by the state engineer,

partly paid in cash and the remainder in annual instalments. Colorado,

Idaho, Wyoming, and Montana have made most use of the Carey Act.

The bonds issued under this act are in no sense mumcipal bonds but are so

closely connected in other ways with the district bonds that they may best

be treated at this point They are strictly private bonds with a hen

upon the lands of the settlers, the titles are unquestioned, since they are

guaranteed by the Umted States

Both private irrigation and Carey Act bonds are of small importance

today, it being recognized that the only substantial method of irrigation is

either at the cost of the Federal Government, which assumes financial

responsibihty and furnishes the funds through the Reclamation Service,

or through the district irrigation system These two methods of financing

irrigation, however, paved the way for the district method. Like aU

pioneering projects, numerous and calamitous mistakes were made,

resulting in bitter experience to the bondholders. Private compames
entered fields far away from transportation facihties, which rendered

failure certain Carey Act bonds and private corporation bonds

depended for their soundness on the sale of the land to actual settlers and

their abihty to cultivate it Fanners usually came from remote distncts,

knowing little or nothmg about imgation farming and possessing httle

capital, the result was generally disastrous, the settlers leaving, and the

bondholders’ only recourse was to take possession of worthless lands and

water rights Promoters of the projects were often dishonest, sometimes

only 50 per cent of the funds were used for their intended purpose, the

promoters absconding with the balance. Often capital was insuflficient

to complete the undertakmg, while sometimes water proved msufficient,

poor construction, bad management, lack of settlers, no market for the
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products, and all of the difficulties of a new country tell the story of failure

of these early projects.

On the other hand, not all of the special tax district projects in their

earlier days turned out successfully Many defaults and sad experiences

of bondholders may be recounted from 1909 to 1911 Since that time,

however, district irrigation has been vastly improved, the statutes of the

western states have been perfected and httle or no trouble has been given

bondholders within the past decade The laws which are recognized to

be the best provide for state commissions whose duty it is to investigate

all prospective projects as to water supply, soil, value of water rights and

lands, and the general feasibihty of the project The bonds must be

certified by these commissions, whereupon they become legal for savings

banks and trust funds within the state. Such are the requirements of the

states of California, Oregon, Utah, Arizona, Nevada, and Idaho Cah-

fornia led the states m the movement for sound irrigation laws, but the

laws of Oregon are regarded by some as even superior to those of Cah-

forma. This, however, may be only a temporary condition, since at any

time laws may be revised giving added advantages to one state or another

It IS recognized that the county should assume the assessment and collec-

tion of taxes instead of the district It is thought best, also, to oaU the

bonds “Water Conservation Bonds,” m order to dissociate the better

bonds from their inferior predecessors. In fact, California, Arizona, and

Utah have already passed statutes to that effect, while the matter of

proper assessment of taxes is also receivmg careful attention in all of the

states

At the present time, there are four methods of assessment found in

practice in California, it is a property tax based on the valuation of the.

land benefited, in Oregon, there is a fixed tax per acre, in Nevada, assess-'*

ment is according to benefits received, and m Utah, it is based upon
individual water allotment. The Chairman of the Committee on Irriga-

tion Secunties of the Investment Bankers Association favors the Oregon

method While this has its drawbacks, it is probably best in the long

run and gives the investor greatest assurance.

District irrigation bonds are superior to the former types because

they are generally issued on lands which at the time of undertaking the

projects are worth considerable Imgation merely adds to the value,

the people from the beginning being actual cultivators of the land and
constituting a part of an estabhshed commumty. The amount of the

assessment m such oases is usually much less in proportion to the value of

the lands than under former methods; bonds issued in this fashion are

valuable investments The market hitherto has been chiefly in the state

where the project is located or in an adjoining state The bonds usually

bear 6 per cent interest and are bought by individuals, savings banks,

trust funds, and so forth. They proved very stable in value during the
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1920 depression, exceeding even municipal issues in this quality. These
issues are tax-exempt for both federal and state taxes. ^

Drainage, Levee, and River-bank Protection Bonds.—Like irrigation

bonds, drainage, levee, and river-bank protection bonds may be issued by
private companies or through orgamzation of special assessment districts

Experience with this class of bonds is limited mostly to the past 20 years

These issues differ m no essential respect from irrigation bonds. Their

legality and validity are subject to the same general principles as other

municipals. The laws of the different states affecting drainage districts

are fairly uniform and provide for assessment upon the lands affected,

according to the special benefits derived from the improvements The
bonds are issued serially and run from 15 to 25 or 30 years. They con-

stitute a hen on the lands which may be sold at foreclosure, in most

instances, to satisfy bondholders The courts will insist upon protection

to the bondholders m case of financial difficulties The district is usually

cotermmous with a county, or m case of large projects it includes several

counties Taxes are levied by county authonty m much the same way
as other taxes Generally the amount levied will include 10 per cent

more than is required for the interest and principal payments falhng due

m any one year. This principle is worthy of emulation in other special

assessment bonds. Some of the bonds are paid off annually and the

equity back of the remaining ones constantly increases.

Drainage bonds usually are issued on lands which are already valuable

and being cultivated to some extent at least Generally the value of the

land is from three to five times that of the bonds issued, while the improve-

ments add still further to the value Drainage, as well as levee bonds,

have been issued chiefly by the states of Arkansas, Louisiana, Missouri,

and others of the Mississippi and Ohio River valleys; some have been

issued in Cahforma, Nebraska, and other states.

Levee bonds are essentially the same as drainage bonds, they are not

so favorably regarded by investors because of the danger of overflow and

possible engineering defects which would destroy a large part of the

value of the lands protected. The Federal Government has provided

most of the levees, at any rate, and the amount of bonds issued is only

about one-fifth that of drainage bonds.

All bonds discussed under this section are free from federal income

taxes but may be taxed by state authonty as aU other mumcipal bonds

In Nebraska all classes of mumcipal bonds are taxed to Nebraska holders

at the rate of 10 cents per $100. The market for drainage bonds has until

recently been local, St. Louis being the largest market. The yield is

to 6 per cent.

1 Valuable mformation conoemmg distnot irrigation bonds is contained in the

annual reports of the Irrigation Securities Committee of the Investment Bankers

Association of Amenca, especially for 1921 and 1922
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Municipal Bond Prices.—^The course of municipal bond prices during

recent years is shown m the chart on page 670
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CHAPTER XXXV

FOREIGN INVESTMENTS

Until the World War America was a debtor nation. In 1914 approxi-

mately $4,000,000,000 par value of stocks and bonds of American cor-

porations with annual interest and dividend payments approaching

$200,000,000 were held abroad, chiefly by England, France, and Holland.

In 1900 foreign securities held in the Umted States probably did not

amount to over $25,000,000. During the next 15 years Japan, Germany,

Cuba, San Domingo, .Ao'gentma, Austria, and China aU secured capital

in this country m exchange for their securities At the outbreak of the

World War a few Canadian (mostly corporate), Cuban, Japanese, Mexi-

can, and Philippine bonds constituted the bulk of America’s portfoho

investments abroad In all probability about $200,000,000 of foreign

long-term securities were held by American investors '•

America a Creditor Nation—^The World War completely changed

the situation Amencan securities held abroad were mobilized by foreign

governments and resold to American investors in order to realize funds m
this country for the purchase of materials and supplies In addition the

British and French Governments jointly floated the Anglo-French loan

of $600,000,000, while the French cities of Pans, Lyon, and Bordeaux also

raised funds through the sale of bonds here. It has been estimated that

$1,518,000,000 of the $2,704,000,000 of railroad securities alone held

abroad in 1914 were returned to the Umted States before 1917, which

marks the year of our entrance mto the war American credits thus

acquired abroad completely offset the American debt abroad by 1917 ^

With the entrance of the Umted States mto the war, American invest-

ments in foreign countnes were made on a grand scale These were

handled through the Government of the Umted States, which extended

credits to the alhed countries, receivmg m return government notes as

recogmtion of the debts The Government of the United States raised

the money through the sale of Liberty bonds, certificates of indebtedness,

War Savmgs Stamps and certificates, and so forth Thus, indirectly,

the people of this country supphed the funds which the government
turned over to the alhed nations Exclusive of accrued interest, $9,600,-

000,000 was loaned to foreign countries by the United States.

Umted States Department of Commerce, A New Estimate of Amencan Invest-

ments Abroad, Trade Information Bidletin 767, p. 24
* Commercial and Financial Chronicle, Oct 30, 1920, p 1076

672
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After the war, securities of foreign governments, national, state or

provincial, and local, as well as of foreign corporations, were sold to

American investors m large amounts From 1922 to 1930 long-term

inyestments in foreign securities showed a net increase of 14,606,000,000.

In addition direct investments by American corporations of the proceeds

of securities sold for foreign mvestments amounted to $1,100,000,000

Total foreign securities held by American mvestors increased from

$2,598,000,000 at the begmmng of 1922 to $7,204,218,000 at the end of

1930.^ These loans were made to countries m aU quarters of the globe

Table 77—Amerioak Investments Abroad in 1900, 1909, 1912, and 1930

{In thousands)

Area 1900
j

1909 1912 19301

Europe $ io,ooo|®; 350,000 $ 200,000 % 4,929,277
Canada 150,000| 500,000 400,000 3,941,693
Mexico 186,000 700,000 800,000 807,777
Central America 10,000 60,000 40,000 160,799

South America 36,000 100,000 176,000 3,041,926

Cuba 60,000 n30,ooo 220,000: 1,066,551

Other West Indies no, 000 15,000 7,6oo; 166,933

Africa 117,829

Asia 6,000 176,000 *60,000 1,022,949

Oceania 419,294

Life msuranoe guarantee mvestments 46,000

Total $500,000|$2,020,000j$1,902,600 $15,676,028

From Trade Information Bulletin 767, p 24

Noth—The 1900 estimates were by Nathaniel T Bacon, American International Indebtedness,

Yale Review, November, 1900, p. 266 et eeg , the 1909 estimates by Charles F Speare, Foreign Inveet-

ments of the Nations, North Ameriean Remote, July, 1909, pp 82-92, and those for 1912 by John B
Osborne, North Ameriean Review, May, 1912, p 687 et eeg

1 The figures in this column are subject to several quahfioations, particularly an estimated deduc-

tion of 8630,000,000 for the international securities movement and the addition of $126,000,000 for

insurance company and bank capital Neither of these items could be divided by areas

1 Including Porto Bioo
1 Near Fast and Far Fast combined

American investments abroad, however, do not end with portfoho

investments but include also the so-called "direct” investments These

are investments by American business enterprisesm foreign countries and

have always amounted to more than the portfolio mvestments The
rapid mcrease in the latter durmg the past decade brought their total

almost to the figure for the former, which at the end of 1930 was $7,840,-

810,000 American capital mvested in Europe amounted to about

$4,500,000,000 at the end of 1930, Canada accounted for $3,790,000,000,

and South America for $3,040,000,000. Of the portfolio mvestments

' United States Department of Commerce, Trade Information Bullehn 767, pp.
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Europe accounted for the largest amount, $3,460,629,000, while Canada

and South America showed $1,892,000,000 and $1,410,821,000, respec-

tively ^ The Department of Commerce has compiled a historical table

of the growth of American investments abroad as shown on page 673.

By far the largest amount of both portfoho and direct investments in

Europe was in Germany Other important countries were Great Britain,

Sweden, Italy, France, Denmark, and Belgium In South America,

Argentina stands highest, with large amounts also in Chile, Brazil, Colom-

bia, Peru, Venezuela, and Bohvia Laige amounts are also invested in

Cuba, Mexico, Japan, the East Indies, and the Philippines Details of

these countries follow

Table 78—Peivatb Aiiieiiican Lonq-tebm Investments in Leading Countries

AT End op 1930

(In thousands)

Country Direct Portfolio Total

Europe
Austria $ 17,377 $ 97,688 $ 116,066

Belgium 66,346 188,965 264,211

Denmark 16,924 167,799 183,723

France 161,809 309,626 471,334

Germany 243,969 1,176,988 1,420,957

Great Britain 497,305 143,587 640,892

Hungary 9,520 109,358 118,878

Italy 121,216 279,924 401,140

Netherlands 44,024 122,674 166,598

Norway 23,470 190,878 214,348

Poland 53,193 124,130 177,323

Sweden 19,230 253,636 272,766

Latin America

Argentma 368,619 489,258 807,777

Bohvia 61,619 54,424 116,043

Brazil 210,166 346., 835 657,001
Chile 440,843 260,092 700,936

Colombia 122,994 170,698 301,692
Peru 124,742 75,343 200,086
Venezuela 247,238 247,238
Cuba 936,706 130,845 1,066,561

Mexico . 694,786 116,785 810,571
Onent:

Chma 129,768 46,000 176,768
Japan, 61,450 383,189 444,639
Netherlands, East Indies 66,212 136,121 201,333
Philippines 81,436 84,810 166,245

From Umted States Department of Commerce, Trade Jnfarmahon Bulletin 767

' Ibid
, p. 8.
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When classified according to private or public obligations, the totals

for the various geographical divisions are as follows

TABiiB 79 —PoHBiGN Portfolio Invksxmeints by Glasses at End of 1930

, (In thousands)

Division Government
Government
guaranteed

corporate

Private

corporate
Total

Canada and Newfoundland $ 867,185 $ 412,674 S 623,047 $1,892,906

Europe 1,934,335 623,194 894,100 3,460,629

Latin America 1,469,088 106,826 36,124 1,610,038

Other 674,162 37,719 158,764 870,645

Total S4,934,770 $1,188,413 $1,711,035 $7,834,218

From United States Department of Commerce, Trade InformaHon Bulletin 767

It will be observed that by far the larger portion of foreign portfolio

investments has been occasioned by government borrowing Of the

total $4,934,770,000 of governments, $3,258,987,000, or 66 per cent, was

for national governments, $896,696,000, or 18 per cent, for state or

provincial governments, and $779,087,000, or 16 per cent, for mumoipal-

ities and other minor civil divisions

Foreign investments have been materially reduced through sinking-

fund and redemption payments Since 1912, payments to the extent of

$3,300,000,000 have been made; dunng the period 1922-1930 alone,

$2,026,000,000 have thus been paid ^

Purposes of Issues.—Foreign bonds have been issued and floated m
the Umted States for almost every conceivable purpose The proceeds

of some, as in the case of the Japanese Oriental Development issues, have

been used for productive purposes But the proceeds of most issues were

used for unproductive purposes In Geimany they were used to pay

reparations, to provide mumcipal bath houses, parks, and the hke, and

to meet budget deficits The latter purpose has not been confined to

Germany For example, deficits m Bohvian finances from 1921-1928

were partially met in this way, $5,000,000 of the proceeds of bond sales

went to pay for mumtions of war In Brazil several hundred millions

were used largely to finance the unsound valorization of coffee Even

where funds were used directly or indirectly to mcrease production, the

schemes were generally unsound. This was the case with Peru irrigation

works, with coffee plantations in Brazil, Colombia, and Central America,

with sugar in Cuba, Peru, and Central America, with cotton in Peru,

with wheat m Argentina, with copper m Chile and Peru, with tin in

Bohvia, and with oil in Peru, Colombia, and Venezuela All this seems

to indicate a spree of international borrowing for unsound purposes. In

1 Ibid
, p 28
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contrast with the Bntish foreign portfoho which is made up of only about

25 per cent in government loans, the American portfolio shows about

two-thirds in government loans In the years 1920-1927 British foreign

investments were made up of stocks or ownership rights m productive

enterprises to the extent of 68 per cent, whilem United States for the same

period only about 6 per cent was of this character In absolute figures,

in the case of the Umted States, $517,000,000 were m stocks and $2,647,-

000,000 in corporate debts ^

Defaulted Bonds.—^Bonds of national governments and their sub-

divisions were in default on January 1, 1932, to the extent of $19,732,-

501,435 and interest in arrears amounted to $9,963,564,966 Details

are given in the following table

.

Table 80—Govbbnmbnt Bonds in DbpatjiiT, Januaby 1, 1932

Issue
Original

amount
Amount

outstandmg

Interest

in arrears

Argentina $ 1,984,125 $ 1,487,600 $ 178,600

Bolivia 68,400,000 61,103,600| 3,974,400

Brazil 662,929,350 469,136,616 71,680,104

Chile 603,144,800 669,099,260 17,166,632

Ohuia 366,019,035 327,537,436 170,197,600

Colombia 12,000,000 11,230,000 361,730

Ecuador 17,064,060 14,492,400 12,210,800

Guatemala 368,3001

Yugoslavia 1,250,000 1,003,600 76,260

Latvia 7,308,600 7,303,000 6,305,600

Mexico 738,661,231 629,168,876 497,283,060

Peru 128,371,068 124,176,360 3,966,626

Turkey 413,600,000 372,151,860 16,431,710

United States 96,474,090 96,474,000 297,181,260

Uruguay . 6,000,000 6,649,000 197,716

Total $ 3,002,086,259 $ 2,679,007,386 $1,096,464,966
Russia 18,758,743,600 17,063,494,060 8,868,100,000

Grand total *21,760,829,769 $19,732,501,436 $9,963,564,966

From report of Max Wmkler to Foreign Policy Aasooialion, quoted in Chronicle, Vol 13A, p A22

‘Lees *160,600 on railroad bonds, eince paid.

American experience with foreign dollar bonds floated m this country

has been mixed in character On the one hand are the loans of European
countries on which, with the exception of Hungary, no default has thus

far occurred It speaks well for both the abihty and good faith of

European countries that they passed through the international crisis of

‘ See a series of articles by Lawrence Doiuubm the New Republic, issues of Nov 19

to Deo 17, 1930
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1931 without defaulting on their long-term obligations to private

investors This, however, was made possible largely through the

moratorium on interallied debts and reparations declared in June of

that year and through the “stand-still” agreement with reference to

Germany’s short-term debts The experiences of this eventful year

would seem to indicate that there is an economic priority of private

international long-term debts over short-term and intergovernmental

obligations Indeed this is necessary if the credit structure is not to col-

lapse utterly.

But American experience with the bonds of certain other countries

has not been so fortunate. On February 1, 1932, there were $697,674,300

South American bonds in default. Of this amount, $464,623,000 were in

complete default, and $243,051,000 in modified default The latter

defaulted on cash payment but made arrangement for payment of interest

and sinking-fund mstalments in scrip or notes Aside from these there

were $109,330,000 of Mexican bonds defaulted m 1914, and $75,000,000

of the Eussian Imperial Government which were defaulted with the

revolution in 1919. In addition New South Wales defaulted on February

1, 1932, on $24,074,500 bonds, interest on which, however, has since been

met by the Australian Commonwealth Other national governments

represented in the list are Bohvia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Peru, and

Uruguay, while a number of states and cities in these countnes have also

defaulted Argentina alone has no defaults

Briefly summarized, recent defaults in South America have been

occasioned by world-wide economic depression which bears heavily on the

raw-material producing countnes, as the collapse in the prices of these

matenals was unprecedented. Pohtical affairs too were upset in most

of these countries Lastly foreign exchange was almost impossible to

obtain for payments abroad. In no case has there been bad faith or

even the suggestion of repudiation It has everywhere been a case of

inabihty to pay in foreign currencies. This experience is only the most

recent of many in previous times and it shows beyond a doubt that the

security of government, as well as private, obligations rests firmly on an

economic basis and, as long as abihty to pay exists, pubhc obligations, with

rare exceptions, will be paid when due The sanction of this principle

hes in the necessity of protectmg pubhc credit.

The Burden of National Debts.—In comparison with the burden of

debts in the various countnes, per capita figures are of little service

This IS because of the wide differences m the per capita wealth and

income of the respective peoples The best basis of comparison is found

in the total wealth and mcome statistics compared with national debts

A recent compilation of these data is that of Redmond and Company for

1929; it gives the approximate situation m the countries which have

floated dollar bonds in the Umted States



1028

8131 3 per capita

“ Conversion at average rate of exchange fc

This table reveals the extent to which the various countries have
mortgaged private, property and mcome by their national debts In
general the larger nations of Europe make the worst showmg The
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national debt of Italy equals 45 per cent of the national wealth, in France
it IS 31 per cent, in the United Eangdom, 30 per cent. The South
American countries make a far better showing m this respect, Chile's

debt IS the largest in proportion to wealth, the figure being 12 per cent

Mexico shows 11 per cent and Canada 9 per cent These figures may be

compared with those for the Umted States, which show only 5 per cent.

It must be borne in mmd that only national debts are here considered.

The total pubhc debts, including those of states, provinces, and minor
civil divisions, are far greater for all countries Complete data are not

available The calamitous drop in the prices of commodities and the

deflation of capital values greatly increase the burden of all debts.

National Budgets—Prior to the World War, European countries

almost universally kept their budgets m balance. Some of the leading

countries had worked out scientific budgets far superior to anything found

in the United States Expenditures were accurately forecast and
revenues provided accordingly But for some years following the war
not one of the continental countries attempted seriously to reduce

expenditures or provide suflicient revenues to avoid deficits Great

Britain alone succeeded m balancmg her budget, even though it necessi-

tated borrowing from the banks by taxpayers in many cases to pay taxes

Most of her revenues were raised through income and profits taxes

Indirect consumption undoubtedly would distribute the burden more
evenly over all classes of the population and increase the certainty of

revenues of all times

The inability of European governments to balance their budgets

resulted largely from expenditures for armaments Standing armies and

navies were at then maximum peace strength in many countries While

taxes in several countries were levied on sales of goods, they were not

sufficient to meet expenditures. The governments generally resorted

to the banks to provide sufficient money to make up their deficits The

obvious result of this was inflation of currencies which finally led to their

revalorization on a basis of only a fraction of their former gold content,

in others complete breakdown resulted This sort of confiscation of

investment values must be regarded as a flagrant violation of national

faith It IS little better in its consequences than outright repudiation

The most recent and unparalleled depression has sorely tried the

finances of all governments Huge deficits have been umversal, while

floating debts have grown apace In addition to the usual expenditures,

rehef measures have called for large sums of money which could be raised

only through borrowing. The fundmg of these short-time loans will

undoubtedly result in considerable mcreases m national indebtedness the

world over

These circumstances have created a new situation which must be

considered basic in deahng with government finances In the face of
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huge debts, governments can no longer ineiease revenues by a mere flour-

ish in raising import or excise duties The dependence upon income

taxes for national revenues to supplement already high tariffs and expise

taxes has brought the countries face to face with exhaustion in taxing

power. Imports have decreased to a fraction of what they formeily were,

while taxable income m the higher brackets has slumped beyond the

point where it may be regarded as a source of much additional revenue

For the first time in history, governments are confronted with sheer

inability to collect sufficient taxes to satisfy their fiscal requirements.

The conclusion is inevitable that pubhc debts and expenditures have

increased out of all proportion of governments to meet the demands

It suggests also that the traditional prmciple of good faith as the basis

of government credit has been displaced by ability to pay Recent

defaults on government obligations nowhere resulted from bad faith but

from sheer mabihty to pay
The way out of the morass of debts where they are out of proportion

to wealth and income of the people is retrenchment m public expenditures

and reduction of the debts themselves through taxes that insure sufficient

revenues for the purposes m hand In this, Great Britain has taken the

lead with respect both to curbing expenditures and to increasing taxes

But only a beginning has been made This program should be continued

indefinitely and even more drastic measures than have yet been employed

m most countries await satisfactory solution of debt and expenditure

problems Post-war extravagance m pubhc finances must cease if the

credit of the governments is to be preserved.

The Balance of Payments and the Exchanges—The immediate cause

of defaults m foreign securities lies in the exchanges. The state of the

exchanges is the immediate result of the balance of international pay-

ments In the balance sheet of nations, a country’s debits and credits

are set over against one another. These debits and credits arise through

the exchange of commodities and services among the various countries

On the debit side stand imports, services of foreign shipping and insur-

ance, travel in foreign countnes, and the like; on the credit side are found
exports, shipping and insurance services rendered foreign countries,

entertainment of tourists, and the like The balance of the various

items in the long run must be settled through investment or by gold

A country may economically become a creditor nation; that is, it

may invest m the securities of foreign countries, if its credit balances

exceed its debit balances If its nationals purchase securities equal to

the credit balance, bankers are thus enabled to settle their international

accounts without the transfer of gold Another method of evening up
credit balances is through direct mvestments abroad by American busi-

ness enterprises Still a third possibihty m the purchase by the creditor

country of the internal securities of the debtor country. If these expedi-
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eats fail, the balance may be settled only by the transfer of gold to the

creditor country In traditional econonub theory this sets m motion

forces which ultimately correct the unfavorable balance of debtor coun-

tries This IS aocomphshed by the rise m pnces in the creditor country

due to the inflow of gold and expansion of credit, which in turn leads to a

rise in prices and restnction of exports. At the same time the debtor

country is passing through the reverse processes of loss of gold, deflation

of prices, and increase in its exports Thus the historical tendency

has been to keep the exchange of goods and services in balance

In recent years the flow of gold has been impeded through a variety

of causes and it has not been allowed to work its usual results. Indeed,

the avidity with which Americans absorbed foreign securities in the

decade following the World War made it unnecessary. Balances were

easily settled through the sale of secunties in the United States and

direct investments abroad by American corporations establishing fac-

tories and branches in many foreign countries As long as these processes

continued, American export trade flounshed and prosperity prevailed

But American investments abroad began to dimmish in 1929 and, in

order to lend continued support to our export trade, American interna-

tional commercial bankers stepped into the breach by lending short-time

credits which grew to huge proportions by 1931 These were vari-

ously estimated to be in excess of $19,000,000,000 in that year, an amount

which was ten times the pre-war figure So large were these short-time

credits that many countries defiended upon them for the maintenance of

the soundness of their currencies through the establishment of the gold

exchange standard.

The Breakdown of International Credit.—In 1931 international credit

broke down over a large portion of the world The chief cause of this

was the large international short-term credits outstanding With the

severe world-wide drop m commodity prices and failure of banking insti-

tutions in many countnes, more especially in Germany, Austria, and the

Umted States, confidence in the money and credit systems of the respec-

tive countnes was badly shaken Germany and central Europe in general

were beneficiaries of large amounts of short-term credits, with the loss of

confidence in the financial mtegnty of these countries, doubt was raised

as to the abihty of England to meet her maturing obligations. This

resulted in an international run on England, which ended with the

suspension of gold payment by the Bank of England September 20, 1931

Eollowmg this came the cataclysmic collapse of the pound in the foreign

markets and losses to all holders of English exchange. So hysterical had

the financial world become that a similar run on the Umted States devel-

oped during the ensuing month, with the result of a loss of three-quarters

of a bilhon of gold to foreign countnes The run, however, was unsuccess-

ful The great strength of the Federal Reserve System enabled these
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demands to be met with promptness There followed, however, a severe

decline in bond and stock quotations and a further destruction of con-

fidence in the Umted States The number of bank failures became s„till

more distressing, while hoardmg proceeded on an unprecedented sc^le

with still further weakenmg of our banking structure.

In the midst of these events Congress deemed it necessary to enact

the Glass-Steagall bdl, making government bonds available for Fedeial

Eeserve note coverage, thus releasmg additional large amounts of gold for

export, should the occasion call for it Yet even with this, should Euro-

pean confidence m American financial integrity utterly collapse and

holders of American securities abroad choose to dispose of them in the

United States and demand the proceeds in gold, America’s surplus stock

might be exhausted and the wrecking of the American gold standard

and credit would result. Such a dismtegration of the foundations of

civihzation was scarcely to be imagined only a few years ago Its possi-

bility only testifies to the extent of the disjomtedness of the world’s

monetary and financial affairs at the present writing

In the events briefly recited above may be read the causes of losses on

international investments m the Umted States The exchanges of all

countries which suspended gold payments experienced a sudden collapse

in those countries, such as United States and France, which maintained

the metal standard The droprih the exchangerof“thes^^untries made
it impossible for them to meet mtercst and sinking-fund obhgations on

their debts In conjunction with this were the unfavorable balances of

payments. Gold could not be had and the unfavorable exchange r.ates

made the purchase of foreign exchange to meet dollar payments impos-

sible. American bankers, as well as the investing public, may profit by
this experience They have now learned that foreign obligations are

dependent for their mtegrity, first of all, upon the state of international

exchanges. It is not sufficient that the debts of the respective govern-

ments be modest with respect to the wealth and income of the people

Early in this volume attention was called to the necessity of a sound
credit system as a basis of credit Nowhere has this been more necessary

than in the case of foreign securities.

Contractual Features.—^The bonds of foreign governments are beyond
the reach of law There are a number of cases in the history of inter-

national financial relations where a country has attempted to bring

diplomatic pressure to bear upon defaulting governments Both Great

Britain and the Umted States have gone to these lengths The Depart-

ment of State in the Umted States attempts to keep informed upon
conditions in all foreign countries and at times gives advice to bankers
when it IS sought on contemplated new issues

Aside from this, American bankers perform the same service m case of

default that they do in case of domestic bond issues They take the
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initiative in carrying on negotiations or forming protective committees

in the name of the bondholders. Doubtless considerable service has been
rendered m times past, as m the case of the defaulted Mexican bonds

By ^arrangement with the government of Mexico partial settlement has

been made through the efforts of the bankers Other services are now
being rendered in connection with South American defaulting countries.

Protective committees are primarily designed to protect legal rights, or to

bring about any changes in the existing loan contiact, as, for mstance,

reduction m interest or principal Bankers have carried on extensive

negotiations at their own expense m behalf of South American bond-

holders. Protective committees are reluctantly formed on account of the

expense entailed, until it becomes evident that something tangible can be

accomphshed.

Smking Funds.—Recent external loans of foreign governments,

states, and municipahties floated m the Umted States generally contain

liberal sinking-fund provisions, many of them being sufficient to retire

the principal at maturity While these bonds are generally sold from

seven or eight points below par to par at the time of issue, the sinking

funds provide for purchase in the open market at or below par If bonds

are unobtainable at these prices, smkmg funds are sometimes made to

accumulate until a period of 10 years has passed, when the bonds become

callable, usually by lot, at a deflmte figure anywhere up to 115, or revert

back to the government. Monthly mstalments to be made with the

country’s fiscal agent in the United States or with an American bank for

the payment of interest and smking-fund reqmrements are sometimes

required Interest and sinkmg-fund charges, m the case of countries

whose credit is weak, are made a prior or equal charge with all other

obligations issued in the future upon either general or special revenues

The pledging of revenues thus becomes a support to an obhgation which

IS in need of greater strength In the case of Santo Domingo and Haiti,

the governments of those countries have made treaties with the Umted
States providing for the appointment of a receiver and adviser, upon the

nomination of the United States, for the assurance of the safe handhng

of the revenues. This furmshes additional strength to the bonds of

those countries.

Pledged Revenues.—The practice of pledging special revenues as

security for government loans is very old England employed it in the

eighteenth century It is very general at the present time Germany,

Hungary, Portugal, Poland, Bulgaria, Austna, and other European

countries have employed this expedient, aU of the Central and South

American and Far Eastern countries, except Chile, Mexico, Cuba, China,

and Japan, have also recently used the same means to secure their debts

The loan agreement sets forth carefully the procedure in case the clause

IS to be invoked Collection of revenues is usually made in case of default
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by the trustee of the loan In the case of Central American countries

these agreements are registered with the State Department of the United

States Government which lends its protection and cooperates in the

financing.

But sovereign governments do not always respect these agreements

and there is no power which can control their action. Pledged revenues

are sometimes appropriated, as in the case of Turkey in 1928 In such

cases usually a redrawmg of the loan contract is in order, involving suspen-

sion of the sinking fund for a period of years, reduction of interest charges,

and funding of due and unpaid coupons through the issue of new bonds

A collecting bureau or fiscal agency of the trustee is set up to collect the

pledged revenues for the old and new bond issues Such arrangements

for foreign financial control have proved successful in the case of Turkey,

Greece, China, Persia, Tunis, Salvador, Venezuela, Liberia, and Haiti

In the case of Greece the old bondholders received about 50 per cent of

the interest. The same method of collection has proved unavailing in the

past in ease of Honduras, Mexico, Portugal, Paraguay, Bahia, Brazil,

Guatemala, Egypt, and Constantinople When additional revenues are

requued to make up deficits in budgets, pledged revenue provisions fail

the bondholders It appears that pledged revenues do not give the

security indicated by their terms of contract. Securities of this type

frequently fare no better than unsecured debts Pledged revenues in the

case of Ecuador and Brazil, however, in times past have created a priority

for securities over those of second claim on the identical revenues But in

other cases no priority was created over unsecured bondholders ^

Market.—The market for foreign bonds in the United States has been

mostly among the general pubhc The coupon rates and yields have been

considerably higher than those of domestic bonds and this has proved a

deciding factor with the pubhc A calculation made by Dwight W.
Morrow, “ based on actual sales of 24 representative investment houses

embracing 25 per cent of recent loans aggregating $380,000,000, indicates

that more than 85 per cent of the purchasers bought m small amounts

ranging from $100 to $5,000 and that about 50 per cent of the total was

purchased by these small investors ®

Price and Yield.—^Foreign issues flioated in the Umted States have

carried coupon rates rangmg from 6 per cent, for the countries of better

credit, to 8 per cent for those of we^er credit. Bonds of Switzerland,

Belgium, Norway, Czechoslovakia, France, and the South American

countries, includmg state and municipal obligations, bore coupons of 8

1 See article by George F McCabe m The Anmhst, Jan. 20, 1928
* In Foretgn Affairs, January, 1927
» The issues upon which this calculation is based were the Austnan 7s of 1923, the

Japanese 6>^s of 1924, the German 78 of 1924, the Argentine 6s of 1925, and the

Belgian 7s of 1925
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per cent. Many of these bonds also carried a callable feature, optional

within 10 or 15 years, with a premium of 5 to 15 per cent The average

coupon rate for outstanding Latm American government, state, mumcipal,
and,guaranteed mortgage-bank bonds at the end of each year, beginning

with 1922, gradually dechned from 6 92 to 6 29 per cent m 1930. This

was due, first, to retirement through sinking funds or refunding of higher

coupon issues of the earlier years and, second, to the lower coupon rates

of later years ^

The weighted average yield on quoted outstanding Latin American
public bonds (including government guaranteed issues) at the end of

1923 was 7 60 per cent This was gradually reduced to 6 55 per cent at

the end of 1928, in 1929 and 1930 the yield increased, standing at 10.81

per cent at the end of 1930. During the decade 1921-1930 the average

weighted price of these issues varied from 91 95 at the end of 1923 to

98 77 at the end of 1927 After that the pnce rapidly declined to 68 66

at the end of 1930 Even before the crash in the stock market m 1929,

Bolivian issues suffered from the effect of the dispute with Paraguay,

while uncertain economic conditions in Colombia affected the price of its

bonds In Brazil difficulties with coffee first affected the price of its

bonds In December the Caja de Oonverston m Argentina was closed to

note redemption. Accompanymg these events m the latter part of 1929,

the bonds of other Latin American countnes dechned in sympathy The
economic and political troubles during 1930 and 1931 resulted in further

drastic declines in these issues * Before the depression the yield on

government and guaranteed mortgage-bank bonds was about 1 per cent

lower than that of state and mumcipal issues But the spread at the

end of 1930 increased to almost 3 per cent ^ Durmg the severest phase

of the depression in 1932, the prices of Latin American bonds sank to

disheartemng depths. The bonds of Chile and Brazil sold as low as 3}i,

those of Bohvia 3 Even the bonds of Argentina, upon which

no default occurred, reached the low figure of 373^, those of Cuba 33,

Sao Paulo 46, and Panama 45

The bonds of certain European countries also had a poor lecord durmg

the depression in 1932 The defaulted Hungarian issue of 1944 sold at

20 Undefaulted bonds of Bulgaria sold down to 11, those of Budapest

11)4, Berlin 16, Austria 20, Greece 12Hj Prussia 153^, Vienna 32, and

Germany (7s of 1949) 41^
On the other hand, prior to the European financial crisis of 1931, 25

or more foreign bond issues sold at a substantial advance over the issue

pnce. In 1932 all of these, except French issues, sold below their issue

pnce

I See article by Adam K Geiger m Chromde, Vbl 132, p 2073

»76id,p 2273
» lUd., p. 2274.
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The influence of the exchange rates of foreign currencies upon the price

of foreign bonds deserves especial consideration The prices of bonds

whose interest and principal are payable in foreign currencies vary directly

with the price of foreign currencies in dollars Large losses were sustained

by holders of obligations of countries whose currencies depreciated in

terms of dollars But bonds payable in dollais are immune from fluctua-

tions m exchange rates, smce the promise is to pay dollars; losses due to

depreciated currencies must be borne by the debtor countries. This

conclusion holds as long as no question is raised concerning the ability

of the debtor to meet his obhgations But when doubt is raised m regard

to this, the price of dollar bonds suffers as their quality deteriorates

This was the situation during the depression with the bonds of almost all

foreign countries, and prices dechned accordingly A number of American

compames operating in foreign countries which showed ample earnings

to pay interest on bonds held in the United States were compelled to

default on interest payments on account of currency difficulties
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PART V

SECURITY PRICE MOVEMENTS



CHAPTER XXX71

Law of Supply and Demand.—The fundamental law of supply
land must be invoked in the explanation of all security price

nts When prices are steady, the forces of supply and demand
imparative balance. As long as nothing disturbs this balance,

10 force that can change prices. But the moment a change occurs

F the various forces that make up the total of supply and demand,
)ws a corresponding change, unless this underlying force is offset

inter force of equal strength This is easily the most inflexible

le entire realm of economics Once it is appreciated that the law

y and demand constitutes the aU-pervadmg mechamsm of the

price changes lose most of their inscrutable character

application of the law of supply and demand to security prices

iS itselfm two ways. First, there are general forces at work which

ly affect the total amount of investment funds available for the

during a given period of time Such are alternating waves of

;ance and retrenchment in personal expenditures, the develop-

fche habit of thrift among the common people, changes in business

as reflected in greater or lesser profits, changes in the supply of

surrency, and in banking conditions, and changes in labor pohcies,

onal trade, taxation, and the hke On the side of demand come
if rapid industnal development, extraordinary expenditures of

ents for war or preparation for war, the foreign demand for funds,

lar forces, all of which tend to alter the conditions of demand
ration of these forces is exceedmgly complex and their interrela-

so difficult to discover that one might at first sight well despair

lalculation. Yet it is the final result wrung from this apparently

mass of forces that is the decidmg factor in the general move-
' security prices Whenever the forces of supply of investment

irt their influence on current marketsm greater strength than the

demand, prices will fall; on the other hand, when the forces of

gain the ascendency, prices will nse Prices will move upward
ward until the strength of the forces of demand and supply is

Dught into equilibrium.

3 all security prices are more or less affected by the operation

forces, they are not equally affected If an increased supply

comes into the possession of those speculatively inclined, secur-

1 offer the greatest chance for profit will be most affected. Like-
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wise, if a particular kind of security comes to market in exceptionally

large amounts, its price wdl be unfavorably affected The final result

will always depend upon conditions govermng the supply of funds on„the

one hand and the supply of securities on the other. „

The second application of the law of supply and demand has to do

not with the supply of and demand for funds in their totality, but with

the shifting of funds from one investment field to another As already

made plain, underlying forces are constantly at work attracting capital to

some fields and repelling it from others The shifting of investment

funds IS one of the subtlest of influences affecting security prices and,

therefore, one of the most elusive to follow That shifting is most effec-

tive in altering the prices of whole classes of securities, as well as individ-

ual issues, can be easily proved by a comparison of the averages The
Dow-Jones index numbers show that the average of 20 representative

railroad stocks declined from 92 91 on November 9, 1918, to 82 48 on

October 6, 1919 On the other hand, there was an opposite movement of

great magnitude in mdustrial stocks. The average of 20 representative

industrial stocks rose from 89 07 on October 18, 1918, to 119 62 on

November 3, 1919 Thus the shift of investment funds from railroad to

industrial stocks, in the year following the armistice, is most impressive

and shows the vital consequences of such movements for the investor

Changes in Supply of Securities.—The operation of the law of supply

and demand may be compared to the maneuvers of two opposing armies

First, there are the most advanced hnes on both sides which come into

contact with each other and to which the actual fighting is confined.

Then come the immediate reserves back of the fighting hnes, ready to be

called into action at any time the occasion demands their assistance

More remote are the trainmg camps for recruits and, lastly, the civil

population standmg in readiness to answer the caU to the colors.

So it IS with the security market. Of the vast amount of stocks and

bonds outstanding, only a comparatively small portion is brought to

market at any one time. To this portion is added the volume of current

flotations and short sales to make up what may be called the “floating

supply ” Upon this floating supply attention is focused m an inquiry as

to the causes of pnce movements Without the pale of the market is

found a vast amount of securities held by individuals and institutions

which constitute the financial reserves. From these reserves large

amounts of the floating supply are obtamed and they command an impor-
tance m price movements comparable to their quantitative importance
Still farther back from the floatmg supply will be found securities which
can be called uponm case of extraordmary emergency. These are indeed

locked away, but the key is ever at hand in case the need arises Lastly

come those issues “salted away” m the sanctum sanctorum which repre-

sent funds stored away for the future to be used only in the unfolding of a
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predetermined program. They are the retirement and old-age funds of

individuals and insurance and annmty funds This latter class seldom
coipes to market and, if it does, only m an orderly fashion without any
unusual disturbance to prices AH four classes here distmguished con-

stitute the complete supply of securities comparable to the economists’

“stock of goods” on hand
The floating supply of secunties is very flexible m character and

subject to wide and sudden changes In this respect it differs from
the supply of commodities, which is constantly being consumed and
which can be increased only to the extent of the current productive capac-

ity of industry, decreases come about only through the orderly processes

of the market Hence the market shows wider swings m the prices of

securities than in the prices of commodities This may be confirmed by
measurement with the statistician’s device of standard deviation Busi-

ness cycles reflect much more radical movements m security prices and
interest rates than in commodity prices

An outstanding illustration of excessive supply is the dumping on the

New York Stock Exchange at the outbreak of the World War in August,

1914, of American secunties previously purchased and held by investors in

belligerent countries So great was the avalanche and so rapidly did

prices crumble away that the Board of Governors in an effort to stem the

tide closed the exchange to all transactions for more than 4 months

Even for 2 years after the reopemng, foreign-held American secunties

continued to be liquidated m laige amounts in New York, depressing

further and further the quoted prices

The floating supply of secunties is periodically increased dunng

periods of great prosperity and speculation when profits are large The
expansion of old plants and launching of new promotions go on at a

feverish pace, with the result that the market is flooded with a volume of

securities to finance the new undertakmgs This creates an exceptionally

large temporary supply of stocks and bonds, and prices are depressed for

several years afterwards Such a period was the period of “undigested

secunties” following the major cycle of promotions around 1900 On
this account the pamc of 1903 has been called the rich man’s panic.

A recent instance of excessive marketmg of securities followed the

announcement of the abandonment of the gold standard by Great Bntain

September 29, 1931. This step by the world’s traditional stronghold of

the gold standard, coming as it did while the entire world was strugghng

in the midst of the severest business depression of recent times, utterly

destroyed the last vestige of confidence m the stock market and also

greatly imperilled the future of the bond market. The precipitous drop

in the bond market during the followmg month has no known precedent

in history While this was occasioned perhaps more from thinness of

demand than from dumping of bonds by holders, it is, nevertheless, true
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that volume greatly increased during these weeks and greatly accelerated

the declme. Heavy selling of bonds continued to the end of the year,

presumably by holders who bought at prices much higher than

current prices whose average descended to 1921 levels Forspepific

groups the dechne was far more severe, as for instance in second-rate

railroad bonds and in a large number of foreign issues.

National Income and Savmgs.—When one turns to the demand side

of the price equation, national income and savings appear fundamental

in their effect for the longer penods of price movements. Dr W. I King

has computed for the National Bureau of Economic Research the individ-

ual income of the people of the Umted States for each of the years in the

interval 1909-1928. This is computed in terms of current dollar income,

after adjustment for changing purchasing power, using 1913 as the base

Table 82—^Realized Income in the United States

(000,000 QtmUed)

Year
In curient

doUars

In 1913

dollars
Year

In cunent

dollars

In 1913

dollars

1909 829,605 $31,300 1919 $66,949 $38,017

1910 31,430 32,380 1920 73,999 37,673

1911 31,858 32,920 1921 63,371 36,710

1912 33,977 34,666 1922 66,926 40,666

1913 36,723 35,766 1923 74,337 45,164

1914 35,647 35,260 1924 77,136 46,768

1916 37,205 36,636 1926 81,931 48,412

1916 43,288 39,669 1926 85,6481 60,4211

1917 51,331 40,242 1927 88,2051 62,8921

1918 60,408 40,160 1928 89,4191 64,0221

From W I Kisa, The Ifahonal Income and lit Purohaeino Power, pp 74, 77
> Prolinunary estimate

Current money mcome more than doubled in the interval 1914-1920,

yet the deflated figures show only a small increase, less than 10 per cent

On the other hand, the period 1920-1928 shows mcome in current dollars

moreased by only 20 per cent, while real or deflated income rose 44 per

cent. The great nse m real income since 1920 will be significant at

a later stage in explaining in part the movement in security prices during

this interval.

Of the total national income in the United States Dr King estimates

that about one-seventh is saved This does not seem to vary much from

year to year regardless of the state of business Of the total savings in

the penod 1909-1918 Dr. King attributes 20 per cent to employees,

12 per cent to the agricultursl mterests, and 68 per cent to business

men and property owners outside of agriculture. Moreover, 40 per

cent of all saving is the result of profits retained by business enterprises

The latter vary directly with business activity, while private savings are
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much more constant from year to year ^ The savings of business con-

cerns are only of indirect mterest m this discussion, since for the most
part they are reinvested in the assets of the business One should not

neglect, however, the temporary or permanent mvestments of business

enterprises in stocks and bonds, although they represent only a minor

fraction of the total savings of business concerns, which for the most

part do not find their way into the financial markets and are thus without

any direct mfluence on price movements
Bunk Credit.—The condition of bank credit has a profound mfluence

upon security prices This is true whether the matter is viewed from the

short-time or the long-time standpomt It is, moreover, equally true

whether one has in mmd bond prices or stock prices. Yet it is not

true that this is the controUmg factor at all times The tendency to

overemphasize the influence of credit conditions is due in no small degree

to the frequency of changes m banking conditions, which do generally

find their reflection m price movements. Perhaps this factor is entitled

to first place in the field of bonds but it may well take second place to

earnings in the prices of corporation stocks Moreover, the old adage

of Wall Street that no bull market was ever financed without ample

banking funds available can hardly be substantiated in view of the experi-

ence of the past 10 years

What IS the precise nature of the mfluence of bank credit upon

security prices? The solution of this is to be found by pursuing analysis

along the lines of supply and demand. From the point of view of the

entire banking system, bank credit, that is, deposits and loans, is almost

entirely the creation of the system itself Liquidity in banking depends

upon the maintenance of adequate money reserves The amount of

these IS determined m European countries by experience and in the

United States by law In the Umted States bank credit can no longer be

expanded when legal reserve requirements against deposits are exhausted.

But banks do not expand credit normally except when demand for

loans appears Demand is encouraged by concessions in the interest rate

when excess reserves become large But m the absence of favorable

business or financial conditions this stimulant is without results. Malad-

justments m pnce relationships involving raw materials as against manu-

factured products, wages as against profits, in short, cost verms selling

price, inevitably prolong busmess depressions regardless of cheap money.

This situation was amply illustrated during the depression of 1930-

1931. Much less will easy credit conditions and low mterest rates stimu-

late buying of stocks or bonds when earnmgs continue to dechne or

when confidence is destroyed, as the recent experience has again so well

illustrated. The true function of easy banking conditions is to provide

iW I Kino, Journal of the Amertcan Staitshcal Association, September and

December, 1922
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freedom of action and nothing more. But freedom of action fails to

work its effect on an unwillmg subject Easy credit is essential to a

revival of business activity and security prices but only in a permissive

sense ^ The functions of credit may be compared to the stage upon

which the actors are to appear The stage is but the scene of action

while the actors themselves must play the active roles In the world of

business and finance, the managers of business and investors are the

actors who must at all times enact the parts in the drama

It IS, nevertheless, true that the end of a period of business expansion

and of rising security prices is usually encountered when credit conditions

become tight The situation is now reversed. Restriction of credit

damps the enthusiasm of business leaders and capitalists The con-

dition essential for their continued activity has changed Higher prices

call for more and more banking funds to finance operations. When these

funds reach exhaustion, higher prices are no longer possible This is, of

course, on the assumption that private funds have for some time already

been utilized and that the later stages of price advance have been financed

out of bank loans One is not unmindful here of the experiences of 1928

and 1929 when the exhaustion of banking funds for speculative purposes

did not represent the end of credit expansibility. The loans of corpo-

rations, investment trusts, and the hke, financed the bull market during

those years far beyond the point where banking funds would naturally

have been so scarce that further advances m prices would have been

impossible. The control of credit had passed entirely from the banks

It should be observed in this connection also that the availability of

credit at any price is the important factor in stock speculation, rather

than the rate of interest, as frequently claimed But interest rates do

have their effect When money is borrowed at a rate of interest below

the dividend yield on the stocks purchased on the margin, the possibility

of profit IS ehminated This is true as far as the banking profit is con-

cerned But it IS only the beginning of the story; the end is speculative

profits Speculation seeks changes m prices, not a differential in income
A gross profit of $5 per share on a stock bought at $100 and held for amonth
IS at the annual rate of 60 per cent This is but a modest expectation

of the speculator It is therefore entirely unreasonable to assume that

a rate of interest even as high as 10 per cent has appreciable restrictive

influence upon the activity of the speculator. To him the possibihty of

increase or decrease in price is the absorbing factor But even the specu-

lator will bargain for cheap money which will increase to some extent his

final profits

* The author regards the position taken by Wesley C Mitchell in his work Business
Cycles, the Problem and Its Setting as sound not only m the relation of easy credit to

business activity, but also especially apphoable to the security markets (see pp 128-

139)
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The Bank Rate of Interest and Bond Prices.—A closer relation is

found between bond prices and bank interest rate than between the
latter and stock prices This closer relationship comes, first, from the
fact that liquid investment funds always follow the direction of greatest

return Now the bank mterest rate is closely related to the rate on
commercial paper of all kmds and all short-time notes and matuiities

Private mvestment funds seeking employment are placed where they
will bring in the largest yield Thus the relation between short-time

interest rates and bond yields determmes to a large extent the flow of

current mvestment funds of a private nature When bond yields are

relatively high, they attract larger and larger amounts of funds, until

the price is forced high enough so that the differential disappears Yet
the banks themselves stand ready at all times to supply business with
credit, even if they find it necessary to call upon their secondary reserves,
in which case bonds will be sold to meet the requirements of business

It generally happens too that the bank rate of mterest is higher than the
yield on first-class bonds and the banks are glad to sell the latter for the

opportunity of securmg a higher rate of return Moreover, in ordinary

times they seek to keep as large a portion of their funds as possible

employed, so that in times of slack demand for their funds they enter

the bond market This constant shiftmg of funds into and out of the

investment market by banks exercises a contmuous influence on bond
prices and yields It will be found to be one of the important short-

time influences in the bond market

Gold and Credit.—Under a gold-standard system of money and
credit, the chief domestic function of gold is to serve as a reserve for

credit. Comparatively httle gold is found in actual hand-to-hand cir-

culation. It remains m the coffers of banks for the maintenance of a

liqmd condition at all times Thus gold is the foundation of the entire

credit system and guarantees the redemption at all times of the currency

m circulation.

The second important modem use of gold is in the payments of

balances between countnes All countnes having gold as the standard

and conducting commercial relations among one another equate their

currencies m terms of the weight of gold Gold thereby becomes the

common measure, or common denominator, of value m the world at

large The breakdown of mternational credit in 1931 was the result of

a series of mternational mns on the central banks of Germany and of

England, forcing the latter country to suspend gold payments entirely,

except at the wiU of the government Confidence of the world m mter-

national credit was completely upset through these events The failure

of the international run upon the Federal Reserve System, following the

failure of the English poundm September, 1931, went a long way toward

reestablishing confidence throughout the world
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In its function as a reserve for the credit system, gold acts as restraint

upon the undue expansion of credit by banks As long as money and

credit systems are anchored to the gold standard, expansion can proofed

only so far as not to exceed safe standards of redeemability established

either by law or by custom This is the foundation of enduring confi-

dence in a currency system Without the restraining influence of gold,

experience the world over during several centuries of time shows conclu-

sively that no curiency system is safe against the baneful effects of infla-

tion. When temptation comes through emergency conditions, public

authorities do not possess the power of restraint sufficiently to avoid

inflation and depreciation of the monetary unit With depreciation

of the monetary umt goes depreciation m all investments measured m
the same currency umt. No greater anchor to investment security is

found anywhere than m the stabihty of the currency system

The restatement of these fundamental monetary facts shows that

even under a sound system of money a large increase m the supply of

gold lays the foundation for multiphed increases in the amount of credit

at the banks The banks aie the natural depositaries of the gold holdings

of a country, the chief exception in the Umted States being the gold held

by the federal treasury against gold certificates and the redemption

funds of national and Federal Reserve bank notes. Increase m the gold

supply increases bank reserves and tends to make credit conditions easier

and bank interest rates lower and these conditions in turn clear the way
for advances in business and security prices. It matters not from what
source new gold comes, the result is the same The two chief sources for

fluctuations in the gold supply of a country are the domestic production

of the metal and importations from abroad. At this point the theory

of international gold movements may be recalled A country balances

its expoits of goods and services against imports of goods and services

and, in the absence of restraining forces, gold flows in the direction of

the credit balance This was formerly the only method known of settling

international balances But the matter is not quite so simple m the

modern world of finance. The excess debit balance of a given country

may be settled by the creditor country’s taking securities of the debtor

country Creditor countries thus are permitted to enter the field of

international investment and the gold remains in the debtor country.

The third situation affecting the flow of gold is where a surplus of

funds exists in a given country and seeks investment abroad These
funds may be transferred only through the shipment of gold to the coun-

try m which the investments are made In estimating the future supply*

of gold for a given country, it is then necessary to base calculations upon
domestic production, the international flow of gold to settle balances,

and the investment flow of gold. These movements have reached vast

proportions since the World War. In pre-war days gold seldom left a
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given country m sizable amounts except to settle balances of payments
In the present situation of sensitive mternational finance it is doubtful

if gold will soon or ever return to its former lethargic state The security

holder thus has one more factor of major importance to watch m his

investment program

The Federal Reserve Banks and Credit.—In these days when so much
IB heard of the sterihzation of gold by the Federal Reserve System, one
IS likely to conclude that gold had lost its chief function in the monetary
system While this m not wholly true, gold has lost some of its restric-

tive power over credit through the Federal Reserve System This
results partly from the law which requires 35 per cent reserve against

deposits and 40 per cent against the notes of the system Member
banks of the system are required to keep their reserves with the system

The reserve banks thus receive additional supphes of gold from member
banks as reserves agamst their own deposits This gold then becomes

the basis of Federal Reserve deposits and notes and makes it possible for

member banks to borrow at the reserve banks m amounts larger than

their reserves by rediscounting ehgible paper, the proceeds of which in

turn are left on deposit as reserve agamst which commercial banks further

extend their own credit The amount of borrowing is controlled by the

reserve banks through the rediscount rate charged the borrowing banks

Here as elsewhere high discount rates discourage and low rates encourage

borrowing, member bank credit is thus artificially controlled If the

system deems it expedient that large excess reserves should be held by
the reserve banks, as has usually been the case, borrowing is discouraged

and the gold which might otherwise have served as a basis of increased

member bank reserves and mcreased loans and deposits of reserve banks

IS “sterihzed ” Federal Reserve rediscount policy in this- way becomes

another important factor in the course of credit

A second instrument for the control of credit by the reserve banks

IS found m their open-market operations By this is meant the buying

and selling of ehgible paper m the open market. This has become more
and more a tool in the hands of the reserve system to facilitate credit

operations of member banks Reserve banks may relieve the money
market of paper by purchasing large amounts of this type of paper on

their own initiative or that of member banks themselves Or they

may choose to sell the same paper in the market and either directly or

indirectly absorb idle bankmg funds. The reserve banks made large

use of this during the past decade as a means of controlling bank credit

The weekly reports of the reserve banks offer ample opportunity to

observe the open-market operations of the system. This power of

the reserve banks has been the hope of those who subscribe to the theory

that busmess may be quickened merely through the increase of idle credit.

The hmitations of this position have been pointed out above.
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It must be observed, however, that the control of credit by the reserve

banks has distinct hmitationa. It was said that member banks may
and do in practice increase their reserves upon the receipt of new gold

There is no power within the reserve system to refuse these deposits and

no known means of restricting their influence upon credit in times of

expanding business when borrowers are numerous Much of the credit

expansion of the great secunty and real-estate inflation of the past decade

was achieved in this way and the reserve banks were powerless to prevent

it The rediscount rate was impotent, since no borrowers appealed at

the banks for funds and the reserve banks possessed no large amounts

of paper which could be sold in the open market to absorb the excess

credit of member banks Besides, they did not consider it expedient

to part with what paper they had, since such a move would have left

them without earmng assets sufficient to pay the expenses of running

the system

Commodity Prices and Interest Rates.—For more than a century

it has been observed that there is a close connection between the

prices of commodities and the prices of bonds having a fixed or stable

rate of return. Writers have generally shown that when commodity

prices advance bond prices decline, and when commodity prices decline

bond prices advance. Treatises on this subject have been disguised

under various names More recently, the most extended discussions

have considered the problem from the point of view of a monetary

phenomenon. A rising commodity-price index represents a depreciating

standard of money; and, conversely, a falhng index represents an appre-

ciating standard of value Furthermore, for various reasons, recent

treatises have also spoken of a rising or falling interest rate, instead of

falling or rising secunty prices, respectively.

The problem of mterest has two fundamental aspects, the one purely

economic and the other monetary or financial The one has to do with

underlying economic values and the other with the expression of those

values in terms of money A simple example will bring out the two
aspects of the problem. If $100 is loaned for 1 year at 4 per cent interest,

1 year hence the principal will be returned to the lender and in addition

$4 interest, or $104 in all. Now if commodity prices in the meantime
have remained the same, the amount of the interest is a clear gam, m
purchasing power, for $104 will purchase 4 per cent more goods than $100.

The expectation of the lender has been fully met and all is well Suppose,

however, that in the meantime, commodity prices have advanced 1 per

cent It now takes $101 to purchase what $100 would have purchased

a year ago. In other words, out of the $4 mterest which was received

on the money loaned there are only $3 left Moreover, the $3 has also

lost m purchasing power m the same proportion Since commodity
prices have advanced 1 per cent at the end of the year money is worth
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only a little over 99 per cent (99j^oo per cent to be exact) of what it

was when the loan was made Nmety-nme and one-eleventh per cent

of $3, the amount of money mterest above what was necessary to make
good the principal, gives $2 97%oo as eqmvalent real or commodity
interest, which is an equal percentage on the original money loaned

figured in terms of commodities. The conclusion is, therefore, that whde
money interest was $4, or 4 per cent, real or commodity interest amounted
to only $2 97^foo, or 2 97%oo per cent

This discrepancy between commodity and money interest would be

manifest during periods of nsmg prices, and the opposite effect m periods

of falling prices. It is due to the change, appreciation or depreciation,

in the money standard It is of basic importance in the explanation of

the relation of commodity prices to security prices, or, to state it in other

terms, between interest rates and the value of the standard medium of

exchange Will lendeis of money take advantage of the situation or

will they possess foresight enough to avoid losses in periods of rising

prices? If so, their action may result in higher money rates of interest

in order to preserve the full commodity rate mtact Or do these periods

of rising prices steal upon the investor unawares, resulting in correspond-

ing losses in interest as measured in commodities? In order to answer

these questions. Prof. Irvmg Fisher has made extended investigations

The mam facts as he found them are here recounted

The period 1826-1906 has been divided for England into 16 separate

movements for commodity prices, averagmg 5 years each In com-

paring one period with the next, it was found that when the rate of

mteiest, both bank and market, falls, money usually appreciates in

value, which is the same as falhng commodity pnces, and when the rate

of interest rises, money usually depreciates in value or commodity prices

rise For Germany (Berlin rates) the period 1851-1906 is divided into

13 periods, averaging a httle less than 6 years each For France (Pans

rates) the period 1861-1895 was examined, being divided into 7 periods,

averaging a little less than 5 years each. For the United States, New
York call loans and commercial loans for 60 days are compared with the

changing value of money. The penod 1849-1906 was examined, being

divided into periods of 6}^ years each on the average Data were also

collected for India, China, and Japan If two successive phases be

designated as a sequence, and if the price change be compared with the

data for each kind of interest rate, the number of sequences totals 90.

The results are summarized in Table 83.

The favorable cases preponderate and Professor Fisher concludes

that, other things being equal, “the rate of interest is relatively high

when prices are rising and relatively low when prices are falling
”

' InviNQ Fisher, Appreczation and Jntereat
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The adjustment between money interest rates and commodity interest

rates, however, is only partially made When the actual interest rate

IS reduced to the commodity rate for the various periods in Professor

Tabm 83—Commodity and Monbt Intemst in Leading Countries r

Condition
Eng-
land

Ger-

many
France

United

States
Japan China Total

Favorable 23 15 8 8 ^ 3 6 1 64

Unfavorable 7 5 2 2 1 4 1 22

Neutral 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 4

Total 30 22 10 12 4 10 2 90

Fisher’s tables, it is found that the commodity rate of interest varies

widely. For instance, in the case of London the average commodity
rate of interest from 1836 to 1839 was only 1 9 per cent, while in the

period 1840-1844: it was 9 4 per cent, likewise, from 1871 to 1873, the

commodity rate was minus 2 5 per cent, and m the following period

1874-1879, it was 7 per cent The period 1897-1900 shows a rate of

minus 4 per cent, and the period 1901-1906 shows 1 6 per cent The
figures for London show a maximum variation in the commodity interest

rate of 13 4 per cent. In several other countries where similar calcula-

tions were made, variations fully as striking are in evidence.

On the other hand, the maximum figure for money interest in England

during the entire period shows only 3 8 per cent variation in the averages

for the respective periods. Similar results are found in the case of other

countries, The fluctuatmg character of the commodity rate of interest

in comparison with the comparative stability in the money rate, goes

to show that in practice lenders at most make only minor adjustments

for monetary changes Foresight or abihty is lacking “When prices

are rising, the rate of interest is usually high, but not as high as it should

be to compensate for the nse; and when prices are falling, the rate of

interest is usually low, but not as low as it should be to compensate for

the fall.” Since security prices are the reverse of interest rates, one

concludes, therefore, that although there may be an underlying tendency

toward the adjustment of security prices to offset commodity prices,

nevertheless, it is too feeble in practice to take much cogmzance of. On
the contrary, the prices of securities with fixed mcome vary in the opposite

direction from the movements in commodity prices mainly for reasons

other than conscious foresight and calculation.

Professor Fisher also made calculations for longer penods runmng
from 10 to 20 years It was agam found that the adjustments woiked
out only partially for the longer penods In the case of New York City,

the average virtual, or commodity, rate of mterest for the period 1875-
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1896, a period of falling prices, was 7 7 per cent, while for the period

1897-1906 it was only 1 1 per cent. The results thus show a woeful

lack of foresight and ability to “play even", this is true on the part

of ,the investor and business man ahke over both short and long periods

of time It IS very doubtful if there is a umversal conscious attempt at

readjustment of interest rates to commodity prices. It is more hkely

that the phenomenon results from certain fundamental economic forces

set m motion in periods of rismg and falhng prices, which in turn influence

the demand for and supply of money and securities and so have their

effect on the interest rate and secunty prices. Moreover, the assumption

that the yield on securities shows parallel or similar changes in the bank-

ing rates of interest may be seriously questioned in certain cases The
banking rates of interest in New York, from the early seventies down to

the present time, have shown a steady downward tendency The yield

on securities, on the other hand, shows a dechne down to 1901 and from

that time till 1920 a steady and pronounced increase.

Bond Prices and Commodity Pnces.—There is a dynamic connection

between bond prices and commodity pnces A period of rising com-

modity prices always means a period of greater demand for funds for

both consumption and investment purposes The rise in prices of con-

sumption goods almost always precedes the nse m prices of capital goods

This in itself tends to deplete the funds ordmanly set aside for investment

and thereby lessens the supply of available funds for this purpose. When
the prices of consumption goods rise, profits increase and production

IS stimulated, in order to take advantage of the higher prices of these

goods, before the prices of capital goods and raw materials advance.

This calls for an extraordinary amount of mvestment funds from indi-

viduals and credit from banking institutions There is thus a tendency

to decrease the supply of funds at the same time that there is a tendency

to increase the demand. Only one result can take place, and that is a

falling security market and higher yields on new offerings, called the

current rate of interest.

As has been brought out in another connection, there is no doubt,

also, that penods of rismg pnces are penods of personal, business, and

governmental extravagance Rising prices give the appearance, and

also the feeling, of prosperity which no doubt have a basis m fact There

IS nothing that succeeds like success and advancing profits no doubt

stimulate business men to their best efforts Greater profits lead to

progressively greater extravagance, with the result that the source of

investment funds tends to dry up This is hastened by the tendency

of profits to disappear through nsmg costs. Debts accumulate toward

the end of the period of rising pnces and these have to be paid. Banks

are reimbursed for their loans through the sale of stocks and bonds to

the public at exorbitant interest rates The period of rising prices thus
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becomes a period of constantly decreasing supply of capital funds On
the other hand, the tendency to dispose of bonds and other income-bear-

ing securities is present m order to secure funds to meet the greater

demands occasioned by higher prices The floating supply of securities

thus increases at the same time that the supply of funds decreases The
equilibrium of the market is disestabhshed, and prices move in an effort

to restore the balance

The matter should be viewed from still another angle Periods of

rising prices bring the necessity of greater mcome for personal needs

A widespread tendency to shift investments appears Safety is sacrificed

in favor of larger mcome Second-rate bonds are bought and gilt-edged

issues go begging, debenture issues are overthrown and preferred or

common stocks purchased with the hope of augmenting incomes. The
result in the market is that bonds decline, while stocks increase m price

The interest rate is then said to nse. All this has taken place without

any conscious effort on the part of lenders to exact from borrowers or

former holders larger incomes or lower prices in an effort to eke out a

living The process is dynamic and inherent in the forces in the general

economic situation

During periods of dechmng commodity prices the reverse takes place

Profits of industry tend to decline and losses threaten the stockholders

and debenture bondholders A movement develops toward retrench-

ment, thrift, and general settmg of the financial house in order Gilt-

edged bonds are demanded in large amounts and the floating supply of

second- and third-grade issues swells, while the demand for these classes

steadily falls off Only one result may be predicted, namely, falling prices

in the latter issues Dynamic forces again have worked themselves out

in the security markets.
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CHAPTER XXXVII

BUSINESS FLUCTUATIONS

Value versus Price.-—In the general science of economics, which deals

almost entirely with commodities and services, the term “price” is simply

the monetary expression of the term “value” or “value in exchange.”
In finance, however, a distinction has long been made between value and
price Value here refers to the more or less permanent woith of a
security, while price relates to market quotations or “value in exchange”
of the economist In order to emphasize the distmction between value

and price, the former is often spoken of as “intnnsic value ” In so far as

any definite meaning can be attached to the term intrinsic value, however,
it would seem to refer to the mathematical or statistical value discussed

in Chap. VII If one recalls that the fundamental principle in statistical

value IS the discounted value of future payments, one has an unassailable

basis for the distinction between value and price recogmzed in the

literature of finance

Dynamic Economic Forces.—With the conception of statistical

value in mind one may proceed with the inquiry into the fundamental

causes of price changes m the market One deals here not with changes

in individual security prices, but with those broad price movements that

affect all or large classes of securities alike These forces are general

in their nature and exist for the most part m some general economic

situation having little to do directly with statistical values They are

largely external and independent of forces mherent in securities them-

selves The investor is compelled to perform his part in a financial and
economic world where tidal changes are constantly occurring To steer

his course safely amidst these troubled waters is the task often imposed

upon the investor who aspires to financial success. It will be found that

security price movements by groups or en masse are only the reflection

of certain fundamental forces m a dynamic economic world

The dynamic economic world is a world of ceaseless changes Yet

these changes are only the mamfestation of general forces seeking equi-

hbrium—an equihbnum which is never stable but which changes as the

dynamic factors themselves change in quantity or character. It is an

equilibrium in which the human factor is constantly seeking a position

of neutrality—a position of economic contentment. Thus as general

economic forces strive to neutrahze the human factor and to bring about

an equihbnum of economic contentment, security prices often depart

703
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Widely from statistical values A study of the major forces and move-

ments in the dynamic economic world is basic to a study of security price

movements themselves

Types of Busmess Fluctuations.—To the casual observer the ups and

downs of business and commercial life appear accidental or inscrutable

Likewise, active busmess men often fail to discover in the course of their

operations anything more than a game of chance. Yet deeper study

into the matter reveals orderly movements in economic life

By the making of graphs and charts three separate and distinct move-

ments in business have been clearly revealed. The first is the secular

trend This is an average increase m the volume of business, year after

year, to keep pace with a growing population, expansion of trade, and

industrial development in general The shortest and least important

movements of business are the seasonal valuations corresponding mainly

to changes of seasons. The spring and fall trade regularly revive business

after the winter and summer lethargy. The third movement is the busi-

ness cycle. It IS the rh3rthmic and orderly movement of busmess, corre-

sponding to the ebb and flow of the tides of the sea Its duration is

generally several years m extent and always embraces a period of pros-

perity and a period of depression. These three movements are con-

tinuously in progress, each following its own orbit and impelled by
independent forces

To these three movements must be added a fourth group composed

of heterogeneous irregular forces and events They are made up partly

of economic, partly of social, political, physical, and even psychological

disturbances Promment among these may be mentioned wars, inva-

sions, currency and bankmg upsets and catastrophes, tariff legislation,

pohtical and social contest and strife, calamities of nature such as drouths,

floods, and earthquakes, and more recently the paralyzing influence of

reparations and interaUied war debts These influences doubtless distort

the orderly progress of the three well-established movements On
account of the irregularity of these forces, statisticians have not made
any progress in ehmmating them from cyclical data Pure cyclical

curves are therefore not possible in statistical analysis.

Secular Movements.—The most pronounced secular or long-time

movements in economic affairs in the Umted States are occasioned by
the growth of the nation itself. This has been the most important single

mfluence in American econonuc history. It has been the story of a

nation launched on its existence with its population scattered along the

borders of the Atlantic Ocean but possessing lUunitable possibihties of

growth by expansion mto the boundless stretches of territory to the west
The rapidity of this expansion and settlement depended upon the natural

increase in population, supplemented by tides of immigration from the

old world Statistical records have been reconstructed by Dr Warren
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M. Persons/ running as far back as 1860, which show the increase in

population, the growth of agncultural production and manufactures,

and the increase in mineral production

-• All of these series are ahke m that they show rapid growth differing

only as to the rate. The rate of growth is greater for the eaiher than

for the later period. This is a reflection of the gradual approach of the

country to maturity. The practical lesson to be learned is that, guided

by past experience, future growth is bound to contmue only at a retarded

rate An application of this important fact may be ventured m the

statement that business enterprise has in the past depended to a consider-

able extent upon the growth of the population and country and that this

reliance in the future is bound to be progressively less and less Success

in the future will depend more upon the individual enterprise itself than

upon the growth of industry, commerce, and trade. The personal factor

will count for more in the future than it has in the past, just as it has

counted for more in the recent period than it did in the remote past

Nevertheless, new industries may experience rapid growth in the future

owing to the newness of their products Progress in the aircraft and

chemical industries, for example, proceed at a rapid rate regardless of the

truth of these generahzations.

Seasonal Variations.—While secular trends constitute the longest

movements discernible m economic data, seasonal variations are the

shortest The latter occur frequently and represent month to month,

or week to week, changes m economic data Such variations are discern-

ible m a large percentage of all statistical economic senes Among them

may be mentioned pig-iron and bitummous-coal production, imports

and exports of merchandise, interest rates, bank clearings, railroad earn-

ings, busmess failures, bulling, and many others. The movements are

peculiar to each series of data. A composite chart, however, would

show that the peaks and valleys have a fair distribution throughout the

12 months of the year. But, if the vanous data were combined m a

single line representing business m general, seasonal movements in their

totahty are discernible for the four natural seasons of the year It is

these mass movements in production, distribution, mtercst rates, security

prices, and the like, that are of especial mterest to the investor.

Seasonal variations are the result of two separate influences, the one

caused by changes in the weather from season to season, and the other

by estabhshed conventions The changes caused by the weather are of

special significance for security pnce movements The spring and fall

are the seasons of peak activity, while summer and winter reveal the

valleys These phenomena m the Umted States are largely bound up

with agriculture, which still is our most important industry. Primary

^See lus recent book Forecasting Business Cycles, Chap 11, and frontispiece for

diagram.
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disturbances originating in agriculture radiate their influences to industry

in general. Railroad traflflc reveals clearly the effect of the fall movement
of crops and livestock to markets. The latter is also reflected m bulges

m bank interest rates, currency circulation, and so forth On the other

hand, building is traditionally most active in the spring and early summer
and the demand for materials is felt in scoies of industries dependent on

the building industry Summer is the busy season for agriculture and

related industries, while other kinds of business drag. Winter is the

season of general recession in business, except for the holiday trade at

Christmas time. It will be found that aU of the seasonal variations in

general business, as well as for the special industries, find refiection m
the financial markets

Business Cycles.—^The most characteristic movements of business,

however, are not secular trends or seasonal variations but business cycles

They are of the greatest consequence to security holders and hence

deserve to be studied at some length These movements are regular in

occurrence, although not periodic, m duration they fall between secular

trends and seasonal vanations The leading student of business cycles

has defined these fluctuations as

. . . recurrences of rise and dechne m activity, affecting most of the economic

processes of communities with well-developed business organization, not divisible

into waves of amplitudes nearly equal to their own, and averaging in communities

at different stages of economic development from about three to six or seven

years in duration ^

Historical Cycles.—Business cycles are old phenomena Their

origin m England goes back perhaps to the middle of the eighteenth

century, although this early period has never been studied intensively

Investigation has been pushed back as far as 1790 for England and the

United States, at which time cycles were plainly running their course

much as they do at the present time. Mitchell finds their historical

origin IS concurrent with the development of modern business and money
economy The most characteristic mark of this economy is the use of

money on a wide scale m both production and consumption processes.

The pervasiveness of making and spendmg money seems to mark the

stage of development when business cycles first appear. Again, the insti-

tution of profits seems to be the focal pomt of interest in modern business

economy Yet, “that way of orgamzmg production, distribution, and
consumption is a matter of importance—^not the use of money as a

medium of exchange. Instead of making the goods their families need,

men 'make’ money, and with their money incomes buy for their own
use goods made by unknown hands So pervasive is this process that

' W C Mitchell, Business Cydes, the Problem and Its Setting, p 468
2 Jhid

, p 63
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even farmers nowadays are mostly dependent upon the making and

spending of money for their own existence

A contrast is furnished between the business crises of early times and

those of modern times through the mvestigations of Dr. Scott m England

for the period prior to 1720 and those of Dr. Thorpe subsequent to 1790

Mitchell compares the early with the modern period on six points as

follows

.

1 The causes of crises in the early period are attributed to famines, plagues, wars,

relapses in public finance, or high-handed acts of governments, while none of these

are primarily responsible for modem cycles

2 Many of the early enses lasted 3 years or more, while modem depressions are

generally much shorter

3 In the early period enses are as likely to come after a period of depression as

before, while in the modern period they follow a penod of prosperity

4 In early times periods of prospenty tended to persist, the crisis coming merely

as an interruption to good tunes In the modem cycles periods of depression tend

to persist

5 The average length of the recurrence is approximately the same for both periods

but the intervals are highly irregular m the early penod

6 In the early period the order of development is decidedly irregular In the

modern period the order of depression, revival, prospenty, and recession are unvary-

mg Mitchell concludes that the English enses of the early period 1658-1720 were

"not the busmess onses of the modern type, and the mtervals between these crises were

not occupied by busmess cycles

Busmess cycles should not be confused with crises A crisis is m
reality a turning point. Crises are strains which may develop during

any phase of the cycle They com© to interrupt the more or less normal

development of the cycle. Although they usually occur at the end of

a period of prosperity and the begmning of the dechne, they have also

been found to occur during the depression phase as m the case of the

world financial crisis of 1931 This crisis, as well as the stock market

crisis of 1929, was financial in nature. Historical crises have not always

been busmess onses either The crisis of 1837 was primarily an agricul-

tural and banking, or currency, crisis. So the pamc of 1893 was closely

associated with currency difficulties brought about by unwise legislation.

Business-cycle Theories.—The development of business-cycle theory

has been m progress for more than a centurym England and continental

countries. The earhest of the important writers was Sismondi, an

Italian Swiss who earned for himself the title "father of business-cycle

theory ” His work Nouveaux Pnncipes d’Mconomte Politique was pub-

lished m 1819. In this volume the germs of several modern theories are

found Almost all of the early writers and many of the modern ones

confine their discussion to the crisis phase of the cycle But this method

of treatment is defective, because this term describes only one phase of

Ibid,p 80
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the cycle The four phases of the modern cycle are now quite generally

recognized to be depression, revival, prosperity, and recession.

Bearing in mind the diverse character of crises, it is little wonder

that writers have found various explanations of the fluctuations of bysi-

ness. Yet no account of busmess-cycle theories would be representative

which omitted the theories that deal primarily with crises instead of

cycles There is space here only for a brief enumeration of the leading

theories.

A favorite, and perhaps the most widely held, theory of crises has

long been the overproduction or underconsumption theory According

to this theory, periodical gluts in the commodity markets appear when

goods are produced in too great quantities to be sold at a profit The

result IS a fall in price, unemployment, restricted production, and many
other evils

Certain other writers have held that ill-adjusted production, rather

than overproduction, brings on crises Under modern conditions it

takes considerable time to produce goods. Planning for the future

thus becomes necessary and mistakes in investment are likely to be

made Poor judgment of busmess men is generally held responsible for

ill-adjusted production

Closely akin to these theories is the socialist theory propounded by
Eodbertus and Karl Marx This theory holds that there is an excess

of value m production over the amount paid to the workers. Hence

overproduction results because no market can be found for the excess

value of the product and goods can be disposed of only at disastrous

prices.

More recently the causes of crises have been sought in inflation of the

currency and rising commodity prices Rising prices stimulate business

activity and lead to overproduction and stocking up with commodities,

speculation in the financial markets, exhaustion of credit and loss of

confidence, and finally m a giand crash of prices

An entirely different pomt of attack is made by those who seek to

explain business cycles on psychological grounds Psychological theories

seek to find the original cause in the tendency of men to go to extremes

Optimism develops which stimulates business activity until errors of

optimism are committed m the recklessness of business activity. Finally

the matter is overdone and a crisis follows Then men become extremely

pessimistic, in fact commit errors of pessimism in the opposite direction,

and business stagnates. When it is discovered that the extreme pessi-

mism was unjustified, optimism again returns and business emerges from
the depression This theory has been a favorite with English writers

Not satisfied with these points of attack, some writers have sought

explanations in the weather As early as 1875 W. Stanley Jevons based
his theory upon sun spot cycles. The thesis ran. sun spots control solar
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radiation, which controls weather, in turn the weather influences crops

and crops affect business conditions Professor H L Moore seeks to

establish definite 8-year weather cycles of rainfall caused by the passage

of, Venus between the sun and the earth Sir Wilham Beveridge

attempted to correlate the weather with wheat prices Others have
made business depend indirectly upon the weather by correlatmg the

weather with health. Again, variations m agricultural (orgamc) produc-

tion as compared with those of the morgamc industries have been
advanced as a cause of cycles.

Some modern theories emphasize savmg and spending On the one

hand, scarcity of capital has been held as the cause of crises. The
accumulation of savings in times of depression and revival, with accom-

panying low interest rates, is followmg by exhaustion of the savings fund

and high interest rates at the end of the penod of prosperity, which in

turn produces the crisis On the other hand, John A Hobson emphasizes

the accumulation of capital, instead of its exhaustion, and thus comes to

the opposite conclusion, namely, that the trouble is m oversaving, rather

than undersaving, or scarcity of capital

Among the earlier writers who have a distmctly modern tone is George

H. Hull, an American iron master. This writer believes the trouble hes

in the construction industry Construction is divided into necessary and

optional The former mcludes repairs, replacements, and renewals,

while the latter includes only new construction projects and it is the

variation m the latter that is most characteristic of business cycles

The motivating force hes in the opportunity for profits m new under-

takings. Construction proceeds when costs are low and profits are

promising and in this situation great activity prevails When costs

mount and absorb profits, business men are discouraged and activity

in construction and business m general falls off, industries serving con-

struction work are hard hit and unemployment and falling prices are the

result.

The most recent development of savmg and investmg theories is that

propounded by Messrs Foster and Catchmgs These authors insist that

the cause of depressions hes m the ordinary processes of saving Savings

made by corporations and individuals alike reduce purchasing power

for consumers’ goods, so that no market can be found for the excess

goods produced at the prevaihng price level. Borrowing at the banks

for increased production merely aggravates the resultmg overproduction

In order to avoid depressions, consumers must somehow obtain enough

purchasing power to absorb the entire product of industry. But this

cannot be done under the present economic rig%‘m because profits are

necessary to its very existence Thus the “ dilemma of thrift’ ’ is reached

One finds suggestions for betterment by placing mto the hands of con-

sumers sufficient money to absorb the products of industry. Somehow
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money should be kept flowmg through the hands of consumeis to accom-

plish this end. The simphcity of this theory has appealed to many.

Contribution of Theories.—Most of the theories of business cycles

have one thing in common They attempt to establish a single capse

underlying all cycles In the search for this cause many different aspects

have been emphasized And this has been valuable, m that it reveals

the complexity of cyclical fluctuations. It also partakes of the ana-

tomical, in that it dissects cycles mto the numerous processes that go to

make up business and finance m their totahty. One thus gets a picture

of business cycles as composed of numerous processes. One finds cycles

of production for each of the different mdustries, cycles of distribution, of

imports and exports, of banking phenomena, intciest rates and bond

yields, stock prices, and so forth The discovery of these processes and

relationships constitutes the leading contribution of theoretical economics

to the understanding of business cycles It cannot be said, however,

that any explanation which emphasizes only a single process is a sufficient

explanation of busmess cycles

Statistics and Business Cycles.—Traditional business-cycle theory

IS defective, m that it seeks to solve a problem largely quantitative in

its nature by qualitative analysis The theories lack definiteness and
ability to measure movements and processes. This defect is remedied

by bringing quantitative data into the analysis, thus enabling one to

assess the relative importance of the various factors concerned. These

data require mathematical treatment before their significance can be

discovered.

Although statistical work had its beginning m the early part of the

mneteenth century, W S Jevon’s work half a century later dealing with

seasonal vanations and index numbers of commodity prices represents

the first real advance In the meantime Galton, Pearson, and Yule
developed the method of mathematical correlation commonly used nowa-
days m analysis of economic time senes More recently came the work
of Fisher, Persons, Snyder, King, Crum, and others, each of whom has

made valuable contnbutions to statistical method m the solution of

economic problems.

The contributions of these writers in the statistical field have made
possible the calculation of seasonal variations, secular trends, and cychcal

(but not irregular) fluctuations This type of work permits the measure-
ment of the exact relation of one time senes to another through the proc-

ess of correlation. Graphic presentation of the results of statistical

studies has added to an understanding of processes also The results

of these studies lead to the conception of business cycles as a composite
of a host of mutually interrelated processes. Busmess-cycle theory
thus becomes largely “analytic description ” Perhaps the future may
yet reveal an underlying cause which is cychcal in its nature and powerful
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enough to be designated as most fundamental among all the influences

discussed by students of the subject

Profits and Business.—Professor Mitchell has made an attempt to

coi;relate all of the various factors and forces in terms of business profits

(the exact meaning of which he leaves to conjecture) Profit is the

sieve by which all internal and external forces that affect business proc-

esses are sifted out “It is only as these changes affect the prospects

of making money that they affect busmess activity The chance for

increased profits stimulates busmess activity and the lack of such pros-

pects leads to stagnation Thus profits become the key to the under-

standing of business which enables us to assess the influence of any factor

on the future of busmess activity

Economic Equilibrium—One returns at this point to the conception

of equilibrium as basic in any explanation of business cycles The most

prominent characteristic of busmess is its dynamic nature Statistical

work has amply shown this to be a universal truth Even the conception

of business as “normal" is likely to be misleading Equilibrium means
the balance of economic and psychological forces It represents a balance

between production and consumption, between reward and effort It

requires full employment and wages which produce contentment It

finds a balance between all of the distributive shares under the system of

specialization of function and division of labor. Interest, rent, and

profits, as well as wages, all must produce satisfaction Such an equihb-

num would be an equihbrium of progress through cooperation

Without this equilibrium maladjustment produces discontent at

focal points, and if it becomes powerful enough it may upset the entire

business and financial structure Such upsets finally reach physical,

economic, or financial limits and a check is administered through sheer

exhaustion. This occurs at the two extremes of cyclical movements,

namely, at the peak of prosperity and m the valley of depression The

origin of both prosperity and depression is thus found m the previous

phase of the cycle

Some of the outstandmg forces that are powerful enough seriously to

interfere with economic stabfiity will now be considered These forces

may be classified as internal and external The former originate within

the business or financial mechamsm itself, while the latter he without

the organization but by their impact upon it throw it out of gear

Price Changes.—Economic equihbrium may be upset through a

change in value relationships These involve the prices of commodities,

wages, interest, profits, and rent Disturbance in any of these tends to

create a state of disequilibrium affecting large numbers of people directly

and indirectly and is reflected throughout the entire economic fabric

Important instances of this arem the case of unequal changes in the prices

1 Business Cycles, p 107
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of the raw materials of production as compared with the prices of the

finished products, changes in wholesale as compared with retail prices;

changes m the prices of stocks and bonds as compared with the income

which they produce, and changesm the mcome from capital commitmepts

in general

Changes m Capital Values,—Changes in capital values are likely to

be of unusual influence on business affairs Capital values represent

savings and are of multiphed importance compared with the current

mcome Loss of capital is most discouragmg to those who have earned

and saved and it puts a damper on confidence in future business The
security of savings is thus a basic requirement for economic stability

On the other hand, exceptional advances in capital values, m the value

of stocks and bonds, real estate, and all forms of capital are invariably

accompanied by overoptimism which produces a boom period, just as

exceptional declines in these values invariably produce a state of morbid

pessimism which is difficult to break The most recent examples of

extremities in both directions were the boom years of 1928-1929 and the

depression of 1930-1932 Undoubtedly the savage break in the capital

markets m 1929 and the world-wide declme in securities which followed

were largely responsible for the severity of the depression.

Causes of Commodity-price Changes.—Changes in the average

price of commodities have given nse to two leading theories First,

there is the traditional theory that changes in the average price of com-

modities come about only through monetary causes This explanation

attempts to establish the thesis that the level of commodity prices is

determined by the result obtained by multiplying the amount of money
and credit in circulation by its velocity and the amount thus obtained

divided by the number of transactions m commodities The formula

runs as follows MV -|- M'V = PT There is undoubtedly a certain truth

in this formula but it tells nothing in regard to cause and effect It

simply states that the total amount of money and credit employed in the

transfer of goods divided by the volume of goods gives the average price

per unit This is merely an obvious mathematical truth. However,

the so-called “quantity theory” maintains that changes in money and

credit are causative in their influence upon average prices. In an ulti-

mate sense this is probably true. But it must be understood to be causa-

tive only in a permissive sense. To be sure, without money and credit

to facihtate expanding business and a tendency toward higher prices,

such movements could not advance very far.

Price Margins.—The reasoning of the quantity theorists has special

application when the subject of trends in prices is under consideration

But for purposes of explaining cychcal oscillations in commodity prices,

one must invoke the processes of busmess themselveS. The business

world of today is largely a world of exchanges where buying and seUing for
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a money consideration prevail Profits constitute the goal of endeavor
and are the result primarily of the margm between the cost of goods and
materials including expenses of fabrication or handhng and selhng prices

As^prices change in any part of the busmess mechanism, their repercus-
sions are felt throughout a large part of the price system Profits are dis-

turbed and efforts at readjustment are made Thus a rise or faU m
the prices of raw materials will find reflection in the prices of finished

commodities and m turn be reflected m efforts at wage and interest

readjustments

Changes m average prices may ongmatem any one of the fundamental
processes of business They frequently originate or receive acceleration

at the hands of consumers when demand for consumption goods takes on
mcreased impetus In order to supply an accelerating demand for their

wares, dealers place orders m multiplying volume with producers
Demand thus becomes cumulative from consumers back through retailers,

wholesalers, producers, and finally to the demand for raw materials

Thus a comparatively small mcreasem the general demand for consumers
goods may result in multiplied orders for raw materials out of which to

manufacture additional goods, on the prospect of mcreased future demand
at higher prices. In case of falhng prices the exact reverse takes place

Demand and Supply—In all of this process the forces of demand and
supply are of paramount importance. A disturbance at one point in

business processes usually occurs through changes in demand or supply

at that point This is the initial disturbance to a given price equi-

librium Its severity wiU determine the extent of the general price

changes throughout the entire economic structure To take a single

illustration, the precipitous dechne m commodity prices initiated in 1929

and extending into 1932, almost without abatement, was initiated by
overproduction in many lines of business Most important in this situa-

tion was the overproduction of raw materials which have a world market
Among these were excessive stocks of many agricultural products, such

as cotton, wheat, sugar, rubber, natural silk, and coffee To these were

added excessive supphes and productive capacity of certain mineral and
chemical products, as copper, silver, mtrate, petroleum, coal, tin, and
rayon Excesses in the buildmg and automotive industries aggravated

the situation

Speculation.—Speculation often mterferes with the smooth workmg
of the equation of exchange, in that money and credit are used for specula-

tion m land, commodities, and stocks Money and credit that are

absorbed in speculative activities cannot, of course, have any appreci-

able effect upon commodity prices Excessive credit was thus absorbed

in 1928 and 1929 in real-estate and stock market speculation

The Time Element—FmaUy, the equation of exchange does not

take account of prices made in advance of increases in money and credit
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and m circulation. Prices are made at the tune contracts are entered

into or orders given, typically months before deliveries or payments are

made. This characteristic process of business (and the general principle

applies to speculative contracts as well) is determining in its effect ^on

prices It illustrates the positive force of the human factor in price

making

The Influence of Banking.—^The positive influence of banking and

credit conditions in geneial is exerted at the crisis phase of the business

cycle It may truly be said that upswings in business often reach their

zenith only after easy credit conditions have passed and interest rates

have risen Particularly when the expansion of bank loans, on account

of limited reserves, can go no further, does the credit situation exert a

depressmg influence upon business projects Unfinished plans and

contracts are completed only with great financial difficulty and new
projects are discouraged entirely Limitation of the credit supply

serves to turn optimism into mild pessimism, and as liquidation follows

gloom gathers on all sides Prices fall and the basis of credit is being

more and more undermined Banks themselves make an attempt to

put their houses in order by contracting loans further and further, and

with each additional step confidence glows less and less until it finally

reaches a state of utter collapse. Such a state was reached in 1931 and

extended into 1932 before Congress attempted to halt the process of

liquidation and restore confidence

Volume of Business.—In addition to changes in commodity prices,

another leadmg force in disturbing the busmess and financial equilibrium

is changes in the volume of business transactions Profit margins in

themselves do not tell the entire story, since the profit per unit of goods

multiplied by the number of umts sold determmes the total net profits

Changes in the volume of production and distribution of goods appear

from one phase of the cycle to another They are especially character-

istic of certam fundamental mdustnes Volume fluctuates largely

according to demand in the case of reproducible manufactured goods and

according to the weather in agncultural products

Agnculture and Busmess.—Statistical evidence shows plainly that

agricultural production depends upon the yield per acre rather than the

crop acreage, the latter factor showing a remarkable constancy There

appears to be a definite correlation between size of crops and business

cycles Abundant crops tend to produce business activity, while scarce

crops and high prices tend to restrict activity. These results are doubt-

less due m part to varying costs in manufacturing articles dependent

upon agriculture for raw materials They are also due to changes in

the cost of hving which result from changesm the price of food products,

which in turn have a tendency to govern the amount of wages paid labor

Large crops and low prices mean cheaper raw materials and low wages
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for labor, while scarcity of crops means high prices of raw materials and
high wages

In another way variation in crops affects business The prosperity
of J;he farming class furnishes large buying power for the products of the
factory It leads to modermzation of equipment on the farm, which in
itself gives great stimulus to the industries serving agriculture These
mutual relations are inevitable m an economy wheie division of labor
between country and town exists The most fundamental divisions of

labor he between these large interests,m the mutualexchange of their prod-
ucts a balanced income is necessaryfor general prosperity and contentment

Wages and Busmess.—^It has been seen that certain theories of

business cycles are based largely upon some aspect of wages This is

clearly claiming too much The purchasing power of the farm is vital

to sustained prosperity The mcome of the laboring classes no doubt
IS vital to good business, for this class constitutes a large portion of the

total purchasing power As reckoned by Dr King, wages constitute

about 37 per cent of the total mcome of the people of the United States

Moreover, labor spends a larger pioportion of its mcome on consumers’

goods than any other class of society A fallmg off m the demand for

consumers’ goods through inadequate payrolls doubtless finds its effects

m reduced demand for fimshed consumers’ goods and also for the capital

equipment which is necessary to satisfy this demand.

Nevertheless, we must be mindful at this point of the elasticity of

production of consumers’ goods First, laige stocks of consumers’

goods accumulate during a period of abnormal activity m busmess

—

stocks sufficient m amount that production may be greatly curtailed,

and indeed must be, m order to reduce excessive supphes This is

another case of ill-adjusted production of consumers’ goods, more than

the demand calls for It is beyond the realm of possibihty that wages

could be increased rapidly enough to absorb the excessive production

of raw materials and consumers’ goods ahke m the presence of these

penodic gluts Wages and payrolls m 1926 were 25 per cent higher than

they were in 1914.^ Yet this greatly improved standard of hvmg was

entirely powerless m preventmg overproduction and collapse of prices

m the period 1929-1932.

There is probably no sounder economic prmciple than that which

makes high wages depend upon high productivity As has been pointed

out before, it is rather overproduction m certam important fields that

upsets the price structure and creates economic disequilibrium. The

more or less obvious fact need not here be argued, that, given an adequate

system of diversified production and exchange, general overproduction

IS an impossibility. This was the kernel of truth in the argument of the

classical economists against overproduction.

'PAtri. H Douglas, Beal Wages %n the United States, 1890-1926
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International Business Cycles.—Recent investigation has shown the

universal character of business cycles Dr. Thorpe in the Annals of

Business has shown that business cycles pievail in each of the 17 countries

which he investigated. The most strikmg result obtained in this stydy

IS the similarity of cycles m the various countries. All reveal the four

phases of depression, revival, prosperity, and recession in turn For

England and the United States the period covered goes back to 1790,

for France to 1840, for Germany to 1753, for Austria to 1867, and for

Russia, Sweden, Netherlands, Italy, Argentina, Brazil, Canada, South

Africa, Australia, India, Japan, and China to 1890 Professor Mitchell

estimates that in the entire world’s history perhaps a thousand business

cycles may be found

The international connections between major cycles in different

countries has long been a matter of comment Thus the crises of 1873,

1920, and 1930-1932 were felt in most of the leading countries of the

world It has not so generally been noticed, however, that the crises

of imlder intensity also were internationalm their scope There were 10

countries which felt the recession of 1890-1891; 16 experienced the reces-

sions of 1900-1901 and 1907-1908, 12, in 1912-1923, 11, in 1918, and

14, in 1920 Crises and panics, however, do not strike with the same
intensity m all countries Thus the crisis of 1873 bore mildly upon
England and France, while the financial crisis of 1893 was severe in

England, Germany suffered heavily in 1900, 1907 was especially an

American crisis The extended depressions of the eighteen hundred sev-

enties and eighties, the revival in the eighteen nineties, the boom of

1906-1907, the mild prospenty of 1912, and the severe depressions of

1920 and 1930-1932 were almost umversal in scope

Although business cycles do not run parallel courses in any two
countries, there is a high degree of synchronization in case of English

cycles with those of other countries and very close agreement with

those of France and Germany; but loose agreements are found between

American and Austrian cycles In viewing the historical cycles as far

back as information reaches, there is found a close correlation of the

respective phases with one another in the various countries. Since 1890

Mitchell finds an international pattern of cycles which can be traced in

the various countries as follows

Mrst cycle, 1890-1891 to 1900-1901,

Second cycle, 1900-1901 to 1907-1908.

Third cycle, 1907-1908 to 1918-1914,

Fourth cycle, 1913-1914 to 1918.

Fifth cycle, 1918 to 1920,

Sixth cycle, 1920 to 1932(’) (last dates ouis)

Within this period the Umted States had 12 cycles, the intervals between

those common to many countries were punctuated with minor cycles as.
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for example, the depressions of 1924 and 1927 Certain other countries
also show minor cycles for which there is no international pattern
Cycles m countries which are economically backward, such as Russia,
So^jth Africa, China, and Brazil, run a more or less independent course

The international connection of busmess cycles is doubtless due to the
international deahngs in business and finance and even to pohtical rela-

tions Prosperity m one country creates a demand for the products

of other countries, while depressions act in the opposite way. Moreover,
there are the financial ties between countries. These take the form of

international short-term financmg by the large banking institutions in

the various countries for the furthering of international trade, there

are also the permanent financial relations throughforeigninvestments with
their interest and amortization pajnnents, all of which have a profound

influence on the international flow of gold. It is indeed true as Mitchell

remarks that “the quiet business forces working toward uniformity of

fortunes must be powerful indeed to impress a common pattern upon
the course of business cycles in many countries

Duration of Cycles.—Traditional accounts of busmess cycles assign

a period of 10 years to the average cycle Substantially the same period

was assigned by Jevons and other modern writers, Cassel’s data produce

8]4 years, Moore’s, 8 years, while stiU others find 6 or 6^ years to be

the average duration. Most of these wnters seek to establish a certain

periodicity in cycles, an attempt which has been abandoned by most

authoritative investigations of today Statisticians and other investi-

gators now place the average at about 40 months Mitchell finds that

from 1790 down to 1923 the United States passed through 32 cycles with

an average length of not quite 4 years, 3 years being the most common
period In England the average for the same period was 5% years, in

France, 5}-^ years, in Germany, 5 years Evidence seems to show that

cycles in England for the past 76 years averaged about 7 years, the

assigned reason for which is the mdustrial maturity of the country

compared with the Umted States and other newer countnes. Rapidly

developing countries show comparatively shorter cycles

Prosperity and Depression.—Of all the cycles investigated by Dr

Thorpe, the number of months of prosperity was 39 3 per cent of the

total, the months of depression 36 8 per cent, and those of revival and

recession together only 23 9 per cent From 1790 to 1925 in both

England and America, the months of prosperity have gained materially

upon the months of depression, the penod 1890-1925 showed 1.71 and

1.79 years of the former to 1 year of the latterm the respective countries

All of the most highly developed countnes show that the years of pros-

penty greatly outnumber those of depression, while countries backward

in their industrial development show the opposite result. Most inter-

1 Mitchell, op at , p 450,
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esting also is the relation of the commodity-pnce trend to the duration

of prosperity and depression, respectively The years of prosperity to

years of depression in England and the United States since 1790 during

periods of rising and falling prices were as follows:

England United States

179CK-1815, pncea rising 1 0 1790-1816, prices rising 2 6

1815-1849, prices falling 0 0 1815-1849, pncesfaUuig 0 8

1849-1873, prices rising 3 3 1849-1866, prices rising 2 9

1873-1896, prices falling 0 4 1865-1896, prices falling 0 9

1896-1920, prices rising 2 7 1896-1920, prices rising 3 1

Mitohbll, op oil , p 411

Cyclical Amplitudes.—Cychcal amplitudes among the numerous
processes of business and finance vary greatly among themselves and

from one cycle to another All of the so-called “indexes” of general

business show this Dr Person’s Index of Industnal Production and

Trade for the United States shows that the deepest depressions seldom

extend below 80 per cent of average production and trade Only in the

eighteen hundred nineties and in the depression of 1930-1932 was this

true For the latter period the line fell below 70 per cent, which indicates

the severest business depression in the entire period covered by the index

Likewise in periods of prosperity business seldom exceeds 120 per cent

of the average, it did, however, in 1881, in 1917, and in 1918. The most

prominent feature of the index is its ceaseless movements upward or

downward Evenness of business experience seems to be merely an

imaginary ideal Only two periods since 1875 may be thought of as

periods of comparative stability, namely, 1901 to 1903 and 1925 to the

middle of 1929 In both of these cases activity was near the average

or trend line

As measured by the method of standard deviations, various other

processes show pronounced differences At the one extreme, stand

deviations m call-loan rates, clearings in New York City banks, interest

rates on commercial paper, and yield on United States government bonds,

all of which show standard deviations of 20 or higher At the other

extreme stand wholesale prices of commodities, interest on railroad bonds,

and loans and deposits of New York City banks, all of which show devia-

tions under 10. Midway between these extremes come industrial and

railroad stock pnees, imports of merchandise, business failures, dividend

payments of corporations, and interest rates on 4 to 6 months paper

Furthermore, the same method of calculation shows that retail trade

fluctuates less than wholesale trade, and wholesale trade less than produc-

tion of the same commodities Bank clearings in laige cities are far more
variable than those of the country at large, and foreign trade more than

domestic trade On the other hand, the relatively small deviations in

wholesale prices stamp them as one of the comparatively stable factors in
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business Only world-wide upheavals affect drastically commodity
prices

Pusmess Forecasting.—^Much time and effort have been spent during

the, past 10 years toward the development of scientific and statistical

methods of forecasting cychcal changes m busmess Doubtless much
has been learned during these years, statistical technique has been vastly

improved, so that, however far off seems the ultimate solution of this

problem, much progress has been registered.

The sequence method of forecasting, a species of which was first

employed by the Brookmire Econonnc Service many years ago, was

developed by the Harvard Economic Society under the guidance of Dr
W M Persons, for a whde it gave great promise of accurate results

The Harvard method was based upon the statistical analysis of the

period 1903-1913, a period of comparative economic stability and free

from wars and international disturbances of senous character The

World War, however, with the accompanymg upset in the old order of

economic life changed the prospects of the success of this system of

forecasting Like eveiy other system of forecasting with which the

author is acquainted, m the actual work of forecastmg more and more

attention was paid to economic developments not revealed by the statis-

tical data Statistical data cannot be used for the measurement of

many of the powerful forces in busmess and finance Hence the limita-

tions of selected data are correspondingly great and perhaps will always

be defective

This situation has led many forecasters, including Persons himself,

to seek another avenue of approach to the problem which seems to offer

greater hope. This method of forecastmg is well explained by Dr

Persons in his recent work Porecashng Business Cycles The funda-

mental basis of forecasting is the expenence with busmess cycles in the

past as revealed mainly m the Index of Industrial Production and Trade

for the United States It is essentially an appeal to history and finds a

certain uniformity of cychcal development as the normal order of things

which however is at tunes altered by events outside of business itself—

“external events " The appeal to experience makes the method "real-

istic,” while the fact that the forecasts themselves may be altered to

correspond with new evidence makes it “elastic ” Forecastmg then is

“an elastic realistic concept of probable future developments. Specifi-

cally the procedure consists m findmg precedents for current develop-

ments—the more precedents, the greater the certainty of the forecast

—

and basing current forecasts upon the known precedents Allowance is

then made for the modifying mfluence of current events of importance.

Business Cycle Experience.—For purposes of forecastmg, the cycle

IS divided into the following four phases:
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Prosperity—This is measured from, the time the index of production and trade

passes the 100 hne on its way upward and ends with the month immediately preoedmg

a persistent decline to subnormal busmess

Recession .'—This extends from the first month of persistent decline to the trough of

the depression

Trough—This is the interval at the bottom of the depression during which the

monthly change m the index is two points or less

Recovery .—Recovery is the period of persistent advance to the 100 Ime of the index

Month-to-month changes m the index through the various phases of

the cycle reveal certain fundamental facts which are important in fore-

casting Data on this from W. M. Persons, Forecashng Business Cycles

(page 203) are as follows:

Durmg the period of 664 months for which we have counted the month-to-

month changes, February 1875-July 1929, inclusive, there were 66 months of

trough, 109 months of recovery, 299 months of prosperity and 190 months of

recession

The trough of November 1910-January 1912, lasting 15 months, was unique

m length The troughs of major depressions ranged from 5 to 7 months except

in November-December 1914, when war orders stimulated recovery, October

1896, when the free silver issue was defeated, and December 1878, when specie

payments were resumed The troughs of minor depressions lasted only one

month except in November 1910-January 1912 durmg the “trust-busting” and

anti-railroad activities of the Federal and State governments, andin July-October

1898, during the Spanish War
Recoveries from major depressions lasted from 12 to 16 months, except m

1916 and 1879 when war orders and phenomenal crops shortened the interval

to 10 and 9 months, respectively Recoveries from minor depressions lasted

between 1 and 6 months, with the usual figuie at 3 months

Periods of “prosperity” m the United States have lasted from 4 to 44 months

The longest mtervals were those of October 1879-July 1883, after specie payments

had been resumed, pnees were rising and crops were unusually bountiful, the

war period of November 1915-July 1918; and November 1904-July 1907, a period

of rising prices, bountiful crops, and industrial consolidations Very short

periods of prosperity lastmg 4 to 7 months followed the major depressions of

1894, 1908 and 1921,

The longest period of recession on record, 34 months, accompanies the return,

m 1876-78, to specie payments The decline was briefly interrupted by a good

crop and price situation m 1877 and bumper gram crops, though at lower prices

in 1878 The second longest interval of reo^sion was from November 1912 to

October 1914, partly a war decline. Of the remaining recessions, six lasted from

10 to 16 months and eight lasted from 3 to 7 months.

Dunng the 654 months covered by the index since 1876, recovery and

prospenty marked 63 per cent of the total, while recession and the trough

showed 37 per cent Viewed in another way, of all the months taken

into account, subnormal busmess, that is, when the index was below the
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100 line, accounted for 38 per cent of the time, while normal business,

that IS, when the index was above the line, accounted for 62 per cent
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CHAPTER XXXVIII

BOND PRICES

In beginning the study of bond pnces it may be recalled once more

that this problem is merely one side of the problem of interest rates on

long-time investments Changes m the forces of supply and demand for

current investment funds determine interest rates and prices Whether

one views the matter from the point of view of historical movements or

short-time fluctuations, this prmciple seems to be elementaly in an inves-

tigation of bond pnces and yields The discussion of bond prices and

interest rates will therefore revolve largely around the changing forces m
demand for and supply of investment funds.

Historical Interest Rates.—^Economists and other writers have long

observed that mterest rates, and hence prices of long-term investments,

show wide variations from one penod to another and from one country

to another. While this entire matter is sadly in need of investigation,

certain characteristics may here be noticed It is commonly accepted

that in the seventeenth century the interest rate m Holland was as low

as 3 per cent This low rate was doubtless due, in part at least, to the

commercial character of the country and the accumulation of funds for

investment purposes In the following century before the industnal

revolution both Holland and England were able to borrow at about the

same rate as in the preceding century, namely, 3 per cent. With the

industrial revolution came a rise in the rate to 4 or 6 per cent m older

countries and this persisted throughout the first three-quarters of the

nineteenth century. The newer uses of capital doubtless were largely

responsible for this increase

In newer countnes possessing large natural resources and opportunity

for the employment of capital on a large scale, the interest rate is invari-

ably higher than in older and more stable lands In the United States,

for instance, in the first half of the nineteenth century, 6 per cent was

the minimum rate on capital funds for long-time investment Bonds
issued by the various states in support of internal improvements cus-

tomarily bore 6 per cent mterest Wars with their huge demand for

capital have invariably acted greatly to augment the mterest rate and

depress bond prices So the Civil War period was one of high interest

rates on all classes of mvestments. The interest rate in the Umted
States tended to decline durmg the final quarter of the nineteenth century,

it approached that of Prance and Germany, although it was stiU higher

722
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than m England. The low rate in England has been attributed to the

long-time freedom from devastatmg wars and gradual accumulation of a
large supply of capital, so large that England built up large foreign invest-

ments of capital m Canada, Australia, Argentma, South Africa, and Chile,

where rates were generally appreciably higher than domestic rates

In large and rapidly developing countries such as has been the case

with the Umted States during most of its history, it is further noticeable

that the newer sections show the same relative scarcity of capital, higher

rates of interest, and lower prices of bonds New England has from early

times been the source of large amounts of capital that found employment
in the interior of the country. The East still is the chief source of capital

for the West and South The mcentive for transferring funds to other

sections of the country has always been the higher rates obtainable than

in the home market.

Looked at in the broadest way, these historical experiences stand as

evidence of the interplay of the forces of demand and supply on an inter-

sectional or international scale suflEicient to estabhsh substantial dif-

ferences in rates The older a country becomes, the normal tendency

would be in the direction of greater accumulation of capital and lower

rates Throughout the past 150 years the influence of new mventions

and better opportunities for the employment of capital have resulted in

a substantial rise in the interest rate The future of the mteiest rate

likewise will depend upon the equihbrium of supply and demand, “the

race between accumulation and improvements,” for the most part,

barring the unpredictable influences of future wars and their colossal

demand for funds

Sond Price Movements.—^Aside from the historical changes and

differences cited above, there is statistical evidence of the movements of

average bond prices and interest rates gomg as far back for the Umted

States as 1875. For purposes of analysis, four types of movements

may be distinguished after the analogy of similar movements m economic

and business conditionsm general. These movements may be designated

as follows (1) secular trends, (2) cychcal movements, (3) short-time

fluctuations, and (4) irregular changes Each of these movements

possesses the common characteristic that it is a reflection of the effort

to find equilibrium in the financial world, whose main characteristic is

djmamic change Each movement can be analyzed by seeking out those

forces m the demand or supply side of the equation which are continually

reflected m market prices

Secular Movements.—In the discussion of bond prices, in view of

the incomplete character of the present stage of investigation, no effort

will be made to go back further than 1875 This date marks the year

of the enactment by Congress of the law providmg for the resumption

of specie payments by the Umted States Government These payments
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were to begin January 1, 1879. The most scientifically constructed

index of average bond jdelds is the Macaulay index of the National Bureau

of Economic Research. This index is based upon the yield of high-grade

American railroad bonds and hence gives a true picture of the yield,, on

bonds with negligible risk, thus ehminating this disturbing factor from

the picture. In order to convert this yield index into a price index,

monthly figures for average yield were capitalized on a 4 per cent basis.

This period reveals three distmct long-time movements in bond prices

The first extends from the beginning of our period in 1875 down to 1899,

the latter year shows a sharp reversal of the trend, which continues

until 1920 when the movement once more is reversed, since then, with

the exception of the cataclysm of 1931, prices have shown an upward
trend

Bond Prices from 1876 to 1899—^The upward movement of bond

prices during the last quarter of the mneteenth century has usually been

explained on the basis of an opposite movement in commodity prices

The theoretical arguments as to the connection between bond prices and

commodity prices have been dealt with m a preceding chapter The
main conclusion, it will be recalled, was that no case can be made for the

thesis that investors wilhngly pay higher prices for bonds in periods of

falling commodity prices and conversely are unwilling to pay high prices

when commodity prices are rising. The general downward trend of

commodity prices during this period, however, was of great significance

but its influence was indirect rather than direct

The annual index of commodity prices of the Bureau of Labor shows

a downward trend from 1875 to 1899 Such a persistent decline in

prices of commodities could not but have had an adverse effect upon
business profits and restrict the demand for additional capital from indus-

try, owmg to the declining cost of construction and lessened need of

money for working-capital purposes The entire period was one of low

profits and a restncted demand for new capital. It was also marked by
strikes and hostihty between capital and labor, agricultural discontent,

and in the eighteen hundred nineties by disturbances to the integrity of

the gold standard. These influences doubtless operated to restrain

enthusiasm for stocks and make for higher bond prices

A partial explanation of the rise of bond prices from 1875 to 1889

may be found also in the financial operations of the government. The
mterest-bearmg debt of the Umted States was at its maximum in 1866,

and from this date till 1889 the government paid out $1,607,018,000

on the principal amount and $2,053,534,000 in interest, or a total of

$3,660,552,000 This was a vast sum of money for those days, when
it IS remembered that the population of the United States was but 38,558,-

000 in 1870 and only 62,947,000 in 1890 Moreover, the great bulk of

this money was drawn from the masses of the people through customs
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and excise duties on articles of consunaption which otherwise would never

have been available for investment purposes On the other hand, there

were comparatively few bondholders m the Umted States at that time,

wl\ich meant that payments on account of both interest and principal

on the national debt were lodged with those that reinvested the greater

portion in lailroad bonds, the only extensive class of bonds outside

the government issues Even the total amount of railroad bonds in the

United States in 1890 was only $4,574,000,000, and those hsted on the

New York Stock Exchange were small until toward the end of the period,

when annual listings grew rapidly in amount and sales reached a high

volume not exceeded for another decade The floating supply of bonds

and investment stocks must have grown smaller and smaller through the

eighties

Savings banks also had a large development during the period 1870-

1890, increasing their deposits a round million dollars, while the assets

of hfe insurance compames increased $318,000,000 from 1880 till 1890

These funds, like government taxes, came largely from classes of people

who without some special inducement would not have saved their money

Besides these sources of mvestment funds, the period following the resump-

tion of specie payments in 1879 was accompanied by a wave of British

investments m the Umted States

It can be safely stated that in the period, say, from 1866 to 1890,

more than five billions of dollars were saved and invested in the capital

resources of the Umted States from sources other than those from which

capital ordinarily came. This was a strong factor m bond prices of the

period

United States Bond Prices.—A record of prices of Umted States 4s

of 1907 shows a similar trend downward in the yield durmg these same

years, The condition of the federal treasury from 1893 to 1896, followed

by the silver campaign of 1896 (the bonds were “currency” bonds),

distorts the orderly trend of prices by castmg doubts upon the mtegrity

of the bonds, causing the highest average yield to appearm 1896, when it

was 3 14 per cent, after that the dechne was gradual till 1901, when it

stood at only 1 98 per cent.

The dechne in the price of the Umted States bonds of which the above

issue is typical is accounted for by peculiar circumstances They were

deprived of their ordmary investment character by the fact of havmg

been made the basis of national bank-note circulation After 1891,

the 4 per cent bonds of 1907 and 1925 were the chief bonds for security of

note circulation In 1890, the 4s of 1907 were selhng as high as 125,

and only 90 per cent of the par of $100 could be used as a basis for note

circulation. This rendered note issues unprofitable to banks and had

gradually reduced national bank-note circulation from more then $358,-

000,000 in 1882 to the extremely low figure of $162,000,000 m 1891.
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As the 4s of 1907 approached maturity, however, their price receded

accordingly. This, together with the greater necessity for note circula-

tion after 1890, encouraged again the purchase of these bonds for this

purpose In 1896, the 4s of 1925 were issued and extensively bought

at high prices, nevertheless on conditions more satisfactory than the

rapidly maturing 4s of 1907. The demand for bonds for coverage of

note circulation, however, constantly increased, so that the amount held

by national banks in 1902 was $346,000,000 This enormous demand
IS reflected in the extremely low yield of only 1 98 per cent m 1901

The downward trend of the yield and the upward tiend in the prices of

government bonds are, therefore, to be sought m the extraordinary

demand for them as security for the currency system. Yet in spite of

this, there must have been some influence in the demand with reference

to the general supply of funds during the period

The downward movement in the yield of bonds during the last quarter

of the nineteenth century is typical of all classes of investments. The
records of earnings of life insurance companies throw much light upon
this matter. The average earnings on all assets of six of the leading life

insurance compames m the United States declined from 7.3 per cent

in 1876 to 4 3 per cent in 1902, earnings on mortgage loans alone declined

in the same period from 8 1 to 4 8 per cent; while the earnings on stocks

and bonds together declined from 6 3 to 3 8 per cent. Thus the evidence

goes to show that the last quarter of the nineteenth century was a penod
of extraordinary accumulation of capital funds, accompanied by a

restricted outlet for these same accumulations with the resulting decline

in yield on all types of safe securities

Changes in the Investment Market.—In the closing years of the

mneteenth century came a fundamental change m the investment market.

Broadly, the change consisted in turmng away from high-grade, low-

yieldmg railroad bonds to bonds and stocks of lesser merit but offering

greater returns to their holders It resulted m an enlarged demand for

second-grade railroad bonds, the bonds of mdustrial and utility corpora-

tions, and the better grade of all classes of stocks. The era of market

dominance by high-grade railroad bonds was waning A new era of

investment and speculation was dawmng This is seen in the rise of

railroad, and to some extent of industrial, stocks to a new level of

prices Never in all the past experience had there been a permanent

advance in either railroad or industrial stock prices This movement
of railroad stocks reached its peak in 1906, with a return in 1909 following

the panic of 1907.

The causes of this change in the character of the investment market
appeared to be cumulative at the turn of the century First of all

should be mentioned the settlement m the political arena of the currency

problem with the victory with the sound money advocates. This
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removed the threat of bimetallism and greenbackism that had haunted
the public for a generation and it guaranteed the future integrity of the
gold standard Coincident with this came the discoveries of fabulous
ne\y gold mines in Alaska, South Africa, and other parts of the world,
which turned the tide of commodity prices upward, a trend which was to
continue until 1920 At the same time there developed the major rail-

road and industrial consohdations with their promise of fabulous profits

So extraordinary was the period that it has been latterly called a "new
era” period of finance

Bond Prices from 1899 to 1920,-—The declme in bond prices after

1899 must be explained on broad grounds In the first place, it must
be constantly kept m mind that the first two decades of the twentieth
century were marked by a rapid rise m commodity prices The index of

wholesale commodity prices prepared by the Department of Labor shows
an average increase from the low of 66 in 1896 to 100m 1914, and a further

rise to 243 in 1920, an mcrease of 177 per cent for the entire period

Rising commodity prices in the Umted States are explained chiefly on
the grounds of enormous increases in the production of gold since 1896,

as has been shown elsewhere; the mauguration of the Federal Reserve

banking system accompanied by rapid expansion of credit during the

war period, and the international movement of gold since 1914 in favor

of the United States.

Rising commodity prices furmsh the best stimulation known to

business and industnal activity The tendency is to overreach in new
enterprises and expansion of old establishments, in anticipation of

increased profits. Dr. Edmund E Day has calculated an index of pro-

duction for the United States since 1899. ^ This index shows that pro-

duction expanded much more rapidly than the population moreased

during the 20 years following 1899 Producers’ goods involving capital

commitment increased much more rapidly than consumers’ goods

At the beginning of this period most pubhc-utility industries were

yet in their infancy, while today they constitute an industry of almost

equal importance with railroads The penod was, also, one of excep-

tional prosperity for the farmmg mdustry, which called for capital in

the face of advancing land prices unequaled in any other similar period

of history It is unnecessary to give detailed statistics of this most

remarkable period of American mdustrial history, since they are easily

available to all.

The financial results of the economic forces of this period are seen

first in the unparalleled amount of bonds coming into the mvestment

market. Railroad bonds increased from $6,109,000,000 m 1902 to $11,-

180,000,000 in 1920, electric hght and power bonds from $264,000,000

in 1902 to $1,297,000,000 in 1917.

I Ebmxjnd E Day, American Statistical Association, Vol 17, p. 552
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Over against this flood of new bonds and mortgages must be set the

increase in the funds available for investments of this grade. Periods

of rising prices are mdeed periods of relatively large profits in business,

and it may appear at first sight that there should be ample funds„to

finance new undertakings. It must be remembered, however, that one

is dealing here with a class of investments that does not ordinarily appeal

to the business man, his profits, for the most part, are employed in exten-

sions of his own business, leaving only a small proportion available for the

purchase of bonds and mortgages Furthermore, periods of easy profits

engender extravagant habits and much of the increased profits are

absorbed in an improved standard of hving. Thus, only a limited

amount of pure investment funds comes from increased piofits

One of the mam sources of increase m investment funds of this char-

acter IS through accumulation of interest and reinvestments Money
at compound interest at the rate of 4)^ per cent will double m amount
in less than 16 years; m 25 years, it will almost exactly treble it-

self Accumulation is thus a most important force of new investment

funds

Other important sources of investment funds are hfe insurance

companies, savings banks, building and loan associations, and the like.

The assets of life insurance companies increased from 81,742,414,173

in 1900 to $7,319,997,000 in 1920; those of stock and mutual savings

banks, from $2,600,000,000 to $7,125,000,000; the assets of building and

loan associations in 1920 stood at $2,534,000,000, almost the whole of

which was accumulated after 1900.

Within recent years, national and state banks have also purchased

large amounts of government, municipal, and corporation bonds The
total amount held by national banks alone in 1920 was $4,186,000,000.

It IS probable that national and state banks, together with loan and
trust compames, owned outright $10,000,000,000 of civil and corporate

bonds. In addition to this, large amounts of money were loaned on

bonds as collateral. Commercial banking mstitutions thus became to

a large extent investment mstitutions.

Although large sums became available through these sources, they

in no wise were sufficient to absorb the supply of bonds and mortgages.

The balance between the forces of supply and demand was progressively

upset, mainly through the excessive issues constantly coming into the

market Prices underwent constant readjustment downward m an

effort to restore the equilibrium After 1917 large profits in industry drew
funds away from bonds and mortgages in favor of stocks which promised

higher return in the face of greatly increased commodity prices. It

appears that shiftmg from safe issues with comparatively low income to

second-rate issues with a higher rate of return went on extensively after

1910, but with great acceleration after the outbreak of the World War.
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Bond Prices since 1920.—The general trend of bond prices since 1920
has been strongly upward The financial cataclysm toward the close of
1931 must be regarded as temporary and a part of the general break-
do'^n of world credit Recovery from such a situation may be relatively
rapid The problem is to discover those forces of a general and persistent
nature which have been operative durmg the past decade and which are
responsible for adding approximately one-third to average bond prices

The rapid advance toward the close of 1921 and during most of 1922
was due only in part to the general trend; cyclical influences at the time
were in favor of rising prices also But after 1922 the general trend
continued upward of its own force

The basic fact in the rise in bond prices during this period was
undoubtedly the general prosperity of the decade The income of the
people of the United States for this period as compared with pre-war
days was greatly enhanced The reahzed income in 1914 was about $35,-

260,000,000 With the war came a period of prosperity which after the

interruption of 1921 continued until 1929 By 1928 the reahzed income
in pre-war dollars had mounted to $54,022,000,000, or an increase over

1914 of 54 per cent. Money income increased to $89,419,000,000, or

an iporease of 164 per cent. With the mcrease in income came a cor-

responding increase in savmgs

The expansion of bank credit smce 1915 has been truly remarkable.

In 1915 total resources of all commercial banks in the United States were

$32,266,000,000, in 1930 they stood at $62,087,000,000, an increase of

94 per cent for the period This enormous expansion of bank credit was
occasioned by powerful forces First, the creation of the Federal Reserve

System with its concentration of reserves and reduction of reserve require-

ments of member banks The second cause is to be found in the increase

in the stock of gold com or bulhon in the Umted States from $1,985,000,-

000 in 1915 to $4,593,000,000 at the end of 1930

There can be no doubt that the expansion of bank credit was a power-

ful factor in the advance of bond prices during the past decade. In

1913 the total investments of aU banking institutions stood at $5,407,000,-

000; even m 1920 the figure was as low as $11,388,000,000; but the

mcrease in the next decade showed a total investment of $20,060,000,000,

as of June 1, 1931 Investments m securities of member banks of

the Federal Reserve System alone mcreased from $5,976,000,000 in

December, 1920, to $9,784,000,000 at the beginning of 1930 In addition

to the expansion of the resources of commercial banks, resources of

savings banks rose from $6,557,000,000 m 1915 to $11,816,000,000 in

1930 Likewise the assets of life msurance companies mcreased from

$6,190,000,000 in 1916 to $17,482,000,000 at the beginmng of 1930

Life insurance investments m bonds increased from $2,094,688,000 m
1915 to $5,923,889,000 m January, 1930
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On the supply side there was a vast amount of new bonds floated

In the decade 1920-1930, $30,875,000,000 of new corporate issues were

floated, about $10,000,000 of municipal issues, $5,000,000,000 of foreign

bonds, and about $1,250,000,000 bonds of the Federal Farm Loan
System, all issues totaled $47,125,000,000 From this sum must be

deducted $9,300,000,000 for the redemption of the federal debt, leaving

net issues of $37,825,000,000 This is a huge amount of securities but

the figures are not so impressive as those on the demand side More-
over, they do not take account of elimination of any except United States

debts during the decade

Major Cycles in Bond Prices.—Changes in the demand for and supply

of investment funds are greatly influenced by business conditions In

periods of business depression and stagnation, as well as in the early

period of revival, there is invariably an accumulation of investment

funds Confidence in the future is lacking, and there is correspondingly

little incentive for busmess expansion; it is rather a period of retrench-

ment, Interest rates are high, commodity prices low, and speculation at

low ebb This is the time when certainty is sought by investors Cir-

cumstances favor safe investmg, for following the liquidation of the

preceding period bond prices are low and there is every incentive for

investors to place their money where a comparatively large return can

be secured Bank loans are also low with reference to deposits, and

surplus funds are invested in good securities with high yield. On the

other hand, the supply of securities is exceptionally small m such penods

Individual investors disposed of their bonds in the previous periods of

prosperity, strain, and cnsis. Likewise, many busmess concerns during

those periods found it necessary to dispose of their holdings These

forces resulted m forcing down the prices of high-grade bonds to the

favorable figures shown in the period of depression The result is that

in periods of depression and early revival, demand for high-grade securi-

ties outruns the supply at the current price With the equilibrium thus

disturbed, prices of bonds move upward, seeking adjustment to the new
situation.

After busmess has returned to normalcy, succeeding the period of

depression and early revival, the future takes on a different hue and

optimism begins to prevail Commodity prices begin to advance, the

volume of business mcreases, and speculation revives These forces

turn the current of investment funds in the opposite direction and

bond prices reverse their movement, starting downward. Individual

investors who had previously bought for safety now see a profit on their

commitments and are attracted by prospects of business profits They
accordingly dispose of their bonds and invest the proceeds in more
speculative securities which promise high dividends and material increase

in the market pnce. WeU-managed business concerns, which during
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the preceding period had invested their idle funds in bonds, now have
need for their capital and accordingly dispose of these securities at a
profit The proceeds are spent in expanding their business in order to
tal^e advantage of the coming period of prosperity Banks have an
increased demand for their funds from business and find it expedient
to reduce their portfolio of bonds The result of these forces is that an
unusually large supply of securities is thrown on the market which
proves to be more than the demand can absorb at prevailing prices, and
the bond market thus moves downward Durmg the succeeding periods
of prosperity and strain, these forces are accentuated, causing a con-
tinuance of the downward movement, which usually ends with the crisis

period but sometimes shortly afterwards Commodities are hquidated,
prices fall, business slumps, and the financial markets are turbulent
Soon thereafter bond prices again start upward, repeatmg their previous
movements

The chart of business conditions prepared by Dr. Persons shows that
in the period from 1903 to 1913 inclusive, there were three complete
business cycles The movements of bond prices dunng these three
periods are closely correlated with busmess In every case whenever
this hne reaches normalcy—the zero Ime—^there is a cyclical turn m bond
prices When the index hne reaches the zero hne on its way downward,
bond prices turn upward; and when the business hne crosses the zero line

on its way upward, bond prices turn downward. Thus bond prices

turned upward in August, 1903, in November, 1907, in July, 1910, and
again during the summer of 1913, at the beginning of the period of

depression starting the fourth cycle. On the other hand, bond prices

started downward in August, 1905, in April, 1909, and in December,
1911. The duration of these periods was as follows

Advancing August, 1903, to August, 1 906 24 months
Declining August, 1905, to November, 1907 27 months
Advancing November, 1907, to April, 1909 17 months
Declining Apnl, 1909, to July, 1910 15 months
Advancing July, 1910, to December, 1911 17 months
Declining December, 1911, to May, 1913 17 months

Forecasting Bond Prices.—^Efforts to forecast the cyclical movements
of bond prices by means of the bank rate of mterest have failed Out
of mne major turns m the yield of 10 American railroad bonds during

the periods 1903-1914 and 1919-1921, m 3 cases the average yield on
4- to 6-month and 60- to 90-day commercial paper reversed itself at

precisely the same month as the bond yield,m one case the bank rate was
but 1 month ahead of the turn m the bond 3nield, and 2, 3, 5, and 11

months in advance in the remaining mstances, except one, when the

bank rate lagged 1 month behmd the bond yield.
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From August, 1914, till November, 1915, money rates moved steadily

downward The bond yield moved definitely downward after August,

1915, or 10 months after the bank rate turned In November, 1916, bank

rates again started upward, followed 13 months later, in Decombpr,

1916, by the bond yield During the early war period, therefore, bank
rates preceded by 10 to 13 months the movements in bond yield As a

forecaster, therefore, the bank rate has proved unreliable, the results

rather suggesting that there are common causes for the movements of

bank rates and yield on bonds

The War Period—It is diflS.cult, if not impossible, to account for all

of the influences affecting bond prices during the war period The
outbreak of the war came, however, in the midst of depression in the

United States The liquidation of bonds from foreign sources appears

to have begun already m May, 1914, when prices turned downward
The volume of transactions was specially heavy preceding the outbreak

of the war. In the 7 months of 1914, during which the Stock Exchange

was open, the par value of bonds sold amounted to $461,898,100, which

compares with a low of $501,156,920 for the 12 months of 1913, which

came at the end of a steady decline in annual transactions since 1909

In 1915 after the exchange was again opened, transactions amounted to

$966,077,700, which increased dunng 1916 to $1,161,626,260 The rise

of bond prices from August, 1916, to the end of 1916 can be explained in

no other way than by the fact of exceptional prosperity in the United

States as a result of the great demand for products from Europe and the

consequent accumulation of funds for investment purposes

By the beginning of 1917, however, other forces turned the current

strongly the other way. While commodity prices had already advanced

considerably by the end of 1916, the rise after this was much more

strongly upward through 1917 The cumulative effect of rising prices

of commodities manifested itself in a correspondingly greater demand
for funds for the expansion of business The actual entrance of the

United States into the war caused a withdrawal of investment funds

through bond sales Dunng 1918 bond sales increased to over $2,000,-

000,000, which, together with the flotation of tax-free Liberty bonds,

accounts for the dechne m the prices of that year

Bond Cycles since 1920.—Since 1920 two distinct major cycles in

bond prices have developed The first corresponds to the business cycle

of 1921-1924 and the other extends from 1924 to 1929 Bond prices,

hke stock prices, ignored the mmor depression of 1927. The general

reasons for this were especially the mild character of the depression of

1927 and the strength of the forces for advancing security prices noticed

in the preceding section.

True to their pre-war form, bond pnees turned up in the middle of

1920 at approximately the point where the business index crosses the
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normal line on its way downward, they turned downward in the latter

part of 1922 at the time when the business index crossed the normal

lin,e on its way upward Prices agam turned definitely upward when the

business index crossed the normal hne on its way downward The
peak was again reached at the end of 1927 when the business index crossed

the normal hne upward Prices turned upward once more in the latter

part of 1929 when the business mdex crossed the hne downward, but they

did not continue upward to the pomt of revival, instead the market

experienced the most violent cataclysm in its history

The Cataclysm of 1931.—This expenence is definitely attributable to

the breakdown of international credit and the destruction of confidence,

so that prices in 1932 again reached the depths of 1920 This was a period

when American banks were sorely tried in meeting their short-time obliga-

tions to Europe In the fall of 1929 foreign balances in the United States

markets reached $3,000,000,000 Within the next 2H years the banks

were called upon to liquidate $2,250,000,000 of these credits, the task

having been finally completed m June, 1932 This gigantic task was

accomplished by aid of the Federal Reserve System and with the net loss

of only about $400,000,000 m gold. Prom September, 1931, to June,

1932, however, the loss of gold through shipment and earmarking

amounted to about $1,500,000,000 Banks raised large sums by selhng

their bonds and the precipitous decline in pnces followed This move-

ment, like the business cycle itself after 1930, was wholly abnormal in

character The dependence of foreign countries in the future on the

gold exchange standard will be far less than during the past decade, the

dangers of such a widespread system wiU also be avoided and financial

affairs may once again return to their normal course, provided only that

reparations and interallied debts are sunk and there is not too great

pohtical interference in mtemational economic affairs American bank-

ing and business were never more liquid than in 1932 and this augurs well

for the future, only if abnormal developments do not again upset the

normal development of the cycle.
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CHAPTER XXXIX

STOCK PRICES

No subjectm the field of finance has received more study within recent

years than the subject of stock pnces This was occasioned undoubtedly

by the good account that stocks gave of themselves prior to 1929 The
universal awakening of interestm this class of security was the motivating

force back of the studies While attempts to fathom this subject have

recently slackened, mterest has by no means vanished Nor is there any

reason to believe that the public mterest m the ownership of stocks has

waned On the contrary, theie is the strongest kind of evidence that

public interest in this class of security continued to broaden as the busi-

ness depression grew more severe. A lecent investigation of R G Dun
and Company showed that common stockholders in 346 leading corpora-

tions in the United States in the years 1930 and 1931 (approximately)

increased from 4,133,267 to 5,847,651, an mciease of 41 5 per cent Not
one group of compames in the entire list showed a decrease. The greatest

increase was in retail merchandising, amounting to 75 9 per cent, the

smallest was m leather and shoe manufacturing, amounting to 3.7 per

cent This universal interest in common stocks insures renewed interest

in the problem of common-stock pnces in the future.

Studies within the past decade have been largely statistical in charac-

ter Statisticians have apparently exhausted every possible avenue of

attack in an effort to discover some mathematically valid relation between

stock prices and other series of data In this they have imitated other

studies relating to the solution of the problem of business cycles. They
have sought to estabhsh definiteness between stock prices and earnings,

dividends, bond prices, time-money rates, purchasing power of money,

turnover of bank deposits, volume of production, gold movements, and

so forth No great measure of success has attended these efforts Fail-

ure IS attributed to the nature of the problem itself rather than to any
shortcomings in statistical techmque. Stock prices, in the nature of the

case, must always be the result of countless economic, political, social,

and psychic forces, most of which are not susceptible to statistical treat-

ment This chapter is an endeavor to present certain fundamental forces

that combine to produce what may be called stock-price movements as

distinct from absolute prices. The direction in which prices will move
may be determined with comparative certainty, but not the exact extent

of the movements themselves.

784
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Value and Price.—The study of stock-pnce movements may best

begin with a restatement of the pnnciples of value already elaborated

Ope must recall again that the sole service of capital is the income

winch it yields Stocks and bonds are ahke m at least one respect,

namely, in that they are merely the representatives of invested capital,

both classes of secunties derive their inherent value from the services of

the capital which lies back of them But bonds and preferred stocks

are different from common stocks m that their income is fixed or hmited

m amount (neglecting for present purposes participating features).

Common stocks are entitled to residual income from capital after all

other expenses and deductions are made Furthermore, no income is

available to the common stockholder until chargesfor depreciation and the

hke, sufficient to preserve the original investment mtact, are allowed from

fl.Tmnal earnings In these circumstances is found the chief characteris-

tic of common stocks, namely, the fluctuatmg character of their earnings

In the discussion of bond prices the prmciple was developed that

present values are merely the discounted value of future payments,

and that if the latter were known, as they arem the case of bonds, values

could be determined by mathematical computations This gives us the

starting point for stock values also

Stock Values.—Stock values are no different in nature from bond

values They too are the present values of future pa3Tnents to the

stockholders As in the case of perpetual bonds, stock values may be

found by oapitalizmg the future income to their owners

This statement, however, must be qualified at the outset by making

allowance for the uncertain character of the future return to stockholders

Yet for most common stocks this quahfication is not so serious as it

appears at first sight The risk factor is regularly compensated for by

allowing an addition to the pure rate of interest sufidcient to meet the

exigencies of the case, the same as is done m bonds and preferred stocks

of inferior quality In estimatmg future earnings, it is not necessary

that the earnings of each year be estimated with any accuracy Indeed

this IS impossible It is sufficient to estimate the earmngs in the long

run Here one has past experience as the guide The amount and trend

of earnings in the past are available for most concerns Inaccuracies m
accounting, to be sure, often defeat the best of efforts in the study of

past earnings but at this juncture this factor must be wholly neglected

Having determined past eammgs and trends, modifications must be made

to allow for changing conditions, if any, these also may be uncertain but

they constitute the only approach open In a great majority of the

cases an intensive study of the situation wdl enable one to forecast with

a reasonable degree of accuracy minimum expected earmngs

In building up an estimate of future earnings, the best that can be

done in practice is to fix a figure for average results rather than for
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particular years. This average then forms the basis for capitalization

at a rate of interest suitable to the risk mvolved. The method may be

illustrated by the example of the American Telephone and Telegraph

Company. Average earnmgs of this company for the decade 192?-

1931 were 111 36 per share The steadiness of annual eainmgs during

this period, in the face of wide variations in general business conditions,

indicates that the average for the next 10-year period may not be very

different Assuming then that nothing of exceptional character appears

at the present time to alter the fundamental position of the telephone

industry m the future, one may capitahze these earnings at a relatively

low rate, say, 6 per cent (5 per cent for interest and 1 per cent for

risk). The price indicated by this calculation is $189 17 per share This

then represents an assumed value of the stock based upon conditions

reasonably assumed As long as fundamental conditions in the industry

do not change, this figure may be taken as the constant value of the

stock regardless of market fluctuations in price.

Fluctuations in the Interest Rate.—^In the above illustration 5 per

cent was assumed as the average rate of interest on long-time obligations

But the interest rate is constantly changing, although it seldom departs

far from the average for short periods These fluctuations in the rate of

interest undoubtedly m practice influence the rate of capitalization

One may assume that the differential of 1 per cent for risk in the example

remains approximately the same A departure of one-half of 1 per cent

in the rate of interest would find a corresponding change m the rate of

capitalization and hence in the price of the stock

Earnings versus Dividends—A troublesome question arises in con-

nection with dividends. In the above discussion the value of stocks

has been related to earnmgs Some investigators, however, start with

dividends and seek to estabhsh a relation between this variable and
stock values. The stockholder, hke the bondholder, purchases income,

but all of the earnings are not directly reahzed by him Corporations

on the average retain about 40 per cent of their earnings as surplus.

Although this portion of earnmgs is not realized by the stockholder, it

stands as a reinvestment for him m the corporation and is earmarked as

surplus in the balance sheet. It is as though the stockholder had received

his entire portion of the earnmgs and subsequently reinvested it m addi-

tional property of the corporation. As such it will result in larger per

share earmngs in the future. This vicarious investment for stockholders

should not divert attention from the fundamental fact that mvestment
in stocks IS merely the purchase of future income, represented primarily

by the earnings of the corporation The measurable success attained by
attempting to establish a definite relation between price and dividends

IS due to the comparative uniformity of the 60 per cent ratio among
corporations.
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What, then, is the influence of dividends on price? The answer is

that they are practically without influence on the mathematical or

statistical value of stocks, smce the payment of dividends is without

influence upon earnings, upon which these values are based There is,

however, an influence upon the price Stoclcholders, after all, are human
beings and are swayed by the personal advantage of a realized over an

unrealized income. Oi two stocks with identical earnings, records, and

prospects, but the one paymg a larger dividend than the other, the former

will undoubtedly command a higher price merely because stockholders

prefer present to future values Myopic vision plays a part in the

price-making process. Stockholders often act upon the prmciple that a

bird in the hand is worth two m the bush and for this reason are willing

to pay a premium for the stock with the higher dividend rate, just as they

discount the one with the lower rate

The type of dividend has its influence on price also If the dividend is

regular and higher than the ordinary expectations, the stock will sell

constantly at a premium over those of lower dividend rate But if the

additional distributions to stockholders are irregular in character, as

when extras are paid, the price will fluctuate as the prospects for extra

payments fluctuate In case of the irregular or occasional stock divi-

dend, past earnings are distributed through payments in stock which

carries a dividend the same as the old stock, with the result that the

annual distributions thereafter represent an increase to the old stock-

holders This usually results in a permanent rise in the market value of

the holdings, although the per share value will depend upon earnings and

dividends per share under the new situation. In case of large stock

dividends the annual rate of earmngs per share thereafter may actually

be reduced (this, however, is not common), m which case both the value

and price of each share will suffer

Relation of Price to Current Earnings.—In the deterimnation of value,

average earmngs were taken for convemence of calculation and fluctua-

tion of earmngs from year to year was neglected, since total earnings over

a period of time would remam unaffected by this factor But m the

determination of price aS distmguished from the mathematical or statis-

tical value, fluctuations in earmngs are of the highest importance. Cur-

rent earmngs are perhaps the most important mfluence in current prices

Where annual earnings are constant m amount, value and price are

identical, but where earnmgs fluctuate from year to year, price departs

from value in a correspondmg degree The market tends to capitahze

current earmngs just as it employs current mterest rates m the capitahza-

tion process These facts account for the wide variations in the price of

United States Steel, for instance, when compared with that of the

American Telephone and Telegraph Company. Earmngs on both the

preferred and common stocks of the former vanished entirely in 1932,
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when the stock sold around $25 per share, the same stock earned $21.19

per sharem 1929 and sold at $260 The more recent price thus represents

a decline of 90 per cent from the peak m 1929. Yet over the past„10

years (1922-1931) earnings on XJmted States Steel averaged $11 35

per share. A broader basis for comparison is obtained by taking earnings

and prices of repiesentative stocks The industrial stocks of one well-

known set of averages in the period 1900-1931 (September) shows a

range in the price-earnmgs ratio of 5 9 in 1903 to 26.7 m 1929 As late

as 1924 this ratio was as low as 6 2. It now stands at the lowest figure

since 1900

Discounting Process.—Current earnings have been spoken of as the

chief determmant in current prices This statement is not literally true

owing to the fact that the market constantly attempts to discount the

future The extent to which this is attempted, however, is limited to

several months at the most The habit of corporations m reporting

quarterly earnings makes this period the normal one for the discounting

process Discounting is a phenomenon of speculation rather than of

investment It represents the efforts of the professional speculative

fraternity to forecast the future and so to take advantage currently of

the near-future results of business operations In the case of anticipated

mcrease m earnings, professional bulls attempt to accumulate stocks

prior to the time when the facts become pubhc knowledge and to dispose

of them when the news is out In case of anticipated decline in earnings,

professional short sellers, or bears, attempt to sell in the earlier period and
repurchase when earnings are known to have declined Current prices,

therefore, represent the prospects of the near future, rather than present

earnings

It should be observed, however, that the estimates of the professional

element are often mistaken One needs only to point to the misguided

estimates both in the early spring and summer months of 1930 and 1931,

when market prices indicated improvement in spring and fall business

which was not realized Such mistakes are common in bear markets

and they testify to the limitations upon the knowledge even of the insider

in the market

Market Factors.—Aside from the mathematical or statistical factors

in price, several market phenomena are of importance in determining

the peaks and valleys, the excess of prices in each direction. The chief

market factors are (1) psychic mfluences, (2) the money market, (3)

the capital market, and (4) short seUmg.

Psychic influences operate m those periods when human emotions

displace human reasoning. There are times, often protracted in length,

when efforts are no longer made to relate stock prices to anything of

tangible nature The most dominant influence in the market at such

times is m advancing or dechnmg pnces themselves. These movements
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may be observed at the end of a bull or bear market At the peak of a

market movement optimism prevails, speculation for the advance is

universal, and brokerage houses are Med to standing room. At such

times reason has been left behmd and advancing prices absorb the entire

attention of the public. Profits are quickly made on rapid turnover At
the opposite extreme are declining pnces toward the end of a bear market

The public now is extremely pessimistic Buying power has vanished and

the market pursues its unendmg downward course, losses are staggering

and gloom becomes impenetrable These two extreme mamfestations of

emotions correspond to the “errors of optimism” and “errors of pessi-

mism” manifested on similar occasions in the business world

But periods of excess are characterized also by influences in the

money and capital markets. Toward the peak of the advance, specu-

lators find money and capital abundant. Optimism is fed upon expand-

ing stock loans from banks, business corporations, or individuals Easy

money thus lends its influence toward the excesses of the bull movement

On the other hand, toward the end of the declme in stock prices, money

and capital markets become tight, with the result that funds for normal

uses or for the payment of debts contracted in the previous period of

prosperity or otherwise are diflScult to obtam At such times holders of

stocks, and bonds, too, find it necessary to part with their investments

in order to raise money, since the usual sources of mcome have been

depleted in part at least. Liquidation becomes general and without the

support of buying orders, pnces smk lower and lower, loan margins at

the banks become progressively impaired, thereby forcing the unfortunate

borrowers to dispose of their thmly held stocks The extent of this

process cannot be predicted with assurance, but pnces are forced farther

and farther below any tangible measure of values

To the fears of the pubhc and necessitous liquidation are added the

bitter dregs of short sellmg and bear raiding Short selling and bear

raiding are made more vicious because they appear ]ust at the critical

juncture when the market appears to be makmg progress in reversing

its trend This subject is discussed toward the end of this chapter

Price-earmngs Ratio.—The combined effect of psychic influences,

the money and capital markets, short selhng, and bear raiding is to disturb

the ratio of prices to cuirent earnings, the acknowledged market guide.

This last benchmark of prices itself is forgotten in the downward plunge

Consider further the example of the Amencan Telephone and Telegraph

Company During the first half of 1932 this company was earning at

the approximate rate of $9 per share on its stock. If this were capitalized

at the rate of 6 per cent, the price would have remained around $150

per share, instead, it sank to approximately $80 per share, or $70 below

this figure and $100 below the mathematical value based upon average

earnings At the height of the boom m 1929, the other extreme is repre-
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sented, when the stock sold at approximately $300 and earned $12 67

per share If one capitalizes these earnings at 6 per cent, the price should

have been $211, or $89 below actual prices; the mathematical value itself

was $111 below the actual price.

In the light of these experiences there appears to be no normal price-

earnings ratio for common stocks The price delusions of the “new
era” period of finance may well be interred in the grave of oblivion

Furthermore, the conventional 10 1 ratio appears to have no logical

basis in fact or in theory There is, however, a normal value-earnmgs

relationship This may be obtained by simply multiplying the average

earnings by the factor indicated by the rate of capitalization suitable for

the particular case at hand In the case of the American Telephone and

Telegraph Company it appears to be something like 16%
Stock Price Cycles.—Price movements m the stock market can best

be understood m the light of the above analysis. It may be pointed out

that the forces underlying these movements are partly inherent m the

nature of equity securities, they are partly due to the money and capital

markets and hence external to these issues; and lastly they are psychic

m nature. The interaction of these forces produces regular and orderly

movements in prices A study of these movements should go far toward

dissipating the bewilderment that usually seizes the observer of the

market page of the daily newspaper.

Stock prices move m well-defined cycles A cycle is composed of

two movements, the one upward and the other downward The upward
movement generates forces that ultimately undermine its advance and
bnng about a reaction m the opposite direction of something like the

same proportions.

There are three well-defined cycles m security prices which are simul-

taneously working themselves out. Everyorderlymovementinthemarket
is the mamfestation of a phase of one or more of these cychcal movements
They may be named the great cycle, the major cycle, and the minor
cycle While allthree arem progress contmuously

,
they develop independ-

ently of each other, operating, as it were, as wheels within wheels.

Major Cycles in, Stock Prices.—^Between the major depressions m
business, mmor depressions develop and these are almost universally

accompanied by major cycles in stock prices The one important

exception to this was in 1927 when the financial markets ignored the

minor business depression. It appears from the chart that 15 well-

defined cycles have run their course since 1877. The average period

of the major cycle has been approximately 3% years each The longest

cycles were from 1877 to 1884, or 7 years, and 1924 to 1932, or 8 years;

the shortest began m December, 1917, and ended m February, 1919,

covering a period of only 15 months Major cycles vary greatly m
intensity and correspond largely to the severity of the business cycle
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The primary cause of both the great cycle and the major cycle seems

without doubt to be fluctuations in busmess conditions. With the

fluctuations in annual earnmgs, stock prices tend to adjust themselves

accordingly. The peaks and valleys of stock prices develop through

the influences of the market forces noticed in the preceding section

Stock prices at their peaks often turn down months before busmess

begins its decline. But m 1887, 1893, 1899, 1902, 1916, 1918, and 1929

stock prices either coincided with the turn m business or followed it by

a short interval Only in exceptional mstances is the turn in stock pnces

of sufficient priority or the declme of sufficient intensity to act as a fore-

caster of the decline in business Much the same may be said in regard

to the reversal of trend at the bottom It appears that busmess condi-

tions and stock prices move together oftener than otherwise

Phases of Major Cycles.—In speaking of stock price movements,

it IS common to speak of only two phases, namely, advance and declme,

or bull and bear markets This practice is not entirely justified, the

evidence of the averages shows that there is no regular pattern which

will apply to all cycles alike. It is quite common, for instance, for prices

to hesitate at the peak or movem confusmg fashion for months at a time,

the next move being entirely unpredictable, since there is no known

method of foretelling the time when the trend will change. For instance,

in 1872-1873 a series of four peaks of approximately the same height

and extending over a period of about 8 months occurred Again in 1899

three peaks of about the same duration appeared At the top of the

cycle m 1906 stocks moved uncertamly until the beginning of 1907

when the dechne set in In 1929 the various indexes differed somewhat

but most of them showed a sharp peak just before the pamc set m
Similar observations may be made with reference to the bottom of the

market, but here sudden reversal is more likely to characterize the

end of the bear movement The only important exception to this

appeared in 1884 and 1885 when a double bottom was made. The

tendency for average prices to enter a waiting period at the top and the

bottom IS due partly to the general uncertainty of the time and partly

to the tendency for different groups of stocks to reach their turmng points

at different times No general rule can be laid down with reference to

the rapidity of the advance or declme Sometimes the major part of the

advance or dechne seems to be made in a relatively short period of time,

while at other times it is more nearly uniform during the entire movement

The advance, however, is almost invanably longer in duration than the

dechne and the latter more precipitous than the former.

Great Cycles m Stock Prices.—Great cycles m stock prices are the

longest cycles that can be discovered in the statistical averages of rail-

road and industrial stocks By examination of business and stock price

charts, one may discover that great cyclesm stock prices coincide roughly
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With the major periods of prosperity and depression in business By
reference to the Index of Industrial Production and Trade, eight severe

business depressions mark the period since 1876 In between these

depressions periods of uneven prosperity, marked only by minor depres-

sions, prevail The indexes for both railroad and industrial stock

prices reveal similar cycles. The periods in between the low points

reveal minor recessions, which correspond roughly to the minor recessions

shown in the business chart Great cycles in stock prices since 1875 are

marked as follows:

1877 to 1885 1907 to 1914

1885 to 1893 1914 to 1921

1896 to 1907 1921 to 1932

The movements of railroad and industrial stock prices are strikingly

similar in these six cycles They do not always move m equal amplitude,

however In the first cycle the advance in industrial stock prices was

much greater and subsequent fall considerably less than m the case of

railroads In the cycle from 1896 to 1907 railroad stocks advanced much
farther than industrial stocks, while in the two cycles from 1914 to 1932

industrial stocks again advanced much farther than railroad stocks.

Trends.—Trend is a flexible term It implies something fundamen-

tal or basic in character, yet it has meaning only in a relative sense

Trend is basic in importance only in the sense that it is more basic

than other mamfestations In the chart on stock prices numerous
trends are easily discovered The most obvious of these is the upward
trend for the entire period. The same chart may be broken into several

segments and trends of shorter duration discovered For instance, the

period 1877-1896 shows a horizontal trend Likewise the periods 1904-

1914 and 1914-1932 show horizontal trends When the period is thus

divided into three segments, one gets three price zones corresponding to

the different periods. This is not to say, however, that stock prices

showed important advances between the first and second and between

the second and third zone. Whether this is true or not depends upon the

appropriateness of the data upon which the chart is based. And this

observation apphes to all financial data.

Important trends of lesser duration are found within each zone above

designated. For instance, the penod 1877-1881 shows a strong upward
movement which forms one phase of the great cycle previously noticed

Likewise the period 1921-1929 shows a very strong trend upward and

IS hkewise one phase of the great cycle terminating in 1932 But these

movements are designated as trends only because in each case minor

movements are in evidence Usually when the term “trend” is used

in stock market analysis, it refers to the main upward or downward move-

ment of the stock cycle. For instance, in the great cycle from 1885 to
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1893, three upward and three downward trends corresponding to major

cycles are m plain evidence In the great cycle from 1914 to 1921,

two upward and as many downward trends of major cycles appear

- But this does not complete the story of trends Minor trends occur

during the course of a major trend These are plainly discernible during

the major downward trend foUowmg 1929; an upward trend of several

months’ duration developed m the early months each of 1930 and 1931

If one cares to push the matter still farther durmg each of the two upward

trends just referred to, minor downward trends of a week or more may
be found These are trends in the sense that they are more fundamental

than the daily fluctuations durmg the period

The period chosen for the trend is almost wholly arbitrary and the

inchnation of the trend Ime is matenally affected by the limits of the

period chosen Indeed a trend suitable to the purposes of the calculator

can be established to prove almost anything desired But true trends

must always be establ^hed by the economic and financial appropriate-

ness of the periods chosen. For instance, it would be inappropriate to

break up the period followmg the war arbitrarily in order to obtain desired

statistical results This period is economically a unit and should be thus

considered Nevertheless, prior to its logical completion some statisti-

cians were establishing stock price trends beginning in 1921 or earher.

The result was only deception

Fundamental Factors in Trends.—The most prominent and far-

reaching movements in the stock market are the bull and the bear move-

ments of the major cycle. Furthermore, the most important phase,

the time of greatest advance, in the upswing of the great cycle corresponds

with the upswing of the major cycle begmmng at the same time. Like-

wise the most important decline in the market is found at the end of the

great cycle and corresponds to the downswing of the current major cycle.

The fundamental factor in the major trends must always be the earn-

ings of corporations As long as these are increasing, there is a firm

basis for advancing stock prices; conversely, dechmng earnmgs are certain

to be accompanied by declinmg stock prices While these observations

are the most fundamental that can be made on the movements of major

cycles in stocks, they are not sufficiently accurate for predicting the

reversals of the trend This is because of the infrequency of reported

fiR.rmTiga as well as the inexact nature of accountancy

The second major factor m pnce trends is found m the money and

capital markets These markets are to a large extent mutually depend-

ent and hence should generally be regarded together when stock market

trends are under consideration. While there must be the positive incen-

tive of advancing earnings in business before any decided advance in

stock prices can be expected, it is nevertheless true that improvement

in business and the stock market is conditioned upon a satisfactory situa-
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tion in money and credit The converse is equally true, namely, that

both business and the stock market are adversely affected during periods

of unsatisfactory money and credit conditions. In a sense, then, money
and credit conditions are of basic importance to both business and stock

prices . It follows that, when there is a fundamental change in money and

credit conditions, both business and stock prices will change their trends

also One saving qualification is that theie occur readjustments in

business between costs and selling prices which are followed by a turn

in profits. The normal working of the competitive system has always

brought about such adjustments both at the top and at the bottom of

major trends in business

Forecasting Stock Prices.—Granted then that readjustments are

normally made within business processes and that general money and

credit conditions have experienced a fundamental change, forecasting

of stock prices becomes a matter of establishing exact relationships that

exist within the money and capital markets themselves For this purpose

one has to consider separately the money market in the narrow sense of

the term, the bond market, and the stock market.

Banks do not deal in stocks; hence there is no direct relation between

money rates and stock prices, but there is an indirect relation through

collateral loans When the demand of business for bank funds is pressing

and funds are scarce, collateral loans are discouraged and money on call

may even be reduced These processes discourage the further purchase

of stocks, with the result that prices either are halted or actually decline

When money rates are easy and funds abundant at the bottom of a busi-

ness depression, collateral loans, especially brokers’ loans, are easily

increased as a method of employing surplus bank funds The process

IS helped along by the high yield of stocks when prices are at the bottom
and by the low yield when they are at the top

The extent of the nse m the mterest rate necessary materially to

influence stock prices is uncertam Professor W. L Crum of the Harvard
Economic Service settled upon a 1J4 per cent rise as sufiflcient in fore-

casting stock prices He found that when such a rise occurred it gave

a strong indication that the advance in stock prices was nearing the end
The time elapsing before the decisive downward trend begins is usually

from 6 months to a year or more If one takes commercial paper rates

as the best available mdex of bank rates, one may observe that, when
commercial paper rates rise to 43^ per cent, it is usually a warning that

the end of the upward trend in stock prices is near at hand. Any nse

above this point makes the forecast more certain. Since stocks do not

wait long before reversing their trend, this observation has great value

in forecasting downward trends in stock prices

At the bottom of the stock price cycle the turn in the interest rate

generally coincides with the termination of the decline in stock prices.
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But when interest rates begin to fall rapidly, it is quite certain that the

downward trend in stocks is rapidly approaching the end. Falling

mt,erest rates have generally encouraged bull markets Beyond these

rather elementary observations it is generally unsafe to go. Most of

the carefully devised and complicated stock market prognosticators are

unsafe

Bond Prices and Stock Prices.—In considering the relation of bond
prices to stock prices, it will be in order first to brush aside a popular,

or Wall Street, superstition, namely, that bond prices and stock prices

move in opposite directions. Observation of charts extending over the

past 50 years will most effectively remove this hallucination The plain

fact with reference to major cycles is that they move together most of

the time

There is a theoretical reason, however, why the turn in bond prices

may be expected to precede that of stock prices At the bottom of a

business depression confidence in everything is at low ebb and it is reason-

able to expect that reviving faith in business and finance will first express

itself in rising bond prices, since they contain less of the risk element than

common stocks. Conversely, at the top of the business cycle confidence

in stocks IS at the maximum, with the result that investors then throw

their bonds overboard 'and assume the greater risks of stocks. Thus
bond prices may be expected to dechne sometime before stock prices

In discussing the relation of bond prices to stock prices, it is best to

take the prices of prime bonds, since these are not materially influenced

by business profits. The ordinary bond price index includes second- and

third-rate bonds which are more or less mfluenced by the state of business

profits and hence are not very sensitive to money and credit conditions

The decisive reason for selectmg prime bonds is that they are dealt m
extensively by the commercial banks They form the secondary reserve

of commercial banks, they are purchased with the banks' surplus funds

and are disposed of when banks are m need of additional funds to accom-

modate business demands When confidence in business is at low ebb,

bonds furnish a safe investment for banking funds Thus when business

IS at low ebb and banks have surplus funds on hand, interest rates are

low and a better return is sought in the purchase of prime bonds whose

pnee in turn lesponds to the increased demand At the top of the busi-

ness cycle when the demand of business for funds is great and the interest

rate is high, banks seek to profit by disposing of their bonds, usually at an

advance over the cost price The result is that bond prices decline.

In practice it is found that at the peak bond prices are a dependable

guide to stock prices and are of equal value with short-term interest

rates When the two confirm each other, the result is reasonably certain

The same relationship, but with a lesser lag of stock prices, is found at

the bottom of the cycle Half a century of market experience has shown
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that on the upswing in no case have bond prices continued to rise as long

as stocks, the interval generally being 4 to 8 months. Except for the

abnormal years of 1895 and 1916, stocks always continued to advance as

long as bonds were advancing, and they have always continued th^ir

advance for some time after bond prices ceased advancing Furthermore,

with the exception again of 1896 and 1916, bonds always began their

dechne before stocks, generally 5 to 7 months in advance. Thus failure

of bonds to decline is an almost certain indication that the decline in

stocks IS yet some months away On the other hand, it has been observed

that a 3 months' decisive dechne in bond prices forecasts rather accurately

an early dechne in stock pnces.

Dow’s Theory—The method of forecasting by estabhshing funda-

mental relationships between stock prices and other series of data may
be supplemented by analysis of the technical action of the market itself

One IS indebted to Charles H Dow of the Wall Street Journal for the first

scientific analysis of price movements in the stock market In 1922

Wilham P Hamilton, of the same pubhcation, assembled and interpreted

the various parts of the Dow theory for the first time A still more
analytic summary appeared in Barron’s for June 13, 1932, by Eobert

Ehea His summary (with ummportant omissions) follows

Dow’s Three Movements—^There are three movements of the averages, all

of which may be in progress at one and the same time The first, and most
important, is the primary trend—the broad upward or downward movements
known as bull or bear markets, which may be of several years’ duration The
second, and most deceptive, movement is the secondary reaction—an important

dechne m a primary bull market or a rally m a primary bear market. These

reactions usually la^ from 3 weeks to as many months The third, and usually

unimportant, movement is the daily fluctuation

Pnrmry Movements—^The primary movement is the broad basic trend

generally known as a bull or bear market extendmg over periods which have

vaned from less than a year to several years The correct determination of the

direction of this movement is the most important factor in successful speculation

There is no known method of forecastmg the extent or duration of a primary

movement
Primary Bear Markets— primary bear market is the long downward

movement, interrupted by important rallies It is caused by various economic

ills and does not terminate until stock prices have thoroughly discounted the

worst that is apt to occur. There are three pimcipal phases of a beai market

the first represents the abandonment of the hopes upon which stocks were

purchased at mflated prices; the second reflects selling due to decreased business

and eammgs, and the third is caused by distress selling of sound securities,

regardless of their value, by those who must find a cash market for at least a

portion of their assets,

Primary Bull Markets—A. pnmary bull market is a broad upward movement,
interrupted by secondary reactions, and averaging longer than 2 years Durmg
this time, stock prices advance because of a demand created by both investment
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and speculative buying caused by improving business conditions and increased

speculative activity There are three phases of a bull period the first is repre-

sented by reviving confidence m the future of busmess, the second is the response

of stock prices to the known improvement m corporation earmngs, and the third

IS the period when speculation is rampant and inflation apparent—a period

when stocks are advanced on hopes and expectations.

Secondary Reactions—For the purpose of this discussion, a secondary reaction

is considered to be an important declme m a bull market or advance m a bear

market, usually lasting from 3 weeks to as many months, during which interval

the price movement generally retraces from 33 to 66 per cent of the primary
price change since the tenmnation of the last preceding secondary reaction.

£oi/i Averages Must Confiim—The movements of both the railroad and
mdustrial stock averages should always be considered together The movement
of one price average must be confirmed by the other before reliable mferences

may be drawn Conclusions based upon the movement of one average, uncon-
firmed by the othei, are almost certam to prove misleadmg

Determining the Tiend—Successive rallies penetrating preceding high points,

with ensuing declines terminating above piecedmg low points, offer a buUish

indication Conversely, failure of the ralhes to penetrate previous high points,

with ensuing declmes carrying below former low pomts, is bearish Inferences

so drawn are useful in appraising secondary reactions and are of major importance
in forecasting the resumption, continuation, or change of the primary trend

Lines— “line” is a price movement extending 2 to 3 weeks or longer,

during which period the price variation of either average does not usually exceed

approximately 6 per cent of the price of that average Such a movement indi-

cates either accumulation or distribution Simultaneous advances above the

limits of the “hne” indicate accummulation and predict higher prices, conversely,

simultaneous declines below the “hne” imply distribution and lower prices are

sure to follow Conclusions drawn from the movement of one average, not

confirmed by the other, generally prove to be incorrect

The Relation of Volume to Price Movemeuis— market which has been

overbought becomes dull on raUies and develops activity on declines, conversely,

when a market is oversold, the tendency is to become dull on declmes and active

on rallies Bull markets termmate m a jienod of excessive activity and begin

with comparatively hght transactions

Double Tops and Double Bottoms—“Double tops” and “double bottoms”

are of but little value m forecastmg the pnce movement and have proved to be

deceptive more often than not

Individual Stocks—^All active and well-distributed stocks of great Amencan
corporations generally rally and declme with the averages, but any individual

stock may reflect conditions not apphcable to the average price of any diversified

list of stocks

The Dow theory runs in terms of movements in one direction only.

Whenever counter movements appeared which reversed for a time the

normal trend, they were thought of as temporary “reactions” which

would soon be overcome by the resumption of the mam movement A
primary bull movement occasioned by the advancing business prosperity
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was temporarily mterrupted by a “reaction,” while a primary bear

movement was often accompamed by a “recovery,” “reaction,” or

“rally” upward These “reactions” were thus counter movements
which constituted no part of the major movement and were in the natyre

of breaks in the primary movement Likewise, daily fluctuations were

only inconsequential breaks m the pnmary or secondary movement
Stock Price Averages.—Stock price averages are constructed by

numerous organizations, each attempting to produce a series of averages

adapted to some special purpose or purposes. Most stock price averages,

however, are designed to show speculative movements in the market

This IS the case with the oldest and most widely used averages, the

Dow-Jones averages. The 30 mdustrial stocks of this group (formerly

20 and 12) are selected on account of their speculative qualities with

distribution among the representative industries They doubtless serve

admirably the purpose of gauging speculative movements But on

account of the many changes made in the stocks composing the average,

they tell nothing about long-time trends; unless caution is exercised one

may easily reach erroneous conclusions as to the profitableness of stock-

holdings over long periods of time A new average constructed for the

Barron’s magazine changes the stocks weekly so as to include stocks

currently the most active. This average is perhaps the best now avail-

able to give a picture of general speculative activities wholly dissociated

from any particular group of stocks But it is inappropriate for most

other purposes for which averages are commonly used

The Ratio Chart—The ratio chart is designed to represent more
accurately the comparative intensity of stock price movements The
usual method of plottmg prices is based upon absolute changes in the

averages According to this method a decline of 10 in the average when
this IS low requires more space than a change of 10 when the level of prices

IS high Yet when stock prices average, say, 60, a 10-point advance is

in reality a 20 per cent change, while on a level of 200 a 10-point advance

would be only a 5 per cent change. The ratio chart is designed to show
percentage rather than point changes. This enables one to compare

accurately the speculative movements of various periods of time with

reference to their intensity

Performance of Individual Stocks—Doubts are sometimes raised

concerning the agreement m movements of individual stocks during the

course of major cycles An examination was made of all common stocks

listed on the New York Stock Exchange to discover the character of their

movements m major swmgs between 1901 and 1923 It was discovered

that in all but two bear markets (1901-1903 and 1909-1911) less than

10 per cent of the stocks moved against the trend and most of these for

only a comparatively short distance Selection would have been most
difficult and the profits very hmited In every movement 10 per cent
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of the stocks declined over 60 per cent m value, while in two cases the
decline was approximately 70 per cent In all cases 40 per cent of the

stopks declined 25 per cent or more In the bear market of 1906-1907,

84.per cent of the stocks dechned 26 per cent or more
In each of the eight major upswmgs between 1897 and 1926, 10 per

cent of the stocks declined approximately 15 per cent or more Ten
per cent of the total number rose approximately 180 per cent or more,
in one case (1897-1899) 10 per cent rose 300 per cent or more In all

cases 40 per cent of the number of stocks rose 50 per cent or more, in

one case (1907-1909) 40 per cent rose 100 per cent or more.

This investigation showed that it is more important to study general

price movements than individual stocks It was also discovered that

in the more recent periods the tendency for all stocks to move with the

downward trend was increased Moreover, it was found that there is

an increasing tendency for individual stocks to move downward while

the general trend is upward. ^

The experience since 1926, particularly the decline smce 1929,

undoubtedly serves to emphasize these general conclusions It may
finally be remarked that the long-term mvestor m common stocks

holds a very precarious position. The experiences of investment trusts

with common stocks, on the theory of permanent investment are partic-

ularly disheartening.

International Stock Prices.—The financial markets of the leading

nations of the world appear to be closely related to each other Data

are available for 10 leading countries as far back as 1926. At this time

the Japanese and Italian stock markets were already declining. They
were followed by German stock prices in March, 1927, England in April,

1928, Belgium in May, Switzerland and Sweden m September, 1928,

Netherlands and France in February, 1929, and lastly the United States

in August, 1929. At the present writing not one of these markets has

definitely recovered.

Minor Cycles.—^The course of pnces m the stock market is never

even. It has been compared to a stream whose general direction is

plainly toward the sea, but which, m the course of its windings, often

doubles back upon itself and for the moment flows in the opposite direc-

tion Were the course of stock pnces smooth, major movements would

proceed uninterruptedly from the low pomt of the depression period to

the high point of the penod of prospenty These movements, however,

are often broken for a time dunng which pnces move in the opposite direc-

tion These interruptions m the major cycle are in reahty but disguised

imnor cycles which have their own orbits and which develop regardless

of the general level of prices both in the upward and downward major

See article in Barron's, Feb 7, 1927
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movements They have their periods of advance and decline the same
as the major cycles.

,
Minor cycles are of much shorter duration than major cycles; and the

change in prices is much less m extent For mstance, m 1915 while
the major trend of industnal stocks was upward, six well-defined mmor
cycles appeared during the year, durmg which prices ranged from less

than 6 to more than 10 points Again, early m the course of the bear
market of 1920, a minor cycle developed with a range of 16 pomts
Occasionally a range of 20 or even 25 points is found in the minor cycle

The year 1930 furnishes a more recent illustration. During the first 4
months of this year when the trend of prices was upward, four distinct

minor cycles developed From June to September three additional ones

Dow-Jonbs AvEBAaBS, Daily

are plainly visible Durmg the balance of the year, with the exception of

November, the downward trendwas too severe for minor cycles to emerge.

Just as m the case of major cycles railroad and industrial stocks move
in harmony. The Dow-Jones averages for these two classes of stocks

show that, in the 8-year penod from 1915 to 1922 inclusive, every minor

movement of the railroad averages, withonlytwo ummportant exceptions,

was accompanied by a similarmovementm the industrial averages Dur-

ing these 8 years there were 58 reactions among railroad stocks, and 66

among industrial stocks The number during each year was remarkably

regular, ranging in the case of railroad stocks from six to nine and m
the case of industrial stocks from six to eight points The similarity

of movements may easily be observed throughout the year 1930 Exact

synchronization of movements, however, is not possible
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The normal development of the minor cycle consists of a period of

advance followed by a shorter period of decline The decline, however,

IS less m extent than the advance but the new low point is measura|)ly

above the low point of the previous dechne.

The minor cycle is the pecuhar method by which stock prices are

advanced and is primarily speculative in its nature The advancing

phase of the cycle is accomphshed in anticipation of improvement in

general conditions But the tendency of speculation to go to excesses

soon manifests itself and prices advance too rapidly The result is

that many buyers convert their paper profits into realized gains and for

lack of sustained buying power prices are forced down The dechne may
be accentuated by the operations of short sellers, who seek to take

advantage of the overbought condition of the market. Should the

market m turn become oversold, the short-covering movement is likely

to give the initial advance in the succeeding minor cycle Thus the

minor cycle is the result of continual oscillations in prices during the

course of an upward trend m the market

Speculation and Stock Prices.—^The subject of stock prices cannot

be left without a special discussion of speculation On this subject the

most divergent opimons are entertained The author will be content

to brush aside controversy for the most part and present a simple state-

ment of the matter as it appears to him
Speculation is best treated under two heads long buying and short

selling The influence of any factor on prices must be determined with

reference to the different types of price movements, namely, the major

trends, intermediate movements, and daily fluctuations There is

practically no disagreement as to the last All writers have admitted

without argument that speculation causes frequent daily oscillations

in stock pnees. Difference of opimon concerns the two other phases of

prices.

First, consider major trends One must be reminded at this point

again that speculation looks to profit through change in prices and that

deahng on margin is only one phase of speculation All who buy and sell

for profit are speculators. Speculation, therefore, embraces the entire

buying movement, except investment buymg, that develops during the

course of a major upward trend in prices Nevertheless, margin buying,

buying on borrowed money for profit, both m the case of brokers’ loans

and direct borrowing from banks, constitutes the mam phase of specula-

tion. The extent of speculation, then, may be roughly measured by
brokers’ loans and other coUateial loans at banks For an illustration

may be taken the most recent bull movement m stocks, the period 1924-

1929. Comparable loan data for this period began in 1926 The
minimum known securities loans as pubhshed by the Wall Street Journal

are the total of loans by Federal Reserve member banksm 101 cities, loans
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to brokers for account of “others,” and brokers’ loans from “others”
besides banks. None of these figures overlaps The figures for security
lo^ns at the end of September of each year since 1926 are as follows:

Table 84—Minimum Known Sbcumties Loans, Sbptbmbbb 30 of Each Yhab
(000,000 ormtted)

Y..r

Secunties

loans (report-

ing member
banks)

Loans for

“others”!

Loans from

“others”!
Total

Brokers’

loans!

1926 $5,884 $ 474 $ 691 $ 7,049 $3,218
1927 6,457 918 576 7,950 3,914
1928 6,865 1,958 866 9,689 5,613
1929 7,826 3,907 1,472 13,205 8,649
1930 8,483 627 425 9,635 3,481
1931 6,346 137 112 6,695 1,044
1932 (May 31) 4,907 6 57 4,970 300

Prom Wall Street Journal
I Federal Heaerve Bank brokers’ loan figures

‘ New York Stock Exchange loan figures

There can be no question but that this array of figures shows the ebb

tide and flow of speculation on the long side for profits. The figuies for

total brokers’ loans in the last column show the frenzy of margin specula-

tion from 1926 to 1929 when they rose 166 per cent, they show also the

unparalleled ebb of the tide m the short penod that followed This

period of speculation coincides with the rise and fall of security prices

and with the reversal of the trend in 1929. Scarcely anyone would

have the boldness to argue that long speculation was not mostly respon-

sible for the exaggerated bull market of this penod This conclusion is

supported also by the exaggerated relation of the pnce-earmngs ratio

previously noticed

Pursuing the same method of analysis, vanation in brokers’ loans is

easily correlated with the mtermediate movements in stock prices For

instance, in the intermediate upswing m the latter half of 1928, brokers’

loans increased from $4,837,000,000 on July 31 to $6,439,000,000 on

December 31 This was followed by practically stationary figures until

the next intermediate upswmg occurred m the third quarter of 1929,

when loans moved up to $8,549,000,000 by September 30, after this the

decrease with the panic reduced them to $3,989,000,000 by December 31

The conclusion, then, with respect to long speculation is that it is

the most dominant force m major and mtermediate, or mmor, trends

in stock prices The distortion m the pnce-earmngs ratio is strong

evidence that investment buymg was of mmor importance m the major

trend Since minor upward trends m pnees are always followed by
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relapses, the evidence again seems to indicate the relative unimportance

of investment buying.

Short Selling and Stock Pnces—Short selling differs from long buying

in that it IS comparatively restncted m amount. While the public

indulges m short selling to some extent, this practice is indulged m mostly

by the professional elements m the stock market. Undoubtedly the

greater portion of the selhng on major dechnes comes from the long

accounts of the general pubhc This is strongly indicated by the rapid

decline in brokers’ loans from 1929 to 1932 The problem, then, is as to

the influence of a restricted amount of short selhng on stock prices

Beginning with the major downward trend, it is frequently argued

that since short selling is followed by short covering m equal amount,
the activities of short sellers can have no influence on pnces Unfortu-

nately there are no adequate statistics on short accounts to argue this

point conclusively one way or the other, since figures for the short account

were published for the first time in 1931. Any position taken, therefore,

must be based upon limited evidence

Here it may be recalled that the forces of hquidation in security

markets, as well as m other markets, gather force as prices dechne and
confidence wanes Furthermore, necessitous selhng is made more
necessitous as declimng prices endanger long positions which have been

built up in the previous period of advance It may, then, be taken for

granted that whatever tends to depress pnces or restrain them from

recovering also forces additional hquidation and a still further dechne

in pnces The question of whether short selling depresses prices in the

major trend may be restated in terms of whether it induces further

hquidation or selling of long accounts during the course of the downward
trend. This problem may best be viewedm the light of the intermediate

movements.

The accompanying chart throws much hght on the question of short

selling. Beginning in October, 1931, a mild upward trend developed

and this was accompanied by an increasing short position The market
turned down at the beginning of November as the short interest strength-

ened Not until the second week of December did the short interest

cover its position to any extent. When the short interest was at its peak,

prices were not only considerably below their high of early November
but they were also lower than their previous low, which shows a con-

tinuation of the major trend downward. When the dechne in stocks

began in early November, the volume of transactions rose rapidly and

brokers’ loans decreased accordingly The conclusion seems to be plain

that the increase in short selling finally thwarted the efforts of the market

to recover during October.

In the first 6 months of 1932, this same phenomenon was repeated

three times, as may easily be observed from the chart In each case the
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trend of the short position moved in the opposite direction from stock

prices. Bach time the efforts of the market to rise wcie defeated by
increasing short interest There is reason to believe that these ill-

starred efforts at recovery were due largely to investment buying, sinpe

brokers’ loans give httle evidence of maigin or speculative buying

From the evidence presented, it seems that there are strong grounds

to believe that short selhng indirectly prolongs the major downward
trends in stock prices, and that it is easily the most important factor

in the intermediate swings

But short selling does not always depress pnces, or, rather, the cover-

ing movement acts m the opposite direction Initial advances after

several months of smking prices covering the 9 months preceding July,

1932, were always accompamed by reductionm the short interest, it seems

fair to conclude that this process lifts prices for a short while at least.

Furthermore, it may readily be adimtted that at critical junctures, when
liquidation is heavy and prices are collapsing, the short interest through

its covering movement actually supports the market This was admir-

ably demonstrated on September 21 to 23, the thiee days following the

announcement of suspension of gold payments in England. On this

occasion the Governing Committee of the Exchange suspended short

selling, hoping that the covering movement would develop and support

prices The experiment was a success. In the three days concerned,

the short interest reduced its position by 1,410,172 shares ^ In these

three days the Dow-Jones industrial averages rose from 110 83 to 115 99
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Business fluctuations, 703-721
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43-44

fixed, immobihty of, 87

function of, 72-73

immobihty of, 87

invested, return to, 77-91

reward for, 76

statistics of accumulation of, 44-46,

63-64

ultimate demand for, 73-74
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{See also Investment funds)
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Carey Act bonds, 667

Cash, importance of, 168-169

ratio of, to current obhgations, 176

Caveat emptor, 239

Certificates of pubho convenience, 352

Certification of state bonds, 646

Cities, location of, 572

Clayton Act of 1914, 292-293

Collateral trust bonds, 192-193

of railroads, 339-340
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Commodity prices, and bond pnces, 701-

702
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166-166, 712

changes m, 162-164

and mterest rates, 698-701

and mvestment nsk, 123-124
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dividends on, 183
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market for, 734

m reorgamzation, 220

value of, 735-736

widespread interest m, 734
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Commumcation by signal, 466
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pames, 497-498

and profits, 88

Competitive cost the true pnnoiple m
valuation, 360-361

Consohdation of railroads, 300-301

Construction company, 327-328

Consumers’ goods as capital, 6

Consumption loans, income element of

credit m, 137-138

m the Umted States, 68-70

Contract (see Investment contract)

Contractual element of credit, bonds and
notes, 178-200

stocks, 201-220

Control, contractual features of, 184

Convertible bonds, of railroads, 339

Cooke, J
,
33-34

Corporations, Smith, A
,
on, 28

m the United States, 24-25

chartere granted to, in eighteenth

century, 26

deficits of, 78-81

features of, 26-26

mcome of, 78-84

nsk and income m, 27-28

separation of ownership and manage-
ment m, 26-27

stockholders m, position of, 26-27

weakness of form of organization, 28

Coupon bonds, 188

Credit, and Federal Reserve banks,

697-698

and gold, 696-697

(See also Investment credit)

Credit insurance, 650

Credit nsk, 128-129

Current assets, 168

as basis of credit, 171
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Current ratio, 176-176

Cycles, major, in bond pnces, 730-731

(See also Business cycles)

D
Debenture bonds, 194-195

of electric light and power companies,

399

of railroads, 338

of telephone companies, 492

Debt, federal, 65-67

national, burden of, 620-621

state and municipal, 67

Deed of trust, 186-186

Default, on corporation mortgages, 188-

189

Deficits, of corporations, 78-81

aooordmg to size, 81

Demand and supply, and busmess cycles,

713

and interest rate, 97-98

Depreciation, in railioads, 296-297

policy of oorpoiations, 232

pohcy of industnal concerns, 608,

610-611

m water works, 432-433

(See also Accrued depreciation)

Depression and prosperity, 717-718

Diminishing returns, law of, 42

and profits, 85

Direct expenses, 144-146

Directors, board of, 201-202

duties of, 202

Discounting process m stock prices, 738

Diversification in investments, 667-668

Dividend pohcy, and good faith, 234-236

of Pennsylvania Railroad, 234
of United States Steel Corporation, 234

Dividends, contractual features of, 183-

184, 205-206

and stock prioos, 731-737
Double hability of bank stocks, 638
Dow, Oharlesi H

,
theory of stock pnoe

movements, 746-748
Dramage bonds, 669
Dynamic economic forces, 703-704
Dynamic industry and profits, 90
Dynamo, invention of, 377

E

Earnings, and stock prices, 736-737

[See also Income)
Eastern trunk-line consohdationa, 301

Economic equilibrium, 710

Economic reserve, 6-6

Edison stations, 378-380

Electric light, development of, 376-378"

Electric light and power, 376-402 ^

assets of, 394

busmess cycles and, 392-394

capitalization of, 397-398

common stocks in, 400

corporate organization of, 394-396

debenture bonds and notes in, 399
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398-399

groups of companies m, 396-396re

holdmg company in, 396

mvestment company in, 396-397

management company in, 396

market for securities of, 400-401

mortgage bonds in, 398

operating expenses of, 391-392

operating ratio m, 392

operating revenues of, 389-390

outlook for industry, 384-386

preferred stocks in, 399-400

taxes on, 392

Electno motor, invention of, 378

Electric power, development of, 378-

380

Electric railways, accounting m, 449

automotive competition with, 444-

446

bonds of, 464

busmess cycles and, 461-462

capitalization of, 463-464

early, 438-440

fares of, 443-444

finances of, 452-463

franchises of, 447

modem development of, 440-441

notes of, 464
operatmg expenses of, 449-460

operating meome of, 461

operatmg ratio of, 450-451

operating revenues of, 449

cyclical fluctuations in, 461-462
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jiost-war period of, 442

receiverships of, 443

recent progress of, 447-448

securities of, in receivership, 463

taxes on, 450

trafi6o density of, 448-449
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Electric railways, and the World War,
441-442

Electric transmission, development of,

'378

Electrical industry, growth of, 380-381

interconnection in, 388-389

and railioads, 387-388

m rural districts, 38S-386

farm load, 386

farm rates, 386-387

financing of, 386

Electricity, new uses for, 388

realm of, 376-376

technical development of, 376

Elkms Act of 1903, 288

Emery, H. 0 ,
on mvestment, 12

on speculation, 12

Equipment obligations, 193-194

of railroads, 340-341

Ene canal, 264r-265

Esoh-Cummins Act of 1920, 297-302

(See also Transportation Act of 1920)

Exchanges, foreign, 680-681

Expenditures, of states, 641-642

of United States Government, 626-

626

Expenses, direct, 144r-145
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Factor of safety, cumulative, 153-

164

in moome, 162-166

non-cumulative, 163-164

size, question of, 164^166

Failure, of banks, 627-632

busmess, 84

Farm accounting, 692-594

Farm lands, accessibility of, 690-591

income from, 589-690

location of, 690-691

speculation m, 696

taxation of, 603-604

valuation of, 694^-697

Farm management, 691

Farm-mortgage busmess, development

of, m the United States, 588-589

Farm-mortgage mdebtedness, 602-603

m Nebraska, 603

Farm mortgages, 688-605

market for, 604^605

Farm products, prices of, 691-592

Farm property, taxation of, 603-604
value of, 694r-697

Federal Farm Loan System, 597-598
loans under, 697-598

Federal Land Bank bonds, 599-600

Federal Land Banks, 698-899

Federal Reserve Banks and credit,

697-698

Federal Water Service, 431, 433-437

Fmance and investment, 18-19

Fmance company, 663

Pmancial ratios, 175

Fmancial results of busmess, 77-84

Fmancial risk, 129-130

Fire insurance, m England, 543-544

m the Umted States, 646-647

Fitch ratmg sj^tem, 252-253

symbols, 262-263

Fixed assets, 166-167

Fixed capital, immobility of, 87

Fixed trust, 662-563

Floating supply of securities, 690

Florida, debt of, 633

Forecasting bond prices, 731-732

Forecastmg busmess, 719

Foreoastmg stock pnoes, 744r-746

Foreign countries, budgets of, 679-680

statistics of debts of, 678

Foreign exchanges, 680-681

Foreign mdebtedness to Umted States

Government, 616

Foreign mvestments of the United States,

672-686

contractual features of, 682-683

defaults on, 676-677

market for, 684

and pledged revenues, 683-684

pnees of, 684r-686

purposes of, 675-676

smkmg funds and, 683

statistics of, 68, 673-676

yidd on, 684r-686

Franchises of pubbe utihties, 349-360

semce-at-cost, 356-366

sbdmg-scale, 364-356

of street railways, 447

Freight-car performance, 315-316

Freight-tram performance, 316

G

Gamblmg, Ghamberlam, L
,
on, 17n.

Emery, H C
,
on, 17»
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Gambling, Pratt, S S ,
on, 16

Price, T
,
on, 10

speculation distinguished from, 15-17

Gas, domestic use of, 412-414:

in industry, 414

Gas industry, 403-422

assets of companies m, 417

bonds in, 418-419

by-products of, 407

capitalization in, 418

competition in, from without, 405-

406

early beginnings of, m England,

403-404

holding company securities m, 420-

422

manufactured gas m, 407-408

natural gas m, development of, 410-

411

problems created by use of, 412

in the United States, 409

utihzation of, 409-410

net income in, 417

operating expenses m, 416

operating ratio in, 417

operating revenues in, 415-416

pipe lines in, m the United States,

410-411

recent progress in, 408-409

taxes in, 416-417

techmoal improvements in, 406-407

in the United States, 404-406

Gas research, 416

Georgia, debt of, 636

Glass-Steagall law, 682

Gold, as basis of monetary system, 53

54

and credit, 696-697

Good faith, and accountmg, 232-233
and dividend pohey, 234r-286

in government contracts, 231
in keeping the contract, 231-232
of management, 239-240
and mampulation, 236
and overcapitahzation, 233-234
in pubhcity, 237-239

and pyramidmg, 237-239

recogmtion of, as element of credit,

229-230

m reorganization, 232
Government loans and mcome element

of credit, 138-139

Granger laws, 283-284

Great cycles m stock prices, 741-742

Guaranteed bonds, 196-196

of railroads, 338

Guaranteed mortgages, 686

H

Hamilton, Alexander, 609-610

Hepburn Act of 1906, 288-291

rates and fares under, 290

Hoch-Smith Resolution, 303-304

Holdmg companies, in electric hght and
power, 396-397

mcome of, 149-150

Holdmg-company securities, in gas in-

dustry, 420-422

of water works, 436-437

Home rule, 363-354

Hydro-eleotrio power, development of,

381-382

economics of, 382-383

function of, 383-384

future of, 384

I

“Ideal mvestment,” 242-243

Illmois, debt of, 632

Income, analysis of, 141-142

as basis of credit, 139-140

contmgent, in contract, 182-183

corporate, 78-84

distribution of, 48

according to size, 78-84

distribution of, by function, 48

fixed, m contract, 181-182

future versus present, 166

future, present value of, 108-109

gross operating, 143

and price changes, 143-144

and volume of business, 144

of holdmg compames, 149-150

importance of, overestimated, 169-160

mdividual, sources of, 47

national, 46-49

net, 148

to investment, 161-162

other, 147
participating, m contract, 183

permanence of, and credit, 140-141

quahty of, and credit, 141

reahzed, amount of, 47

smkmg funds and, 148-149
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Income, stability of, and credit, 140

total, 147-148

Income bonrls, 182

In’come element of credit, 136-156

’versus asset element, 136-137

consumption loans and, 137-138

and government loans, 138-139

of lailroads, 339

Income ratios, 150

Income statement, 142

Indotcrmmate permit, 351-362

Indiana, debt of, 632

Industrial companies, accounts receivable

in, 513

assets of, 611

bonds of, 614^616

record of, 616-517

capitalization of, 614

cash account of, 513

classification of, 499-600

common stocks of, 619-620

competition of, 497-498

current liabilities of, 513-514

current ratio in, 511-612

depreciation policy of, 608, 610-611

carmngs on mvested capital of, 607-

508

mcome of, 604-605

busmess cycles and, 508-610

importance of trend m, 605-606

inventory of, 612-513

m manufacturing, 601-602

margin of profit m, 606-607

obsolescence of products m, 499

prefeired stocks of, 617-619

prices of, 618-519

producing ia,vr materials, 499-500

servmg consumers, 502-603

servmg producers and consumers,

603-604

substitution of products m, 498-499

trading companies, 504

Industrial secunties, 496-621

market for, 520-621

m receivership, 498

rise of, 496-497

Inland Waterways Corporation, 274

Insurance, and Armstrong investigation,

649

automobile, 560

credit, 660

fire, in England, 643-544

m the United States, 544-547

Insmance, Me, m England, 647

m the United States, 648-649

present status of, 649-650

manne, early, 641-542

m the Umted States, 642-643

surety and fidelity, 550

Insurance companies, assets of, 664-

558

finances of, 650-668

and investment funds, 51

mvestments of, 51-62, 553-666, 567

loadmg for expenses and taxes of,

561-552

underwntmg profit and loss of, 552-

553

Insurance stocks, 641-658

prices of, 658

Intangible assets, 172-173

Interest, 94r-104

exchange theory of, 96-97

explicit, 94

gross, 96

imphcit, 94

mvestment significance of, 106-107

net, 95

productivity theory of, 96

and profits, 92-107

pure, 95-96

risk, 95-96

theoiies of, 96-97

Interest mterval and bond yields, 115

Interest rate, bond yields and, 103-104

and commodity pnoes, 698-701

demand and supply and, 97-101

equihbnum theory of, 97

m history, 722-723

market, 102-103

money, supply of, and, 101-102

the price of capital funds, 98

and stock prices, 736

supply and demand and, 97-98

International bond house, 34-35

rise of, 33-34

International busmess cycles, 716-717

International credit, breakdown of, m
1931, 681-682

International payments, balance of,

680-681

Ihtemational Telephone and Telegraph

Company, 468-469

Interpolation m bond yields, 116

Interstate Commerce Act of 1887,

286-287
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Interstate Gommeiee Act of 1887,

present status of, 292-293

Inventory, 169-171

Invested capital, return to, 77-91

Investment, defined, 3-19

Emery, H G
,
on, 12

and finance, 18-19

for income, 9-11

individual, 7-8

Inglis, E H
,
on, 7n.

losses, 11

modern, 4-6, 20-41

motives in, 89

origin of, 3-4

Pratt, S S ,
on, 12-13?i.

processes, 4

profits, 11

safe, 133-134

a soienoe, 3

scope of, 8

secured, 121

speculation distinguished from, 12-14

unsecured, 121

usage of term, 6-7

Investment banker, management func-

tions of, 223-224

Investment banking, 32

evolution of, 32-33

Investment contract, evolution of, 178-

180

nature of, 180

in reorgamzation, 191-192

Investment credit, asset element of,

158-176

contractual element of, bonds and
notes, 178-200

stocks, 201-220

elements of, 134-136

mcome element of, 136-166

management element of, 222-240
personal element m, 222-223

Investment fund trust, 562
Investment funds, annual demand for,

65-67

demand for, 61-76

consumption demand for, 68-70
theory of, 71-72

evolution of demand for, 62-63
federal debt and demand for, 66-67
foreign mvestments and demand

for, 68

fundmg operations and demand
for, 71

Investment funds, annual demand for,

sources of demand for, 61-62

speculative demand for, 70-71

state and municipal debt, aifd

demand f01
,
67

'

supply of, 42-69

buildmg and loan associations and,

62

commercial banks and, 49-61

distribution and, 66

Federal Farm Loan System and, 62

insurance companies and, 61

mternational stability and, 64

pioduction and, 54-55

savmgs banks and, 51-62

sound currency and, 52-54

Investment market, changes in, 726-

727

Investment risk, 121-136

commodity prices and, 123-124

credit risk in, 128-129

financial risk m, 129-130

market nsk m, 130-131

pohtics and, 132-183

prmcipal and income, importance of,

m, 126-128

time element in, 124^126

unpredictable risks in, 131-133

Investment trusts, 669-670

abuses of, 664

accountmg methods of, 663-664

Ameiican, 661

experience of, 663

British experience with, 659-661

capitahzation of, 668-669

early, 669

finance company, 663

financial pohey of, 664r-666

fixed trust, 562

management type of, 661-662

m New York, 664

portfohos of, 665-666

securities of, prices of, 669-670

stocks of, 569

maiket for, 570

types of, 661

Investments, American, in 1864, 30

as basis of credit, 171-172

foreign, of the Umted States, 68

issues, 1920-1929, 31

Investors versus managers, 76

speculative, 14

Irrigation bonds, 666-669
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J

Joint bonds, 196

jQint-stook company, m England, 22-

, 24

Joint Stock Land Bank bonds, 606-601

Joint Stock Land Bank stocks, 601-602

Joint Stock Land Banks, 600

L

Land trust certificates, 585-686

Land valuation, in public utibty regula-

tion, 361-362

Levee bonds, 669

Liberty bonds, market for, 628

prices of, 626-627

provisions of, 617-618

yield on, 628
Life insurance, in England, 647

in the United States, 648-549

present status of, 649-550

Locomotive performance, 316

London Stock Exchange, evolution of,

36-37

Losses, from deoretion, 11

from depreciation, 11

Lost certificates, 210

Louisiana, debt of, 636

M

Mamtenance of property, 226-227

Major cycles, phases of, 741

in stock pnoes, 740-741

Management, ohangmg attitude of, 228-

229

character of basic importance m,
230-231

devotion of, to task, 226

good faith of, 224r-226

mamtenance of property by, 226-227

and profits, 86

progressive, 227-228

relation of, to labor and personnel,

227

speciahzation of, 223

as trustee, 239-240

two aspects of, 224

Management element of credit, 222-

240

Management trust, 661-662

Manipulation, and good faith, 236

Mann-Ellcms Act of 1910, 291-292

Manufactured gas, 407-408

Margin of safety, m assets, 173-176

m income, 162

Marme msurance, early, 541-642

m the Umted States, 542-643

Market nsk, 130-131

Marketability and mterest rate, 93-

94

Maryland, debt of, 632

Michigan, debt of, 633

Milwaukee agreement, 366-367

Minnesota, debt of, 634

Mmor cycles in stock prices, 749-

761

Mississippi, debt of, 633

Missouri, debt of, 636

Modem investment, 20-41

evolution of, 21, 28-31

mtangible character of, 20-21

public debts and, 28-29

Money market and stock pnoes, 638-

639

Monopoly and profits, 89

Moody’s ratmg system, 244-260

estimate of, 249-250

stocks m, 248-249

symbols of, 248

Moratonum of 1931, 614

Morse’s telegraph, 458-469

Mortgage, blanket, 190

closed, 189-190

corporation;, 186-188

default on, 188-189

defined, 186-186

jumor, 190-191

open, 189-190

real estate, 671

specific, IM
tax covenant m, 187-188

trustee of, 186-187

Mortgage bonds, collateral, in real

estate, 685

m electnc hght and power industry,

398-399

m gas industry, 419

of railroads, 336

m real estate, 685

of telepbone companies, 492-493

Motor truck and railroads, 273-274

Mumoipal bonds, 649-671

mvahdity of, 661-662

legality of, 669-660
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Municipal bonds, meaning of term, 649

prices of, 670

remedy in default on, 664

serial issues of, 665-666

sinking funds of, 664—666

validation of, 662-663

for water works, 429-430

Municipal corporations, borrowing power
of, 667-659

power of taxation of, 656-667

powers of, 665-656

Municipal debts, burden of, 654-665

causes of morease in, 661-652

defaults on, 662-654

history of, 649-660

limitations on, 660-661

present status of, 660-661

purpose of, 651

recent defaults on, 663-664

Municipal warrants, 663

N

National banks, earnings of, 84

National debts, burden of, 620-621

National moome, 692

National savmgs, 692

Natural gas in the United States, 409

development of, 410-411

problems created by, 412

utihzation of, 409-410

Net mcome to investment, 161-162

New York Curb, 40

New York Stock Exchange, closing of,

in 1914, 691

econonnc functions of, 40-41

evolution of, 37-39

hstings on, 39, 40
Nominal return, 111-112

Non-speoiahzed assets, 164
North Oarolma, debt of, 636
North Dakota, debt of, 638
Notes, railroad, 338

0

Ocean cables, 466-467

of Commercial Cable Company, 468-
469

of Western Umon, 467-468

O’Eallon decision, 304r-306

results of, 305

Operating ratio, 160-161

Other mcome, 147

Overcapitahzation, 233-234

P

Panama Canal and railioads, 274^276
'

Panama Canal Act of 1912, 292

Panic of 1893, effect on railroads, 331

Pennsylvania, debt of, 632

Pipe lines and radroads, 276

Pledged revenues, 683-684

Poor’s rating system, 250-262

symbols of, 250-251

Preference bonds, 182

Preferred stocks, as to assets, 214-215

classified, 212-213

cumulative dividends on, 213-214

m electric light and power industry,

399-400

in gas industry, 420

of mdustnal companies, 517-619

puces of, 618-519

non-oumulative dividends on, 213-

214

protective features of, 216-218

examples of, 218-219

relating to assets, 217-218

relating to earmngs, 218

relating to hens, 216-217

of radroads, 341

m leorgamzation, 220

of telephone compames, 493

of water works, 487

Pnee, value, and yield, 108-117

Price changes and busmess cycles, 711-

712

Price-earmnga ratio in stock prices,

739-740

Pnee level, changes m, and profits,

89-90

Price margms and business cycles,

712-733

Profit, theones of, 104-106

Profits, from accretion, 11

from appreciation, 11

and busmess, 711

and competition, 88

and dynamic mdustry, 90

elements in, 106-106

gross, 146-146

and interest, 92-107

mvestment, 11

sigmficance of, 106-107
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Profits, and management, 86
and monopoly, 89

net, 146-147

peculation, 107

Proportional costs, law of, 74r-76

Prosperity and depression, 717-718
Public Credit Act of 1869, 613
Public utilities, appraisal of, 358

franchises of, 349-350

legal classification of, 345-346

meaning of term, 345

Public utility commissions, 361

advantages of, 352-353

legal status of, 353

Public utility regulation, 345-373

accrued depreciation m, 362-364

theory of, in, 363-364

appraisal of properly m, 358

certificate of public convenience m,
352

by commission, 861

advantages of, 352-363

competitive cost in, the true principle,

360-361

dilemma of, 367

by franchise, 360-351

home rule in, 363-364

mdetermmate permit m, 351-362

land valuation m, 361-362

legal doctrine of valuation m, 367-

358

local, 348-349

Milwaukee agreement, 356-367

rate of return allowed in, 368-371

and actual cost of capital, 371-372

recent trends of, 369-371

service-at-cost franchises m, 365-356

slidmg-scale franchises in, 364-356

stages m, 346-348

valuation standards m, 368-360

workmg capital m, 362

Publicity, corporate practice m, 238

and good faith, 237-239

Pyramiding and good faith, 237

R

Railroad charters, early, 281

Railroad commissions, early, 283-284

Railroad consolidations, 271-272

and overeapitahzation, 331-333

Railroad credit, 306-307

Railroad failures, causes of, 335
Railroad plant situation, 313-314
Railroad rates, development of, 270-

271

discnmmation in, early, 282-283
under Hoch-Smith Resolution, 303-

304

reasonable, 293-294

Railroad regulation, 277-307

background of, 282-283

by charter, 281

by competition, 283

constitutional power in, 284r-285

federal versus state authority in, 285-

286

Granger laws and, 283-284

judicial review m, 288

rate of return under, 306-306

by statute, 281-282

Railroad securities, 326-343

assumed bonds, 338

blanket-mortgage bonds, 337-338

bonds, overissue of, 329-334

versus stocks, 333

collateral trust bonds, 339-340

common stocks, 341-342

convertible bonds, 339

debenture bonds, 338

equipment obhgations, 340-341

guaranteed bonds, 338

moome bonds, 339

in leading systems, 334

margin of safety of, 336

market for, 343

mortgage bonds, 336

notes, 338

preferred stocks, 341

stocks versus bonds, 333

m leadmg systems, 334
Railroad traffic, analysis of, 309-311

average haul of, 312

cychcal fluctuations m, 319-320

density of, 312-313

m leadmg systems, 313

ongm of, 311

passenger, 311

permanence of, 311-312

present status of, 276-276

seasonal variations m, 319

of selected systems, 310-311

Railroad valuation, 297

and O’Fallon case, 306
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Bailroads, and air transportation, 276

in America, early, 266-268

equipment of, 270

and automotive competition, 273-

274

versus canals, 268

causes of failure of, 335

depieciation in, 296-297

economics of, 269-276

electrification of, 387-388

employment in, 317

in England, early, 265-266

equipment of, 315

equipment utilization of, 317

extra track of, 314

financial analysis of, 309-326

financial history of, 326-336

frciglit-car performance of, 316-316

freight-train peiformance of, 316

fuel consumption of, 316-317

government aid to, 269-270

grades and curves of, 314-315

mcome of, 317

and Inland Waterways Corporation,

274

labor problem of, 301-302

locomotive performance of, 316

net operating income of, 323

new capital investments of, 324r-326

non-operatmg revenues of, 318

operating efficiency of, 315

operating expenses of, 320-322

operating ratio of, 322-323

operating revenues of, 317-318

overcapitalization of, 328-329

overissue of bonds of, 329-331
and Panama Canal, 274
and pamc of 1893, 331

and pipe lines, 276

present capitalization of, 333-335

present status of, 272-273
and progress, 272

property of, as secunty, 323-324
and rate of return allowed, 305-306
recent financing of, 333

stock dividends of, 331

taxes of, 323

waterways and, 274-275

Railway Labor Act of 1926, 302
Bating of secunties, 242-266

bases for, 242-244

Fitch system of, 262-263

Eating of secunties, Fitch, symbols of,

252-263

importance of future in, 266

Moody’s system of, 244r-250
,

estimate of, 249-260 ,

stocks in, 248-249

symbols of, 248

Poor’s system of, 260-262

symbols of, 260-261

for safety, 263-265

Ratio chart, 748

Real estate, expenses in, 678-679

rentals of, 678-679

residence property, 679-680

Bite values of, 671-572

transfer of, under mortgage, 582-683

unoccupied property, 680

valuation of, 672-574

valuation systems, 674r-576

Real-estate mortgages, ancient, 671

default and foreclosure of, 683-684

guaranteed, 686

legal aspects of, 680-682

recent experience of, 686

second, 684

transfers of, 682

m the Umted States, 671

Real-estate securities, 671-687

income as an element of credit m,
677-678

land-trust certificates, 686-686
market for, 686-687

mortgage bonds, 686

collateral, 686

stocks and bonds, 686

Real-estate values, fluctuation of, 676-677
growth of, 676-677

Receivers’ certificates, 196-197

Refunding Act of 1870, 613
Registered bonds, 188

Regulation, in America, early, 280
common-law basis of, 278-279

early examples of, 277

and laissez faire, 279-280

mediaeval, 278

undei mercantilism, 279

power of, 277

(See also Pubho-utility regulation,

Railroad regulation)

Reorganization, and contractual features,

191-192

stocks in, 220

Reserve, economic, 5-6
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Residence property, 579-680

Retirement reserve, 366-366

Return to invested capital, 77-91

dianges m price level and, 89-90

"competition and, 88

dynamic industry and, 90

good management and, 86
gross, 93

immobility of capital and, 87

inventions and discoveries and, 86-86

lack of uniformity m, 86-87

bquid capital and, 87-88

low level of, 84-85

marketability and, 93-94

monopoly and, 89

net, 93

risk and, 90-91

Revenue systems, of states, 640-641

of the United States Government, 623-

626

Rights, 210-211

valuation of, 211

Risk, apportionment of, 184-186

business, 128-129

financial, 129-130

market, 130-131

and profits, 90-91

and return to capital, 90-91

and nsk-bearers, 14-16

{See alio Investment risk)

Risk factor and value, 109-110

River-bank protection bonds, 669

8

Safety, and “blue-sky” legislation, 122

indefimteness of term, 121-123

of pnncipal and income, 126-128

Savmg, and interest, 68-69

motives in, 55-68

profits and, 69

Savings, amount of, 46-49

busmess, 49

loss of, 9

pohtical stabihty and, 62

Savmgs banks, and mvestment funds,

61-62

mvestments of, 51

Seasonal variations m busmess, 706-706

Second mortgages, 684

Secular trends, m bond prices, 723-724

in busmess, 704-706

m railroad trafiio, 319

Secular trends, in stock prices, 742-743
fundamental factors m, 743-744

Security issues, 1920-1929, 31

Secunty price movements, and bank
credit, 693-694

causes of, 689-702

and changes m supply of securities,

690-692

and demand for securities, 692-693

law of supply and demand m, 689-690

Security pnees and bank credit, 693-694

Serial issues, 199-200

of mumcipal bonds, 665-666

of state bonds, 645-646

Service-at-cost franchises, 355-356

Short sellmg and stock prices, 754-766

Sinkmg funds, contractual features of,

197-199

on foreign investments, 683

and mcome, 148-149

on mumcipal bonds, 664-666

on state bonds, 645

on United States Government bonds,

615-616

Site values of real estate, 671-672

Shding-soale franchises, 364-366

South Dakota, debt of, 638

Sovereignty of states, 643-644

Special assessment bonds, 663-664

Speciahzation of management, 223
Specialized assets, 164

Speculation, and business cycles, 713

Chamberlam, L
,
on, 13n

,
17w

distinguished from gambhng, 16-17

distmguished from mvestment, 12-14

Emery, H. G , on, 12, 1711

m farm lands, 696

Hadley, A T
, on, 12

Lavmgton, P , on, 12

Lyon, H
,
on, 13

Pratt, S S ,
on, 12n

,
16

Pnee, T
,
on, 16

and stock prices, 752-764

State bonds (see Amenoan state bonds)

State debts, by divisions of the Umted
States, 638

first period of default m, 632-633

filoatuig, 646

for improvements, 630-632

penod of Cml War and after, 634-638

penod 1843-1860, 634-638

penod 1914-1932, 638-639

restrictions on, 644-645
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State debts, revolutionary peiiod of,

629-630

second peiiod of default, 034

sinking funds on, 646

Statistical value, 703

Statistics and business cycles, 710

Steamboat, 263-264

Stock, increase in, 210

no-par, 209-210

preferred, versus common, 211-212

reduction in, 210

watered, 208-209

Stock exchange, evolution of, in England,

35-37

Stock prices, 734-766

averages of, 748

and bond prices, 746-746

and current earnings, 737-738

cycles of, 740

discounting process m, 738

dividends versus eainmgs m, 736-737

Dow’s theory of movements of, 746-

748

earnings veisus dividends m, 736-737

foreoastmg, 744r-746

great cycles in, 741-742

and income, 736-736

of mdividual stocks, 748-749

and interest late, 736

international, 749, 750
major cycles in, 740-741

phases of, 741

market factors m, 738-739

mmor cycles m, 749, 761-752

pnoe-earnmgs ratio m, 739-740

short selling and, 764-756

speculation and, 752-764

trends in, 742-743

fundamental factors in, 743-744

Stockholders, liabilities of, to creditors,

206-207

number of, in corporations, 61
participation m management by, 202-

203

personal liability of, 207-208

position of, 26-27

powers of, 204-206

rights of, 205-206

voting rights of, 202-204

Stocks, versus bonds, 180-181

value of, 110-111

yield on, 111-113

Street railways, early, 438

Stiect lailways, franchise of, 447

Supply and demand and mtorest rate,

97-101

Suiety and fidelity insurance, 660

T

Tax covenant, in corporation mortgages,
187-188

Taxation, of state bonds, 647-648
and value, 110

Telegraph, 466-473

and business cycles, 471

bonds of telegraph companies, 472

capitalization of, 471-472

commercial development of, 469-463

pre-war stagnation in, 461-462

during World War and after, 462-

463

early experiments with electric, 466-

458

improvements in, 463

International Telephone and, 468-469

of Morse, 468-459

net mcome of, 471

operating expenses of, 470-471

operatmg ratio of, 471

operating revenues of, 470

cyohoal fluotuations in, 471

seasonal variations in, 471

other improvements, 464-466

pithball, 467

repeaters in, 464
,

simplex system of, '464

stocks of eompames, 472-473

techmcal advances in, 463-464

Western Union, 460-468, 470-473

wiieless, 469-470

Telephone, 474-494

accounts of, 486-487

early experiments with, 474^475

exchange, 475-478

invention of, by Bell, 475-478

long-distance service of, 484

a natural monopoly, 483

outlook for, 485

radio service of, 484-486

recent progress of, 481-482

regulation of, 485^86
by commissions, 486

techmcal progress in, 488-484

world position of the Umted States,

487-488
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Tennessee, debt of, 636

Texas, debt of, 634

Time element and investment risk, 124-

- 126

Tmdmg companies, 604

Trading on tlie equity, 75-76

Transport, ancient, 269-260

in England, 260

in Prance, 260

modem, 260

old world, 259-260

primitive, 269

Transportation in America, early, 260-

262

Transportation Act of 1920, 297-302

consolidation under, 300

rate provisions of, 298-299

and rates, 298

Trustee, of corporation mortgage, 186-

187

Turnpike, 260

U

Underwriting profit and loss, 662-663

Umted States, a creditor nation, 672-676

income of, nature of, 622-623

wealth of, nature of, 621-622

United States Government, debt of, in

1790, 610

durmg Civil War and after, 612-614

distribution of, m 1803, 611

retirement of,' 614-616

World-War period of, 614

early debt record of, 609-611

expenditures of, 626-626

foreign indebtedness to, 616

levenue system of, 623-625

second period of debts, 611-612

United States Government bonds, 609-

628

contractual features of, 619

market, price, and yield of, 626-628

outstanding issues of, 616-618

payable in gold, 619-620

price movements in, 725-726

retirement of, 614-616

Unpredictable nsks, 131-133

V

Validation of mumcipal bonds, 662-663

Valuation, and accrued depreciation,

362-363

Valuation, competitive cost the true

principle in, 360-361

legal dootnne of, m public utihties,

357-358

of real estate, 572-674

and sales prices, 675-576

systems of, 674^575

standards of, m public utihties, 358-

360

Valuation Act of 1913, 294-296

Value, common measure of, 111

present, of future income, 108-109

versus pnee, 703, 735

price, and yield, 108-117

and risk factor, 109-110

statistical, 703

of stocks, 110-111

taxation and, 110

Virgima, debt of, 635

Votmg trust, 204

W
Wages and business cycles, 716

Wages and capital, 74

Warrants, 210

mumcipal, 663

Waste in mdustry, 64-66

Waetmg assets, 167-168

Water power, development of, 381-382,

384

future of, 384

Water supply, 426-427

and drouth of 1930, 428

location of, 427-429

procurmg of, 428

pubhe, mam uses of, 430

Water works, 423-437

Amencan Water Works Association,

431, 433-436

m ancient tunes, 423-424

assets of, 434-436

bonds of, 436

capitalization of, 436-436

common stocks of, 437

corporate organization of, 435

depreciation m, 432-433

early history of, 423—424

in Europe, 424^426

Federal Water Semoe, 431, 433-437

holdmg company secunties of, 436-437

m imddle ages, 424

modem, m Europe, 424-426

municipal bonds for, 429-430
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Water works, municipal ownership of,

429

net revenues of, 433-434

operating expenses of, 431-432

oporatmg ratio of, 433

operating revenues of, 431, 433-434

ownerslup of, 429

preferred stocks of, 437

taxation of, 430-431

teehnieal improvements in, 426

m the United States, 426-426

Watered stock, 208-209

Waterways and railways, 274-276

Wealth, details of, in the United States,

64

mtangiblc amount of, 21 '

details of, 64-66 *

of states, 639-640

total, m the United States, 46

West Virginia, debt of, 635

Western Electric Company, 478-479

Western Umon Telegraph Company,
460-468

Wireless telegraph, 469-473


